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PREFACE TO THE. NEW EDITION.

The Lite Sir Alexander Cunningham's Ancient

Geography of India is the standard treatise on the

subject, and is an indispensable hand-book for those

who nre interested in Indian antiquities. Though
it is over fifty years that it was published, and so

naturally some portions have become to some extent

antiquated in the light of more recent knowledge, it

has not yet been superseded, and still remains indis-

pensable. Unfortunately it has long been out of

print, and students of Ancient Indian History have

thus been put to ureal difficulties. When therefore

the Publishers, alter securing the very kind prnnis

sion of Lt. Col A. ). C. Cunningham, R.E., son

of the late Sii Alexander, to bring out a new edition

of this work, invited me to undertake the work of

revision. I accepted the olfei very gladly, though

I
knew lull well the great difficulty and responsibility

of the task.

TV text in the present edition is exactly the

same 'u: in the original edition. But it hns not been

found possible to keep the paging identical. For

the convenience, however, of those who wish to

localise any references to the original edition, the

original paging has also been given within brackets,

in the table of Contents and Notes.

I have tried, in my Introduction and Notes, to

supplement Cunningham's text by the most up-to*
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date information available to me which could be

gleaned from the latest researches on the? subject.

And 1 venture to hope that with the help of these

supplementary notes, the student will be accurately

posted in the subject. As the space at my disposal

is very short, I have been compelled to use in these

Notes a very concise style, almost reminiscent of

the Sutra literature
(

and

to refrain irom pointing out mere slips of pen.

exploded thrones if Chronology (c.g. Imperial

Guptas flourishing in the fust or second ctnluiy

A.D.). etc. which could be easily detected.

As to the spelling of Classical words. I have

followed M'CrindiC and Scholl ; and in the matter of

Chinese names 1 have followed Watters. In the

transliteration of Sanskrit and Pali words. I have to

offer an apology. The use of proper diacritical

marks to indicate cerebrals, palatals, etc. has had

to be abandoned due to the exigencies of the Press;

but I have tried to minimise this inconvenience by

giving, within brackets, the words in Sanskrit letters,

in my Introduction and Notes.

I have tried to indicate as a rule mv sources by

giving full references; and my thanks arc due to all

those from whom such help has been obtained. But

I think I ought specially to mention my indebtedness

to Mr. Pargiter for the majority of my references to

Epic and Puranfc literature.

I feel I shall be failing in rny duty if I do not

close this short preface on a more personal note. To
the inspiration of two men I owe all the work that
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I have been able to do in the domain of Ancient

Indian History—MahSmahopadhyaya hferaprnsad

Sastri and the late Sir Ashutoah MukhopSdhyaya.

MahSmahopadhyaya Sastri is my Guru in the field

of Indology
:
and it was the patronage and encourage-

ment of the late Sir Ashutosh which enabled me to

carry on the research-work the results of which are

embodied here. My most heart-felt thanks are due

to them both. And I am only sorry that Sir

Ashutosh has not lived to see the completion of

this work.

My own, and also the Publishers' thanks are

due to Lt. Col. A. 1- C. Cunningham R.E., the

worthy son of our author, for his kind permission to

the Publishers to bring out an up-to-date and revised

edition of this standard treatise of his illustrious

father,

S. N. M.

The IOth September. 1024,

CALCUTTA

.
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE STUDY Of

THE ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA

1.

Pioneers in this field of research.

I Mr. Francis Wil/ord, Enginccr.— "A learned and
laborious. but injudicious writer*’ (Wilson's Hindu

Theatre. I 9). His essays—on Egypt and the Nile from
the Ancient Books of the Hindus

;
the Sacred Islands in

the West ; etc. (Asiatic Researches III. IX. XIV); the

Comparative Geography of India (published posthu-

mously in I ft5 1
>. His great merit was to point out the

existence of Sanskrit source# of geography. His account

of the Nile from Sanskrit source* enabled Lieut. J. H
Sprke in discover i|h source. (Speke's Discovery of the

Source of the Nile. chap*. I. V. X)

2. //. //. Wilson .— In 1824 he contributed to the

Oriental Magazine (Vol. II. p IK)) an article in which

hr described a Sir. MS. professing to be a section of

the Blmhishya Furfino which elucidate* the local

geography of Bengal. In his translation of the Y'ishnu

l
purana hr commented on the I’tiriinic geography. I lis

.Votes on the Inthca of Ctesiaa was published in 18)6

(Oxford). The geographical poition of his Ariwia Antiqua

(London. I/Ml)—an account of the coins and antiquities

discovered by Mr. Masson during his travels in Afghanis-

tan—-is full and valuable.

3. Christian /.arisen -the encyclopaedic Indologist.

—

(a) //is Pentapotamia Indiea (1827) uives Hit account of

the Punjab from the "classical* ' *>UfC*a and from the

MahOhMrata
,
the Kosha* and other Skr source*, (M In

the geographical section of hi* Indische Allcrthumsf^unJe
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(Bonn. 1843)—the very learned am! exhaustive work on

the antiquities of India— he described the physical

features of India and gave (especially in the footnotes)

whatever information lie could collect from classical

and Skr. sources. Though “hit* system of identification

is based on a wrong principle’’ (M'Crindlc's Ptolemy.

Preface, p. vii) and hence many of his identifies-

tons are wrong (Purgitcr in 1895. p. 250). these

works of emdition are precious mines of materials

utilised by latci scholars

4 Vivien do Saint-Stariin, the father ol the

geography of Ancient India.— (o) His Elude «ir la

geographic cl le s populations primitive* du Nord-ouest

dr Linde d'apres Jr* Hymnes Vediques (Paris. 186/)) i*

the sole work on Vedic geography, It* treatment is

masterly in the extreme But as he relied solely on VI

l~anglois*s French translation of the Rigoeda “a version

which does not seem altogethei to have commended itself

to later interpreters” (E. Thoma* in J. R. A. S.. 1883,

p 356)—and as much Vedic research has been done since

that time, it is necessary to revise this Etude

In his (fe) F.tude sur la geographte Grocque el Latine

dr Linde, et on particular sur Linde do Ptolfimic and (c)

Afemoire Analytiquc sur la carte de LA sic centrale el de

Linde (appended to Vol. Ill of M. Julien’s translation of

Hwcn Thsang, 1858). he critically examined the clwicnl

and the Chinese sources. "His identifications have been

made with so much care and success that few places

have escaped his research and most of these have escaped

only because the imperfection or want of fulness in the

maps of India rendered actual identifications quite im-

possible” (Cunningham’* A.S.R.. II. Preface, p. 83).

5. ^ir Alexander Cunningham
,
the father of Indian

archtology A son of Allan Cunningham the poet, he

came to Indin as a ’‘Royal Engineer.” The influence of
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I’rinsep—’’the decipherer of the early Indian Alphabets
'

— made him fix his eyes on the antiquitie} ol this

country. In 1861 hr applied to Lord Canning to sanction

an archaeological survey’ which he justly showed in his

letter to hr the only means for the reconstruction of an

account of Ancient India He was appointed the

Archaeological Surveyor in January 1 862
; but as after a

few years the pos! was abolished, he went home and

produced The Ancieni Geography o\ India, Vol. I (1871).

In it he gave a summary of the results of V. de St. Martin

and Lassen recited and corrected in light of his own
researches and discoveries due chiefly to hi* iXM* /rac>rf*

in this country—an advantage which the earlier writers

did not possess Thus he brought to a focus the then

accumulated knowledge into a single English volume

which is still the work to which every student of this

subject has to refer to But it must be borne in mind
that —

I ci) Cunningham (following St Martin and Julien) gave

in mott cases the proposed restorations of foreign sounds

as the Skr. names. Though nothing more than this could

have then been possible, it is clear that such restoration

of a Greek, Latin or Chinese transcript of an Indian

proper name could not alway* be identical with the

original one Hence one ought to search for the original

names from Indian sources* and there is no doubt that

they would eventually be found out. IJiua Panin:

furnishes Kopisi |IV. 2. 99). San^ala (IV. 2 75), Varnu

(IV. 2. 10). IV 3. 93). Pamata (IV. 2. 143). etc -the

Skr forms of Knpisene. Singala, Fa-la-na, Po-lo-fo*ta.

etc II.A. Vol I. p. 21 1 . Kfisika supplies Ayoimikhi

(A-yc-rnu k.V). Rajatarangini mentions UJabhanJapura

(Wu-to-ka-han-cha). I'inaya Text* lii. 38) and fataka (iv,

30) supply Kajangata (Cunningham’s Kajughra) Infcrip

lion No. 14 of El. VI show* that the Skr fe.rm of Kong
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yu-io is Konfoda and noi konyodha .i» given by

Cunningham.

# (l>) In utilising: the account# of Fa Hian and Hwcii

Thaang—undoubtedly his chief source*—he took 6 li of

Hwen TKiang as one mile and one yc/ano of Fa Hian

to be 675 miles. But later researches Have shed much

light on this subject causing n scrutinization of his work

(c) Cunningham usually say* that Hwen Thaang made

mistakes when his evidence is not in accord with what

he (Cunningham) wishes to prove. It is very easy to say

that Hwen Thsang meant Fas! when he wrote West, or

that instead of a thousand he meant a hundred. But one

mu»t not do this without any strong proof.

(r/l He estimated Ptolemy’s geography to be of much

value (His Preface, p. vii). But it will be shown to be

otherwise.

(e) Cunningham lurnaclf ha*, in his voluminous reports

[A£.R.) in 23 volumes (the fir.it two only of which were

written, though not published, before the publication of

his Geography), embodying his researches occupying j

period of more than a quarter of a century, abandoned

many of the identifications stated in his Geography.

And the researches of various other scholars—M’Crindle,

Stein, Raverty. Foucher. Fleet. V. Smith, Walter*, to

name only a few of them) have shown that not only are

many of his identifications doubtful blit that tome are

positively wrong.

6 II Yule .—Hit annotations on Marco Polo and

his map of Ancient India from classical sources in Dr.

Smith's Altai of Ancient Geography (1675) are valuable.

7. Dr. WCrinJIe
.

the translator of Megasther.es.

Arrian. Strabo. Pcriplus. Ptolemy, and other classical

writers on India, gave, in Ins geographical note* a

summary of ihe conclusions of the above writers.

8 Mr Pargi.cr. - I lis Geography o/ Rdmn's l\xilc
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O K AS.. 1894). Extern Indian Nation, {] A .S.B .. 1895).

F.n*. tranulation of Matl<andcya Puidna (Publish.*! by the

Asiatic Society, Bengal), iValionj at the time o/ the Grcql
B ar U K.A.5.. 1908). and Ancient Indian Historical Tract-

lions {Oxford. I922i have elucidated Epic and Puranic

Geography.

9. )\andalal Day's dcographical Dictionary of

Ancient and Mediatval India (A dictionary and not a

systematic treatise. Ground? of identification* and

references are generally not given). A second edition of

it is in course of publication ns an appendix to Indian

Antiquary

10. pro/. F. PutU's Cartography of India in the

.Sfudr Italian i di Ai/o/ogia Indo-lranica, Vols IV & V is

a valuable contribution

2. Sources of the Geography of Ancient India.

I.—FoRfJCN*

]. Classical*

I hough a lew references lo India may l>e gathered

horn the Pharnician and Persian sources, they are not of

any importance Hence of the foieign accounts we have

first to turn to that of the Gm*.KKS. Their earliest notion

of the earth wa* that it was a flat and round disc encircled

by the mighty river—Ocean Homer and his contem-

poraries knew very little beyond Greece, the Archipelago.

Aria Minor. Egypt. Sicily and a part of Italy But the

colonizing spirit expanded their knowledge ; and the fir**

introduction of maps, at least in Greece,(for the Egyptians

and Babylonians are said to have drawn maps long

• Flf*s in I A mi. p. 24 If.: The Evolution of Cro^nphy l>y

J Keane l/>n rfnn. IfiW; The fW* of Modern Ceogruphy hy C. R.

lojedna. 1807 etc
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before— J. Keane. p. 5) and the discovery of an instru-

ment lo &x the latitude by Anaximander, a disciple of

I bales, helped this expansion.

HECATOU* (300 a.cj. the first Creek geographer

knew of two continent]! only -Lurope and Aria (a part

of which was Africa). Mis Survey of the Work! is

lost.

HERODOTUS H84-43I 8.C.). the Father of History. waa

a traveller. He rejected the Hat theory of the earth, but

Kavc none of his own He knew something of the coun-

tries from Scythia to Abyssinia and from India to the

Pillars of Hercules. But "his knowledge of India wa*

meagre and most vague. He knew that it was one of the

remotest provinces of the Persian Empire towards the

Last
:

but of its extent and exact position he had no

proper conception.'* (M’Crindie’s A ncicnl India, p I).

Hence though hi* work can be utilised as a source of

history for informing us of Skylax s Voyage, etc., ;t

contributes little towards the geography of India.

Hie !nt!d(0 of KlLSIAs (306 B.C.j. the royal physician

of Persia, is full of old wives’ tales not to be trusted

ALEXANDER THE Great's march through the Punjab

and Sindh brought, for the first time, the direct Greek

knowledge of India to the banks of the Sutlej. The
great invader caused ihc whole of India (o hr described

by men well acquainted with it (M’crindlc’a Invasion
. p.

f» f II ) Some of the eminent men of science and letters

who had accompanied him wrote invaluable memoirs

which arc now totally lost, but they furnished materials

to subsequent writers— I. DtoooKl’S (100 B.C — A.l>. 10(0)

who mixed history with fiction. 2. Pl.t

T

ARCH. i. SlRMU).

(60 B.C.—A.D. 19). 4. CURTVUS, (a.D 100). who wag
‘deficient in the knowledge of Geography. Chronology

and Astronomy’ (M'Crindle's Invasion, p. II). 5. ARRIAN

(A.D. 2(X» the best of Alexander’s historians, and 6
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JuslINOS (not later than A.D. 500). A* none of these

abstractors had even a very flight personal knowledge of

India, their works, though bo&ed on accounts written bv

persons who actually visited India, are not ao much
invaluable for geography as lor history. A little vagucneM
due to want of personal knowledge and a few mutual

contradiction* diminish not a little of their usefulness as

a source of the geography of the North-Western and

Western districts of India. Hence it is that few of

the places mentioned in them have been identified with

any real approach to certainty" (Reel in l A
, , 1901. p. 24)

and a greater number of identifications can only be rrvade

from Indian sources and not from them.

MECA3TOIENE5 (305 B.C.). Hid long %toy in the err*/

heart o/ India might probably have given hit work great

authority in topographical matters aUo ; but. unluckily foi

UP, it exists only in fragments preserved an quotation*

In the existing fragments we can only find out his idea

of the -hape of India, names of some mountains and an

important but doubtful catalogue of Indian races and

tribes.

About 240 Hi Eratosthenes, who was placed in

charge of the great library established by the Ptolemies

at Alexandria, brought Mathematics to his aid and laid

the first foundation of a really scientific geography.

Accepting the theory which is said to have originated

from Thales luOQ B.C.) but the credit of which ought to

go to Pythagoras, he took the earth to be spherical and

as lying in the centre of the universe. Though he had

various errors. Sir E. Bunbury had justly pointed out that

hi» geography id not only much nearer to the truth than

that adopted by Ptolemy three centuries later, but it id

actually a better approximation than wad arrived at bv

modern geographers till about two centuries ago. {Hut

of Ancient Geography, Vol I. P 635). He described
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India on the authority of Alexander** historians, Megas-

thenre. aryl the Register ol Stathmi or Marches

Alter the lapse of about two centuries flourished

Strabo (60 b.c.—AJ>. 19) whose object in writing a new

geography was to correct the earlier works in light of

the increase of knowledge’ due to the foundation ol the

mighty Roman Empire. He ’’did not carry us much

further than Eratosthenes. Indeed in some respects ho

is even inferior to his predecessor He distorted the

shope of various countries. But he conceived rightly,

noticed the difficulty of correctly representing a curved

surface on a plane and perceived that a projection mu*t

be to gome extent erroneous. As for his occounf o/

India, he Inmsclf has admitted that it conuof 6c absolutely

hue. As an apology he has pointed out the difficulty of

getting correct information about India owing to its great

distance and to the fact that only a few have ever visited

it, that those few have visited only a part of it. and that

those again are ignoran: men unqualified to write An

account of the places they have visited (Strabo in

M'Crindle * dneirnf India , pp. 17 and 9 >

Pi INV. the Naturalist. (a.D. 23-79) dealt with every-

thing under the sun in his long array of hook*. I laving

no new theory of his own and having read (as he himself

ha* *aidl more than 2,000 book*, he became an

industrious collector from every source But his love

of the marvellous disposed him to accept far too readily

even the most absurd fiction lie is also liable to the

chmge of occasional carelessness in his citation."

(M’Crindle s Ancient India, p. 102). His notices of Asia

are fuller and indicate • an increasing trade between

Europe and the East. And the discovery, made at this

time by I lippalu* (a navigator who made a study of the

winds of the Indian Ocean), of the periodic nature of the

momcons enabling the European navigators to take a
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direct route to India and not a coaiting course, became

a valuable aid to the commercial relation* with India.

The hearsay talcs of these rough sailor* were mixed .by

Pliny with the accounts of Alexander’s companion* and

of Mrgasthcnrs in his geography of India. (VI Book

of hi* Natural History),

The increase of trade with India created the demand

ot a guide-book which was produced in the form of the

Pl Rin US ot THI- EftYTHRTAN 5f.*” hy an anonymous

writer (first century A.D.). Eryfhr&an sea whs the whole

expanse of the ocean reaching from the coast of Africa

to the utmost boundary of ancient knowledge of the Kant,

h wflj; so rallied from the entrance into it by the straits

of the Red Sea—the “Erythra* of the Greeks. This

Peri pin* contains the best uecoimf o/ the commerce

carried on from the Red Sea and the coast of Africa to

the l-*i*t Indie* during the time that Egypt was a Roman
province It mention* river mouths, ports etc., with

distances from one another, exports, imports, and such

other details ad a merchant would moat value. The

author of the Periplu* ccidently sailed in person round

the const of Indio But owing to the occasional shifting

of va side ernporia. we cannot now expect to find every

place on the coast mentioned by him. As to inland

details, he Was not correct. Phiis he placed Paithan at

a distance of twenty days’ journey to the south of

Barygaza while it is 200 miles to the south-east of it.

Tho* we cannot trust it ns a geographical source for

inland knowledge, though wr can take its mention of

commercial products to be true

I he greatest figure ol this period is PrOIXMN .
whose

mirne marks the highest pitch of perfection in early

geography. Klaudios Ptolcmaio* who flourished in

Alexandria (ci>co a.p. I50| was a musician, mathematician,

astronomer *nd geographer His work on geography i* a
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sequel to his great ’Almagest. " It is not a descriptive

geography like that of Strabo, hut is exclusively a

mathematical or cosmical one His object was to correct

and reform the map of the world. So he explained the

geometrical principles of geography and pointed out

that the only scientific basis on which a map could be

constructed must be made on astronomical observation*.

Hence in describing places he gives their longitudes

(calculated from Ferro in the Canaries! and latitudes

(parallel o( Rhodes) These scientific features are the

causes of his wide celebrity. But hr* system has many

detects :
—

(II He placed the equator at a considerable distance

from its true geographical position and vitiated his

Eastern longitudes by about seven degrees.

(2) He took every decree ol latitude and of longitude

measured at the equator as equal to 500 stadia instead

oj 600 stadia (or 60 geographical miles). And thus if he

had arrived at the conclusion that two places were 3000

stadia from each other, he would place them at a distance

of ten degrees apart and thus, in fact, separate them by

an interval of 6000 stadia

(3) As only a jew astronomical observations were

made in his time, he had to rely (and specially so in the

case of India of which he had not even the slightest

personal observation! upon second-hand information—

reports of travellers, navigators and works ol previous

writers.

(4) In general shape his countries are narrowed at

the north and enormously extended a* they approach the

south : so that the eastern parts of Asia are carried .«

long way beyond their true distance from Europe and

Africa.

(5) As the result of the above defects, the shape o/

India is utterly distorted in his map. His results would
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place Pailhan in the Bay o( Bengal, make Ceylon an

enormous island, make the Ganges flow in^> the aea

somewhere near Canton, make the Mahanadi river rjm

over Siam and Cambodia, cany Patnliputra to the east

of a line from Tonquin to Pekin, etc

Thus we see that unless we have a thorough adjust-

ment of Ptolemy's results for India, it is with but little

confidence that we can use it. with only our present

means of applying information given in it, towards

reconstructing the geography and political divisions of

Ancient India.

It 19 needle** to mention the other classical writers

| translated by M'Crindle in his Ancient lndia\. though

they supply some historical information, they do little

more than mentioning a few distorted Indian geographic uf

names wihoul the specification of any distance or direc-

tion. Nor was the old classical culture destined to live

long after Ptolemy and the author of PfctfTINCTR TABLES

<A.O 222 ).

2. Early Christian.

The spread of Christianity ruined the old "pagan"

culture . Ihe Hebrew theory of flat earth surrounded by

the ocean and having massive pillars at the edges on

which the heaven rests like a roof banished the Greek

spheroidal view. While the old classical structure was

undermined, little was done to further any knowledge.

The only work of this period in which we have any

interest is The Christian Topography of the Universe

iM'Qindle’s translation of the complete work published

by the Hakluyt Society. I897| by the Egyptian monk

COSMAS, nicknamed iNDtCOPtCUSTTS (Indian traveller),

who travelled from Egypt to India and Ceylon (A.D. 547)

Reviling the impious old pagans for their spheroidal view,

he depicts the world in his map—the earliest Christian
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map—as a flat rectangular island surrounded by the sea

beyond which are other regions. He had no idea o(

what geography is and his work contributed little to the

historical geography of India, AH that we can learn from

him is the name o( certain western and South Indian

placet and their trade.

3. Arabic.

As Arabic enterprise extended their commercial

relations far beyond the limits of Ptolemy’s world, their

knowledge was wider than his and far sounder for many
regions in the east and south (Pastern Asia, Africa). In

geography, as ir» astronomy, they had worked on the ohl

Greek Unet, but on them they had built up their own

structures by independent researches on mathematical

calculations and reports of travellers. But Arabic geo

graptiy never got beyond a certain point. It never threw

up a truly great writer like Strabo or Ptolemy, What

they did was to preserve the Greek tradition and to

improve it. while Europe WC» degrading into barbari$m

owing to ecclesiastical authority. “Men like MaSSOWY
Ia. IX 95b). Al hfki Nl or F.D«lsj (I Ith century) had a better

and more adequate conception than any Christian hefore

\.l>. I 500 . Hie construction of maps and globes reached

a cons’derable proficiency in their hand while the Christian

ones* are almost ridiculous Besides the above writers,

Suaimas {\ d h5l). Abu Zaid (a n 916), Inn Ktwn.vntu

(a. d. 912) At 1

1

akhrj (a. n 951) and At. KaZWIM (a. r>.

1275) have written about India. But the distortion of

Indian names in their works perplexes much AUJF.RUNt’S

knowledge of Sanskrit enabled him to give a transcript as

faithful ns the use of the Semitic alphabet allowed him

But his geographical account of India i* not a new
account . it is mainly a synopsis (chaps. 25, 29] of the

Hindu accounts—Rhucano-kosa and Ktirmavibh&ga. He
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Ims only added a lew note* on them. Hi* original

contribution |ch*p. I8| it the account ol 16 itineraries

which *rem to have been communicated toliim by the

military and civil officers ol Mahmud Here he mentions

directions and distance* in farso^h ( - 3 miles approx.)
||RN BAU/IA in Sindh. J.R.A.S.. 1887. p. 401 fT and a map
in 188*); RASHIDUOOIN'S geographical notices of India—
Col. Yule in J.R.AS.. 1869-70. P . 340 ff

|

4. Chinese.

Having discovered the use ol the magnet as early as

the third century A. D
,
the Chinese could make extensive

nea-voyages. They are even alleged to have discovered

what is now known aft the North America in A. D. >00

f Beaz!y*» Dawn of Modern Geography, pp. 489-%
;
493).

The conversion ol this nation into Buddhism which wa*
introduced into their country in A. l>. 67 (Tikakusu'k

lifting. Intioduction) caused a series ol pilgrims to visit

India—the land of Buddha—and write invalimblr accounts

of it.

As the Greeks and the early Arabs visited India cither

in the track ol some invader or as merchant*, their

accounts chiefly inform us of the military glories of nations

or ol kings little known or altogether unknown in Indian

literature which is deficient in the historical ?**nsr, or of

the trades of places which have long ago been deserted

or buried in the silts of rivers and are no longer

remembered Hence though these source* give much

information, they do not contribute much to the study of

geography. Rather it requires much research to elucidate

these foreign accounts.

But the case is different with the Chinese. These

pilgrims, saturated with Ind'nn ideas, virited their holv

land and described the sacred monuments of places which

have been immortalized in Sanskrit or Pali literature,
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some of which stilJ retain their celebrity, while the ruin*

of some others still exist enabling us to understand their

Chinese description Thi* fact explains the importance

of The i hincsr sources.

Of the various Chinese accounts, those of Sung-Yun

and Hwi Sf.NG (A.D. 60Tl . translated in Beal's Record*

o/ the Wettcrn World, Vol. I ; and in Bull, de I'EcoU'

Ft. d' Extreme-Orient. Hanoi, 1903) and of O-KuNC (A.O

800; translated in the Journal Aaialiquc, 1895) are very

short, describing a few places of North-Western India

(Kabul Valley, the Punjab and Kashmir).

iTStNG landed at TSmralipti. the then port on the

Bay of Bengal, in A.D. 673 and visited Nalanda, Gridhra-

fctiu. Buddhagaya, Vmsnlf. Kustnagara. Kapilavastu.

SrivMti. the Deerpark. Cock Mountain, and left India

from Tamralipti (Translated by Dr Takakusu, C. P. S

Oxford. 18%). His account was not accessible to |Sir|

Alexander Cunningham.

Still more important arc the accounts of Fa-HiaN

{ a.i>. 399-4141 and H'WTN Thsang (a.d. 62945) or Yuan-

CHWASC (as Mr Watters prefers to spell it). FA-HIAN

entered India from the North-West, travelled over the

whole of the Aryavarta and left it at the port of I amralipti

His record \FoKitcKi) is truthful, clear and straight

forward Though a devout Buddhist, he was a sensible

and not often a hysterical pilgrim-traveller The earlier

part of his work is strictly geographical Blit when he

reached India, religion had the better of his geography

S;il| his geographical notices are valuable foi their

precision, as he generally fixed the portion of every pliic**

that he visited by it? bearing and distance from that which

hr left

Yiian Chwang also entered India from the North

West, travelled through the whole of it and left it by the

same route His record*

—

Si-Yu-Kf—are fuller than even
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lhat of K.i-Hian and it is almost impossible to exaggerate

their importance.

In utilising material* from these sources ** student

should note that :

—

I In giving the direction of a place from another
Fn-Htan mentions only the four principal cardinal points.

(Hence his K may mean N.F.. or S.E.; and so with the

other points.
| Ytien Chwang also generally does the

rame : and very seldom does he give the direction as due
N E., etc But still there are other points of the compass
l>eyond these eight.

II. In stating the distance of a place from another.

I a-Hian states it in the yojana and Yuan Chwang in the

yojana and the It measure. Dividing the known-distance-

in-mile* by the number of ijojowa which the distance

covers according to these pilgrims. Cunningham asserted

that a t/ojana of Yflan Chwang is 6 75 miles while that of

r«-l lian is 6 71 mile*.

Mr \ Smith takes a yojana of Yuan Chwang to be

6 5 mile* and one of Fa-Hian to t>e 7 25 mile*

M. lulien and probably Dr Stein lake 8 miles as

equal to one yojana of Yuan Chwang, while in the opinion

of Mr dies a yojana of Fa-Hian vanes from > to 9 miles

Now Yuan Chwang has himself stated (Watters.

Vol I. p HI -2) that a yojana is a day's march for a Royal

army
;
that there are three kinds of yo)ana% of 16 li (found

in Sacred Writings), of 50 li (common leckonmg in India)

and of 40 li lold Chinese account) He has also stated

that a yojana consisted of eight krozas (a krosa being

originally the distance that the lowing of a cow can he

heard) He ha* also given figures to change a frroso into

bows
.

* cubits
.

fingeis and bo

r

ley *corris. Making

calculations from these materials Fleet tried to prove th<«t

there were three kinds of yojana* :— I MaCaPHa YOJANA

lused by the Buddhists) of 16000 hadas or 4 54 miles:
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II. GENERAL YOjAK'A of 32000 hatlaa ot 9W miles

III. A THIRD VQJAN* (which wad according lo Yuan
Chwarsr ['/) o i the general yojanct) of 1212 miles. This

third yojana was. according to Fleet, the original yojana

(irom yuj, to yoke}—the yoking distance—the distance

along which a pail of bullocks could draw a fully !<*den

Oft. This yojana was taken by the Chinese pilgrims as

cqu^l to 100 *7f'Y \J R.A.S., 1906. p 1011.

|

In making the above calculations Fleet took a hast a

Vl yard. But Major Vost has shewn from Medieval and
Ancient Chinese and other sources that the ha&ta was

formerly taken to be a little larger than is done now
I/.R./1S., 1903. p 65 I Hence taking hir calculations the

three yojanas will be— miles or 5 3 miles very

nearly; II 106 miles very nearly. Ill- 14 2 mile* very

nearly.

I Hus 100 If s or a yojana denoted the distance

occupied in making a Jay a journey. Fhe *aid day’s

journey averaged very closely nhouf fourteen mile*. But

being actually determined in each case by such consider®

tions as the nature of the country traversed and the

d.stance between the villages, jurat*, dharmnul i>\ ,»nd other

convenient halting places, it might easily hr anything

from twelve to sixteen miles and in exceptional cases

might have even a wider range in either direction

III. Aram* as Fa-Hum gives distances in i/ojunus

only and not in fractions of it. hi* one yo/uno may he any

distance more than / ifojann and less than Ikj yojana*.

Yiian C'hwang also use® round numbers, such hs 500

"If Y 60n *7i**s, etc. Hence we may allow a certain

margin nnl take his 500
-

7i”s as any distance above 450

and below 530 *7i'Y Thus the distances of both the

Chinese pilgrims can be taken only ar approximation

s

IV Yuan C hwang s dimensions of various countries

are generally taken to he exaggerations. It became a
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common practice of Cunningham to take his thousand* a*

hundreds. But a* Yuan Chwang has not stated these

details in the decimal system of notation, he is* not justi-

fied to do so. Nor can wc condemn his details of tin*

kind in genera) term* without considering how they can

be applied, l or as he usually stated these details in

thousands of "/i s any one of them may be 50 mile* too

great or too little Again re-entering angle* may increase

a penmeter very considerably, while reducing the area

inside it Conventional ideas as to the size of a country

may also have caused some errors in his details.
| / ft

A. S., 1907. p. 641 fl.|

V. A* the name* of a country and its capital are

sometimes identical |and even when not identical Yuan

Chwang has not mentioned them both) and as Yiian

Chwang has not nlways precisely stated whether by a

certain place-name he means a capital or a country, the

distance* and d-rectians given bv him cannot precisely

be traced on the map. though the best way would be to

take them as Irom each capital to the next one.

VI Ihr peculiarity of Chinese phonetics caused

Yuan Chwang to insert vowels between Skr. conjunct*

and to use *T' for Skr A:. *h. gb : ch for Skr. ch. chh .

U jh : I (cerebral) for the cerebrals th> J, Jh. {$. str ;

t (dental) for the dental* I, th, d, dh
: p for p, ph, h. bh ;

I for r. /
; / for h and 0- Hence the difficulty in finding

out the true Skr form.

VII. Again cases of discrepancy between the

Records (of the Western World written by the pilgrim

himself) and the Life (of the pilgnm composed by a friend

of him) and some apparent mutual contradictions and a

few various readings show that the writings of Ytian

Chwang have not been correctly transmitted to us.

We thus see that even the very hest of the foreign

sources are not fully satisfactory and though the results

c
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arrived at from them nrC of preal value, they cannot be

taken a* anything fnorc than mere appioximation*.

I he Chinese source also includes various notes on

India—in Chinese histories and specially in the Chinese

translations of Indian works. M Sytvain Levi and his

pupils have drawn the attention of Indologists to these

notes

3. A critical estimate of Indigenous sources.

Though the ancient Indians did not pay much mien-

r on to history, iheie are ample geographical materials.

Expansion ol geographical knowledge is due to

ll) military expedition and colonizing spirit. (21 commercial

relations. <3| religious activity, and. in the modem age.

I.4| scientific exploration. Alexander’s Historians’ and

Alberuni's knowledge ol India was due to the first cause.

Pliny and the author o( the Periplus utilized materials

accumulated by commercial enterprisers The Chinese

pilgrims’ visit to India was actuated by religion. Similar

also is the case with the ancient Indians Their foreign

conquest and colonization are made known to us by a

series of Sanskrit Inscriptions discovered in Further India

and the Indian Archipelago. A fourth century >D. Pillar

Inscription of the Buddhist sea-captain Mahanavika

Buddhagupta ol Raktamrlilttika (mod Ranp.'uniili in

Murshidahad district. Bengal) has been discovered* in the

Wellesley district of the Malay Peninsula. A series of

inscriptions! proves clearly that there ruled, in Further

India, from the second century A.D up to the seventh

•K«n. Kcuvcufo Gcrh'lltcA. III. <Wl»). p. 2%.

t Br.K-iate'. Inn SonA du Cimpo «l Cambodge <
!»*>»>

:
Hut-

Ruilc FEO. II. p. I Si. III. 206-11
,

IV. p. 018. XI. p 264. XII.

8. pp 15-16. XV. No 2. pp. J->. B«lh« /-IK- S* Ja Cmmlader
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century at least, a line ol Saiva Hindu king* (Dharma

mahArajas) claiming descent from Aftvatthaman, son ol

Ooiia. Four Yupa inscriptions4 of king Mulavarmar*

in the fourth or fifth century A.D Pallava characters, dis

covered in 1879-80 nt Kcctei in East Borneo, show the

existence of a powerful Hindu foyol dynasty at that place.

As for the Brahman colony in Fnhien’a Yc-po-ti (Java, or

perhaps, Sumatra) and the extensive Buddhist min* in

Java, they Are too well-known to call for any remark

Recent discoveries in Central Asia exhibit political and

diplomatic relations of India with Central Asian states

(so often referred to in Indian literature).

As for commercial intercourse. Von Ihering (in his

Prehistoric Indo-Europeans) and J. Kennedy (in J.R.A.S

1895. pp 241 68) have shown the activity of the early

Indians in trading with the Persian Gulf tribes. A couple

ol Kanaresc sentences found embodied in the Greek farce

in the Papyrus of Oxyrhvnchust of the first or second

century A D. indicates commercial relations of an intimate

nature between Egypt and the Kansresr-speaking

Dravidinn* of Southern India Cornelius Nepo* (who

died in the reign of Emperor Augustus. 14 fl.C.—A.D. 14)

had mentioned Indian commercial activity even in

Germany I There are clear statements in lamil literature

supporting Fahien** mention of early Indian's voyage to

lava. Sumatra and China.

§

As for religious activity in this direction. Aaoka's

sending Buddhist Missionaries to Syria, Egypt and

Macedonia is known to all Students o? History. The

• Dr Vogel in Oorrdru^ ini dt IStjdrwn M dc Tookn \'n/Wn

\*drr\andm:h-lndii l\ct 7 A. Afta*erln* 1-2. I9WI

t I HAS, I*M. vp W-405

t M'Crindle** Anr tnd.. p. 110.

$ Aiyangar‘« Ri'jrtnnfnjit •>/ South tnd'on Hid. pj» I I’M
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recent discoveries in Central Asia exhibit the Kreat

influence of Buddhist Missionaries in that region India s

connection with Iibct. China. Japan and Manchuria does

not require any comment. Even such a distant place as

Lord North s Island in Micronesia/ was indebted to

Buddhist Missionaries for its religious instruction.

We thus see that the political, commercial, and

religious activities of early Indians made them acquainted

with the greater part of the then known countries of the

world. And this acquaintance certainly broadened their

knowledge of the geography of foreign lands. And

though, owing to their so-called want of historical faculty

or to their want of vanity, they left no autobiographies

or private memoirs, prripfi or itineraries like those of

Fahkn or Yuan Givvang to perpetuate their names, yet.

the nock of knowledge thus accumulated was not coin

pletely loot. It ha* been preserved in a corrupted form

in the Epic And Puranic conception of the world as

containing seven concentric islands— Jambu. Saka, Kiwi.

Salmala. Krauncha. Gomrda (Gomanda or PUkshal. and

Pushkarat—encircled by neveri Samudros.t Though this

conception is childish, we ought not to compare it with

• /oumaJ of the American 0'‘cn/ot Society, vol V. 194.

t The order varies «n d»£rrcnl wuiin.

X Thr Ruddhiat ay*»trm Count* eight and hn» dilfcrcnl

names Cue ftOme ol the Sormidrn* {See Pulle'a Studi fta fit* l *f*

FJofocio /nc/o-//«nic«. rol IV. pp. 15-16; ate al»o JR AS, l9l)2.

p 142; \W. p. 42.) In Jain* tradition we hava nrw name*. A
chapter muled Olivwonuaddd mtarlad incidentally in /lOilhfifjtame*

•Utrm iuyiic* the following dt4paa I. Jefohu. 2 DhfreiKhamdo.

y Puft^harnraro. 4 KmunawM. 5. /Ciir/tfOi. 6 Ghotcvara, 7.

KhcJavara, A .N<indi*orovdrii. 9. d renai or«l. 10 ^inwinroaiio.

II. KvnJoto. 12 Kundelavara. I) AToJidolatfaratiuto. 14 Ru yutfa.

15. Rowmwo. 16 RufajmmCvaa. 17 Ultra. IA J/ifriCBm. 19.

HtirncarmuiM Th* iumn af ihe fir»l Iwtj ocean* arc /.uconu

•emutida and KoJoyo {Sk Katoda)
.

tlvc other names are made by

adding udo (
* water) to the names of the dvtpai Hhcfci'ati Stit'O
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that of the twentieth century and stigmatize it a* ridi-

culous If we compare this fourth or third ccjitury B.C

conception of the earth with even the tenth or elevenjh

century Christian conception a* depicted in the maps

reproduced in Keane s Evolution of (jeography (Ldward

Stanford, London. I899l. si would not certainly appear to

be more ridiculous. The true conception of the earth *‘s

a thing of modern times—it was formed after the first

circumnavigation. Ancient nations had strange notions

The conception of the different parts of the earth as so

many islands was maintained also by the Greek*, and is

referred to by Teopompo in Eiiano. by Kratosthenes. and

by Strabo * As for the Indian theory of concentric

islands, its origin may be explained thus:—(II the change

of meanings of the words Jtrpo and samudra : doipa

(derived by Panini as doi 1 0.0
;
and thus etymologically

connected with doobl meant, primarily, land having water

(end not seal on two land not all) of its sides. The

Original meaning of namudrQ is a collection of water.

t

These words lost their original meanings and came to

mean laland and *co respectively. (2) Now when the

fc’pic and Puranic writers (who had not the slightest

personal knowledge of foreign lands) attempted the

difficult task of arranging the traditional accounts of the

different parts of the then known world handed down

from those who actually visited them, they harmonized <

»

thr different accounts by reducing them to this system

But though their system is wrong and though there is

(II. 6. 1-9| J**nbuJdhM ***«!*> <#o»»**»mudJdnurn

bfantore and that lU (in* three only of thr shave d*tpa* a rr inhabited

h, .Mn—Ike TV**-** m) (II. ». I 21 IS» PulW’* Sfurf*. IV

pp 10 20; IB DP AS. II. p 411.1

* Pullr'fc StuJi. »ol IV. p. 3). (ol.lnu Toopo-npn n-l El-no m
i!c it lullai lornwl cjt»*inn ft-ijCT*. "OrUrlMc dot wi«

OognipKii* dor GrlecHen.** p 12

t Si. MmuiTv <7<v»*r„pf»r d u Vido. P 62.
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plenty of the fabulous in Hindu Geography. their accounts

of the different parts of the world were based on fact*.

Mr. Wilford collected an account of the River Nile and

of its source and reconstructed a map out of the Puranas *

H. II. Wilson called him an ' injudicious writer. “f

Cunningham remarked that hi* essay is a “wild specula-

tion.“I St. Martin stated him to be the first victim of the

“imposture" geographical literature of the I lindu$.§ But

Lieut. J. H Speke, (in his Discovery o/ the Source o/ the

Nile, chaps. I, V', X) unhesitatingly states that when

planning his discovery of the source of the Nile, he

secured his best information from Wilford’s map and

testifies to the substantial correctness of the Puranic

account.|| Is it not enough to repay the labours of the

Purana-writcrs that it is they (and not Ptolemy, the great

geographer of Greek Egypt) who helped the nineteenth

century explorer with their accurate knowledge of that

part of the country ? As the subject of our study is the

ancient geography of India and not the geographic*!

theories of ancient Indians, we dismiss the theory of seven

dciftas with these remarks and return to the sources

describing India only.

Ibe indigenous geography of India is, like every

other Indian Science* chiefly dependent on religion India

i* a land of tlriha»—her every crag, every spring, every

river, and every hoary tree is sacred. As it is a duty of

every pious Indian—Hindu, Jaina. or Buddhist—to make

pilgrimages, pilgrims travelled far and wide to pay their

respect* to the objects of their veneration. This expanded

their knowledge which has been embalmed in the sacred

• A\%ornK Remnhti. III

t HtnJn Th**rm t »oh I. p. 9

I A S R
.
vol. I. P ii.

§ St. Mutin'* Etat actucf d<» Hudt

%

jjr f Ind* un<»«mr. p. tn)

li
ScKntT. Prnplc. pp B7 unA 230
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literature— -Orthodox (Hindu) or Heterodox (Jaina and

Buddhist). Thus. though disregard to the historical order

of things, owing to their peculiar religious idea that

worldly existence is a misery, h*s caused the want of

historical accounts, yet it is that same peculiar religion

which did much to preserve the materials of geography.

And though there is plenty of the fabulous in Indian

geography of outlandish regions, the allusions to purely

Indian topography arc generally sober. The mam features

of the country were adequately known in very early

times

Let us now examine the different branches of Indian

literature as geographical sources. The VEDA.9 are our

only source of the geography of Vedic India. Vivien de

St. Marlin first handled tire subject. It wm also taken up

by Zimmer in his AU-lndi$che I.cbcn. Hillebrandt.

Ptschrl, Roth and other V edic scholars also have touched

on the subject, Bmnhofer has attempted, in hi* iron und

Turar . to locale various Vedic rivers in regions outside

Indin.

The R|t)gi?cdo Scnihiia generally mentions tribes and

rivers only. Names of countries occur -cldom In the

mention of the following rivers, there is. as Sir A. Stein'
4

has pointed out. a strict geographical order:—Canga.

Yamuna, (and the following tributaries of the Indus)

Snrasvati. Sutudri (Satadru. Satlej). Parushni (Ravi}.

Asiknf ( Akennes. Chenab). M*rudvT|i)ddhat

Vitastfi (Jhelum). R(i)jikiya and Sushoma (Sohan) As we

find in this list {RifiiHfJa, X. 75. 5) a strict geographical

order in the mention of the eatfern tributaries of the

Indus, we ought lo take the same order to guide us in

• Bhtxijark*' Commemoration Tnfum*

t $t*.n ho* uJrntlhrd u with ih*» which flow*

Iran nofth «u w>nlli thrmigV the Maru >«lley of »h* Kmhmir J*mmu

•tacr arxf i*wn* thr Ch*n*l» «i Ki**w*r
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identifying the western tributaries mentioned in the next

verse—Tristfima. Susariu. Sveti
(
Wt ),

Gomati (Comal).

Krunui iKurram). Kubha (Kabuli and MehaittU. In the

next two vcr*f* (X. 75. 7-8) are named some rivers. As

KiiiVcJa \ 64 8 mentions trisapia tasra nadyal i. thrice

wven sister rivers, we ought to find the names of seven

rivers in X. 75 7-8. Sayana was ignorant of the geography

of the North-Western Frontier, and therefore explained

these words as adjectives But these words are to be

taken as proper names—Urnavati, Silamavati, R(i)jiti.

F.ni. Chitra. Hiranmayi and Rn*( T lati—seven tributaries

of the Indu* to he located to the north west. The last

five (and Anjasi. Amsu<n Imati. Asml TF)anmati. Kulisi lift)

and Virapatnil have not been mentioned in Macdonell

and Keith s ledic Index of Name* and Subjects. But

those five are to be taken proper names, and geo-

graphical order will be a guide in live attempt to locate

them.

The Indus and its tributaries are seldom mentioned

in live Vaj’urpcAi, for the Aryans then lived in the territory

of Kurtl-Pafichala (Thaneswar and Roliilkhand). the old

capital of which, Kainpila, is mentioned. The Satapatha

Btdhmana (I. d. I. 10-181 records the Aryan migration to

Videha (Tirhut) : while the Aihan arcJa Samhita shows

that the Aryans were then acquainted with Anga and

Magadha (which might have been known in Rigvrdir age

a* Kikata, (z a country of the non-Aryans, whose leader

was PraXfaganda who-e name might have some connec

tion with Mngadha). The Aitarcya Krahmana mentions

the Aryan Vaidarbhas and the non Arynn Andhras,

Pundras.
(
q**), nlabaras. Pulindas and Mutiba*. The

Vnngas seem to be mentioned in the Aitarcya Aranya^a

(ii. I. I) a* a non-Aryan tribe.

This gradual expansion of the Aryans can also be

gathered from the Dhamiasulras and Dhannatoittav The
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S“u“* l
1 '»i*htha. I. 8 . Btiudhayana. I. 1.2. 9. etc.) stAtc

tK.it the country of the Aryans Nnri«J lies to jast of the

region where the (Sarasvati) disappears, to the west ,of

Black fa’?*' IKaHKAVANA*). to the north of PSripatra anJ
to the south of the Himalayas. It i» strange to note that

this definition of Aryavartn excludes the greater portion

of the land of the R(i)RveHic Aryans. A famous episode
(Kama Salya-samvada) in the Karnaparvan of the Mahi-
bharata also clearly states the impurity of the Punjab

tribes during the F.pic age. Various explanations may
he suggested. (II Dr BiihlerVf theory was that the

reading of V'asishthn presupposes a reading Adarsa (rf)!

which was corrupted into Ad;irs( *)ona (<- disappearance)

and was then paraphrased a* "Vinas( »)an»" (of the

SarnsvatiJ. Ingenious as this theory is, it is not a good
solution. Though some of the Sutras and PatafijaK's

Mahahhnshyn III. J 10) actually five the Western

houndary to lie A.larsa|V ). we gain little by this reading.

Adana cannot hr located in the N \V. Frontier so as to

include the whole o( the Punjab in this Arynvart* of the

Sfitra*. (2) Recent study of the modern Indian Aryan

•
! (JfO|xi»r In identify K.iLVmun* ihr rn-Jrtn boundary of

AiySvnrti of ihr Sfnra*. with pMiy&ga. the ea*rrn boundary of

Minu » Mniili y«cJrm. which i» identical with the Aryftvoru of the

Sutra*. As I lie tfUl three binxiidar ic« arc the tttme (Pailpatra being

n |ortoi> of th** VindhyanJ. the eastern limit *lw> ought to be

iJcnliciil In thr Utrr af* thrrr flmiridied n cit> |Pr»y6B*) and 4

country there, where the earher literature locate* a forest. Ayodhy*-

fcundo (LIV and LV| of the ftlnulptna seated that Prayi** was then

« dMiiitg in • fnreu

f S.B.E.. vol XIV. P 2

J tie wrvrrn boundary of the Aryavarta. ta* not l>een

located by any «rhnUr A« 9T*f*»fVdl XIV. 25. mention* Adar»u

with the sources of the YAimioL Trigavt*. e« , p m to he pUr#d

not for licen the Ancient kingdom of Sctigbna *»d TrigAita (Kanaio>

Varfthamihira’n mmlion make* It clear that it cannot he located in

the N W Frontier.
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dialect* indicate*, in thr opinion of Sir George Grierson.

At least two waves of Aryan migration into India. There

arose a conflict between the Brah manic* I Inter immigrants

(now represented by the speakers of Panjabi. R£jaftth&ni.

Gujarati and Western Hindi) and the anti-Bnhmnnical

earlier immigrant* (now represented by the speakers of

Kashmiri, Marathi. Bengali and Oriya). This conflict

between the two waves of Aryan migrators might have

cauaed the inhabitants of the Middle land to stigmatize

thr later immigrants as not truly Aryan and their country

as outside the pale of Aryan culture. (3) The country

to the West of the Sarasvati was occupied in the later

epic age by non-Aryan (Turanian) immigrants—the

lakkas. Ihey are now to be found in Jammu. Kistwnr

and other places.* Fhcy claim their descent from

Takshakn Naga.t The biting of King Pnrikshit by

Takshaka Naga probably symbolizes the destruction of

the Aryan power owing to the inroad of the Takkas. Their

name seems to have some connection with Takshasila .

fer in connection with the serpent sacrifice performed by

king Janamrjaya to chastise the Nagas, mention is made

of his invasion and conquest of Takehasila (A/.fth, Adi

P.. III. 685-3
;
832-4

;
XL— XLIV

;
XLIX. 1054

: L. 1991).

As the Panjab was thus occupied by a non-Aryan race

or race*, it was outride the boundary of Aryftvarta
.

(4)

As for Pargiter's theory that the Aryans migrated to the

Panjab from the Madhyadeta (Ancient Indian Historical

Traditions), that cannot explain the above facts. For.

whether the Panjab was thr original home or not.

Pargiter could not deny the fact that the Aryans lived

there during the Vedic age and if it be so. why was it

excluded from the L*ter Aryavarta ?

The Dharmasdxtra of Manu, however, calls the

• A.SR . vol II. pP .
6-7.

f Tod’* Ffa.tr «fAon. I. p 9
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Arynvaita of the Stitriu lo be the Madhyadcaa or "Middle
country [Himaoad- 1 indhi/ayor madhyam yat pi'ik. utmi-

*anad( api, pratyageva Praijdgdchcha Madhya,
dcsoh | 0nd greatly extend* the houndarica of its Arya-

vartn by defining it a* d .SarmrrJrdf tn oai Puu'ad a

Samudruchcha Poach imut
(

cfaflr* ) tayo’-CVantaram

giryor drydoarttam oidut-budhah.

The "Middle country of the BlIVHIvl UIEHAtURF."

expanded to the Raft Its boundaries a* mentioned in

Mahavagga, V. 13, 12 land Divyavndann| are E..

Kajangala* |or Pundraf^T! varddhana acc. to Div.|.

S. E., River Salalavati |Saravati|: S., the town of

Sntaknnnika (i>. I. set..): W„ the Brahman district (or

village) of TTiunat (SthOnal; N., Ustradhajal |Usira|

"The middle country i* in length 300 yojanas. in breadth

250 yojona*. in circuit 900 yoianas.”§ The sixteen great

countries mentioned in the Pali literature are :—(I) Atiga

(C. Champa). (2) MaRadha. (3) Ka»i (sublet to Kofala).

(91 Kofala (C. Sovallhi). (5) Wajjis. (6) Malls of Kurinora

• It i> the Ka-thu-wen-kl-lo of YOan CHwnng. who V*.lrd It *1

a dlrtante of above 400 I) F. from Chnmpi iBhotialpnre). It “<•

thus .omewbere in Rnimahnl di-iict. It I* the Kaynng.ln mentioned

in the com. on R»imu|pulu|Cfidfg<t (II. 6) The *. for fa i. to U
eiplalned a* due lo Prakrit Influence— inlervocal explosive elided and

« inaerled to -void hiulu»-the 0-*f* -I Jains Prakrit

t
Tl«m> ha. not been identified by any n-hola. A. Yliaa

Chwangn aieount make* Th»n.»wnr the w~l«r- r«* owntry of lb*

Budrlhi.l Middle country. I proper to identify Thiana (or Slbuni. nf

Oilyoiiaddmi) with Slhiln.iivatn StSuna and 3>Mnu -eem to be

difletent form, of lire same word. ~<h trontkr^. of vowel. being

fmtnd in Pali and Prakrit f.iura. the wind part of Sthinviav.ra

(Mod. Hianeawarl ia redundant, it being «lenl*al in rarankns wMb

Sthlnu (
Siva).

t UiiiadHaja ia probably Ihira giri. a mountain to the North

of Kankt.nl (Hardwnr)—Hultncli In M. Am. I9». p. 179.

§ Commentary on lilako and Sirmnngu/o (Rl.yo Dovtd. n

J
R A 5.. 1904. p. 86.1
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and Powa. (7) Chedi, (8) Vatsa (C. Kausfimbi). (9) Kuru,

(10) PancbAla, III) Matsya. (12) Surasena (C. Mathura)

1 13) Assaka on the Godavari. (141 Avanti (capital Ujjayini ;

Mghisuti *m the capital of the southern division o

I

Aoanli or Avanti-dakshinapathu).* (15) Gandhara (C.

Tokkh<isiI&), |I6) Kamboja in the extreme North-West

(C. Dvaraka ?|.t The Pali literature gives important

trade-routes also.I But it plainly indicates that Southern

India was not then Aryanized.

The next stage of rhe expansion ol the Aryans is to

be inferred, as Sir K. G Bhandarkar has shown (Early

History of Dekkan pp. »-6). from PaMM AND MIS COMMFN-

IM0H5 Panini (700 B.C.7I, an inhabitant of the extreme

N. W. of India, has mentioned many place-names of N.

India and specially of the Panjab and Afghanistan But

of $. India, he has mentioned only Karhrhha (IV. 2 133).

Avanti (IV. I. 176). Kosala (IV. I. 171). Karusa and

baling* (IV. I. I78).§ Thus it appears that S. India

was probably unknown in his time. katyayano (4W B.C.).

however, knows even Chola, Mahishtnat and Niisikya.

In Patanjali's time (150 B.C.) the whole of India was

known.

The EWCS. Both thr Uanwyano and thr Malw

bhdraia hive <i> chapter* (the importance of which ha*

been somewhat impaired by the corruptness of the text*)

directly dealinR with the geography of India. Kisli-

kindhy* Kanda. (XL—XLIV) describes the various

countries of the four quarter* (of Indin) where thr

• prc4 D R Bhindirltir in hi* Cormkhuef Lecturer. 1018#

P9 4>. 45

t RU>» DvivkI* in Buddhi*! Indio, p 2>

l ibid. pp l(M.

$ A ( HIU+ ' Km Iven menlionrd by Pifnini But

lltrv* war Asrnnica n ihr N -W ,
w m at* nol *urr whklt

Aimaki |N.-W or S.| h** b»«n rrvrrUinr.rd by Par. ini
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Yanara chiefs were Rent in quest of Sil&. In the ninth

chapter of the Bhisvna pAnan of the MahAbharata.

Sanicqja gives a general description of India—long lists

of countries, nations, mountains and river*. Again thctc

are |ii) descriptions of certain routes which are invaluable :

for though the distance is hardly ever mentioned, the

direction and the mention of known places enable one

to locate approximately* the unknown I he Ramayana

describes three routes:— (l| Kama's Journey, in company

of Visvamitxa, from AyodhyS to Mithilft ; (2> Bharau*-

return from Kekayu to AyodhyA 13) Rftnu\ exile. |N.

Das’* Geography of Asia based on the Ramdyana and

Pargiter's Gcoqraphy of Rama's exile in f.R.A.S., 1694.

p 231 deal with the subject.
|

The Mahabharata men-

tions (I) |
Adiparvan

|
the twelve yrars* sojourn cf Arjuna :

(21 [5abhaparvan| the conquest of the four quarters by

the four brothers of Yudhishthira ; (3) |Vanap*rvan| an

account of the •’TiTthas" and Pandavad’ pilgrimage ;

(perhaps a later interpolation—but the geographical

knowledge is certainly based on actual travels cf Pilgrims).

(4) Kama's digvijay-t : <51 |
Asvamedhaparvan) Arjun&'fc

expedition through various countries. The Udyouaparvan

and the parvans describing the war mention almost all

the Indian nations siding with the one party or the other.

|
Pargitcr, On the Nations at the time of the Great War

in f.R.A.S .. I908.| There are also (fli) numerous incidental

references. [Sorensens Index of the MohabhArata \

.

\nother important section is the chapters of the Sabha-

parvnn dealing with the presents made by different kings

to Yudhishthira. and as such describing the natural and

commercial products of the different districts of India.

The PurANAS reserve <i) a section on Geography—

Bhuoanoko*ho—giving lists of rivers, mountains, countries

and tribes. They also deal with (#•) Topogrciphia sacra

and contain (in) many incidental references. (Bhuvana-
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koah of biarkondcya Parana with notes in Pargiter's

translation of the Pur&na published by the Asiatic Society

of Bengal/ Geographical name* in the Bhngavata Purina

in' LA. XXVIII. p. I.J

The MaHATMYAS (of various tirihas) also deal with

Topographic sacra. These work* (claiming to be section*

or portions extracted from Puranaa or Samhitas) set forth

tho legendary origin of iltiha.%, the rites to be performed

there, etc. Their importance may be illustrated thus :

—

A long and laborious but fruitless search was made for

the site of VfttSpi. the capital of the early Chalukyas

Now the Mahitmya of MahSkGta(z) a tirtha dose to

Badarni <15° 55' N. Lat. and 75° 41' E. Long.) in Bija-

pore district localised there the story of the brothers

Vatapi and llvala vanquished by the sage Ag&Stya. This

localisation of the story of Vatapi showed that Badarni.

cloae to the Mho, is the city of Vatapi. (/. A., VIII,

p. 234.) Dr. Biihler. in his Kdshmir Report, pointed out

the great geographical importance of the Mahatmyas and

Dr. Stein has discovered many long forgotten sites with

their aid. |Stein*s Topography o) Kashmir in hi* Chrcfii-

clcs of Kasmtr, Vol II
1

The Mihatmya literature it very

vast.

There are also a few WORKS professing to DEAL WITH

GEOGRAPHY. Mr. Wilford has long ago pointed out

(/t Sf'otrcJt Researches, XIV. pp. 374-380), the existence

of the following:— (I) Muftja-pratidcsa
i * )-vyavastha. (2)

Bhoja-pratidesa-vyavastha (a revised edition of I), (3)

BhuvnnaSagara. (4) A Geography written at the command
of Bukkaraya. (5) A commentary on the Geography of

the Mahabharata written by oeder of the Raja of Paulastya

(> Paurnstya >) by a Pandit in the time of Hussein Shah
(1489)—a voluminous work. A MS. acquired by Mr.

Wilford once formed a part of the Library of Fort William

College : it is now in the Government Sanskrit College
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Library. Calcutta. A detailed description.4 of th:s Mb.

has been given by M. M. H P. Sastri in the Journal of

the llihar and Orissa Research Society (1910). Prof.

Pull© ha* mentioned (in pp 13-15 of hU Studi Italiahi

di /* ilologia Indo-lranica, vol IV.) the existence of the

following geographical works in tlie Library of the

Nazionale ccntrale di Firenze (Floience. in Italy):—(5)

Lo^apraWsal u) of K&hemcndra (the celebrated Kasmirian

writer) : the MS. consists of 782 page# and it is profusely

illustrated Prof Pulle has reproduced two of its figures

in his Studi. (6) Three MSS. of Kshctra Samana. a Jain*

work—with two different commentaries. (7) A MS. of

KAhetra Samdsa Pra^arana. (8) Four MSS. of Samgha-

ijuni of Chandrasuri with two commentary*
:
one of the

MSS. is illustrated. (9) A Laghu-Samghayanf. He has

also pointed out the mention of Kshetra Samfan of Jina

Bhadra (1457-1517) in Kielhorn s Report (1880-1). of (10)

Loghu K*hetra Samoso of Ratnaseknara in Weber s Cof

J\'o. 1042). of (II) Traitokya dipffrd and (12) Troilokjjo

Datpana quoted by Willord Besides the above. (13) a

Jama Tittha Kuppo. and (14) Tri*ilali*ctu dealing with

the topography of Prayaga are also known.

St Martint characterized the works mentioned by

Wilford to be ’’imposture literature* without sufficiently

examining them. Be they ’’imposture* or not, they have

not yet been sufficiently examined.

Certain works on POETICS. c.g.. Rajasekhotas Kdoya

mimdmza (Caekwad Oriental Series) Vagbhat*( Z '» and

Hemchandra's work* (printed in the KavyamSJa Series),

contain a section on geography* in order to acquaint a

poet with the flora and fauna etc., of the variou* districts,

so that hi* description of them may be faithful The

\atyaMattra *irSl®!W of Bharata (Kavyam&U Series) also

• (.*H'tlc+r literature in 5dniitrtJ

El at actucl tier vtu<tc» »u r T tndc orutennr p ¥iil
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gives details as to the colours with which to paint acton

personifying the various tribes of India and its borders.

It thus give* geographical • and ethnological data.

|J A S.B.. 1909. pp 359 60.}

ITie VATSVAYANA KAMA St IRA and its commentary by

Yasodhara [fir*t edited by the late M.M. Durgfiprasada

of Joypur| are aUo valuable. I he Sutra refers to various

countries and the commentary indicates their location.

Tut RaJAiARANCIM AMI IHf HISTOHtCAl POEMS— the

Chariia Kavya&—Harshachaiita. Cauda vaKo <*** *%V

NnvafnhaHankacharita. Vikramankadeva-chaiita. Dvyasra-

>*k«vya ( nrtWW I. Kumarapalacharitn. Rftma(pala|

chariti, Prithviraja vijaya. Kirtikaumud). VasantaviUsrt.

Vallalaeharita. I lammirei mardana. Vemabhupala-charita.

Achy ttarnyahhyudaya. etc. Though these works have

many shortcoming* as sources of history, they are

"invaluable** (as Sir A. Stein says of the K T ) <o? the

study of historical geography.**

Even the ORDINARY LTffcftARY WORKS sometimes

incidentally introduce geography. The plot* of some

of the plays, the classical poems, and the collection of

imaginative stories and fables (e g.. Jatakas. Panchfttantra.

Kath&sariteagarn) were woven round geographical names.

And such Allusions c*n. to a certain extent, bo put to a

practical use. I bus the statement of the Dasakumara

charita that Tamralipti (Mod. Tamluk) was in the Suhma

country settled the location Suhma (which was formerly

identified by H. H. Wilson with Atftkan and Tipperah)

Similar incidental references are to be met with in every

department o( literature. The A tihasasira of Kauti!j/a

and various Ratna-$fytra$ and medical worlds referring to

the natural products of the various countries also throw

some light on this subject, and it is with their help that

I identified Barbaricum, Alexander's Haven and Bettigo

of Ptolemy.
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Astronomic*! works. Astronomer* discarded the

theory of a circular earth (ParirnandaLi) with Mt. Mcru in

the middle, and proved that the earth is nn immovable

globe suspended in space. They knew the dimensions

and indicated the poles and the equator * They cal-

culated Jctaniara (longitude) and prepared globes.

The KiwvaVIHIMCa of the (chap. XIV) of

tfivffl'fv ib very important for geographical study. Here

Ktirma means the earth, because it resembles a tortoise,

being round, surrounded by water, and having a

globular convexity on its surface (Aiberuni.) Its special

object is to provide an arrangement from which it may

be determined what countries and peoples would suffer

calamity when particular nafahatro* arc vexed by planets.

The 27 nakshatras me divided into nine group* and so

is the earth fi.e. India). Dr. Heel first examined the list

(/nd. Ant
,
XXII. p 169 ff). Prof. Mario Longhenaf did

the same, giving references to passages of the epics which

mention the **me nations, etc The com. of Utpala on

the {Vizionagram Sanbl^tit Series. Benares) gives

quotations from the Pard&onz ianlra on the same subject

which has al*0 been treated in chap. LVIII of the

Mdr^nnr/ei/o Purana. Comparing these three lists, we

find a number of various readings and the original reading

can hr reconstructed in some case*.

The third chapter of BhAskaracharya** work and the

1 2th chapter of Sur^asMhanta are also important.

The 1VTM0WKTTION5 XNP COLOPHONS Of MSS. some-

times incidentally give historical and geographical notice*.

The place of composition or copying :• mentioned in

some MSS. with detail*.

•Tlnbaut in his /trfro^omi* (C.nmdri«»l pp. 21. 30 37.

f P«ttf *. StuJi lUliani. ™l. IV.

D
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II.— i fttOmONAI .

LocnK Undilior.*. when properly sifted mi I coiio-

ItfiratrH by other source* pive some geographical inform**

lion Tim* Di. FleelV identification ol Sakai* I )

ui*h Sialkot ir due to the local tradition recorded in

Cunningham** A SK
.
XIV, pp. 44-46. dial it was

founded by Salya and that il was originally called Snkala.

Bui tradition sometime* turns oul to be wrong. Thu*

Gaibandha iRangput district. Bengal) claims to be the

country of the Matsyas
;
Badnagar (Patna district) lo be

Knndsnapuxa (the capital of Vidarbha) ;
but the Epics

show otherwise. Hence uncorroborated tradition has

little value The literary sources also sometimes mention

names which cannot be located. Again tribes die out

and disappear :
towns decay and are deserted ;

seaside

emporia sometimes shift ; ’the names of countries

|
cities, etc.

|

“change” |Utpala‘s Commentary on the

tfrOl/iafsamhrtdl though the places themselves survive.

All these facts make identifications of sites mentioned in

foreign and indigenous literary sources difficult. Hence

we have to turn to

III —AKOPLOt.OCY

with its three branches (il Monumental Ur) Numismatic,

arvd (iff) Lpigraphical

(i) Tor MONUMENTAL remains of d place enable one

to compare its present ruiim with those described in .1

foreign or indigenous source Thus Mahaban was long

taken as the site of Aornos : but Dr. Stein** survey ha*

proved beyond all question that the natural features of

that mountain aie totally dissimilar from those of Aornos

ns described by the historians of Alexander. |/fnn. Rep.

0/ A S. 1904-5, p. 42.
|

The existence of a doub’c

chambered cave answering to the description of Sudatta^
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PiovM the identification of Polu-sha with ShahbazgaxhL
(Cunningham's A£.R.

t V.. 915.)
t

(ri) Hie discovery of COINS sometimes enables on*
to locate a particvilar nation or tribe Thus at Nagri. a

small town M miles north of ChitOr. have been found

seven copper coins (found nowhere rise) with the legend

(Vlajhjimikjya s(r)bijanapacia*,V snowing that the

Afddfcy/im%i* should be located there. (C.A.S.R., VI..

pp. 195-205.) But corns pate from one country to another

and so identifications based on their places of discovery

rnny be wrong Monuments themselves cannot enable

us to indicate the real site, unless (a) an ancient descrip-

tion of the monument is found or (b) it speaks through

an inscription. Hence for ancient geography, as for

everythin else connected with the past of India, we are

really dependent on the (tii) Ej’lCRAttUC RECORDS which

regulate everything that we can learn from tradition,

literature, coins, architecture or any other source Thus

when we find u pillar in aitu bearing the inscription that

“here was bom the Sakya sage we make an identifica-

tion of which there can be no doubt.

Dr. Fleet has classified the epigraphic records

thus*

(a) According to the material on which they have

been recorded.

A. Metals :
Iron. Gold and Silver inscriptions are

rare. Press and Prnnzo are more numerous. The

majority arc on sheets of copper—copper plate. Pattika.

Tamra-pattikfi or Sfeana <M«wft*i. •»' WVtn

B. (i) crystal, (r'i) clay, terra cotta and brick,

(iri) earthenware written with ink. (rt>) stone— (I) Rocks.

(2) I Mims. (3) relic rcccptAcles. (4) external parts of Stupas.

Fieri • Article on F.jngrnpKy m Imp G*x. of ln<to. vol. II.
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|5» Caves. lb) Images one! statuer. (7) mould* (or making

-rats. ((*1 wall*, beams etc. of temple* etc.

(b ) According lo their topics.

A. Record* making a plain statement ol event*:

the Hathigumpha inscription, the Allahabad Pillar inscrip

lion ol SamudiaCiiptn and a lew other are due to an

historical instinct

B Records due to Religious motives
:
the Pipcawa

relic vase ; the Rock and Pillar edicts ol Asoka. etc.

C. Record* ol Religious endowment Barabar cave

inscription ol Asoka. Bhitnn Pillar, etc.

I). Recotd* ol Secular donation

|
To these are to be added a new group :

—
E. Literary inscriptions (to preserve Kftvyas ari l

Nfitakasl C.fi.. The Dhar inscriptions preserving two acts

ol a drama and two Prakrit poems (E. I. Vlll.}|

The DONATIVE RECORDS (C.D.) are by lar the

most numerous ol all. These arc title-deeds ol real

property and of certificate* of the right to duties, taxes,

lee*, and other privileges. The essential part of all these

records was the specification of the details of the donor,

donee and donation. As donation consisted in most

cases ol lands, these deed* specified the village, the

territory wherein it was located, it* boundaries, etc.

I lence these records are valuable as a source ol

geography "Thus, not with the express object of preserv-

ing the history (and geography), but in order to intensify

the importance ol everything connected with religion and

to secure grantee* in the possession of properties con-

veyed to them, there was gradually accumulated almost

the whole of the great mass of cpie»aphie records on

which the Indian Archwologut* chiefly depend.*’*

• D. n«l Ibtd
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PRFACE
To HIE ORICIN41 IJMIICK.

I HE Geography of India may lie conveniently

divided into a few distinct sections, each broadly

named after the prevailing religious and political

character of the period which it embraces, as the

Brahmanical, the Buddhist, and the Muhammadan.

The Brahmanical period would trace the gradual

extension of the Aryan race over Northern India,

from their first occupation of the Panjab to the rise of

Buddhism, and would comprise the whole of the

Prc-historic, or earliest section of their history,

during which time the religion of the Vedas was the

prevailing lielief of the country.

The Buddhist period, or dnerent Geography

of India, would embrace the rise, extension, and

decline of the Buddhist faith, from the era of

Buddha, to the conciuesls of Mahmud of Ghazni,

during the greater part of which time Buddhism

was the dominant religion of the country.

The Muhammadan period, or Modem Geo-

graphy of India, would embrace the rise and

extension of the Muhammadan power, from the

time of Mahmud of Ghazni to the battle of Plasscy.

or about 750 years, during which time the

Musalmans were the paramount sovereigns of India.

The illustration of the Vedic period has already

been made the subject of a separate work by
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M. Vivien dc Seint-Martin, whose valuable essay*

on this early sect ion of Indian Geography shows

how much interesting information may be elicited

from the Hymns of the Vedas, by an able

and careful investigator.

The second, or Ancient period, has been

partially illustrated by H. H. Wilson, in his 'Aiiana

Antiqua,' and by Professor Lassen, in his ‘Penta-

potamia Indica.' These works, however, refer

only to North-west India: but the Geography of the

whole country has been ably discussed by Professor

Lassen, in his large work on Ancient India.+ and

still more fully by M. do Saint-Martin, in two special

essays,—the one on the Geography of India, as

derived from Greek and Latin sources, and the other

in an Appendix to M. Julien's translation of the Life

and 1 ravels of the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang.J

His researches have been conducted with so much

care and success that few places have escaped identi-

fication. But so keen is his critical sagacity, that in

some cases where the imperfection of our maps

rendered actual identification quite impossible, he

has indicated the true positions within a few miles.

For the illustration of the third, or Modern

•‘Elude lUr In Geographic el let populations primi-

tives du Nord-Ouesi He I’lndc. d'apres le* Hymnc*

Wdiqucs ' Paris. 1859.

t ‘Indiwhe Alteitlium-lunde '

-I voU. Bonn.

} Elude sur la Geographic Grrcque et Latine de

I’lnde.* 185ft M Julien's ‘Hiouen Thsang.' vol iii.

p. 251
:
"Memoire Analytique." eic.
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(M-riod, ample mnlrriaU exist in the numerous

histories of the Muhammadan States of India. No

attempt, so far as I am aware, has yet been made

to mark the limits o! the several independent

kingdoms that were established in the fifteenth

century, during the troubles which followed the

invasion of Timur. The history of this period is

very confused, owing to the want of a special map.

showing the boundaries of the different Muham-

madan kingdoms of Delhi. Jonpur. Bengal. Malwa.

Gujarat. Sindh. Multan, and Kulbarga. as well as

the different Hindu State*, such as Gwalior and

others, which became independent about the same

lime.

I have selected the Buddhist period, or Ancient

Geography of India, as the. subject of the present

inquiry, as I believe that the peculiarly favourable

opportunities of local investigation which I
enjoyed

during a long career in India, will enable me to

determine with absolute certainty the sites of many

of the most important places in India.

My chief guides for the period which I have

undertaken to illustrate, are the campaigns of

Alexander in the fourth century before Christ, and

the travels of the Chinese pilgrim. Hwen Thsang.

in the seventh century after Christ. The pilgrimage

of this Chinese priest forms an epoch of as much

interest and importance for the Ancient History and

Geography of India, as the expedition of Alexander

the Great. The actual campaigns of the

Macedonian congucror were confined to the valley
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of ihc Indus and its tributaries; but the information

collected by himself and his companions, and by the

subsequent embassies and expeditions of the

Seleukide kings of Syria, embraced the whole

valley of the Ganges on the north, the eastern and
western coasts of the peninsula, and some scattered

notices of the interior of the country. This infor-

mation was considerably extended by the systematic

inquiries of Ptolemy, whose account is the more

valuable, ns it belongs to a period just midway*

between the date of Alexander and that of Hwcn
ITsang, at which time the greater part of North-

west India had been subjected by the Irido-Scylhians.

With Ptolemy, we lose the last of our great

classical authorities; and, until lately, we were left

almost entirely to our own judgment in connecting

and arranging the various geographical fragments

that lie buried in ancient inscriptions, or half hidden

in the vague obscurity of the Puranas. But the

fortunate discovery of the travels of several Chinese

pilgrims in the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries

of the Christian era. has thrown such a flood of light

upon this hitherto dark period, that we arc now able

to see our way clearly to the general arrangement of

most of the scattered fragments of the Ancient

Geography of India.

* Campaign of Alexander. B.C. 330. and Ptolemy’s

Geography,’ *.D. 150, or 480 years later. Beginning of

Hwen Thsang’s travel* in India, A.D. 630. or just 480 years

after Ptolemy.
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The Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hian was a Buddhist

priest, who travelled through India from the banks

of the Upper Indus to the mouth of the Ganges.

!>etween the years 399 and 413 A.D. Unfortunately

his journal is very concise, and is chiefly taken up

with the description of the sacred s|>ots and objects

of his religion, but as he usually gives the bearings

and distances of the chief places in his route, his

short notices are very valuable. The travels of the

second Chinese pilgrim. Sung-Yun, belong to the

year 502 A.D.. but as they were confined to

the Kabul valley and North-west Panjab, they are

of much less importance, more especially as his

journal is particularly meagre in geographical

notices."

The third Chinese pilgrim. Hwen Thsnng.

was also a Buddhist priest, who spent nearly fifteen

years of his life in India in studying the famous

books of his religion, and in visiting all the holy

places of Buddhism. For the translation of his

travels we arc wholly indebted to M. Stanislas

Julien, who with unwearied resolution devoted his

great abilities for no less than twenty years to the

acquirement of the Sanskrit and Chinese languages

for this special purpose. t The period of Hwen

Thsang’s travels extended from A.D. 629 to 645.

• The travels of both of these pilgrims have been

most carefully and ably translated by the Rev. S. Beal

t Max Muller’s 'Buddhism and Buddhist Pilgrims.'

p. JO.

E
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During that rime he visited most of the great cities

throughout the country, from Kabul and Kashmir

to the mouths of the Ganges and Indus, and from

Nepal to Kanchipura near Madras. The pilgrim

entered Kabul from the north-west, via Bamian.

about the end of May. A.D. 630. and after many

wanderings and several long halts, crossed the

Indus at Ohind in April of the following year. He

spent several months in Taxila for the purpose of

visiting the holy places of Buddhism, and then

proceeded to Kashmir, where he stayed for

two whole years to study some of the more learned

works of his religion. On his journey eastward he

visited the ruins of Sangala, so famous in the history

of Alexander, and after a stay of fourteen months in

Chinapati, and of four months in Jalandhara. for

the further study of his religion he crossed the Satlej

in the autumn of A.D. 635. From thence his onward

course was more devious, as several times he

retraced his steps to visit places which had been left

behind ir. his direct easterly route. Thus, after

having reached Mathura he returned to the north-

west, a distance of 200 miles to Thdncsu'ai. from

whence he resumed his easterly route via Srughna

on the Jumna, and Gangadwara on the Ganges to

Ahichhafra. the capital of Northern Panchala, or

Rohilkhnnd. He next recrossed the Ganges to visit

the celebrated cities of Sanlfisa, Kar.oj. and Koiambi

in the Doab, and then turning northward into Oudh

he paid his devotions at the holy places of Ayodhya

and SraVasti. From thence he resumed his easterly
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route to visit the scenes of Buddha's birth and death

at Kapilavaslu and Kusinagara

;

and then opce more

returned lo the westward to the holy city of Banarat,

where Buddha first began to teach bis religion.

Again resuming bis easterly route he visited the

famous city of Vahali in Tirhut. from whence he

made an (recursion to Nepal, and then retracing his

steps to Vaisali he crossed the Ganges to the ancient

city of Palalipulra, or Palibothra. From thence he

proceeded to pay his devotions at the numerous holy

places around Gaya, from the sacred fig-tree at Bodh

Gaya, under which Buddha sat for five years in

mental abstraction, to the craggy hill of Giriyck.

where Buddha explained his religious views lo the

god Indra. He next visited the ancient cities of

Ktisagurapura and Rajagriha, the early capitals of

Magadha, and the great monastery of Nalanda, the

most famous scat of Buddhist learning throughout

India, where he halted for fifteen months to study

the Sanskrit language. Towards the end of A.D.

638 he resumed his easterly route, following the

course of the Ganges to Modagiri and Champa, and

then crossing the river to the north he visited Paundra

Varddhana, or Pubna, and Kamarupa, or Assam.

Having now reached the most easterly district

of India he turned towards the south, and passing

through Samalala, or Jessore. and Tamralipli. or

Tamluk, he reached Odra, or Orissa, early in

A.D. 639. Continuing his southerly route he visited

Gartjant and Kalinga, and then turning to the north-

west he reached Kosala, or Berar. in the very heart
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of (lie peninsula. Then resuming his southerly

course lif passed through Andhra, or Telingana to

Dhanal(al(ala, or Amaravati on the Kistna river,

where he spent many months in the study of

Buddhist literature. Leaving this place early in

A.D. 640 he pursued his southerly course to Kanchi-

pura. or Conjevernm. the capital of Draoida, where

his further progress in that direction was stopped by

the intelligence that Ceylon was then in a very

troubled state consequent on the recent death of the

king. This statement is specially valuable for the

purpose of verifying the dates of the pilgrim's arrival

at different places, which I have calculated according

to the actual distances travelled and the stated dura-

tion of his halts.* Now the troubled state of Ceylon

followed immediately after the death of Raja Btina-

Mu-galan, who was defeated and killed in A.D. 639;

and it is only reasonable to infer that the Ceylonese

monks, whom the pilgrim met at Kanchipura, must

have left their country at once, and have reached

that place early in A.D. 640, which accords exactly

with my calculation of the traveller's movements.

From Dravida Hwen Thsnng turned his steps

to the north, and passing through Konleana and Ma-
harashtra arrived at Bharoch on the Narbada, from

whence, after visiting Ujain and Balabhi and several

smaller states, he reached Sindh and Multan towards

the end of A.D. 641. He then suddenly returned to

• See Appendix A for the Qironolotty of 1 1Wen
Huang's Travels.
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Magadha, to the great monasteries of Nalanda and

Tiladha^a. where he remained for two months for

the solution of some religious doubts by a famouj

Buddhist teacher named I’rajnabhadra. He next

paid a second visit to Kiimrup, or Assam, where he

halted for a month. Early in A.D. 643 he was once

more at Patalipuha, where he joined the camp of the

great king Harsha Varddhana, or Siladitya, the

paramount sovereign of northern India, who was

then attended by eighteen tributary princes, for the

purpose of adding dignity to the solemn perform-

ance of the rites of the Quinquennial Assembly,

lire pilgrim marched in the train of this great king

front Patalipuha through PraySga and Kosambi to

Kanoj. He gives a minute description of the reli-

gious festivals that were held at these places, which

is specially interesting for the light which it throws

on the public performance of the Buddhist religion

at that particular period. At Kanoj he took leave

of Harsha Varddhana. and resumed his route to

the north-west in company with Raja Udhita of

Jalandhara, at whose capital he halted for one

month. In this i>art of his journey his progress

v/as necessarily slow, as he had collected many

statues and a large number of religious books,

which he carried with him on baggage elephants.*

Fifty of his manuscripts were lost on crossing over

the Indus at Vtabharula, or Ohind. ITic pilgrim

himself forded the river on an elephant, a feat

• M. JuW» 'Hiouen TWig.’ i. 262. 263.
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which can only he performed during the months of

December. January and February, before the stream

begins to rise from .he melted snows. According

to my calculations, he crossed the Indus towards the

end of A.D. 643. At Utakharula he halted for fifty

days to obtain fresh copies of the manuscripts which

had been lost in the Indus, and then proceeded to

Lamghan in company with the King of Kapisa. As

one month was occupied in this journey, he could

not have reached Lamghan until the middle of

March, A.D. 644, or about three months before the

usual period, when the passes of the Hindu Kush

become practicable. This fact is sufficient to account

for bis sudden journey of fifteen days to the south

to the district of Falana, or Banu, from whence he

reached Kapisa via Kabul and Ghazni about the

beginning of July. Here he again halted to take

part in a religious assembly, so that he could not

have left Kapisa unt'l about the middle of July

A.D. 644, or just fourteen years after hi9 first entry

into India from Bamian. From Kapisa he passed

up the Panjshir valley and over the Khawak Pass

to Anderab. where he must have arrived about the

end of July. It was still early for the easy crossing

of this snowy pass, and the pilgrim accordingly

notices the frozen streams and beds of ice which he

encountered on his passage over the mountain. To-

wards the end of the year he passed through Kash-

gar. Yarkard, and Kotan, and at last, in the spring

of A.D. 643, he arrived in safety in the western

capital of China.
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This rapid survey of Hwen Thsang's route is

sufficient to show the great extent and completeness

of his Indian travels, which, as far as I am aware!

have never been surpassed. Buchanan Hamilton's

survey of the country was much more minute, but

it was limiter! to the lower provinces of the Ganges

in northern India and to the district of Mysore in

southern India. Jacqucmont’s travels were much
less restricted; but as that sagacious Frenchman's

observations were chiefly confined to geology and

botany and other scientific subjects, his joumeyings

in India have added but little to our knowledge of its

geography. My own travels also have been very

extensive throughout the length and breadth of

northern India, from Peshawar and Multan near the

Indus, to Rangoon and Promc on the Irawadi, and

from Kashmir and Ladak to the mouth of the Indus

and the banks of the Narbada. Of southern India

I have seen nothing, and of western India 1 have

seen only Bombay, with the celebrated caves of

Elcphanta and Kanhari. But during a long service

of more than thirty years in India, its early history

and geography have formed the chief study of my
leisure hours; while for the last four years of my
residence these subjects were my sole occupation,

as 1 was then employed by the Government of India

as Arch-eologicnl Surveyor, to examine and report

upon the antiquities of the country. The favourable

opportunity which
I
thus enjoyed for studying its

geography was used to the best of rny ability1

; and

although much still remains to l*e discovered I am
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glad to be able to say that my researches were

signally successful in fixing the sites of many of the

most famous cities of ancient India. As nil of these

will Im; described in the following account, I will

notice here only a few of the more prominent of my

discoveries, for the purpose of showing that 1 have

not undertaken the present work without much

previous preparation.

1. Aomos. the famous rock fort captured by

Alexander the Great.

2. Taxila, the capital of the north-western

Panjab.

3. Sangala, the hill fortress in the central

Panjab. captured by Alexander.

4. Srughna, a famous city on the Jumna.

5. Ahichhatra, the capital of northern

Panchala.

6. Bairal, the capital of Matsya, to the south

of Delhi.

7. Sankisa. near Kanoj, famous as the place

of Buddha’s descent from heaven.

8. SraOasli, on the Rapti. famous for Buddha s

preaching.

9. Kosambi, on the Jumna, near Allahabad.

10.

PadmaOali, of the poet Bhavabhuti.

I I. Vaisali. to the north of Patna.

12. Nalanda, the most famous Buddhist

monastery in all India.
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THE

ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA.

From the accounts of the Greeks it would appear

that the ancient Indians had a very accurate know-

ledge of the true shape and size of their country.

According to Strabo,* Alexander “caused the whole

country to be described by men well acquainted with

it and this account was afterwards lent to Patroklcs

by Xcnoklcs. the treasurer of the Syrian kings.

Patroklcs himself held the government of the north-

east satrapies of the Syrian empire under

Srl< ukus Nikator and Antiochus Soter, and the

information which he collected regarding India and

the Eastern provinces, has received the approbation

of Eratosthenes and Strabo for its accuracy. Another

account of India was derived from the register of

the Stathmij or "Marches" from place to place,

which was prepared by the Macedonian Amyntas,

and which was confirmed by the testimony of

• Geographis, ii. | #
6.

t Strabo, x. I, II. I He name of the author of the

‘Stathmi’ i* preserver! by Athenirua. i. 103- The origin*!

measurement* were most probably mode by Diocnetus

and Boiton. whose duty it was to ascertain the distances

and length* of Alexander s expeditions, bee Plin. Hist.

Nat., vi. 21.
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Mcgasthcnes, who had actually visited Palibothra

as the ambassador of Sclcukus Nikator. On the

authority of these documents, Eratosthenes and
other writers have described India as a rhomboid

.

or unequal quadrilateral, in shape, 'with the Indus

on the west, the mountains on the north, and the

sea on the cast and south.* The shortest side was

on the west, which Pntroklcs estimated at 12.000

stadia, and Eratosthenes at 13,000 stadia.f All

the accounts agree that the course of the Indus from

Alexander's Bridge to the sea was 10,000 stadia, or

I 149 British miles: and they differ only as to tin

estimated distance of the snowy mountains of

Caucasus or Paropamisus above the bridge. The

length of the country was reckoned from west to

east, of which the part extending from the Indus to

Palibothra had been measured by schami along the

royal road, and was 10.000 stadia, or 1 149 British

miles in length. From Palibothra to the sen the

distance was estimated at 6000 stadia, or 689 British

miles; thus making the whole distance from the

Indus to the mouth of the Ganges 16,000 stadia
.

%

or 1838 British miles. According to Pliny.§ the

distance of Palibothra from the mouth of the

* Strabo, ii. 1.31. and XV. 1,11. Sec. also. Diodorus.

Hist.. ii. 3. and Dion Perieg. V. 1131. Compare fig. I in

the accompanying platr of *mall map*.

t Strabo. XV. 2. 8. Arrian. 'Indies.* iii.

t Artemidoru* makes it 16.860 stadia, or 2100 Roman
miles. See Pliny, vi. 22.

SPlin. Hist. Nat., vi. 21.
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Ganges was only 637.3 Roman miles; but his

numbers are so corrupt that very little <V*pendencc

con be placed upon them. | would, therefore,

increase his distance to 737.3 Roman miles, which
arc equal to 678 British miles. The eastern coast

from the mouth of the Gauges to Cape Comorin
was reckoned at 16,000 stadia, or 1838 British

miles; and the southern (or south-western) coast,

from Cape Comorin to the month of the Indus at

3.(XX) stadia more* than the northern side, or

19.000 stadia, equivalent to 2183 British miles.

riie close agreement of these dimensions, given

by Alexander's informants, with the actual size of

the country is very remarkable. and shows that the

Indians, even at that early date- in their history, had
a very aci urate knowledge of the form and extent

of their native land.

On the west, the course of the Indus from
Ohind. above Attuk. to the sea is 930 miles by land,

or about 1200 miles by water. On the north, the

distance from the banks of the Indus to Patna, by
our military- route books, is 1143 miles, or only 6
miles less than the measurement of the royal road

from the Indus to Palibothra, as given by Strabo on
the authority of Megnsthcncs. Beyond this, the

distance was estimated by the voyages of vessels on
the Ganges at 6000 stadia, or 689 British miles.

“Strabo, XV. I. II. "Each ol the greater sides

exceeding the opposite by 3000 stadia." (Falconer's

translation.)
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which is only 9 miles in excess of the actual length

of the liver route. From the mouth of the Ganges

to Cape Comorin the distance, measured on the map.

is 1600 miles, hut taking into account the numerous

indentations of the coast-line, the length should

probably be increased in the same proportion as road

distance by one-sixth. This would make the actual

length 1866 miles. From Cape Comorin to the

mouth of the Indus there is a considerable discre-

pancy of about 3000 stadia, or nearly 330 miles,

between the stated distance and the actual measure-

ment on the map. It is probable that the difference

was caused by including in the estimate the deep

indentations of the two great gulf* of Khambay and

Kachh, which alone would l>e sufficient to account

for the whole, or at least the greater part, of the

discrepancy.

This explanation would seem to lie confirmed

by the computations of Megasthenes. who ‘

“estimated

the distance from the southern sea to the Caucasus

at 20,000 stadia,"* or 2298 British miles. By direct

measurement on the map the distance from Cape

Comorin to the Hindu Kush is about 1930 miles.t

which, converted into road distance by the addition

of one>sixth. is equal to 2273 miles, or within a few

•Strabo, xv. I. 12.

t Elphinstone. Hist, of India, Introd. p. I, estimate*

the distance from Kashmir to Cape Comorin at about 1900

milei. The Caucasus is at least 50 miles to the north of

Kashmir.
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miles of the computation of Mcgasthencs. But as

this distance is only 1000 stadia greater than the

length of the coast-line from Cape Comorin to the

mouth of the Indus, as stated by Strabo, it seems

certain that there must be some mistake in tbe length

assigned to the southern (or south-western) coast.

The error would lie fully corrected by making the

two coast-lines of equal length, as the mouths of

the Ganges and Indus are about equidistant from

Cape Comorin. According to this view, the whole

circuit of India would be 61.000 stadia; and this is.

perhaps, what is intended by Diodorus,* who says

that "the whole extent of India from cost to west is

28.000 stadia, and from north to south 32.000

stadia." or 60.000 stadia altogether.

At a somewhat later date the shape of India is

described in the 'Mahobliarat' as an equilateral

triangle, which was divided into four smaller equal

triangles. t The apex of the triangle is Cape

Comorin, and the base is formed by the line of the

Himalaya mountains. No dimensions arc given,

and no places are mentioned; but, in fig. 2 of the

small maps of India in the accompanying plate. I

have drawn a small equilateral triangle on the line

between Dwaraka. in Gujarat, and Ganjam on the

eastern coast. By repeating this small triangle on

* Diodorus. Hist., ii. 3.

t Journ. Asiat. Soe. Bengal, xx. Wilford. quoting the

Bhishma Parva of the 'Mahabhnraln.* as communicated

to him’ by Colebrooke.
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each of its three sides, to the north-west, to the north-

east, and to the south, we obtain the four divisions of

India in one large equilateral triangle. Hie shape

corresponds very well with the general form of the

country, if wr extend the limits of India to Ghazni

on the north-west, and fix the other two points of the

triangle at Cape Comorin, and Sadiya in Assam.

At the presumed date of the composition of the

Wlahabharata/ in the first century A.D., the

countries immediately to the west of the Indus

Ixdonged to the I ndo-Scythians, and therefore may
be included very properly within the actual bourn

claries of India.

Another description of India is that of the Nava-

Khanda, or Nine-Divisions, which is first described

by the astronomers Pariisara and Varaha-Mihira,

although it was probably older than their time,*

and was afterwards adopted by the authors of several

of the Puranas. According to this arrangement.

Panchala was the chief district of the central division,

Magadha of the cast, Kalinga of the south-east,

A Vania of the south, Anarta of the south-west.

SindliU’Sau oira of the west, / Idrahaura of the north-

west, Madra of the north, and Kaunmda of the

Dr. Kern, in preface to the BnhntSanhita of

VariUia*Mihira. p. 32. **ittc* tlmt Varahn‘5 chapter on
Geography is taken almost intact, but changed in form,

from the Paraftaratantra.’ and muat. therefore, be consi-

dered as representing the geography of Para*aia. or

perhaps yet more ancient works, “and not as. the actual

map ol India in Varaha-Mihira * time.*’
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north-easi.* Bui then- is a discrepancy between

ihis epitome of Varnha and his details, as Sintlhu-

Satwira is there assigned to the south-west. «lon£
with Anarta f rhis mistake is certainly as old as

the eleventh century, as Abu Rilum has preserved

'hr names of Varaha'a abstract in the same order a*

they now aland in the ‘Brihat-SanhitS.'t These
details arc also supported by the ‘Markandeyi

Puranfi, which assigns both Sirulhu-Saucira ami

Anarta to the south- west.

§

I have compared the detailed lists of the ‘Brihat-

Sanhita* with those of the Brahnianda, Marlcandeya.

Vishnu. Vayu. and Matsya PurAna.s
;
and I find that,

although there nrr sundry repetitions and displace-

ments ol names, as well .is many various readings,

yet all the lists are substantially the same.|| Some

* ‘Bnhat-Sanhit*/ eh *iv 32. 33.

f Ibid., xiv 17.—

Naifrityam ciiai desd

PahUtoa K&mboia Sirtdhu-Sauvira—
Wilford has given VarSha** list in vo|. viii. p. 341. of

Bengal Asia* Researches . mi he has made two divisions

of Sirid/iuSaui?iV«?. and omitted Kaiminda. His details,

however, agree with the *Brihftt-Sanhita/ in assigning

*Sirufhu .Souc/ru M well as A naria to the south west

I The Nine Divisions of Abu Rihan are given in

Remaud** ‘Memoire sur I lr.de/ pp. 116. 117. Compare

No II. Map. fig. 3.

§ Ward's Hindus/ iii 10.

|1 The list of the Hrahmanda is given by Wilford in

Bengal Asiat. Researches, viii. 334.—that of the Vishnu

Parana in Wilson** translation, where, also, will he found
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of them, however, arc differently arranged. All of

the Puranas, lor instance, mention the Nine Divisions

ifiid give their names, but only the Brahmanda and

Markandeya state the names of the districts in each

of the Nine Divisions; as the Vishnu. Vayu. and

Matsya Puranas agree with the 'Malmhharata* in

describing only five Divisions in detail, namely, the

middle Province and those of the four cardinal points.

The names of the Nine Divisions given in the

‘Mahabharata* and the Puranas differ entirely from

those of VarSha-Mihira : but they agree with those

of the famous astronomer Bhaskaracharyn.* They

follow the same order in all
;
namely. Inclra. Kascru -

mat . Tamraparna. Gabhastimat
.

Kumaril^a, Naga

,

Saumya Varuna
.
Gandharva. No due is given to

the identification of these names, but they certainly

follow a different order from that of Varaha’s Nine

Divisions, as Indra is the east, Varuna the west, and

Kumarika the middle, while Kaseru must be the

north, as the name is found in the detailed lists of

the Vayu and Brahmanda Puranas.

The division of India into five great provinces

would appear to have been the most popular one

during the early centuries of the Christian era. as it

was adopted by the Chinese pilgrims, and from them

by all Chinese writers According to the Vishnu

the liu of the ‘Mahabh&rata that o( the Markandcya

Purana t* in Ward'* ’Hindus.’ iii. 9.

• ‘Siddhonta Siromani,' chap. iii. 41.
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Purana.* the centre was occupied by the Kurus and

Panchalas; in the east was Kamarupa . or Assam
;

in the south were the Pundtas, Kalingas, and

Magadhas

;

in the west were the Surashtras
,
Suras

,

Abhlros, ArbuJas
,
Kannhas # Malavos

.
Sauoiras

,

and Saindhai'as

;

and in the north the Huntis,

Salwas, Sakalas, Ramos, Ambashlas
, and Parastl^a*.

In the Geography of Ptolemy the true shape

of India is completely distorted, and its most

striking feature, the acute angle formed by the

meeting of the two coasts of the Peninsula at Cape

Comorin is changed to a single coast-line, running

almost straight from the mouth of the Indus to the

mouth of the Ganges. The cause of this mistake is

partly due to the erroneous value of 500, instead of

600. Olympic stadia, which Ptolemy assigned to an

equatorial degree, partly to an over-estimate in con-

verting road-distance into map-measurement, but

chiefly to the excess which he allowed for the distan-

ces of land journeys over those of sea voyages.

f

• Wilton's ‘Vishnu Purana.* edited by Hull. vol. ii.

b. iii. c. 3. p 132. The north Division ts not mentioned

in the text ; but as the Ilonas and Sdfci/oa certainly

belonged to the north. I presume that the north has been

accidentally omitted. I here is a similar omission o ( the

name of Kumari^a in this Purina. which has only eight

nam« for the Nine Divisions.

t The question of Ptolemy's erroneous longitude* is

treated at length in Appendix C, where I have given ail

the data on which Sir Henry Rawlinaon hw founded hi*
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l( the measures of distance by sea had been

increased In the same proportion, or had been esti-

mated iir the same value, ns the measures of distance

by land, all the places would have retained the Same

relative positions. But the consequence of Ptolemy $

unequal estimate of the value of land and sea dis-

tances was to throw all the places determined by

land measurement too fnr to the east
;
and as this

error went on increasing the further he advanced,

his eastern geography is completely vitiated by it.

Thus Taxi la, which is almost due north of Barygaza.

Ls placed 1 1 to the east of it
;
and the mouth ol iht

Ganges, which was fixed by land-measurement from

Taxila and Palibothra, is placed J8 to the east of

the mouth of the Indus, the true difference being

only 20". In fig. 4 of the accompanying plate of

small maps 1 have given an outline of Ptolemy’s

‘Geography of India.* By referring to this it will

be seen at a glance that, it the distance between the

mouths of the Indus and Ganges were reduced Irom

JR to 20 , the point of Cape Comorin would be

thrown far to the south, and would form an acute

angle very nearly in its true position. The amount

of error in Ptolemy’s value of land distances is well

shown in the difference of longitude between 1 axila

and Palibothra. The former he places in I2”> and

the latter in 143*. the difference being 18
,
which

is nearly one-third too much, as the actual difference

correction of three-tenth* of the RCOiTTaphcr‘& distances in

easting.
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between Shah-Dheri in 72' 53 and Patna in 65' 17'

is only 1 2 ’ 24'. By applying the correction ol

three-tenths, .is proposed by Sir Henry Rawlinson.

Ptolemy’s 18 will lx- reduced lo 12° 36’. which is

within 12 of the true difference of longitude.

India was first known to the Chinese in the time

of the Emperor Wuti, of the later Han dynasty, in

the second century before Christ. * li was then

called Yuan-lu or Yin-lu, that is Hindu, and Shin

lu. or Sindhu. At a later date it was named Thian-

/u;t and this is the form which the historian Mat-

wanlin has adopted. In the official records of th.

Thang dynasty in the seventh century. India is

described as consisting of “Five Divisions." called

the East. West. North. South, and Central, which

are usually styled the "Five Indies "
I have not

been able to discover when this system of the "Five

Divisions" was first adopted; hut the earliest notice

of it that I can find is in the year 477 A.D..J when
the king of Western India sent an ambassador to

China, and again only a few years later, in A.D. 303

and 504. when the kings of Northern and Southern

India are mentioned as having followed his

example. § No divisions are alluded to in any of

the earlier Chinese notices of India : but the different

provinces are described by name, and not l>v posi-

* See VI. Pouthiei's trandations from Chinese in the

'Journal Asiatique.' Oct. 1839. p. 257.

t Ibid. Nov. 18)9. p 384

* Ibid. Nov. 1839. p. 291.

§ Ibid. Nov. 1839, pp. 290-292.
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lion. Thu* we have mention of Yue-gai, king of

Kapila, in A.D. 428. and of the king of Gnndhara

in A. I). 4 tO.* Il would appear also that previous

to this time India was sometimes called Magatlha ,

ofter the name of its best known and richest province

;

and sometimes the “kingdom of Brahman$, after

the name of its principal inhabitants. f The first of

these names I would refer to the second and third

centuries after Christ, when the powerful Guptas of

Magadha ruled over the greater part of India.

The same division of five great provinces was

adopted by the Chinese pilgrim Hwen l^sang in

the Seventh century, who names them in the same

manner, as North. South, East. West, and Central,

according to their relative positions.}! He compares

the shape of the country to a half-moon, with the

diameter or broad side to the north, and the narrow

end to the south. This is not unlike the configura-

tion of India in Ptolemy’s Geography: but a much

more accurate description is given by the Chinese

author of the Fa/i-/<ai-/r7i-/o, who says, “this country

in shape is narrow towards the south and broad

towards the north;" to which he humorously adds,

• Paixthicr, in Journ. Asifltique. Oct. 1839, p. 273.

and )oum. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1837, p. 65.

i M. Julian's Tliouen Thsang,* ii. 58; and Pnuthier.

in Journ. Asialique. Dec. 1839. p. -147.

Z M. Julien*» ’Hioucn Thsang/ ii. 162, 163 ; ace also

Pauthier. in Journ. Asiatique. 1839. p 384.
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that "the people’s faces are the same shape as the

country."*

Hwen 111Sang makes the circumference of IndiS

90,000 /i.f which is more than double the truth. But

in the Chinese official records, J the circuit of India

is said to be only 30,000 li; which is too small, if

we reckon 6 U to the British mile, according to the

usual road distance of the Chinese pilgrims. But

if, as was probably the case, the measurement was

made on a map, the li may be reckoned at the full

value of 1079.12 feet which it possessed in the eighth

century; then the 30,000 li will be equal to 6130

British miles, which is only 764 miles short of the

dimensions recorded by Strabo on the authority of

Alexander’s papers, and the published works of

Mcgasthcnes and Patroklcs.

The l ive Divisions of India, or the "Five

Indies," as they are usually called by the Chinese,

arc as follows (see No. I. Map);—
I. Northern India comprised thr Panjab proper,

including Kashmir and the adjoining hill states,

with the whole of eastern Afghanistan beyond the

Indus, and the present Cis-Satlej States to the west

of the Saraswati river.

II. Western India comprised Sindh and Western

Rajputana, with Kaehh and Gujarat, and a portion

4 'Fnh-Hian's Travels,' translated by the Rev. S.

Beal. p. 36. note.

t M. Juien's 'Hioucn Thsan*:.’ ii. 56.

I Pauthier. in Journ. A$i*tique. Nov 1839, p. 384
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ol the adjoining coast on the lower course of the

Narbada river.

III. Central India comprised the whole of the

Gangetic provinces from Thanesar to the head of

the Delta, and from the Himalaya mountains to the

banks of the Narbada.

IV. Eastern India comprised Assam and Bengal

proper, including the whole of the Delta of the

Ganges, together with Sambhalpur. Orissa, and

Ganjam.

V. Southern India comprised the whole of the

Peninsula from Nasik on the west and Ganjam on

the east, to Cape Kumari (Comorin) on the south,

including the modern districts of Berar and lelin

gana. Maharashtra and the Konkan. with the

separate states of H.iidarabad. Mysore, and Travan-

corc. or very nearly the whole of the peninsula to

i he south of the Narbada and Mahanadi rivers

Although the Chinese division of India into five

great provinces is simpler than the well-known native

arrangement of nine divisions, as described by

Varaha-Mihira and the Puranas, yet there can be-

little doubt that they borrowed their system from the

I lindus. who likened their native country to the

lotus-flower, the middle being Central India, and the

eight surrounding petals being the other divisions,

which were named after the eight chief points of the

compass. * In the Chinese arrangement, the middle

• Wilson’s ’Vishnu Puriina.’ edited by Hall, vol ii.
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amJ the four primary divisions only are retained

;

and as this division is much simpler. and*aIso more
easily remembered. I will adopt it in the present

description.

At the time of Hvven Thsang's visit, in the

seventh century, India was divided into eighty*

kingdoms, each of which would appear to have had

its separate ruler, although most of them were tribu-

tary to a few of the greater states. Thus, in Northern

India, the districts of Kabul. Jalalabad. Peshawar,

Ghazni, and Banu were all subject to the ruler of

Kapisa. whose capital was most probably at Chari-

kar. or Alexandria ad Caucasum. In the Panjab

proper the hilly districts of Taxila. Singhapura,

Urns... Punnch. and Rajaori, were suhjcct to the

Raja of Kashmir

:

while the whole of the plains,

including Multan and Shorkot, wore dependent on
the ruler of fold. or Sangala. near Lnhor. In

Western India the provinces were divided between

the kings of Sindh. lialabhi, and Gurjjara. In

Central and Eastern India, the whole of the different

states, from the famous city of Sthaneswnra to the

mouth of the Ganges, and from the Himalaya moun-
tains to the banks of the Narbada and Mahanadi

b. ii. c. 12. p. ttf)
. "the lotin-shaped earth." Ward's

’Hindu*." i. 9. and ii 449

• Hioucn Hwang.' ii. 59. The text h»* "seventy”
.

but the numlx-r actually described i* eighty-two. from

which, deducting Persia and Ceylon, the true nnmlier of

kingdom.! ia eighty.
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rivers, were subject to Harsha Vardhana. the great

King of .Kanoj. Jalandhnra. (he most easterly dis-

trict of the Panjab, was also subject to him ;
and it

js highly probable that the ruler of T3l(i, or the plains

of the Panjab. must likewise have been n dependent

of Kanoj, ns we are informed by the Chinese pilgrim

that Harsha Varddhana advanced through his terri-

tory to the foot of the Kashmir hills, for the purpose

of coercing the ruler of that country to deliver up

to him a much-venerated tooth of Buddha. H»e

Rajput king of .Maharashtra, in Southern India, was

the only sovereign who had successfully resisted the

armies of Kanoj. This statement of the Chinese

pilgrim is corroborated by several inscriptions of the

Chalukya princes of Maharashtra, who make a proud

I>oast of their ancestor’s discomfiture of the great

king Harsha Varddhana.* This powerful prince

was the paramount sovereign of thirty-six different

States, comprising nearly one-half of India in extent,

and including all its ric hest and most fertile pro-

vinces. The substantial reality of his power may

be gathered from the fact that no less than eighteen,

or just one-half, of these tributary princes attended

on their suzerain lord during his great religious pro-

cession from Pataliputra to Kanoj, in A.D. 643. The

extent of his dominions is clearly indicated by the

names of the countries against which he directed his

latest campaigns, namely. Kashmir in the north-

* See coppcr-platc inscription* in Joum, Bombay

A*iAt. Soc. ii. 5, and iii. p. 207.
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west. Maharashtra in the south-west, and Ganjam
in the south-east.* Within these boundaries he was
the paramount ruler of the continent of India during
the first half of the seventh century of the Christian

era.

The dominion of Southern India was nearly

equally divided between the nine rulers of the

following states:—Maharashtra and Kosala, in the

north; Kalinga, Andhra. Konkana, and Dhanaka-
kata, in the centre; and Jorya. Dravida, and Mala-
kuta. in the south. These complete the round

number of eighty kingdoms into which India was
divided in the seventh century of our era.

I. NORTHERN INDIA.

The natural boundaries of India are the

Himalaya mountains, the river Indus and the sea.

But on the west, these limits have been so frequently

overstepped by powerful kings that most authors,

from the time of Alexander down to a very late

period, have considered Eastern Ariana. or the

greater part of Afghanistan, as forming a portion :f

the Indian continent. Thus Plinyf says that "most

writers do rot fix the Indus as the western boundary

* Julien's ’Mioucn Thsang.’ Kashmir. > 251 ; Maha-

rashtra, iii. 150; Ganjam, i. 220, 256.

t Plin. Hint. Nat., vi. 23. "Etcnim plcrique ab

occidente non Indo amne determinant, wd adjiriunl

quatuor satrapias. Gedrosoa. Aracholaj, Ario», Paroparni

sada». ultimo fine Cophete fluvio."

2
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(of India), but add to it the four satrapies of the

Gedrosi.. ArachotW, Arii, and Paropamisada:.

—

thus making the river Cophes its extreme boundary.’’

Strabo* also says that "the Indians occupy (in part)

some of the countries situated along the Indus, which

formerly belonged to the Persians. Alexander

deprived the Ariani of them, and established there

settlements of his own. But Seleukus Nikator gave

them to Sandrokottus. in consequence of a marriage-

contract. and received in return five hundred

elephants.*’ Ihe prince here mentioned is the- well-

known Chandra Gupta Maurya. whose grandson

Asoka dis|»atchcd missionaries In the most distant

parts of his empire for the propagation of Buddhism.

Afouultla, or Alexandria ad Caucasum. the capital

of the Vona. or Greek country, is recorded as one of

these distant places ; and as the Chinese pilgrim Hwen

Thsang notices several slupas in that neighbourhood

as tire work of Asoka. we have the most satisfactory

proofs of the Indian occupation of the Kabul valley

in the third and fourth centuries before C-hrisl. Ihe

completeness of this occupation is well shown by

the use of the Indian language on the coins of the

Baitrinn Greeks and Indo-Scythians. down to

“Groin., xv. 1, 1 In another place, xv. I. II. he

states that at the time of the inva>ion ol Alexander ’ the

Indus wns the boundary of India and ol Aiinna, situated

towards the west, and in the posM-snion of the Persians, for

afterwards the Indians occupied <• larger portion of

Ariana, which they had received ftout the Macedonians."
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A.l>. 100, or perhaps even later: and although it is

lost lor the next two or three centuries, jt again

makes its appearance Oil the coins of the Abtelites,

or White Huns, of the sixth century. In the

following century, ns wc lean; from the Chinese

pilgrim, the king of Kapisa was a Kshalriya, or pure

Hindu. During the whole of the tenth century the

Kabul valley was held by a dynasty of Brahmans,

whose power was not finally extinguished until

towards the close of the reign ol Mahmud Ghaznavi.

Down to this time, therefore, it would appear that

a great part of the population of eastern Afgha-

nistan. including the whole of the Kabul valley,

must have been of Indian descent, while the religion

was pure Buddhism. During the rule o( the Gha?
navis, whose laic conversion to Muhammadan ism

had only added bigotry to their native ferocity, the

persecution of idol-loving Buddhists was a pleasure

as well as a duly. Ilie idolaters were soon driven

out. and witli them the Indian element, which had

subsisted for so many centuries in Eastern Ariana.

finally disappeared.

NOIIICRN INDIA.

I. Kaoi U, OR Af-GHANISTAN.

For several ccntuncs, both before and alter the

Christian era, the provinces ol Northern India beyond

the Indus, in which the Indian language and religion

were predominant, included the whole of Afgha-

nistan from Bamian and Kandahar on the west to
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the Bholan Pass on the south. I his large tract was

then divided into ten* separate states or districts, of

•which Kapisn was the chief. The tributary states

were Kabul and Ghazni in the west, Lamghan and

lahslahad in the north, Sw.it and Peshawar in the

cast. Bolor in the north-cast, and Barui and Opckicn

in the south. The general name for the whole

would appear to have been Kac-fu. which in the

second century before Christ is described as being

divided between the Parthians, the Indians, and the

Su or Sacic of Kipin. According to this statement,

the south-west district of Kandahar would have

belonged to the Parthians. the eastern districts ol

Swat, Peshawar, and Banu. to the Indians, and the

north-western districts of Kabul and Ghazni with

Lamghan and Jalalabad to the Sacte Scythians.

Kao/u has usually been identified with Kabul on

account of its similarity of name and correspondent

v

of position; but this can only bo accepted ns politi-

cally correct, by extending the boundaries of Kabul

into Parthiaf on the west, and into India on the cas*

lhe Koofu of the Chinese would, therefore, have

embraced the whole of modem Afghanistan.

M. Julirn % Hiouen I hsnng. i. 71.

That Kandahar then belonged to Persia i* proved

by the fact, that the begging-pot of Buddha, which Hwen

Thsang (i» 1061 mentions as having been removed from

Gandharw to Persia, still exists nt Kandahar, where •! wa«

recn by Sii H Rawlinson. The removal must have taken

place during the sixth century, after the conquest

of Candhftra by the king of Kipin.
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homologically, however, it seems quite possible

lhal the two names may be the same, as Kaofu was

the appellation of one of the five tribes of the Yuchi

or Tochari, who arc said to have given their own
name to the town which they occupied, towards the

end of the second century Ix-forr Christ. This

statement of the Chinese writers is confirmed by the

historians of Alexander, who notice the city of

Ortospann, without making any mention of Kabul.

The latter name is first given by Ptolemy, who

describes Kabura or Oriospana as the capital of the

Pfiropnmisnd«t * . I conclude, therefore, that Ortas-

pana was most probably the original metropolis of

the country, which was supplanted by Alexandria

during the Creek domination, and restored by the

earlier Indo-Scythian princes. But it would appear

to have been again abandoned before the seventh

century, when the capital of Kapisene was at Opian.

I KAPISENE. OH OPIAN

According to the Chinese pilgrim Kiapishc, or

Kapisene. was 4000 /j. or about 666 miles in circuit.

If this measurement In- even approximately correct,

the district must have included the whole of Kafiris-

tan. as well as the two large valleys of Ghorband

and Panjshir. a9 these last .are together not more

than 300 miles in circuit. Kiapishc is further des

rribed as being entirely surrounded by mountains

to the north by snowy mountains, named Po-Io-si-na,

and by black hills on the other three sides. Hu
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name of Polosina corresponds exactly with that of

Mount Parvsh or Aparasin of the ‘Zend Avesta/*

ntnl with the Riropamisus of the Greeks, which

included the Indian Caucasus, or Hindu Kush.

Hwen I hsang further states, that to the north-west

of the capital there was a great snowy mountain,

with a lake on its summit. distant only 200 li. or

about 33 miles. This is the Hindu Kush itself,

which is about 35 miles to the north-west of Giari-

kar and Opinn : but I have not been able to trace

any mention of the lake in the few imperfect notices

that exist of this part of Afghanistan.

Tlie district of Capitate is first mentioned by

Pliny, who states that its ancient capital, named

tapis,.. was destroyed by Cyrus. His copyist.

Solimis, mentions the same story, but calls the city

Caphusa, which the Ddphine editors have altered

to Capissa, Somewhat later. Ptolemy places the

town of Kapisa amongst the Paropamisadir 2/
degrees to the north of Kobura or Kabul, which is

nearly 2 degrees in excess of the truth. On leaving

Batman, in A.D. 630, the Chinese pilgrim travelled

600 li. or about 100 miles, in an easterly direction

over Snowy mountains and black hills (or the Koh-i-

Baba and Paghman ranges) to the capital of Kiapishc

or Kapisene. On his return from India, fourteen

years later, he reached Kiapishc through Ghazni

' 'Zend Avesta/ »ii. 365. Roundchesh. “It is said

that Aparasin is a great mountain, distinct from Elbnrj.

It is called Mount Pnrcsh
"
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and Kabul, and left it in a north-cast direction by

the Panjshir valley towards Anderab. Thqae state-

ments fix the position of the capital at or near Opian?

which is just 100 miles to the east of Bnmian by the

route of the Hajiak Pass and Ghorhand Valley, and

on the direct route from Ghazni and Kabul to

Anderab. The same locality is, perhaps, even more

decidedly indicated by the fact, that the Chinese

pilgrim, on finally leaving the capital of Knpiscnc,

was accompanied by the king as far as the town of

Kiu-lu-sa-pang, a distance of one yojana, or about

7 miles to the north-cast, from whence the road

turned towards the north. fhis description agrees

exactly with the direction of the route from Opian to

the northern edge of the plain of BegfSm. which lies

about 6 or 7 miles to the F-. N. E. of Charilcar and

Opian. Bcgram itself I would identily witW the

Kiu lii'SQ pang or Karsaulana of the Chinese pilgrim,

the Karsana of Ptolemy, and the Cortona of Pliny.

If the capital had then been at Bcgram itself, the

king's journey of seven miles to the north-cast would

have taken him over the united stream of the

Panjshir and Ghorband rivers, and as this stream *s

difficult to cross, on account of its depth and rapidity,

it is not likely that the king would have undertaken

such a journey for the mere purpose of leave-taking.

But by fixing the capital at Opian, and by identifying

Bcgram with the Kiu-lu-sa-pang of the Chinese

pilgrim, all difficulties disappear. The king accom-

panied his honoured guest to the hank of the

Panjshir river, where he took leave of him, and the
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pilgrim then crossed the stream, and proceeded on

his journey to the north, as described in the account

of his life.

From all the evidence above noted it would

appear certain that the capital of Kiapishc , or

Kapisene
,

in the seventh century, must have been

situated either at or near Opian . Hiis place was

visited by Masson,* who describes it as “distin-

guished by its huge artificial mounds, from which, at

various times, copious antique treasures have been

extracted.’* In another placet he notes that “it

possesses many vestiges of antiquity; yet, as they

arc exclusively of a sepulchral or religious character,

the site of the city, to which they refer, may rather

be looked for at the actual village of Malik Hupian

on the plain below, and near Charikar.” Masson

writes the name Hupian, following the emperor

Baber ; but as it is entered in Walker’s large map as

Opiyan, after Lieutenant l_each. and is spelt Opian

by Lieutenant Sturt, both of whom made regular

surveys of the Koh-daman, I adopt the unaspirated

reading, as it agrees better wih the Greek forms of

Opiai and Opiane of HekaUeus and Stephanus, and

with the Latin form of Opianum of Pliny. As these

names are intimately connected with that of the

Paropamisan Alexandria, it will clear the way to

further investigation, if we first determine the most

probable site of this famous city.

4 Travels/ iii. 126.

t Travel* Ki 161.
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ITie position of the city founded by Alexander

at the foot of the Indian Caucasus has Iong»cngaged

the attention of scholars
; but the want of a good

map of the Kabul valley lias been a serious obstacle

to their success, which was rendered almost insur-

mountable by their injudicious alterations of the only

ancient texts that preserved the distinctive name of

the Caucasian Alexandria. Hsus Stcphanus* des-

cribes it as being «Y T«j *ard lip 'Itftinijt, "in

Opiane, near India." for which Salmasius proposed

to read Aw;}. Again, Plinyf describes it as

Alexandrian i Opianes. which in the Leipsic and other

editions is altered to A/cxandri oppidum. I believe,

also, that the same distinctive name moy be restored

to a corrupt passage of Pliny, where he is speaking

of this very part of the country. His words, as

given by the Lcipsic editor, and as quoted by

Cellarius.J are "Cart.ina oppidum sub Caucaso,

quod postea Tetragonis dictum. Hrec regio est ex

adverso. Bactrianorum deinde cujus oppidum

Alexandria, a conditorc dictum.” Both of the trans-

lators whose works I possess, namely Philemon

Holland. A.D. 1601. and W. T. Riley. A.D. 1855,

agree in reading ex adoerso llaclrianorum. This

makes sense of the words as they stand, but it

makes nonsense of the passage, as it refers the city

* In voce Alexandria.

t Hut. Nat
,

vi. c. 17 Philemon Holland calls it "the

city of Alexandria, in Opmmim."

X Hi:t. Nat., vi 23.
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of Alexandria to Bactria, a district which Pliny had

fully described in a previous chapter. He 'S

speaking of the country at the foot of the Caucasus

or ParopamisuB
;
and os he had already described

the Boctrians as being "aversa montis Pnropamisi,

he now uses almost the same terms to describe the

position of the district in which Cartana was

situated: I
would, therefore, propose to read "hrec

regio est ex adverso Bactrire"
:
and os cujus cannot

possibly refer to the Bactrians, I would begin the

next sentence by changing the loiter half of Bactrian-

orum in the text to Opiorum ; the passage would

then stand thus. "Opiorum (regio) deinde. cujus

oppidum Alexandria a conditore dictum.'
—"Next

the Opii. whose city, Alexandria, was named after

its founder." But whether this emendation be

accepted or not. it is quite clear from the other two

passages, above quoted, that the city founded by

Alexander at the foot of the Indian Caucasus was also

named Opiane. I his fact being established. I will

now proceed to show that the position of Alexandria

Opiane agrees as nearly as possible with the site of

the present Opian. near Charikar.

According to Pliny, the city of Alexandria, in

Opianum. was situated at 50 Roman miles, or

45.% English miles, from Ortospana, and at 237

Roman miles, or 217.8 English miles, from Peuco-

laitis, or Pukkalaoti, which was a few miles to the

north of Peshawar. As the position of Ortospana

will be discussed in my account of the next provirce,
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I will here only stole that I have indenhfied it with

the ancient city of Kabul and its citadel. *>e Bala

Hisnr. Now Charikar is 27 miles* to the north of*

Kabul, which differs by 19 miles from the measure-

ment recorded by Pliny. But as immediately after

the mention of this distance he adds that *'in some

copies different numbers are found, "t 1 am inclined

to read "triginta miIlia,” or 30 miles, instead of

“quinquaginta millia/* which is found in the text.

This would reduce the distance to 11 Vz English

miles, which exactly accords with the measurement

between Kabul and Opian. The distance between

these places is not given by the Chinese pilgrim

Hwcn Thsang; but that between the capital of

Kiapishc and Pu-lu-sha-pu-lo
,
or Purushapura, the

modern Peshawar, is stated at 600+1001-500=
I 200 li 9 or just 200 miles according to my estimate

of 6 li to the English mile. The last distance of

500 li, between Nagarahara and Purushawar. is

certainly too short, as the earlier pilgrim. Fa Hian.

in the beginning of the fifth century, makes it 16

yojanas, or not less than 640 li
9

at 40 li to the

yojana, This would increase the total distance to

1340 li, or 223 miles, which differs only by 5 miles

from the statement of the Roman author. The actual

• Measured by Lieutenant Slurt with n perambulator.

Masson gives the same distance for Degram. See No. Ill

Map from Sturt’s Survey.

t Hist. Nat., vi 21 *’ln quibusdam excmplarihu*

diversi numeri rrpemintur."
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road distance between Qinrikar and Jalalabad Was

not bc*-o ascertained, but ns it measures in a direct

line on Walker's map about 10 miles more than the

distance between Kabul and Jalalabad, which is 1 1 5

miles. It may be estimated at 125 miles. This sum

added lo 103 miles, the length of road between

Jalalabad and Peshawar, makes the whole distance

from Charikar to Peshawar not less than 228 miles,

which agrees very closely with the measurements

recorded by the Roman and Chinese authors.

Pliny further describes Alexandria ns being

situated sub ipso Caucato,* "at the very foot of

Caucasus," which agrees exactly with the position

of Opian, at the northern end of the plain of Koh

iluman, or "hill-foot." ITie same position is noted

by Curtius, who places Alexandria in radicibus

moniij.t at the very base of the mountain. The

place was chosen by Alexander on account of its

favourable site at the or parting of the

"three roads" leading to Bactria. These roads,

which still remain unchanged, all separate at Opian.

near Begrarn.

1 . The north-east road, by the Panjabi

r

valley, and over the Khawak Pass !o

Andcrab.

2. Hie west road, by the Kushan valley.

and over the Hindu Kush Pass to

Ghori.

Hist Nat., vi. s. 21.

J Strabo, xv. 2. 8.

i Vit. Alex., vii. 3.
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3. The south-west road, up the Ghorband
valley, and over the Hajiyak Pass to

Bamian.

The first of these roads was followed by
Alexander on his march into Bactriana from the

territory of the Paropamisndrc. It was also taken

by I iinur on his invasion of India : and it was
crossed by Lieutenant Wood on his return from the

sources of the Oxus. The second road must have

been followed by Alexander on his return from

Bactriana, as Strabo* specially mentions that he took

"over the same mountains another and shorter road"
than that by which he had advanced. It is certain

that his return could not have been by the Bamian
route, as lhat is the longest route of all

; besides

which, it turns the Hindu Kush, and does not cross

it. as Alexander is stated to have done. This route

was attempted by Dr. Lord and Lieutenant Wood
late in the year, bill they wer< driven back by the

snow. fhc third road is the easiest and most fre-

quented. It was taken by Jangher Khan after his

capture of Bamian; it was followed by Moorcroft

and Bumeg on their adventurous journeys to Balkh

and Bokhara; it was traversed by Lord and Wood
after their failure at the Kushan Pass; and it was
surveyed by Sturt in A.D. Ifl40. after it had been

successfully crossed by a troop of horse artillery.

Alexandria is not found in Ptolemy's list of the

towns of the Paropamisada: ; but as his Niphantla,

* Gcogr., xv. I, 26.
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which is placed close to Kapisn. may with a very

little alteration be read as Ophianda
,

I think that wo

may jxrhaps recognize the Greek capital under this

slightly altered form. The name of Opidn is

certainly as old as the fifth century B.C., as Heka-

tirus places a people called Opiai to the west of the

upper course of the Indus. ITere is. however, no

trace of this name in the inscriptions of Darius, but

we have instead a nation called Thatagush , who are

the .SaMagtre/m of Herodotus, and perhaps aU<i the

people of Si-pi-to-fa-la-s$c of the Chinese pilgrim

I (wen Hwang.* I his place was only 40 //, or about

/ miles, distant ftom the capital of Kiapishe, hut

unfortunately the direction is not stated. As, how-

ever, it is noted that there was a mountain named

Artina at a distance of 5 miles to the south, it is

almost certain that this < ity must have been on the

famous site of Begrarn. from which the north end of

the cr Black Mountain, called Chchcl

Dulfhtaran, or the Fortv Daughters, lies almost

due south at n distance of i or 6 miles. It is possi-

ble, also, that tin* name o! Idtarangzar, which

Masson gives to the south west corner of the' ruins

of Begram. may be an filtered form ot the ancient

1 hatagush. or SatlagudQi. But whether this be so

or not, it is qutc certain that the people dwelling on

the upper branches o! the Kabul river must be the

Thatogvsh of Darius, and the Salfagudai of Hero-

* SipftofrdaStte is probably the Sanskrit Saptaiurvha

ot SaUacata, whirh might easily he changed to Thnlngush.
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dolus, as all the other surrounding nations arc men-

tioned in both authorities.

Karsana, Kartana or Tetragonis.

Hie passage of Pliny describing the position of

Alexandria is prefaced by a few words regarding the

town of Cartana, which, while they assign it a similar

position at the foot of the Caucasus, seem also to

refer it to the immediate vicinity of Alexander's city.

I quote the whole passage, with the correction which

I
have already proposed — "Cartana oppidum sub

Caucaso, quod postea Tetragonis dictum. H«c regio

rat ex adverso Bactriic. Opiorum (regio) ileinde

cujus oppidum Alexandria a conditore dictum.

"At the foot of the Caucasus stands the town of

Cartana, which was afterwards called Tetragonis (or

the Square). litis district is opposite to Bactria.

Next (to it) arc the Opii, whose city «>l Alexandria

was named after its founder." Solinus makes no

mention of Cartana. but Ptolemy lias a town named

Karaana. or Kamasa. which he places on the right

hank of a nameless river that conics from the vicinity

of Kapisa and Niphanda (or Opian). and joins the

river of Locharna, or Loh-garh, nearly opposite

Nagara. This stream I take to be the united Panj-

shir and Ghorband river, which joins the Lohgarh

river about halfway between Kabul and Jalalabad.

This identification is rendered nearly certain by the

position assigned to the Lambalie, or people of Lam-

paka or Larnghan, who are placed to the east of

- His». Nat., vi. 23.
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the nameless river, which cannot therefore he the

Kunar river, as might otherwise have been inferred

•from its junction with the Lohgarh river opposite

Nagnra.

This being the case, the Kcrsana of Ptolemy

may at once be identified with the Cartana of Pliny

:

and the few facts related by both authors may be

combined to aid us in discovering its true position.

According to Pliny, it was situated at the foot cl the

Caucasus, and not far from Alexandria; whilst,

according to Ptolemy, it was on the right bank of the

Panjshir river. These data point to Begram. which

is situated on the right bank of the united Pnnjshfr

and Ghorhand rivers, immediately at the foot of the

kohistan hills, and within 6 miles of Opian, or

Alexandria Opiane. As I know of no other place

that answers all these requirements, it seems most

probable that Begram must be the true locality.

Parwan and Kushan are ancient places of some

consequence in the neighbourhood of Opian : but

they arc both on the left bank of the Ghorband river,

while the first is probably the liaborana of Ptolemy,

and the other his Kapisa. Begram also answers the

description which Pliny gives of Cartana, as Tetra~

gonrs, or the ‘Square* : for Masson, in his account

of the ruins, specially notices "some mounds of

great magnitude, and accurately describing a square

of considerable dimensions.*'*

• 'Travel*,* lii. 155. For the position of Begrarn ace

No III Map.
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II I am right in identifying Begram with the

Kiu-lu-sa-pang of the Chinese pilgrim, the tgue name
of the place must have been Karsana, as written b?
Ptolemy, and not Catlana. as noted by Pliny. The
same form of the name is also found on a rare coin

of Lukratides, with the legend Karistye nagara, or

“city of Kariii,' which I have identified with the

Kalasi of ihe Buddhist chronicles, ns the birthplace

of Raja Milindu. In another passage of ihe sam~
chronicle,* Milindu is said to have been born at

Alasanda, or Alexandria, the capital of the Yona, or

Creek country. Kalasi must therefore hnve been

either Alexandria itself or some place close to it-

Hie latter conclusion agrees exactly with the position

of Begram, which is only a few miles to the east of

Opian. Originally two distinct places, like Delhi

and Shah Jahanabad. or London and Westminster,

I suppose Opian nod Karsana to have gradually

approached each other as they increased in size,

until at last they virtually became one large city.

On the coins of the earlier Creek kings of Ariana,

—

Euthydcmus. Demetrius, and Eukrntides,—we find

the monograms of both cities
;
but after the time of

Eukratidcs, that of Opiana disappears altogether,

while that of Karsana is common to most of the later

princes. The contemporary occurrence of these

mint monograms proves that the two cities were

existing at the same time; while the sudden disuse

• Milindu-prasna. quoted by Hardy, in Manual of

Buddhism,' pp. 440. 516

3
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of the name of Opian may serve to show that, during

the lattci period of Greek occupation, the cily of

Alexandria had been temporarily supplanted by

Karsana.

The appellation of Begram means. I believe,

nothing more than “the city" par excellence, as it is

also applied to three other ancient sites in the imme-

diate vicinity of great capitals, namely. Kabul,

Jalalabad, and Peshawar. Masson derives the

appellation from the T urki be or hi, “chief, and the

Hindi gram, or city.—that is. the capital.* But .«

more simple derivation would be from the Sanskrit

Vi, implying “certainty." "ascertainment." as in

vijaya, victory, which is only an emphatic form of

jaya with the prefix Vi. Vigrama would therefore

mean emphatically "the city"—that is. the capital:

and BigrSm would be the Hindi form of the name,

just as Bijay is the spoken form of Vijaya.

The plain of Begram is bounded by the Panjshir

and the Koh-daman rivers on the north and south

;

by the Mahighir canal on the west
;
and on the east

by the lands of Julgha, in the fork of the two rivers.

Its length, from Bayan. on the Mahighir canal, to

lulgha. is about 8 miles; and its breadth, from Kilah

Buland to Yuz Bashi. is 4 miles. Over the whole

of this space vast numbers of relics have been dis-

covered. consisting of small images, coins, seals,

beads, rings, arrow-heads, fragments of pottery, and

• Travel..- iii. 165.
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other remains, which prove that this plain was once

the site of a great city. According to the traditions

of the people. Begram was a Greek city, which was

overwhelmed b}’ some natural catastrophe. - Masson

doubts the tradition, and infers from the vast number

of Kufic coins found there, that the city must have

existed for some centuries after the Muhammadan
invasion. I am inclined to think that Masson is

right, and that the decline of the city was caused by

the gradual desertion of the people, consequent on

the transfer of the seat of government to Ghazni,

after the conquest of the country by the Muham-

madans. Coins of the la9t Hindu Rajas of Kabul

and of ihe first Muhammadan kings of Ghazni are

found in great numbers; but (he money of the later

Ghaznavi princes is less plentiful, whilst of the

succeeding Ghori dynasty only a few specimens of

some of the earlier sovereigns have yet been dis-

covered, From these plain facts, 1 infer that the

city began gradually to decay after the Muham-

madan conquest of Kabul by Sabuktugin. towards

the end of the tenth century, and that it was finally

deserted about the beginning of the thirteenth

century. As the latter period corresponds with the

date of Janghez Khan's invasion of these provinces,

it is very possible, as Masson has already supposed,

that Begram may have been finally destroyed by that

merciless barbarian.

• Masson, Travels.' iii. 159.
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Other Cities of Kapisenc.

I will close this account of Knpisctie with some

remarks on the few other cities of the same district

that are mentioned by ancient authors. IMiny des

. ribes one city ns "ad Caucaaum Gidrusi. oppidum

nb Alexandra conditum." which is slightly altered

by Solinus to “Cadrusin oppidum ab Alexandra

Magnoad Caucasum constitutum cst. tibi ct Alcxnn

dria. Both authors place the city close •” the

Caucasus, to which Solinus adds, that it was also

near Alexandria. Following these two distinct

indications. I am disposed to identify the city o!

Cadrusi with the old site of Koratds, which Masson

discovered under the hills of Kohistan. 6 miles to

the north-cast of Begram, and on the north bank of

the Panjshir river. + There arc the usual remains ot

an old city, consisting of mounds covered with

fragments of pottery, amongst which old coins arc

frequently found. There are also remains of

masonry works about the hills, which the peoplr call

Kafir kot. or the Kafir's fort The commentators

haw an used Solinus of misunderstanding Pliny,

whose Cadrusi, they sav. was the name of a people,

and whose "oppidum ab Alexandra conditum" was

the city of Alexandria.}; But the passage was

differently understood by Philemon Holland, who

renders it thus : -''Upon the hill Caucasus standeth

F'lin. Hiu. Nat., vi 25. Solin. Ivii.

t Travels,’ iii. Itt.

t Cellar ius. iii. 22
. p. 514. ’’quod Solinu. pervertit

"
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ll><* town Cadrusi. built likewise by the said

Alexander.” As a general rule, die Greeks would
seem to have designated the various peoples whom*
they encountered by the- names of their principal

towns. Thus we have Kabura and the Kabolitec.

Drepsa and th«- Drrpsiani. Taxila and the Tnxili,

Kaspeira and the Kaspeirsej, from which I would

infer, that there was most probably also a town

named Gtdnisia, whose inhabitants were called

Cadrusi. This inference is strengthened by the

correspondence, both in name and in position of the

ruined mound of Koratas. with the Cadrusi of Pliny.

Phe names of other peoples and towns are

recorded by Ptolemy ; but lew of them can now be

identified, ns \vc have nothing to guide us but the

bnre names. The Par.su, with their towns Parsia

and Parxiana, I take to be the Pashais . or people of

the Panjhir or Panjshir valley. The true name is

probably Panchir
.
as the Arabs always write j for the

Indian c/i. ITc modern spelling of Panjshir adopteJ

by Burnes, Leech, and others, appears to be only

an attempt to give the Afghan pronunciation of ch

as ts in Pantsir . A town named Panjhir is men-

tioned by the early Arab geographers, and a moun-

tain named Pashai was crossed by Ibn Batuta. on

his way from Kunduz to Parwan.*

Other tribes are the A ristophylt , a pure Greek

name, and the Ambautcc, of whom nothing is

• Travels.
’ p 98.
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known. The lowns not already noticed arc Atloarln

and Batzaura in the north, and Draslokfl and Nauli-

bis in the south. The second of those may be

Bazarak, a large town in the Panjshir valley, and the

last may be Nilab of Ghorband. l*hc third was most

probably a town in one of the darSs or valleys of the

Koh-daman.

*. KOPMI1NE. OR KAIM-'I.

The district of Kabul is first mentione 1 by-

Ptolemy. who calls the people Kabolil<c. and their

capital Kcibura. which was also named Otiospana.

The latter name alone is found in Strabo and Pliny,

with a record of its distance from the capital of

Ararhosia, as measured by Alexander's surveyors.

Diognetes and Baiton. In sonic copies of Plinv the

name is written Orlhospanum, which, with a slight

alteration to Orlhoztana, ns suggested by H. H.

Wilson.* is most probably the Sanskrit Urddhas-

Iliana, that is. the "high place." or lofty city. The

same name is also given to the Kabul district by the

Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang. But I strongly sus-

pect that there has !»eer. some accidental interchange

of names between the province and its capital. On

leaving Ghazni, the pilgrim travelled to the north

for 500 /*. or 83 miles, to Fo-li-shi-sa-lang-na, of

which the capital was Hu-phi-na. Now by two

different measured routes the distance between

Ghazni and Kabul was found to be 81 and 88^5

‘Ariana Antique.' p. 176.
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miles.* There con be- no doubt, therefore, that

Kabul must be the place that was visited by the

pilgrim. In another place the capital is said to lje

7<X) /i. or 116 miles, from Bamian. which agrees

very well with the measured distance of 104 milcsf

between Barman and Kabul, along the shortest

route.

I he name of the capital, as given by the

Chinese pilgrim, has been rendered by M. Vivien de

St. Martin as Vardotthana, and identified with tin-

district of the Wardalc Iribe, while the name of the

province has been identified with Hupian or Opian

.

But the Wardak valley, which receives its name from

the Wardak tribe, lies on the upper course of the

l.ogarh river, at some distance to the south of Kabul,

and only 40 miles to the north of Ghazni, while

Hupian or Opian lies 27 miles to the north of Kabul,

or more than 70 miles distant from Wardak. My

own researches lead me to conclude that loth names

refer to the immediate neighbourhood of Kabul itself.

Professor I
.asset t has already remarked that the

name of Kipin. which is so frequently mentioned by

other Chinese authors, is not once noticed by Hwcn

Htsang. Rcmusat first suggested that Kipin was

the country on the Kophes or Kabul river; and this

suggestion has ever since been accepted by the un-

animous consent of all writers on ancient India, by

whom the district is now generally called Kophcnc.

• Thornton** 'Gazetteer.' Appendix.

•f Lieutenant Sturt, Engineers, by perambulator
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It is this form of the name of Kipin that I propose to

identify with the Hu-phi-na of Hwcn Huang. as n

seems to in*- scarcely possible that this oner famous

province can have remained altogether unnoticed by

him. when we know that he must have passed

through it. and that the name was still in use* for

more than a century after his time.*
I
have already

stated my suspicion that there has Wen some inter

change of names between the province and its

capital. This suspicion is strengthened when it is

found that all difficulties are removed, and the most

complete identification obtained, by the simple

interchange of the two names. Thus Hu-phi-na

will represent Kophcnc. or Kipin. the country on the

Kabul river, and Fo-li->hi-sa-lang-n<i, or UrJilha*-

Ihana. will represent Orloslana. which, ns we know

from several classical authorities, was the actual

capital of this province. I may remark that lluphina

is a very exact Chinese transcript of Kophen.

whereas it would be a very imperfect transcript of

Hupian, as one syllable would be altogether un-

represented. and the simple p would be replaced by

an aspirate. (Tie correct transcript of Hiipinu

would I*- Hu-pi-yan-na.

M. Vivien <le St. Marlin has objected! to the

name of Uuldhaslhana that it is a "conjectural

etymology without object.’ I am. however, quite

• Lassen. "Points in the History of the Greek King*

of Kabul.' p. 102.

t ‘Hiouen Tisane," iii 416
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satisfied that this reading is the correct one. lor the

following reasons:— 1st. The name of Ortospana

is not confined to the Paropamisada? ; bill is found*

also in Karmania and in Persis. It could not.

therefore, have had any reference to the Wardak

Irilx*. but must be a generic name descriptive of ils

situation, n requirement that is most satisfactorily

fulfilled by Urddhaslhana. which means literally the

"high place.” and was uuxst probably employed to

designate any hill fortress. 2nd. The variation in

the rending of the name to I’ortospana confirms the

descriptive meaning which I have given to it. a3

porta signifies "high” in Pushtu, and was. no doubt,

generally adopted by the common people instead of

the Sanskrit urddha.

Ilic position of Ortospana I would identify with

Kabul itself, with its Haiti llisar, or "high fort.”

which I take to be only a Persian translation of Orto

spana. or Urdtlhasthdna. It was the old capital of

the country before the Macedonian conquest, and so

late as the tenth century it was still believed "that a

king was not properly qualified to govern until he

had been inaugurated at Kabul."" Hekatreus also

describes a "royal town" amongst the OpiaiA but

we have no data for determining cither its name or

its position. It seems most probable, however, that

Kabul must be intended, as we know of no other

• Oineley. 'Oriental Geography.' p. 226.

t-Sleph. Byz in v 'Onhu. 'Ey hi Btriglot

/‘•XI" ravrnr ’Bniu. <i™ tr>i>f«» l"V”
’
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place iKat could have held this position alter the

destruction ol Knpisa by Cyrus; but in this case

Kabul must have been included within the territories

ol the Opiai.

It is strange that there is no mention of Kabul

in the histories ol Alexander, ns he must certainly

have passed through the town on his way from

Arochosia to the site of Alexandria. I
think, how-

ever. that it is most probably the town of Nikaia,

which was Alexander's first march from his new city

on his return front Bartria. Nikola is described by

Nonnus as a stone city, situated near a lake. It was

also called Astakia, alter a nymph whom Bacchic

had abused .

3 The lake is a remarkable feature,

which is peculiar in Northern India to Kabul ami

Kashmir llic city is also said to have been called

Irulophon. or "Indian-killcr," on account ol the

victory which Bacchus had gained over the Indians

on this spot. Front this name I infer, that Nonnus

had most probably heard of the popular meaning

which is attributed to the name ol I lirulu-lftish, nr

"Hindu-killcr." and that hr adopted it at once ns

corroborative of the Indian conquests ol Dionysius.

* 'Dionysiacs.' xvi . last three lines :

—

/Ci • ttaLW tiUftryyM rup/i

TciV* aWui ji 9KUMlyuii, mo
*Aoraxo)f MtUlWC, tfui ‘/r&o^ui'ni' /irir nVip*.

The meaning of which appear* to he. that “Bacchus built

n stone city, named JVifca/a, near a lake, which he also

called A stadia, after the nymph, and Irulophon , in

irmrmbrance of his victory
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Flic province is described as being 2000 li, or

333 miles, in lengfli from east to west, and 1000 li,

or 166 miles, in breadth from north to south. It i9

probable that this statement may refer to the former

extent of the province, when its king was the para-

mount ruler of Western Afghanistan, including

Ghazni and Kandahar, as the actual dimensions of

the Kabul district are not more than one-half of iho

numbers here stated. Its extreme length, from the

sources of the Helmand river to the Jagdalak Pass,

is about 1)0 miles, and its extreme breadth, from

Istalif to the sources of the Logarh river, is not more

than 70 miles.

The name of Kophes is as old as the time of the

Vedas, in which I he Kubhu river is mentioned ns an

affluent of the Indus; and as it is not an Arran word.

I infer that the name must have been applied to the

Kabul river before the Arian occupation, or. at least,

ns early as B.C. 2500. In the classical writers we

find the Khoca, Kophes, and Khoaspcs rivers, to the

west ol the Indus, and at the present day we have the

Kunar, the Kuram, and the Comal rivers to the west,

and the Kumhar river to the east of the Indus, all of

which are derived from the Scythian tiu, "water."

It is the guttural form of the Assyrian hu in Euphrates

and Eulieus, and of ihe 1 urki su and the libetan

chu, all of which mean water or river. I"he district

of Kophcnc must, therefore, have received its name

from the river which flowed through it. like as Sindh

from the Sindhu or Indus. Margiana from the
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Margus, Aria from the Anus. Arachosia from the

Aiachotus. and others. It is not mentioned by

Alexander s historians, although the river Kophrs i;

noticed by all of them.

In Ptolemy's ‘Geography* the city of Kabura

and ihc Kabolita?, with the towns of Arguda, or

Argandi, and Locharna. or Logarh, arc all located in

the territories of the Paropamisada? along the Kabul

river. Higher up the stream he places the town of

liagarda. which corresponds exactly in position and

very closely in name with the valley of Wartlalt.

All the letters of the two names are the same; and

.t* the mere transposition of the guttural to the end

el the Creek name will make it absolutely identical

with the modern name, there is strong evidence in

favour of the reading of Bardagd instead of Bagarda.

According to FJphinstooc,* the lVanlal{ tribe of

Afghans occupy the greater part of the Logarh

valley This is confirmed by Masson, T who twi<

visited the district of Wardak ; and by Vigne.J who

crossed it On his way from Ghazni to Kabul. The

only objection to this identification that occurs to me
is, the possibility that liogarda may be the Greek

form of Vaelprcla, which is the name given in the

’Zend Avcsta* to the seventh country that was sue

ccssivcly occupied by the Arian race, f rom its

position between Bactria. Aria, and Arachosia, on

• Kabul/ i. 160.

t Travels/ ii. 223.

t 'Ghazni/ p. 140
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one side. and India on the ofher, Vaekereta h;u.

usually been identified wilh the province of Kabul,

riiis. also, is the opinion of the Parsis themselves.

Vnekcrcta is further said to lx* the seal or home of

lhtzhal(, which further tends to confirm its idcntifica

lion wilh Kabul, as the acknowledged country ol

Zohak. If the W'anlalts had ever been a ruling

tribe. I should be disposed to infer tlial the name of

I ac^crcla might, probably, have been derived from

them. But in our present total ignorance of their

history. I think that it is sufficient to note the very

great similarity of the two names.

In the seventh century the king of Kophcnc

was a lurk, and the language of the country was

different from dial of the people of Ghazni. Hwcn
I hiring mentions that the alphabet of Knpiscnr was

thiil ol the I urks. but that the language was not

lurki. As the king, however, was an Indian, it

may reasonably he inferred that the language wns

Indian, hor a similar reason it may be conjectured

that the language of Kophene was some dialect of

Turki, because the king of the district was a Turk.

3 ARACHOSIA. OR GHAZNI

The Chinese pilgrim places the country of

7 at 501) /i, or 83 miles, to the south of

Huphina , or Kophcnc. and to the north-west of

Falana
.
or Banu. The valley of the Lo-mo-in-tu

river, which is mentioned as producing nssnfcetidn. is

readily identified with the Hrlmand by prefixing the

syllabic Ho to the Chinese transcript. The kingdom
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is said to have been 701X1 /i. or 1166 miles, in circuit,

which calinot be far from the truth, as it most pro-

bably included the whole of south-western Afgha-

nistan with the exception of Kandahar, which at that

time, from the story of the begging-pot of Buddha

already noted, would appear to have belonged to

Persia

.

This district possessed two capitals, called

Ho-si-na and Ho-sa-lo. 1110 first has been identified

by M. dc St. Martin with Ghazni, which is quite

satisfactory :
but his suggestion that the other may

be connected with Hazara is, I think, very doubtful.

Hazara is the name of n district, and not of a town

:

and its application to this part of the country is said

by the people themselves not to be older than the

time of Janghoz Khan.* I would, therefore, identify

it with Guzar or Guzarislan, which is the chief town

on the Hclmand at the present day: and with the

Ozola of Ptolerny, which he places in the north

west of Arachosia, or in the very same position as

Guzan'slan.

The name of Tsau/(u/a still remains to be

explained. The identifications just made show that

it corresponds exactly with the Arachosia of classical

writers, which is the A ro/fha; and Rol{hai of the

Arab geographers. Hie latter form is also found in

Arrian's 'Periplua of the Erythraean Sea' as

’PaxoiVii. It was, therefore, not unusual both before

• 'Ayin Akbari.’ ii. 163.
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and after the lime of Hwen Thsang to drop the

initial syllabic of the name. The original fopn was

ihc Sanskrit Saiaswati. which in Zend became Hara-

qdili, and in Greek 'Apa\u>Tos, all of which agree in

the last two syllables with the Chinese Tsaulfula.

Hie first Chinese syllable Tran must, therefore,

correspond with the Ra of the other forms. This

change may. perhaps, be explained by a peculiarity

of the Turki language, which frequently changes the

letter r into a soft z or »h, as the Turki words dengiz.

"sea," and ofcuz, ‘ox.” are the same as the Hunga-

rian longer and o/^ur.* On the Indo-Scythinn coins,

also, wc find the Turki names of Kanishba.

Huoishha. and Kushana changed to Kancrkc.

I lovcrlfc. and Korano in Greek. It seems possible,

therefore, that the initial syllable T>au of the Chinese

transcript may be only the peculiar Turki pronuncia-

tion of the Indian Ra. which would naturally have

come into use with the occupation of the country by

the Turki tribe of Tochari. about the beginning of the

Christian era.

In the seventh century the king of Ghazni, who

was a Buddhist, was descended from a long line of

ancestors. Both the alphabet and the language of

the people are said to have been different from those

of other countries: and as Hwen Thsang was

acquainted with both the Indian and Turki languages.

I infer that the speech of the people of Ghazni was

most probably Pushtu. If so. the people must have

• Prichard, 'Physical History of Mankind,* iv. 403.
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been Afghans
; but. unfortunately, we have no other

clue to guide us in settling this very interesting point,

unless, indeed, the name of O-po-J-ien, a place to the

southeast of Ghazni. may be identified with

A)shun, a point which will he discussed hereafter.

Of Guzarist&n, on the I Mtnand, I am not aide

to give any further information, as that part of the

country has not vet been visited by any European.

Ghazni itself is too well known to require any parti-

cular description, but I may note that it must have

been in a very flourishing condition in the seventh

i entury
.
as Hwen Phsang estimates its circuit at

30 /t. or miles. At the present day the circuit of

the walle d town is not more than one mile and a

quarter. Vignc calls it an irregular pentagon, with

sides varying from 200 to 400 yards in length,

strengthened by numerous towers. He adds. 4
that

the Afghans boast much of the strength of the

walls and fortifications of Ghazni." But Ghazni

has always been famous in the East as a place ol

strength nnd security: mid for this very reason i:

received its name of (iaza, an old Persian term for .»

"treasury." It is described in some crabbed lines of

the- ‘Dionysiaca* of Nonnus, who lived about A.D.

>00. and also in tin* 'Bassarita' of Dionysius, who

lived not later than A.D. 300 Both of them refer

pointedly to its impregnability. Dionysius calls it,

—

diJs/t K, *t«! tfi ruy^i/Wcoi {n*,

"A* atern in war a& if *twa$ made of bras*.*’

* 'Ghazni.* p. 122.
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and Nonnus $ays.* "They fortified. with a nef-likc

enclosure of interlacing works, Gazos, an immove-

able bulwark of Arcs, and never has any armed*

enemy breached its compact foundations." These

early notices of this famous place suggest the possi-

bility that the Gazaha of Ptolemy may have been

misplaced amongst the Paropamisada? to the north ol

Kabul, instead ol to the south of it. Bui as

Stephanos of Byzantium, who quotes the 'Bassarica'

of Dionysius as his authority for ihis Indian town.

w<!A*v ‘Murn> takes no notice of the Indian Gazabo,

I conclude that he must have looked upon it as a

different pi<1CC.

4 I AMCHAN

I hr district of Lan-po
,
or I-amghan, is noted by

Hwen 1 hsang as bring 600 /r, or just 100 miles, to

ihe east of Kapisene. Me describes the road as a

succession of hills and valleys, some* ol the hills

being of great height. This description agrees wit!*

all the recent accounts of the route along the northern

bank of the river from Opian to Lamghiin. The

bearing and distance also coincide $o exactly with

• Dionysiaca.’ xxvi. JO:—
tCQi Oi Xirfxpxti « JtfAoi

rAZOS <rupyio<T'V 7o

*Afxas cjcXirt* «<»i ovflotc br^o* <n'^p

XcJiKCA <\u>y Vu*^<uafo«n lUpi&Sru*.

A
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the position o( Lamghan that there can be no doubt

of the identity of the two districts. Ptolemy, also,

places a people called Lambattc in the very same

position. From n comparison of this term with the

modern appellation of Lamghan. it seems probable

ihnt the original form of the name was the Sanskrit

Lampaba. I would, therefore, correct Ptolemy's

Lambda; to Lambagixr. by the slight change of

f for T • The modem name is only an abbrevia-

tion of Lampcfa' formed by the elision of the labial.

I: is also called Laghman by the simple transposition

of the middle consonants, which is a common

practice in the hast. Fhc credulous Muhammadans

derive the name, from the patriarch Lantech, whose

tomb they affirm still exists in Lamghan. It :s

noticed by Baber and by Abul Fnzl.

The district is described by Hwcn ITisang ns

being only 1000 li, or 166 miles, in circuit, with

snowy mountains on the north, and black lulls on

the other three sides. Front this account it is i tear

that Lan-po corresponds exactly with the present

Lamghan. which is only a small tract of country,

lying along the northern bank of the Kabul river,

hounded on the west and cast by the Alingar and

Kunar rivers, and on the north by the snowy

mountains. This small tract is very nearly a square

of 40 miles on each side, or 160 miles in circuit.

It had formerly been a separate kingdom ; but in the

seventh century the royal family was extinct, and the

district was a dependency of Kapiscnc.
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’> NAGARAHARA OR JALALABAD

f'rom Lnmghan the Chinese pilgrim pitnecdel

for 100 li, or ncnrly 17 miles, to the south-east. and.

after crossing a large river, rcftch'ed ihe district of

Nagaiahaia. Both the lie.-iriiig and distance point to

the Nagnni of Ptolemy, which was to the south ol the

Kabul river, and in the immediate vicinity of Jalala-

bad. Hwcn rhsang writes the name Na-l(i-lo ho

:

but M. Julien* has found the full transcript of the

Sanskrit name in the annals of the Song dynasty, in

which it is written Nang-go-lo-ha-lo. The Sanskrit

name occurs in an inscription which was discovered

by Major Kittoe in the ruined mound of Ghosrawa,

in the district of Bihar. t Nngarah&ra is said to be

600 li, or 1 00 miles, in length from cast to west, and

upwards of 250 li, or -12 miles, in breadth from north

to south. Ihe natural boundaries of the district are

the Jagdalok Pass on the west, and the Khailvar Pass

on the cast, with the Kabul river to the north, and the

Sajed Koh, or snowy mountains, to the south.

Within these limits the direct measurements on the

map are about 75 by 50 miles, which in actual road

distance would be about the same as the numbers

stated by Hwcn Thsang.

Hie |>o9ition of the capital would appear to have

been at Begram. about 2 miles to the west of Jala-

labad. and 5 or 6 miles to the W.N.W. of Hidda.

which by the general consent of every inquirer has

* ‘Hioucn Tlisnng.' ii. %. note .

t Journ. Axial. Soc. Bengal. 1848, pp. 490. 491.
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been identified w i lh the Ui-loai the Chinese pilgrims.

The town ol Hilo was only 4 or ) li. or about three-

quarters ol a mile, in circuit ; but it was celebrated

lor its possession ol the skull bone ol Buddha, which

was deposited in a s/rrpa, or solid round tower, and

was only exhibited to pilgrims on payment ol a pin-

of gold. Hiddn is a small village. > miles to tin

south ol Jalalabad: but il is well known for its larg<

collection of Buddhist stupas, tumuli, and caves,

which were so successfully explored by Masson.

I h< presence ol these important Buddhist remains,

m the very position indicated by the Chinese pilgrims,

affords (lie mast satisfactory proof of the identity ot

Hiddn with iheir Hilo. Iliis is further confirmed by

the absolute agreement of name, as Hi-lo is the

closest approximation that could be made in Chinese

syllables to me original Him or Hida. The capital

most, therefore, have been situated on the plain ol

Begram. which is described by Masson* as "literally

covered with tumuli and mounds." ‘These." hi

adds, "are truly sepulchral monuments; but. with

lire tojx*s. saiu lion the inference that a very consider

abb-

1

ity existed here, or that it was a place ol renown

for sanctity. It may have been both." I think it is

just possible that Hiddo may lx- only a transposition

of iliulili, a bone. as the stupa of the skull-bone ol

Buddha is said in one passagef io have been in the

town of Hilo, while in anothc r passage it is located in

the town ol /•o-ling-i;o-c/img. which is only a

* "Travels.* ii. 164 t "Hiouen Ihsang.’ i. 77.
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( hinesc translation of "Buddha's skull-bone town."

During ihe course of this disquisition I shall, have to

notirc the frequent occurrence of short descriptive

names of places which were famous in the history

of Buddha. I am. therefore, led to think that the

place which contained the skull-bone of Buddha

would most probably have been known by the

familiar name of Aslhipura amongst the learned,

and of lladdlpura . or "Bone-town” amongst the

common people. Similarly the skull-necklace of

Siva is called simply the aslhimala, or bonc-

necklacc.'

Sagurahcira was lorn- ago identified by Professor

l-assen with the Sogera or Dionysopolis of Ptolemy,

which was situated midway between Knbura and the

Indus. The second name suggests the probability

that it may be- the same place as the Nyna of Arrian

iird Curtins. This mum is perhaps also preserved

in the Dinus 01 Diiuu ofAbu Rihan,* as he places it

about midway Ik-tween Kabul and I’arashawar. Ac-

cording to the tradition of the people, the old city

was called .-Ij'una.t in which I think it possible to

iccognizc the Creek us the river Yamuna or

Jumna is rendered Diamuna by Ptolemy, and the

Sanskrit yamos or jamas, the south, is rendered

Dlamasa by Pliny. { It is, however, much more

likely that Ajuna. by transposition of the vowels

* Reinnud’s ‘Fragments,* p. 114.

t Mnssou't ' liavcls,' ii. 164.

I Hiat. Nut., vi. c. 22.
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may be only a corrupt form of the Pall Ujjana, and

Sanskrit Udyana. "a Harden." as M. Vivien dr

’St. Martin states that Udyanaputa was an old name

of Nagarahara.* If thin identification be correct the

position of the capital must certainly have been at

BegrAm. as I have already Suggested. The name of

Dinnysopolis was no doubt the most usual apnclla

tion during the whole period of Greek dominion, as

one of the commonest mint-monograms on the coins

of the Greek kings of Ariana forms the letters JION,

which will not suit the name of any Indian city rr-

corded by ancient authors, save that of Dionysopolis-

in the beginning of the fifth century it is called

simplv Na-I^ic or Nagara. by Fa Hian, who adds that

it was then nn independent State governed by its

own king. In A.D. f»30. at the time of Hwen

Ihsang’s visit, it was withon' a king, and subject

to Knpisenc. After this it most probably followed

the fortunes of the sovereign State, and became

successively a part o! the Brahman kingdom of

Kabul and of the Mabommcdan empire of Ghazni.

6 GASDHAHA. OR PARASHAWAR

The district of Gandhara is not mentioned by

Alexander’s professed historians; but it is correctly

described by Strabo, under the name of Gandaiitis.

as lying along the river Kophes. between the

Choa8pcs and the Indus. In the same position

* Hiouen Hwang.* iii 305
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Ptolemy places the Gandartr. whose country includ-

ecl both bonks of the Kophes immediately above its

junction with the Indus. This is the Kicn-lo-lo, of

Gantlhara of all the Chinese pilgrims, who arc un
ammons in placing it to the west of the Indus. The

capital, which they call Pulu-sha-pitlo or Parasha-

pitra is stated to be three or four days’ journey from

the Indus, and near the south bank of a large rivo

is is an exart description of the position of

Peshawar, which down to the time of Akliar still

bore its old name of ParashaiOar. under which form

it is mentioned by Abul Fad and Baber, and still

earlier by Abu Rihan and the Arab geographers in

the tenth century. According to Fn Hian. who calls

it simply Fo-lu-sha or Parasha, the capital was

16 tiojant, or about 112 miles, distant from

Nagarahara. Idwcn I hsang. however, makes the

distance only 500 li, or 83 miles, which is certainly

a mistake, as the measurement by |»erainbulator

between lal&labud and Peshawar is 103 miles, to

which must be added 2 miles more for the position of

Begram to the west of Jalalabad.

The actual boundaries of the district are not

described, but its size is given as 1000 li, or 166

miles, from east to west, and H00 li. or 133 miles,

from north to south. This is, perhaps, nearly

correct, as the extreme length, whether taken from

the source of the Bara river to Forbela. or from the

Kunnr river to Forbcln. is 120 miles, measured on

the map direct, or about 150 miles by road. The

extreme breadth, measured in the same way, from
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Bazar, on the bonier of the Bunir hills, lo ihe

southern boundary of Kohal, is 100 miles direct, or

about 125 miles by road. The boundaries of

GandhAra. as deduced from these measurements,

may be described as Lamghan and Jalalabad on the

west, the hills of Swat and Bunir on the north, the

Indus on the cast, and the hills of Kalabagh on the

south. Within these limits stood several of the most

renowned places of ancient India; some celebrated

in the stirring history of Alexander’s exploits, and

Others famous in the miraculous legends of Buddha,

and in the subsequent history of Buddhism under

the Indo-Scythian prince Kanishka.

The only towns of the Gandarcr named by

Ptolemy are Naulibc. Emboli ma, and the capital

called Proklais. All of these were to the north of

the Kophes; anil so also were Ora, Bazaria, and

Aornos, which are mentioned by Alexander’.;

historians. Parashawar alone was to the south of

the Kophes. Of Naulibc and Ora I am not able to

offer any account, ns they have not yet been identi-

fied. It is probable, however, that Naulibc is Nilab.

an ini|X)rtant town, which gave its name to the Indus

river; but if so. it is wrongly placed by Ptolemy, ns

Nilab is to the south of the Kophes. The positions

of the other towns I will now proceed to investigate,

including with them some minor places visited by

the Chinese pilgrims.

Pushbalacali, or Pcul(c/aolis.

The ancient capital of GAndharu was Pushkala-

vali, which is said to have been founded by
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Pushlcara, the son of Bliareta. and the nephew of

Rama.* Ils antiquity is undoubted, as it was the

capital ol the province at the lime of Alexander*

expedition. The Greek name of Pcu^claoli s, or

Peucolailis, was immediately derived from Pukka-

lanli, which is the Pali, or spoken form of the

Sanskrit Pushkalavali. Il is also called Pcukclas bv

Arrian, and the people are named /’eu^tr/ei by

Dionysius Periegctes, which are both close tran-

scripts of the Pali Pufc^o/a. The form of Proklais.

which is found in Arrian's 'Periplus of the Erythraean

Sea,' and also in Ptolemy's ‘Geography.’ is perhaps

only an attempt to give the Hindi name of Pokhar

instead of the Sanskrit Pushkara.

According to Arrian. Peukelas was a very large

and populous city, seated not far from the river

Indus.'t It was the capital of a chief named Asles.t

perhaps I lasli, who was killed in the defence of one

of his strongholds, after a siege of thirty days, by

Hcphasation. Upon the death of Ast.-s the city of

Peukelaotis was delivered up to Alexander on his

march towards the Indus. Ils position is vaguely

described by Strabo and Arrian as ‘‘near the Indus."

But the geographer Ptolemy is more exact, as he

fixc9 il on the eastern hank of the river of Suastene,

that is. the Panjkora or Swat river, which is the very

locality indicated by Hwcn Thsang. On leaving

Parashawar the Chinese pilgrim travelled towards

• Wilson's "Vishnu Parana.' edited by Hall, b. iv. c.4.

t Arrian. ‘Indies.’ i t Arrian, ‘Anabasis.’ iv. 22.
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the north-cast for 1 00 /r. or nearly 17 miles; and.

crossing a great river, reached Pusc-bia-lo-fa-l «. or

Push kala vat i. The river here mentioned is the

Kophes, or river of Kabul ; and the bearing and

distance from Peshawar point to the two large towns

of Parang and Charsadn, which form part of the

well-known Hoshlnagor , or “Right Cities/* tha:

are seated close together on the eastern bank of the

lower Swat river. These towns are Tongi, Shirpao.

Umrzai, Turangzai. Usmanzai. Rnjur. Charsadn.

and Ptirang. Ihey extend over a distance of

fifteen miles
;

but the last two arc seated dose

togethe r in a bend of the river, and might originally

have been portions of one large town. The fort of

Hisfir stands on a mound aliove the ruins of the old

town of Hnshlrwgar. which General Courl places on

an island, nearly opposite Rajur. '
“All the

suburbs." he says, "are scattered over with va9t

ruins."f Hu- eight cities are shown in No. IV

Map.

It semis to me not improbable that the modern

name ol Haslitnagar may be only a slight alteration

of the old name of / latlinagara, or ‘"city of Hasti,

which might have been applied to the capital of

Astes, the I’rince of Peukelaotis. It was a common
practice of the Greeks to call the Indian rulers by

tbe names of their cities, ns Taxiles. Assakanus, and

others. It was also a prevailing custom amongst

Joum Asiaf Soc. Rengal. IfiV), p 479

t Ibid., I8J6. p. 494.
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Indian princes to designate any additions or altera-

tions made to their capitals by their own nam£8. O:
this last custom we have a notable instance in the*

famous city of Delhi; which, besides its ancient

appellations of Indrapratlha and Dllh, was also

known by the names of its successive aggruridi/crs

as Kot-Pithora, Kila-Alai, Tughlakabad, Firuzabad.

and Shnhjahanabad. It is true that the people

themselves refer the name of Hashtnagnr to th.

“eight towns'" which arc now seated close together

along the lower course of the Swat river ; but it

seems to me very probable that in this case the wish

was father to the thought, and that the original name

of Hnstinngar, or whatever it may have been, was

slightly twisted to Hashtnagar, to give it a plausible

meaning amongst n IVrxianued Muhammadan popu

Iat ion. to whom the Sanskrit Hastinagara was

unintelligible. To the same cause I would attribute

the slight change made in the name of Kagatahara

which the people now call Nangnihar." or the

"Nine Streams."

In later times Pushkalavuti was famous for a

large stupa, or solid lower, which was erected on

the spot where Buddha was said to have made an

alms-offering of his eyes. In the period of Hwen
Thsang’s visit, it was asserted that the "eyes gift

'Baber’s ’Memoirs.’ p. 141.—Wood's ‘Journey to

the Source of the Oxus,’ p. Ih7 —Maegrejcor’s Geo

graph> of Jalalabad.’ in Journ. /Mint. Soc Bengal. Xi

117. and xiii. 867.
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had been made one thousand different times, in as

many previous existences : but only n single

gift is mentioned by the two earlier pilgrims. Fa

Hian in the fifth century, and Sung-Yun in the sixth

century.

I arusha. or Palodhcri.

H"cn Thsang nest visited a town called /’o-/u-

sha. which. I think, may be identified with Palo

ithci i. or the village of Pali, which is situated on a

ilhcri, or "mound of mins,' the remains of some

early town. To the north-cast of the town, at 20

h. or S'/i miles, rose the hill of Danlaloka, with .«

cave, in which Prince Sudana and his wife had taken

refuge. I he [>osition of Palodhcri. which is the

PetIcy ol ( irneral Court, agrees with Hwen Ilisang’s

distance of nhout 40 miles from Pushk.ilavuli ;* and

this identification is supported hy the existence of

the great cave of Kashmiri-Ghar, in the hill to the

east-north-east, and within 3 or 4 miles of Palodhcri

Mount Danlaloh I take to be the Monies Divdali.

of Justin.f as in the spoken dialects the nasal of the

word </<in/u is assimilated with the following letter,

which thus becomes doubled, as in the well-known

ilallon. a ‘tooth-brush.' or twig used for cleaning

the teeth.

• See No. I\ Map.

f ’Hiltoi ifi. xii 7.
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Utakhanda. or Ohind, or Embolima.

From Polusha Hwcn THsang travelled 200 li.

nr 33 miles, to the south-east to U-lo-kia-hancha.

which M. Julien transcribes as Udakhanda, and
M. Vivien tic St. Martin identifies with Ohind on
the Indus. Tl»e pilgrim describes Udakhanda as

having its south side resting on the river, which

tallies exactly with the position of Ohind. on the

north tank of the Indus, about I 5 miles above Attok.

General Court and Burnes call this place Hurtd,

anti so does Mr. Locwenthal, who styles Ohir.J .

mistaken pronunciation. But the name was .vritte.?

Waihand or Oaihand. by Abu Rihan in A.D.

1030, and Ohind by Mirza Mognl Beg in 1790. To
my ear the name sounded somethin)’ like WahanJ.

an<l this would appear to have l»ecn the pronuncia-

tion which Rashid-uil ilin obtained in A.D. 1310, as

he names the place Wehanif'.* According to all

these authors W'aihand was the capital of Gandhara.

and Rashid-ud-din adds that the Moguls called it

Karaiang. lire only native writer who uses the

abbreviated form of the name is Nizam-ud-din,

who in his Tabakat-i-Akbnri’ says that Mahmud
besieged Jaipal in the fort of Hind in A.D. 1002.

But this place is differently named by Fcrishta, who

calls it the fort of Bithanda. In this last name

wc have a very near approach to the old form of

Ulakhanda
,

which is given by Hwen Thsang.

4 There is a place cf the same name on the Jhelam

which Moorcroft spells Oin.
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From all these examples, I infer that the original

name of Ulal/hanJa, nr Ul-kharul. was first softened

.tn Ulhando r Bilhanda. and then shortened to Uhand

or Ohind. The other form of Wehand I look upon

.is a simple misreading of Vthanil, as the two words

only differ in the position of the diacritical points of

the second letter. General James Abbott, in his

Tirados ad Aornon,' calls the place Oond, and

says that il was formerly called Ooia, from which

he thinks it probable that it may be identified with

the Ora, 'Qpa, of Alexander’s historians.

I have entered into this long detail out of respect

fur the knowledged learning of the late lamented

Isiilot Locwenthal. His opinion as to the name of

Ohind was most probably, although quite unconsci-

ously. biassed by his belief that Utakhanda was to

be found in the modern Attak. But this place is

unfortunately on the wrong side of the Indus,

besides which its name, ns far ns I am aware, is not

to be found in any author prior to the reign of Akbar.

Abu I Fad calls the fort Alak-BanSras. and stales

that it was built in the reign of his Majesty. Baber

never mentions the place, although he frequently

speaks of Nilab. Rashid-ud-din. however, Mates

ihnt the Parashiiwar river joins the Indus near

Tanlcur, which most probably refers lo the strong

position of Khairahad. I
have a suspicion that the

name of Altaic* the
*

'forbidden,’’ may have been

derived by Akl>ar from a mistaken reading of

Tanbur. with the Arabic article prefixed, as £/-

langur. The name of Banaras was undoubtedly
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derived from Banar, the old name of the district in

which thp fort is situnted. 'Hip name of Banar

suggested BanA ms. and as Kasi-Baanras wa9 the

city which -ill Hindus would wish to visit, so we
may guess that this fact suggested to the playful

mind of Akbar the exactly opposite idea of Altaic

Banaras
.

or the "forbidden*’ Banaras. which all

good Hindus should avoid. Or the existence of

Kalab llanaras* (or Cuttack) in Orissa, on the

extreme eastern limit of his kingdom, may have

suggested an alteration of the existing names of

Attak and Banar to Altak-Banaias as an antithesis

for the extreme west.

Wchand, or Uhand as I believe i’ should be

written, was the capital of the Brahman kings of

Kabul, whose dynasty was extinguisher! by Mahmud

of Ghazni in A.D. 1026. Masudi. who visited India

in a.P. 915. stales that "the king of El-kandahar (or

Gandhara). who is one of the. kings of Es-Sind

ruling over this country, is called Jahaj; this name

is common to all sovereigns ol that country. "t

Now . Chach is the name of the great plain to the

east of ihe Indus, immediately opposite to Ohind

.

and .is the plain of Barnir is said to have been named

after Raja Banar. it seems probable that the plain of

Chach may have been named after the Brahman

* ‘Ayin Alihan.’ ii. I'M. and Stirling’s 'Orissa.' in

Bengal A*int Researches, xv. 18®.

t Sir Henry Elliot's ‘Muhammadan Historian* of

India.’ i. 37. In the new edition by Professor Dowson.

i. 22. the name is altered to Hahaj.
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dynasty of Ohind. Il is curious that the Brahman

dynasty o( Sindh was also established by .1 ( had)

A.D. 641 : but it is still more remarkable that this

date corrt*|X>nds with the period of the expulsion

ol the Brahman dynasty from Chichito . or Jajhoti

by the Channels of Khnjura, I think, therefore,

that there* may have been some connection between

these events, and that the expelled Jajhotiyu

Brahmans of Khajura may have found their way to

the Indus, where they succeeded in establishing

themselves at first in Sindh and afterwards in Ohind

and Kabul.

In the time of Hwen Thsang the city was

//. or upwards of i miles, in circuit, and we may

reasonably suppose that it must have increased in

size during the sway of the Brahman dynasty. It

would seem also to have been still a place of

importance under the successors of Changiz Khan,

as the Mogals had changed its name to Karnjang

Bvit the building of Attak. and the permanent diver

sion of the high-road, must seriously have affected

its prosperity, and its gradual decay since then has

been hastened by the constant encroachments of the

Indus, which has now carried away at least one-half

of the old town.* In the sands at the foot of the

cliff, which are mixed with the debris ol the ruined

houses, the gold-washers find numerous coins and

trinkets, which offer the best evidence of the former

prosperity of the city. In a few hours* washing I

* See No. IV. Map for it* position.
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obtained a bronze buckle, apparently belonging to a

bridle, a female neck ornament, several lint needles

for applying antimony to tbe eyes, and a consider-

able number of coins of tbe Indo'Scythian and

Brahman princes of Kabul. The continual dis-

covery of Indo'Scylhian coins is a sufficient proof

that the city was already in existence at the beginning

of the Christian era, which may perhaps induce us

to put some faith in the tradition, mentioned by Abul

Feda. that WchartJ, or Ohind, was one of the cities

founded by Alexander the Great.

After the surrender of Peukelaotis, Arrian*

relates that Alexander captured other small towns

on the river Kophcne*. and "arrived at last at

Embolima, a city seated not far from the rock

Aornos." where he left Kraterusto collect provisions,

in case the siege should be protracted. Before he

left Bazaria. Alexander, with his usual foresight,

had despatched HcphirStion and Perdikkas straight

to the Indus with orders to "prepare everything for

throwing a bridge over the river." Unfortunately,

not one of the historians has mentioned the name

of the place where the bridge was made ; but as the

great depot of provisions and other necessaries was

formed at Embolima, 1 conclude that the bridge

must have been at the same place. General Abbott

has fixed Embolima at Amb-lialima on the Indus.

8 miles to the east of Mahaban; and certainly if

Mahabnn was Aornos the identity of the other places

• ’Anabasi*.' iv. 28.

5
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would be incontestable. But as the identification of

Mahaban seems lo me to be altogether untenable.

I would suggest that Ohind or Ambai-Ohmd is the

most probable site of FLmlwilima. Ambar is a

village two miles to the north of Ohind, and it is in

accordance with Indian custom to join the names of

two neighbouring places together, a* in the case of

Altak-Banaras. for the sake of distinction, as there is

another Ohin on the Jhelam. It must be remem-

bered. however, that Embolima or Ekbolima may be

only a pure Greek name, descriptive of the position

of the place, at the junction of the Kabul river with

the Indus, where it is placed by Ptolemy. In this

case the claim of Ohind would be even stronger

than before. That the bridge over the Indus was

at, or near. Pjnbolima. seems almost certain from

the statement of Curtins, that when Alexander had

finished his campaign to the west of the Indus by

the capture of Aorrvos, "he proceeded towards

Ecbolima that is, as I conclude, to the place

where his bridge had been prepared by Hephiestion

and Perdikkas, and where his provisions had been

stored by Kraterus. I infer that the depot of

provisions must have been close to the bridge,

because one guard would have sufficed for the

security of both bridge and stores.

Saldhira, or Labor.

Hwen Tfisang next visited So-lo-iu-lo. or Sala-

tura. the birthplace of the celebrated grammarian

* Vit. Alex., viii. 12.
—

"indc pioccssit Ecbolima."
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Panini, which he says was 20 li, or 3

J

/3 miles, to

ihc north-west of Ohind. In January, 1 848,̂ during

a day’s halt at the village of Lahor, whicli is exactly

four miles to the north-cast of Ohind, I procured

several Creek and Indo-Scythian coins, from which

it may be inferred, with some certainty, that the

place is at least as old as the time of Panini himself,

or about B.C. 350. I have, therefore, no hesitation

in identifying Salatura with Lahor. The loss of the

first syllable of the name is satisfactorily accounted

for by the change of the palatal sibilant to the

aspirate, according to the well-known usage of the

people of western India, by whom the Sindhu river

was called Hendhu and Indus, and the people on

its banks Hindus or Indians; Salatura would, there-

fore. have become llalatura and /1 /dfur. which

might easily have been corrupted to Lahor; or. as

General Court writes the name, to Laoor.

A ornos.

In describing the countries to the west of the

Indus I must say a few words on the much vexed

question of the position of Aomos. In 1836 General

Court wrote as follows :

— "As relates to Aomos. it is

probably the castle which was opposite Attak, and

the vestiges of which we see upon the summit of the

mountain. Its foundation is attributed to Raja

Hodi”* In 1848 I suggested that the "vast hill

fortress of Rani-gat, situated immediately above the

• Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1836, p. 395.
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small village of Nogram. about 16 miles north by

west from Ohind, corresponded in all essential parti-

culars with the description of Aornos. ns given by

Arrian, Strabo, and Diodorus
;
excepting in its eleva-

tion. the height of Rani-gal not being more than

1000 feet, which is, however, a very great elevation

for so large a fortress."'* In 1834 General James

Abbott took up the subject in a very full and

elaborate article, in which the various authorities are

ably and critically discussed. His conclusion is that

the Mahaban hill is the most probable site of

Aornos.t This opinion was combated early in 1863

by Mr. Loewcnthal, who again brought forward the

claims of Raja Hodi’s fort, opposite Attak, which

had first been suggested by General I’ourt.J

Towards the end of the year General Abbott replied

to Mr. Loewcnthal s objections, and reiterated his

conviction that "the Mahaban is the Aornos of

history." although he thinks that the question is still

"open to discussion. "§

In reopening this discussion. I believe that I am
able to clear away some of the difficulties with which

the subject has confessedly been obstructed by the

vague and contradictory accounts of Alexander’s his-

torians : but I can scarcely venture to hope that my
identification of Aornos will be received as satisfac-

• Journ. Alim. Soc. Bengal. 1848. p. 103.

t /bid.. I8>4. p. 309.

t Ibid., 1863, p, 14.

§ Ibid., 186). P . 409.
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lorj'. when I am constrained to own that I am not

perfectly satisfied with it myself. But if l4 do not

succeed in convincing others, I feel that my failure

will be shared in common with two such able writers

as General James Abbott and the lamented mission-

ary. Locwenthal.

I will begin with the name Aornos, which,

though a Greek word, can hardly, as Mr. Loewenthnl

observes, be an invention of the Greeks. It must,

therefore, be the transcription, either more or less

altered, of some native name. Mr. Locwenthal

thinks that it was derived from Banaras in its Sanskrit

form of Varanasi, which n Greek of Alexander's

time could only have pronounced by prefixing a

vowel. He would thus have got Avaranas or

Aornos. But this is, perhaps, proving too much, as

the final letter in Aornos is almost certainly the Greek

termination, which need not, therefore, have formed

part of the original native name. It is also suspi-

cious that the literal transcription of the native name

should form a pure Greek word. If Banaras or

Varanasi was the original form of the name, then we

ought to find another Banaras to the north of the

Caucasus, as Arrian relates that after passing

Drapsaka, or Andarab, Alexander "moved against

Aornos and Baclra, the two chief cities of the

Bactrians. which being immediately surrendered to

him. he placed a garrison in the castle of Aornos."*

On comparing Arrian’s names with Ptolemy’s map.

'Anubust*. iii. 29.
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it seems evident that his Baclra and Aornos are the

same ns Ptolemy's Zariaspa and liacha regia, ami

a* the latter is placed in the country of the Varni. or

OR I conclude that the name Aornos,

’Aofoat. is only a natural and slight alteration of

OSafii'oi or Varnos, made by the followers of

Alexander for the sake of obtaining a significant

name in Creek. Similarly 1 would refer the seconJ

Aornos to Raja Vara, whose name is still attached

to all the ruined strongholds between Hashtnngar

and Ohind. Tlius the old hill fori and city of Takhl-

i-Bahai, I 5 miles to the north-east of Hashtnngar. is

said to have been the residence of Raja Vara, But

his name is more particularly attached to the grand

hill-fort of Rani-gal above Nogram. Rani-gal, or

the Queen’s rock, is a huge upright block on the

north edge of the fort, on which Raja Vara’s Rani

is said to have seated herself daily. The fort itself

is attributed to Raja Para, and some ruins at the foot

of the hill arc called Raja Para's stables. Some

people call him Raja Viral, but as they connect him

wnth the story of the five Pandus. I conclude that the

name has been altered to suit the story. Hi position

of (he true Viral was in Matsya or Xlachcri, to the

south of Delhi : all others arc spurious. 1 think,

therefore, that the hill fort of Aornos most probably

derived its name from Raja Vara, and that the ruined

fortress of Rani-gal has a better claim to be identified

with the Aornos of Alexander than either the

Mahaban hill of General Abbott, or the castle of
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Raja Hodi proposed by General Court and Mr.
Loewenthal.

My chief objections to the Mahaban hill as the

representative of Aornos are the following:— I. It

is a vast mountain of comparatively easy access, and
of which no spur presents a very- steep face towards

the Indus. 2. The Mahaban hill 19 not less than

SO miles in circuit, whereas Aornos was not more

than 200 stadia, or about 22 miles, according to

Arrian, or 100 stadia or I I miles, according to

Diodorus. 3. The Mahaoana hill was visited by

Hwcn Thsang in rt.D. 630. and he describes it simply

as a great mountain, which derived its name from

the MahaOana monastery, in which Buddha had

dwelt in n former existence under the name of

Sawoada Raja." That the monastery was on the top

of the mountain we know from the subsequent state-

ment. that he descended the mountain towards the

north-west for about 30 or 40 li to the Masura

Monastery. This place may, I believe, be identified

with the large village of Sura in the Chumla valley,

which is just 10 miles to the north-west of the highest

peak of Mahaban. If any fort had then existed on

the top of the mountain, it is almost certain that the

pilgrim would have mentioned its name, with his

usual statement of its size, and of any special point

of noteworthiness, such as its inaccessibility, etc.

His total silence I look upon as decisive against the

Julien's Hiouen Thsang,’ ii. 136
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existence of any fort on the top of Mahaban. whether

occupied or in ruins.

Mr. Locwcnthal’s objection, based on the

opinion of a high military authority, that the

Mahaban hill “commands nothing/* only shows

bow readily even a very learned man will accept an

utterly false argument when it tells in his own favour.

General Abbott has noticed this subject in his reply

to Mr. l«ocwenthal
;
but some months previous to the

publication ol his reply, I had already given a similar

refutation to this objection, both in conversation with

different friends and in writing to Mr. Loewenthal

himself It is objected that Mahaban “commands
nothing/' I reply that it commands the very thing

that the people of an invaded country wanted, it

commands safety for those who seek its shelter. It

is said to be “so much out of the way that none

would have sought it as a place of refuge, and that

Alexander would not have wasted time in its reduc-

tion, as it did not impede his passage to the Indus.*

This objection supposes that Alexander’s chief

object was the passage of the Indus, whereas it is

clear, both from his previous and subsequent career,

that his invariable plan was never to leave an enemy

behind him. For this he had given up the pursuit

of Bessua, to conquer Aria, Drangiana, and

Arachosia : for this he had spent two years in

Sogdiana and Bnctriana. until the death of Spita-

menes left no enemy remaining : for this he now

* Journ. Asint. Sec Bengal. 1863. p. 17.
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turned aside from the passage of the Indus to subdue
(he people who had refused their submission by-

taking refuge in Aorno9
;
and for this he afterwards

rccrossed the Hydraotcs lo attack Sangala, an isolated

rock, which commanded nolhing but the janga!

around it.

\1r. Loewenthal rests his arguments in favour of

the castle of Raja Hodi being the Aornos of Alex-

ander. chiefly on the great similarity of the name of

lianaras, and partly on Sir Neville Chamberlain's

opinion ‘'that the hill above Khairabad ia not cnly

a most conspicuous point for friend and foe. but

also one that must be taken before a passage of the

Indus at Attok would be attempted by an invading

force. Fhe first argument has already been dis-

posed of in my discussion on the name of Aornos.

I he second argument take? two things for granted

;

first, that Alexander crossed the Indus at Attak.

and. therefore, that he must have reduced the castle

of Raja Hodi before he attempted the passage of the

river; and next, that the people of the country had

thrown themselves into Aornos to oppose his pass-

age. The latter was certainly not the case, as we

are told by Arrian that the people of Bnzaria. "dis-

trusting 'heir strength, fled out of the city in the

dead of night, and betook themselves to a rock,

called Aornos, for safety.* Here we see clearly that

the people of Bazaria were desirous of avoiding

instead of opposing Alexander: from which we may

•
‘Anabasis, ’

iv 28.
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infer that Aornos did nol command tho* passage of

the Indus which Alexander had chosen for his

bridge of boats. But as all the accounts agree in

placing the scene of Alexander’s campaign before

crossing the Indus in the country to the norlh of the

Kophes, or Kabul river, it appears quite certain that

neither Aornos itself nor the bridge of boats could

have been in the neighbourhood of Attak. For these

reasons I conclude that the ruined castle of Raja

Hodi cannot possibly be identified with the Aornos

of Alexander. Indeed, its name alone seems Suffi-

cient to forbid the identification, as the people are

unanimous in calling it Raja Hodl-da-garhi. or Hodi-

garhi. an appellation which has not even one syllable

in common with Aornos.

After a careful consideration of all the points

that have been just discussed. I am satisfied that we

must look for Aornos in the direction of the lulls

somewhere in the north-cast comer of the Yusufzai

plain. It is there that the people still seek for refuge

on the approach of an invader; it is there only that

we can expect to find a hill fort that will tally even

approximately with the exaggerated descriptions of

Alexander's historians, and it is there also that we

ought to look for Aornos, according to the almost

unanimous opinion of all those who have studied

the subject.

The accounts of Alexander's historians ore often

vague and sometimes conflicting, but we are general-

ly able to correct or explain the statements of one by
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•hose of the othere. Where they agree, we ran

follow them with confidence, a* it may be p/esumed

that the original authors from whom they copied

were not at variance. The last is fortunately the

case with their accounts of Alexander's movements

shortly before his approach to Aornos. According

to Arrian, immediately after crossing the Gurams

river Alexander marched straight to Massaga, the

capital of the Assakeni. and after its capture he dis-

patched Koinos against Bazaria. Curtins calls the

river Chocs, and makes Koinos proceed straight to

Bazaria. whilst Alexander advanced against Mazagee.

Arrian then states that as Bazaria still held out. the

king determined to march thither, but hearing that

many Indian soldiers had thrown themselves into

Ora. he changed his plan, and moved against that

city-, which was captured at the first assault. Ac-

•ordinc to Curtius. the siege of Ora was entrusted to

Polysperehon, while the king himself took many

small towns, whose inhabitants had sought refuge

in Aornos. Arrian makes the people of Bazaria fly

to Aornos for safety, but he agrees with Curtius in

stating that the inhabitants of many of the neighbour-

ing villages followed their example. Prom these

accounts it is evident that -dornos was beyond

B,i/aria, and from the subsequent narratives of Arrian

and Curtius. it is equally clear that Embolima was

beyond Aornos, and on the Indus, where Ptolemy

has placed it. Taking all these points into consider

at ion, 1 believe that llazoria, Aornos and Embolima
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may be beat identified with Razor. Rani-gat and

Ohind.*

Bazar is a large village situated on the bank of

the Kalpan, or Kali-pani river, and quite close to the

town of Rustam, which is built on a very extensive

old mound attributed to the time of the Kafirs or

Hindus, According to tradition, this was the site

of the original town of Bazar. The position is an

important one. as it stands jus! midway between the

Swat and Indus rivers, and has, therefore, been from

time immemorial the entrepot of trade between the

rich valley of Swat and the large towns on the Indus

and Kabul rivers. Indeed, its name of Bazar, or

"Mart." is sufficient to show that it has always been

n place of consequence. Judging, therefore, by the

importance of the place alone. I should l>e induced to

select Bazar as the most probable representative of

Baza'ia; but this probability is turned almost to

certainty by its exact correspondence, both in name

and in position, with the ancient town that was be-

sieged by Alexander, fhis identification is much

strengthened by the proximity of Mount l)antalol(,

which is most probably the same range of hills as the

Mantes Dardali of the Greeks. In the spoken dia-

lects of the present day, as well as in the ancient

Pali, the nasal of the word danla is assimilated with

* It would Appear also Irom Arrian, iv. 28, that

Aornos was only one day's march from Emboltma, which

agree* with the distance of Rnnigac from Ohind of 16

miles. Sec No. IV. Map.
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the following letter, which thus becomes doubled, as

in elation, a "tooth brush." or twig used for gleaning

the teeth. Hence the Greek Daidalos is a very fair

rendering of the Pali Datlalok;. The Diedalian

mountains are mentioned by Justin* as adjoining the

kingdom of Queen Cleofis, or Cleophes. who. ac-

cording to Curtius, was the mother (a mistake for

wife) of Assacanus. king of Massagn. I have already

identified the cave of Prince Sudana in Mount Dan-

talok. as described by Hwen Thsang. with the great

cave of Kashmiri-Ghar, which is just eight miles to

the north-west of Bazar. The Dantalok range

would, therefore, have been on the right-hand of the

Greeks on their march over the hills from Massage

in the Swat valley to Bazaria. From all these con-

curring circumstances. I conclude that Bazar is almost

certainly the same place as Alexander's Bazaria. and

that Ohind was Emboiima. as I have previously en-

deavoured to show.

In proposing the ruined fortress of Rdni-gat as

the most probable representative of the famous

Aomos, I must confess that the identification is in-

complete. In 1848, I estimated the perpendicular

height of Ranigat as about one thousand feet above

the plain, and Mr. Loewenthal has since confirmed

my estimate. But this height is so insignificant

when compared with the I I
stadia, or 6674 feet of

• Hist., xii. 7. "Inde mantes Dtrdalos. rCKliaqui'

Cleofidie regime petit."
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Arrian,® lh;tt I should hesitate to attempt the identi-

fication,, did I not believe that the height has been

very much exaggerated. Philostratusf calls it l »

stadia; and DiodorusJ makes it even greater, or 16

stadia, equivalent to 9708 feel; but as he gives the

circuit ol the base at only 100 stadia, or just one-half

of that of Arrian, I think it probable that his height

may have been originally in the same proportion

which we may obtain by simply reading 6 stadia

instead of 16, or 3640 feet instead of 9708 feel. !t

b certain at least that one of the numbers of Diodorus

must be erroneous, for as n circuit of 100 stadia, or

60,675 feet, would give a base diameter of 19,200

feet, or |ust twice the recorded height of 9708 feet,

the slope would have been exactly 45c
. and the bill

would Have terminated in a mere point, instead of n

large platform with arable land, as described by

Arrian. Where the difference between the two au-

thorities is so great, and the exaggeration so apparent,

it is difficult to suggest any possible alteration that

would reconcile the discrepant measurements, and at

the same lime bring them within the range of probi-

bility. I believe, however, that we are quite safe

not only in preferring the lesser numbers, but also in

applying the altitude to the slant height instead of to

the perpendicular height. But even with these lesser

measurements, the Indian Aornos would still be

twice the size, and more than twice the height of

* 'Anabasis.* iv. 28.

I Hirt.. xvii. 44

t Vit. Apoltonii. ii. III.
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the famous r<xk of Gibraltar, which is 7 miles in

circuit at base, and only 1600 feet in height.

In the similar case of the great fortress of

GwaLor, we find the usually accurate English

traveller, William Finch, describing it as a castle

situated on a steep craggy cliff. "6 bos in circuit, or.

as some say.
I

I hos." As Finch generally adopts

the short imperial kos of I / mile, his estimate of

the circuit of Gwalior will be 9 miles, or nearly twice

the actual measurement of 5 miles, while the popular

estimate will be nearly four times greater than the

truth. It is possible, however, to reconcile these

different numbers by supposing that the larger refers

to the imperial kos. and the smaller to the greater

kos of Akbar. which is just double the former. But

in this case the estimate of the circuit of the fort of

Gwalior would he from 14 to 15 miles, or just three

times too great. Finch does not mention the height

of Gwalior, but he notes that the "steep ascent" to

the castle of Narwar was "rather more than a mile

in F.-ngth. which is just double the truth. Here the

traveller was led to exaggerate the height by the

mere steepness of the ascent. But in the case of

Aornos, the Greeks had an additional motive for

exaggeration in the natural wish to enhance their

own glory For this reason I would suggest, as a

possible explanation of the discrepancy between the

16 stadia of Diodorus and the II stadia of Arrian,

that the original authority of the former may have

quadrupled or trebled the true measurement, while

that of the latter only trebled or doubled it. Under
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this explanation the two numbers would become

either 4 and i'/j stadia, or 5 J/j and 5J^ stadia. or

from 2^00 to 3400 feet, which might be accepted as

a very probable measure of the slant height : similarly

the circuit might be reduced to *30 stadia, which art-

equivalent to 5% miles or 30,300 lect. or rather

more than the circuit of the road around the base of

the Gwalior hill. A slant height of 2300 feel, with

a base of 1900 feet, would give a perpendicular

height of 1250 feet, or an ascent of 2 feet in every

3 feet. I do not propose this mode of reduction as

a probable explanation of the discrepancies in the

recorded measurements, but I venture to suggest it

only as a possible means of accounting for the

evident exaggeration of the numbers in both of the

authorities.

AH the accounts of Aornos agree in describing

it os a rocky hill of great height and s»eepnes4.

Justin calls it saxuni rni'ra; asperitalis el alliludinis.

"an exceedingly rugged and lofty rock.’’
1
* Diodorus.

Strabo, Arrian, Curtins, and f’hilostratus. all call it

petra, or a "rock fort." Its rocky ruggedriesii was.

therefore, a special feature of /lomos. According to

Arrian, it was "only accessible by one difficult path,

cut out by hand, and it possessed a fine spring of

pure water on the very summit, besides wood and

sufficient arable soil for ihe cultivation of one

thousand men." The last expression is still in

common use in India, under the form of ploughs of

•Hkt.. xii. 7.
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l.ind, and means simply ns much land as one man
can plough in a day. The same thing was expressed

by the Greeks and Romans by yokes, each being as

much as one yoke of oxen could plough in a single

day. Now the smallest plough of land would not

be less than 100 feet square, or 10,000 square feet,

which would give 10.000.000 square feet for 1000
men. This would show an area of 4000 feet in

length by 2500 feet in breadth, or. making allow-

ance for buildings, of one mile in length by half a

mile in breadth, or 2 miles in length by a quarter of

a mile in breadth, which is just the size of Gwalior.

But if such a vast fortress as Gwalior had ever

existed on the western frontier of India, it would

certainly not have escaped the notice of the early

Muhammadan conquerors, and it could scarcely

have eluded the searching inquiries of General Court

and General Abbott. I. therefore, look upon the

thousand ploughs of land as another gross exaggera-

tion of Alexander’s followers for the sake of minister-

ing to their master's vanity. I accept the one

difficult path of access and the spring of pure water,

ns two of the necessary possessions of a strong

military post, but I unhesitatingly reject the 100

ploughs of arable land, for if such an extensive tract

as half a square mile of irrigable land had ever

existed on the top of a hill in this arid district. I

cannot believe that such an important and valuable

site ever would have been abandoned.

In searching for a position that will answer the

general description of Aornos. it is unfortunate that
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our range it limited to the few points which have

been visited by Europeans. The claims of the

Mnhaban hill hove already been discussed
;
and the

Only other possible positions that I know of are the

following :

—

1. The ruined city of To^hl-i-Hahai.

2. The lofty isolated hill of Kaiamar.

3. The hill of Panjpir.

4. The ruined fortress of Ranigal.

The first of these places stands on an isolated

hill, about halfway between Bazar and Hashtnagnr;

Mr. Lorwenthal describes it as a barren hill of no

great height, which forms three sides of a square,

with the open side toward* the north-west.* By the

trigonometrical survey maps. Takhl-i-Bahai is only

1839 feet above the sea, or 630 feet above the

Yusufzai plain. Mr. Loewenlhal also describes the

ascent a* easy : and as the place is situated not less

than 35 miles from the nearest point of the Indus.

I think it may be rejecter! at once as not answering

the description of lofty and difficult access, and as

being too far from the probable position of Embo-

lima. Ihr position of the lofty isolated hill of

Karamar. which is situated 6 miles to the south of

Bazar. and only 18 miles to the north-north-west of

Ohind, added to its height, which is 3480 feet above

the sea. or 2280 feet above the Yusufzai plain, would

give it a most prominent claim to notice if it

possessed any remains of former occupation. But

•Journ. Asiat Soc. Bengal. 1863. p 2.
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the Kararnar Kill is n mere bluff ridge. without ruins

und without a name in the traditions ol th^ people.

Ihc Panjpu hill is a similar but smaller ridge, which
rises to the height ol 2140 lect above the sea. or 940
feet above the Yusulzai plain. It is a mere sharp

ridge crowned with a single building, which is now-

dedicated to the Panjpir. or five Great Saints of the

Muhammadans, of whom the earliest is liaha-ud-Jin

Za^aiiya of Multan, commonly called liahaWal

But the Hindus affirm that the place was
originally dedicated to the Panch-PanJu. or Five

I'andu brothers of the ‘Mahabharata.’

Hie last probable position that I know of is the

ruined fortress of Ranigat. I visited this place in

January , Ifi48. and I had intended revisiting it

during my tour in 1863, but the war on the Buncr

frontier most unfortunately prevented me from

carrying out my intentions. I can, therefore, add

but little to the information which I collected in

1848; blit as that has not been made public, and as

no one but Mr. Locwenthal would appear to have

visited the place since then, my account will still

possess all the advantage of novelty.

Ranigat is situated on a lofty hill above the

village of Nogram, which is just 12 miles to the

south-east of Barar. and 16 miles to the north of

Ohind. Its position, therefore, is strongly in favour

of its identification with Aornos. The hill itself is

the last point of one of the long spurs of the Maha-

ban range. Its base is rather more than two miles

in length from north to south by about half a mile
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in width, but the top of the hill is not more than

1200 fee* in length by 800 feet in breadth. In 1848,

I estimated its height at 1000 feel ; but from the

unanimous assertions of the people that il is higher

than Panjpir,
I think that it is probably not less than

1200 feet. The sides of the hill are covered with

massive blocks of stone, which make it exceedingly

nigged and inaccessible. There is only one road,

cut in the rock, leading lo the top. although there

are two, if not more, rather difficult pathways. This,

we know, was also the case with Aomos, as Ptolemy

succeeded in reaching the top by a “'rugged and

dangerous path,* whilst Alexander himself attacked

the place by one regular path which was cut out by

the hand.f Ranigal may lie described as consisting

of a castle, 500 feet long by 400 feet broad, sur-

rounded on all sides except the cast, where it springs

up from the low spur of Mahaban. by a rocky ridge,

which on ihc north side rises to an equal height.

On all sides the castle rock is scarped ; and on Iwo

sides it is separated from the surrounding ridge by

deep ravines, that to the north being 1 00 feet deep,

and lhat to the west from 50 to I 50 feet. At the

north-west angle of the castle two dykes have been

thrown across the ravine, which would appear to

have been intended to arrest the flow of water, and

thus to form a great reservoir in the weal hollow.

In the north ravine, between the castle and the great

isolated block called Ranigal, there arc ihrcc square

* Arrian. Anabasis.' iv. 29. t Ibid., iv. 2«.
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wells : and to the norlh-cast lower down, I thought
that I could trace another dyke, which waa moat
probably only the remains of part of the outer line of

defences. The entire circuit of this outer line is

about 4,500 feet, or sotnwhat less than a mile.

The castle itself is thus described by Mr.
Loewenthal* :

—
“'Hie summit of the hill offers a flat

plateau of some size, which had been very strongly

fortified by buildings all round the brow. These
buildings are constructed of large blocks of stone

(conglomerate found on the spot) neatly hewn, and
carefully fitted, disposed with very great regularity,

and laid in a cement of extraordinary excellence.

Unavoidable interestices between the large blocks are

filled up by layers of thin small stone tablets, this

latter practice being an invariable feature in all the

so-called Kafir buildings which 1 have seen in the

I runs- Indus country." To this description I rnay

ndd that all the stone blocks arc laid most carefully

as headers and stretchers, that is alternately length-

wise and breadthwise, which gives a very pleasing

and varied appearance to the massive walls. All

the buildings arc now much ruined, but the external

walls are traceable nearly all round, and on the

south and west sides arc still standing to a consi-

derable height, and in very good order. The main

entrance, which is at the south-west comer, is

formed in the usual ancient manner by overlapping

stones. The passage is not perpendicular to the

* Joum. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1863, p. 5.
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face of the wall, but considerably inclined lo the

right for n short distance. It then turns to the left

to a sni.fll chamber, and then again to the right till

it reaches what must have been an open courtyard.

The whole of this passage was originally roofed in

by courses of stone with chamfered ends overlapping

each other so as to form the two sides of a pointed

arch, but the ends of the upper course of stones being

left straight, the apex of the arch has the appearance

of a rectangular cusp. This peculiarity was also

noticed by Mr. Loewenthal. who says that "thi'

arch would be pointed, but the centre line is taken

up by a narrow rectangular groove." On the west

face I observed a smaller passage of a similar kind,

but it was so blocked up with rubbish that I was

cjuite unable to trace its course.

Ibis central castle or citadel, with its open

courtyard surrounded by costly buildings, I take to

have been the palace of the king, with the usual

temples for private worship. At the north end I

traced a wide flight of steps leading down to a second

plateau, which I presume to have been the outer

court of the palace or citadel. Ibe upper courtyard

is 270 feet long and 100 feet broad: and the lower

courtyard, including the steps, is just half the sure,

or 130 feet by 100 feet. These open areas were

covered with broken statues of all sizes, and in all

positions. Many of them were figures of Buddha

the I eachcr, cither seated or standing
; some were

of Buddha the Ascetic, sitting under the holy Pipal

tree; and a few represented Maya, the mother of
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Buddha, standing under the sal tree. But there

were fragments of other figures, which apparently

were not connected with religion, such as a life-size

male figure in chain armour, a naked body of a man
with the Macedonian chlamys, or short cloak, thrown

over the shoulders and fastened in front in the usual

manner, and a human breast partly covered with the

chlamy .1 and adorned with a necklace of which the

clasps are formed by two human-headed, winged,

and four-footed animals, something like centaurs.

All these figures arc carved in a soft, dark-blue clay

slate, which is easily worked with a knife. It is

exceedingly brittle, and was therefore easily broken

by the idol-haling Musalmans. But as the surface

was capable of receiving a good polish, many of the

fragments arc still in very fine preservation. lire

best piece that I have seen was a head of Buddha,

with the hair massed on the top of the head, and

worked in a peculiar manner in wavy lines, instead

of the usual formal curls. It was found at Jamal

Garhi. and is by far the best piece of Indian sculp-

ture that I have seen. The calm repose of the finely

chiselled features is not unworthy of Grecian art. but

the striking beauty of the face is somewhat marred

by the round projecting Indian chin.

I have already noticed that the Ranigat hill is

covered on all sides with massive blocks of stone,

which make the approach very rugged and difficult.

Numbers of these stones are of very large size, and

some of those on the top of the hill have been

hallowed out to form cells. Mr. Loewenthal notices
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this ns "one of the most marked features" amongst

these remains. Many of the cells arc quite plain

inside, whilst others have the simple ornament of a

niche or two. 'fhe most notable of these excavated

blocks is on the ridge to the south of the castle. It

is railed Kalri-^at, or the “Grain Merchant’s house,”

by the people; but I observed nothing about the

rock that would give any clue to its original purpose,

save the smallness of the entrance, which was

certainly better suited for the cell of a monk than for

the shop of a dealer. Mr. Loewcnthal notices that

“the vegetation on the hill is principally olive and

myrtle"; but in 1848 there was a considerable

number of good-sized trees scattered over the

summit.

I do not insist upon the identification, but if we
admit that the accounts of the historians arc very

much exaggerated. I think that the ruins of Ranigat

tally much • better with the vague descriptions of

Aornos that have come down to us, than any other

position with which I am acquainted. In all essen-

tial points. save that of size, the agreement ;s

wonderfully close. Its position between Bazar and
Ohind. or Bazaria and Embolima, is quite unobjec-

tionable. Its attribution to Raja Vara renders it

probable that the place may have been named after

him. which would give a very near approach to the

Aornos of the Greeks. Its great height, its rugged-

ness. and difficulty of access, its one path cut in the

rock, its spring of water and level ground, and its

deep ravine separating the outer works from the
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castle, are so many close and striking points of

resemblance, that, were it not for the great difference

in size, I should be very much disposed to accept the

identification as complete. But though in this point

it does not come up to the boastful descriptions of

the Creeks, yet we must not forget the opinion of

Strabo that the capture of Aornos was exaggerated

by Alexander’s flatterers. It must also be remem-

bered that as the campaign against Assakanus took

place "during the winter,"* and the Macedonians

entered Taxila "at the beginning of spring." the

siege of Aomos must have been carried on during

the very depth of winter, when the Mahaban hill.

7,471 feet above the sea, and every other hill of the

same height, is usually covered with snow. It is

almost certain, therefore, that even the lesser height

of I
I
stadia, or 6,674 feet above the Yusufzai plain,

equivalent to 7.874 feet above the sea. must be

grossly exaggerated. In this part of the country the

snow falls annually as low as 4.000 feet above the

sen. or 2.800 above the Yusufzai plain, and as no

snow is said to have fallen on Aomos. although the

Greeks mention that they saw snow during the

winter. I
think that their silence on this point is

absolutely conclusive against the recorded height of

Aornos, and therefore also against the claims of

Mahaban, and of any other hill exceeding 4.000 feet

in height. All the ancient authorities agree in

describing AornoB as a wirpa, or 'rock, with rugged

Strnho. Geogr.. xv. I, 17.
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and precipitous sides, and with only a single path cut

by hand. The Mahaban hill docs not. therefore,

fulfil any one condition of the ancient description,

it is a huge mountain of comparatively easy access,

and is more than twice the size of the most exagger-

ated estimate of Alexander's flatterers. Its name

also has no resemblance to Aornos; whilst tin-

traditions of Raja Vara, attached to Ranigat. would

seem to connect that place directly with Aornos.

Parashauiara, or Pahawor.

The great city now called Peshawar is first

mentioned by Fa-Hian. in A.D. 400. under the name

of Fo-leu-sha.* If is next noticed by Sung-Yun ill

A.D. 502. at which time the king of Gandhara was

at war with the king of Kipin. or Kophcnc. that is

Kabul and Ghazni, and the surrounding districts.

Sung-Yun does not name the city, but he calls it the

capital, and his description of its great s/tipa of king

Kia-ni-*se-l(ia. or Kanishka. is quite sufficient to

establish its identity.f At the period of Hwcn

rhsang's visit, in A.D. 630. the royal family hud

become extinct, and the kingdom of Gandhara was

a dependency of Kapisa or Kabul. But the capital

which Hwen Thsang calls Pu-lu-sha-pu-lo, or

Parashaivara. was still a great city of 40 /»'. or 6/3

miles, in extent. J It is next mentioned by Masudi

and Abu Rihan, in the tenth and eleventh centuries.

* Beal's tumsUtion of Fah-Hinn.' p >4.

t Beal's translation of 'Sung-Yun.' p. 202.

J Julien's Hiouen Thsang.' ii. 104.
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under the name of Parashawar, and again by Buber,
in the sixteenth century, it is always called by the
same name throughout his commentaries. Its

present name we owe to Akbar. whose fondness for

innovation led him to change the ancient Parashawar,
of which he did not know the meaning, to Peshawar.
or the "frontier town." Abul Fa/I gives both

names.*

Hie great object of veneration at Parashawar.

in the fust centuries of the Christian era. was the

begging pot of Buddha, which has already been

noticed. Another famous site was the holy Pipal

tree, at 8 or 9 li, or I Yi mile, to the south-east of

the city. The tree was about 100 feet in height,

with wide spreading branches, which, according to

the tradition, had formerly given shade to Sakya

Buddha when he predicted the future appearance of

the great king Kanishka. The tree is not noticed

by ha-Mian, but it is mentioned by Sun-Yung as

the Pho-thi, or Boc/fii tree, whose "branches spread

out on all sides, and whose foliage shuts out the

sight of the sky." Beneath it there were four seated

statues of the four previous Buddhas. Sting-Yun
further states that the tree was planted by Kanishka

over the spot where he had buried a copper vase

containing the pearl tissue lattice of the great stupa,

which he was afraid might be abstracted from the

tope after his death. This same tree would appear

to have been seen by the Emperor Baber in A.D.

• "Ayin Akbsri.' ii. 341.
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1505, who describes it as the "stupendous tree" of

Begrajn, which he "immediately rode out to see.""

It must then have been not less than 1:500 years old.

and as it is not mentioned in A.D. 1594 by Abui

Fazl.f in his accout of the Got-Kalri at Peshawar.

I conclude that it had previously disappeared through

simple old age and decay.

The enormous stupa of Knnishka, which stood

close to the holy tree on its south side, is described

by all the pilgrims. In A.D. 500 Fa-Hian says that

it was about 400 feet high, and "adorned with all

manner of precious things." and that fame reported

it as superior to all other topes in India. One
hundred years later. Sung-Yun declares that

amongst the topes of western countries this is the

first." Lastly, in A.D. 630, Hwen Thsang describes

it as upwards of 400 feet in height and I /i li. or

just one quarter of a mile, in circumference. It

contained a large quantity of the relics of Buddha.

No remains of this gTcat stupa now exist.

Id the west of the stupa there was an old

monastery, also built by Kanishka, which had

become celebrated amongst the Buddhists through

the fame of Arya-Parswi\a, Manorhila. and Vasu-

batilhu, three of the great leaders and teachers of

Buddhism about the beginning of the Christian era.

The towers and pavilions of the monastery were two
stories in height, but the building was already much

•'Memoirs, translated by Leyden and Ernkine.’ p. 157.

t Ayin Akbari.* ii. 165.
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ruined at the time ol Hwcn 'ftisang's visit. It was.

however, inhabited by a small number of monks,

who professed the ‘‘Lesser Vehicle" or exoteric

doctrines of Buddhism. It was still flourishing as

a place of Buddhist education in the ninth or tenth

century* when Vira Deva of Magndha was sent to

the "great Vihara of Kanishka where the best of

teachers were to be found, and which was famous

for the quietism of its frequenters." I believe that

this great monastery was still existing in the times of

Haber and Alfhar under the name of Cor-Kotri . or

the Baniya’s house.

The former says, "I had heard of the fame ol

Curh-Katri. which is one of the holy places of the

Jogis of the Hindus, who come from great distances

to cut off their hair and shave their beards at this

Gurh-Katri." Abul Fazl’s account is still more

brief. Speaking of Pcshawur he says, "here is a

temple, called Gor-Kalri. a place of religious resort,

particularly for Jogis." According to Erskine, the

grand enravansara of Peshawur was built on the site

of the Gor-Kalri.

J. UDYANA. OR SWAT.

On leaving Utakhanda Hwen ‘Ihsang travelled

about 600 li. or 100 miles, towards the north, to

U-chang-na, or Udyana, which was situated on the

river Su-po-fa-su-lu, the Subhauastu and Sut’asfu of

Sanskrit, the Suastus of Arrian, and the Swat or Siiat

• Jour. As. Soc. Bengal. IW9. i. 494.
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river of the present day. If is called U-chang by the

earlier pilgrims Fa-Hinn and Sung-yun, which is a

close transcript of Ujjdna, the Pali form of Udyana.
The country is described as highly irrigated and
very fertile. This agrees wilh all the native

accounts, according to which Swat is second only to

the far-famed valley of Kashmir. Hwcn Thsang
makes it 5000 li. or 833 miles, in circuit, which must

be very near the truth, if, as was most probably the

case, it included all the tributaries of the Swat river.

Udyana would thus have embraced the four modern
districts of I’anjkorn. Bijawnr, Swat, and Bunir.

which have a cir« uil of only 500 miles, if measured

on the map direct, but of not less than 800 miles by

road measurement. Fa-Hinn mentions Su-ho-to as

a small district to the south of Udyana. This has

generally been identified with the name of Swat

;

but from its position to the south of Udyana. and

to the north of ParashaWar, it cannot have been the

large valley of the Swat river itself, but must have

been limited to the smaller valley of Bunir. This

is confirmed by the legend told by Fa-Hinn of the

hawk and pigeon
:

in which Buddha, to save the

pigeon, tcar9 his own flesh and offers it to the hawk.
Hie very same legend is related by Hwcn Thsang.

but he places the scene at the north-west foot of the

Mahaban mountain, that is. in the actual valley of

Bunir. He adds that Buddha was then a king,

named Shi-pi-kia. or Sivika, which may. perhaps,

be the true form of Fa-Hian’s Suholo.

The capital of Udyana was called A/ungd(ic-li.
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or Mangala, which is probably the Mangora of

Wilford s surveyor. Mogal Beg, and the Manglora of

General Court s map. It was 16 or 17 li, about

2J/4 miles, in circuit, and very populous. At 250

or 260 li, about 42 miles, to the north-east of the

capital the pilgrim reached the source of the Subha -

Vastu river, in the fountain of the Naga Icing Apalala;

and at 750 /i, or 125 miles, further in the same

flircction. after crossing a mountain range and

ascending the Indus, he arrived at Tha-lido
,

or

Hard, which had been the ancient capital of Udyana.

Darcl is a valley on the right or western bank of the

Indus, now occupied bv DSrdus, or Hards, from

whom it received its name. It is called To-li by

Fa-Hian. who makes it n separate kingdom. The

Dards are now usually divided into three separate

tribes, according to the dialects which they speak,

rhosc who use the A rniya dialect occupy the north-

western districts of Vasari and Chitral; those who

speak the Khnjunah dialect occupy the north-east

districts of Hunza and Nager; and those who speak

thcShina dialect occupy the valleys of Gilgit, Chilas.

Darel, Kohli. and Palas, along the banks of the

Indus. In this district there was a celebrated

wooden statue of the future Buddha Maitrcya, which

is mentioned by both of the pilgrims. According to

Fa-Hian it was erected 300 years after the Nirvana of

Buddha, or about B.C. 243, that is, in the reign of

Asoka, when the Buddhist religion was actively dis-

seminated over India by missionaries. Hwcn
fhsang describes the statue as 100 feet in height.
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and stales that it was erected by Madhyanlil^a.*

The name and the date mutually support each other,

as Miuiiviunlilfu, or Maijhima in Pali, was the name

of the Buddhist teacher, who, after the assembly of

the Third Synod in Asokn's reign, was sent to

spread the Buddhist faith in Kashmir and the whole

Hirnavantn country. + This is most probably the

period alluded to by I Jwen Thsang when Darcl was

the capital of Udyana.

8 DOLOR. OR BALTI

From IXirel Hwen Thsang travelled 500 li, or

83 miles, over a mountain range, and up the valley

of the Indus to Po-Iu-lo, or Bolor. This district was

4000 li, or 666 miles, in circuit: its greatest length

being from east to west. It was surrounded by

snowy mountains, and produced a large quantity of

gold. This account of the route, compared with the

bearing and distance, show that Po-lu-lo must be the

modem Bald, or Little Tibet, which is undoubtedly

correct, as the people of the neighbouring Dardu

districts on the Indus know Balti only by the name

of Pclclo.t Balti also is still famous for its gold

washings. The name, too. is an old one. as

Ptolemy mils the people BvXrai or B>jU<c. Lastly,

* Julim's ‘Hiolen Thsang.' ii. 163. Bui he fixes the

date at on*y 50 ye -rs after Buddha, for which we should

most probably read 250 yean.

t Tumour's 'M.ihftwanfo.‘ p. 71 : see also my 'Bhilsn

Topes.' p. 120.

t 'Hiouen Thsawt' ii. ISO ; and my 'Ladak.' p. 34.
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both in size and position Balti corresponds exactly

witl» the account of the Chinese pilgrim, as tht- length

of the province is along the course of the Indus from

east to west for 150 miles, and the breadth about

80 miles from the mountains of Dcoseh to the

Karakoram range, or altogether 460 miles in circuit,

as measured direct on the map, or about 600 miles

by road measurement.

9 FAI.ANA. OR BANU.

The name of Fa-la-na is mentioned only by
Hwcn Thsang, who places the country to the south-

east of Ghazni, and at fifteen days' journey to the

south of Lamghan.* It was 4000 li. or 666 miles,

in circuit, and was chiefly composed of mountains

and forests. It was subject to Kapisene, and the

language of the people had a slight resemblance to

that of Central India. From the bearing and

distance, there is no doubt that Banu was the district

visited by Hwen Thsang, from which if may be

inferred that its original name was Varana, or Barna.

This is confirmed by Fa-Hian. who calls the country

by the shorter vernacular name of Po-na, or Bana.

which he reached in thirteen days from NagarahAra

in going towards the south. Pona also is said to be

three days' journey to the west of the Indus, which

completes the proof of its identity with Banu. or the

lower half of the valley of the Kuram river. In the

time of Fa-Hian the kingdom of Banu was limited

to this small tract, as he makes the upper part of the

•H. Hi.. i. 265.

7
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Kuram valley a separate district, called Lo-i, or

Roh* • But in (he time of Hwen Flisang. when if

had a circuit of more than 600 miles, its boundaries

must have included the whole of the two large

valleys of the Kuram and Gomal rivers, extending

from the Safrd Koh. or "Little Snowy Mountains"

of Fa-Hian. to Sivastan on the south, and from the

frontiers of Ghazni and Kandahar on the west to

the Indus on the cast.

I think it not improbable that the full name of

this district. Falana or liarana. may have some

connection with that of the great division of the

Ghilji tribe named Btnan, as the upper valleys of

both the Kuram and Gomal rivers, between Ghazni

and the Suiimani mountains, arc now occupied by

the numerous clans of the Suiimani Khel, or eldest

branch of the Burans. Ityub, the elder son of

Burnn, and the father of SuUntan, is said to have

given his name to the district of lloryub or Ityub.

which is the upper valley of the Kuram river.

M. Vivien de St. Martinf identifies Falana with

I anch
,
or Wanneh, or Elphinstone-t But I'ana, or

H'itna. as the Afghans call it. is only a petty little

tract with a small population, whereas lianu is one of

the largest, richest, and most populous districts to the

west of the Indus. Vana lies tc the south -south-east,

and Banu to the east-south east of Ghazni, so that

• Beals Translation, c. 14. p. 50

f Hiouen Thsnn;;.' appcndice iii.

I F.lphinstone’s 'Kabul.* ii. 156. 158.
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either of them will tally very well with the south-east

direction noted by Hwen Thsang ;
hut V'ana is from

20 to 25 days’ journey to the south of Lamglinn.

while Banu is just I 5 days’ journey as rnrfed by the

pilgrim As Fa-Hian’s notice of Banu dates as high

as the beginning of the fifth century, I think that it

may be identified with the Banagaia of Ptolemy,

which he places in the extreme north of Indo-Scythia,

and to the south-south-east of Nagara, or Jalalabad.

A second town in the same direction, which he

names Andrapana. is probably Drabond or Dera-

band. near Dera Ismail Khan.

Hwen Thsang mentions a district on the western

frontier of Folana, named Ki-kiang-na. the position

of which has not yet been fixed. M. Vivien de St.

Martin and Sir H. Elliot have identified it with the

Kaikanan. or Kikan, of the Arab historians of

Sindh ;* but unfortunately the position of Kaikanan

itself is still undetermined. It is, however, des-

cribed as lying to the north or north-east of Kachh

Gandava, and as Kilfiangria was to the west of

Falana or Banu. it appears probable that the district

intended must be somewhere in the vicinity of

Pishin and Kuiclla: and as Hwen Thsang describes

it as situated in a valley under a high mountain. I

am inclined to identify it with the valley of Pishin

itself, which lies between the Khoja Arnran hills on

the north, and the lofty Mount Takatu on the south.

• ’Hiouen Thsang.’ iii. I8>
i
Dowson’s edition of Sir

H. Elliot*# * Muhammadan Historians.* i. Wl.
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This position agrees with that of Kailfan, ,S*> given

by Bilnduri.* who says that il formed part of Sindh

in the direction of Khorasan. This is further con-

firmed by the statement that Kail^an was on the road

from Multan to Kabul, ns the usual route between

these places lies over the Sakhi Snrwar Pass in the

Sulimani mountains, and across the Pishin valley to

Kandahar. A shorter, but more difficult, route is

by the valley of the Comal river to Ghazni. But as

the valley of the Comal belonged to Falana, it

follows that the district of Kil^iangna must have been

somewhere in the neighl>ourhood of Pishin; and as

this valley is now inhabited by the tribe of Khavas,

il is not improbable that the name of Kikon, or

Kaikan, may have been derived from them.

10. OPOKIEN. OR AFGHANISTAN >

O-po-kicn is mentioned only once by Hwcn

Thsang in a brief paragraph, which places it betwee

Falana and Ghazni, to the north-west of the former,

and to ihc south-east of the latter. From this des-

cription it would appear to be the same as the Lo-t

of Fa-Hian, and the Roh of the Indian historians.

Perhaps the name of Opolficn may have some con-

nection with Vorgun or Vcrghin. which Wilford'a

surveyor, Mognl Beg, places near the source of the

Tuncht. or Tochi branch of the Kuram river. In the

map attached to Burncs's Travels by Arrowsmith

the name is written Borghoon. I am. however,

• Reinaud's ‘Fragments Arabes. etc..* p. 164.
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inclined lo identify Opob'en, or Avalon, as it is

rendered by M. Julicn. with the name of Afghan, as

I find that the Chinese syllabic Jficn represents ghan

in the word (ihanla. From the cursory notice of the

district by Hwen rhsang, I infer that it must have

formed part of the province of Falana. It was

certainly a part of the mountainous district called

Roh by Abul Fa/1 and Ferishta,* or south-eastern

Afghanistan, which would appear to have been one

of the original seats of the Afghan people. Major

Ravertyf describes Roh as "the mountainous district

of Afghanistan and part of Biluchistan," or "the

country between Ghazni and Kandahar and the

Indus." The people of this province are called

Rohilas, or Rohila Afghans, to distinguish them

from other Afghans, such as the Ghori Afghans of

Ghor, between Balkh and Merv. There is, how-

ever. n slight chronological difficulty about this

identification, as the Afghans of Khilij, Ghor, and

Kabul are stated by Ferishta to have subdued the

province of Roh so late as A.II. 63, or A.D, 682.

that is about thirty years later than the period ot

Hwen Thsang's visit. But I think that there are

good grounds for doubting the accuracy of this state-

ment, as Hwen Thsang describes the language of

Falana as having but little resemblance to that of

Central India. The inhabitants of Roh could not.

therefore, have been Indians; and if not Indians.

•Briggs's 'Ferishta. " i. p. 8-

t Puihiu Dictionary, in coce.
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they must almost certainly have been Afghans.

Ferishta* begins his account by saying thal the

Muhammadan Afghans of the mountains "invaded

and laid waste the inhabited countries, such as

Kirman. Shivaran, and Peshawar"; and that several

battles took place between the Indians and Afghans

"on n plain between Kirman and Peshawar.” Ihe

Khm&n here mentioned is not the great province of

Kirman, or Karmnnia, on the shore of the Indian

Ocean, but the Kirman. or Kirmash, of I imur's

historians, which is the valley of the Kuram river.

Ihe difficulty may be explained if we limit the part

of Kirman that was invaded to the lower valley, or

plains of the Kuarm river, and extend the limits of

the Afghan country beyond Ghazni and Kabul, so

as to embrace the upper valley, or mountain region

of the Kuram river. Politically the ruler of

Peshawar has always been the ruler of Kohat and

Banu. and the ruler of Kabul has been the lord of the

upper Kuram valley. This latter district is now

called Khost; but it is the Iryab of Timur’s histo-

rians. and of Wilford’s surveyor, Mogul Beg. and

the Haryub of Elphinstone. Now the Suliman-Khel

of the Buran division of the Ghiljis number about

three-fourths of the whole horde. I infer, therefore,

that the original seat of the Ghiljis must have in-

cluded the upper valleys of the Kuram and Gomal

rivers on the east, with Ghazni and Kelat-i-Ghilii

on the we9t. Haryub would thus have formed part

Briggs’* Translation, i. 7.
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of the Afghan district of Khilij, or Ghilji, from

which the southern territories of Peshawar were

easily accessible.

But whether this explanation of Ferishta’s state-

ment be correct or not, I feel almost certain that

Hwen Thaang's O-po-frren must be intended for

Afghan. Its exact equivalent would be Avaghan.

which is the nearest transcript of Afghan that the

Chinese syllables arc capable of making. If this

rendering is correct, it is the earliest mention of the

Afghans that I am aware of under that name.

II. Kingdom of Kashmir

In the seventh century, according to the Chinese

pilgrim, the kingdom of Kashmir comprised not only

the valley of Kashmir itself, but also the whole of

the hilly country between the Indus and the Chenab

to the foot of the Salt range in the south. The

different states visited by Hwen Thsang were Urasa .

to the west of Kashmir; Taxila and Sinhapura , to

the south-west : and Punach and liajaori to the south.

The other hill-states to the east and south-east arc

not mentioned
;
but there is good reason for believing

that they also were tributary, and that the dominions

of Kashmir in the seventh century extended from

the Indus to the Ravi. I he petty independent state

of Kulhl
,
in the upper valley of the Bias river, was

saved by its remoteness and inaccessibility
;
and the

rich State of Jalandhar
,
on the lower Bias, was then

subject to Harsha Vnrdhana, the gieat king of

Kanoj. But towards the end of the ninth century
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the Kangra valley was conquered by Sankara

Varimna, and the sovereign power of Kashmir was
extended over the whole of the Alpine Panjab from

the Indus to the Satlej.*

Hwen Huang describes Kashmir as surroundcJ

on all sides by lofty mountains, which is a correct

description of the valley itself; but when he goes on

to say that its circuit is 7,000 li, or 1,166 miles, he

must refer to the extended kingdom of Kashmir, and

not to the valley, which is only 300 miles in circuit.

But the extent of its political boundary-, from the

Indus on the north to the Salt range on the south,

and from the Indus on the west to the Ravi on the

east, cannot be estimated at less than 900 miles, and

may very probably have reached the amount stater!

by the pilgrim.

I KASHMIR

Hwen Thsang entered the valley of Kashmir

from the west in September. A.D. 631. At the

entrance there was a stone gate, where he was met

by the younger brothc' of the king’s mother; and

after paying his devotions at the sacred monuments,

he went to lodge for the night in the monastery of

Hu-sc-l(ia-lo. or Hushkora.f This place is men-

tioned by Abu Rihan.J who makes Ush^ara the

same as Barannila, which occupied both sides of the

* Raja Taranirni.' v. 144.

t 'Hiouen Thsang." i. 90.

t Rcinnud 'Fragments Anhes.’ p. 116.
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river. In the ‘Raja Tarangini’* also Hushl^apura is

said to be near Varaha. or Varahamula, which is ihe

Sanskrit form of Baramula. Huslikara or U&ar still

exists as a village on the left or eastern bank of the

Behat. two miles to the south-east of Baramula. The
Kashmiri Brahmans say that this is the Hushkapurn
of the "Raja Tarangini ’ which was founded by the

I urushka king Hushka, about the beginning of the

Qiristian era.

According to the chronology ol the 'Raja

Tarangini the king of Kashmir in A.D. 631 was

Pratapadilya ; but the mention of his maternal

unclef shows that there must be some error in the

native history, as that king's father came to the throne

in right of his wife, who had no brother. Pratapa-

dityn's accession must, therefore, have taken place

after Hwen Ths&ng’s departure from Kashmir in

A.D. 633, which makes an error of three years in the

received chronology. But a much greater difference

is shown in the reigns of his sons Chardrapida and

iMuktapida. who applied to the Chinese emperor for

aid against the Arabs. £ ITie date of the first appli-

cation is A.D. 713, while, according to the native

chronology, Chandrapidn reigned from A.D. 680 to

which shows an error of not less than twenty,

five years. But as the Chinese annals also record

that about A.D. 720 the emperor granted the title of

• B. vii. 1310 «nd 1312

t ‘Hioren Ths&ng,' ii. 00

t R£mu*at. 'Norveaux Melanges Aiiaiiquea/ i 197.
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king lo Chandrapida. he mus! have been living ns

late as the previous year A.D. 719, which makes the

erorr irt the Kashmirian chronology amount lo

exactly thirty-one years. By applying this correction

to the dates of his predecessors, the reign of his

grandfather, Durlabha. will extend from A.D. 625 to

661 He, therefore, must have been the king who

was reigning at the time of Hwcn Thsang's arrival

in Kashmir in A.D. 631. Durlabha, who was the

son-in-law of his predecessor, is said to have been

the son of a Naga, or Dragon : and the dynasty which

he founded U called the Naga, or Karbola dynasty.

By this appellation I understand that his familv was

given to ophiolatry, or serpent-worship, which had

been the prevailing religion of Kashmir from time

immemorial. Hwen Thaang designates this race as

Kl-li-to, which Professor Lassen and M. Stanislas

julien render by K/itya and Kriliya. They were

extremely hostile to the Buddhists, who had fre-

quently deprived them of power, and abolished their

rights: on which account, says the pilgrim, the king,

who was then reigning, had but little faith in Bud-

dha. and cared only for heretics and temples of ihc

Brahmanical gods. This statement is confirmed by

the native chronicle, which records that the queen.

Ananga-lckha, built a Vihara , or Buddhist monas-

tery, named after herself, AnangabhaVana

;

while

the Icing built a temple to Vishnu, called after

himself, Durlabha-swamina*
I infer from this

* Raj* Tarangini.’ iv. ) :tnd 5.
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that the queen still adhered to the Buddhist faith of

her family, and that the king was, in reality, a

Brahmanist, although he may have professed a luke-

warm attachment to Buddhism.

The people of Kashmir arc described as good

looking, easy and fickle in manner, effeminate and

cowardly in disposition, and naturally prone to arti-

fice and deceit. This character they still bear; and

to it I may arid that they arc the dirtiest and most

immoral race in India Hwen Thaang states that

the neighbouring kings held the base Kashmiris in

such scorn that they refused all alliance with them,

and gave them the name of Ki-lilo or Krilyas.

which would appear to be a term of contempt

applied to evil-minded and mischievous persons, as

enemies, traitors, assassins, etc. The term which I

have heard used is Ki’-Mlechchhas, or the "Bar-

barian Kiras," and Wilson gives Kira as a name of

the valley of Kashmir, and Kirah as the name of the

people

.

In the seventh century the capital of the country

was on the eastern hank of the river, and about 10 li,

or less than 2 miles, to the north-west of the ancient

capital. Abu Rihan* calls the capital Adishlan.

which is the Sanskrit Adhisthana. or “chief town.

This is the present city «>f Srinagar .
which was built

by Raja PravaraScna about the beginning of the sixth

century, and was. therefore, a new place at the time

o( Hwen Thsang’s visit. The "old capital" I hav-

• Keinaud. 'Fragments Arabes. etc ’, p. 116.
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already identified with an old site. 2 miles to the

south-east ol the Takht-i-Suliman. called Pan

drethan. w4iich is the corrupt Kashmirian form of

Puranadhisthana. or "the old chief city." Pan is

the usual Kashmiri term for “old.” as in Pan Dras,

or “old Dras." to distinguish it from the new village

of Dras. which is lower down the river .* Near the

old capital there was a famous stupa, which in A.D.

63 1 enshrined a tooth of Buddha :
hut before Hwen

Thsang’s return to the Panjab in A.D. 643 the sacred

tooth had been given up by the Raja to Harshn

Vardhana, the powerful king of Kanoj, who made

his demand at the head of an army on the frontier

of Kashmir. f As Raja Durlabha was a Brahmanist.

the sacrifice of the Buddhist tooth was a real gain to

his religion.

From the earliest times Kashmir has been

divided into the two large districts of Kamraj and

Mcraj, the former being the northern half of the

valley, below the junction of the Sindh river with the

Behai, and the latter the southern half above that

junction. I he smaller divisions it is unnecessary to

mention. But I may note the curious anomaly

which a change of religious belief has produced in

the use of two of the most distinctive Hindu terms.

By the Hindu who worships the sun. the cardinal

• Wilson altered this spelling to Pauln Dr<?i, which in

Persian signifies "lower Dm*." in spite of the fact that

Pan Dras is higher up the river.

fCompsre ‘Hioucn Thsong.' ii. 180 with i. 251.
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points arc named with reference to the east, as paia.

the "front." or the “east,'' lo which he ;urns in his

daily morning worship; apara, "behind, ' or the

"west;" ilama, the “left” hand, or the "north;

and dahshina. the "right" hand, or the ‘south."

By ihe Muhammadan, who turns his face to the west,

towards Mecca, these terms are exactly reversed, and

dachin. which still means the "right" hand in

Kashmiri, is now used to denote the "north."' and

kau'ar, or the "left” hand to denote the "south."

Thus, on the Lidar river there is the subdivision of

Dachinpara to the north of the stream, and Kawar-

para to the south of it. On the Behat river also,

below Barahmula. the subdivision of Dachin lies to

the north, and that of Kawar to the south of the

stream. This change in the meaning of Dachin from

"south” to "north” must have taken place before

the time of Akhar, as Abul Fazl* describes Dachin-

para as “situated at the foot of a mountain, on the

side of Great Tibet.” that is to the north of the river

Lidar.

The principal ancient cities of Kashmir are the

old capital of Srinagari, the new capital called

Prafarasenapum ;
Khagcndra-pura and Khuna-

nusha. built before the time of Asoka ; Vijipara and

Panlasok, which are referred to Asoka himself;

Stirapura. a restoration of the ancient Kambuoa;

Kanishkapura, Hushkapura, and Jushkapura, named

after the three Indo-Scythian Princes by whom they

* *A>in Akbaii.' ii. I W.
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were tounded; Panhdsapuia, built by Lalitaditya;

Padmapurg, named alter Padina, the minister ot

Raja Vrthaspati; and Acanllpuia, named alter Raja

Avanti Varmma.

Srinagaii, the old capital of Kashmir prior to

the erection of Pravarasenapura, is slated to have

been founded by the great Asoka.* who reigned

from B.C. 263 to 226. It stood on the site of the

present Pandrc-lhan, and is said to have extended

along the bank of the river from the foot of the

Tal(hld-SulimSn to Panlasok. a distance of more

than three miles. Ore oldest temple in Kashmir,

on the top of the Takht-i-SuIiman, is identified by

the unanimous consent of all the Brahmans of the

valley with the temple of Jyeshta Rudta, which was

built by Jaloka, the sen of Asoka, in Srinagari.t

This identification is based on the fact that the hill

was originally called fyeshteswaia. The old bridge

abutments at the village of Pantasok are also

attributed to Asoka
;
and the other ruins at the same

place are said to be the remains of the two

Asol;e»ivara temples which are noted in the native

chronicle of Kashmir. Srinagari was still the capital

of the valley in the reign of Pravarasena I., towards

the end of the fifth century, when the King erected

a famous symbol of the god Siva, named after

himself Pravaicstcara . Iliis city still existed in A.D.

631. when the Chinese pilgrim arrived in Kashmir,

• ‘Raja Taramrmi,* i. 104.

t 'Raja Tarangini. i
124
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allhough it was no longer the capital of the valley.

He speaks of the capital of his time as thp "new

city," and states that the "old city” was situated to

the south-east of it. at a distance of ten li, or nearly

two miles, and to the south of a high mountain,

litis account describes the relative positions of

Pandrelhan and the present capital with the lofty hill

of Takht-i-Sulimnn so exactly, that there can be no

hesitation in accepting them as the representatives of

• he ancient places. Ihe old city was still inhabited

between A.D. 913 and 921, when Mem. the minister

of Raja Partha, erected in Puranadhitthana, that is

in the “old capital,'* a temple named after himself

Morn* Varddhana-swami* This building I have

identified with the existing temple of Pandrcthan .

as Kalhan Pandit relates* that, when Raja

Abhimanyu set fire to his capital, all the noble build-

ings “from the temple of l arddhana Swami, as far

as lihikshulripuTaka'
'

{or the asylum of mendicants)

weir destroyed. I attribute the escape of the lime-

stone temple to its fortunate situation in the midst

of a tank of water. To this catastrophe I would assign

the final desertion of the old capital, as the humble

dwellings of the people could not possibly have

escaped the destructive fire which consumed all the

“noble edifices" of the city.

Pravarascnapura, or the new capital, was built

by Raja Prnvarascna II. in the beginning of the sixth

* See my Temples of Kashmir.
* p 44 and *Raj«

TarangimY vi. 191.
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century. Its silc. os already noted, was that of the

present capital of Srinagar. This is determined

beyond all possibility of doubt by the very clear and

distinct data furnished by the Chinese pilgrim

Hwcn Thsang, and by the Hindu historian Kathan

Pandit. The statements of the first hove already

been quoted in my account of the old capital; but

I may add that Hwen Thsang resided for two whole

years in Kashmir in the Jaycndra VihSra *
or

Buddhist monastery, built by Jayendra. the maternal

uncle of Pravarasena. The Hindu author describes

the city as situated at the confluence of two rivers,

and with a hill in the midst of it. This is an exact

description of the present Srinagar, in the midst of

which stands the hill of Hari Parbat, and through

which Hows the river llara, or Ara
.
to join the Bchat

at the northern end of the city.f

The question now arises, how did the new city

of Prai'arascnapuia lose its own name, and assume
that of the old city of Srinagari?

I think that this

difficulty may perhaps be explained by the simple

fact that the two cities were actually contiguous, and.

as they existed together side by side for upwards of

five centuries, the old name, as in the case of Delhi,

would naturally have remained in common use with

the people, in preference to the new name, as the

customary designation of the capital. The old name

• 'Hiouen Huang,* i 96.

t ’Moorcxo/t*. Travels,* ii. 276.
I speak also from

personal knowledge, as I have twice visited Kashmir.
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of Delhi is exactly a case in point. There. new city

after new city was built by successive Icings, each

with the distinctive name of its founder
;
buf as they

were all in the immediate vicinity of Delhi itself, the

old familiar name still clung to the capital, and each

new appellation eventually became absorbed in the

one general name of "Delhi." In the same way I

believe thal the old familiar name of -Srinagar even-

tually swamped the name of the new city of

PiaOarasenapura.

I he names of Khagipura and Khunamusha arc

referred by Kalhan Pandit* to Raja Khagcndra,

who, as the sixth predecessor of Asoka, must have

reigned about 400 B.C. Wilson and Troyer have

identified these two places with Kalfapur and

Goumoha of Muhammadan writers, The first is

certain, ns Kaf<apur still exists on the left bank of the

Behat, at 10 miles to the south of the Takht-i-

Suliman. and 5 miles to the south of Pampur. But

the identification of Gaumoha, wherever that may

be. is undoubtedly wrong, as Khunamusha is now

represented by the large village of Khunamoh. which

is situated under the hills at 4 miles to the north-east

of Pampur.

The old town of Bij Biara. or Vijipdra. is

situated on both banks of the Behat, at 25 miles to

the south-east of the capital. The original name was

Vijayapara, so called after the ancient temple of

V ijaye$a. which still exists, although iu floor is 14

• Raia TarAngini,' i. 90.

B
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Icct below the present level ol the surrounding

ground. iliis difference of level shows the accumu-

lation of ruins since the date of its foundation. The

l>eop!c refer its erection to Asoka, B.C. 250. who is

stated by Kalhan Pandit 41
to have pulled down the

old brick temple of Vijayesa, and to have rebuilt it

ol stone. ITis is apparently the same temple that

is mentioned in the reign of Arva Raja, some

centuries after Christ.

f

Surapvra

,

the modern Siipur or Sopur . is

situated on both banks of the Behat, immediately to

the west of the Great Wular Lake. It was originally

called Kanibuca, and under this name it is mention-

ed in llie chronicles of Kashmir as early as the

beginning of the fifth century.* It was rebuilt by

5ura, the minister of Avanli Varmma, between A.D.

8)4 and 883. afler whom it was called Surapura.

From its favourable position at the outlet of the

Wular Lake, I think it probable that it is one of the

oldest places in Kashmir.

Kanifhkopura was built by the Indo-Scythian

prince Kanishka.§ just before the beginning of the

Christian era. In the spoken dialects of India it is

called Kanil^hpur. which in Kashmir has been still

further corrupted to Kampui. It is situated 10 miles

to the south of Srinagar, on the high-road leading to

the Pir Panchal Pass. It is a small village with a

sarai for travellers, and is now generally known as

* Raja Tarangini.’
i 105.

t Ibid., iii 227.

f Ibid., ii 123.

S/bid., i 168
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Kampur Saiai. In the large map of Kashmir by

Captain Montgomerie the name is erroneously given

as Khanpoor.

Hushkopura. which was founded by the Indo-

Scythian prince llu&hlfa, or Huuishka, the brother of

Kanishka, would appear to have been the same place

as the well-known Varahamula, or Har6hmula, on

the Behat. Abu Rihan* calls it “Ushkar, which is

the town of liaramula built on both banks of the

river.” It is noted under the same name by the

Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang. who entered the

valley from the west by a stone gate, and halted at

the monastery of Hu.ae.hia-lo, or Hushkora. The
name of Barahmula has now eclipsed the more

ancient appellation, which, however, still exists in

the village of Uskara. 2 miles to the south-east of

the present town, and immediately under the hills.

ITie place has been visited, at my request, by the

Rev. G. W. Cowic. who found there a Buddhist

stupa still intact. This is probably the same monu-

ment that is recorded to have been erected by Rajs

Lalitadityat between a.d. 723 and 760. It is again

mentioned in the native chronicle} as the residence

of the Queen Sugandha in A.D. 913. From all these

notices, it is certain that the town still Imre its original

name down to the beginning of the eleventh century,

when Abu Rihan mentions both namec. But afle.

this time the name of Varahamula alone is found in

• Remand, "Fragments Arabe* etc '

p 116

t ‘Raja Taramnni.' iv. IBS. I Ibid., v. 25#.
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the native chronicles, in which il is mentioned during

the reigns of Hataha and Sussala, early in the twelfth

century. I think it probable that the main portion

of the town of Hushkapura was on the left, or south

Ixink of the river, and that Varahamula was original

ly a small suburb on the right bank. On the declinv

of Buddhism, when the monastic establishment at

Hushkapura was abandoned, the old town also must

have been partially deserted, and most probably .t

continued to decrease until it was supplanted by the

Brahmanieal suburb of Varahamula.

Jushkapura was founded by the Indo-Scythian

prince Jushka, a brother of Kanishka and Hushka.

The Brahmans of Kashmir identify the place with

Zu/^ru, or Zttl(ur, which U still a considerable village.

4 miles to the north of the capital. This is evidently

the "Scftecroh, ville asscz considerable,” which

I royer and Wilson" have identified with Hushkapura

I visited the place in November, 1847. but the only

traces of antiquity that I could discover were a consi-

derable number of stone pillars and mouldings of the

style of architecture peculiar to Kashmir, all of which

had been trimmed and adapted to Muhammadan
tombs and Masjids. Parihanapura was built by the

great Raja Lalitaditya.f who reigned from A.D. 723

to 760, It was situated on the right, or eastern bank

of the Behai, near the present village of Sumbal.

There arc still many traces of walls and broken

• Raja Tarangini,* i. 370
;
Asial. Re*, xv. 23.

t ‘Rajn Tarangmi,* ir 194
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stones on the neighbouring mounds, which show

that a city must once have existed on this spot ; but

the only considerable remains arc a bridge which

spans the Bchat. and a canal which leads direct

towards SQpur, to avoid the tedious passage by the

river through the Wular Lake. As Parihasapura is

not mentioned again in the native chronicle, it must

have been neglected very soon after its founder* *

death. His own grandson. Jayapida , built a new

rapital named Jayapura
,
in the midst of a lake, with

a citadel, which he named Sri-dwaraOcti, but which

the people always called the “Inner Fort.*'* The

position of this place is not known, but 1 believe that

it stood on the left bank of the Behat, immediately

opposite to Parihasapura
,
where a village named

Anfar-kot. or the " Inner FoTt.'* exists to this day.

The- final destruction of this city us attributed by the

l>cople to Sangkara Yamuna, who reigned from

a.d. 883 to 901. Hr is said to have removed the

stones to Kis own new city of Sangl^arapura, which

still exists as Palhan
,
7 miles to the south-west of the

Sumbal bridge. Flic great temple at Parihasa was

destroyed by the bigoted Sikandar, who reigned from

1389 to Id I 3, A.D. Of this temple a curious story

is told by the Muhammadan historians. Speaking

of Parispur
,
Abul Fazlf says, “here stood a lofty

idolatrous temple which was destroyed by Sikandar.

In the mins was found a plate of copper with an

insc ription in the Indian language purporting that

• ’Ru>n Tamngini/ iv. 505. 510.

t 'Ay in Akhati.' ii. 155.
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after the expiration of 1 100 years the temple would

br destroyed by a person named Sikandar. I"be

same story is told by Ferishta,* with ihc addition of

the name of the Raja, whom the translator calls

Balnat. which is probably a mistake for Laldil. the

usual contracted form of Lalitaditya among the

Kashmiris. As the difference of time between this

prince and Sikandar is barely 700 years, it is strange

that the tradition should preserve a date which is so

much at variance with the chronology of their own

native chronicles.

I’admapura, now called Pampur, was founded

by Padrna. the minister of Raja Vrihaspati. who

reigned from A.D. 832 to 844. f It is situated on the

right bank of the Belial. 8 miles to the south-east of

the capital, and about midway on the road to Avanti-

pura. The place is still well inhabited, and its fields

of saffron arc the most productive in the whole valley.

A vantipura was founded by Raja Avanli -

Vartnma.% who feigned from A.D. 854 tc 833. It is

situated on the right bank of the Belial . I 7 miles to

the south-east of the present capital. There is now

only a small village called Wanlipur; but the remains

of two magnificent temples, and the traces of walls

on all sides, show that it must have been once an

extensive city. The name of No-nagar, or the "New
Town.” which is now attached to the high tract of

alluvial table-land on the opposite side of the river.

• Brigp'» 'Feriuhta.' iv -165.

t 'Raja Tarangini.' iv. 694.

t ‘Raja Tarangini/ v. 44
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is universally allowed by the people to refer to

A vantifjura itself, which is said to have occupied both

hanks of the river originally.

2 URASY

Between Taxila and Kashmir Hwen I*hsang

places the district of U-la-shi, or Urosa, which, from

its position, may at once be identified with the Varsa

Rcgb of Ptolemy, and with the modem district of

Rath, in Dhantawar, to the west of Vluzafarabad.

It is mentioned in the native chronicle of Kashmir*

as a mountainous district in the vicinity of the valley,

where Raja Sankara Vatynma received his death

wound in A.D. 901. It corresponds exactly witn the

Pnkhali of Ahtil Fa/I. which included nil the hilly

country between the Indus and Kashmir, as far south

as the boundary of Attnk. Al the present day the

principal towns of the district are Mar,sera, in the

north east: Noshahra, ill the middle: and Ktehan-

garh, or llaripur, in the south-weal. In Hwen

litBang's lime the capital is said to have been either

iOO or 500 li. that is, 50 or 83 miles, distant from

Taxila. 1’his difference in the distance makes it im-

possible to identify the actual position of the capital

in the seventh century: but it seems probable that il

must have been at Mangali, which is said by the

people to have been the ancient capital of the district.

This place stands midway between Noshahra and

MAnscra. and about 50 miles to the north-easi of

Taxila.

• ‘Raja Tanngini.' v 216
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According to 1 1wen Thsang. Urnsa was 2000 /i.

or 333 miles, in circuit, which is probably correct, ns

its Icnglli from the source ol the Kunihnr river to the

Gnndgarh mountain is not less than 100 miles, and

its breadth from the Indus to the Behat, or Jhclam.

is V) miles in its narrowest part. Its distance from

Kashmir is stated al l(XK> //. or 167 miles, which

would place the capital somewhere in the neighbour-

hood of Noshahra. and within a few miles of

Mangall, which was the ancient capital according to

the traditions of the people.

I I AMI A OK lAKSHASn A

I he position nf the celebrated city of TjixiIi has

hitherto remained unknown, partly owinu to the erro-

neous distance recorded In Pliny, and partly to tK«

want of information regarding the vast ruins which

still exist in the vicinity of Shah-dheri. All the

copies of Pliny agree in staling that I axilu was only

60 Roman, or 55 English, miles from Pcucolaitis, or

Hashtnagar. which would fix its site somewhere on

the Haro river, to the west of Hasan Abdal. or just

two days march from the Indus. But the itineraries

of the Chinese pilgrims agree in placing it al three

days’ journey to the cast of the Indus/ or in the im*

• Ta-lfiai).’ C. X»., BcjiIV translation, makes it seven

days' journey from PcsHftwm. that i«<. (our days to the

Indus pin* three days to Texila. Sun vut> |Bt»nl # trnnsla

lion. p. 200) place* it three days to the east of the Indus.

Hiouen Theang makes it three day*’ journey to the south-

east of fhc Indus (|uli*n's translation,
i 26i) See Maps
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mediate neighbourhood of Kala-ka-snrni. which was
the third halting-place of the Mogul emperors, and
which is still the third stage from the Indus. 6oth for

troops and baggage. Now os Hwen Thsang. on his
return to China, was accompanied by laden
elephants, his three days' journey from Takhshasila

to the Indus at Ulakhaiula
. or Ohind. must neccssari

ly have been of the same length as those of modern
days. and. consequently, the site of the city must be
looked for somewhere in the neighbourhood of Kala-

fo-sarai Fhis site is found near Shah-dheri, just

one mile to the north-east of Kaln-kn-sarai. in the

extensive ruins of a fortified city, around which I was
able to trace no less than 55 stupas, of which two arc

as large as the great Manikyala tope, twenty eight

monasteries, and nine temples. Now the distance

from Shah-dheri to Ohind is 36 miles, and lron>

Ohind to Hashtnagar is 38 more, or altogether 74
miles, which is 10 in excess of the distance recorded

by Pliny between Taxila and Pcukelaotis. To re-

concile these discrepant numbers I would suggest

that Pliny’s 60 miles, or LX., should be read as 80
miles, or I.XXX.. which arc equivalent to 73/1/2
English miles, or within half n mile of the actual

distance between the two places.

I he classical writers arc unanimous in their ac-

counts of the size and wealth of Taxila. Arrian de-

scribes it as "a large and wealthy city, and the most

Nos. IV.. V.. and VI. lor the position of Sfiah-dhcri or

Taxila.
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populous between the Indus and Hydaspes. •

Stiabo also declares it to be a large city, and adds,

thal the neighbouring country was "crowded with

inhabitants, and very fertile.* '! Pliny calls it "ft

famous city, situated on a low but level plain, in ft

district called Amanda."% These accounts agree

exactly with the position and size of the ancient city-

near Shah-dhen, the ruins of which are spread over

several square miles.

About fifty years after Alexander's visit, the

people of Tnxilft rebelled against Bindusara, king

of Magadhft. who sent his eldest son Susima to

besiege the place. On his failure, the siege was

entrusted to his younger son. the celebrated Asoka

:

but the people came out I'/j yojanas, or 17 x

/i miles,

lo meet the young prince and offer their submission.

§

At the time of Asoka's accession the wealth of Taxiln

is said to have amounted to 36 kolis, or 360 millions

of some unnamed coin, which, even if it was the

silver langka, or sixpence, would have Amounted to

nine furors of rupees, or £9,000.000. It is pro-

bable. however, that the coin intended by the Indian

writer was n gold one. in which case the wealth ol

this city would have amounted to about 90 or 100

millions of pounds. 1 quote this statement as a

* 'Anabasis, v 8: roAir fitynAijr rtVkuifim •»

.

tGeoKT xv i. 17 ; xv i. 28.

5 Hi#. Nat., vi. 23. *‘Taxill*r. cum urbe cclebri, jam

in plana demisso tractu. cut universe; nomen An.mdtr

§ Burnoul, 'Introduction a 1‘Histoirr du Buddhi*me

Indian.* p 361.
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proaf of the great reputed wealth of TaxiIn within

fifty years after Alexander’s expedition. It was
here that Asoka himself had resided as Viceroy of

the Panjab during his father’s lifetime; and here also

resided his own son Kunala, or the ‘‘fine-eyed," who
is the hero of a very curious Buddhist legend, which

will be described hereafter.

Just before the end of the third century B.C. the

descendants of the Mnurya kings must have come

in contact with the Bactrian Greeks under Demetrius,

the son of Enthydemus. and in the early part of the

following century Taxila inusl have formed part of

the Indian dominions of Eukratides. In 126 B.C.

it was wrested from the Greeks by the Indo-Scythian

Sm or A fears, with whom it remained for about

three-quarters of a century, when it was conquered

by the later Indo-Scythians of the Kns.han tribe,

under the great Kanishka. During this period

Parshawar would appear to have been the capital

of the Indo-Scythian dominions, while Taxila was

governed by satrap9. Several coins and inscriptions

of these local governors have been found at Shah-

dhcri and Manikyala. Of these the most interesting

IS the copper plate obtained by Mr. Roberts,

containing the name ofTakhasila, the Pali form of

Tak*hasila, from which the Greeks obtained their

Taxila.*

• See translation by Professor J. Dowson in Journ

Royal Asiat. Soc., xx. 221 . see also notes on the same

inscription by the author. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1863.

P .
139.
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During the reign of the Parthian Bardanes, A.D.

42 lo 45, Taxila was visited by Apollonius of Fyann

and his companion, the Assyrian Damis, whose

narrative of the journey Philostratus professes to

have followed in his life of Apollonius. His

account is manifestly exaggerated in many particulars

egarding the acts and sayings of the philosopher,

hut the descriptions of places seem lo l>e generally

moderate and truthful. If they were not found in

the narrative of Damis. they must have been taken

from the journals of some of Alexander s followers

.

and in either case they arc valuable, as they supply

many little points ot information that are wanting in

the regular histories. According to Philostratus.

Taxila was "not unlike the ancient Ninui, and was

walled in the manner of other Greek towns.” 4

For Ninus. or Nineveh, we must read Babylon, as

we have no description of the great .Assyrian city,

which was destroyed nearly two centuries before the

time of Herodotus. Now we know from Curtius

that it was the "symmetry as well as the antiquity"

<>f Babylon that struck Alexander and all who
beheld it for the first timc.+ I conclude, therefore,

that Taxila must have reminded the Greeks of

Babylon by its symmetry, ns Philostratus goes on to

say. that the city was "divided into narrow streets

with great regularity. " He mentions also a temple

of the sun. which stood outside the walls, and a

• Vila Apollon., li. 20.

I Vila Alex., v. I ''Pulchritudo ac velu.las,"
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palace in which the usurper was besieged. He
speaks also of a garden, one stadium in length, with

a tank in the midst, which was filled by "&x>l and
refreshing streams.’ All these points will be

noticed in a separate work when I come to describe

the existing ruins of this ancient city.

We now lose sight of Taxila until A.D. 400.

when it was visited by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hum.

who calls it Chu-aha-shi-lo, or the “severed head;’

and adds, that “Buddha bestowed his head in

iiinis at this place, and hence they gave this name
la the country."* The translation shows that the

original Sanskrit name must have been Chulyasira,

or the "fallen head." which is a synonym of

Tatfsha-airc, or the "severed head." the usual name

by which Taxila was known to the Buddhists of

India. In A D. 502. “the place where Buddha

made an alms.gift of his head" was visited by

.Sun/f't/un. who describes it as being three days’

journey to the east of the river Sin-lu. or /n«/tis.+

We now come to Hwen I hsang, the last and

best of the Chinese pilgrims, who first visited

Ta-cha->hi-lo, or Tafyshasila, in A.D. 630, and again

in A.D. 643, on his return to China. He describes

the city as about 10 li. or I */ mile, in circuit. Ilie

royal family was extinct, and the province, w’hich

had previously been subject to Kapisa, was then a

dependency of Kashmir. The land, irrigated by

4 Beal's Translation, c, xi.

t Beal* Translation, p. 200.
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numbers of springs and watercourses, was famous

lor its fertility. Hie monasteries were numerous,

but mostly in ruins; and there were only a few

monks who studied the Mahayuna, or esoteric

doctrine* of Buddhism. At 12 or 13 /i, or 2 miles,

to the north of the city there was a stupa of King

Asoka. built on the spot where Buddha in a former

existence had made an alms-gift of his head; or, as

some said, of one thousand heads in as many

previous existences. This was one of the four great

stupas that were famous all over north-west India;*

and accordingly on his return journey Hwen Fhsang

N
(

i.illy notes that he had paid his adorations, for

the Second time, to the "stupa of the alms-gift of

on- thousand heads, "t The present name of the

district is ChachHazuia, which I take to be a

corruption of Susha sahasta, or the "thousand

heads." In the Taxila copper-plate of the Satrap

l.iako Kujuluka, the name is written Chhahara

Chuhhta. which appears to me to be only another

form of tin- same appellation.

From these accounts of the Chinese pilgrims,

we sec that Taxila was specially interesting to all

Buddhists as the legendary scene of one of Buddha's

most meritorious acts of alms-giving, when he

bestowed his head in charity. The origin of this

legend I think may be certainly traced to the name,

which as Taffs/ifl.'i/o means simply the "cut rock;"

*
‘Fah-Hian.’ I

Beal's translation) c. xi.

t Julien'i ’Hiouen Thsang.* i 262
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but with a alight alteration. as Taksha-sira means

the “severed head." "Aul ex re nomcn , aut ex

VCCabulo fabula, either the name sprang f?om thr

legend, or the legend was invented to account for

the name. In this case we may be almost certain

that the latter was the process, as the Greeks have

preserved the spelling of the original name before

Buddhism had covered the land with its endless

legends of Sakya’s meritorious acts in previous

births. It is nowhere stated to whom Buddha

presented his head, hut I believe that it was offered

to the hungry tiger whose seven cubs were saved

from starvation by a similar offering of his blood.+

I am led to this Ixdief by the fact that the land

immediately to the north of thr ruined city is still

called Babar Khdna , i>r the "
1 igcr's House." a

tintnr which is as old as the time of Mahmud, as

Abu Rihun .s|>e;»lcs of /iabar^an as being halfway

between the Indus and the Jhelam.l a description

winch is equally applicable to the Baharkhana of

the ancient Taxila. The name is a Turki one, and
is, therefore, probably as old as the time of Kanishka.

From the continued existence of this name, I infer

fhait, in tin* immediate neighbourhood of the great

stupa of the
*

‘head-gift." there was most probably

•a temple enshrining a group in which Buddha was

* Pomponim Mel*, iii 7

t Sun-yun mentions that the head offered ”foi

the *ake of a man that in, Buddha offered his own life

to save thiit of brother man (Beal’s translation, p. 200).

X Reinauda 'Fragments Arabes. etc..* p. lift
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represented offering his head to the tiger. Diis

temple the Turks would naturally have called the

Babar-Khana, or "Tigcrs'-house :" and as Iaxita

itself decayed, the name of the temple would

gradually have superseded that of the city. The

remembrance of this particular act of Buddha'*

extreme charity is. I believe, preserved in the name

of Mavgala, or the "beheaded," which is applied

to the range of hills lying only two miles to

the south of Shah-dhcri. Margala means literally

"decollated." from gala-niarna. which is the idio-

matic expression for "cutting the neck, or be-

heading.

The ruins ol the ancient city near Shah-dhcri.

which I propose to identify with Taxila. are

scattered over a wide space extending about 3 miles

from north to south, and 2 miles from cast to west.

The remains of many stupas and monasteries extend

for several miles further on all sides, but the actual

ruins of the city are confined within the limits above-

mentioned. These ruins consist of severnl distinct

portions, which are called by separate names even

in the present day.* The general direction of these

different works is Irom south-south-west to north-

north-east. in which order I
will describe them.

Beginning at the South, their names are :

—

1. Bir or Phcr.

2. Hatial.

3 . Sir-Kap-ka-ko1 -

* See Map No. IV.
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4. Kacha-kot.

5. Babar Khana.

6 . Sir-Suk-ka-k°t-

The most ancient part of these ruins, according

to the belief of the people, is the great mound on

which stands the small village of Bit or Pher. The
mound itself is 4000 feet in length from north to

south, and 2600 feet in breadth, with a circuit of

10,600 feet, or rather more than two miles. On
the west side towards the rock-scatcd village of

Shah-dheri. the Bir mound has an elevation of from

15 to 25 above the fields close by: but as the ground

continues to slope towards Shah-dheri, the general

elevation is not less than from 25 to 35 feet. On
the cast side, immediately above the 7 abia. or

Tamra Nala, it rises 40 leel above the fields, and

68 feet above the bed of the stream. The remains

of the walls can !>e traced only in a few places both

on the cast and west sides; but the whole surface

is covered with broken stones and fragments of

bricks and pottery. Here the old coins arc found

in greater numbers than in any other part of the

ruins; and here, also, a single man collected for me.

in about two hours, a double handful of bits of lapis

lazuli, which are not to be seen elsewhere. Judging

from the size of the place, I take it to be the site of

the inhabited part of the city in the time of Hwen
Thsang, who describes it as being only 10 li, or '

2
/j

mile, in circuit. This conclusion is confirmed by the

position of the great ruined stupa in the midst of the

Rabarkhana land, which is 8000 feet north-north-east

9
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from lhe near rnd of the Bir mound. .md 10.000 feci,

or just 2 miles, from the main entrance l«> lhe middle

of the old city. As Hwen Thsanc describes lhe posi-

tion of the stupa of the “Head Gift” as being 12 or

1 3 //, or rather more than 2 miles, to the north of the

city.* I think that (here can he little doubt that the

city of his time was situated on the mound of Bir.

I traced the remains of three small lopes on the north

and east sides of the mound, all of which had been

opened previously by the villagers, who. however,

stoutly denied the fact, and attributed the explorations

to General Abbott and Major Pcarsc.

Halial is a sfTong fortified position on the west

end of a spur of the Margala range. and immediately

to the north-cast of the Bir mound, from which it is

separated by the Tabra Nala. About half a mile

from Bir the spur is divided into two nearly parallel

ridges. about I S00 feet apart, which run almost due

west to the hank of the Tabra. where they arc* joined

by a high earthen rampart. The clear space thus

enclosed is not more than 2000 feet by 1000 feet, but

the whole circuit of the defences, along the hill-ridges

and the artificial ramparts, is about 8400 feet, or

upwards of mile At the cast end the two

parallel ridges are joined by stone walls. I 5 fret

4 inches thick, with square towers at intervals, all of

which arc still in very good order. Vhc crest of the

south or main ridge is 291 feet above the general level

of the fields, but the north ridge has an elevation of

• lulierTs Hioucn I'hfiang.’ ii. 153.
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only 163 feel. Between these two there is a small

rocky ridge. 206 feet in height, crowned by a large

bastion or tower, which the people look upon as a

stupa or tope, There is a similar tower on the crest

"f the north ridge, which I was induced to excavate

by the report of a villager named Nut. who informed

me that he had found a copper coin at each of the

four corners of the basement, which he considered

as a certain sign that the building was a tope. I

knew also that it was the custom in Barma to erect a

stupa in each of the corner bastions of their square

fortified cities. But rny excavation, which was

carried down to lire Iwre fork, a depth of 26 feet,

showed only regular courses of large rough blocks,

which were extracted with much difficulty. Close to

the west of this tower I traced the remains of a large

enclosure. 163 feet long by I 31 feet broad, divided

into rooms on all four sides, from which 1 at first

thought that the building was a monastery. But the

subsequent discovery of a large quantity of burnt clay

pellets of a si/e well adapted for slingers led me to

the conclusion that the place was most probably only

a guard-house for soldiers. The two ridges fall

rapidly towards the west for about 1200 feet, till

they meet the general slope of the intervening

ground, and at these points are the two gateways

of the fort, the one being due north of the other.

The north ridge then rises again, and running to the

west-south-west lor 20<X) feet, terminates in a square-

topped mound. I 30 feet high. This part of the ridge

is entirely covered with the remains of buildings.
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and near its east end the villager Nur discovered

some copper coins in a ruined lope. Of (he name

of Halial I could obtain no information whatever;

but it is probably old, as I think it may possibly be

identified with Halliat-Lank. which Abul Fazl places

in the Sindh-Sagar Doab. The spelling of the name

would refer it to Haiti, a shop, and Halli-ala would

then be the market-place or bazaar. Bui the Halial

fort is so evidently the stronghold or citadel of this

ancient place that 1 look upon this derivation as very

doubtful.

The fortified city of Sir-^ap is situated on a large

level mound immediately at the north foot of Halial.

of which it really forms a part, as its walls are joined

to those of the citadel. It is half a mile in length

from north to south, with a breadth of 2000 feet at

the south end? but of only MOO feet at the north end.

The circuit of Sirkap is 8300 feet, or upwards of I ]A

mile. The walls, which arc built entirely of squared

stone, arc I 4 feet 9 inches thick, with square towers

of 30 feet face, separated by curtains of 140 feet.

The east and north walls arc straight, but the line of

west wall is broken by a deep recess. There are two

large gaps in each of these walls, all of which are said

to be the sites of the ancient gates. One of these

in the north face is undoubted, as it lies due north of

the two gateways of the Halial citadel, and due south

of the three ruined mounds in the Babar-khana

.

A
second in the east face is equally undoubted, as parts

of the walls of the gateway still remain, with portions

of paved roadway leading directly up to it. A third
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opening in the west face, immediately opposite the

last, is almost equally certain, as all the old founda-

tions inside the city arc carefully laid out at right

angles due north and south. The position of Sirkap

is naturally very strong, as it is well defended on all

sides.—by the lofty citadel of Hatial on the south,

by the Tabra Nala on the west, and by the Cau Nala
on the cast and north sides. The entire circuit of the

walls of the two places is 1 4,200 feet, or nearly 2%
miles.

Kacha-lfot, or the "mud fort,” lies to the north

of Sirkap. in a strong isolated position formed by the

doubling round of the Tabra Nala below the junction

of die (imi Nala, which together surround the place

on all sides except the east. The ramparts of Kacha-
kot, as the name imports, are formed entirely of

earth, .mil rise to a height of from 30 to 50 feet

above the stream. On the cast aide there are no
traces ol any defences, and inside there arc r.o traces

of any buildings. It is difficult therefore to say for

what purpose it was intended
; but as the Gau Nala

runs through it. I think it probable that Kacha-ko:

was meant as a place of safety for elephants and

other cattle during a time of siege. It is 6700 feet,

or upwards of I mile in circuit. The people

usually called it Kot. and this name is also applied

to Sir-knp. but when they wish to distinguish it from

tire latter they call it Kacha-bpl. Now this name is

found both in Baber’s ‘Memoirs.’ and in the 'Ayin

Akbari.' In the former the Haro river is called the

river of Kacha-kot. which therefore must have been
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sonic large place near the banks ol that stream, but

I suspect that it ought rather to be looked for near

Hasan Abdal, or even lower down.

Ilabar Khdnti is the name of the tract of land

lying between the Lundi Nala on the north and the

labra and Gau Nalas on the south. It includes

Kncha-kot. and extends about one mile on each side

of it to the east and west, embracing the great

mound of Seri-lfi-Pind on the north-west, and the

Gang ii group of topes and other ruins on the east.

In the very middle of this tract, where the Lundi and

I abra Nalas approach one another within one

thousand feet, stands a lofty mound. 45 feet in

height, called Ihandiala Pind. after a small hamlet

close by. To the west of the Pind. or mound, there

is another mass of ruins of greater breadth, but only

29 feet in height, which is evidently the remains of a

large monastery. It is remarkable that the road

which runs through the two gateways of the Halial

citadel, and through the north gateway of Sirhap.

passes in a direct line due north between these two

mounds until it meets the ruins of a large stupa, on
the bank of the Lundi river. 1200 feet beyond the

Jhandiala Pind. This Iasi I believe to be the famous

‘Hcndgift Stupa" which was said to have been

erected by Asokn in the third century before Christ.

I have already alluded to its position as answering

almost exactly to that described by Hwen I'hsang:

and I may now adil as a confirmation of this opinion
that the main road of the city of I axila was laid in

a direct line running due north upon the Jhandiala
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stupa. a fact which proves incontestably the very

high estimation in which this particular monument
must have been held. This is further confirmed by
the vicinity of another mound. 3600 feet to the north-

west. called Sori-ty-pind, or Sin-l(i-pind, which

would appear to refer directly to the “Head Gift,
”

.is the Sirsha-danam. or Sir-dan of Buddha. Taking

all these points into consideration, I think that there

are very strong grounds for identifying the great

ruined tope of liabar-khana with the famous stupa of

the “Head Gift" of Buddha.

The large fortified enclosure called Sir-Sul{ is

situated at the north-cast cornet of the Babar-khana.

beyond the Lundi Nnln. In shape it is very nearly

square, the north and south sides being each 4500

fret in length, the west side 3100 feel, and the cast

side 1000 feci. The whole circuit, therefore, is

15,300 feet, or nearly 3 miles. The south face,

which is protected by the Lundi Nala. is similar in its

construction to the defences ol Sir-^ap. The walls

are built of spared stones, smoothed on the outer

lace only, and arc 18 feet thick, with square towers

at intervals of 120 feet. ‘The towers of this face have

been very carefully built with splayed foundations,

nil the stones being nicely bevelled to form a smooth

slope. The lower at the south-east corner, which >s

the- highest |>art now standing, is 10 feet above the

interior ground, and 25 feet above the low ground

on the bank of the stream. Towards the west end.

where the stones have been removed, the south wall

is not more than 2 or 3 feet in height, about the
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interior ground. Of the east and west faces, about

one-half of the walls can still be traced, but of the

north face there is but little left except some mounds

at the two corners. Inside there are three villages

named Mirpur. Tupkia, and Pind, with a large

ruined mound, called Pindora, which is 600 square

feet at base. To the south of Pindora, and close

the village of Tupkia. there is a Khangah , or shrine

of a Muhammadan saint, on a small mound. As

this is built of squared stones.
1
presume that the

Khangah represents the position of a stupa or tope

which must have given its name to the village of

Tupkia, and that the great Pindora mound is the

remains of a very large monastery*. 1 found two

massive channelled stones, or spouts, w’hich,

from their size, could only have been used for convey-

ing the rain-water from a courtyard to the outside of

the walls. At half a mile to the west there is on

outer line of high earthen mounds running due north

and south for upwards of 2000 feet, when il bends to

ihc east-north-east. Beyond this the line is only

traceable by a broad l>elt of broken stones, extending

for 3500 feet, when it turns to the south-east for

3bout 1200 feet and joins the north face of Sir-Sul(

These external lines would appear to be the remains

of a large outwork which once rested its north-west

angle on the Lundi Nala. The entire circuit of Sir-

Suk and its outwork is about 20,300 feet, or nearly

5 miles.

I have now described all the different parts of

this great city, the ruins of which, covering an area
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o! six square miles, are more extensive, more interest-

ing, and in much hotter preservation than those of

any other ancient place in the Panjab, The city of

Sirhap. with its citadel of Halial. and its dctaclted

works of Bir and Kacha-I^ol, has a circuit of 4J/
4

miles ; nnd the large fort of Sir-Suit, with its outwork,

is of thr same size, each of them being nearly ns

large- as Shah Jnhan's imperial city of Delhi. But

the number and size of the stupas, monasteries, and

other religious buildings are even more wonderful

than the great extent of the city. Here both coins

and antiquities arc found in far greater numbers than

in any other place between the Indus and Jhelam.

rhis then must be the site of Taxila, which, accord-

ing to the unanimous testimony of ancient writers,

was the largest city between the* Indus and Hydaspes.

Strabo and Hwen Thaang both speak of the fertility

of its lands, and the latter specially notices the

numbers of its springs nnd water-courses. As this

description is applicable only to the rich lands lying

to the north of the Tabid Nala, which are amply

irrigated by numerous channels drawn from the Haro

river, the proof of my identification is complete.

Burncs crossed this tract in 1832, when he encamped

at Usman Khatar, 3 milc3 to the north of Shah-dheri,

and about I mile to the south of the Haro river. He
describes the village as standing "on a plain at the

mouth of n valley close to the base of the outlying

hills.*'* This agrees most exactly with the accounts

• Travels/ ii. 61.
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of Strabo am) Pliny, who describe Taxiln us situated

in a level country where the hills unite with the

plains. Of Usman, Burnes goes on to say that “its

meadows are watered by the most beautiful and

crystal rivulets that flow from the mountains.” In

the first part of this statement he is quite correct
.
but

in the latter part he is undoubtedly wrong, as every

rill of water that passes through Usman is drawn by

artificial means from the Haro river. Two miles »o

the south, towards the ruins of the old city, the irri

Ration is carried on by cuts from the Lundi Nala, but

as the main body of water in this stream is artificiallv

obtained from the Haro, the whole of the irrigation

may be truly said to be derived from that river.

The district of T axila is described by Hwcn
1 hsang as being 2000 /i, or 333 miles, in circuit. It

was bounded by the Indus on the west, by the district

of Urasa on the north, by the Jhelam or Behat river

on the cast, and by the district of Sinhapura on th<-

smith. As the capital of the last was in the Salt

range of mountains, either at or near ketas. the

boundary of Taxila on that side was most probablv

defined by the Suhan river to the south-west, and

by the Bahrain range of hills to the south-ras*

.

Accepting these limits as nearly correct, the frontier

lines of the Indus and Jhelam will be respectively

BO miles and 30 miles in length, and those of the

northern and southern boundaries 60 and 120 miles,

or. all together. 3 1 0 miles, which accords very nearly

with the measurement given by Hwen 'Ibaang.
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Manil(t/ala.

The great slupa or Buddhist monument o£ Mani-

kyala. was first made known by the journey of

F.lphinstonc.* and has since been explored by
Generals Ventura and Court. The name is said la

have been derived from Raja Man, or Manik.f who
erected the great stupa. This tradition is probably

correct, os I discovered a coin and relic deposit <>f the

Satrap Jihoniya, or Zeioniscs, the son of Marigat,
in a small tope to the cost of the village. The old

town, which is usually called Manitfpur, or Manik-

nagar. is the scene of the curious legend of RaSalu,

who expelled the Rak_shasas. or Demons, and deli-

vered the people from the tyranny of Sir-kap. the

"deeapitator,” and his brothers.

The name of Mnnikyala is not mentioned by

any of the Chinese pilgrims, although every one of

them has described the situation of the place. Fa-

bliau merely states that at two days’ journey to the

east of faxila is the spot where Buddha "gave his

* Cabul.' I 106 SlGpa is the Sanskrit term for n

mound or b.-mow. either of masonry or o! earth : see Cole-

bioke. 'Amars kosha. in core. Ihe Pftli form is Thtipo ;

see Tumour 'Mahnwanso,' ami alto Thitpa. 01 Thtiva. in

the early Arian inscriptions from the Punjab. The term

now used is Thup for a tolerably perfect building, and

ThGpi for a ruined mound. It is. therefore, very much to

be regretted that we should have adopted the word Tope,
which preserves neither the spelling nor the pronunciation

of the native word*

t Moorcrolt. 'Travels/ ii. 311
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body lo Iced a starving tiger."* But Sung-yun fixes

the scene of this exploit at eight days' journey to

the south-east of the capital of Gandhara.f which

is a very exact description of the bearing anil distance

ol Manikyala. either from Peshawar or from

Hoshtnagar. Lastly, Hwen Thsang places the site

of the "Body-offering" at 200 It, or nearly 34 miles,

to the south-east of Taxila.J which arc the exact

bearing and distance of Manikyala from Shnh-dheri

;

but his statement that he crossed the Sin-lu, or

Indus, is a simple mistake for the Sithan or Suan

river, which flows between the two places.

§

The great stupa of the "Body-offering" I have

identified with the monument that was opened by

General Court,
||

which, according to the inscription

found inside, was built in the year 20. during the

reign of the great Indo-Scythian prince Kanishka.

shortly before the beginning of the Giristian era.

Manikyala was, therefore, one of the most famous

places in the Panjab at a very early period
;
but I

think that it must have been the site of a number

of large religious establishments rather than that of

a great city. General Abbott, when he examined

the ruins around the Manikyala tope in 1853. could

"not sec any evidence of the existence of a city.

ITie area occupied by submerged ruins would not

• Beal's translation of 'Fa-Hian.’ c. xi. p. 32.

t Beal’i translation of ‘Sung-yun,
'
p. 193.

I Julien's 'Hioueri Thsang.’ ti. 164.

§ Sec Maps No.. V. and VI.

HJoum Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1834. p S62.
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have comprised a very considerable village, while

•he comparatively large number of wrought stones

denotes some costly structure which migfit have

occupied the entire site.”'* In 1834, General Court

described “the ruins of the town itself as of very

considerable extent, massive walls of stone and lime

being met with everywhere, besides a great number

of wells." After a careful examination of the site, I

have come to the same conclusion as General Abbott,

that there arc no traces of a large city ; and I am
quite satisfied that all the massive walls of cut stone,

which General Court truly describes as being met

with everywhere, must have belonged to costly

monasteries and olher large religious edifices.

Doubtless, a few private houses might be built cf

squared stones even in a village, but these massive

edifices, with their thickly gilded roofs, which still

repay the labour of disinterment, are. I think, too

numerous, too large, and too scattered to be the

remains of private buildings even of a great city.

The people point to the high ground immediately

to the west of the great tope, as the site of the Raja

Man's palace, because pieces of plaster arc found

there only, and not in other parts of the ruins. Here

it is probable that the satraps of Taxila may have

taken up their residence when they came to pay

their respects at the famous shrine of the "Body-

gift" of Buddha. Here, also, there may have been

a small town of about I 500 or 2000 houses, which

Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1853, p. 570.
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extended to the northward, and occupied the whole

of the rising ground on which the village of

Manikyala now stands. 1 estimate the entire circuit

of the space that may have been occupied by the

town ns about one mile and a half, which, at 500

square feet per man, would give a population of

12.500 persons, or just six persons to each house.

The people are unanimous in their statements

that the city was destroyed by fire; and this belief,

whether based on tradition or conviction, is corro-

borated by the quantities of charcoal and ashes which

are found amongst all the ruined buildings. It was

also amply confirmed by the excavations which I

made in the great monastery' to the north of General

Court's Tope. I found the plaster of the walls

blackened by fire, and the wrought blocks of kankar

limestone turned into quicklime. The pine timbers

of the roofs also were easily recognized by their

charred fragments and ashes. Unfortunately. I dis-

covered nothing during my researches that offered

any clue to the probable period of the destruction

of these buildings, but as this |Kirl of the country

had fallen into the power of the Kashmirian kings,

even before the time of Hwen Thaang, I am inclined

to attribute their destruction rather to Brahmanical

malignity than to Muhammadan intolerance.

A SJNCHAPliRA. OR KF.TAS

According to Hwen Thsang. the capital of the

kingdom of Scng-ho-pu-lo. or Singhapma, was
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situated at 700 //, or 117 miles, lo the south-east of

1 axila. The bearing points lo JheUuii, near which

is the town of Sangohi. which has been noted by

M. Vivien de Si. Marlin as the possible repre9cnta-

live of Singhapura. Bui Sangohi stands on an open

plain, instead of on a high mountain cf difficult

access, as described by the pilgrim. rhe vicinity

ol ten pools of limpid water, with surrounding

temples and sculptures, points lo the holy tanks of

Kctakfh, or Khclas. which are still visited by crowds

of pilgrims from all parts of India. I think also

that the name of Kctas is only a slightly altered form

of the Sanskrit SiOelaCasa. or the "White Robes,"

which Hwcn Thsang mentions is the title of the

chief religious sect then resident near Singhapura.

In the western countries, where the compound su)

is changed to A*/i, the name would have hecn pro-

riounced Khclavasa. or by a slight contraction,

Khclas. rhe Brahmans of course refer the name
lo their own religion, and say that the place was

called Katalfsha. or the 'Raining Eyes," because

the tears literally rained from Siva's eyes when he

heard of the death of his wife Sati. But as their

own spelling of the name Keldysh, which I received

from themselves, is at variance with the meaning

which they give to it, I am inclined to adopt the

etymology that I have already suggested as Swcta-

Vasa, or the "White Robes." This sect would

* Thu* the Sanskrit Saraucali became ihc /tend llnra-

khuiti. and the Greek /Iroifh&o.i.
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appear to have belonged lo the Swclambara. or

“White-robed" division of the Jains, while another

sect nt the same place, who arc described by Hwen

Thsang as going naked, must be the Digambara. or

“unclothed" (literally "sky-clad”) division of the

Jains. Their books also are stated lo have been

chiefly copied from the Buddhist literature, while

the statue of their god resembled that of Buddha

himself. From these curious details it seems almost

certain that this heretical sect must hove been Jains,

whose religion has much in common with Buddhism,

while their statues arc frequently mistaken (or those

of Buddha.

Kclas is situated on the north side of the Salt

Range, at 16 miles from Pind Dacian Khan, and 18

miles from Chakowal, but not more than 85 miles

from Shah-dheri. or Taxila. Now the distance of

Singhapura from Taxila is given at 700 //, or I 17

miles, which is certainly too great, as it would place

the capital about 30 miles beyond the most distant

point of the hills in any direction between the south

and east. Singhapura is described as situated on

the top of a high hill of difficult access; and as the

climate is said to be very cold, it is certain that the

place must have occupied one of the isolated peaks

cither of the Salt Range on the south-south-cast, or

of the Balnath Range on the east-south-east.*

But as there arc no dear pools swarming with fish

in the Balnath Range. I have little hesitation in

See Maps Nos. V. nnd VI.
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identifying the place described by Hwen Thsang
with the beautiful limpid pool ol Ket2s, which has

liccn esteemed holy from time immemorial.

Ilie capital of Singhapura was situated at from

40 to 30 / i, or 7 to rt miles, to the north-west cf the

sacred tanks; but I know ol no place that corres-

ponds with this bearing and distance. Malot was

the capital of the lanjuhas at a very early period ;

but its bearing is south-east, and its distance 12

miles. If we might read 4 to 3 li. instead of 40 to

30, the capital might at once lx? identified with the

ruined fort of Kolcra , w’hich is situated on a steep

lull to the west, about 200 feet in height, that over-

hangs the town ami holy pools of Kctas. This is

called the ancient town. It consists of an upper

foil. 1 2lH I feet lone, by 3U0 broad, and of a lower

fort. HOD feet long, by 430 broad, the circuit ol tin

two beini; about 3500 feet, or less than three-quarters

of a mile. But the whole circuit of Kclas, including

the modern town on both banks of the stream, both

above and below the fort, is about 2 miles. This

is rather smaller than the capital <lescril>cd by Hwen

Thsang. which was 14 or 15 li, 2/ to 2/2 miles,

in circuit. But as it corresponds in all other material

particulars. I think that KeUi* has a very good claim

to be identified with the capital of Singhapura.

According to Hwen Thsang. the district was

3600 li. or 600 miles, in circuit. On the west it

was bounded by the Indus, on the north by the

• Julien's 'Hiouen rhfnni',’ ii. 162.

10
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southern front iei of Taxiln, 120 miles in length, ami

on ihc south by the Jhelnm and the northern frontier

of Tak i, or the plains of the Punjab. It cannot there-

fore have extended much beyond the foot of the

Salt Range. This limit would make the Indus

frontier about 60 miles in length, the Jhelam frontier

.ibout 50 miles, and the northern and southern

frontiers each 120 miles, or altogether 350 miles.

The only explanation that occurs to rne of the

difference between this number and that of Hwen

Thsang. is the probability that the ancient /,-ox of the

Panjab was the same as the modern one. that is. a

short kos of I mile, or I mile and 1'/ furlongs,

and that the Chinese pilgrim, ignorant of the differ-

ence. mode his calculations in the common Indian

kos of about two miles. This would reduce his

numbers by very nearly one-third, and at the same

time bring them into close accordance with the actual

measurements of our maps. Thus, Hwen Thsang’s

3600 /i, or 600 miles, for the circuit of Singhapura,

would become 400 miles, which is within >0 miles

of the actual measurement already given. Great

accuracy cannot be expected in these estimates of

frontier distances, as the pilgrim had no means of

checking the numbers of his informants. With the

road distances which he had himself travelled it was

different, as he could test them hy his own know-

ledge of the time occupied, as well ns by the number

of journeys between any two points. In the present

instance of Singhapura it is quite certain that the

frontier distance is exaggerated, as the boundary of
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Tsekia. or Taki, is also said lo have extended to the

Indus, which could not have been the cas? if the

frontier of Singhapura had stretched further to the

south than I have placed it.

5. PUNACHA. OR PUNACH.

The district of Puan-nu-tao. or Punacha, is

placed by Hwen Thsang at 700 ll, or I 17 miles, to

the south-west of Kashmir.* It is called Punals by

the Kashmiris, who have adopted a soft pronuncia-

tion of the ch. as in Pit Panlsal for PanchSl of the

Panjabis. Moorcroftf spells the name Prunch, or

Prunlz. according to the Kashmiris. General C>urt

also has Prunch; but it is called Punjc by Wilford's

surveyor. Mirza Mogal B**g. and Punch by Vignc,

both of whom actually visited the place. Its dis-

tance from Kashmir, as measured on the map vi <5

Barahmula and Uri is 75 miles, which is equal to

about 100 miles of actual read distance.J

Hwen Thsang describes Punach as 2000 Ii. or

353 miles, in circuit, which is just about twice its

actual size. On the west it is bounded by the

Jhclam, on the north by the Pir Panchal range, and

on the east and south-east by the small state of

Rajaori. But these limits, which include the petty

state of Kotali, arc not more than 1 70 miles in circuit

;

and even if the tract at the source of the Punach river

“ Julien's Tliouen Thsang.* ii. 187.

t ’Travels," ii. 298.

{ See Maps Nos. V. and VI.
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be included, the frontier will nol be more than 200

miles ip circuit. But as the distances in the moun-

tain districts were most probably estimated by the

lengths of the roads, the circuit of the frontier line

may be taken as equivalent to about 300 miles in

road distance.

In the seventh century Punach was without a

king, and subject to Kashmir; but in later times it

had a chief of its own. whose descendants. Shir

Jang Khan and Shams Khan, were put to dealh

by Gulab Singh, of Jammu, and this petty sove-

reignty once more forms part of the kingdom rf

Kashmir.

6 RA|APURA. OR RAJAORI

From Punach. Hwen Thsang proceeded to the

south-east for 400 li. or 67 miles, to Ko-lo-shc-pu lo.

or Rajapura.* which I long ago identified with the

petty chiefship of Rajaori. lo the south of Kashmir.

I he circuit of the district is described as 4000 li, or

067 miles, which is about double the true amount,

unless, as is not improbable, the whole of the hill-

states as far ns the Ravi be included within its

boundaries. From the native chronicle of Kashmir

we learn that the petty chicfships of the hills to the

south nnd south-east of the valley were generally

subject to Kashmir ; and there is no reason to suppose
that they were independent at the time of Hwen
Thsang’s visit,

* Julien't ‘Hiouen Huang." ij. I&t.
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The district of Rajaori proper is nearly n square

of about 40 miles each side, bounded on the north by

ihc Pit PanchSl, on the west by Punach. on the south

by Bhimbar, and on the east by Kihasi and Aknur.*

By extending its boundary' on the cast to the Chcnab.

and on the south to the plains, it would include all

these petty places ; even then its frontier would not

be more than 240 miles, or by road about 320 miles.

But if the frontier of these hill-states subject to Kash-

mir be extended to the Ravi on the cast, the circuit

would be about 420 miles measured on the map, or

not less than 560 miles by road.

Rajapuri is frequently mentioned during the

medieval period of Kashmirian history, but chiefly in

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, when it was an

independent state under its own rajas. In the fifteenth

century' the Hindu family was dispossessed in favour

of a son of the Muhammadan king of Kashmir ;
and

his descendant was so reduced by Culab Singh that

in 1846 he was glad to accept an estate in the British

district of Kangra in exchange for his petty chiefship

of Rajaori.

HILL STATES OF THE PANJAB

As the Chinese pilgrim has noticed so few ol

the many hill-states of the Panjab. I will here add a

brief outline of the information which I have myself

been able to collect regarding them.

According to popular opinion the petty states of

the Alpine Panjab, at the present time, consist of

•See Map* No* V. And VI.
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twenty-two Muhammadan and twenty-two Hindu

chicfships, the former lying lo the west, and the latter

to the cast of the Chenab river. An older classifica.

tion divides them into three groups, each named after

the most powerful state which formed the head of the

confederation. These were Kashmir, Dogrn. and

Trigartta. The first consisted of the rich valley of

Kashmir, and all the petty states between the Indus

and ) eh Lmi
;
the second included Jammu, and the

other petty states between the Jhelam and the Ravi

;

the third comprised Jalandhar, anil the various small

states between the Ravi and the Satlej.

Phis division into three groups most probably

existed prior lo the seventh century, as we find that

the slates to the cast of the Ravi were quite indepen-

dent ot Kashmir, while those of Urasa, Punach, and

Rajapuri arc spoken of in such a way as to show that

they had kings of their own previous to their subjec-

tion by Kashmir. Trigartta is repeatedly menlioneH

in the chronicles of Kashmir as an independent king-

dom; and its own history1 shows that one-half of the

present petty states of the Jalandhar hills have sprung

ftoin the division of the possessions of a single family.

The following list gives the names and posses-

sions of the various states attached to Kashmir, or llie

western division of the Alpine Panjab ;

—

I

.

Kashmir.

r

Khaka Bambas . !

2. Gingal, on the Bohat R.

3. Muzafarabad ,,

4. Khagan, on the Kunihar R.

5. Garhi,
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6. Rash, on Palchli R.

7. Dhantawar on Dor R.

H. Gandgarh,

9. Darband, on the Inc/us R.

10. Torbela,

%
II - Pharwala. near Bchnl R.

Gakars ... |2. Sullanpur. on Behai R.

13. Khanpur. on Haro R.

IJu; Khaka-liamba chiefs hold the valley of th<

Behai river below Barahmula, and the whole course

of the Kunihar river lo the norlh-wcsl of Kashmir.
I hey are all Muhammadans, and arc most probably
the descendants of the early inhabitants of the coun-

try. who retired to their present position on the

advance of the Alihan invaders.

The Ajtthan chiefs hold the valleys of the Paklili

and Dor rivers, to the south -weal of Kashmir, 'fl.ey

are all Muhammadans, mid their settlement in this

part of the country is of recent date. Abul Fazl men-
tions that before the time of Akbar. the raja of Pakhli

w’.is a tributary of Kashmir. He also states that

liniur left a small body of troops in this district,

whose descendants were still there in his time.*

The Gakai chiefs hold the lower valley of the

Jhelam, and the upper course of the Haro river to

the south-west of Kashmir. They are nil Muham-
madans

; hut their conversion is comparatively recent,

as their names were Indian down lo the invasion of

I Ilnur. Iheir occupation of these districts is of very

* ‘Ayin Akbati.’ ii. 153.

Afghans
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early dale; but they are Turanians, and not Atians,

a* none but n Gakar will intermarry with a Gakar,

a practice that is utterly repugnant to Hinduism,

which permits no man to marry one of hiss own tribe.

I he Calcars also occupy several portions of the

eastern Doab, as Guliana, near Gujar Khan, and

Bugial. under the lofty hill of Balnath. But these

districts do not properly belong *" the hills, although

they were subject to Kashmir at the time of Hwen

Thsang's visit in the seventh century.

The following list gives the names and positions

ol the various states attached to the central, or Jammu

division of the Alpine Panjab :
—

^
I

.
Jammu, to east ol Chenab R.

Himlu# * ‘
•

t 2. Bhao.

3. Rihasi, on Chenab R.

4- Akniir,

5. Punach, on Punach R.

6. Rajaori. on Tohi R.

7. Kotnli, on Punach R.

Muhammadans. ft. Bhimbar, at foot of hills.

9.

Kharuili. near Bhiinbui.

10. Kashtwar. on upper

Chenab R.
11. Bhadrwnr. to south of

I Kastwar.

Muhammadans.

Hindus

12. Chancni, to west of Bh.idrw.5r

13. Bandralta. to south ol

Chaneni.

14. Samba, to S.W. < f Bandralta.
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15. Jasiola, to south of Bandralta.

16. Tirikot, near Jasrota.

Hindus . . . 17. Mankot. to south of &mdral(a

18. Badwal. or Vaddiwaaa.

19. Ballawar, or Bisohli.

The towns of Jammu and Bhao, which were

founded by two brothers, arc situated on opposite

banks of the Tohi. a small stream that joins the

Chcnab at the foot of the hills. Jammu is mentioned

several times in Muhammadan history, from the time

when Timur forcibly converted the Raja down ro the

end of the last century. The three famous brothers

of Rnnjit Singh's court- -C.ijlob Singh. Dhyan Singh,

and Suchet Singh, belonged to a younger branch of

this family, and the son of Gulib Singh now rules

over Kashmir and the whole of the states in the

western and central divisions of the Alpine Panjab.

The petty chiefs of Rihasi and A knur were

branches ol the Jammu family, on which they were

generally dependent. Punarh was sometimes in-

dependent : but its proximity to Kashmir placed it at

the mercy of its more powerful neighbour. Rojnon

and Kolali were held in later times by two branches

ol the royal family of Kashmir, to which they were

usually tributary. But in the middle ages, under

the Hindu rulers. Kotali formed part of Punach. to

which it naturally belonged as part of the same

valley. Bhimbor and Khariali were divisions of the

Chibh, or Chibhan. branch of the Somvansi Rajas

of Kangrn and Jalandhar. In early times the name
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of Bhimhar was little used, the common appellation

being Chibhan, which is found in Sharifuddin's

history of Timur, under the form of Jibhal. Hie

conversion oi the family to Muhammadanism is

probably ol late date, as Ferishta mentions llouins

Raja of Bhimbar in A.H. 891 .
or A.D. 1

486.* But so

many of these hill chiefs retained their Hindu names

after they became Muhammadans, that the Hindu

name alone cannot be taken ns a decisive proof of his

being unconverted. Kashlwai and Bhadrwar are

situated on opposite banks of the upper Chcnab river,

to the south-east of Kashmir, to which they were

generally subject. These nine chief-ships of the

central division, added to the thirteen of the western

division, form the twenty-two Muhammadan states

which the popular belief assigns to the western half

of the Alpine Panjab.

Of the eight remaining chiefships of this division

I am not able to give much information, as many of

them became extinct during the early period of Sikh

rule, and all of them arc now absorbed by the Jammu
family in the great kingdom of Kashmir, Jasrola. in

the outer range of hills, was once of some importance,

and its chiefs intermarried with the other Rajput

families of the Alpine Panjab: but I can find no

mention of it in any of the histories. Ballawar and

Radical wire certainly at one lime under a single

chief, as Kalasa. the son of Tukka. who is twice

mentioned in the ‘Raja larangini'f as lord of Valla-

*
Brigg*. 'Feriuhtn. ’

iv. 48J.

t Raja Taranirim. vir. 220.
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pura between 1028 and 1801, is found in the genea-

logical lists of both families. It is true that VaddiOasa

is noticed in the same chronicle* as a separate district

at an earlier date, but as there is no mention of any

chief, it may be inferred that it formed part of the

small kingdom of Vallfipura. As the names in the

two genealogical lists differ from Kalasa downwards,

it seems probable that the slntc may have beer dis-

membered after his death. It is certain that he was

mixed up with Kashmirian politics; and as the con-

temporary Raja of the neighbouring state of Chamb.i

was put to death by Ananta of Kashmir, I conclude

that Baliawar must have been subjected at the same

time.

I may remark that all the chiefs of the Central

Division, whose genealogies I possess, trace their

origin to the SuiajVansi, or Solar Race, with the single-

exception of the intrusive Chibhon of Bhimbar. Fhe

chiefs of Jammu, Jasrota. and Baliawar, with their

offshoots, amounting together to eight of these pettv

states, all assert their descent from the Sun, a claim

which is admitted by their Rajput neighbours.

The following list gives the names and positions

of the various states attached to the eastern, or Jaland-

har division of the Alpine Panjab.

1 . Kangra. or Katoch.

2. Gulcr. to S. W. of Kangra.

Somvansi . . 3. Jaswal, on Suhan R.

4. Datarpur, on lower Bias R-

5. Siba, do.

• ‘Raja Tarongni'. vi. JI6, Nandiguptft.
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6. Chamba. on Ravi It.

7. Kullu. on upper Bias R.

8. Mandi. on middle Bias R

9. Sukhet. IO south of Mandi.

10. Nurpur. between Ravi and

Bias R.

11. Kotila, to E. of Nurpur.

12. Kotlchar.

Of these twelve slates no less than five arc mere

subdivisions of the once rich kingdom of Jalandhar,

which embraced the whole of the Doab. or plain

country, between the Bias and SatIfj. and all the hill

country lying between the Ravi and the frontiers of

Vl.mdi and Sukket, to the south of the Dhaola-dhar

mountains. TTiis included Nurpur. Kotiln, and

Kotlchar; and as Mandi and Sukhct were at first

under one rule, there were originally only four chief-

ships in the eastern division of the Alpine Punjab,

namely. Jalandhar. Chamba. Kullu, and Mandi.

Jalantlhara.

Since the occupation of the plains by the

Muhammadans, the ancient kingdom of |al>mdhnrn

has been confined almost entirely to its hill territories,

which were generally known by the* name of

Kangia. after its most celebrated fortress. The

district is also called Katoch, the meaning of which

is unknown, and Trigarlla, wihch is the usual

* Hcmn Ko%ha. lalundhartis I fi^ariidsituh Jman-

(llmrs. thul i* 1 r:K;tiil;t

Surnjvansi

Pundir, or

Pandayas
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Sanskrit name found in the Puranas, and in the

native chronicle of Kashmir.

In the seventh century Jalandhara is described

by the Chinese pilgrim* as about 1000 U. or 167

miles in length from east to west, and 800 //. or

133 miles in breadth from north to south. If these

dimensions arc even approximately correct. Jalan-

dhar must then have included the state of Chambn
on the north, with Mandi and Sukhet on the east,

and Satadru on the south-east. As the last is the

only district to the cast of the Satlej. which is

included in N. India. I infer that it must have

belonged to the kingdom of falandhar. \\ ith the

audition of these districts the size of the province

will agree very well with the dimensions assigned

to it by the Chinese pilgrim.

At the time of Hwen I hsnug's visit. Jaiandhnr

itself was the capital, which he describes ns fr. m
12 to 13 li, or upwards of 2 miles in circuit. Its

antiquity is undoubted, as it is mentioned by

Ptolemy a9 Kulindrinc. or Ktullndrinc, which should

prolxtbly be corrected to Sulindrinc, as the K and

- arc frequently interchanged in Greek manus-

cripts. According to the Padma Purana.t the city

of Jalandhara was the capital of the great Dailya

king Jalandhara, who became so powerful by virtue

of his austerities ns to be invincible. At Inst.

• Julien's 'Hiouen Thaang.’ ii. 202.

t Uttara Khandn of the Padma Purnna. Kennedy’*

Hindu Mythology,' p. 456.
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however, he was overcome by Siva, through a

disgraceful fraud, and his body was devoured by

the i
foginis. or female demons. But the conclusion

of the legend is differently given in the local

Purana,* which states that he was overwhelmed

and crushed to death by a mass of mountains which

Siva placed upon him. Flames then sprang out of

his mouth
.
which was under livala-muhhi

;

his back

was under the upper part of the Doab. which is

still called JalanJhara-pitha. or Jalandhar-pilli, by

the people; and his feet were under the lower part

of the Doab at Multan. Akbnr partially adopted

this version of the legend when he named the

different Doabs after the enclosing rivers, by calling

the land between the Satlcj and Bias the Doab-i-BisI

Jalandhar, or Bil lalandhar, instead of the Sab Doab,

which it should have been if be had placed the

initial of the eastern river first, os he did in the

names of the Bari and Chnj Doabs.

'Hie royal family of Jalnndhara and Kaugra is

one of the oldest in India, and their genealogy from

the time of the founder. .Susnmia Chandra, appears

to me to have a much stronger claim to our l>elief

than any one of the long strings of names now shown

by the more powerful families of Ra)pulaiia. All

the different scions of this house claim to In- of

Somaoansi descent : and they assert that their

ancestors held the district of Multan and fought in

the Great War on the side of Duryodhan against

• Jalandhara Purana.
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the five Pandu brothers. Alter the war the)' lost

their country, and retired under the leadership ol

Susanna Chandra to the Jalandhar Doab* where

they established themselves, and built the strong-

hold of Kangra. The expedition of Alexander

terminated on the banks of the Hyphasis, or Bias,

but he received the submission of Phegelas* or

Phegaus, the king of the district, beyond the river,

that is of the Jalandhar Doab. Towards the end

the fifth century, the kingdom of Trigartta was
presented to Pravaresa by the Raja of Kashmir.

f

In the seventh century, the Chinese pilgrim, llwen

Thsang, was courteously entertained for a whole

month by Raja U-li-to, or Utlila.% whom I would
identify with Ailima of the genealogical lists. One
hundred and sixty years later, in an inscription

dated A.D. H04, the Raja of Jalandharn is named
Jaya Chandra, who is the Jayn Malta Chandra of

the lists, the seventh in descent from Adima.

Lastly, Avanta, king of Kashmir, from A.n, 1028

to 1081, married two daughters ol Indu Chandra,

§

Raja of Jalandhara, who is the Indra Chandra of

the genealogical lists of Kangra. These instances

arc sufficient to show that JalandharQ existed as an

independent State for many centuries before the

Muhammadan conquest.

* Diodorus, xvii. 51.
M
Pheg*u>.“ Crrtius. ix I 2.

Rhrgclii* crat gentig proximo* rex.’

t 'Rftji Tarangini,’ iii, 100.

Z Julicn * I lioueu I hsang. i. 261.

S Raja Tar&ngmi. vii. 150.
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I he smaller chicfships of Guler, jaswal, Datar

pur, and Sibn, arc offshoots from tiro parent stem of

Kangra- The independence of Culer, or llaripur.

was established by I lari Chandra, about a.D. 1 400.

when he yielded Kangra to his younger brother,

Karmma Chandra. The date of the foundation of

the other principalities is unknown, but I believe

that they were always tributary to the parent state

until the time of the Muhammadans, when the

capture of Kangra by Mahmud of Ghazni afforded

them an opportunity of asserting their independence.

The French traveller Thcvcnot,* in his account

of the dominions of the Emperor of Delhi, mentions

that "there are many Rajas who own not the

authority of the Great Mogul." But the territories

of these Rajas must have been far in the interior

of the hills, as we know that the chiefs of nil the

outer hills were subjected by the Mogul emperors.

Thcvcnot specially mentions the province of
‘

'Ayoud, or Haoud.
’

os containing "the most

northern countries that belong to the Great Mogul,

as Caitcares . lianlfish. Nagaicul. Siba, and others."

Hie Caucnres must be the Gakars who hold the

lower hills to the west of the Jhelnm. Tcrrvf calls

them Kal(arcs. and their principal cities Dclfolce

and Purhola (or Dangali and Pharwala). The
liank;ish arc the fianchish of TerryJ whose "chief

* ‘Travels.’ part iii. c. 57.

t 'Voyage to Eaat India,' p. 88.

« Ibid-, p 81 t London. 1655.
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cily called Bishur (Peshawar) lyeth east (read west)

somewhat southerly from Chishmere, from which it

is divided by the river Indus." NagJrcul is

Kangra or Nagarkot, which is mentioned under the

same name by Abu Rihan,* who was present at its

capture by Mahmud of Ghazni. Siba is not as we
might suppose, the small slate in the neighbourhood

of Kangra, but a district on the Ganges, of which
the chief city, according to Terry, was "Hardware
(or HaridwSra). where the river Ganges, passing

through or amongst large rocks, makes presently

after a pretty full current." From these accounts

it is dear that the whole of the states in the lower

hills, from Peshawar on the west to the Ganges on
the east, were subject to the emperor of Delhi.

Regarding the general name of Ayoud, or Haoud,
which Thevenot applies to them, I can only con-

jecture that it may be some corrupt form of Himauat,
or Himwal. one of the well-known names of the

Himalaya mountains, which the Greeks have
preserved under the two different forms of Emddos
and Inidus.

Champa, or Chamba.

Chamba is a large district, which includes the

valleys of all the sources of the Ravi, and a portion

of the upper valley of the Chenab, between Lahul
and Kashtwar. It is not mentioned by Hwen
Thsnng. and was. therefore, probably included by

* 'Fragments Arabcs. etc..’ 149.

II
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him within the limits of Kashmir. I*hc ancient

capital was l 'armmapura. or Baruuiwar, on the

Budhil • river, where many fine temples, and a

brazen bull, of life size, still exist to attest the wealth

and piety of its early rulers. According to the

inscriptions these works belong to the ninth and

tenth centuries. The country is frequently mentioned

in the native chronicle of Kashmir, under the name

of Champa
.
and each notice is confirmed by the

local genealogies. Between A.D. 1028 and 1031

the district was invaded by Ananta of Kashmir,"

when the native Raja, named Sala. was defeated

and put to death. His son founded a new capital.

Chompapura, called after the goddess Champavali

Devi: which, under the name of Chamba. is still

the chief place in the district. 'Hie Rajas of

Kashmir afterwards intermarried with the C.hnmba
family ;f and during the troubles that followed the

Muhammadan invasions this petty state became
independent, and remained so until reduced by
C.uliib Singh, early in the present century.

{

Kullu.

Till- kingdom of Kiu-lu-lo is placed by Hwen
Thsang at 700 li. or I I 7 miles, to the north-east of

* Briircs* "Ferishta." i. 283. The Oskars inhabited
the bank* of the Nilab (or Indus) up to the foot of the

mountains of Siw&lik.

t 'Raja Tnrangini.' vii. 218.

I /bid., vii. 589. 1520; viii. 1092
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Jalandhar,*' which corresponds exactly with the

position of the district of Kullu, in the upper valley

of the Byas river. The Vishnu Puranaf ^mentions

a people called Ulula. or Kulula, who are most

probably the same ns the Kaulutas of ihe "Ramayana'

and the 'Brihnt Snnhita.'} As this form of the

word agrees precisely with Ihe Chinese Kiululo, I

conclude that the modern Kullu must be only an

abbreviation of the ancient name. The district is

stated to be 3000 li. or 500 miles, in circuit, and

entirely surrounded by mountains. The size is very

much exaggerated for the present restricted limits

of Kullu
;
but as the ancient kingdom is said by ihe

people themselves to have included Mandi and

Sukhel on the west, and a large tract of territory to

the south of the Satlej. it is probable that the frontier

measurement of 500 miles may be Very near the

truth if taken in road distance.

The present capital of the valley is Sult&npur;

but the old capital of Makarsa is still called Nagar,

or the city, by which name it is most generally

known. Hwen Thsang states that gold, silver, and

copper are all found in the district, which is only

partially true, as the amount of gold to be obtained

by washing is very small, and the silver and copper

mines have long been abandoned.

* Julien's Tliouen Thsang, ’ ii. 203.

t Wilson's 'Vishnu Pur&na.' edited by I lull. ii. 3.

vol. ii. p. 174.

J Kern's ’Brihnl Siinhila.' xiv. 2“*
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To the north-cast of Kullu Hwen Thsang

places the district of Lo~hu-lo, which is clearly the

Uto-yal pf the Tibetans, and the Lahul of the

people of Kullu and other neighbouring states.

Still further to the north he places the district of

Mo-lo-so, which, from his position, must certainly

be Ladale. I would, therefore, alter the Chinese

name to Mo-Io-po, which is an exact transcript of

Mar-po, the actual name of the province of Ladak,

os Mar-pO-yul, or the “Red district,” in allusion to

the general appearance of its soil and mountains.

The Chinese syllables so and po are so much alike

that they arc frequently interchanged, as in the well-

known name of Solatura. the birth-place of Panini.

which i$ given in the original Chinese of Hwen

Thsang’s travels as Podo-tu-lo. or Palatura .

Mandi and Sultfict.

The petty chicfships of Mandi and Sul^hct were

originally a single state, bounded by Kangra on the

west and Kullu on the east, and by the DhaoladhSr

mountains on the north and the Satlej on the south.

Mandi means the “market;" and its favourable

position on the Bias river, at the junction of the

two roads from the west and south, must have

ensured its early occupation, which was rendered

prosperous and lasting by the existence of valuable

mines of iron and black salt in its immediate vicinity.

Nurpur . or Palhaniya.

The town of Nurpur derive* its name from the

celebrated Nur Jahan, the wife of the emperor
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Jahanjir. Its original name was Dahmori
,

or

Dahm&la ; or as Abul FazI writes, Dahmahri,

although he mentions no fort. The people pro-

nounce the name as if written Dahmori. In the

‘Tfirikh-i-Alfi' it is called lJamal
,
and is described

as ‘situated on the summit of a high hill, on the

borders of Hindustan.*' The fort was taken after

a long siege by Ibrahim Ghaznavi. The name of

the district is PathaWat
,
and the old capital in the

plains was called Pathian
,
or Pathionkpl

.

which is

now slightly altered to Pathankpt. But the name is

derived from the Pathan tribe of Hindu Rajputs,

and not from the well-known Muhammadan Pnthona,

or Afghans. The Raja was imprisoned in 1815 by

Ranjit Singh, who took possession of his country.

The petty chief of Kotila. to the cast of Nurpfir,

who was a scion of the Pathaniya family, was seized

about the same time, and his estate incorporated with

the Sikh dominions.

Kotlchar is a petty state in the Jaswal Dun, to

the south-east of Jwala-Mukhi. It was generally a

dependency of Kangra.

Saladru.

The district of She-to-tu-lo. or Saladru. is des-

cribed by the Chinese pilgrim*' as 2000 ft, or 333

miles in circuit, with a large river forming its western

boundary. The capital is placed at 700 ft. or I 17

miles, to the south of Kullu, and 800 /i. or I 33 milc9,

• Julien'» Hioucn Thsang,' ii 205.
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to the north-cast of Bairat. Bui there is a mistake in

one of these numbers, as the distance between ihe

capital of Kullu and Bairat is 336 miles, measured

direct on the map. or not less than 360 miles, by

road. There is a deficiency, therefore, in one of the

distances of about I 10 miles, or nearly 700 It, in a

direct line between the two places, or of about 1 30

miles, or nearly 1000 It, in the detour, as shown by

bis bearings. Now it is remarkable that there is a

deficiency of about the same amount in the return

journey along a parallel line of road, from Mathura to

Tbancsar, which the pilgrim makes only 500 li, or

83 miles/' instead of 1 200 li, or 200 miles, the actual

distance being 199 miles. Aa it would seem that

both routes, for some unknown reason, had been

subjected to the same amount of curtailment, it is

probable that the deficiency in the western line will

lie in the southern portion between Satadiu and

Bairat, which is contiguous to the parallel line

between Mathura and Thanesar. I would, there-

fore. increase the distance between the two former

places by 150 miles, or in round numbers 1000 li,

which would make the total distance 283 miles,

or nearly 1800 li, instead of 800 li. Taking

this corrected distance from Bairat. and the

recorded distance of 1 1 7 miles south from Kullu. the

position of Satadru will correspond almost exactly

with the large city of Sarhind. which both history

Julien'* "Hiouen Thsang.* i. 104. and ii. 211.
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and tradition affirm to be the oldest place in this part

of the country.

The present ruins of Sarhind consist^ almost

entirely of Muhammadan buildings of a late period ;

but it must have been a place of some consequence

in the time of the Hindus, as it was besieged and

captured by Muhammad Ghori, the first Mussuliman

king of Delhi.* The name of Sarhind
.
or “frontier

of Hind** is popularly said to have been given to the

city at an earlier period, when it was the boundary

town between the Hindus and the later Muham-
madan kingdom of Ghazni and Lahor. But the

name is probably much older, as the astronomer

Varaha Mihiia mentions the Sairindhasf immedi-

ately after the Kulutas
,
or people of Kullu. and just

before Rrahmapura
.
which, as \vc lenm from the

Chinese pilgrim, was the capital of the hill country’ to

the north of Haridwar. The Sairindhas
,
or people

of SirinJha
,
must, therefore, have occupied the very

tract of country in which the present Sarhind is

situated, and there can be liltle doubt that the two

names are the same. But the geographical list of

Varaha Mihira is copied almost verbatim from thn 4
.

of the still earlier astronomer Parasara, who is be-

lieved to have flourished not later than the first

century after Christ
.

%

* Dowson's edition of Sir 1 1. Elliot's ‘Muhammadan

Historians of India,' ii. 293.

t Dr. Kem x edition of the. 'Brihat Sanhita, b. xiv.

29. 30.

J Kern's Preface to the ‘Brihat Sanhitft,' p. 32
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If we apply the correction of 110 miles, or about

701) li, to the northern half of the line between Kullu

and Satadru, the position of the latter will be brought

down to Hansi, which is an ancient fortified city of

even greater strength and reputation than Surhind.

But as Hwen Thsang specially notes that the territory

of Satadru was only 2000 li. or 333 miles, in circuit,

and that it was bounded on the west by a great river,

which can only be the Satlcj or Satadru. it is quite

impossible that Hansi could he the place intended,

as it is upwards of I 30 miles distant from the nearest

point of that river.

The |>osition of the celebrated fortress of Bhatncr

would suit the description of a small district bounded
on the west by the Satlcj, and would also agree with

the corrected distance from Kullu : but the direction

is south-west instead of south, and the distance from

Bairat is upwards of 200 miles, instead of 800 li. or

I 33 miles, as stated by the pilgrim. The bearing of

Bairat is. however, in favour of Bhatncr. as the

pilgrim's south-west is certainly a mistake for south-

east, otherwise the distance of Bairat from Mathura

would be nearly 1500 li. or 250 miles, instead of

500 li, or 83 miles, as recorded. If w« might read

I 500 li instead of 500 li, the relative (xisitions of

Bhatncr and Bairat would correspond very well with

thr pilgrim's account, as the road distance between

the two places. Did Hansi, is about 250 miles. It is

quite possible also that there may be a mistake in the

initial Chinese character. She or Sa, which is very

much like Po or Bha ; and if so. the C hinese syllables
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Po.to-tu-lo would represent Bhatasthala, or Bh,airier.

H* liitter name means the "fortress of the Bhatis.’’

but the town itself was railed Hand, or Bando, which
was probably the contracted form of Bhatasthala .

just as Maru is now the common contracted form of

Mamsthala. But in spite of these plausible agree-

ments both in name and in position, I am inclined to

think that Sarhind must be the place indicated by the

pilgrim as the capital of the ancient district of Sata-

dru. ITiis conclusion is strengthened by the pilgrim’s

statement that the country produced gold, which, so

far as I know, can only apply to the lower hills lying

to the north of Sarhind. where gold is still found in

some of the smaller affluents of the Satlcj.

Accepting Sarhind ,>s the capital of Satadru. the

Ixmndarics of the district may be determined approxi-

mately from its si/e. On the west and north it was
bounded by the Satlcj for upwards of 100 miles from

the neighbourhood of Simla to Tihara. below
Liidiana. On the south the boundary extended for

"bout 100 miles from Tihara to Ambala, and on the

east for about die same distnnee, from Ambala to

Simla. I"he circuit thus described embraces a consi-

derable portion of the hill slates to the west and south

of Simla, together with the districts of Sarhind proper

and Lftdiarta in the plains. As it is the only district

lying to cast of the Satlcj that is included within the

limits of Northern India, I infer that it must have

been a dependency of the neighbouring state of

Jalandhar.
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TAKI. OK PANJAB.

I he kingdom which Hwcn Thsang calla

T or Tal^i, embraced the whole of the plains

of the Panjab from the Indus to the Bias, and from

the foot of the mountains to the junction of the five

rivers below Multan.* The Chinese syllable (sc is

used by Hwen Thsang to represent the cerebral t of

the Sanskrit in the name of Danat^akalQ, which is

found in no less than five of the western cave inscrip-

tions nt Kanhari and Karli.f In Hwen Thsang*s

travels this name is written To.no.kio-tse.ku, in

which the last two syllables arc transposed. It is the

Dorado of Abu Rihan, which, as will be shown here-

after, is most probably the same ns the old town of

Dh&rani-kptto, on the Kistna river, adjoining the

modern city of Amaravati. Tse-fya, therefore, re-

presents Taty, which would appear to have been the

name of the capital as well as of the kingdom of the

Panjab in the seventh century, just as Labor has

since been used to describe both the kingdom and

the capital of Ranjit Singh. The position of the

capital will be discussed hereafter. It will br suffi-

cient at present to note that it was within a few miles

of the more ancient capital of She-^ic-/o, which was

long ago identified by Professor Lassen with the

• See Maps Nos. V. and VI.

T Dr. Stevenson read this name as the Pali form of

the Greek Xcnabratcs, hut in all the inscriptions nt

Kanban and Karli it is clearly the nurnc of n town or

country
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Sakola of the Mahabharata, and with the Sangaia of

Arrian. Now the people of Safada are called

Madras. A ratios, Jarttikax, and liahihas* jn the

Mahabharata

;

and in the Lexicon of Hemachandra

the Bahihas are said to be the same as the

Again. in the ‘Raja Tarangini/ the district of

Tal^hadesa is mentioned as a part of the kingdom of

Gurjjara (or Gujarat, near the Chenab). which Raja

Alakhana was obliged to cede to Kashmir between

A.D. 883 and 901 .J From these statements it is clear

that Sa^ala was the old capital of the powerful tribe

of Tankas, whose country was named after them-

selves Tabka-clcsa>§ The name of the new capital

is not actually stated by Hwen Thsang, hut I believe

it to have been Tal^i, or Ta^aWar, which 1 would

identify with the Tahora of the Pentingcrian Tables

by the mere softening of the guttural k to the

aspirate h. In the latter authority Tahora is placed

at 70 Roman miles, or 64 Yj English miles from

Spalura. opposite Alexandria Buccjalos.

I will now turn to the early Muhammadan

* In the* Mahabharata and Vishnu Purana the name

is written Ualhilfa : but as they follow the KulQIlis, it

seems certain that the true reading i* HahU^a, as proposed

by Lassen,

t Lassen. 'Pentapot Indica,' p 21. B6hikd*hlakko-

namdno.

I 'Raja Tarangini,' v. 150. Troyer
;
a. 155. Calcutta

edit.

§ For the position of Sftkala. or Taki. see Maps.

Nos. V. and VI.
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writers who have noticed Kashmir and Sindh, and

who. therefore can scarcely have omitted all mention

of so important a country as the Panjab, which lies

immediately between them. In A.D. 913. Masudi

thus describes the Indus, according to Sir Henry

Elliot s translation :* “The Mihran of ea-Sind comes

“from the well-known sources of the high land of

“es-Sind, from the country belonging tc* Kinnauj in

“the kingdom of Budah. and of Kashmir, el

“Kandahar, and ct-Takin. The tributaries which

“rise in these countries run to cl Multan, and from

“thence the united river receives the name of

“Mihran .“ In this passage Tallin must certainly be

intended for the hills of the Panjab. The Kabul

river and the Indus both flow through Gdndhara
,
or

el Kandahar*, the |he!am comes from Kashmir; and

the Bias and Satlej flow through Jalandhar and

Kahlur, which in the time of Hwen Thsang were

subject to Kanoj. The only other tributaries .>f the

Indus are the Chenab and the Ravi, which must

therefore have flowed through the kingdom of Takin.

The mention of Gandhara and Kanoj shows that

Masudi does not refer to the actual sources of the

rivers, but to the points in the lower ranges of hills,

where they enter the plains. Takin
.
therefore, in

the time of Masudi, represented the lower hills and

* Sir H. M Elliot's 'Muhammadan Historians of

India.’ p. 36: and Prof. Dowson’s edition, i. 21. where

the name is read as TA/an But Speenger, in his Iran

station of ‘Masudi'* p. 193. gives Taft . with Takan and

Tafan as variants, and at p 390. TdJgin.
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plains of the Panjab to the north of Multan, which

was then in the possession of the Brahman kings of

Kabul.

rhe name is read Tallin, by Sir Henry

Elliot, and Tafan, by Gildemcister.* in his

extracts from Masudi. I he first reading is supported

by the strong authority of Abu Rihan and Rashid-ud-

din, who agree in stating that the great snowy moun-
tain of Kelarji^ (or Larjk), which resembled Dema-
vend by its cupola form, could be seen from the

boundaries of Talfishar and Lohawar.f F.lliot. in

one passage, corrects Taifiahar to Kashmir; but this

alteration is quite inadmissible, as the mountain is

specially noted to have been only 2 farsangs. or about

8 miles, distant from Kashmir. One might os well

say that St. Paul's Cathedral is visible from Ludgatc

Hill and Windsor. The mountain here referred to

is the great Dayamur. or Nanga Paibat, to the west

of Kashmir, which is 26.629 feet in height
; and

which I have myself seen repeatedly from Ramnagar.

on the Chenab. a distance of 200 miles. In a second

passage of the same author. Sir Henry calls the

mountain Kalarchal,J and the two places from

* ’De Rebus Indicia.' p. 161.

t Reinnud. "Fragments Arabcs.' p. 1 18. In Sir

H. M Elliot, p. 41. and in Dowson's edition ol Elliot,

i. 65. T akishar is altered to Kashmir.

‘Sir II. M. Elliot, p. 30
i
and DoWson's edition,

i. 46. 1/ this is the same as Ibn Batuta's Karachal, or

"Black Mountain," the identification with iXanga I’aibal,
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which it can be seen he names Talmas and Lohawar.

This Takas, or Takiahar. 1 lake lo be the same place

ns the Tsekia. or TSk> of Hwcn Thsang, and the

Tallin of Masudi.

The earliest Muhammadan author who mentions

Taki is the merchant Suliman, who visited the east

before A.D. 8>l , when his account was written. I le

describes Tafak. •—b0>, as not of very great extent,

and its king as weak, and subject to the neighbouring

princes; but he adds that he possessed "the finest

white women in all the Indies."* As Tafak and

Takin are almost the same in unpointed F’ersian

characters, I have no hesitation in identifying I'afak

with the Panjfib, where the women, and especially

those of the lower hills, are the "fairest." as well as

the "finest." in India.

Ibn Khurdadba. who died in A.D. 9 1 2. mentions

the king of Taffaf as next in eminence to the Balha

Ra. Lastly. Knzwini describes TaifanJ, a-M*.

whic h was taken by Mahmud of Ghazni in A.D. 1023.

as a strong Indian fort, on the top of an inaccessible

mountain.J This account agrees with the actual hill

of Sangala. which is almost inaccessible on three

or the ‘ Rare Mountain" is nearly certain, as "bareness"

means “blackness," from want of snow.

• Sir Henry Elliot, p. 49 ; and Dowson’s edition, i. 4.

t Sir Henry Elliot. "Muhammadan Historian* of

India,’ p. 53. In Dowson'a edition, i 13. this name is

written Fafan.

J Gildemeistcr, ‘Dc Rebus Indicis,' p. 208.
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sides, and on the fourth is protected by a sheet of

water.

All these slightly different names of .Tallin,

Tajan
.

Tafal(. Tajja, Takas, and Takishar, I take

to be only various readings of the one original form
of / aki, or I akin, which, when written without the

diacritical points, may be read in several different

ways. M. Rcinaud gives another spelling ns Taban,
which, without the points, may be read in as

many different ways as the other form of Tajan. I

conclude, therefore, that the true form of the name
of the country was Taki, or Taka, as recorded by
Hwen Fhsang. The name of the capital was prob-

ably either Takin or Takkawar, of which the former

agrees exactly with Kazwini's Taifand and
the latter with the Tchore of the Pentingerian Tables.

I consider it almost certain that the name must have
been derived from the tribe of Taks or Takkos, who
were once the undisputed lords of the Panjab. and
who still exist as a numerous agricultural race in the

lower hills between the Jhelam and the Ravi.

Che former importance of this race is perhaps

best shown by the fact that the old Nagari characters,

which arc still in use throughout the whole country

from Bamiyan to the banks of the Jumna, are named
Tahaii. most probably because this particular form
was brought into use by the Taks or Takka3 - I have

found these characters in common use under the

same name amongst the grain dealers to the west of

the Indus, and to the east of the Satlej, as well as

amongst the Brahmans of Kashmir and Kangra. It
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is used in the inscriptions. os well as upon the coins

of Kashmir and Kangrn : il is seen on the Sali monu-

ments <jf Mandi, and in the inscriptions of Pinjor;

and lastly, the only copy of the 'Raja Tarangini’ of

Kashmir was prcscr\'cd in the Takaii characters. I

have obtained copies of this alphabet from twenty-six

different places between Peshawar and Simla. In

several of these places the Tabari is also called

Monde and Lunde, but the meaning of these terms

is unknown. The chief peculiarity of this alphabet

is. that the vowels ore never attached to the conson-

ants. but are always written sejwuatcly, with, of

course, the single exception of the inherent short a.

It is remarkable also that in this alphabet the initial

letters of the cardinal numbers have almost exactly

the same forms as the nine unit figures in present

use.

In the seventh century the kingdom of Talfi was

divided into three provinces, namely. Talfi in the

north and west, Shorlfol in the east, and Million in

the south. 'lire province of Takl comprised the

plains of the Panjab, lying between the Indus and

the Bias, to the north of the Multan district, or the

whole of the Chat Doab. together with the upper

portions of the three Doabs of Sindh-Sagar. Richna,

and Bari. The province of ShorlfOt comprised the

middle portions of these Doabs, and the province of

Multan their lower portions. It is probable, also,

that the possessions of Multan may have extended

some distance to the west of the Indus as well as to
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the east of the Sntlej, as was ihc ease in the lime of

Alibar.

i I AM. OH NOB 1 1IERN PANJ.UI

Ihc province of I"Ski contained several of the

most celebrated places of ancient India ;
some

renowned in tin* wars of Alexander, some famous

in Buddhist history, and others known only in the

svidcly-spread traditions of the people. fhe follow-

ing is a list ol the most important ot (he ancient

places, arranged according to their relative geo-

graphical positions from west to east. The names

of the IXiabs were invented bv Akbar by combining

the names of the including rivers. llnis. Chaj is an

abbrc\ i?i ! m. i ol t licnab and
|
he lam : Uichna of Ravi

arid Clumah: find Httri of Bia* and Ravi.

j

I. |ol>nathiuigai, or Bbirn.

I 2. Bukcphala. or Diliwar.

i

1. Nikit'a. or Mong.
i 4. Gujarat.

S. Sakida. or Snngala.

(>. Taki, or Asarur.

7. Narsingha, or Rnnsi.

tt. Arnmakfttis. or Ambakapi.

9. LohSwnr, or I^iKor.

10. Kusawar. or knaur.

I I . Chinapati. or Pattis

/obnalhnagar, or lihira.

Hie modern town of Bhirti, or Bbe<Li. is situated

on the left, or eastern bank, ol the |helam : but on

12

Sinclh-S\gnr

Drib .

Chaj Drib .

Richtin IXxib

Bari Drib .
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I he opposite bank of the river, near Ahmedabad.

there is a very extensive mound of ruins, called Old

Bhiia. or Jobnathnagar, the city of Raja Jobnalh. or

Chobnalli

.

At this point the two great routes of the

salt caravans diverge to Lahor and Multan : and

here, accordingly, was the capital of the country in

ancient times; and here also, ns I believe, was the

capital of Sophites, or Sopcithcs, the contemporary

of Alexander the Great. According to Arrian, the

capital of Sopcithcs was fixed by Alexander as the

point where the camps of Kralerus and Hepha^tion

were to be pitched on opposite banks of the river,

there to await the arrival of the fleet of boats under

his own command, and of the main body of the

army under Philip.* As Alexander reached the

appointed place on the third day, wc know that the

capital of Sophites was on the Hydaspes, at three

days’ sail from Nikfea for laden boats. Now Bhira

is just three days’ boat distance from Mong. which,

as I will presently show, was almost certainly the

position of N'ik<ra, where Alexander defeated Poru8.

Bhira also, until it was supplanted by Find Dacian

Khan, has always been the principal city in this part

of the country. At Bhiraj the Chinese pilgrim,

Fa-Hian, crossed the Jhelarn in A.D. 400; and against

Bhira, eleven centuries later, the enterprising Baber

conducted his first Indian expedition.

• *Anabasis.* vi. 3.

t Beal’s translation, chap. xv.
; Fa-Hian calls it

Pi-cha or Bhi-tla—the Chinese ch being the usual repre-

sentative of the cerebral d.
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I he classical notices of the country over which

Sophiles ruled are very conflicting. Thus Strabo*

records:
—

"Some writers place Kalhasa and the

country of Sopcithcs, one of the monarch*, in the

tract between the rivers (Hydaspes and Akesines);

some on the other side of the Akesines and of the

Hyarotes, on the confines of the territory of the other

I’orus,—the nephew of Porus. who was taken

prisoner by Alexander, and call the country subject

to him Gandaris.' Hiis name may. I believe, be

identified with the present district of Gundalbat, or

Gundar-bar. Bar is a term applied only to the

central portion of each Doab, comprising the high

lands beyond the reach of irrigation horn the two
including rivers. Thus Sandal, or Sandar-bar, is the

name of the central tract of the Doab between the

Jhclarn and the Chenab. The upper portion of the

Gundal Bar Doab. which now forms the district of

Gujarat, belonged to the famous Porus, the anta-

gonist of Alexander, and the upper part of the

Sandar-Bar Doab belonged to his nephew, the other

Porus, who is said to have sought refuge among the

Gandaridre. The commentators have altered this

name to Gangaridas, or inhabitants of the Ganges;

but it seems to me that the text of Diodorusf is most

probably correct, and that the name of Gandaridas

must refer to the people of the neighbouring district

of Gandaris, who were the subjects of Sophitca.

The rule of the Indian prince was not, however.

• Geogr., xv. t Hist., xix <47.
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confined to the Doab between the Hydaspvs and

Akesines :
for Strabo* relates that “in the territory ol

Sopeith^s there is a mountain composed of fossil salt

sufficient for the whole of India. As this notice can

only refer to the well-known mines of rock salt in th>

Salt Range, the whole of the upper portion of the

Sindh Sugar Doab must have been included in the

territories of SopeitKea. His sway, therefore, would

have extended from the Indus on the west to the

Akesincs oil the east, thus comprising the whole of

the present district of Pind Dndnn and Shahpur.

This assignment of the valuable salt mines to

Sopeithea. or Sophitcs. may also he deduced from «

passage in Pliny by the simple transposition of two

letters in the name of a country, which has hitherl-.

puzzled nil the commentators. Pliny says, “when

Alexander the Great was on his Indian expedition,

he was presented by the king of .1/tania with a doi:

of unusual size." which successfully attacked both a

lion and an elephant in his prcscnce.f Hie same

store is repeated by his copyist. Solimis.t without

any change in the name of the country. Now. we

know from the united testimony of Strabo, Diodorus.

* Geogr.. xv. I
- 30. I hi* notice was most proluiblv

derived from Klritmchos. onr ol thr compniiioi:» <i!

Alexander, as Strabo quotes him in .mother pWe (\ 2-(i>

.«* having mentioned ihe salt mine- of Indie. 1 mn
Ji'lrHaie dAu.

tHi.t Nal.. viii 61.

J Ibid., xxxi. W. ‘Sunt ei monte* nativi sails, ul m
Indis Oromenu*
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and Curtius. that the Indian king who presented

Alexander with these fighting dogs was Sophilcs.

and he. therefore, must have been the king of

Albania. For this name I propose to read 'Labania,

by the simple transposition of the fust two letters.

AABAN would. therefore, become AABAN

which at once suggests the Sanskrit word lavana. or

‘salt.* as the original of this hitherto puzzling name.

The mountain itself is named Oramenus by Pliny.*

who notes that the kings of the country derived *

greater revenue from the rock salt than from either

gold or pearls. This name is probably intended for

the Sanskrit Ratimaka. which, according to the

Pandits, is the name of the salt brought from the hill

country of Ruma. H. H. Wilson, however, identi-

fies Riima with Sambhar:\ and as rauma means

‘salt." it is probable that tlu: term may have l>een

applied to the Satnbhar lake in Rajputana. as well

ns to the Salt Range of hills in the Panjab.J

The historians of Alexander have preserved

several curious particulars regarding Sophites and

the country and people over which he ruled. Of the

king himself, • ’urtiusij records that he was pre-

eminent amongst the barbarians for beauty :
and

Diodorus
1 1

adds, that he was six feet in height. I

possess a coin of fine Greek workmanship, bearing

* Hist. Nat., xxxi. 3‘» “Sunt et monies nativi salh

ut in lndis Oromenus."

t See his Sanskrit Dictionary in ooce Ruma,

Raumo, Raumaka.

} See Maps Nos V. and VI. § Vila Alex., ix. 1.

||
Hist., xvii. 49
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a hclmeted head on one side, and on the icverse a

cock standing, with the legend ZQ6YT0Y. which,

there seems good reason to believe, must have

belonged to this Indian prince. The face is remark-

able for its very striking and peculiar features. The

subjects of Sophitcs also were distinguished by

personal beauty, which, according to Diodorus, they

endeavoured to preserve, by destroying all their

children who were not well formed. Strabo relates

the same thing of the Kal/ucl, but, as he adds, that

they elected the handsomest person for their king,*

his account must be referred to the subjects ol

Sophitcs, as the Kalhtri of Sangala had no king.

Iliere is, however, so much confusion between all

the authorities in their accounts of the Kalha?i anti

of the subjects of Sophitcs, that it seems bigblv pro-

bable that they were one and the same people. They
were certainly neighbours ; and as both of them would

appear to have bad the same peculiar customs, and

to have been equally remarkable for personal beauty.

I conclude that they must have been only different

tribes of the same race of people.

Z BUKF.PHALA. OR DILAWAR

The scene of Alexander’s battle with Porus has

long engaged the attention, and exercised the inge-

nuity. of the learner). The judicious F.lphinstcnef

placed it opposite to Jalaipur; but BurnesJ con-

•CeORT.. xv. I. 30.

t phinstone'9 'Kabul.' i. 109.

t Travels in Panjab. Bokhara, etc..' ii. 49.
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eluded that it must have been near Jhclnm, because

that place is on the great road from Tartury. which

appears to have been followed by Alexander. In

1836 the subject was discussed by General Court.*

whose early military training, and unequalled oppor-

tunities for observation during a long residence in

the Punjab, gave him the best possible means of

forming a sound opinion. General Court fixed the

site of Alexander's camp at Jhelam. his jxmaaee of

the river at Khilipafam. 3 kos, or 6 miles, above

Jhelam. the scene of his battle with Porua at Patti-

koti on the Jabn Nndi, 8 miles to the cast of Jhclnm.

and the position of Nikren at Vetso, or fthesa. which

is 3 miles to the south-east of Palhi er Patti-l(oti.

Tlie late Lord Hardings took great interest in the

subject, and twice conversed with me about it in

1846 and 1847. His opinion agreed with mine that

the camp of Alexander was most probably rear

Jalalpur. In the following year. General Abbottf

published an elaborate disquisition on the hattlc-field

of Alexander and Poms, in which he placed the

camp of the former al Jhelam, and of the latter on

the opposite bank near Norangabad. The passage

of the river he fixed at Bhuna. about 10 miles above

Jhelam. and the field of buttle near Pnkial. about

3 miles to the north of Sukchrnpur. In this state

* 'Journal of the Asiatic Society." Bengal. I83f>.

op. 472. 473.

\ Ibid.. 1848. part ii. p. 619
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the question remained until the end «>l IHfil. when

my tour through the Panjab gave me an opportunity

of examining at leisure tin banks of ihc I lydaspes

from Jalalpur to Jhelam.

Before discussing Alexander s movements. I

think it best to describe the different plates on the

line of the river, between Jhelam and Jalalpur, with

the approaches ta them from the westward When
wc have thus ascertained the site lint will best agree

with the recorded descriptions of Bukcphnla, we

shall then be in a better position for deciding the

rival claims of Jhelam and Jalalpur as the site of

Alexander’s camp. The distances that I shall make

use of in this discussion ire all taken from actual

measurements.®

The town of Jhelam is situated on the west hank

of the river. 10 miles to ihc north-east ol |nlnlpiir,

and exactly 1 00 miles lo the north-north-west of

Labor. The rcmiins of the old town inmost of a

large ruined mourd, lo the west of the present city,

about I 500 lect square and 30 feet high, which is

surrounded by fields covered with broken bricks and
pottery. The square mound I take to be the ruins

of the citadel, which is said to have been called Pula.

Numbers of old coins are still discovered in the

mound after rain; but those which I was able to

collect were limited to the mintages of the later Indo-

Scythians, the Kabul-Brahmans. and the princes of

•See No VII. Map of 'Alexander’s Passage ol the

I lydaspes.
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Kashmir. As similar and even earlier coins arc

described by Court ami A!dx>tt to have been found

in great numbers in previous years, it is certain that

ihe city must have been in existence as early as the

first century' before Christ. But the advantages of

its situation, on one of the two principal lines of road

across the North Panjab. are so great that it must.

I think, have been occupied at a very early date.

This opinion is confirmed by the numbers of large

bricks that have been dug out of the old mound.

Fhc ruined city near Darapur. which has been

described by Burnes f and Court,t is situated on

the west bank of the river. 20 miles below Jhclam,

and 10 miles above jalalpur. In their time. the ole!

mound was unoccupied, bill about 1832 A.D. the

people ol Dilawar abandoned their village on a hill

to the west, and settled on the site of tbr mined city.

Before that time, the place wM usually called Pind,

or “the mound.” although its true name is said to

have been Udavnnagnr, or Udiitngar. Hie same

name is also given by Biirncs, but Court, who twice

alludes to these ruins, mentions no name, unless he

includes them under that of Caglra^hi, the ruins of

which he describes as extending along the banks “of

the Hydaspes from near Jalalpur to Darapur.”

According to this account, the mins would not be

less than 6 or 7 miles in length. I think it probable

that there has been some confusion between two

•Travels in Panjab. Bokhara, etc..' ii. 51

t lourn. Amt. Soc. Bengal. 1836. 472. A7 *
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different places, which have here been joined together

as one continuous extent of ruins. Girjhatf, which

I take to be the original of Court's (iagiral^hi. is an

old ruined fort on the top of the hill to the north of

Jalalpur, to which the people assign a fabulous

extent ; but it is at least 8 miles from Daiaptir, and

is, besides, separated from it by the deep Kandar

ravine, and by the precipitous range of hills at whose

west foot Dilawar is situated. Burnes also describes

the old city as extending "for three or four miles."

But this is certainly an exaggeration, as I was unable

to trace the ruins for more than one mile in length

by half a mile in breadth. ITic ruins consist of two

large mounds just half a mile apart, with two smaller

mounds about midway between them. The south

mound on which Dilawar is situated, is about ">00

feet square at top. and I 100 or 1200 feet at base,

with a height of 50 or 60 feet. The north mound,

on which old Darapur stands, is 600 feet square,

and from 20 to 30 feel in height. Between these

mound* the fielils are covered with broken bricks

and {Xkttery, and the whole place is Said to be the

mins of a single city. The walls of the Dilawar

houses arc built of the large old bricks dug out of

this mound, which arc of two sizes, one of 1 1 by
8*4 by 3 inches, and the other of only half this thick-

ness. Old coins arc found in great numbers in the

Dilawar mound, from which the jalalpur bazar is

said to be supplied, just as Pind Dacian is supplied

from the mins of Jobnathnagar. The coins which 1
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obtained belonged lo the first Indo-Scythians, the

Kabul-Brahmans, the kings of Kashmir, and the

KarlGlfi Hazara chiefs, Hasan and his son NJuham-

mad. The site, therefore, must have been occupied

certainly as early as the second century before the

Christian era. Its foundation is attributed to Raja

Bharati. whose age is not known. I conclude, how-

ever. that the dominating position of Dilawar. which

commands the passage of the Jhclam at the point

where the lower road from the west leaves the hills,

just below the mouth of the Bunhar river, must

have led to its occupation at a very early period.

The town of Jalaipur is situated on the west

bank of the jhclam at the point where the Kandar

ravine joins the old bed of the river. 1 he stream

is now 2 miles distant, but the intervening ground,

though partially covered with small trees, is still very

9andy. The town is said to have been named in

honour of Akbar. in whose time it was most probably

a very flourishing place. But since the desertion of

the river, and more especially since the foundation

of Pind Dadnn, the place has been gradually decay-

ing, until it now contains only 738 houses, with

about 4000 inhabitants. From the appearance of the

site, I estimated that the town might formerly have

been about three or four times its present size. Hie

houses are built on the last slope at the extreme east

end of the salt range, which rises gradually to a

height of 150 feet above the road. Its old Hindu

name is said to have been Girjha and ns this name
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is found in Abul Fazl's 'Ayin Akbari' ns Kcrchak

(rend Girjak) of Sindh Sugar, we have a proof lhal

it wns in use until the time of Akbar, when il was

changed to Jalalpur. But the people still apply the

name of Girjhak to the remains of walls on the lop

of the Mangal-De hill, which rises IKK) feet above

lalalpur. According to tradition. Girjhak extended

to the west -north- west ns far ns the old temple of

Baghanwala, a distance of I I
miles. But this is

only the usual exaggeration of ignorance that is told

of all ancient sites. There is no doubt that the city

did once extend to the westward for some consider-

able distance, ns the ground on that side is thickly

strewn with broken pottery for about half a mile.

Its antiquity is undoubted, ns the coins which it

yields reach back to the times of Alexander's suc-

cessors. But I believe that it is much older, as its

favourable position at the south-east end of the lower

road would certainly have led to its occupation at a

very early period. I think, therefore, that it may be
identified with the Girivraja of the RSmayana. Tra-

dition has preserved the name of only one king,

named Kamk<imarath
.
who is said to have been the

sister's son of Moga. the founder of Mong. Mogul
Begf writes the name Ghit-Jchak, and it is so

written by some of the people of the place, as if il

was derived from Giri-Zohak. or "Zohak '9 Hill."

* Giadwyn's Translation, ii. 263.

t Manuscript Map o( die Pnnjab and Kabul Valley,

by Wilfoid. from the survey# o( Mirra Moual Bc«. in my
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But the usual spelling, which accords with the pro-

nunciation, is Jhnk.

From Jhelam to Jalalpur the course of the river

is from north-east to south-west, between two' nearly

parallel ranges of mountains, which are generally

known as the Tila and Pnbhi Hills. The Tila range,

which is about thirty mile* in length, occupies ihc

west bank from the great east beml of the river

below Mangala. In the bed of the Bunhar river. 12

miles to the north of jalalpur. Tila means simply

a peak or hill, ' and the full name is Coiahhnalh

ka-Tila. The more ancient name was Balnalh-ka-

1 1la. Both of these are derived from the temple on
the summit, which was formerly dedicated to the

sun. ns Biilnath, but is n .w devoted to the worship

••'I I'Oralfhn&lh. a form of Siva. Ilic latter name,
however, m very recent, ns Mogul Beg. who sur-

veyed the country between a.I) 1784 and 1794.

i ills the hill "/ogion ifi-Tibi
,
or tower of the Jogis.

whose chief is called Bilnat." Abul Fnzl' also

mentions the "Cell of Balnat." and the attendant

/•>gix, or devotees, froni whom the hill is still some-

times called Jogi-tila. But the name of Balnath is

most probably even cider than the time of Alexander,

as I ’Iutorchf relates that, when Poms was assemb-

ling his troops to oppose Alexander, the royal ele-

phant rushed up a hill sacred to the Sun, and in

human accents exclaimed. "O great king, who art

• Aym Akbari,* li. 1 10.

t ’Dr Fluviis,' in voce "Hydaspe* ” Cegatiot must

lie V*a i/6l

i

or latfli in a Greek form.
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descended from Gegasios. forbear nil opposition to

Alexander, for Gegasios himself was also of the race

of Jove."

Ttic “Hill of the Sim" is only a literal transla-

tion of Hatnaih-ko-Tila, but Plutarch goes on to say

that it was afterwards called the "Hill of the Ele-

phant," which I take to be another proof of its iden-

tity with Balnath, for as this name is commonly pro-

nouneed Bilnat by the people, and is so written by

Mogal Beg. the Macedonians, who had just come

through Persia, would almost certainly have mis-

taken it for Fil-nalh, or I’il-nath. the "Elephant."

Bui wherever Alexander’s camp may have been,

whether at Jhelnm or Jalalpur. this remarkable hill,

which is the most commanding object within fifty

miles of the Hydaspes. must certainly have attracted

the attention of the Macedonians. Its highest peak

is 3242 feet above the sea, or about 2300 feet above

the level of the river.

The Pabhi range of hills, on the cast bank of

the river, stretches from the neighbourhood of

Bhimbar to Rasul, a length of 30 miles. 'litis range

is a very low one. as the highest point is not more

than 1400 feet above the sea. and is less than 500

feet above the river; but the broken and difficult

ground on Imtli flanks of the hill presents a barrier

quite as impassable as a much loftier range. Until

the British occupation of the Panjab, the Pabhi hills

were crossed by only one carriaRC-road through the

Khori Pas3. 5 miles to the north-cast of Rasul, and

bv one foot-path through the Kharian Pass. 10 miles
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to the south-east of Jhdam. But though the main

road has since been carried through the latter pass,

it is still liable to interruption after heavy rain.

In approaching the Hydaspes from the west-

ward, Alexander had the choice of two different

lines, which are distinguished by Baber os the upper

and lower roads. From the Indus to Hasan Abdal,

or Shahdheri, the two lines were the same. From
the latter place, the upper road proceeded by the

Margala Pass through Rawal Pindi and Manikyala

to Dhamak and Bakrala, from which place it des-

cended by the bed of the Kalian river, through a gap
in the Tila range, to Rohtas. and from thcncc over

an open plain to Jliclnm. From Baktala there was
also a foot-path to Jhclatn, which crossed the Tila

range about 6 miles to the north-east of Rohtas. but

this pass was always a dangerous one for horses and
camels, and was difficult even for foot passengers.

The length of this upper road from Shah dheri. via

Rohtas, to Jhelam, was 94 miles; but this has since

been shortened to 87 miles bv the new road, which
avoids the two long detours by Rohtas and Dhamak.

From Taxila, or Shah-dheri, the lower road

proceeds via the Margala [’ass to Jangi. from whence
it strikes off via Chaontra to Dudhial. From this

point the road branches into two lines, that to the

south proceeding by Chnkowal and the salt mines
to Pind Dacian and Ahmadabad, and that to the

cast proceeding via Asanot and the Bunhar river to

Dilawar. opposite Rasul, or via Asanot and Vang
to Jalnlpur. From Shah-dheri to Dudhial the
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distance is Y> miles, from thence to Asanot ii miles,

and thence to Dilawar, ot Jalalpur. each 21 miles,

the whole distance by this route being I Id miles.

Bui this distance would be shortened to 114 miles

by ihe traveller proceeding direct from the foot ol

I he Salt Range to Jalalpur.
I
lw r<* »* also a third

lint?, which branches off (rom the uppc*r road at

Mandra, 6 miles to the south o( the* Manikyala lope,

and pfocerd* via ChakowAl and Pincl Dadan to

Jalalpur. By this route the whole distance Iron*

Shfth*<Uieri to Jalalpur is 116*4 miles, or only
I 1 2 %

by leaving the li >«.* at the loot of ihe Salt Range and
proceeding direc t lo fatalpur The respective dis-

tances by these- three different routes are 109.
I U.

and 1 1 2/ miles, the mean distance be ing 1 1214
miles.

Now, the distance from Taxila to the Hyduspes
is given by Pliny. 0 from the measurement by
Alexander's surveyors. Diognctes and Beiton, at 120
Roman miles, which arc equal lo

1 10/j English
miles, at the value of 0 9193 each, fixed in Smith’s

‘ Dictionary of Antiquities.' As all the copies of

I’lin.v give the same number, we must accept it as the

actual measurement of the route that was followed
by Alexander from Taxila to his camp on th<

Mydaspes. In comparing this distance with those-

already given from Shah-dheri to Jhelani and
lalalpur, wc must unhesitatingly reject |helam.

* I*3* vi 21. "Ad Hydatpen fluvium datum.
cxx. mill

*'
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which is no Iras than 16 miles short of the recorded

distance, while Jalalpur differs from it by less than

2 miles. But there is another objection which is

equally fatal to the claims of Jhclam. According to

Strabo." "the direction of Alexander's march, as far

as the Hydaspcs. was. for the most part, towards

the south ; after that, to the Hypanis, it was more

towards the cast." Now. if a line drawn on the map
Irorn Ohind on the Indus, through I'axila to jhclam.

be continued onwards, it will pass through Gujarat

and Sodhra to Jalandhar gnd Sarhind. As this is the

most northerly road to the Ganges that Alexander

could possibly have taken, his route by Jhelam would

have been in one continuous straight line, which is

in direct opposition to the explicit statement of Stralio.

But if we adopt Jalalpur this difficulty will be

obviated, as the change in the direction would have

been as much as 2‘V more easterly.f ITiere is also

a third objection to jhelam, which, though not

entitled to the same weight as either of the preceding,

is still valuable ns an additional testimony on the

same side. According to Arrian, the fleet, on

descending the Hydaspes from Nikit'd. reached the

capital of Sopcithes on the third day Now. I have

already shown that the residence of Snpeithrs must

have been at lohnathnagar. or Ahmcdahad, which is

just three days’ distance for a laden boat from

Jalalpur. but is six days from Jhelam. As the

" Geogr,. xv. I. 32.

t See Map No. V.

13
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evidence in each of these three separate tests is as

directly in favour of Jalalpur as it is strongly opposed

lo Jhelam, I think that we are fully justified in

accepting the latter ns the most probable site of

Alexander's camp.

We have now lo examine how the river and the

country about Jalalpur will agree- with the recorded

accounts of Alexander’s operations in his passage of

the Hydaspes and subsequent battle with Poms,

According to Arrian* "there was a high wooded

promontory on the bank of the river. I >0 stadia, or

just I7J4 miles above the camp, and immediately

opposite to it there was a thickly-wooded island.”

Curliusf also mentions the wooded island as "well

fitted for masking his operations." "There was

also." he adds, "not far from the spot where he

was encamped, a very deep ravmc (fossa preeaHa).

which not only screened the infantry but the cavalry

too." We learn from Arrian} that this ravine was
not near the river because "Alexander marched at

some distance from the bank, lest the enemy should

discern that he was hastening towards the promon-
tory and island." Now. there is a ravine to the

north of jalalpur which exactly suits the descriptions

of both historians. This ravine is the bed of the

Kandar Nala, which has a course of 6 miles from

*
'Anabasis.' v. II. 'An/Xt, f>i 5 T< S-p

a

«aii$ ?jao? ro3

H*ytiAov <TTf<irox/Soir if fffmjrforra *ai <Varc* ara&otif.

t Vita Alex., viii. 13. “tegendia in*idiia aptu."

t ‘Annbnsi*.’ v, 12,
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its source down to Jalalpur, where it is lost in a

waste of sand. Up this ravine there has always

been a passable but difficult road towards Jhclam.

From the head of the Kandar. which is 1080 feet

above the sea, and 345 above the river, this road

proceeds for 3 miles in a northerly direction down

another ravine called the Kasi. which then turns

suddenly to the east for 6
•/$ miles, and then again

I / mile to the south, where it joins the Jhclam

immediately below Dilawar, the whole distance from

jalalpur being exactly 17 miles. I marched along

this ravine road myself, for the purpose of testing

the possibility of Alexander's inarch
;
and I satisfied

myself that there was no difficulty in it except the

fatigue of making many little ascents and descents

in the first half, and of wading through much heavy

sand in the latter half. The ravine lies “at some

distance from the bank" as described by Arrian, as

the bend in the Kasi is 7 miles from the Jhclam. It

is also “a very deep ravine," ns described by Curtins,

as the hills on each hand rise from 100 to 250 and

iOO feet in height. 'IWcforc. in the three leading

particulars which arc recorded of it, this ravine

agrees most precisely with the accounts of the ancient

historians.*

Amongst the minor particulars, there is one

which seems to me to be applicable only to that part

of the river immediately above Jalalpur. Arrian

t

• Sec Map No. VII.

f ‘Anabasis/ v. ii. Uapa taoo* 8J

re uvnp faav, SiaAfmouaai oaov ivfx^rpcv is rc
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records that Alexander placed running sentries aloiiR

the bank of ihe river, at such distances lhal they

could *ee each other, and communicate his orders.

Now. hbelieve that this operation could not be carried

out in the face of an observant enemy along any part

of the river bank, excepting only lhal one part which

lies between Jalalpur and Dilawar. In all other

parts, the west tank is open and exposed, but in

this part alone the wooded and rocky hills slope

down lo the river, and offer sufficient cover for tin*

concealment of single sentries. As the distance

along the river bank is less than 10 miles, and was

probably not more than 7 miles from the east end

of the camp, it is easy to understand why Alexander

placed them along this line instead of leaving them

on the much longer route, which he was to march

himself. Another minor particular is the presence

of a rock in the channel by the river, on which,

according to Curtins, one of the* boats was dashed

by the stream. Now. rocks are still to be found in

the river only at Kotera, Mcriftln. Malikpur, and

Shall Kubir. all of which places are between Dilawar

and Jalalpur. The village of Kotera is situated at

the end of a lonir wooded spur, which juts out upon

the river just one mile below Dilawar ITiis wooded

jutting spur, with its adjacent rock, I would identify

with the or promontory of Arrian, and the pclra

ol Curtins.* Beyond the rock there was a large

(woptv 7C X'irftXDtW tft’trrr** /nrot'o r» tin^y

ytA^oito

.

* Arrian, ‘Anabasis. ‘ v. ii .
»j* ar^owu tf~N
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wooded island which screened the foot of the

promontory from the observation of the opposite

bank. There are many islands in this par* of the

Jhelnm, but when a single year is sufficient to destroy

any one of these rapidly formed sandbanks, we can-

not. after the lapse of more than 2000 years, reason-

ably expect to find the island of Alexander. But in

1849. opposite Kotera. there was such an island.

l/l miles in length and half a mile in breadth,

which still exists as a large sandbank. As the

passage was made in the height of the rainy season,

the island, or large sandbank, would naturally have
been covered with tamarisk bushes, which would
have been sufficiently high to screen the movements
of infantry and dismounted cavalry.

The position of the two camps I believe to have
been as follows Alexander, with about 50,000

men. including 5000 Indian auxiliaries under Mophis
of Taxila. had his head-quarters at Jalalpur. and his

camp probably extended for al>out 6 miles along the

bank of the river, from Shah Kabir. 2 miles to the

north-cast of Jalalpur. down to Syndpur. 4 miles to

the west-south-west. The head-quarters of Poms
must have been about Muhabatpur, 4 miles to the

west-south-west of Mong, and 3 miles to the south-

east of Jalalpur. His army of nearly 50,000 men.

'oO 'Yiairnov. Curtius. Vita Alex., viii. II, "Uni ergo

navi, quam petrac fluctua illiscrat. Karcntc cirterre

evadunt."

* See Map No. VII.
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including elephant-riders, archers, and charioteers,

must have occupied about the same extent as the

Maccdtfriian army, and would, therefore, have ex-

tended about 2 miles above, and 4 miles below

Muhabatpur. In these positions, the left flank of

Alexander's camp would have been only 6 miles

from the wooded promontory of Kotera, where he

intended to steal his passage across the river, and
the right flank of the Indian camp would have been

2 miles from Mong, and 6 miles from the point

opposite Kotera.

As my present object is to identify the scene

of Alexander's battle with Porus. and not to describe

the fluctuations of the conflict, it will be sufficient

to quote the concise account of the operation which

is given by Plutarch from Alexander's own letters :—"He took advantage of a dark and stormy night,

with part of his infantry and a select body of cavalry,

to gain a little island in the river, at some distance

from the Indians ; when he was there, he and his

troops were attacked with a most violent wind and
rain, accompanied with dreadful thunder and lightn-

ing." But in spite of the storm and rain, they

pushed on, and wading through the water breast-

high reached the opposite bank of the river in safety

"When they were landed," says Plutarch,* who is

•
'Life of Alexander.' Sir W. Napier has paid a

just tribute to the skill of both generals. .Speaking of

Alexander’s passage of the Granicus. he says that it

cannot “be compared for soldierly skill with his after
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slill quoting Alexander's letters, "he advanced with

the horse 20 stadia before the foot, concluding, that

if the enemy attacked him with their cavalry he

should be greatly their superior, and that if they

made a movement with their infantry his own would

come up in time enough to receive them. ’ From

Arrian* we learn that, as soon as the army had

begun fording the channel, between the island and

the main land, they were seen by the Indian scouts,

who at once dashed off to inform Porus. When the

ford was passed with some difficulty', Alexander

halted to form his little army of 6000 infantry and

about 10,000 cavalry. He then "marched swiftly

forward with 5000 horse, leaving the infantry to

follow him leisurely and in order." While this was

going on, Poms had detached his son with two ot

three thousand horse and one hundred and twenty

chanots to oppose Alexander. The two forces met

at 20 stadia, or 2^4 miles, from the place of crossing,

or about two miles to the north-cast of Mong. Here

the cnar«ots proved useless on the wet and slippery

clay, and were nearly all captured. The conflict,

however, must have been a sharp one, as

Alexander's favourite charger, Bukephalus, was

mortally wounded by the young prince, who was

himself slain, together with 400 of his men. When
Porus heard of the death of his son. he marched

passage ol the Hydaipes, and defeat of Porus. Before

that great man he could not play the same daring game
{’London and Westminster Review.' p 377)

• •Anabasis.' v. 13.
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at once against Alexander with the greater part of

his army; but when he came to a plain, where the

ground was not difficult and slippery, but firm and

sandy, and fitted for the evolutions of his chariots,

he halted and arrayed his troops ready for battle.

His 2(H) elephants were drawn up in front of the

infantry about one plethron. or 100 feet apart, and

the chariots and cavalry were placed on the (lanhs.

By this arrangement, the front of the army facing

north-cast must have occupied an extent of about

4 miles, from the bank of the river to near Lakhna-

wali. the centre of the line being, as nearly as

possible, on the site of the present town of Mong.
Around this place the soil is "firm and sound;'*

but towards the north-east, where Alexander en-

countered the young Indian prince, the surface is

covered with a hard red clay, which becomes both

heavy and slippery after rain.*

When Alexander saw the Indian army drawn up

in battle array, he halted to wait for his infantry,

and to reconnoitre the enemy’s position. As he was

much superior to Porus in cavalry, he resolved not

to attack the centre, where the formidable line of

elephants were supported by masses of infantry, but

to fall upon both flanks and throw the Indians into

disorder. The right wing, led by Alexander him-

*
I apeak from actual observation of the field of

Chilinnwala for some days after the battle, when the

country had been deluged with rain. Both battles were

fought on the same ground, between the town of Mong
and the southern end of the Pnbhi hill#.
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self, drove back the enemy's horse upon the line ol

elephants, which then advanced and kept the Mace-

donians in check for some time. "Wherever Porus

saw cavalry advancing, he opposed elephants, but

these slow and unwieldy animals could not keep

pace with the rapid evolutions of the horse."* At
length the elephants, wounded and frightened,

rushed madly about, trampling down friends as well

as foes. Then the small body of Indian horse being

surrounded, was overpowered by the Macedonians,

and nearly all slain; and the large mass of Indian

infantry, which still held out, being vigorously

altacked on all sides by the victorious horse, broke

their ranks and fled. Then, says Arrian,

t

"Kraterus, and the captains who were with him on

the other side of the river, no sooner perceived the

victory to incline to the Macedonians, than they

passed over, and made a dreadful slaughter of the

Indians in pursuit."

From the last statement which I have quoted,

it is clear that the battle-field was within sight of

Alexander’s camp. Now, this is especially true of

the plain about Mong, which is within easy ken of

the cast of Alexander's camp at Shah-Kabtr, the

nearest point being only 2 miles distant. With this

last strong evidence in favour of Jolalpur ns the site

of Alexander’s camp, I close my discussion of this

interesting question. But as some readers, like Mr.

•Curtius. Viln Alex., viii. 14. 27

t 'Anabasis.' v. 16.
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Grotc,* the historian of Greece, may still think that

General Abbott has shown "highly plausible

reasons" in support of his opinion that Alexander's

camp was at Jhelam. I may here point out that the

village of Pabral, which he has selected as the battle-

field. is not 1css than 14 miles from Jhelam. and

therefore quite beyond the ken of Alexander's camp.

I may quote also Abbott's own admission that the bed

of the Sulfhelr river, a level plain of sand one mile in

width, "is a torrent after heavy rain, and is so full

of quicksands as to be unsuited to military opera-

tions." Now. this very Sukhetr river actually lies

between Pabral and the site of the Indian camp

opposite )helam. and as we know that a heavy storm

of rain had fallen during the preceding night, the

Sukhetr would have been an impossible torrent at

the time of the battle. And so also would have

been the Jada river, which joins the Jhelam just

below the Sukhetr. With these two intervening

rivers, which, whether wet or dry. would have been

obstacles equally great to the march of the Indian

army, and more specially to the passage of the

Indian army, and more specially to the passage of

the war-chariots. I am quite satisfied that the battle-

field could not have been to the north of the Sukhetr

river.

The position of Bukephala still remains to be

discussed. According to Strabo, f the city of Buke-

• ‘History of Greece.' xii. 306. note,

t Gcogr.. xv I. 29
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phala was built on the west bonk of the river, where

Alexander had crossed it ; but Plutarch* says that

it was near the Hydaspcs, in the place whye Bukc-

phalu9 was buried. Arrian, t however, states that it

was built on the site of his camp, and was named
Bukephala in memory of his horse. Diodorus.

Curtius. and Justin leave the exact position undecid-

ed; but they all agree that it was on the opposite

bank of the river to Nikrea, which was certainly bu :
l*

on the field of battle. With these conflicting state-

ments alone to guide us. it is difficult to arrive at

any pos :rivt conclusion. According as we follow

Strabo or Arrian, we must place liul/ephala at Dila-

war, or at Jalalpur. Both places arc equidistant

from the battle-field of Mong, which I take without

much hesitation to be the site of Nikrea. If the two

cities were built on the same plan, which is not im-

probable. then Dilawar would have the preferable

claim to represent Bukephala. as its ruined mound

is of the same size and height as that of Mong. I

have already noticed in another place the possibility

that Bugiad. or Bugial. the name of the district in

which Dilawar is situated, may be only an abbrevia-

tion of Bukephalia by the easy elision of the ph.

But this is only a guess, and I have nothing else to

offer on the subject, save the fact that the ancient

name of Jalalpur was certainly Cirjat(. while that

of Dilawar is quite uncertain, as L'dina/jar is applied

to at least three different places. The claims of

* Life of Alexander
'

t 'An*ba*i».‘ v 19.
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Dilnwnr and Jalalpur arc perhaps equally balanced,

excepting in the one important point of position, in

which the latter has a most decided advantage
; and

as this superiority would not have escaped the keen

observation of the founder ol Alexandria. 1 think that

(alalpur must bo the site of the famous city of Buke-

phala.

Nikcca, or Mong.

The position of Mong has already been des-

cribed. but I may repeat that it is 6 miles to the east

of Jalalpur. and the same distance to the south of

Dilawar. The name is usually pronounced Mong ,

or Mung, but it is written without the nasal, and is

said to have been founded by Raja Moga or Muga .

Me is also called Raja Sandbar, which I take to mean

king of the Sofas. or Sac<r. His brother Rama
founded Rampur, or Ramnngar. the modem Rasul,

which is 6 miles to the north-east of Mong. and exact-

ly opposite Dilawar. His sister's son, named Kam-

kamarath. was Raja of Girjak or (alalpur. The old

ruined inound on which Mong is situated, is 600 feet

long by 400 feet broad and 50 feet high, and is

visible for many miles on all sides. It contains 975

houses built of large old bricks and 5000 inhabitants,

who are chiefly Jats. The old wells are very nu-

merous, their exact number, according to my infor-

mant. being 175.

I have already stated that I take Mong to be

the site of Nikiea. the city which Alexander built on

the scent- of his battle with Porus. Hie evidence
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on this point is. 1 think, as complete as could hr

wished ; but
I hove still to explain how the iuirnr

of Nikfta could have been changed to Mong. The
tradition that the town was founded by R^a Moga
is strongly corroborated by the fad that Maharaja

Moga is mentioned in Mr. Roberts's I axil i inscrip-

tion. Now, Moga is the same name as Moa
.
and

the coins of Moa
, or Manas are still found in Mong.

But the commonest Greek monogram on these coins

forms the letters NIK. which I take to be the abbrevia-

tion of »Vi£o?<j. the place of mintage. If this infer-

ence be correct, as I believe it is. then Niljasa must

have been the principal mint-city of the great king

Moga
, and therefore a place of considerable import-

ance. Aa the town of Mong is traditionally attribu-

ted to Raja Moga as the founder, wc may reasonably

conclude that he must have rebuilt or increased the

place under the new name of Moga-grama, which

in the spoken dialects, would be shortened t »

Mogaon and Mong Coins of all the Indo-fkythian

princes are found at Mong in considerable numbers,

and I sec no reason to doubt that the place is as

old as the time of Alexander. The copper coins of the

Nameless Indo-Scythian king especially arc found

in such numbers at Mong that they arc now com
rnonly known in the neighbourhood as Monga-sahis.

( t ujaral.

The city of Gujarat is situated 9 miles to the

west of the Chenab river, on the high-road from

Jhelam to Lahor. The city is said to have been
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first called Hatrat, and ihe district llairal-dcs.* Its

original foundation is ascribed to a Surajbanti Rajput

named Bachan Pal, of whom nothing more is known
.

and its I'.'storation is attributed lo Ali Khan, a Cujar,

whose name is strangely like that of Alakhana, the

Raja of Gurjjara, who was defeatecd by Sangkara
Varmma between A.D. 883 and 901. Following

up these traditions, Gujarat is said to have been

destroyed in A.D. I 303. and to have been rebuilt by
the Gujars in A.H. 996. or A.D. 1588. during the

reign of Akhar.

Sahala, or Sangala.

The Sangala of Alexander has long ago been
recognized in the Sakala of the Brahmans and the

Sagal of the Buddhists; but its position would still

perhaps have remained undetermined, had it not

fortunately been visited by the Chinese pilgrim

Hwen Thsang in A.D. 630. Both Arrian and

Currius place Sangala to the cast of the Hydraotes.

or Ravi
;
but the itinerary of Hwen Thsang shows

that it was to the west of the Ravi, and as nearly

as possible in the position of the present Sangla-

wala-Tiba
,

or “Sangala Hill/* I first became

acquainted with this place in 1839, when I obtained

a copy of Mogal Bog s manuscript map, compiled

by Wilford, who has three times described its

position in the ‘Asiatic Researchcs/f But I was

•
1 take I lairat to be only an aspirated form o(

Aratta

i VoU. V. 282 ;
vi 520 : i*. 53.
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not able to obtain any account of the place until

1854, when I heard from Colonel G. Hamilton, who
had visited it, and from Captain Blagrave. who had

surveyed it. that Sangala wa* a real hill with traces

of buildings, and with a sheet of water on one side

of it. During my tour through the Panjab, I was

able to visit the hill myself, and I am now satisfied

that it must be the Sangala of Alexander, although

the position does not agree with that which his

historians have assigned to it.

In the time of Hwen Thsang Shc-k.ic-lo. or

Solfala, was in ruins, and the chief town of the

district was Tse-l(ia, or Cfie/fia, which may also be

read as Dhaf^a or Taka. The pilgrim places this

new town at 15 /<’. or 2/i miles, to the north-east

of Sdhala; but as all the country within that range

is open and flat, it is certain that no town could

ever have existed in the position indicated. In the

same direction, however, but at 19 miles, or I I 5 li,

I found the ruins of a large town, called A*arui.

which accord almost exactly with the pilgrim’s

description of the new town of Tse-fyo. It is

necessary to fix the position of this place, because

Hwen Thsang’s measurements, both coming and

going, are referred to it and not to Sakala. From
Kashmir the pilgrim proceeded by Punach to

Rajapurn. a small town in the lower hills, which is

now called Rajaori. From thence he travelled to

the south-east over a mountain, and across a river

called Chcn-la-lo-po-kia. which is the Chandrabhaga,

or modern Cheiutb. to Shc-yc-pu-!o, or Jayaputa
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(probably HSfuabad). where he slept for the night,

and on the next day hr reached 7 sc-frra, the whole*

distance being 700 /i, or 116 miles. A$ a south-

east direction would have taken the pilgrim to the

cast of the Ravi, wc must look for some known point

in his subsequent route as the best means of checking

this erroneous bearing. I his fixed point we find

in 5/ie-/an-fo-/o, the well-known lalantlhara . which

the pilgrim places at 500, plus SO. plus 140 or I >0

//, or altogether between <>90 mid 700 /i to the east

of Tse-^ta. This place was, therefore, as nearly

as possible, equidistant from Rajaori and Jalandhar

Now, Asanir is exactly I 12 miles distant from each

of these places in a direct line drawn on the map.

and as it is undoubtedly a very old place of

considerable size. I am satisfied that it must be the

town of Tsc-fya descried by Hwcn Thsang

In A.D. 630 the pilgrim found the walls of

Saf^ala completely ruined, but their foundations still

remained, showing a circuit of about 20 /». or V/\

miles. In the midst of the ruins there was still a

small portion of the old city inhabited, which was

only 6 or 7 /i. or just one mile, in circuit. Inside

the city there was a monastery of one hundred monks

who studied the Hinayana, or exoteric doctrines of

Buddhism, ami beside it there was a stupa. 200

feet in height, where the four previous Buddhas had

left their footprints. At 5 or 6 li, or less than I

mile, to the north-west, there was a second stupa,

also about 200 feet high, which was built by King
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Asoka on the spot where ihe four previous Buddhas

had explained the law.

Sanglau-ala Tiba is a small rocky hill forming

two sides of a triangle, with the open side towards

the south-east. The north side of the hill rises to

a height of 215 feet, but the north-cast side is only

160 feet. The interior area of the triangle slopes

gradually down to the south-east till it ends abruptly

in a steep bank 32 feet above the ground. This

bank was once crowned with a brick wall, which I

was able to trace only at the east end. where it

joined the rock. The whole area is covered with

brick mins, amongst which I found two square

foundations. Hie bricks arc of a very large size,

I 5 by 9 by 3 inches. During the Inst fifteen years

these bricks have l»ecn removed in great numbers.

\rarly 4000 were carried to the large village of Marh,

6 miles to the north, and about the same number

must have been taken to the top of the hill to form

a tower for the survey operations. The base of the

hill is from I 700 to 1800 feet on each side, or just I

mile in circuit. On the east and south sides the

approach to the hill is covered by a large swamp,

half a mile in length, and nearly a quarter of a mile

in breadth, which dries up annually in the summer,

but during the seasonal mins has a general depth of

about 3 feet. In the time of Alexander this must

have been a fine sheet of water, which has been

gradually lessened in depth by the annual washings

of silt from the hill above. On the north-eastern

side of the hill there are the remains of two large

14
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buildings, from which I obtained old bricks of ihe

enormous size of I7J4 by II by 3 inches. Close

by there is an old well which was lately cleared out

by some of the wandering tribes. On the north-

western side. 1000 feet distant, there is a low ridge

of rock called Murula-lfapura, from 25 to 30 feet in

height, and about 500 feet in length, which has

formerly been covered with brick buildings. At I *4

mile to the south, there is another ridge of three

small hills, called Arna and little Sarxgala, All

ihese biilla arc formed of the same dark grey rock

as that of Chanyot and of the Karann hills to the

west of the Chenab. which contains much iron, but

is not worked on account of the want of fuel. The

production of iron is noticed by Hwen Thsang.

In comparing this account with the description

of the Chinese pilgrim, I only find two places that

can be indentified. The first is the site of the

modern town, which was about a mile in circuit,

and was situated in the midst of the ruins. This I

take to be the hill itself, which accords exactly with

the description, and which would certainly have

been occupied in preference to any part of the open

plain below, on account of its security. The second

is the stupa of Asoka, which was situated at rather

less loan I mile to the north-west of the monastery

inside the town. This ! would identify with the low

ridge of rock on the north-west called Mundapapura,

of which the highest point at the north-western end
is 4<XX) feet, or more than three-quarters of a mile

distant from the central point of ihe triangular area
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of the town. The plain on the north and west sides

of the hill is strewn with broken pottery and frag-

ments of brick for a considerable distance, showing

that the town must once have extended in both of

those directions. But the whole circuit of these

remains did not appear to be more than I /i or I /
miles, or about one-half of HwcnThsang's measure-

ment.

I he Brahmanical accounts of Sakala have been

collected from the Mahabharatn by Professor Lassen

in his ‘Pcntapotamia Indica.** According to that

poem, Sakala. the capital of the Madras, who arc

also called Jartikas and Bahikas. was situated on the

Apaga rivulet to the west of the IraOati

,

or Ravi

river. It was approached from the cast side by

pleasant paths through the Pilu forest,

"Sami pilu K*riran&m vaneshu *ukhavArtma*u

which Professor Lassen translates "per amcen&s syU

varum tramites ambulantcs.' But the Pilu , or

Saloadora Pcrsica, is the commonest wood in this

pari of the Panjab, and is specially abundant in the

Rechna Dnab. In these “Pleasant paths" of the Pilu

forest, the traveller was unfortunately liable to be

despoiled of his clothes by robbers. This descrip-

tion by the author of the Mahabharata was fully

verified by Hwen Thsang in A.D. 630, and again by

myself in 1863. On leaving Sakala. the Chinese

pilgrim travelled eastward into a forest of Po-lo-shc

trees, where his party encountered fifty brigands.

Pentapot. Ind.. pp. 73. 7-1
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who robbed them of their clothes.* In November

1863, I approached Sakala from the east through a

continuous wood of Pilu trees, and pitched my tent

at the foot of the hill. During the night the tent

was three times approached by parlies of robbers

who were detected by the vigilance of my watch

dog. M. Julien has properly rendered Hwen

Thsang Po-lo-she by Palasa, the littlea Jrondosa.

or Dhak. tree; but as the forest consisted of Pilu

trees, both !>efore and after the time of Hwen

Thsang. I would suggest the propriety of correcting

Pi-lo-xhe to Pilo: 1 conjecture that the Chinese

editor of the pilgrim's life, who was most probably

ignorant of the Pilu, substituted the well-known

Palasa , which is frequently mentioned by Hwen

Iltsang, under the belief that he was making an

important and necessary correction.

The country is still well known as Madr-des,

or the district of the Madras, which is said by some

to extend from the Bias to the Jhelam. hut by others

only to the Chenab. Regarding the Apaga rivulet.

I believe that it may be recognized in the A yak

Nadi, a small stream which has its rise in the

Jammu hills to the north-cast of Syalkot. After

passing Syalkot the Ayak runs wcstcily near Sodhrn.

where in the rainy season it throws off its superfluous

water in the Chenab. It then turns to the south-south-

west past Banka and Nandamva to Bhulala. and

continues this same course till within a few miles of

* Tlioueii Tlixang.
' i. 97.
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Asaiur. There il divides into Iwo branches, which,

after passing to the eaal and west of Asarur, rejoin at

I'/l miles to the south of Sangalawala Tiba. Its course

is marked in the revenue survey maps for l^> miles

to the south-west of Sangaln. where it is ealled the

Nananwa canal. An intelligent man of Asarur
informed me that he had seen the bed of the

Nananwa 20 kos to the south-west, and that he had
always heard that it fell into the Ravi a long way
off. This. then, must be Arrian's "small rivulet"

near which Alexander pitched bis camp, at 100

stadia, or 1
1 V2 miles, to the east of the Akesines.

below its junction with the Hydaspes.“ At that

time, therefore, the water of the Ayak must have
flowed for a long distance Iwlow Sangaln, and most

probably fell into ihe Ravi, as stated by my
informant. Near Asarur and Smignla. the Ayak is

now quite dry at all seasons; but there must have

been water in it at Dhakawala only 24 miles above

Asarur. even so late as the reign of Shah Jahan.

when his son Dara Shekoh drew a canal from that

place to his hunting seat at Shckohpura, which is

also called the Ayak. or Jhilri canal.

The Buddhist notices of Sakaln refer chiefly to

its history in connection with Buddhism. There is

the legend of the seven kings who went towards

Sagal to carry’ off Prabhnvati. the wife of king

Kusa.t But the king, mounting an elephant, met

• Anabasis.' vi. 6.

t Hardy. ‘Manual of BoddhUm." 263. note
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them outside ihc city, and cried out with so loud

a voice, "1 am Kuan," that the exclamation was

heard over the whole world, and the seven kings

fled a\Cay in terror. This legend may have some

reference to the seven brothers and sisters of Amba-
Kapa, which is only 40 miles to the east of Sangala.

Before the beginning of the Christian era Saga/ was

the capital of Raja Milinda, whose name is still

famous in all Buddhist countries as the skilful

opponent of the holy Nagascna.* The territory'

was then called Yona. or \ aVana, which might refer

either to the Greek conquerors, or to their Indo-

Scythian successors; but as Nagasena is said to have

lived either 400 or 500 years after Buddha, the date

of Milinda is uncertain. Milinda himself states

that he was born at Alasadda, which was 200

yojans. or about 1400 miles, distant from S&gal.

He was therefore undoubtedly a foreigner; and. in

spite of the exaggerated distance, I would identify

his birthplace with Alexandria Opianc, at the foot

of the Indian Caucasus, about 40 miles to the north

of Kabul. At a somewhat lalcr period. Sahala was

subject to Mahirkul, or Mihi'kul. who lost his

kingdom by an unsuccessful campaign against

Bnlnditya. king of Magadha. But being afterwards

set at liberty by the conqueror, he obtained posses-

sion of Kashmir by treachery. I know of no other

mention of Sakala until A.D. 633, when it was
visited by Hwen Thsang. who describes the

Hardy. Manual o( Buddhiim. 513.
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neighbouring town of Tse-tya as the capital of a

large kingdom, which extended from the Indus to

the Byas, and from the foot of the hills to the

confluence of the five rivers.

The classical notices of Sangala arc confined

to the two historical accounts of Arrian and Curtiua.

and a passing mention by DiodoruB. Curtius simply

calls it “a great city defended not only by a wall,

but by a swamp (palus
)."* But the swamp

was a deep one. as some of the inhabitants after-

wards escaped by swimming across it (paludcn

t

transnacere). Arrian calls it a lake, Mfmj, but adds
that it was not deep, that it was near the city wall,

and that one of the gates opened upon it. He
describes the city itself as strong both by art and
nature, being defended by brick walls and covered

by the lake. Outside the city there was a low hill,

ytfAiwW, which ihe Kath-cans had surrounded with

a triple line of carts for the protection of their camp.f

Idtis little hill I would identify with the low ridge

to the north-west, called Mundapapura, which

would certainly appear to have been outside the

city walls, as the broken bricks and pottery do not

extern! so far.} I conclude that the camp on the

hill was formed chiefly by the fugitives from other

* Vila Alex., ix. I : "Ad magnam dciride urhem
pcrveiiit. non rnuro solum. *ed rtiam paludc munitam

t *Anabasis. * v 22 : KvmXum Bi roO optffa?

trfjiurrijVai'T^v, error <ivtuV e<7Tparo*tfS«i>t>*, <or rp%rr\ov»

rwv ayuifibv.

JSee Map No. VIII.
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places, for whom there was no room in the already

crowded city. The hill mual have been close to

the city walls, because (he Katha'ans, after the

second line of carts had been broken by the Greeks,

fled into the city and shut the gates. It is clear,

therefore, that the triple row of carls could only have
surrounded the hill on three sides, and that the

fourth side was open to the city. The hill was thus

connected with the city as a temporary out-work,
from which the defenders, if overpowered, could

make their escape behind the walls. As the number
of carts captured by Alexander was only 300. the

hill must have been a very small one; for if we
allow 100 carts to each line, the innermost line,

where they were closely packed, at 10 feet per cart,

could not have been more than 1000 feet in length

round the three sides at the hase. Placing the

middle row 50 feet beyond the inner one. its length

would have been 1200 feet, and that of the outer

row. at the same distance, would have Ix-en 1400

feet, or little more than a quarter of a mile. Now
ihis accords so well with the size of the Mtnulapapura

hill, that I feel considerable confidence in the

accuracy of my identification. As these carts were
afterwards used by Ptolemy to form a single line

of barrier outside the lake, we obtain a limit to its

size, as 300 cart3 would not have extended more
than 5000 feet, or about 17 feet per cart, if placed

end to end : but as there may have been numerous
trees on the bank of the lake, the length of the

barrier may be extended to about 6000 feet. Now
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it is remarkable that this is the exact length of this

outer line according to my survey, which shows the

utmost extent of the lake in the rainy season. I

could find no trace of the rampart and dkch with

which Alexander surrounded the town, but I was

not disappointed, ns the wins of two thousand years

must have obliterated them long ago.

The Kathteans made an unsuccessful attempt to

escape across the lake during the night, but they were

checked by the barrier of carts, and driven back into

the city. The walls were then breached by under-

mining. and the place was taken by assault, in which

the Kath<eans, according to Arrian, lost 17,000 slain,

and 70,000 prisoners. Curtins, however, gives the

loss of the Kath-cans at 8000 killed. I am satisfied

that Arrian's numbers arc erroneous, cither through

error or exaggeration, as the city was a small one,

and could not. at the ordinary rate of 400 or 500

square feet to each person, have contained more than

12.000 people. If wc double or triple this for the

influx of fugitives, the whole number would be about

50.000 persons. I should like, therefore, to read

Arrian’s numbers as 7000 slain and I 7,000 prisoners.

This would bring his number of slain into accord

with Curtius, and his total number into accord with

probability.

Both Curtius and Arrian agree in stating that

Alexander had crossed the Hydraotcs before he

advanced against Sangala. which should therefore

be to the cast of that river. But the detailed

measurements of I Iwen Thsang are too precise, the
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statement of the Mahabharnta is too dear, and the

coincidence of name is too exact to be set aside

lightly. Now, the accounts of both Arrian and

Curtius show that Alexander w’as in full march for

the Ganges when he heard "that certain free Indians

and Kath<eans were resolved to give him battle if he

attempted to lead his army thither." Alexander no

sooner heard this than he immediately directed his

march against the Kathasans, that is. he changed the

previous direction of his march, and proceeded

towards Sangala. ITiis was the uniform plan on

which he acted during his campaign in Asia, to leave’

no enemy behind hirn. When he wa9 in full march

tor Persia, he turned aside to besiege Tyre; when

he was in hot pursuit of Bessus, the murderer of

Darius, he turned to the south to subdue Drangiana

and Arachosia; and when he was longing to enter

India, he deviated from his direct march to besiege

Aornos. With the Katha^ans the provocation was

the same. Like the Tyrians, the Drangians, and

the Bazarians of Aornos, they wished to avoid rather

than to oppose Alexander
;
but if attacked they were

resolver! to resist. Alexander was then on the

eastern bank of the Hydraotes, or Ravi, and on the

day after his departure from the river he came to the

city of Pimpranut, where he halted to refresh his

soldiers, and on the third day reached Sangala. As

he was obliged to hall after his first two marches,

they must have been forced ones, of not less than

25 miles each, and his la9t may have been a common
march of 12 or 15 miles. Sangala. therefore, must
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have been about 60 or 65 miles from the camp on the

bank of the Hydraotes. Now this is the exact

distance of the Sangala hill from Lahor which was

most probably the position of Alexander's camp

when he heard of the recusancy of the Kath«i. I

believe, therefore, that Alexander at once gave up

his march to the Ganges, and recrossed the Ravi to

punish the people of Sangala for daring to withhold

their submission.

Taki. or Asarur.

I have already mentioned Asarur as the probable

position of Hwen Thsang's Tsc-lya, which was the

capital of the Panjab in A.D. 633. It is situated about

2 miles to the south of the high-road between Lahor

and Pindi Bhatiyan, l>eing 45 miles from the former,

and 24 from the latter place.* It is 19 miles distant

from Sangala by the road, but not more than 16 miles

in n direct line across the country. Nothing what-

ever is known of its ancient history, but the people

say that it was originally called Utlamnagar, or Uila-

Nagari. and that it was deserted for many centuries,

until Akbar's time, when Ugar Shah, a Dogar. built

the Masj id, which still exists, on the top of the

mound. The antiquity claimed for the place is con-

finned by the large size of the bricks. 18 by 10 by 3

inches, which arc found all over the ruins, and by the

great number of Indo-Scythian coins that arc dis-

covered annually after heavy rain. It therefore

reaches back to the first century before the Christian

See Map No VI.
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era, mid from ils [Motion I believe it to be the Pirn-

prana of Alexander.

The ruins of Asarur consist of an extensive

mound I5»600 feet, or nearly 3 miles in circuit. The

highest point is in the north-west quarter, where the

mound rises to 59 feet above the fields. This part,

which I lake to be the ancient palace, is 600 feet long

and 400 feet broad, and quite regular in shape. It

contains an old well 2 1 feet in diameter, which has

not been used for many years, and is now dry.

The palace is completely surrounded by a line of

large mounds about 25 feet in height, and 8100

feet, or I Yl miles in circuit, which was evidently

the stronghold or citadel of the place. The mounds

are rounded and prominent, like the ruins of large

towers or bastions. On the east and south sides of

the citadel the mass of ruins sinks to 10 and 15

feet in height, but it is twice the size of the citadel,

and is. no doubt, the remains of the old city. I

could find no trace of any ancient buildings, as all

the surface bricks have been long ago carried off

to the neighbouring shrine of Ugar Shah at

Khargtih Mftsrur ; but amongst the old bricks forming

the surrounding wail of the Masjid 1 found three

moulded in different patterns, which could only-

have belonged to buildings of some importance. I

found also a wedgeshaped brick 1 5 inches long and

3 inches thick, with a breadth of 10 inhes at the

narrow end. and nearly \0/ inches at the broad

end. This could only have been made for a stupa, or

a well, but most probably for the latter, as. the
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existing well is 21 feet in diameter. A sarur is

now a small village of only 45 houses.

Hwcn Thsang places Tse-fya at 14 or 15 li,

or l x

/i miles, to the north-east of Salfola; but as

there arc no traces of any former town in this

position. I think it very probable that the true

numbers should be I 14 or 115 /i. or 19 miles, which

is just the distance between Sangala and Asarur by

the road, although in a direct line it is not more

than 16 miles. The circuit of Tsc-fya was about

20 li, or upwards of three miles, which agrees

sufficiently well with my measurement of the ruins

of Asarur at 15,600 feet, or just three miles. At

the time of Hwcn Ihsang'-s visit there were ten

monasteries, but very few Buddhists, and the mass

of the people worshipped the Brahmanical gods.

To the north-east of the town at 10 li, or nearly 2

miles, there was a stupa of Asoka, 200 feet in

height, which marked the spot where Buddha had

halted, and which was said to contain a large

quantity of his relics. This stupa may. I think, be

identified with the little mound of Salar, near Thata

Syadon. just two miles to the north of Asarur.

Rar-si, or hara-Sinha.

On leaving Tse-foa. Hwen Thsang travelled

eastward to Na-lo-Seng-ho, or Nora-Sinha, heyond

which place he entered the forest of Po-lo-shc, or

Pilu trees (Salvadora Pcrsica), where he encountered

the brigands, as already related, dhis town of

Nara-Sinha is, I believe, represented by the large
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ruined mound of Ran-Si , which is situated 9 miles

to t lie? .south of Shekohpura, and 25 miles to the

cast-south-cast of Asarur, and about the same

distance t?> the west of Lahor.* Si, or Sih , is the

usual Indian contraction for Sinh, and Ran is a

well-known interchange of pronunciation with Nar,

as in Rano<l foi Narod, a large town in the Gwalior

territory, about 35 miles to the south of Narwar,

and in Naltfilor for Lol^hnor. the capital of Kotchar ,

or Rohil^hand. In Ransi , therefore, we have not

only an exact correspondence of position, but also

the most precise agreement of name, with the long-

sought-for Nora-Sinha of the Chinese pilgrim.

I his identification is the more valuable, as it

furnishes the most conclusive evidence that could

be desired of the accuracy of Hwen Thsang’s

emplacement of Sangala to the westward of the

Ravi, instead of to the eastward, as indicated by

the classical authorities.

The remains of Ransi consist of a large ruined

mound. 600 feet in length from north to south, and

500 leet from east to west, with a general height

of from 20 to 25 feet. It is thickly covered with

broken bricks of large size, and coins are occasionally

found by the saltpetre manufacturers. All the old

ruined mounds in the Punjab, as Shorkot, Multan,

Harapa, etc., abound in saltpetre, which has been

derived from man's occupation, and which, there-

fore, affords a certain proof that the mound of

• See Map No. VI
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Ransi is nol a natural elevation, but an artificial

accumulation of rubbish, the result of many
centuries. Ransi also possesses a tomb of a iVao-

gaja, or giant of "nine yards," which I believe to

be only the remains of a recumbent statue of

Buddha, after his attainment of Nirvana, or death.

Similar gigantic statues of bricks and mud are still

made in Barma, which, when in mins, present

exactly the same appearance as these Nao-gaja

tombs. As Buddha was believed to have died with

his face to the east, all the Nirvana statues would,

of course, be placed in a direction from north to

south
;
and as Muhammadan tombs in India are

placed in the same direction. I believe that the early

Muattlmans took advantage of these Buddhist statues

to form ready-marie tombs for their leaders who fell

in battle. I shall have more to say on this subject

hereafter, and I only mention it here as another

proof of the antiquity of Ransi.

Ambakapi, or Ama^alis.

Amba and Kapi arc the names of two ruined

mounds, the remains of ancient cities, which are

said to have been called after a brother and sister,

whose story has already been referred to in my
account of Manikyala. According to the legend,

the family consisted of three brothers, named

Sir-kiJp, Sir-suf^, and Amba. and of four sisters,

named Kapi. Kalpi, XIunde, and Mandchi, each

of whom is said to have founded a city to the south

of Shelohpura. and in the immediate vicinity of
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Ran*sj, The ruins of these cities arc pointed out

at the following places :

I si. Sir-kap is a mound of ruins near the

village of Balarh. 6 miles to the south of Shekoh

pura. It is remarkable that the name of Balarh is

also connected with Sirknp in the legends of the

Sindh Sugar Donb. which assign the Balarh Tope

as the sent of this Raja.

2nd. Sir-tul( is a ruined mound, near the

village of Murad, V/2 miles to the south of Shekoh-

pura. and 2^ miles to the north of this Sir-leap

mound.

3rd. A mba is n large ruined mound and

village, upwards of 9 miles to the south of Shekoh-

pura, and one mile to the east of Ran-si.

4th. Kapi. or Kanpi, as it is also written and
pronounced, is a small mound 2J^ miles to the east

of Amba. on the old high-road to Lahor.

5th. Kalpi is another small ruined mound
near the village of Bhuipur. about midway between

ihe mounds of Sri-kap and Amba.
6th. \1undc is a ruined mound and village on

the west bank of the Bagh-bachha river. 8 miles to

the south of Ransi and Amba.
7th. Mandchi is a ruined mound and village

10 the south-easi of Amba and Kapi. from which

11 is equidistant i /2 miles.

All of these mounds arc on the western bank
of the Bagh-bachha river, and at a mean distance

of about 25 miles to the westward of Lahor. The
whole of the villages just mentioned will be found
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in the district map of Lahor, but the mounds them-

selves aic shown only in the large map of the

Sarafour Parganah. 1 have already remarked that

the name of the Bagh-bachha river is most
%
probably

connected with the legend of the "Seven hungry

Tiger Tubs**
{
Bagh-bachhas), whose names arc

preserved in those of the 9cven mounds above

noted. The same story is told here that io so

common in the Sindh Sagar Doab. Rasalu, the

Raja of Syalkot. plays at Chopar with Sir-fop for

a hman head, and having won it accepts his

daughter Kofola instead of the stake, The people

have the most undoubting faith in the truth of this

legend, and they quoted, with evident satisfaction,

the following couplet in support of their belief :—
*Vli?d»0-/w>p<J pu# louti ,

Kalpi bahin chhurau'an a f.‘*

When strife nrose ‘tween Amh and Kap

Their sister Kalpi made it up.

As they could give no explanation of the nature of

this quarrel, the couplet adds but little to our in-

formation regarding the seven brothers and sisters. I

may observe, however, that the junction of the two

names of Amba and Kapi is most probably as old

as the time of Ptolemy, who places a town named
Amafotis, or Amafopis, to the west of Ravi, and

in the immediate neighbourhood of Labofoa, or

Labor.*

* The identification of Ptolemy *» I.ahofoi with Lihor

was first made in Kiepert's Map of India, according to

15
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The mound of Amba is 900 feet square, and

from 25 to 30 feet in height; but as the whole of

ihe surrounding fields, for a breadth of about 600

feet, afe covered with broken pottery, the full

extent of the ancient town may be taken at not less

than 8000 feet, or upwaids of 3 miles in circuit.

The mound itself is covered with broken bricks of

large size, amongst which I discovered several

pieces of carved brick. I found also one piece of

<^rey sandstone, and a piece of speckled iron ore,

similar to tha! of Sangala, and of the Karana hills.

According to the statements of the people, the place

was founded by Raja Amba 1800 or 1900 years ago,

or just about the beginning of the Christian era.

ITis date would make the three brothers contem-

porary with Hushka, Jushka, and Kanishka, the

three great kings of the Yuchi, or Kushan race of

Indo-Scythinns. with whom I am, on other grounds,

inclined to identify them. At present, however, I

am not prepared to enter upon the long discussion

which would Ik* necessary to establish their identity.

Lohowar
.
or Lahor.

rhe gcrat city of Lahor, which has been the

capital of the Panjab for nearly nine hundred years,

is said to have been founded by Lava
,
or Lo, the

son of Rama, after whom it was named Lohaivar.

Ptolemy, which accompanied Lassen's 'Indischc Altcr-

ihumslcur.de/ It has since been confirmed by the re-

searches of Mr. T. H. rhomton. the author of the

History and Antiquities of Lahor.
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Under this form it is mentioned by Abu Rihan

;

but the present form of the name. Lahor, which

was soon adopted by the Muhammadans, has now

become universal. Its history has been Ascribed

by Mr. Thornton in a very full and able account,

replete with interesting information. He has

identified Lahor with the Labol(la of Ptolemy,

which I believe to be correct, taking the first two

syllables Labo to represent the name of Lava. But

I would alter the termination of fc/o to 11(0 . or laha.

thus making the whole name Laboloka for l^aoalaka.

or the “al>ode of LaOa."

Hwcn Thsnng makes no mention of Lahor.

although it is almost certain that he must have

passed through it on his way from Taki to Jalandhar.

I le notes" that he halted for a whole month at ,1

large city on the eastern frontier of Taki ;
but as

this kingdom extendd to the Byas river on the cast,

the great city on its eastern frontier should be looked

for on the line of the Bias, and not on the Ravi.

It was most probably Kasur. The first distinct

mention of l-ahor occurs in the campaigns of

Mahmud of Ghazni, when the Brahman kings of

the Kabul valley, being driven from Peshawar and

Ohind, established their new capital first at Bhira

on the Jhelnm, and afterwards at Lahor. Thus

both jay Pal, and his son Anancl Pal, the successive

antagonists of Mahmud, are called Rajas of Lahor

by Ferishta. This Hindu dynasty was subverted

• Julien's 'Hiouen Thsang,' i. 99.
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in A.D. 1031. when Lahor became the residence of

a Muhammadan governor under Ihe king of

Ghazni.* Upwards of a century later, in A.D.

I 152. when Bahram was driven from Ghazni by

the Afghans of Ghor. his son Kushru established

himself at Lahor. But this new kingdom lasted

for only two generations, until A.D. I 186. when

the sovereignty of the Ghaznovis was finally

extinguished by the capture and imprisonment of

Khusru Malik, the last of his race.

Kusau'ar, or Kasur.

According to the traditions of the people

Kasur was founded by Kusa, the son of Rama,

after whom it was named Kusawar. which, like the

contemporary city of Lohawar. has been slightly

altered in pronunciation by the transposition of the

vowels. The town stands on the high bank of the

old bed of the Bias river. 32 miles to the south-south-

easi of Lahor.f and is popularly said to have once

possessed bara l(ilah ,
or "twelve forts," of which

seven only are now standing. Its antiquity is

undoubted. There are. however, no buildings or

remains of any consequence; but the extent of the

• This date is derived from Fenahta
;
but there are

coins of MakmQd with Arabic and Sanskrit inscriptions,

truck at Mahmfldpur in A.lt. 1019. Mr. Thomas has

identified this city with Lahor. It is found in Abu Kihan.‘

and other Muhammadan historians, under the corrupt

form o( Slandhiikar, 'he capital of Lahor.

f Sec Map No. VI.
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ruins is very great ;* and the situation on the high-

road between Lahor and the old point of junction

of the Bias and Satlcj. opposite Firuzpur, is so

favourable that it must have been occupied at a

very early date. The position also is a strong one.

as it is covered by the Bias river on he south, and

by ravines on the other sides. It is quite impossible

to define the limits of the ancient city, as the suburbs

of the present town are entirely covered with the

ruins of tombs and masjids. and other massive

buildings; but it could not. I think, have occupied

less than one square mile, which would give a

circuit of about four miles for the walled town.

Several of the tombs are fully a mile distant from

the present town; and at least one-half of the

intervening space, which is thickly covered with

ruins, would appear to have belonged to the ancient

city. It seems probable, therefore, that this must

be the "great town" on the eastern frontier of Taki.

that is. on the Bias river, at which Hwen Thsang

halted few a month on his way from the capital of

Talfi to Chinapali. Unfortunately, he has omitted

the usual details, and we have only the one bare

fact, that it was situated somewhere on the right

bank of the Bias opposite l^ahor, to guide us in

determining its position.

•
I speak from personal survey and examination

.

but I can also refer to Lieutenant Barr's 'Kabul and the

Panjab.’ p. 409,
—

"Kasur, a large and ancient town, that

in former days must have covered an extensive area, as

it* ruin* are interminable."
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Chinapati, or Pati.

Hwen Thsang places the town of Chinapati

al 300 li, or 83 miles, lo the cast of TaJfi, a position

which corresponds almost exactly with Patti, a

large and very old town, situated 27 miles to the

north-east of Kasur. and 10 miles to the west of

the Bins river."' Unfortunately ihere is a discre-

pancy in the recorded distance of the next place

visited by the pilgrim, otherwise the site of China-

pati might have been fixed absolutely with reference

to its bearing and distance from the well-known

city of Jalandhar. In the Lifef of Hwen Thsang.

Chinapati is said to l>e 30 li, or 8 miles, to the north-

west of the Tamasa-vana monastery, which was 130

li, or 25 miles, to the south-west of Jalandhar.

But in the TravelsJ of Hwen Thsang the distance

of the monastery is stated at 300 li, or 83 miles,

from Chinapati. This last distance is quite im-

possible. as it would place Chinapati about 30 miles

to the north of Tdlj/. instead of 83 miles to the east

of it. as specified by the pilgrim in his journal. On
the other hand, the shorter distance of eight miles

would place it in the midst of the sandy bed of Bias

river, where no town has ever existed. I would,

therefore, propose to read 130 li, or 23 miles, which

would fix Chinapati at the town of Patti, in the

• Sec Map No. VI.

t Julien's Hiouen rhsang,' i. 102

t Ibid., ii. 196.
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very poaition that has already been determined by

the bearing and distance from 7aty.

Patti is a large brick town of considerable

antiquity. According to Burner* it was^ built in

the reign of Akbar; but he is undoubtedly wrong,

as the town was already the bead of a Parganah in

the time of Humayun, who assigned it to his

servant Jaohar.t It is called PatthHaibatpur by

Abul Fazl.f and it is still known as Haibatpur-

Patti. According to the people, the town received

its Muhammadan name from Haibat Khan, whose

date is not known, but 1 think it probable that he

may be indenfified with Haibat Khnn Shirwnni,

who was a leading noble in the time of Sikandar

Ludi. and who commanded the army of the Afghan

king against Humayun on bis return from Persia.

The antiquity of Patti is proved by the mimlxrs of

burnt bricks and old wells which arc found about

the town. The old dry wells were noted morr

than three hundred years ago by |aohar,§ the

attendant of the Emperor Humayun: and the pro-

fusion of bricks struck Burnes.21 who remarks that

“the houses are constructed of bricks, and the

streets are even laid with them. Some workmen

digging a well in this neighbourhood lately hit upon

a former well on which was a Hindu inscription.

* Travels in Panjiib and Bokhara,* ii. 9

t ’Memoirs of Humayun.* 112.

t Ayiu Akbari.* ii. 260.

§ Memoirs of Humayun.’ p. 113

|| ‘Panjab and Bokhara.* ii. 9.
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It scl forth dial it had been built by one Agurlula,

of whom tradition gives no account.” I visited the

place in 1838, only a few years after Bumes. but

I failed to recover the inscription.

Another proof of antiquity is the presence of

one of the long graves or tombs, which the people

call No-gaja. or "Nine-yards." that is the Giant.

The Patti No-gaja is said by Barr* to have lived

in the time of Alchar ; but these tombs, which arc

common in the north-west of India, arc more

usually referred to the Cihazi*. who fell in fight

against the infidels in the early ages of Muhammada-

nism. I would therefore assign the grace to the

time of Mahmud of Ghazni, and the brick tomb

which has been erected over it to the time of Akbar.

According to Hwen Thsang, the district of

Chinapata was about 2000 li, or 333 miles, in circuit.

With these dimensions, it must have comprised the

whole of the upper Bari Doab. between the Bias and

the Ravi, from the foot of the hills to the old junction

of the Bias and Satlej. near Firuzpur. The name of

* 'hi-na-po-ii, or Chinapati , is referred to the time of

the great Indo-Scythian king Kanishka. who fixed

this place as the residence of his Chinese hostages.

Hie pilgrim adds, that previous to their residence.

India had possessed neither pears nor peaches, both

of which were introduced by the Chinese hostages.

The pears were called Chi-na-ni , or Chinani
,
that is,

“brought from China, and the peaches Chi-no-lo-

• 'Cabul And the Punjab.' p. 62
.
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she-jo-la-lo, or China-raja-putra, that is, the "China

King's sons." This is not quite correct, as both

pears and peaches are found growing wild in the

neighbouring hills. But there arc now twojcinds of

cultivated peaches, the one round and juicy, the

other flat and sweet. The first, which is called arG

in Hindi, and Shaflalu in Persian, is certainly indi-

genous; but the other, which is called Chini-shaftalu.

is most probably that which Hwen ITisang refers to

as having been introduced from China.

3. Shorkot.

I Iwen Thsang calls the central district of the

Panjab Po-ja-lo, or Po-la-fa-to, for which M.

Stanislas Julien proposes to read Parvala. But to

this it may be objected that parVala, which means a

"hill.” could not be. and in fact never is. applied

as a name to any place in the plains. The capital

was situated at 700 /i, or 1 17 miles, to the north-cast

of Multan, a position which agrees almost exactly

with the site of Jhang, on the Chenab. Bui as this

place lies at some distance above the junction of the

Jhclnm and Chenab. it is most probable that it

belonged to the northern division of 7afci. In this

case the distance recorded by Hwen Thsang would

be too great, which might be due to his overlooking

the shortness of the fcos in this part of the country,

as I have already explained in my account of

Singhapura. This Ifos is only I mile and 2^2

furlongs, or just of the common fcos. At this

valuation Hwen Thsang’s distance would be only 76
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miles, which is within a few miles of ihe position of

Shor^ot, or Shut, as it is called in the ‘Ayin Akbari.’

Now the initial syllabi;' po of the Chinese name is

frequently interchanged with the syllable so. of

which wo have a notable instance in PoAo-tu-lo for

So-lo-lu-lo, or Salalura
,
the well-known birthplace of

the famous grammarian Panini. It is quite possible,

therefore, that the same interchange may have oc-

curred in the name of Po-lo-fo-to, for So-la-fa-to, or

Soravali, which would be a synonym for Shared.

This is a more suggestion to account for the Chines. 1

name of the capital, which does not affect the identi-

fication of the province, as it is quite certain, from

its position to the north-east of Multan, that it must

correspond with the parganah. or district of Shorkot.

The people I take to be the Sudra^rr, or Oxudra/(ic

of the classical writers, a point which will be fully

examined in my account of Ajudhan.

The province is described by Hwen Thsang as

being 5000 /i. or 833 miles, in circuit, which must

be greatly exaggerated. On the east the Ixiundary

was limited by the Satlej, which for 100 miles formed

the frontier line of the kingdom of Gurjjara; on the

north it was bounded by the province of Tafci for .i

distance of 200 miles from the Indus to the old junc-

tion of the Byas and Satlej, near Firuzpur; on the

south it was bounded by Multan for a distance of 1 50
miles from the Indus, near Dera Din-panah. to the

Satlej
.
below Pakpalan ; on the west it was bounded

by the Indus itself for about 50 mile9. The total

length of frontier is therefore not more than 520
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miles, which is considerably less than the circuit

recorded by Hwen Thsang. The discrepancy may
perhaps be explained, as before, by the use of the

short ^03 ,
which would reduce the circuit of 833

miles to 531. which agrees very closely with the

actual measurements.

Within these limits there are several important

towns, and many ruined mounds, the remains of

ancient cities, which once played an important part

in the history of the Panjab. These are:

—

|
I, Shorkot.

Richna Doab
, 2 Kq ,

{ 3. Harapa.

Bari Doab 4. Akbar.

* 5. Sntgarha.

Doab
|
(>. Depnlpur.

Jalandhar Pith I 7. Ajudhan.

Shorkol.

Shoil(ot is a huge mound of ruins, which gives

its name to the parganah, or division of Shor. or the

lower half of the Richna Doab.* It was visited by

Btimes.f who describes the place as “a mound of

earth, surrounded by a brick wall, and so high as to

be seen for a circuit of six or eight miles/' He adds

that it is much larger than Sehwan, which, following

the measurement of Do la Hoste. is 1200 feet long,

by 730 feet broad.} According to my information,

• Sec Map No. VI.

t ‘Bokhara and Panjab/ i. 113.

t Joum. Axiat. Soc. Bengal/ 1840. p 913
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Shorkot is much smaller llian Harapa, and about the

size of Akbor, that is, 2(XK) feet by 1000 feet, but

loftier than either of them. The mound is sur-

rounded by a wall of large-sized bricks, which is an

undoubted sign of antiquity. Burnes was informed

by the people that their town had been destroyed by

some king from the westward, about 1 300 years ago.

lire locality leads him to fix on it as the place where

Alexander was wounded, ami to assign its downfall

to Alexander himself. I received the same tradition

about its destruction, which I would attribute to the

White Huns, who must have entered the Panjab

from the westward during the sixth century, or about

the very time specified in the tradition.

The foundation of the city is attributed to a

fabulous Raja Shor, of whom nothing is known but

the name. I think it probable that Shorkot may be

the Alexandria Sorianc. £«pmii/, of Stephanus

Byzantinus. who gives no clue to its position save the

bare fact that it was in India. The names agree so

exactly that
I

feel tempted to suggest that Shorkot

may have been enlarged and strengthened by Philip,

whom Alexander left behind as governor of the

Oxuilrak# and Malli. This suggestion seems the

more probable when we remember that Shorkot was

in the direct line of Alexander's route, from the

junction of the Hydaspcs and Akesines to the capital

of the Malli. I would, therefore, identify it with

the city of the Malli, which, according to Diodorus

and Curtius, surrendered after a short blockade.*

* ‘Diodorus/ xvii. 52 : Curliu*. "corona cepit."
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Curlius* places it at 250 stadia, or 28-% miles, from

the junction of the rivers, a position which corres-

ponds exactly with that of Shorkot. The account of

Arrian differs from that of the other twoTistorinns

in several very important particulars. He states that

the first city taken by Alexander after leaving the

confluence of the rivers was inland 400 stadia, oi 46

miles, t distant from the Akesines, and that it was

captured by assault, I infer that this city was Kol

Kamilla, and I would explain the discrepancy in the

two narratives by a reference to the details of this

campaign which are given by Arrian. Alexander

divided his army into three great bodies, of which the

advanced division, commanded by Hephaction,
marched five days ahead

;
the centre was commanded

by himself, and the rear division, which was com-

manded by Ptolemy, followed three days behind,

As the campaign was directed against the Malli, I

conclude that the army marched by the direct route.

Did Shorkot towards Multan, which was certainly the

capital of the Malli. Shorkot would thus have

fallen to Hephfestion, who commanded the advanced

division of the army. Alexander’s own route will

be described presently, when I come to speak of Kot

Kamalia.

The antiquity of Shorkot may be ascertained

approximately by the coins which are found in its

ruins. fhese consist chiefly of Indo-Scythian copper

• Vita Alex., ix. 4. 10.

t ‘Anabasis,’ vi 7.
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pieces of .ill ages, with a few Hindu specimens, and

a large number of Muhammadan coins. A single

copper piece of Apollodotus was obtained by Burncs.

l*rom these data I would infer that the town was

certainly occupied as early as the time of the Greek

kings of Ariana and the Panjab, and that it was in a

llourishing state during the sway ol the Indo-

Scythions, or from B.C. 126 down to A.D. 250, or

perhaps later. But as the Hindu coins which ! ob-

tained from Shorkot were entirely confined to the

Brahman kings of the Kabul valley and (he Panjab.

I conclude that the place was either deserted, or. at

least, in a very decayed state, during the middle

ages ; and that it was either rc-occupied or restored

in the tenth century by one of these Brahman kings.

Kot Kamalia.

Kot Kamalia is a small but ancient town situated

on an isolated mound on the right or northern bank

of the Ravi, which marks the extreme limit of the

river's fluctuations on that side.* It is 44 miles to

the south-east of the junction of the Hvdaspes and

Akesincs, and J5 miles to the east-south-east of

Shorkot. It possesses an ancient mound of burnt-

brick ruins, and is said to have been overthrown by a

king from the West at the same time as Shorkot and

Harapa. Its present name, according to some

people, was derived from a Muhammadan governor,

named Kamal-ud-din. But this is not certain; and

• Sec Maps Nos. V. and VI.
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I think it is quite possible that it may owe its origin

to the Malli tribe, which still exists in this part of the

country: but whether the name be old or not, it is

quite certain that the site is very ancient: and I am,

therefore, led to believe that it may be identified with

the first city captured by Alexander in his campaign

against the Malli.

Arrian’s account of the capture is so clear and

concise that I will quote it in his ownwords.• ** On
leaving the junction of the rivers Alexander

"marched through a desert country against the Malii,

and the first day pitched his tents on the hanks of a

small rivulet, about one hundred stadia distant from

the river Akesincs. Having there allowed his troops

a little time for refreshment and rest, he ordered

every one to fill all his vessels with water, which

done, he continued his march the remaining part of

that day and all night, and early the next morning

arrived at a city, whither many of the Malii had fled

for refuge, and this was about 400 stadia distant from

the Akesincs." The small rivulet here mentioned

I believe to be the lower course of the Ayclf river,

which rises in the outer range of hills, and flows past

Syalkot towards Sangnla, below which the bed is

still traceable for some distance. It appears again

18 miles to the east of Jhang, ami is finally lost about

12 miles to the east of Sliorkot.f Now somewhere

between these two points Alexander must have

•
'Anabasis.' vi. 7.

t See Maps Nos. V. and VI.
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crossed iKc Ayek> as the desert country, which he

afterwards traversed, lies immediately beyond it.

If he had marched to the south he would have

arrived ij! Shorkot. but he would not have en-

countered any desert, as his route would have bec.i

over the Khadar, or low-lying lands in the valley of

the Chcnab. A inarch of 46 miles in a southerly

direction would have carried him also right up to the

bank of the Hydraotcs. or Ravi, a point which

Alexander only reached, according to Arrian s nar-

rative. after another night's march.* As this march

lasted from the first watch of the night until daylight,

it cannot have heen less than 18 or 20 miles, which

agrees exactly with the distance of the Ravi opposite

Tularr.ba from Kot Kamalia. The direction of

Alexander's march must, therefore, have been to

the south-east: first to the Ayek river, where he

halted to refresh his soldiers, and to fill their water

vessels, and thence across the hard clayey and water-

less tract called Sandar-bar, that is. the bar, a deserl

of the Sandar, oi Chandra river. Thus the position

of the rivulet, the description of the desolate country,

and the distance of the city from the confluence of

the rivers, all agree in fixing the site of the fortress

assaulted by Alexander with Kot Kamalia.

Arrian describes the place as a walled city with

a castle seated on an eminence of difficult access,

which the Indians held for a long time. At last
;
t

• ’Anahasi*.' vi. 7.
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whs tarried by storm, and the whole of the garrison,

to the number of 2000, were put to the sword.

llarapa.

Whilst Alexander was engaged in the assault

of the city just described. Arrian (dates that he had

dispatched Perdikkas with the cavalry against

"another city of the Malii, into which * great body

oi Indians had fled for safety."* His instructions

were to blockade the city until Alexander arrived
:

but tire inhabitants deserted the place on his

approach, and took refuge in the neighbouring

marshes. This city I believe to be Harapa. The
mention of marshes shows that it must have been

near the Ravi, and as Perdikkas was sent in advance

of Alexander, it must also have been beyond Koi

Kanialia. that is, to the cast or south-east of it.

Now this is exactly the |x»silion of Harapa, which is

situated 16 miles to the east -south-east of Kot

Kamalia, and on the opposite high bank of the

RSvi.f riiere are also several marshes in the low

ground in its immediate vicinity.

Harapa has been described by two well-known

travellers, Bumcs and Masson, and to their descrip-

tions I am not able to add much, although I have

been encamped at the place on thicc different

occasions. BurncsJ estimated the extent of the

*
'Anabasis,' vi. 6.

See Maps No*. V and VI.

J Bokhara.' i 117.

16
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ruins as "about three miles in circumference, which

is one-half too much, as the actual ruined mound

forms an irregular square of only half a mile on each

side, or two miles in circuit." But this comprises

only the remains of the walled town, to which we

may luirly add the suburbs, or fields now covered

with broken bricks and other remains, which would

bring ihe size of the old town quite up to Burncs '3

estimate. Masson 4
* notices a tradition that Harapa

once extended on the west as far as Chichawatni, a

distance of 12 miles, which serves, at least, to

show the belief of the people as to the former size

and importance of their town.

The great mass of ruins is on the western side,

where the mound rises to 60 feet in height \n the

centre. At this point there are several massive

walls built of large bricks, which arc, no doubt, the

remains of some extensive building. Yhc other

portions of the mound vary from 30 to 50 fret in

height, the mass being formed almost entirely of

broken bricks. Tradition assigns its foundation to

Raja Harapa, of unknown date, and its destruction

to the same western king, of the sixth century, who

overthrew Shorkot, and whom I believe to have the

leader of the White Huns. The crimes of its lulcr.

who claimed the husband s privilege on every

marriage, are said to have drawn down the vengeance

of Heaven, and Harapa remained uninhabited for

* 'Travels.* i. 453. and Joum. Aniat. Soc Bengal,

vi. 57.
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several centuries. As tire coins that are found in its

ruins are similar to those discovered at Shorkot, I

think that the two places must have experienced the

same fortunes; I would, therefore, assignats down-
fall to the Arabs, who overran the whole of the lower

Punjab immediately after the capture and occupation

of Multan in A.D. 713.

Akbar.

The village of Akbar is situated on the high-

road leading from Lahor to Multan, at 6 miles to

the south-west of Gugera. and 80 miles from Lahor.

fhe ruins of the old town, which stand close to the

village, consist of a large mound 1000 feet square,

with a small castle 200 feet square, and 73 feet high

at its northern end; and a second low mound 800
feet long, and 400 feet broad at the southern end.

it must be a place of great antiquity, as I found many
bricks of very large size, 20 by 10 by 3 /i inches,

such as have not been manufactured for many
centuries past. The place was deserted until about

A.D. 1823, when Gulab Singh Povindia established

the present village of Akbar. The old name is now
utterly lost, which is much to be regretted, as the

number of moulded bricks found amongst the ruins

show that the place must have contained buildings

of some architectural consequence.

Satgarha.

Saiparha is situated 1 3 miles to the east of

Gugera, on one of the projecting points of the high
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bank which marks the limit of ihe windings of the

Ravi on the east. Phe name means ihe “seven

castles," but these no longer exist. There is an old

brick fort on a mound, and several isolated mounds,
covered with broken bricks and other remains, which

mark the site of an ancient city. Old coins are

found in considerable numbers, from the time of the

Indo-Scythians downwards. It has. therefore, most

probably been continuously occupied from the

beginning of the Christian era down to the present

time.

Dcpalpur.

During 'he rule of the Pathon emperors of Delhi.

Dcpalpur was the capital of the northern Panjab.

I* 'vas a favourite residence of Firuz Shah, who
erected a large rnasjid outside the city, and drew a

canal from the Sntlej for the irrigation of its lands.

At ihe time of 1 imur's invasion it was second only

to Multan in size and importance, and was popularly

said to possess 84 towers. 84 masjids, and 84 wells.

At present it is very nearly deserted, there being only

one inhabited street running between the two gates.

In shape it is a square of nearly 1600 feet, with a

projection >00 feel square at the south-east quarter.

To the south-west there is a high ruined mound,
which is said to be the remains of a citadel. It was
connected with the town by a bridge of three arches,

which is still standing : and from its high and com-

manding position I conclude that it must have been
the citadel. To the south and east there are also
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long mounds ol ruins, which arc, no doubt, the

remains of the suburbs. Ihe actual ruins of Dcpal-

pur. including the citadel and suburbs, occupy <\

space three-quarters of a mile in length by half a mile

in breadth or 2/i miles in circuit. But in its flourish-

ing days it must have been much larger, as the field®

to the fast are strewn with bricks right up to the

banks of the canal, near which Firuz Shah's tnasjid

was situated. This extension of the city beyond the

walls may also be inferred from the fact that the

people of Depalpur. on Timur's invasion, sought

refuge in Bhatner, which they would not have done

if their own city had been defensible.

The foundation of the place is assigned to Raja

Deva Pain, whose date is unknown. Its antiquity,

however, is undoubted, as the interior surface on

which the houses are now built is on a level with

the tcricplcin of the ramparts. The old coins, also,

which are found there in great numbers, show that

Depalpur was in existence as early ns the time of the

Indo-Scythinns. I am inclined, therefore, to identify

it with the Doidola of Ptolemy, which was on the

Satlcj to the south of Labobla and Amabatii, or

Lahor and Ambnkapi.

Ajudhan. oi Pakpalan.

Fhc ancient town of Ajudhan is situated on the

high bank of tbc old Satlej. 28 miles to the south-

west of Depalpur. and 10 miles from thr present

course of the river. Its foundation is assigned to a

Hindu saint, or raja, of the same name, of whom
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nothing else is recorded. This pari ol the Donb

is still known as Suraltie*, a name which recalls the

Surakoustc of Diodorus, and the Sudrakce and

Oxutlrako’ of other Greek writers. Now. the

Sudrakcc arc always coupled with the Malli by classi-

cal authors, just as Ajudhan and Multan arc joined

together by the Muhammadan historians. I think,

therefore, that we may look upon Ajudhan and its

neighbour Depalpur as two of the chief cities of the

Sudrakas, or Surakos, who. in the lime of Alexander,

were one of the free nations of India. Dionysius

and Nonnus use the form of Hudarkte, Pliny has

Si/draca, which agrees with Strabo’s Sudrak<e

:

and

Diodorus has Surakoustc. Arrian and Curtins alone

give Oxudrakcv. Strabo adds that they were said

to be descendants of Bacchus;* and as Chares of

Mytilenr states that the name of the Indian god

S«po«fatoi meant or the ’’Wine-bibber." I

infer that the people who boastd a descent from

Bacchus may have called themselves Sural<as, or

Bacchidm. The d in Sudraka? 1 look upon as n

redundant addition of the Greeks, which is also found

in the Adraislar of Arrian and the Andrestce of

Diorlorus. The Sanskrit name of this people was

Arashlraka, or "the Kingless," which is well

preserved in Justin's Aresttr. Sura^ai. or the des-

cendants of Sure, must therefore be the true Greek

form. This is confirmed by the longer form of the

name given by Diodorus as .LV/m.oiWai, which is most

* Geogr.. xiv. I, 8. and 33.
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probably derived from the Sanskrit surd, "wine,"

and k«sa, "mad. or inebriated." It would thus

mean simply the "drunkards." a nickname which

was no doubt given by their Arian neighlyuirs, who
were very liberal in their abuse of the Turanian

population of the Panjab. Thu9 the Kathad of

Sangnla are stigmatized in the Mnh.abharotn as

"thieving Bahikos,'' as well as “wine-bibbers" and

beef enters.’ * They arc also called by a variety

of names, as Matlra, Bahika. Aralla. and JarttibJta .

and not even once by their own proper name, which,

as we know from Alexander’s historians, was

Kalhtvi. which is still preserved in the Kalhi of the

present day. I confess, therefore, that I look ujhiii

many of the ethnic appellations which the Creeks

have handed <lown to us as mere nicknames, or

abusive epithets applied by the Brabmanical Arians

to their 1 uranian neighlxmrs. For instance, the

name of Kambi&tholi. which Arrianf gives to a

people on the Hydraotes. or Ravi, is most probablv

derived from the Sanskrit Kapisaslhala, that is.

“Wine-land, or the Tnvern." which would be a

natural epithet for the country- of the Surdk'isas. or

"wine-bibbers.” Similarly I would explain Oxu-

ilraiffe as Asuialfo, or the “Demons.”

The doubt now arises whether Stirnka. or “the

drinkers." Can have been the true name of this

l>eople. ArrianJ places the Oxudra^o? at the junc-

* Slena ftiih:l/a dhdnagauiiaiavani’piliOa ganiansam

t ‘Irnlica.’ iv.

: Ibid
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tion ol the Hydaspc* and Akcsinc*. where Curtius

locates the Sobii, Diodorus ihe lb<t\ and Simho the

Siba?. The only explanation of this discrepancy

that I can suggest is. the probable confusion between

the' name of Sobii, or Chobiya. of Ferishta.* and that

of Sorii, or Surako. 'Hie former was the name of

the subjects ot Sopeithes, or Sophytcs. whose rule

extended over the Salt Range of mountains above

the junction ol the Hvdaspes and Akcsines. H\c

latter name I would refer to Shorlfot, which 1 have

already identified with Alexandria Sorianc . It is still

the capital of the district of 5hor, which lies just

he* low the junction ol the Hydaspes and Akcsines.

Ilte Sobii, therefore, were the immediate neighbours

of the 5orii, the former people occupying the country

above the confluence of the rivers, and the latter the

country just below it.

This location of the 5orii, or .Sura^as
.
explains

the statement of Anianf that the Kathcei were allies

of the Oxutlrakcc and Maiit. They wore neighbour-

ing nations, who were generally at war with each

other, but were always ready to join against a

common enemy.

Pliny places the limit of Alexander's career in

the territory of the Sudrakas, "in Sudrncis expeditio

Alexnndri termino."t and the altars on the opposite

bank of the Hvphasis. or Bias river. From this point

4 Brigg^a ‘FcrishtA, Introduction, i. Ixxi

t ‘Anaba*i*.’ vi. 22.

! Hi*t. Mat., xii. 12.
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to the river Sydru*, that is the Hesidrus , or Satlej.

he makes the distance 168 Roman, or 154 British

miles; and from the Sydrus to the Jorranes, or

Jumna, exactly the same. But as the whole distance

from the Bias to the Jumna varies from I 50 to 160

miles, from the foot of the hills down to Kasur on

the former river, and down to Karniil on the latter

river. I presume that only one distance, namely, thnt

from iht* Bias to the Jumna, was stated in Pliny's

original authority. The famous spot on the eastern

bank of the Hyphasis. where **Alexander halted and
wept."'1 must have been somewhere in the low

ground between the Sotlcj and the Bias, at a short

distance above the old junction opposite Kasur and

Bazidpur. For 20 miles above this point the courses

of the two rivers ran almost parallel, and within a

few miles of each other, from the earliest times down

to A.D. 1796, when the Satlcj suddenly changed its

course, and joined the Bias above Hari-^i-patan.

Within this range of 20 miles the space between the

two rivers was so small that it might easily have

been overlooked in stating the distance from

Alexander's camp to the Jumna. I believe, how*

ever, that it was actually noted by Alexander's con-

temporaries, for Pliny, after stating the distance to

the Jumna, says, "some copies add five miles

* Gibbon. Decline and Fall of the Roman Umpire :*

“On the eastern hank of the Hyphasis. on tbe verge of

the desert the Macedonian hero halted and wept."
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more.”* Now these five Roman miles are the exact

distance of the old bed of ihe Sallej from the eastern

bank of the Bias, a measurement which some of the

ancient vyriters may have omitted to note as a matter

of little importance. On a general review of all the

data, I think lhat the site of Alexander's altars must

be looked for along the line of the present course of

the Satlej, at a few miles below //arr-^i-pflfan, and

not far from the well-known field of Sobraon, which

is barely five miles distant from several bends of the

old bed of the Satlej. To this point, therefore, the

territory of the Sudraka?. or Suwka*. must have

extended in the time of Alexander.

For many centuries Ajudhan was the principal

ferry on the Satlej. Here met the two great western

roads from Dera Ghazi Khan and Dera Ismail Khan ;

the first via Mankera. Shorkot. and Harapa; the

second via Multan. At this point the great con-

querors Mahmud and Timur, and the great traveller

Ibn Batuta, crossed the Satlej. The fort is said to

have l>een captured by Sabuktugin in A.H. 367, or

A.D. 977-78, during his plundering expedition in the

Panjab; and again by Ibrahim Ghaznavi, in A.H.

472. or A.D. 1079-80. On the invasion of Timur,

the mass of the population fled to Bhatncr. and the

few people that remained were spared by that ruth-

less barbarian out of respect for the famous saint

Farid-ud-din Shakar-ganj, whose shrine is in

• Hist. Nat., vi. 21 : "Exemplaria aliqua adjiciunt

n jinque millia paisuum."
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Ajudhan. From this saint the place derives its

modern name ol Palf-pallan, or the "Ferry of the

Pure One." that is. of Farid, whose latter days were

8pent at Ajudhan. By continued fasting his body is

said to have become so pure that whatever he put

into his mouth to allay the cravings of hunger, even

earth and stones, was immediately turned into sugar,

whence his name of Shalfar-ganj or "Sugar-store.*

Tliis miraculous power is recorded in a well-known

Persian couplet

"Sane dar daft o guhar eardad.

Zaher dar l(dm o thalfar tardad

which may be freely rendered :

—

"Stones in hia hand are changed to money (jewels).

And poi*un in his mouth to honey (sugar)
"

From another memorial couplet we learn that he

died in A.II. 664. or A. I). 1265-66. when he was 95

lunar years of age. But as the old name of Ajudhan
is the only one noted by Ibn Bntuta in A.D. 1334.

and by Timur’s historian in A.D. 1397. it seems

probable that the present name of Pa^-pallan is of

comparatively recent date. It is. perhaps, not older

than the reign of Akbnr, when the saint's descend-

ant, Nur-ud-din, revived the former reputation of the

family by the success of his prayers for an heir to the

throne.

4 Mllt.TAN PROVINCE.

The southern province of the Panjob is Multan.

According to Hwen Thsang it was 4000 li, or 667
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miles, in circuit, which is so much greater than the

tract actually included between the rivers, that it is

almost certain the frontier must have extended

beyond them. In the time of Akbar no less than

seventeen districts, or separate parganahi. were

attached to the province of Multan, of which nil those

that I can identify, namely. Uch, Dirautal. Moj. and

Marol, are to the east of the Satlcj. FlieSe names

are sufficient to show that the eastern frontier of

Multan formerly extended beyond the old bed of

the Ghagar river, to the verge of the Bikaner desert.

This tract, which now forms the territory of Bnhawal*

pur. is most effectually separated from the richer

provinces on the east by the natural barrier of the

Great Desert. Under a strong government it has

always formed a portion of Multan : and it was only

on the decay of the Muhammadan empire of Delhi

that it was made into a separate petty state by

Bahawal Khan. I infer, therefore, that in the

seventh century the province of Multan must have

included the northern half of the present territory of

Bahawalpur. in addition to the tract lying between

the rivers. The northern frontier has already l>een

defined as extending from Deta Din-panoh, on the

Indus, to Pah-paltan on the Sutlej, a distance of 150

miles. On the west the frontier line of the Indus,

down to Khonpur, is 160 miles. On the east, the

line from Pak-pattan to the old bed of the Ghagar

river, is 80 miles; and on the south, from Khanpur

to the Ghagar, the distance is 220 miles. Altoge-

ther. this frontier line is 610 miles. If Hwen
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rhsang's estimate was based on the short ^os of the

Panjab. the circuit will be only ’A of 667 miles, or

437 miles, in which case the province could not have

extended beyond Mithankot on the south.

In describing the geography of Multan it is

necessary to bear in mind the great changes that have

taken place in the courses of all the large rivers that

flow through the province. In the time of Timur

and Akbar the junction of the Cherub and Indus took

place opposite Uchh. 60 miles above the present

confluence at Mithankot. It was unchanged when
Rcnnell wrote his ‘Geography of India,* in A.D.

1788. and still later, in 17%. when visited by

Wilford’s surveyor. Mirza Mogal Bog. But early in

the present century the Indus gradually changed its

course
. and leaving the old channel at 20 miles above

Uchh, continued its course to the south-south- west

.

until it rejoined the old channel at Mithankot.

The present junction of the Ravi and Chcnab

lakes place near Dhilana Sananil. more than 30 miles

above Multan; but in the time of Alexander the

confluence of the Hydmotes and Akr-sines was at a

short distance below the capital of the Malli, which

I have identified with Multan. The old channel still

exists, and is duly entered in the large maps of the

Multan division. It leaves the present bed at Sarai

Siddhfi. and follows a winding course for 30 miles

to the south -south-west, when it suddenly turns to

the west for 18 miles, as far as Multan, and, after

completely encircling the fortress, continues its

westerly course for 5 miles below Multan. It then
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suddenly turns lo the south-south-west for 10 miles,

and is finally lost in the low-lying lands of the bed

ol the Chenab. Even to this day the Ravi clings

to its ancient channel, and at all high floods the

waters of the river still find their way to Multan by

the old bed, as
I
myself have witnessed on two

different occasions. The date of the change is

unknown ;
but it was certainly subsequent to the

capture of Multan by Muhammed bin Kasim in A.D.

713; and from the very numerous existing remains

of canals drawn from the old channel, 1 infer that

the main river must have continued to flow down it

within a comparatively recent period, perhaps even

.»s late as the time of Timur. The change, how-

f ver, must have token place before the reign of

Akbar. as Abul Fazl* describes the distance from

the confluence of the Chenab and Jhelain to that of

the Chenab and Ravi as 27 kos, and the distance of

the latter from the confluence of the Chenab and

Indus as 60 kos, both of which measuremnts agree

with the later state of these rivers.

Hie present confluence of the Bias and Satlej

dates only from about A.D. 1790, when the Satlej

finally deserted its old course by Dharmkot, and

joined the Bias al Hariki-pattan. For many centuries

previously the point of junction had remained

constant just above the ferry of Bhao-ki-pattan,

between Kasur and Firuzpur. This junction is
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mentioned by Jauhar in A.D. 1555,* and by Abul

FazI in I 5%.f But though the confluence of the two

livers near Firuzpur had been long established, yet

even at the latter date the waters of the Bias still

continued to flow down their old channel, ns des-

cribed by Abul Fazl:
—

"For the distance of 12 kos

near Firuzpur the rivers Bias and Sutlej unite, and

these again, as they pass on, divide into four

-streams, the Hut. HarS. band, and Nurni, all of

which rejoin near the city of Multan. ” These former

beds of the Bias and Satlcj still exists, and form a

most complicated network of dry channels, covering

the whole of the Doab between the Satlej and the

high bank of the old Bins. None of the names given

in Gladwyn’s translation of the ‘Ayin Akbari are

now to be found; but I am inclined to attribute this

solely to the imperfection of the Persian alphabet,

which is a constant source of error in the reading of

proper names. The liar 1 would identify with the

Para, the Hart with the Raghi. and the Nurni with

the SCik-Nai, all dry beds of the Bias river to the

south of Harapa. The Dand is probably the

Dhamak . or Dank, an old channel of the Satlej.

which in its lower course takes the name of Bhatiyari.

and passing by Mailsi, Kahror, and Lodhran, joins

the present channel just above its confluence with

the Chcnab. In most of our maps the Old Bias is

* ‘Mi aoirs of Humayun.' p 113.

t 'Ayin Akbari.’ ii. 1(16.
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conducted into the lower course of the Bhatiyari,

whereas its still existing and well-defined channel

joins the Chenab 20 miles below Shujahabad, and

its most southerly point is 10 miles distant from the

nearest bend of the Bhatiyari.

The changes just described are only the most

prominent fluctuations of the Panj&b rivers, which

are constantly shifting their channels. The change

in the Bias is the most striking, us that river has

altogether lost its independent course, and is now a

mere tributary of the Satlcj. But the fluctuations of

the other rivers have been very remarkable. Ilius.

the valley of the Chenab below Kalowal is nearly

30 miles broad, and that of the Ravi, near Cugera.

is 20 miles, the extreme limits of both rivers being

marked by well-defined high banks, on which are

situated many of the most ancient cities of the

Panjab. In the VIu Itan division these old sites arc

very numerous, but they are now mostly deserted

and nameless, and were probably abandoned by

their inhabitants as th- rivers receded from them.

1‘his was certainly the case with the old town of

l ulnmba, which is said to have been deserted so late

.is f50 years ago. in consequence of a change in the

course of the Ravi, by which the water supply of the

town was entirely cut off. The same cause, hut at a

much earlier date, led to the desertion of Atari, :«

ruined town 20 miles to the west-south-west of

TuUniba. which w-as supplied by a canal from the

old bed of the Ravi. The only places which 1 think
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it necessary lo notice in the present account arc the

following :

—

^
I. 1 ulamba.

Bari Donb . . . 2. Atari.
1
3. Mutnn.

Jalandhar Pith . . 4. Kahror.

At junction ... 5. Uchh.

Four of these places arc celebrated in the history of

India, and the second, named Atari. I have added on

account of its size and position, which would certain-

ly have attracted the notice of Alexander and other

conquerors of the Panjab.

Tulamba.
rhe town of I ulamba is situated on the left

bank of the Ravi, at 32 miles to the north-east of

Multan. It is surrounded with a brick wall, and the

houses arc built chiefly of burnt bricks, brought from

the old fort of 1 ulamba. which is situated one mile

to the south of the present town. According to

Masson. * this "must have been in the ancient time

a remarkably strong fortress." which it undoubtedly

was, as I imur left it untouched, because its siege

would have delayed his progress.fit is curious that

it escaped the notice of Burncs, as its lofty walls,

which can be seen from a great distance, generally

attract the attention of travellers. I have visited the

placr twice. It consisted of an open city, protected

* Travels.’ i. 456.

t Briggs’s ‘Ferishla.* i 487.

17
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on the south by a lolly fortress KMX) feel square.

I he oilier rampart is of earth. 200 fret thick, and

20 feet high on the outer face, or lauasebiaie, with a

second rampart of the same height on the top of it.

Both of these were originally laced with large bricks.

12 by 8 by 2/t inches. Inside the rampart there

is a clear space, or ditch. MM) feet in breadth, sur-

rounding an inner fort 4<XI feet square, with walls

•10 feet in height, and in the middle of this there is a

square tower or castle. 70 feet in height, which

commands the whole place, lire numerous frag

meats of bricks lying about, and the still existing

marks of the courses of bricks in many places on the

outer faces of the ramparts, confirm the statements

of the people that the walls were formerly faced with

brick. I have already mentioned that this old fort

is said to have been abandoned by the inhabitants

about 300 years ago. in consequence of the change

in the course of the Ravi, which entirely cut off their

supply of water. The removal is attributed to

Shuj&wal Khan, who was. the son-in-law and

minister of Mahmud Langa ”f Multan, and the

brother-in-law of his successor, from alxnit A.D. I >10

to A.n. I 525.

The antiquity of Tulamba is vouched for by

tradition, and by the large size of the bricks, which

are similar to the oldest in the walls and ruins of

Multan. The old town was plundered and burnt bv

Timur, and its inhabitants massacred; but the

fortress escaped his fury, partly owing to its own

strength and partly to the invader's impatience to
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continue Kis march towards Delhi. There is a tradi-

tion that lulamba was taken by Mahmud of Ghazni,

which is very probably true, as it would have been

only a few miles out ol his direct route to Multan.

For the same reason I am led to believe that it must

have been one of the cities captured by Alexander.

Masson* has already suggested that it represents

"the capital of the Malli,** or perhaps “the fort held

l»y Brahmans, whose defence was so obstinate and

so fatal to themselves, and which was evidently

contiguous to the capital of the Malli.” But as I do

rot agree with either ol these suggestions, I will now

examine and compare the different accounts of this

j>art of Alexander s route.

In my account of kot KantSiia I adduced some

st;cug reasons for identifying that place with the

first city captured by Alexander on his march from

the junction of the Hydaspes and Akesincs against

the Malli. Arrianf then relates that “Alexander,

having allowed his soldiers some time for refresh-

ment and rest, about the first watch of the night set

forward, and marching hard all that night came to

the river Hydraotcs about daylight, and understand-

ing that some parties of the Malii were just passing

thr river, he immediately attacked them and slew

many, and having passed the river himself with his

loiccs in pursuit of those who had gained the further

side, he killed vast numbers of them and took many

‘Travel*,* i. 456.

' Anabasis. ' vi. 3.
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prisoners. However, some of them escaped, ami

l>ctook themselves lo o certain town well fortified

l»lK by art and nature.” A whole night s march

of eight or nine hours could not have been less than

twenty-five miles, which is the exact distance of the

Ravi opposite Tull'mha from Kot Kamalia. Here

then 1 infer that Alexander must have crossed the

Ravi ; and I would identify Tulamba itself with the

"town well fortified both by art and nature.* ’ the art

being the brick walls, and the nature, the enormous

mounds of earthen ramparts. The account of

Curtins* agrees with that of Arrian, "on the bank

of a river another nation mustering forty thousand

infantry opposed him. Crossing the river he put

them to flight, and stormed the lort in which they

took refuge." Diodorus relates the same story of a

people named Agalnssa?. who opposed Alexander

with forty thousand infantry and three thousand

cavalry. All these accounts evidently refer to the

same place, which was a Strong fort neat the left

bank of the Ravi, This description would apply

also to Harapa
:

but I have already shown that

Harapa was most probably the city against which

Perdikkas was detached
:
besides which il is not more

than 16 miles distant from Kot Kamalia. Tulamba.

on the contrary, fulfils all the conditions
;
and is also

• Vita Alex.. ix. 4 10. The text lias in ripd fluminum.

which is an obvious mistake foi fluminis, as is proved by

the use of omnr immediately following
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Oil the high-road to Multan, the capital of the Malli.

against which Alexander was then proceeding.

The name of Agalassa? or A galcsscnsa is

puzzling. According to Arrian the people of the

town were the Malii, but it may be remarked that

neither the Oxudraka* nor the Malli are mentioned

by Diodorus and Curtins until later. Justin couples

a |>eople called Gesleani with the Arcstte or Kathari,

who should therefore be the same as the Malli or

Oxudrakse. but they arc not mentioned by any
other author. A gala or Agalassa might be the

name of the town itself, but unfortunately it has no

similarity with T ulaniba. or with any other place

in the neighbourhood.

Atari.

Die third city captured by Alexander in his

campaign against the Malli is described in similar

terms by all the historians. According to Arrian"

"Alexander then led his army against a certain city

of the Brnchmani. where he heard another body

of the Malii had fled." The garrison "abandoned

the city and lied to the castle, which being stormed

they set fire to their houses, and perished in the

flames. 'About 5000 of them fell during the

siege, and so great was their valour that few came
alive into the* enemy's hands/ 'Both Curtiusf and

Diodorus^ mention the fire, and the stout defence

* Anabasis vi. 7.

t Vita Alex., ix. 4.

t Hist . xvii. 52.
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made by the garrison, which the latter author

numbers at 20.COO men, of whom 3000 only

escaped by taking refuge in the citadel, where they

capitulated. Curtins also states that the citadel

was uninjured, and that Alexander left a garrison

in it.‘

All these accounts agree very well with the

position and size of the old ruined town and fort of

Atari, which is situated 20 miles to the west-south-

west of Tulamba, and on the high-road to Multan.

The remains consist of a strong citadel 750 feet

square and 35 feet high, with a ditch all round it.

and a tower in the centre 50 feet high. On two

sides are the remains of the town forming a mound

20 feet high, and 1200 feet square, the whole being

a mass of ruin 1800 feet in length, and 1200 feet

in breadth. Of its history- there is not even a

tradition, but the large size of the bricks is sufficient

to show that it must be a place of considerable

antiquity. The name of the old city is quite un-

known. AlSri is simply that of the adjacent village,

which is of recent origin, having been established

by a member of the Atariwala family of Sikhs. But

judging from its size and strength, and its very

favourable position between Tulamba and Multan,

I think that the ruined mound of Atari has a very

good claim to be indentified with the strong city of

• Vita Alex., ix. 4. "An emt oppidi intacta. in qua

presidium dereliquit."
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rhe Brahmans which made so stout a defence

against Alexander.

Curtius adds some particulars about this city,

which arc not even alluded to by either Arrian or

Diodorus: but they are still deserving of considera-

tion, as they may perhaps be founded on the state-

ments of one of the companions. He states that

Alexander ’’went completely round the citadel in a

boat,' * which is probable enough, as its ditch was

no doubt capable of being filled at pleasure with

water from the Ravi, as was actually the case with

the ditch of Multan. Now the old citadel of Atari

is still surrounded by a ditch which could easily have

been filled from some one of the old canals that pass

close by the place. The number of these canal beds

is most remarkable: I counted no less than twelve

of them in close parallel lines immediately to the

west of Atari, all of them drawn from the old bed

of the Ravi to the south of Sarai Siddhu. I am
therefore quite prepared to admit the probability that

the city of the Brahmans was surrounded by a wet

ditch on which Alexander embarked to inspect the

fortifications. But when Curtius adds that the three

greatest rivers in India, except the Canges, namely

the Indus, the Hydaspes. and the Akcsincs. joined

their waters to form a ditch round the castle.* I can

* Vita Alex., ix. 4. "Ipse nnvigio circumvectus r*t

Arcem : quippe tri* fiumina. totfi India pnrter Gnngrn

maxima, munimento arcis applicant undo*. A septentrione

Indus alluit : a meridie Acennes Hydaspi ronfunditur."
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only suppose either that the passage has been

accidentally transferred from the account of some

later siege of a city situated below the continence of

the Five Rivers, or that the author has mixed up into

one account two and perfectly distinct statements

concerning the ditches of the fort and the confluence

of the rivers. Diodorus also describes the junction of

the rivers, but as be makes no allusion to their waters

forming a ditch about the fort, it is quite possible that

this account of three rivers may be due to the inflated

imagination of CurtiuS.

Multan.

The famous metropolis of Multan was originally

situated on two islands in the Ravi, but the river has

long ago deserted its old channel, and its nearest

point is now more than 30 miles distant. But during

high floods the waters of the Ravi still flow down

their old bed, and I have twice seen the ditches of

Multan filled by the natural overflow of the river.*

Multan consists of a walled city and a strong fortress,

situated on opposite banks of an old bed of the Ravi,

^ Burnes. Travels in the Punjab* Bokhara/ etc. i.

97, erroneously attribute* the inundation of thr country

around Multan to the ( henab and its canal*. If hr

had travelled by land instead of by the river, hr would

have seen that the inundation is due to the flood waters

of the Kavi resuming their ancient course from *Snrai

^iddhu direct upon Multan. I travelled ovri thin line in

the end of AurusI, 1856. and saw the old bed of the

Ravi in full flood
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which once flowed between them ns well as aiound

them. The original site consisted of two low mounds

not more than or 10 feet high above the general

level of the country-. The present height varies

from 45 to 50 feet, the diflcrence of 35 to 40 feet

being simply the accumulation of rubbish during the

lapse of many centuries. T his fact I ascertained

personally by sinking several wells down to the

level of the natural soil, that is. of soil unmixed

with bricks, ashes, and other evidences of man i

occupation.

The citadel may be described as on irregular

semicircle, with a diameter, or straight side of 2500

feel facing the north-west, and a curved front of

4100 feet towards the city, making a circuit of 6600

feet, or just one mile and n quarter. It had 46

lowers or bastions, including the two flanking towers

at each ol the four gates. The walled city, which

envelopes the citadel lor more than two-thirds of tlv

curve, is 4200 leet in length, and 2400 feet in

breadth . with Ihe long straight side facing the south-

west. Altogether the walled < ircuit of Multan,

including both city and citadel, is IS. 000 feet, or

vttv nearly 3 miles, and the whole circuit of the

place, including its suburbs, is A/ miles. Hus last

measurement agrees very nearly with the estimate of

Mwc ii Thsnn2 . who mokes the circuit of Multan 30

/i. or ji'sl miles. * It agrees even more exactly with

the estimate of Elphinstone. who. with his usual

* Julien's 'Hinurn Thtting.* iii 173.
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accuracy, describes Multan as "above four miles

and a half in circumference.”* The fortress had
no ditch when seen hy Elphinstonc and Buriies. as

it was originally surrounded by the waters of the Ravi.

But shortly after Burner's visit, a ditch was added
by Sawn n Mall, the energetic governor of Ranjit

Singh. The walls are said lo have Ixren built by
Murad Baksh, the youngest son of Shah Johan ; but

when I dismantled the defences of Multan in 1 854.

I found that the walls were generally double, the

outer wall being about A feet thick, and the inner

wall i/2 feet to 4 fcct.+ I conclude, therefore, that

only the outer wall, or facing, was the work of

Murad Baksh. Hie whole was built of burnt bricks

and mud. excepting the outer courses, which were

laid in lime-mortar to a depth of 9 inches.

Multan is known by several different names,

but all of them refer cither to Vishnu or to the Sun.

the latter being the great object of worship in the

famous temple that once crowned the citadel. Abu
Rihan mentions ihe names of Kati/apa-pura. Hansa-

puro, Bhagapma. and Sambaputa, to which I may

•
‘Kabul.’ i. 27.

t It may be interesting 10 note that on dismantling the

wail near the Sifr/ii Dan&azti. or ”.Sp ked C ite." I found

the only two shot that were fired from the great one

hundred-pounder gun, which the /Ihangi \/iuil of Sikhs

brought against Mult-in in the beginning of this century.

The two shot had completely penetrated through the

brick wall of 7 feet, and were within three feet of each
other.
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add, I’rahladapura and Adyanlhana. According lo

the traditions of the people, Kasyapa-pura was

founded by KasyopH, who was the father of the

twelve Adilyas, or Sun-gods, by Adili, and of the

Daityas, or Titans, by Dili. He was succeeded by

his eldest son, the Daitya , named / liranya-Kasipu,

who is famous throughout India for hi9 denial of

the omnipresence of Vishnu, which led to the mani-

festation of the Narasinha, or "Man-lion" avatar.

He was followed by his still more famous son

Prahlada, the ardent worshipper of Vishnu, after

whom the city was named I’rahladapura. His

great-grandson. Buna commonly called liana the

Asnr, was the unsuccessful antagonist of Krishna,

who took possession of the kingdom of Multan.

Here Sumbfl, th« son of Krishna, established himself

in the grove uf MUta-Oana, and by assiduous devo-

tion to A/ilia, or the “Sun." was cured ol his leprosy.

He then erected a golden statue of Milra, in a temple

named Ailynslhuna, or the "First Shrine, and the

worship of the Sun thus began by Samba, has

continued at Multan down to the present day.

lire story ol Samba, the son ol Krishna, is told

in the Bhavahya I’uruna

*

but as it places the

Milra-vana, or
*

‘Sun-grove, on the bank of the

Chandrabhaga. or Chenab river, its composition

must be assigned to a comparatively late period,

when all remembrance of the old course of the Ravi

• Wilford. "Asiatic Researches." xi 69: and H. H.

Wilson, in Remand. 'Memoire set I'lnde." p. 592.
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flowing past Multan had died away. We know,

however, from other sources, that the Sun-worship

at Multan must be very ancient. In thr seventh

century I Iwtn fhsang found a magnificent temple

with a golden statue of the god most richly adorned,

to which the kings of all parts of India sent offerings.

Hence the place became commonly known amongst

the early Arab conquerors as “The Golden

Temple;” and Mnsudi even affirms that cl Multan

means "meadows of gold."* Hwcn Thsang calls

it Meu-to-san-pu-lo, which, according to M. Vivien

de St. Martin, is a transcription of Mula.sthanipuia.

Hie people themselves refer the name to Mula-

slhana, which agrees with the form of Mula- tana.

quoted by Abu Rihan from a Kashmirian writer.

Mula means "root, or origin,' and slhana, or than.

in the spoken dialects, means "place, or shrine.'

Hence. Mula-sthana is the "Temple ol Mula."

which I take to be an appellation of the Sun. In the

,1 rv.a’ahosha one of the nanu s of the Sun is I

'

radhna .

which is nUo given «is a synonym ol Mula ; hcncc

vtad/ma must lx connected with the Latin radix and

radius
f
and also with the Greek pri/foiv. But ns radix

signifies not only origin, or root, in genenil, but also

r particular root, the radish, so also does mti/d

* Masiidi. GiMcmri*trr
.

’ p IH “doimim «uir*m:"

so also Sir H M. Illicit.
’ Muhammadan Hwtoruin*.* p

56 ; but «it p. 57 her translated "golden temple.*’ Prof

Dowaon. i. 2J. has “boundary of the house ol gold.”

translating Masudi; and at i. Ml. "the house* of gold.”

translating Idrisi.
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signify origin, oi root, and mulatto, or muli, a radish.

I ho connection between a sunbeam and a radish

obviously lies in their similarity of shape, and hence

the terms tailius and mula are both applied to the

spoke of a wheel. Mula-sthana is said by Wilson
to mean "heaven, ether, space, atmosphere. God.”
any one of which names would be applicable to the

Sun as the lord of the ethereal space. For these

reasons I infer that mula is only an epithet of liter

Sun, as the God of rays, and that V/ula-sfhana-pura

means simply the "city of the Temple of the Sun."
Bhaga and IIansa are well-known names of the Sun ;

and therefore Rhagapura and Hansapura are only

synonyms of the name of Multan. The earliest

name is said to have been Kasi/apapura. or as it is

usually pronounced. Kasappur
. which I take to be

the Kaspapuros of Hclcataeus. and the Kaspaturos of
I lerodotus, as well as the Kaspcira of Ptolemy. The
last town is placed at a bend on the lower course of

the lihuailis. or Ravi, just above its junction with

the Santiobag, or ChandrabhSga. The position of

Kaspcira therefore agrees most exactly with that of

Kasyapapura or Multan, which is situated on the old

bank of the Ravi, just at the [joint where the channel

changes its course from south-east to east. This

identification is most important, as it establishes the

fact that Multan or Kaspcira. in the territory of the

Kaspeirei. whose dominion extended from Kashmir
to Mathura. mu9t have been the principal city in the

Panjab towards the middle of the second century of

the Christian era. But in the seventh century it had
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already acquired the name of Mulasthanapura, or

Million
.
which was the only name known lo the

Arab authors clown (o the time of Abu Rihan. whose

acquirement of Sanskrit gave him access to the native

literature, bom which he drew some of the other

names already quoted. The name of Adyaslhana,

or "First Shrine," is applied in the BhaVishya

Parana to the original temple of the Sun. which is

said to have been built by Samba, the son of Krishna :

but adya is perhaps onlv a corruption of Adilya, or

the Sun, which is usually shortened to adil, and even

ait. as in adihcdr and ailwdr lor A dilyawara. or

Sunday. Biladuri calls the idol a representation of

the prophet Job. or Ayub. which is an easy misread

ing of for*it-’-'‘. adil. Prahlailapnra, or

Pahladpur, refers to the temple of the JVarsingA

A valor, which is still called Pahladpuri. Whet;

Barnes was at Multan, this temple was the principal

shrine in the place, but the roof was thrown down

by the explosion of the powder magazine during the

siege in January, IR49, and it has not since been

repaired. It stands at the north-eastern angle of the

citadel, close lo the tomb of Bahawal Hak. The

great temple of the Sun stood in the very middle of

the citadel, but it was destroyed during the reign ol

Auningzib. and the Jftmni Masjid was erected on its

*itc. This inftsjid was the powder magazine ol the

Sikhs, which was blown up in 1849.

By the identification of Kasyapapura with th<

Kaspcira of Ptolemy I have shown that Multan was

situated on the bank of the Ravi in the first half of
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,lu* s«ond century of the Christian era. Hwen
I haang unfortunately makes no mention of the river

;

but a few years after his visit the Brahman Rajah of

Sindh, named Clinch, invaded and captured Multan,
and the details of his campaign show that the Ravi
still continued to flow under its walls in the middle
of the seventh century. They show also that the

Bias then flowed in an independent channel to the

east and south of Multan. According to the native

chronicles of Sindh, «'hach advanced t< Pabiya, or

Raha/a* on the south bank of the BiAs, from whence
lie advanced to Sukah or Sikkah on the bank of the

Ravi, at a short distance to the eastward of Multan.
I his place was soon deserted by its defenders, who
retired towards Multan, and joined Raja liajhra in

opposing Dutch on the banks of the Ravi. After a

stout fight the Multanis were defeated by Chach.
and retired into their fortress, which after a long

siege surrendered on terms.

t

I"his brief notice of the campaign of Chach will

now enable us to understand more clearly the

campaign of Alexander against the capital of the

Malli. My last notice left him at the strong

Brahman city, which I have identified with Atari.

J4 miles to the north-east of Multan, and on the

* Sir Henry Elliot reads Pabiyo. if'rof. Dowson’s

edition, i. HI. I Lieut. Postans read* IIAhiya. (Journ.

Asiat. Sot Bengal. 1841. p. 195.)

t Lieut. Postans in Journ Asiat. Sor. Bengal. I8J8,

p. 94. Sir H. W. Elliot. ‘I listuiy of India,’ ediled '.>v Prof.

Dowson. i. 145.
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high-road from Tulamba. Here I will resume the

narrativc of Arrian.* "Having larricd there on.

<lay lo refresh his army, he then directed his march

against others of the same nation, who. he was in-

formed. had abandoned their cities and retired into

the deserts; and taking another day’s rest, on the

next he commanded Python, and Demetrius the

captain of a troop of horse, with the forces they then

had. and a party of light armed foot, to return im-

mediately to the river, etc. In the meanwhile he led

his forces to the capital city of the Malii. whither,

he was informed, many of the inhabitants of other

cities had fled for their better security." Herr we

sec that Alexander made just two marches from the

Brahman city to the capital, which agrees very well

with the distance of 34 miles between Atari and

Multan. In searching for the chief city of the Malii

or Malii, we must remember that Multan has always

been the capital of the Lower Panjab. that it is four

times the size of any other place, and is undeniably

the strongest fort in this part of the country’. All

these properties belonged also to the chief city of the

Malii. It was the capital of the country; it had the

greatest number of defenders. 50,000 according to

Arrian, and was therefore the largest place; and

lastly, it must have been the strongest place, as

Arrian relates that the inhabitants of other cities had

lied to it "tor better security ’ For these reasons

I am quite satisfied that the capital city of the Malii

• 'Anahnis." vi 8.
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wiis the modern Multan ; but the identification will

be still further confirmed as we proceed with Arrian’s

narrative.

On Alexander's approach the Indians came out

of their city, and "crossing the river Hydraotes.

drew up their forces upon the bulk thereof, which

was steep and difficult of ascent, as though they

would have olrslructed his passage. . . when he

arrived there, and saw the enemy’s army posted on

the opposite bank, he made no delay, but instantly

entered the river with the troops of horse he had

brought with him.” The Indians at first retired;

"but when they perceived that their pursuers were

only a party of horse, they faced about and resolved

to give him battle, being about 30,000 in number.’’

from this account I infer that Alexander must have

advanced upon Multan from the east, his march, like

that of Chach. being determined by the natural

features of the country. Now the course of the old

bed of the Ravi for 18 miles above Multan is almost

due west, and consequently Alexander’s march must

have brought him to the fort of Subah or Sikk^h,

which was on the bank of the Ravi at a short distance

to the east of Multan. From this point the same
narrative will describe the progress of both con-

querors. rhe town on the cast bank of the Ravi

was deserted by its garrison, who retired across the

river, where they halted and fought, and being beaten

cook refuge in the citadel. The fort of Sukali must
have been somewhat near the present Mari Silal,

18
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which is on the bank of the old bed of the Ravi.

l x

/l miles to the cast of Multan.

At the assault of the capital Alexander was

dangerously wounded, and his enraged troops

spared neither the aged, nor the women, nor the

children, and every soul was put to the sword.

Diodorus anti Curtiua assign this city to the

Oxudrakar; bul Arrian distinctly refutes this

opinion,* "for ihe city," he says “belonged to the

Malii, and from that people he received the wound.

1 he Malii indeed designed to have joined their forces

with the Oxudrnk<r, and so to have given him battle

;

but Alexander's hasty and unexpected march
through the dry and barren waste prevented their

union, so that they could not give any assistance to

each other.” Strabo also says that Alexander re-

ceived his wound at the capture of a city of the

Malii.

t

When Alexander opened his campaign against

the Malii, he dispatched Heph*stion with the main

body of the army five days in advance. w>ith orders

to await his arrival at the confluence of the Akesincs

and Hydraotes.J Accordingly after the capture of

the Mallian capital, “as soon as his health would

admit, he ordered himself to be conveyed to the

banks of the river Hydraotes. and from thence down

the stream to the camp, which was near the

* 'Anabasis.' vi. II.

t Gcogr.. xv. I, 33.

I Anabar.il,* vi. 5.
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confluence of the Hydraotes and Akesines, where

Hephwstion had the command of the army and

Nearchus of the navy." Here he received the

ambassadors from the Oxudraksc and Malii tendering

their allegiance. He then sailed down the Akesines

to its confluence with the Indus, where he “tanied

with his fleet till Pcrdikkas arrived with the army

under his command, having subdued the Abastani,

one of the free nations of India, on his way.”

At the capture of Multan by Chach. in the

middle of the seventh century, the waters of the

Ravi were still flowing under the walls of the fortress,

but in A.D. 713. when the citadel was besieged by

Muhammad bin Kasim, it is stated by Biladuri* that

"the city was supplied with water by a stream

flowing from the river (name left blank by M.

Rcinaud); Muhammad cut off the water, and the

inhabitants, pressed by thirst, surrendered at discre-

tion. All the men capable of bearing arms were put

to death, and the women and children, with 6000

priests of the temple, were made slaves." The

canal is said to have been shown to Muhammad by

a traitor. I am willing to accept this account as a

proof that the main stream of the Ravi had already

deserted its old channel: but it is quite impossible

that Multan could have been forced to surrender

from want of water. I have already explained that

one branch of the Ravi formerly flowed between the

city and fortress of Multan, and that the old bed still

• Rcinaud. ‘Fragments Arabes.' p. 199.
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exists as a deep hollow, in which water can be

reached at most times by merely scratch ing the .sur-

face. and at all times by a few minutes" easy digging.

Even in the time of Edrisi* the environs of the town

are said to have been watered by a small river, and

I conclude that some branch of the Ravi must still

have flowed down to Multan. But though the

narrative of Bilnduri is undoubtedly erroneous as

to the immediate cause of surrender. I am yet inclined

to believe that all the other circumstances may be

quite true. Thus, when the main stream of the Ravi

deserted Multan, the city, which is still unwalled on

the side towards the citadel, must have been protect-

ed by continuing its defences right across the old bed
of the river to connect them with those of the fortress.

In these new walls, openings must have been left for

the passage of the waters of the canal or branch of the

Ravi, whichever it may have been, similar to those

which existed in modern times. Edrisi specially

notes that Multan was commanded by a citadel,

which had four gates, and was surrounded by a ditch.

I infer, therefore, that Muhammad Kasim may have
captured Multan in the same way that Cyrus captured

Babylon, by the diversion of the waters which flowed

through the city into another channel. In this way
he could have entered the city by the dry bed of the

river, after which it is quite possible that the garrison

of the citadel may have been forced to surrender from
want of water. At the present day there are several

* Geogr.. Jaubert'n trsiulation. i. 168
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wclla in the fortress, bnl only one of them is said lo be
ancient: and one well would be quite insufficient for

the supply even of a small garrison of >000 men.

Kahror.

The ancient town of Kahror is situated on the

southern bank of the old Bias river. 50 miles to the

south-east of Multan, and 20 miles to (he north-easi

of Bnhnwalpur. It is mentioned as one of the towns
which submitted to Chach* after the capture of

Multan in the middle of the seventh century. But the

interest attached to Knhror rests on its fame as the

scene of the great battle between Vikramaditya and
the Sakas. in A.D. 79. Abu Rihnn describes its

position as situated between Multan and the castle

of l^oni. I he latter place is most probably intended

for Lutlhan. an ancient town situated near the old

bed of the Satlcj river. 44 miles to the east-north-east

of Kahror. and 70 miles to the cast -south-east of

Multan. Its position is therefore very nearly halfway

between Multan and Lndhan. ns described by Abn
Rihnn.

Uchh.

1 he old town of Uchh is situated on the eastern

bank of the Panjnad, 70 miles to the south-south-

west of Multan, and 45 miles to the north-east of the

* Lieut. I’oftan*. Journ. Asint. Soc.. Bengal. 18)8. p

95. where the translator read* Korad. •*)>’. instead of ;; d>

Kator.
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present confluence with the Indus at Mithunkot.

The change in ihc course ol the Indus has taken place

since the time of Wilford's surveyor. Mirra Mogal

Beg, who surveyed the Punjab and Kabul between

the years 1786 and 17%. and this part in 1787-88.

The former channel still exists under the name of

Ncla Puran, or the "Old Stream." Uchcha means

"high, lofty,” both in Sanskrit and in Hindi: and

Uchcharagti’ is therefore a common name for any

place situated on a height. Thus we have Uchcha-

gaon or Bularulshahr. as the Muhammadans call it,

on the high Ijank of the Kali Nadi. 4(1 miles to the

south-east of Delhi. We have another Uchh on a

mound to the west of the confluence of the Chenab

and ]helnm
: and a third Uchh, which is also situated

on a mound, is the subject of the present description.

According to Burncs.’* Uchh is formed of three

distinct towns, a few hundred yards apart from each

other, and each encompassed by a brick wall, now

in ruins. Massonf mentions only two separate

towns : but the people themselves say that there were

once seven different towns namd Uchchanagar. In

Mogal Beg's trap Uchh is entered with the remark,

"consisting of seven distinct villages." According

to Masson, Uchh is chiefly "distinguished by the

ruins of the former towns, which arc very extensive,

and attest the pristine prosperity of the locality.’

Accordng to Burnes. the town of Uchh stands on a

• -Bokhara,' i. 79.

t. Travel*.’ i. 22.
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mound, which he judged, from a section exposed

by an inundation of the Chenab, lo be formed of the

ruins of houses. This opinion is doubtless correct,

as the place has been repeatedly destroyed and

rebuilt. After the last great siege, in A.H. 931, or

A.D. 1324-23. by Husen Shah Arghun, the walls of

Uchli were levelled to the ground, and the gates and

Other materials were carried off to Bakar in boats."

Its favourable position at the old confluence of the

Panjab rivers must have made it a place of import-

ance from the earliest times. Accordingly, we Icam

from Arrian that Alexander ‘‘ordered a city to be

built at the confluence of the two rivers, imagining

that by the advantage of such a situation it would

become rich and populous, “t It is probably this

city which is mentioned by Rashid ud dinj as the

capital of one of the four principalities of Sindh

under Ayand

,

the son of Kafand, who reigned after

Alexander. He calls the place Askaland-usah.

which would be an easy corruption of Alexandria

Uchcha, or Ussa. as the Greeks must have written it.

I think, also, that Uchh must be the Is^andar, or

Alexandria, of the Chach-namah, which was cap-

tured by Chach on his expedition against Multan
.

%

After the Muhammadan conquest the place is

mentioned only by its native name of Uchh. It was

captured by Mahmud of Ghazni, and Muhammad

• Pojtans, Journ Asiat Soc- Bengal. 1841. p. 273.

t Anabasis, vi. 15.

1 Postan a. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1838. p. 9*1
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Ghori. and it was the chief city of Upper Sindh under

Noser ud din KuhAchah. At a later period it formed

part of the independent kingdom of Multan, which

was established shortly after the troubles that

followed the invasion of Timur.* In A.D. I 524 it

was taken by storm by Shah Huscn or Hasan Arghuii

of Sindh, when its walls were dismantled, as I have

already noticed. But after the inpturc of Multan,

Huscn ordered the fort of Uchh to lx* rebuilt, in

which he left a large garrison to secure the posses-

sion of his recent conquests. In the reign of Akbar.

Uchh was permanently annexed to the Mogul empire,

arid is included by Abul Fazl amongst the separate

districts of the Subah of Multan.

The country at the confluence of the Panjab

rivers is assigned by Curtius to the Sambracat or

Sabraco?. and by Diodorus to the Sambashc They

arc not mentioned by Arrian, at least under this

name; hut I think that the Ossadii, who tendered

their allegiance to Alexander at the confluence of the

rivers, were the same people. It is probable also

that the /Ibasfani, who were subdued by Perdikkas,

belonged to the same class. Perdikkas had been

dispatched by Alexander to the east of the Ravi,

where he captured a town which I have identified

with Harapa. I infer that his campaign must have

been an extended one. ns Alexander, whose own
movements had been delayed by his wound, was

still obliged to halt for him at the confluence of the

Brittess 'Ferishta." iv }B0.
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rivers. It seems highly probable therefore that he

may have carried the Greek arms to Ajudhan on the

banks of the Satlej. from which his march would

have been along the course of that river by Ludhan,

Mailsi. Kahror. and Lodhran. to Alexander's tamp
at Uchh. In this route he must have encountered

the Johiya Rajputs, who have occupied both banka

of the Satlej from Ajudhan to Uchh from time im-

memorial. I think therefore that the Abastani.

whom Perdikkas subdued have a strong claim to be

identified with the Johiya Rajputs. Ihe country

about Multan is still called Johiya-bur or Yaudheya-

wara.

The Johiyas are divided into three tribes, named

Langavira or La^iuVa. Madhoeira or Mtidhera, and

Adamoira or Admero. The Sambmca; woulJ

appear to have been divided into three clans, as

being a tree people without kings they chose three

generals to lead them against the Greeks. Now
Johiya is an abbreviation of Jodhiya, which is the

Sanskrit Yaudhcya, and there are coins of this clan of

as early a date as the first century of the Christian

era. which show that the Yaudhcya$ were even then

divided into three trilres. These coins are of three

classes, of which the first bears the simple inscription

Jaya-Yaudheya-ganasya, lhat is (money) "of the

victorious Yaudheya tribe." The second class has

du!i at the end of the legend, and the third has tri.

which I take to be contractions for dioitiyasya and
triliynsya, or second and third, as the money of the

second and third tribes of the Yaudheyas. As the
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coins are found to flu- west of ihc Satlej, in Depalpur,

Sntgarlia, AjudKan, Kahror. and Multan, and to Ihe

eastward in Bhatner, Abhor, Sirsa, Hansi. Panipat,

and Sonpat. it is almost certain ihnt they belong to

the Johiyas, who now' occupy the line of the Satlej,

and who were still to be found in Sirsa as late as the

time of Akbar. The Yaudhcyas are mentioned in

the Allahabad inscription of Samudra Gupta, and at a

still earlier date by Panini in the Junagarh inscription

of Rudra Dama.* Now the great grammarian was

certainly anterior to Chandra Gupta Maurya. and his

mention of the Yaudhcyas proves that they must have

been a recognized clan before the time of Alexander.

The inscription of Rudra Dama. in which he boasts

of having “rooted out the V audheyas, shows that this

powerful clan must have extended their arms very

far to the south, otherwise they would not have come

into collision with the princes of Surashtra. From
these facts I arn led to infer that the possessions of

the johiyas in the time of Alexander most probably

extended from Bhatncr and Pakpatan to Subzalkot,

about halfway between Uchh and Bhakar.

1 will now examine the different names of the

people who made their submission to Alexander

during h:s halt at the confluence of the Panjab rivers.

According to Curtius they were called Sambrac

a

or

Sabraccr ;f according to I’rosius Sobagrtr

;

and

Dr Bhau Daji in ’Bombay Journal.’ vii. 120.

t Vita Alex., ix. 8. ”lnde Sabracoa adiit. validam

Indite gentem. quo; populi, non regum. imperio rege-

Utui"
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according to Diodorus, who placed them to the cost

of the river, Sambasla>.* Iliey were a powerful

nation, second to none in India for courage and

numbers. Their forces consisted of 60,000 foot.

6000 horse, and 500 chariots. The military reputa-

tion of the clan suggests the probability that the

Greek name may be descriptive of their warlike

character, just as Yaudheya means “warrior or

soldier.” I think, therefore, that the true Greek

name may have been Sambagrat , for the Sanskrit

SamOagri, that is, the “united warriors." or £vwa#»,

which, as they were formed of three allied tribes,

would have been an appropriate appellation. In

confirmation of this suggestion. I may rote the fact

that the country of which Bikaner is now the capital

was originally called Bagar-dcs. or the land of the

Bagri, or "Warriors/* whose leader was Bagri Rao.l

Bhali also means "warrior or soldier/* Wc thus

find three tribes at the present day. all calling them-

selves "warriors/* who form n large proportion of

the population in the countries to the east of the

Satlej ; namely, Johiyas or Yaudheya

%

along the

river. Bagris in Bikaner, and Bhatis in Jesalmcr. All

three are of acknowledged Lunar descent ; and if my
suggested interpretation of 5omfedgri be correct, it is

4 Hist., xvii. 10.

+ This information I obtained at the famous fortress

of Bhatner in the Bikaner territory. The name is certainly

as old as the time of Jahangir, as Chaplain Terry describes

‘Bikaneer* as the chief city of 'Balkar.
9

Sec 'A Voyage

to East India/ p 66.
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possible that the name might have been applied lo

these three elans, and not lo the three tribes of the

Yaudhcya*. I think, however, that the Ynudheyas

have a superior claim. both on account of their

position along the banks of the Satloj, and of their

undoubted antiquity. To them I would attribute the

foundation of the town of Ajuilhan, or Ayodhanam,

the "battle-field," which is evidently connected with

their own name of Yaudhcya, or Ajudhiya. the

"warriors." Ihe latter form of the name is most

probably preserved in ihe Ossadii of Arrian, n free

people, who tendered their allegiance to Alexander

at the confluence of the Panjab rivers. The O.ysadii

of Arrian would therefore correspond with the Sam-

bastrr of Diodorus and the Sanibrac<c of Curtius. who
made their submission to Alexander at the same
place. Now Ossadioi or Assodioi is as close .

rendering of Ajudhiya as could be made in Greek

characters. We have thus a rlouble correspondence

Ixith of name anil position in favour of my identifica-

tion of the Sabagnr or Sambraca* with the Johiyos

of the present day.

WESTERN INDIA

Western India, according to Hwcn Thsang,

was divided into three great states, named Sindh,
Gurjjara, and Balabhi. The first comprised the

whole valley of the Indus from the Panfab to the sea.

including the Delta and the island of Kachh ; the

second comprised Western Rajputnna and the Indian
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Desert, and the third comprised the peninsula of

Gujarat, with a small portion of the adjacent coast.

I. SINDH.

In the seventh century Sindh was divided into

four principalities, which, for the sake of greater

distinctness, I will describe by their geographical

positions, as Upper Sindh. Middle Sindh. Lower
Sindh, nnd Kachh.* The whole formed one

kingdom under the Raja of Upper Sindh, who. at

the time of Hwcn fhsang's visit in A.D. 641
,
was a

Siu-lo-lo or Sudra. So also in the time of Chach,

only a few years later, the minister Budhiman
informs the king that the country had been formerly

divided into four districts, each under its own ruler,

who acknowledged the supremacy of Chach 's pre-

decessors. f At n still earlier date Sindh is said to

have been divided into four principalities by A yarn!

,

the son of Kofand.% who reigned some time after

Alexander the Great. These four principalities are

ruimed Zor, Aslfalandusa, Samid
.
and Loh&na. all

of which will be discussed presently, as they would

appear to correspond with the divisions noted by

Hwen ITsang.

Upper Sindh.

The single principality of Upper Sindh, which

is now generally known as Siro. that is the "Head

•See Map No. IX.

t Postnns in loum. A»iat. Soc. Bengal, 1838. p. 93.

! Rashid ud din. in Reinaud's 'Fragments Arabes*.

P. 47.
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or Upper" division, is described a* being 7000 /r, or

1167 miles, in circuit, which is loo great, unless, .vs

is very probable, it comprised the whole of Knchh

Gandava on the west. This was. no doubt, always

lhe case under a strong government, which that of

Chach's predecessor is known to have been. Under

this view Upper Sindh would have comprised the

present districts of Kachh-Gandavn. Kahan. Shikar-

pur. and Larkina to the west of the Indus, and to the

east those of Sabzalkot and Khairpur. The lengths

of the frontier lines would, therefore, have been as

follows:—on the north 3-10 miles; on the west 25

0

miles; on the east 280 miles, and on the south 260

miles ; or altogether 1030 miles, which is a very near

approximation to the estimate of Hwen 1 hsang.

In the seventh century the capital of ihe province

was named Pi-chcn-po-pu-lo, which M. Julien tran-

scribes as Vichava-pura. M. Vivien de St. Martin,

however, suggests thal it may lx- the Sanskrit

Vichalapura, or city of "Middle Sindh." which is

called Vicholo by the people. But the Sindhi and

Panjabi Vich and the Hindi Bich, or "middle." are

not derived from the Sanskrit, which has a radical

word of its own. Madhya, to express the same thing.

It Hwen Thsang had used the vernacular terms, his

name might have been rendered exactly by the I finds

Bichwa-pur, or "Middle City." but as he invariably

uses the Sanskrit forms. I think that we must rather

look to some pure Sanskrit word for the original of

his Pi-chcn-po-pulo. Now we know from tradition,

as well as from the native historians, that Alor was
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ilie capital of Sindh both before and after the period

of Hwen Thsang's visit
: this new name, therefore,

must be only some variant appellation of the old city,

and not that of a second capital. During the Hindu
period it was the custom to give several names to all

the larger cities,—as we have already seen in the

case of Multan. Some of these were only poetical

epithets: as Kusumapura, or "Flower City" applied

to I’ataliputra. and Padmaoati. or. "Lotus Town”
applied to Narwar; others were descriptive epithets

as Varanasi, or Banaras. applied to the city of Kasi.

to show that it was situated between the Varana and

Asi rivulets; and Kdnyal^ubja, the "hump-backed
maiden." applied to Kanoj. as the scene of a well-

known legend. The difference of name docs not.

iherefore. imply a new capital, as it may be only a

new appellation of the old city, or perhaps even the

restoration of an old name which had been tem-

porarily supplanted. It is true that no second name
of A lor is mentioned by the historians of Sindh ; but

as Alor was actually the capital in the time of Hwen
Phsang, it would seem to be quite certain that his

name of Pi-chcn-po-pu-lo is only another name for

that city.

It is of importance that this identification should

be clearly established, as the pilgrim places the

capital to the west of the Indus, whereas the present

ruins of Alor or Aror arc to the east of the river.

But this very difference confirms the accuracy of the

identification, for the Indus formerly flowed to the

east of Alor. down the old channel, now called A'ara.
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mid the change in its course did not lake place until

the reign of Raja Dahir,* or about fifty years alter

Hwcn Thsang’s visit. Ihe native histories attribute

the desertion of Alor by the Indus to the wickedness

of Raja Dahir: but the gradual westing of all the

Panjab rivers which flow from north to south, is only

the natural result of the earth’s continued revolution

from west to cast, which gives their waters a

permanent bias towards the western banks. t The

original course of the Indus was to the east of the

Alor range of hills; but as the waters gradually

worked their way to the westward, they at last turned

the northern end of the range at Rori, and cut a

passage for themselves through the gap in the lime-

stone rocks between Rori and Bhakar. As the

change is assigned to the beginning of Dnhir's reign,

it must have taken place shortly after his accession

in A.D. 6A0;—and as Muhammad Kasim, just thirty

years later, was obliged to cross the Indus to reach

Alor, it is certain that the river was permanently

fixed in its present channel before A.D. 711.

1 he old bed of the Indus still exists under the

name of Kara, and its course has been surveyed from

the ruins of Alor to the Ran of Kachh. From Alor

' Postal!*. Journ. A*i»t. Soc Bengal, 1838. p. 103.

t All stream* that flow from the poles toward* the

equator work uradually to the wcMward. while those that

flow from the equator toward* the pole* work gradually

to the eastward These oppo*ile effects are caused by
the rame difference of the earth's polar and equatorial

velocities which gives rise to the trade wind*.
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lo Jakrao, a distance of I (M) miles, its direction is

nearly due south. It there divides into several

channels, each bearing a separate name. The most

easterly channel, which retains the name of NSra,

runs to the south-east by Kipra and Urnrkol. near

which it turns lo the south-west by Wanga Bazar

and Romakn Bazar, and is tlu-re lost in the great Ran

of Kachh. The most westerly channel, which is

named 1‘urana, or the “Old River." Rows to the

south-south-west, past the ruins of Brahmannbad and

Nasirpur to Haidarnbad, below which il divides into

two branches. Of these, one turns to the south-west

anil falls into the present river I > miles below

Haidnrabnd and 12 miles above Jnrnk. The other,

called the Guni, turns to the south-east ami joins the

Niara above Romaka Bazar. There are at least two

other channels between the Purana and the Nara,

which branch o If just below Jakrao. but their courses

are only partially known. The upper half of the

old Nara. from Alor to Jakrao. is a dry sandy

bed. which is occasionally filled by the flood waters

of tin* Indus. From its head down to Jamiji

it is bounded on the west by a continuation of the

Alor hills, and is generally from 200 feet to 300 feel

wide and 20 feet deep. From Jamiji to Jakrao,

where the channel widens to 600 feet with the

depth of 12 feet, the Nara is bounded on both sides

by broad ranges of low sand-hills. Below Jakrao

the sand-hills on the western hank suddenly

terminate, and the Nara. spreading over the alluvial

plains, is divided into two main branches, which grow

19.
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wider and shallower as they advance, until the

western channels arc lost in the hard plain, and the

eastern channels in a succession of marshes. But

they reappear once more below the parallel of Hala

and Kipra, and continue their courses as already

described above.*

In Upper Sindh the only places of ancient note

are Alor, Rori-Bhal{or
,
and Mahorla, near Larlfana.

Several other places arc mentioned in the campaigns

of Alexander, Chach, Muhammad bin Kasim, and

Husen Shah Arghun ; but as the distances arc rarely

given, it is difficult to identify the positions where

names arc so constantly changed. In the campaign

of Alexander we have the names of the Masaana?

,

the Sogdi. the Musikani, and the Prasti, all of

which must certainly be looked for in Upper Sindh,

and which I will now attempt to identify.

Massante and Sodr<e, or Sogdi.

On leaving the confluence of the Panjab rivers,

Alexander sailed down the Indus to the realm of

the Sogdi. Toycoi. where, according to Arrian. f "he

built another city." DioclomsJ describes the same
people, but under a different name:—"Continuing

his descent of the river, he received the submission

of the Sodree and the Massaruv. nations on opposite

banks of the stream, and founded another Alexan-

• See Map No. IX

t Anabasis, ’

vi. 15.

t Hist. Univera xvii. 56
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•iria, in which he placed 10.000 inhabitants.’'

Ibe same people are described by Curlius,* although

he does not mention their names :

—"On the fourth

day he came to other nations, where he built a

town called Alexandria." From these accounts it

is evident that the Sogdi of Arrian and the Sodrir

of Diodorus are the same people, although the

former have been identified with the Sodha Rajputs

by Cod and M’Murdo, the latter with the servile

Sudrat by Mr. Vaux. The Sodhas, who arc a

branch of the Pramaras. now occupy the south-

eastern district of Sindh, about Umarkot. but

according to M’Murdo.f who is generally a most

trustworthy guide, there is good reason to believe

that they once held large ixiascssions on the Ivinks

of the Indus, to the northward of Alor. In

adopting this extension of the territory formerly

held by the Sodha Rajputs. I am partly influenced

by the statement of Abul Fazl. that the country from
Bhalcar to Umarkot was peopled by the Sodas and

lharejas in the time of Akbar.J and partly by the

belief that the Massanee of Diodorus are the

Musarnci of Ptolemy, whose name still exists in the

district of Muzarka, to the west of the Indus below

Milhankot. Ptolemy also gives a town called

Musarna, which he places on a small affluent of the

Indus, to the north of the Astana rivulet. lire

• Vita Alex.. 8.

t Journ. Royal Asiat. Soc. i. 33

1 'Ayin Alchari.' ii. 117
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Musama affluent may therefore be the rivulet of

Kahau, which flows past Pulaji and Shahpur,

towards Kliangarha or Jacobabad. and Mu-sarna

may be the town of Shahpur, which was a place of

some consequence before the rise of Shikarpur.

‘‘The neighbouring country, now nearly desolate,

has traces of cultivation to a considerable extent."*

l"he Sogdi. or Sodr<e, I would identify with the

people of Scorin', which was captured by 1 lusen Shah
Arflhun on his way Ironi Bhakar to Multan.f In

h;s time, A.D. I >25, it is described as "the strongest

fort in that country." It was, however, deserted

by the garrison, and the conqueror ordered its walls

to be razed to the ground. Its actual position is

unknown, hut it was probably close to Fazilpur,

halfway between Sabzalkot and Otota Ahmcdpur.
where MassonJ heard that there was formerly a

considerable town, and that “the wells belonging to

it. 360 in number, were still to be seen in the

jangols. Now in this very position, that is about

8 miles to the north-east of Sabzalkot, the old maps
insert a village named Sirivahi, which may possibly

represent the Scorin' of Sindhian history. It is 96
miles in a direct line below Uchh. and 8) miles

above Alor. or very nearly midway between them.
By water the distance from Uchh would be at least

one-third greater, or not less than 120 miles, which

• Thornton. 'Gazetteer.’ in Voce.

t Enldne’s Hi«t. of India, i. P„„ta.». J0um.
Asiot . Soc. Bengal, 1841. 275.

t ‘Travel..’ i. 382.
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would agree with the statement of Curtius thal

Alexander reached the place on the fourth day. Il

is admitted that these identifications are not altogether

satisfactory
;
but they are perhaps as precise ns can

now he made, when we consider the numerous

fluctuations of the Indus, and the repeated changes

of the names of places on its banks. One fact,

preserved by Arrian, is strongly in favour of the

^identification of the old site near Faailpur with the

town of the Sogdi. namely, that from this point

Alexander dispatched Kraterus* with the main body

of the army, and all the elephants, through the

confines of the Arachoti and Drangi. Now the most

frequented Ghat for the crossing of the Indus

towards the west, via the Gaudiiva and Bolan Pass,

lies between Fozilpur on the left l>ank. and Kasnior

on the right bank. And ns the ghats, or points of

passage of the rivers, always determine the roads.

1 infer that Kraterus must have begun his long inarch

towards Arachosia and Drangiana from this place,

which is the most northern position on the Indus

for the departure of a large army to the westward.

It seems probable, however, that Kraterus was

detained for some time by the revolt of Miisiknrius.

as his departure is again mentioned by Arrian. t after

Alexander's capture of the Brahman city near

Sindomana.

Between Multan and Alor the native historians,

as well as the early Arab geographers. place a

• ‘Anabari*/ vi. 15.

t 'Anabasis. * vi. 17.
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strong fort named Bhalia. which, from its position,

has a good claim to be identified with the city which

Alexander built amongst the Sogdi. as it is not

likely that there were many advantageous sites in

this level tract of country. Unfortunately, the name

is variously written by the different authorities.

Thus. Postans gives Paya. Bdhiya. and Pdhiya ; Sir

Henry Elliot gives Pabiya, Balia, and Bhaliya.

while Piice gives Bahalia* It seems probable that

it is the same place as TalhaliA where Jam Janar

crossed the Indus; and perhaps also the same as

Malila. or Mahalilo.t which was one of the six great

forts of Sindh in the seventh century.

Bhalia is described by Ferishtn as a very strong

place, defended by a lofty wall and a deep broad

ditch.§ It was taken by assault in A .It. 393. or A.D.

1003. by Mahmud of Ghazni, after an obstinate

defence, in which the Raja, named Bajjar, or Bije

Rai, was killed. Amongst the plunder Mahmud

obtained no less than 280 elephants, a most

substantial proof of the wealth and power of the

Hindu prince.

Musi^ani—A lor.

From the territory of the Sogdi or Sodrcc.

Alexander continued his voyage down the Indus to

• Dowson's edition of Sir H. Elliot, i. 138

fjourn. Asint. Soc. Bengal, 1845, p. 171.

x Ibid.. 1845. p. 79.

§ B»i figs’* ‘Ferishla.’ i. 39
. and Tabakal. i. Akbari.

in Sii Henry Elliot, p. 186.
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•he capital of a king named Musikanus, according

to Strabo. Diodorus, and Arrian,* or of a people

named Musicani, according to Curtius.f From
Arrian we learn that this kingdom had been described

to Alexander as “the richest and most populous

throughout all India:" and from Strabo we get the

account of Onesikrilus that "the country produced

everything in abundance;" which shows that the

Greeks themselves must have been struck with its

fertility. Now these statements can apply only to

the rich and powerful kingdom of Upper Sindh, of

which Alor is known to have been the capital for

many ages. Where distances are not given, and
names disagree, it is difficult to determine the

position of any place from a general description,

unless there arc some peculiarities of site or construc-

tion. or other properties which may #erve to fix its

identity. In the present instance we have nothing to

guide us but the general description that the kingdom
of Musikanus was "the richest and most populous

throughout nil India." But as the native histories

and traditions of Sindh ngree in stating that Alor was

the ancient metropolis of the country, it seems

almost certain that it must be the capital of Musikanus.

otherwise this famous city would be altogether un-

noticed by Alexander's historians, which is highly

improbable, if not quite impossible. That the

•Strabo, Geogr.. xv.

10. Arrian- Annbnii»,
f

*

t Vita Alex., ix. 8.

i. 22-54 and 54.

i. 15.

Diodorus. xvii.
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territory of Alor was rich and fertile we know from

the early Arab geographers, who are unanimous in

its praise.

The mins of Alor are situated to the south of

a gap in the low range of limestone-hills, which

stretches from Bhakar towards the south for about

20 miles, until it is lost in the broad bell of sand-hills

which bound the Nnra, or old bed of ihc Indus, on

the west. Through this gap a branch of the Indus

once flowed, which protected the city on the north-

west. lo the north-east it was covered by a second

branch of the river, which flowed nearly at right

angles to the other, at a distance of 1 miles. At
the accession of Raja Dahir, in A.t>. 680. the latter

was probably the main stream of the Indus, which
had been gradually working to the westward from

its original bed in the old Nara.* According to the

native histories, the final change was hastened by
the excavation of a channel through the northern

end of the range of hills between Bhakar and Rori.

Hie true name of Alor is not quite certain.

Tire common pronunciation at present is Aror, but

it seems probable that the original name was Rora,

and that the initial vowel was derived from the

Arabic prefix Al, as it is written A hot in Biladuri.

Edrisi. and other Arab authors. This derivation is

countenanced by the name of the neighbouring town

of Roii, as it is a common practice in India thus

to duplicate names. So Rora and Rori would mean

See Map No. IX.
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Great and Lillie Rora
,

This word has no meaning

in Sanskrit, bul in Hindi it signifies "noise, clamour.

roar." and also "lame." It is just possible, there-

fore. that the full name of the city may have been

Rora-pura, or Rora-nagar, the “Famous City.

This signification suggested itself to me on seeing

the name of Abhijanu applied lo a neighbouring

village al the fool of the hill. 2 miles lo the south-

west of the ruins of Alor. Abhijan is a Sanskrit

term for "fame.” and is nol improbably connected

with Hwen Thsang's Pi-chcn-po-pu-lo, which, by

adding an initial syllable o, might be rend as

A bhijamoapura. I think it probable that Alor may

be the Binagara of Ptolemy, as it is placed on the

Indus to the eastward of Oskana. which appears to

be the Oxykanus of Arrian and Curtius. Ptolemy's

name of Binagara is perhaps only n variant reading

of the Chinese form, ns pu/o. or pure, is the same

as nagara, and Pichenpo may be the full form of

the initial syllable Hi.

Tbe city of Musikanus was evidently a position

of some consequence, as Arrian relatr-s that Alex-

ander "ordered Kratcrus to build a castle in the

city, and himself tarried there to sec it finished.

This done, he left a strong garrison therein, because

this fort seemed extremely commodious for bridling

the neighbouring nations and keeping them in

subjection." It was no doubt for ibis very reason

that Alor was originally founded, and that it

continued to be occupied until deserted by the river.
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when it was supplanted by the strong fort o(

Bhaknr.

Proisii—Porlikanus. or Oxybonus.

From the capital of Musikanus Alexander

allowed his fleet of boats to continue their course

down the Indus, while he himself, according to

Arrian,* marched against a neighbouring prince

named Oxykanus. and took two of his chief cities

at the first assault. Curtius makes Oxycanus the

king of a people named Frees/if and states that

Alexander captured his chief city after a siege of

three days. Diodorus and Strabo call the king

Portikanus. Now, these various readings at Once

suggest the probability that the name was that of the

city, which, cither as Uchcha-gam

,

or Porto-gam.

means simply the “Lofty town,’
1

in allusion to its

heigh*. The description of Curtius of the ‘’tremen-

dous crash” made by the fall of two towers of its

citadel shows that the place must have been more

than usually lofty. I would therefore identify it

with the great mound of Mahorla on the bank of the

Char river, 10 miles from Larkana. Masson des-

cribes it as “the remains of an ancient fortress, on

a huge mound, named Maihota. “J Mahorta , which

is the spelling adopted by the surveyors, is probably

Mahorddha, for maha ~ urddho+ grama, or “the

great lofty city," which, as pure Sanskrit, is not

• ‘Anabasis/ vi. 16.

t Vita Alex., ix. 8. 26. J ‘Travels/ i. 461
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lik«-Iy lo be a modern name. This identification

appears to me lo be vcr>' probable, not only on

account of tbc exact correspondence of name, but

also on account of the relative positions of Alor and

Mahorta with reference to the old course of the Indus.

At present Mahorta is within n few miles of the

river; but in the time of Alexander, when the Indus

flowed down the bed of the Nara, the nearest point

of the stream was at Alor. from which Mahorta was

distant 45 miles to the south of west. Hence

Alexander was obliged to leave his fleet, and to

march against Oxykanus.

The site of Mahorta must always have been a

position of great importance, both commercially and

politically, as it commanded the high-road from

Sindh, via Kachh-Gandava. to Kandahar. Since its

desertion, the same advantages have made L.arkana,

which is situated on the same small stream. 10 miles

to the west of Mahorta. one of the most flourishing

places in Sindh. The rivulet called the Char rises

near Kelat. and traverses the whole length of the

Mula, or (iandava Pass, below which it is now lost

in the desert. But the channel is still traceable, and

the stream reappears on the frontier of Sindh, and

flows past Larkana and Mahorta into the Indus.

Under a strong and judicious ruler, who could

enforce an economical distribution of the available

waters, the banks of the Char rivulet must formerly

have been one of the most fertile districts of Sindh.

The name of Prccsli given by Curtius* might.

•Vita Alex., ix. 8.
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according to Wilson, be applied to a people occupy-

ing the thills, or “oases/ of the desert. He refers

to Prastha, or Prasthala
.
as derived from sthala, the

Sanskrit form of the vernacular tlwl
,
which w the

term generally used to designate any oasis in W estern

India. But as the name is simply Prevsti, I think

that it may rather be referred to prastha, which means

any clear piece of level ground, and might therefore

he applied to the plain country about Larkana, in

contradistinction to the neighbouring hilly districts of

Schwan and Gandavn. It seems possible, however,

that it may lx* connected with the Pi$k<* of Ptolemy,

which he places on the lower course of the small

stream that flows past Oskana into the Indus. Now
Oskana is almost certainly the Oxykanus of Arrian

and Curtins, for not only are the two names abso-

lutely identical, but the inland position of Oskana,

on a small stream to the west of the Indus, agrees

exactly with that of Mahorta, which I have identified

with Oxykanus.
I
think also that Ptolemy's Badana,

which lies immediately to the north of the rivulet,

must be the present Gandava. as the letters B and

G are constantly interchanged. In the books of the

early Arab writers it is always called Kandahil.

2 MIDDLE SINDH

The principality of Middle Sindh, which is

generally known as Vichalo, or the “Midland.” is

described by Hwen Thsang as only 2500 li, or 4 1

7

miles, in circuit. With these small dimensions the

province must have been limited to the modern dis-
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tract of Sehwan, with the northern parts of Haidara-

bad and Unrarkot. Within these limits the north

and south frontiers arc each about 160 miles in

length, and the cast and west frontiers about 4?

miles each, or altogether not more than 41(1 miles

in circuit. The chief city, named Ojan.cha , was

situated at 700 li. or I 17 miles, from the capital of

Upper Sindh, and 50 miles from Pitasila. the capital

of Lower Sindh. As the former was A /or, and the

latter was almost certainly the Patiala of the Greeks,

or Haidarabad, the recorded distances fix the position

of 0-fan*cho in the immediate vicinity of the ruins

of an ancient city called liambhra l^TuI

,

or the

“Ruined lower.* or simply lianbhar . which,

according to tradition, was the site of the once famous

city of Brahmanwas, or Brahmanabad . Hwen
Thsang's kingdom of Ofancha

.
or A Vanda, there-

fore, corresponds as nearly ns possible with the

province of middle Sindh, which is now called

Vichalo.

At the present day the principal places in ibis

division of Sindh are Sehwan, Hala. Haidarabad. and

Uinarkot. In the middle ages, under Hindu rule,

the great cities were Sadusan, Brahmana
,

or

Bahmanwa, and Nlrunl^ol. But ns I shall presently

attempt to show that Nirunkot was most probably

the modem Haidarabad and the ancient Patiala , it

will more properly be included in the province of

Lower Sindh, or Lar. Close to Bahmanwa the early

Muhammadans founded Mansura. which, as the

residence of their governors, was the actual capital
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of the province, and soon became the largest city in

all Sindh. In the time of Alexander, the only

places mentioned arc Sindomana
,
and a city of

Rrahmans, named / larmatelia by Diodorus.
1
will

now describe these places in detail, beginning with

the most northerly.

Sindomana , or Schwan*

From the city of Oxylcanus, Alexander “led his

forces against Sambas, whom he had before declared

governor of the Indian mountaineers." The Raja

abandoned his capital, named Sindomana, which,

according to Arrian,*1 was delivered up to Alexander

by the friends and domestics of Sambus, who came

forth to meet him with presents of money and

elephants. Curtiusf calls the raja Sabus , but docs

not name his capital. Me simply states that

Alexander, having received the “submission of

several towns, captured the strongest by mining.**

rhe narrative of DiodorusJ also omits the name of

the capital, but states that Sambus retired to a great

distance with thirty elephants Strabo§ merely

mentions Raja Sabus, and Sindomana his capital,

without adding any particulars. Curtius|| alone notes

that Alexander returned to his fleet after the capture

4 ‘Anabasis, *
vi. 16

t Vita Alex., ix. 6

t Hist . Univers., xvii. 56.

§ Gcogr.. xv. I. 32.

||
Vita Alex

.
ix 8: ''Rurau* amnem. in quo clawra

txpectsre *e juseerat. repetit
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of the raja’s strongest city, which must therefore

have been at some distance from the Indus.

I agree with all previous writers on the ancient

geography of this part of India in identifying Sindo-

mana with Sehwan

;

partly from its similarity of

name, and partly from its vicinity to the 1-ikki

mountains. Of its antiquity there can be no doubt,

as the great mound, which was once the citadel, is

formed chiefly of ruined buildings, the accumulation

of ages, on a scarped rock, at the end of the Lakki

range of hills. Dc La Hostc* describes it as an

oval, 1200 feet long, 730 feet broad, und 80 feel

high; but w’hcn I saw it in 1833. it appeared to me
to be almost square in shape, and I judged it t<>

be somewhat larger and rather more lofty above

the river bed than Bumes's estimate. f It was then

on the main stream of the Indus: but the river is

constantly changing its channel, and in all the old

maps it is placed on a western branch of the Indus.

In ancient times, however, when the river Howcd
down the eastern channel of the Nata, Sehwan was

not less than (f) miles distant from its nearest point

at Jakrao, where it leaves the sand-hills. At present

its water supply is entirely derived from the Indus,

which not only flows under the eastern front of the

town, but also along its northern front, by a channel

called the Aral river, from the great Manchur hike,

• Joum. Asiat Soc. Bengal. 1540, p. 913.

t WcstiMCOtt, in Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal for 1840.

p. 1209. »ays about 100 feet above the A mil river, or

Arol, which in his time wa* a branch of the Indus
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which is supplicd by the other Nam, or great western

branch of the Indus. But as the site could not have

been occupied unless well supplied with water, it

is certain that the Manchur lake must have existed

long previous to the change in the course of the

Indus. Judging by its great depth in the middle,

*

it must be a natural depression; and as it is still fed

by two small streams, which take their rise in the

Hala L^kki mountains, to the south, it seems

probable that the lake may have extended even up

to the walls of Schwan, before the floods of the

western NSra cut a channel into the Indus, and thus

permanently lowered the level of its waters. The
lake abounds in fish, from which it would appear

to derive its name, as Manchur is but a slight altera-

tion of the Sanskrit Matsya
» and the Hindi machh,

or machhi. *'fish.“ I think, therefore, that Manchor

may be only a familiar contraction of machhi*u)ala

Tal
y
or Fish Lake.

The favourable position of Schwan. on a lofty

isolated rock, near a large lake, with food and water

in abundance, would certainly have attracted the

notice of the first inhabitants of Sindh. We find,

accordingly, that its early occupation is admitted by-

all inquirers. Thus, M'Murdof says. '‘Schwan is

undoubtedly a place of vast antiquity
;
perhaps more

so than either Alor or Bahmana." The present

• Weftvnacolt, Joum. A*iat. Soc. Bengal, 1840. p.

1207.

t Joum. Royal Asia! Soc., » 30.
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name is said to be a contraction of Scu>is/<3n. which

was so called after its inhabitants, the Sewis , or

Sahis. But in all the early Arab geographers the

name is somewhat differently written, as Sadusian ,

or Sadusdn. or Sharusan. of which the first two

syllables agree with the Greek Sindomana. 1 there-

fore reject the reading of Setfisfan as a modem
innovation of the Hindus, to connect the place with

the name of their god Sioa. The Sindo of the Greek,

and the Sadu of the early Muhammadans, point to

the Sanskrit name of the country', Sindhu , or to

that of its inhabitants, SaindhaCa
, or Saindhu , as

it is usually pronounced. Their stronghold, or

capital, would therefore have been called Soindhova-

sthdna
,
or Saindhu-sthdn, which, by the elision of

the nasal, becomes the Sadustan of the Arab

geographers. In a similar manner Wilson derives

the Greek Sindomana from ”a very allowable

Sanskrit compound, Sintlu-man the “possessor of

Sindh." 1 am inclined, however to refer the Greek

name to SainahaVa-Vanam
,
or SaindhuWan , as the

“abode of the^aindhavas.”

It seems strange that a notable place like

Schwan should not be mentioned by Ptolemy under

any recognizable name. If we take Haidarahad as the

most probable head of the Delta in ancient times,

then Ptolemy’s Sydros, which is on the eastern bank

of the Indus, may perhaps be identified with the old

site of Mattali, 12 miles above Hnidarabad, and his

Posipeda with SehwSn. Tire identification of

Ptolemy’s O&kana with the Oxyl^anus, or Portil^anus
t

20 .
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of Alexander, and with ihc great mound of Mahorta

of the present day, is, I think, almost certain. If

so. either Piska or Pasipeda must be Schwan.

Hwen Thsang takes no notice of Sehw&n, but

it is mentioned in the native histories of Sindh as

one of the towns captured by Muhammad bin Kasim

in A. D. 711. It was again captured by Mahmud
of Ghazni in the beginning of the eleventh century

;

and under the Muhammadan rule it would appear to

have become one of the most flourishing places in

Sindh. It is now very much decayed, but its posi-

tion is so favourable that it is not likely ever to be

deserted.

Ilrahmana, or Brahmanabad.

From Sindomana Alexander ''marched back to

the river, where he had ordered his fleet to wait for

him. Thence, descending the stream, he came on

the fourth day to a town through which was a road

to the kingdom ol Sftbu*."* When Alexander

quitted his fleet at Alor (the capital of Musikanus)

to march against Oxykanus, he had«»o intention of

going to Sindomana. as Raja Sambus, having

tendered his submission, had been appointed satrap

of the hilly districts on the Indus. f He must there-

fore have ordered his fleet to wait for him at some

* Curtius. Vita Alex., ix. 8. ’’Alexander .
. . rumis

amnem. in quo classera exspectare %r ju&xcrat. rrprtit.

Quarto deindc die, secundo amne, pervenit ad oppidum

qua iter in refinum crat Sabi.*’

t Arrian, ’Anabasis.' vi. 16. opiu*v Jv&cjy oaipdirn*,
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point on the river not far from the capital of Oxy-

kanus. This point I would fix somewhere about

Slarija Dand, on the old iVdra. below Kator and

Tajal, as Mahorta. which I have identified with the

chief city of Oxykanus, is about equidistant from

Alor and Kator. Thcncc, descending the stream,

he came on the fourth day to a town, through which

there was a road to the kingdom of Smnbus. From

Marija Dand, the point where I
suppose that Alex-

ander rejoined his fleet, the distance to the ruined

city of Brahmana, or Brahmanabad. is 60 mile* in a

direct line by land, or 90 miles by water. As this

distance could have been accomplished with case in

four days. I conclude that Brahmana was the actual

city of Brahmans which is described by Alexander's

historians. The king of this city had previously

submitted, but the citizens withheld their allegiance,

and shut their gates. By a stratagem they were

induced to come out, and a conflict ensued, in which

Ptolemy was seriously wounded in the shoulder by

a poisoned sword.* The mention of Ptolemy's

wound enables us to identify this city with that of

Harmalclia, which Diodorus describes as the

"last town of the Brahmans on the river, "f

Now, Harmalclia is only a softer pronunciation of

Brahma-thala, or Brahmana-slhala. just as Hermes,

the phallic god of the Greeks, is the same as Brahma,

the original phallic god of the Indians. But

* Cuitius, Vita Alex., ix. 8.

t Hilt. Univers.. xvii. 56
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Brahmana was the old Hindu name of the city which

the Muhammadans called Brahmanabad
; hence I

conclude that the town of Brahmans captured by

Alexander correspond both in name and position

with the great city of Brahmanabad.

The narrative of Arrian after the capitulation

of Sindomana is unfortunately very brief. \ lis

words arc “he attacked and won a city which had

revolted from him, and put to death as many of the

Brahmans as fell into his hands, having charged

them with being the authors of the rebellion.
'**

This agrees with the statement of Diodorus, who

mentions that Alexander “was satisfied with punish-

ing those who advised the resistance, and pardoned

all the others.'* From a comparison of the three

narratives, 1 infer that liarmatalia, or Brahmana,

was in the dominions of Musikanus : for Curtins

states that the king of this city had previously sub-

mitted to Alexander, while Arrian says that he had

revolted, and Diodorus addsf that Alexander

punished the advisers of the rebellion. Now, all

these facts apply to Musikanus, who had at first

submitted, and then revolted, and was at last cruci-

fied, “and with him as many of the Brahmans as

had instigated him to revolt.' I"his identification is

of some importance, as it shows that the dominions

• 'Anabasis,' vi. 16. ' O bi ftal oMt^ nfow b Torfrui

drotfratfar ko! t€* Bpa)jidn»v • • . oaoi dkioi rijs? deoo-

rdaauf cyiivvro, dfrAmucv.

t Hist. Univers., xvii. 56.
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of Musikanus musl have embraced the whole of

the valley of llic Indus down to the head of ihe Della,

with ihe exception of the two outlying districts of

Oxykanus and Sambus. under the western moun-

tains. This extension of his dominions explains the

report which Alexander had previously received from

the people, that the kingdom of Musikanus "was

the richest and most populous throughout all India."

It also explains how Sambus was nt enmity with

Musikanus, as the southern territories of the latter

were bounded on the west by those of the former.

The king of this city, where Ptolemy was wounded

by a poisoned arrow, is called Ambiger by | ustin.*

which was probably the true name of Musikanus.

the chief of the Musikani. in whose territory

Brahmana was situated.

It is much to be regretted that none of the names

preserved by Ptolemy can be certainly identified with

this city of the Brahmans. Parabali corresponds

with it in position, and partly also in name, as the

first two syllables. I'arah, are not very different from

liaiam, and the termination, ali, may represent lhala

of Biahmalhala. or Harmatclia. After Ptolemy's

time we know nothing of Brahmana until the

Muhammadan conquest, a period of nearly six

centuries. From the native histories, however, we
learn that Brahmana was the chief city of one of the

four governments! into which Sindh was divided

• Justin. Hist., xii, 10.

t Postan*. Journ. Asiat Soc . Bengal. 1638. pp. 93 %.
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during the rule of the Rais dynasty, or from A.D.

507 to 642, nnd that it continued to be so until the

accession of Dahir in A.D. 680, who made it the

capital of the kingdom, after the destruction of Alor

by the Indus. In A.D. 641 Sindh was visited by

Hwcn Thsung, who.se account has already been

noticed. He found the kingdom divided into the

four districts, which for greater distinctness I have

named Upper Sindh, Middle Sindh, l-ower Sindh,

and Kachh. The first has already been described

in my account of Alor. The second, O-fan-cha,

I have just identified with Brahmanahad
.

M.

Stanislas Julicn transcribes the Chinese syllables as

A Luanda, for which it is difficult to find an exact

equivalent. But I have a strong suspicion that it is

only a variation of the name of Brahmana
,
which was

pronounced in many different ways, as Bahmana,

Bah man a. Babhana. Babhana, Bambhana.* Speak-

ing of Mansura, which we know was quite close to

Brahmanahad, Ibn Haulcai adds that the Sindhians

call it BamiiCan.i which Edrisi alteis to Mirman. J

But in his list of places in Sindh. Edrisi adds after

Mansura the name of IVandan , or Kandon,§ which

I take to be only a various reading of Bamanwa, or.

* See Dhauli inscription of Asoka for Bnbhano,

Babhana. and Banihltann : edicts iii. iv. viii. ix., in Journ.

Royal Asia!. Soc.. vol. xii.

f Sir Henry EJliot * Muhammadan Historians of

India.* p. 63.

t Jaubcrfs ‘Edrisi.* i. 162.

§ |aubert*8 ‘Edrisi,* i. 160.
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as the Sindhians would have pronounced it.

Vamanula, and Vaniva. The Chinese syllable fan.

which is the well-known transcript of Brahma, is a

notable example of this very contraction, and tends

to confirm the opinion that A varnla is but a slight

variation of Bahmamva, or Hrahmanabdti .

Shortly after the Muhammadan conquest

Brahmana was supplanted by Manstira. which,

according to Bilnduri, was founded by Amru. the

son of Muhammad bin Kasim, the conqueror of

Sindh,* and named after the second Abasside Khalif

Al Mansur, who reigned from A.D. 7>3 to 774. But

according to Masudi.f it was founded by Jamhur,

the governor of Sindh, under the last Omnicad
Khalif. A.D. 744 to 749, who named it after his own

father Mansur. The new city was built so close

to Brahmanabad that Ibn Haukal. Abu Rihan, nnd

Edrisi, all describe it as the same place. Ibn

Haukal's wonls arc, "Mansura, which in the Situl

language is called Bamiw.in/’}: Abu Rihan states

that it was originally called BamanhiVa. and after-

* Re maud, I ragmrnts ArabfH ;* And Jatlbcit’s

Edrisi.* i. 162.

t Sir Henry Elliot’s ‘Muhammadan Historians ol

India.’ p. 57.

I Sir Henry Elliot’s Muhammadan Historians ol

India.' Dowson's edition, p 34 ; and Jaubtrt'v ‘Edrisi.*

i. 162. ”Le nom de la ville (Mansura eel Indien

Miriman In Gildemci&tcr's ‘Ibn Haukal.' this name is

Tamirman , which is an obvious mistake for ftdmiu’dn,

or Biimanwas.
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wards Hamanabad. for which wc may read Bahmana-

bad, by simply adding an initial B, which must have

been accidentally dropped. It was situated on the

eastern branch of the Mihran. or Indus, and was I

mile in length, and the same in breadth, or just 4

miles in circuit. Its position is approximately fixed

in the neighbourhood of Hala. by the number of

days’ journey in the routes to different places. It

was 12 days from Multan. 8 from Kandabil. via

Sehwan, and 6 days from Dcbnl. via Manhabari.

which was itself 4 days from Mansura. It was there-

fore at two-thirds of the distance from Multan to

the mouth of the Indus, or very nearly in the same

parallel as Hala.

Now in this very position the ruins of a large

city have been discovered by Mr. Bellas is. to whose

zeal and energy wc are indebted for our knowledge

of this interesting place. The ruins are situated near

an old bed of the Indus, at 47 miles to the north-east

of Haidarabad. 28 miles to the cast or east-north-

east cf Hala. and 20 miles to the west of the eastern

Nara.* The place is known as Bambhra-ka-lhul.

or "the Ruined Tower," from a broken brick tower

which is the only building now standing. The

present appearance of the site, ns dosciibcd by its

discoverer, is "one vast mass of ruins, varying in

size according to the si/e of the original houses.”

|ourn. A*int. Soc
,
Bombay, v. 413

;
and Thom.i*'*

Prineep. ii. 1 19. Eastwick's 'Handbook for Bombay,’

p. 490.
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Its circumference, measured by a perambulator, is

within a few yards of A miles. But besides the

great mound of Bambhra-l(a-lhul, there is, at a dis-

tance of about \/i mile, “the distinct and ruined

city of Dolora. the residence of its last king, and 3

miles in another direction is the ruined city of Depur.

the residence of his Prime Minister, and between

these cities arc the ruins of suburbs extending for

miles far and wide into the open country." The

great mound of Bambhraka-lbul is "entirely sur-

rounded with a rampart, mounted with numerous

turrets and bastions." In the time of Akbnr there

were "consklerable vestiges of this fortification,

which Abul Fnzl* says "had 140 bastions, one

lanab distant from each other.” The lanab was a

measuring rope, which the emperor Akbar ordered

to be changed for bambus joined by iron links. Its

length was 60 lldhi gaz, which, at 30 inches each,

give 150 feet for the lanab: and this multiplied by

140, makes the circuit of the city 21,000 feet, or

very nearly 4 miles. Now’ it will bo remembered

that Ibn Haukal describes Mansura as being I mile

square, or 4 miles in circuit, and that Mr. Bcllasis’s

measure of the circumference of the ruined mound

* Ayin Akbnri. ii. 115. Gladwyn % translation has

batons, which would give to the city a circuit of

40 miles the MSS. have 140. The I lahi xaz contained

4l*/i Sikandari tanqhas, and na the overage breadth of

62 Sikandaris in my collection is 7234 inches. the length

of the llahi gaz will be 30*0211 inches. Mr. Thoma*. ii.

123. found exactly 30 inches.
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of Bambhiaka Ihul was within n few yards of 4 miles.

From this absolute correspondence of size, coupled

with lhe close agreement of position, which has

already been pointed out, I conclude that the great

mound of Bambhra l(a Ihul represents the ruined

city of iManama, the capital of the Arab governors

of Sindh. Hie Hindu city of Brahmnnn, or Brahma-
nabad. must therefore bo looker! for in the

neighbouring mound of mins now called Diluia,

which is only \/ mile distant from the larger

mound.

Mr. Bellasis. the discoverer of these ruins, has

identified rhe great mound with Brahmanabad itself

:

but to this it has been justly objected by Mr.
Thomas' that amongst the multitudes of mediaeval

coins found during the excavations, "the number
of Hindu pieces was very limited, and that even

these seem to be casual contributions from other

provinces, of no very marked uniformity or striking

age." The local coins consist exclusively of sj>eci-

mens of the Arab governors of Sindh, with the name
of Mnnsura in the margin : and so far as I am aware,

there is not a single piece that can be attributed to

any of the Hindu rajas of Sindh. It is therefore

to be regretted that Mr. Bellasis did not make more
extensive excavations in the smaller mound of Dilura,

which would probably have yielded some satisfactory

evidence of its superior antiquity.

• Prinsep* ’Essay*." vol. ii. p. 121. where all the

local coins are most carefully described and attributed.
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According to the native histories and traditions

of the people, Brahmanabad was destroyed by an

earthquake, in consequence of the wickedness of its

ruler, named Dilu Rai. The date of this prince is

doubtful. M'Murdo has assigned a. It. 140. or A.D.

757,* as the year in which Chota, the brother of

Dilu, returned from his pilgrimage to Mekka; but as

Mansura was still a flourishing city in the beginning

of the tenth century, when visited by Masudi and Ibn

Haukal. it is clear that the earthquake cannot have

happened earlier than A.D. 950. Dilu and Chota

arc said to have been the sons of Amir, the liai or

ruler of Brahmanabad. But it is difficult to believe

that there were any Hindu chiefs in Brahmana during

the rule of the Arulw in Mansura. The fact is that

the same stereotyped legend is told of all the old

cities in the Panjab. as well ns of those in Sindh.

Shorkot, Harapa, and Atari, are all said to have

been destroyed on account of the sins of their rulers,

as well as Alor. Brahmana. and Banibhura. But

the same story is also told of Tulamba. which wc

know to be false, as I have been able to trace its

downfall to its desertion by the Ravi, at n very

recent date. The excavations of Mr. Beliasis

have shown conclusively that Brahmana was
overwhelmed by an earthquake. The human
bones "wore chiefly found in doorways,

as if the people were attempting to escape; others

in the corners of the rooms; some upright, some

* Journ. Royal Asiat. Soc.. i. 28.
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recumbent. with their faces down, and some crouched

in a sitting posture."* The city was certainly not

destroyed by fire, as Mr. Richardson notes that he

found no remains of charcoal or burnt wood, and
that the old walls boro no traces of fire. On the

contrary, he also found the human remains crushed

in the corners of the rooms, as if the terror-stricken

inhabitants, finding their houses falling about them,

had crouched in the comers and been buried by the

falling material. t Mr. Richardson also picked up

a brick which had "entered cornerways into a skull,

and which, when taken out. had a portion of the

bone adhering to it." His conclusion is the same

as that of Mr. Bellasis. "that the city was destroyed

by some terrible convulsion of nature.”

The local coins found in the ruins of Bambhra
ka-ltil belong to the Arab governors of Mansura, from

the time of Janihur, son of Mansur, the reputed

founder of the city, down to Umar, the contemporary

of Masudi.J It was therefore in existence during

the whole of that time, or from A.D. 750 to 940, or

even later.

This agrees exactly with what I have already

noted, that the city was still flourishing when visited

by Masudi and Ibn Haukal in the first half of the

tenth century
; and I would therefore assign its

destruction to the latter half of that century, and not

* Journ. Aiiat. Soc. Bombay, v. 417.

t Ibid., v. 423.

* Thomas in Prinicp’s ‘Essays.* ii. 113.
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earlier than A.D. 970. Il is true that Mansura is men-
tioned by Abu Rihan in the beginning of the next

century, and at a still later period by Edrisi, Kazvini,

and Rashid-ud-din; but the last three were mere

compilers, and their statements accordingly belong

to an earlier age. Abu Rihan, however, is entirely

original, and as his knowledge of the Indian language

gave him special facilities for obtaining accurate

information, his evidence is sufficient to prove that

Mansura was still existing in his time. In spe.aking

of the itinerary of Sindh, he says,“ "From Aror to

Bahmanwa, also named cl Mansura, is reckoned 20

parasanga; from thence to Loharani . at the mouth of

the river. 30 parasangs." Mansura therefore still

existed when Abu Rihan wrote his work, about A.D.

1031
; but as it is mentioned by oidy one author in

the campaigns of Mahmud of Ghazni, it is almost

certain that it no longer existed as a great fortress,

the capital of the country, otherwise its wealth would
have attracted the cupidity of that rapacious con-

queror. I conclude, therefore, that Mansura was
already very much decayed before the accession of

Mahmud, and that the earthquake which levelled

its walls and overthrew its houses, must have

happened some time before the beginning of the

eleventh century. It is probable that most of the

inhabitant* who escaped the great catastrophe would
have returned to the ruined city to look after their

buried property, and that many of them again reared

•Reinaud, ‘Fragments Arabcs,’ etc. p. 113.
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ihcir houses on the old sites. But the walls of the

city were fallen, and thcr weas no security ; the river

was gradually failing, and there was a scarcity of

water ; and the place was altogether so much

decayed, that even in A.H. 416. or A.D. 1025, when

the conqueror of Somnath returned through Sindh,

the plunder of Manaura was not sufficient to tempt

him out of his direct march ; so he passed on by

Sehwfin to Ghazni, leaving the old capital unvisited.

and even unnoticed, unless we accept the solitary

statement of Ibn Athir. that Mahmud on this

occasion appointed a Muhammadan governor to

Mansura

.

3 LOWER 5INDH. OR EAR

The district of Pilasila, or Lower Sindh, is

described by Hwen Thsang as being 3(XX> li, or iOO

miles, in circuit, which agrees almost exactly with

the dimensions of the Delta of the Indus from

Haidarabad to the sea, including a small tract of

country on both sides, extending towards the desert

of Umarkot on the cast, and to the mountains of

Cape Monz on the west. Within these limits the

dimensions of Lower Sindh arc as follows. F rom

the western mountains to the neighbourhood of

Umarkot. 160 miles; from the same point to Cape

Monz, 85 miles; from Cape Monz to the Kori mouth
of the Indus, 135 miles: and from the Kori mouth

to Umarkot. 140 miles; or altogether 520 miles.

The soil, which is described as sandy and salt,

produced plenty of corn and vegetables, but very
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few fruits and flowers, which is true of the Delta

to the present day.

In the time of Alexander, the only place of note

in the Delta was Palala; but he is said to have

founded several towns himself* during his long

stay in Lower Sindh, waiting for the Etesian winds

to start his fleet. Unfortunately the historians have

omitted to give the names of these places. Justin

alone notes that on his return up the Indus he built

the city of /farce,+ to which 1 shall hereafter refer.

Ptolemy has preserved the names of several places,

as Barbara, Sousilfana, Bonis, and Kolako, of which

the first is most probably the same as the Barbarize

emporium of the Tenpins.’ and perhaps also the

same as the Barer of Justin. In the time of the

author of the 'Periplus.' the capital of Lower Sindh

was Minnanara, which the foreign merchants reached

by ascending the river from Barbarike. In the

middle of the seventh century. Hwen Thsang

mentions only Pilasila, or Palala. But in the

beginning of the eighth century, the historians of

Muhammad bin Kasim’s expedition add the names

of Dr.bal and Nirankol to our scanty list, which is

still further increased by the Arab geographers of

the tenth century, who place \1anhalara, or Manha-

bari. or Manj&bari,% to the west of the Indus, and

Curtius. Vita Alex., ix. 10: "Interim ct urben

plerasquc conilidit."

t Hist., xii. 10.

I Sir Henry Elliot. 'Muhammadan Historians of India.'

Downin'* edition, i. 35. quoting U>n Haukal
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two days" journey from Debal. at the point where

the rood from Debal crosses the river. The position

of these places I will now investigate in their order

from north to south, beginning with Patala, at the

head of the Delta.

Patala. or Nirankpi.

The position of Niranlfot is fixed at Haidarabad

by the concurrent testimony of Nl'Murdo, Masson.

Burton, and Eastwick.* Sir Henry Elliot alone

places it as Jarak. as he thinks that that locality

agrees better with the descriptions of the native

historians. But as Haidarabad is the modern name

of the city, which the people still know ns Niran^ot.

there would seem to be no doubt of its identity with

the iVirtin, or iVirun^o/. of the Arab historians and

geographers. Its position is described by Abulfcda

as 25 pnrasangs from Debal. and 15 parasangs from

Mansura. which accords with the less definite

statements of Istnkhri and Ibn Haukal, who simply

say that it was between Debal and Mansura. but

nearer to the latter. It was situated on the western

bank of the river, and is described as a well-fortified

but small town, with few trees. Now. Haidarabad

is 47 miles from the ruined city of Bralinumabad.

or Mansura, and 85 miles from Litri-bandar, which

I will presently show to have been the most probable

• M'Murdo in Journ. Royal Asia!. Soc., i. 30
:
Masson,

Travel*.' i. 463
;

Burton. ‘Sindh.* pp. 131, 376 : and

Eastwick, ‘Handbook for Bombay." p. 483. See Map
No. IX.
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position of the ancient Debal ;
while Jarak is 74 miles

from Brahmanabad. and only 60 miles from Lari-

bandar. The position of Haidarabad, therefore,

corresponds much better with the recorded distances

than that of Jarak. At present the main channel

of the Indus runs to the west of Haidarabad. but

we know that the Phuleli, or eastern branch,

was formerly ihe principal stream. According to

M'Murdo,* the change of the main stream to the

westward of Haidarabad took place prior to A. II.

1000, or A.D. 1392, and was coincident with the

decay of Nasirpur. which was only founded in A.H.

751, or A.D. 1330. As Nasirpur is mentioned by

Abul Fazlf as the head of one of the subdivisions

of the province of llinlhn, the mnin channel of the

Indus must have flowed to the eastward of Nirunkot

or Haidarabad at as late a date as the beginning of

the reign of Akbar.

Nirunkot was situated on a hill, and there was

a lake in its neighbourhood of sufficient size to

receive the fleet of Muhammad Kasim, Sir Henry
Elliot identifies ihe former with the hill of Jarak. to

the west of the Indus, and the latter with the Kinjur

lake, near Hclai. to the south of Jarak. But the

Kinjur lake has no communication with the Indus,

and therefore could not have been used for the recep-

tion of the fleet, which at once disposes of the only

special advantage that Jarak was supposed to possess

* Joum. Royal Asiat. Soc.. i. 236.

t 'Ayin Akbnri.' ii. 272.

21
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over Haidarabad as the representative ol Nirunkot.

Sir Henry admits "that the establishment of its

locality depends chiefly upon the sites which are

assigned to other disputed cities, more especially to

Dehal and Manama." The former he identifies

with Karachi, and the latter wth Haidarabad. and

consistently with these emplacements he is obliged to

fix Nirunkot at Jarak. But since he wrote his

'Appendix to the Arabs in Sindh.’ the ancient city of

Bambhra-ka-Thul has been found by Mr. Bcllasis

in the very position that was long ago pointed out

by M'Murdo as the site of Brahmartabad. Its

identification as the site of the famous cities of

N'lansura and Biahmanabad leaves Haidarabad. or

the ancient Nirankot, available as the tme represen-

tative of the Nirunkol of Biladuri and the C.hach-

nama. Its distance of 47 miles from Bambhrn-ka

tub and of 85 miles from Lari-bandar, agree almost

exactly with the IS and 2S parasangs of Abulfcda.

It U also situated on a hill, so that it corresponds in

position, as well ns in name, with Nirunkot. The

hill, called Ganja. is I /i mile long, and 700 yards

broad, with a height of 80 fcct.t The present fort

was built by Mir Ghulam Shah in A.H. I
182. or

A.D. 17684 About one-third of the hill, at the

southern end, is occupied by Ilie fort, the middle

• Sir H. Elliot's "Muhammadan Historians oi India.

Dowaon's edition, i. 400.

t Wood. "Journey to the Source of the Oxus,' p JA

{ M'Murdo. lourn. Royal Asiat. Soc .
i 234.
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|x>rtion by the main street and straggling houses of

the city, and the northern end by tombs.

In A.D. 641. when the Chinese pilgrim Hwen
sang visited Sindh, he travelled from Kotcsuiara,

the capital of Knchh. a distance of 700 li. or I I 7

miles, due north to Pi-to-shi-lo,* from whence he

Proceeded 300 li. or 30 miles, to the north-east, to

O.fan. cha. which I have already identified with

Brahmanfibad. M. Julien renders the Chinese
syllables by Pitasila, but I should prefer Palasila.

or the “flat rock." which is an accurate description

ot the long flat-topped hill on which Haidnrabad is

situated. This name recalls that of Patalpur.

which, according to Burton,f was an old appellation

of HaidarabSd. or Nirankot : and as this city is

exactly 120 miles to the north of Kotcsar, in Knchh,
and *17 miles to the south-west of BrahmnniibAd. I

have no hesitation in identifying it with the Pitasila

of the Chinese pilgrim. ITie size of the hill also,

which is I / mile in length, by 700 yards in

breadth, or upwards of 3 miles in circumference,

corresponds very closely with the dimensions of

Pitasila. which, according to Hwen Thsang. was
20 li. or V/ miles, in circuit.

Hie names of Patalpur and Palasila further

suggest the probability that Hnidnrabad may be the

Paltala of Alexander’s historians, which they are

unanimous in placing near the head of the Delta.

• Hioucn Th&nni:.' iii. 180.

t ‘Sindh,’ chap. i. note 7.
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Now. ihe present head of the Delta is at the old

town of Matt&ri. 12 miles above Haidarabad. where

the Phuleli separates from the main channel of the

Indus. But in ancient times, when the main stream,

which is now called Purana, or the ‘ Old River.’

flowed past Alor and Brahmanabad to Nirunkot, the

first point of separation of its waters was either at

Haidarabad itself, past which a branch is said to

have flowed by Miani to Trikal. or I > miles to the

south-east of it where the Phuleli now throws off

the Guni branch to the south, and then proceeds

westerly to join the present stream of the Indus at

Trikal. The true head of the old Delta was there-

fore either at Haidarabad itself, or 1 5 tr.ilc9 to the

south-east of it. where the Guni. or eastern branch

of the Indus, separated from the Phuleli. or western

branch

.

Now. the position of Patala can be determined

by several independent data :

—

1st. According to Ptolemy, the head of the

Delta was exacly midway between (Jskana and the

eastern mouth of the Indus, called Lonibare ostium.

This fixes Patala at Haidarabad, which is equidistant

from the capital of Oxykanus. that is. from Mahorta

near Larkana. and the Kori, or eastern mouth of

the Indus, which is also the mouth of the Lorn river,

or Lonibarc ostium.

2nd. The base of the Delta was reckoned by

Aristobulus at 1000 stadia, or 115 miles; by

Nearchus at 1800 stadia, and by Onesikritus at
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2(MX) stadia.* But as the actual coast line, from

the Ghara mouth on the west, to the Kori mouth on

the east, is no! more than 125 miles, we may adopt

the estimate of Aristobulus in preference to the

larger numbers of the other authorities. And as

Onesikritus states that all three sides of the Delta

were of the same length, the distance of Patala from

•he sea may be taken at from 1000 stadia, or 115

miles, up to 125 miles. Now. the distance of

Haidarabad from the Ghara
, or western mouth of

the Indus, is NO miles, and from the Kori % or

eastern mouth, 135 miles, both of which agree

sufficiently near to the base measuremnt to warrant

the descriptions of Onesikritus that the Delta

formed an equilateral triangle. Consequently, the

city of Patala
.
which was either at or near the head

of the Delta, may be almost certainly indentific 1

with the present Haidarabad.

3rd. From a comparison of the narratives of

Arrian anti Curtins, it appears that the Raja of

Patala, having made his submission to Alexander

at Hrihmona
,
or the city of Brahmans, the conqueror

sailed leisurely down the river for three tlays, when

he heard that the Indian prince had suddenly

abandoned his country and fled o the desert, f

Alexander at once pushed on to Patala. Now', the

distance from Brahmanabad to Haidarabad is only

* Strabo. Geogr*. xv. i. 33.

+ Arrian. ’Anabasis.' vi. 17 ; Curtius. Vita Alex., ix

8. 28
.
fays that he fled to the mountains.
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47 miles by (he direct land route; but as the old

bed of the Indus makes a wide sweep round by

Nasirpur. the route along the river bank, which was

doubtless followed by the army, is not less than 55

miles, while the distance by water must be fully ftO

miles. His progress during the first three days,

estimated at the usual rate of 10 or 12 miles by

land, and Ifl or 20 miles by water, would have

brought him within 19 miles of Haidarabad by land,

and 26 miles by water, which distance he would

have easily accomplished on the fourth day by a

forced march. From Patala he proceeded down

the western branch of the river for a distance of 400

stadia, or 46 mill's, when his naval commanders

first perceived the sea breeze. This point I believe

to have been Jarnk. which is 30 miles below

Haidarabad by land, and 45 miles, or nearly 400

stadia, by water. There Alexander procured

guides, and. pressing on with still greater eagerness,

on the third day he became aware of his vicinity to

the sea by meeting the tide.* As the tides in the

Indus arc not felt more than 60 miles from the sea,

I
conclude that Alexander must then have reached

as far as Bambhrn. on the Ghara. or western branch

of the river, which is only 35 miles from the sea

by land, and about 50 miles by water. Its distance

from Jarak by land is 50 miles, ami by water 75

miles, which the fleet might have easily ac-

complished by the third day. From these details it

• Curtius. Vita Alex., ix. 9. 29.
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is clear lhat Patala must have been at a considerable

distance from the sea. that is. not less than the

length of ihe tidal reach, plus three days’ sail on

the river, plus -100 stadia. These distances by

land are respectively 33 miles. 30 miles, and 30

miles, or altogether I I 3 miles, which corresponds

almost exactly with the measurement of Ariatobulus

of KMX) stadia, or 113 miles.

An these thiee independent investigations all

point to the same place as the most probable repre-

sentative of Patala. and as that place is called PalasiUi

by Hwcn Thsang in the seventh century, and is still

known as Patalpui, I think that we have very Strong

grounds lor identifying Haidarabad with the ancient

Patala.

In his account of the Indus. Arrian* says, “this

river also forms a delta by its two mouths, no way

inferior to that of Egypt, which, in the Indian lan-

guage. is ealled Patiala.

"

As this statement is given

on the authority of Nearchus. who had ample oppor-

tunities during his long detention in Sindh of inter-

course* with the people, we may accept it as the

general belief of the Sindhians at that time. I would

therefore suggest that the name may have been

derived from Patala. the "trumpet flower" (Bignonia

iuavcolens), in allusion to the “trumpet" shape of

the province included between the eastern and

wrsli rn branches of the mouth of the Indus, as the

Tn<lic»," p. 2.
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two branches, as they approach the sea, curve out-

wards like the mouth ol a trumpet.

I cannot close the discussion on the site of this

ancient city without noticing another name of which

the conflicting accounts appear to me to have a con-

fused reference to Nirunkot. This name is the Piruz

of Istakhri. the Kannozbur of Ibn Haukal, and the

Fiiabuz of Edrisi. According to Istakhri. Plruz was
4 days' journey from Dchal, and 2 days from Mcha-
barl, which was itself on the western bank of the

Indus, at 2 days' journey from Debal. Ibn Haukal
and Edrisi agree that the road to Kannozbur

,
or Fira-

buz. lay through Manhabari, or Manjaban, which was
on the western bank of the Indus, at 2 days from
Debal: bul they make the whole distance beyond
Debal 14 days instead of 4. Now. Ibn Haukal and
Edrisi place their city in Mekran. a position which

they were almost forced to adopt by their long dis-

tance of 14 days, although the first two days’ journey

lie exactly in the opposite direction from Mekran. But

if we take the shorter distance of 4 days from Debal.

which is found in Istakhri, the earliest of the three

geographers, the position of their unknown city will

then accord exactly with that of Nirankot . Debal

I will hereafter identify with an old city near Lari-

bandar and Manhabari with Thalha. which is just

mid-way between Lori-bandar and Hnidarabad.

Now. Ibn Haukal specially notes that Manjaban was
situated "to the west of the Mihran. and there any
ore who proceeds from Debal to Mansura will have

to pass the river, the latter place being opposite to
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Manjabari.”* This extract shows thai Manjabari

was on the western branch of the Indus, and therefore

on the high-road to Nirankot ns well ns to Pirux, or

Kannezbur, or Firabuz. I would therefore suggest

that the first of these names, which is thus mentioned

in conjunction with Manhabari might possibly be

intended for Nirun, and the other two for Nirunbot,

as the alterations in the original Arabic characters

required for these two readings are very slight. But

there was certainly a place of somewhat similar name

in Mekran, as Riladuri records that Kizbun in

Mckran submitted to Muhammad Kasim on his

march against Debal. Comparing this name with

Ibn HaukaTs Konnaxfcur.f and Edrisi’s Firabuz
,

I

think it probable that they may be intended for

Panjgfn, as suggested by M. Reinaud. Hie 14

day’s journey would agree very well with the

position of this place.

larak.

The little town of Jarak is situated on an

eminence overhanging the western hank of the

Indus, about m :dway between Haidarabad and

•Prof Dowson’s edition of Sir H. Elliot's Hist, of

India, I. 37.

t Prof Dowgon's edition of Sir Henry Elliot’s Hist

ut Imlm. i. 40. Ibn Hnuknl : Kannazbur. At page 29 be

uivc* Utakhri's name n$ Kannazbun. which Mordtmann

re,ids Firiun. The mosl probable explanation of these

difference* is some confusion in the Arabic characters

between the name of Nirun and that of the capital of

Mckiftn.
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Thatha. Jarak is (lie present boundary between

Vichalo, or Middle Sindh, and Lar, or Lower Sindh,

which lallcr I have been obliged lo extend to

Haidarabad. so as to include the Palala of the

Greeks and the Pitasila of the Chinese pilgrim, within

the limits of the ancient Delta. 1 his is perhaps the

same place as Khor, or Al^hor. a small but populous

town, which Fldrisi places between Mnnhabori and

Firabuz, that is. between Thalha and Nirunkot.

Three miles below Jarak there is another low hill

covered with ruins, which the people call Kafir l(ol.

and attribute to Kaja Manjhiro* The principal

ruin is a square basement ornamented with flat

pilasters at regular distances. This is supposed to

be the remains of a temple. Amongst the ruins

were found some fragments of Buddhist statues

;

and. at a short distance from the hill, an inscription

in early Indian characters, of which I can read only

the words pu/rasa and Phagaualasa. and a few

letters in different parts; but these are sufficient to

show that the inscription is Buddhist, as well ns the

other re-mains.

Minnagar, Manhabari, or Thalha.

The city of Thalha is situated in a low swampy

valley. 3 miles from the western bank of the Indus,

and 4 miles above the separation of the liiigar
,
or

western branch, from the Sala, or main stream of

the river. Liltlewood remarks that "the mounds of

‘Bombay Journal." V. 356.
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rubbish upon which the houses arc piled slightly

raise ils site above ihc level ol the valley."* The

place was visited by Captain Hamilton in A.D. 1699.

who describes it.f as situated on a spacious plain

about 2 miles from the Indus. It is highly probable,

therefore, that the town originally stood on the bank

of the river, which has been gradually receding from

it. Its name also would seem to point to the same

conclusion, as lhatiha means a "shore or bank." so

that Nagar-Thatha . which is the common name of

the place, would mean the "city on the river bank."

Its date is not certainly known; but M'Murdo. who

is generally very accurate, states that it was founded

in the year A .IT. 900. or A.D. 1495. by Ntzam-ud-din

Nanda. the jam, or ruler of Sindh. Before hia time,

the chief city of Lower Sindh was Saminagar. the

capital of the Santmd tribe, which stood on a rising

ground, 3 miles to the north-west of the site of

Thatha. M'Murdo refers its foundation to the time

of Ala-ud-din of Delhi, who reigned from A.H.

695— 715. or A.D. 1295 to 1315. Of a still earlier

date is the great fort of Kahjdn-kot
.
or Tughlaka-

bad. which stands on the limestone hill. 4 miles to

the south-west of Thatha. Its second name was

derived from Ghazi Beg Tughlak. who was the

governor of Multan and Sindh, during the latter

part of Aln-ud-din’s reign, in the beginning of the

fourteenth century.

• ‘Journey to the Source of the Oxus.' p. 17

f ‘New Account of the East Indies,’ i
123.
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I lie site ol 7 hatha itself is admitted to be

modern, but those of Saminagar and Kalyan-kot are

said to be of great antiquity, This belief of the

people is no doubt true, as the position at the bead

of the inferior Delta commanded the whole traffic

of the river, while the hill-fort gave security. Lieut.

Wood remarks* that the site of Thatha is so

advantageous for commercial purposes that it is

probable that a mart has existed in its neighbourhood

from the earliest times. "But,” he judiciously

adds, “as the apex of the Delta is not a fixed point,

the site of this city must have varied as the river

changed." This change of site would naturally

have entailed a change of names: and I
am there-

fore led to believe that Thatha was the actual position

of the Manhahari of the Arnh geographers, and of

the Minnagara of the author of the ‘Pcriplus.f

Manhahari is described by all the authorities as

situated on the western bank of the Indus, at 2 days'

journey from Dcbai. Now. this is the very position

of Thatha, which is on the western bank of the

Indus, at 40 miles, or 2 days* journey, from Lari-

bandar, which, as I will presently show, was almost

certainly within a few miles of the famous city of

Dcbai. The name of Manhabari is variously written

as Mchabari, and Manjabari, for which I would

suggest that we might perhaps read Mandabari
,
or

MandaiCari ,
the "c ity of the Mand %

tribe, just as

* Oxus/ p. 20.

t Sec Map No. IX.
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Saminagar was the 'city of the SammS" tribe. This

derivation of the name is supported by the fact that

the Mand tribe have occupied Lower Sindh in great

numbers from the beginning of the Christum era.

Edrisi* describes the Mand os a numerous and brave

tribe, who occupied the desert on the borders of

Sindh and India, and extended their wanderings as

far as A lor on the north, Mekran on the west, and

Mamchcl (or Llmarkot) on the cast. Ibn Haukalf

records that 'the Mands dwell on the banks of the

Mihran, from the boundary of Multan to the sea,

and in the desert between Mekran and Eamhal

(or Umarkot). I hey have many cattle-sheds and

pasturages, and form n large population.'* Rashid -

ud-din X locates them in Sindh at a still earlier period.

According to his account, Med and /.at, two des*

ccndants of Hnm, the son of Noah, were the pro-

genitors of the people of Sindh prior to the Mnha-

bharnta. The name is variously written as Mcr,

Med, Mand
,
in all of which forms it is found even at

the present day. To these I would add Mind,

which is the form of the name given by Mas*.idi.§ I

have alredy identified this people with the Mcdi and

Mandrueni of the classical writers
:
and as their name

• Geogr., i. 163.

t In Elliot. 'Muhammadan Historians of India,* I. 6? :

and in Gildcmeister. *De Rebus Indicia.* p. 172 where

hr gives Kamuhal as the eastern limit of their wanderings.

X Reinaud. 'fragments Arabee.* etc., p. 25.

5 Sir II. M. Elliot, ‘Muhammadan Historians of

India,' Dow»on*s edition, i. 57.
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is found in northern India from the beginning of

the Christian era downwards, and not before tha!

time. I conclude that the Mandrueni and latii of the

Oxus, who arc couple ! together by Pliny, must be

the Sneer Indo-Scythians, who occupied the Panjab

and Sindh, and who under the name of iWands and

Zah of the early Muhammadan authors, were in full

possession of the valley of the Indus towards the end

of the seventh century.

To show that the various spellings of the name

are but natural modes of pronunciation. I can refer

to the two large maps of the Shahptir and Jhelam

districts, which have been published within the last

few years by the Surveyor-General of India. In the

latter the name of n village on the Jhelam, 6 miles

above Jalalpur, is spell Meriala

.

and in the former

Mardiali. Abul Fa/I calls the same place Mcrali.

while Ferishta names it Meriala. Lastly. Wilford’s

surveyor. Mogal Beg. writes Mandt/ala. which is

also the form that I received from two different

persons, while in General Court’s map it is spelt

Mdmriala.

To this people I refer the name of Minnagar. or

"lily of the Min." which was the capital of Lower

Sindh in the second century of the Christian era.

Tha* Min was a Scythian name we know fron. i's

occurrence in the list of Isidor of Kharax as one of

the cities of Sakastene. or Sejistan. The appearance

of the name in Sindh would alone he sufficient to

suggest the presence of Scythians; but its connection

with them is placed beyond all doubt by the mention
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•hat the rulers of Minnagara were rival Parlhians,

who were mutually expelling each other.* These

Parlhians were Dahrc Scythians from the Oxus, who
gave the name of lndo-Scythia to the valley of the

Indus, and whose mutual rivalry points to their

identity with the rival Meds and Jats of the Muham-
madan authors.

The actual |x>sition of Minnagar is unknown,

and we have but few data to guide us in attempting

to fix its site. As it is not found in Ptolemy, who
wrote in the first half of the second century, I infer

either that the new name had not then been imposed

on the capital, or what is more probable, that Ptolemy

has inserted only the old name. If I am right in

identifying Mtn nagata or the "city of the Min,"
with Mand-abari, or the "place of the Mand."
there can rx* little doubt that the great I ndo-Scythian

capital was at Thatha. Edrisit describes ManhSbar

as situated on a low plain, and surrounded with

gardens and running water. Captain Hamilton!

gives the same description of Thatha, which, he says,

"stands in a spacious plain, and they have canals

cut from the river, that bring water to the city,

and some for the use of their gardens.” According

to the author§ of the ’Pcriplus,' the merchant vessels

anchored at the emporium of Barbarike, where the

* Pcripl. Mar. Er>th. ; in Hudson's Ceogr .
Vet

, i. 22.

i Ceogr., i. 164

I ‘New Account of ihe East Indies,* i. 12).

§ Hudson. Ceogr . Vet., i 22
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goods were unloaded, and conveyed to the capital by

the river. Just so in modern limes the ships

anchored at Laribnndar. while the merchants carried

their goods to lliatha either by land or by water,

lire posilion of Minnagar is too vaguely described

as “inland.''* to be of any use in its determination.

If it was. as 1 suppose, at Thalha, then it may
perhaps be identified with Ptolemy's Sousikana.

which I would interpret as Susi-g<imo. or the "town

of the Su tribe." an etymology which is supported

by the fact thnt the Mands. or Metis, were a branch

of the great horde of .Sus, or dhars, who gave one

name to Susiana, at the mouth of the Fluphrates, and

the other to Abiria, at the mouth of the Indus.
I

should mention, however, that according to

M'Murdo.f “Minagar was one of the cities depen-

dent on Multan in the twelfth century, and was the

possession of a chief by caste an A gri, and descended

from Alexander. It was situated on the Lohana

Dart/a, not far from Bahmana. in the parganah now
called Shehdadpur." It is n suspicious circum-

stance that this passage has not been verified either

by f’os'ans or by Elliot. The latter, who constantly

rcfcis to his own MS. of the 'Tohfat-ul-Kiram.'

quotes} this notice of Minagar at second-hand from

•The wordi ore. Hard ed>rav fuooytutr, which can only

mean "inland and beyond"' Uarbarikc

t Journ. Royal Asiat Soc.. i. 31 : and again at p.

233. quoting the Toh/ai-ul Giram.

J Muhammadan Historian" of India,' Dowson’r
edition, i. 66.
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M'Murdo. I may add that (he Agar i is a ^“ell-

known caste, of low degree, who are employed in

the manufacture of salt. I am therefore not inclined

to admit that this petty place could have any con-

nection with the geat capital of Indo-Scythia. On
the contrary, I arn disposed to look upon this name
of Min-nagara as meaning simply the city of Min.

Barbari^c-Emporium. or Bhambura.

Hie ruined town of Bambhora, or Bhambura, is

situated at the head of the Ghara creek, which is

“supposed by the natives to be the site of the most
ancient seaport in Sindh."* “Nothing now remains

but the foundations of houses, bastions, and walls,"

but about the tenth century Bhambhurn was the

capital of a chief named Bhambo Raja. According

to the traditions of the people, the most westerly

branch of the Indus once flowed past Bhambura. It

is said to have separated from the main river just

above Thatha, and M'Murdof quotes the Tabakat-
i-Akbari’ for the fact that in the reign of Akbar it

ran to the westward of Thatha. To the same rffect

Sir Henry ElliotJ quotes Mr. N. Crow, who was
for many years the British Resident at Thatha. Writ-

ing in A.D. 1800. Crow says. "By a strange turn

that the river has taken within these five-and-twenty

years just above Tatla. that city is flung out of the

angle of the inferior Delta, in which it formerly

• EastWMLk. 'Handbook of Bombay.* p. 481.

t Journ. Royal Asia!. Soc., i. 25. See Map No. IX.

1 Muhamm. Hist, of India, Dowson's edition, i. 399.

11
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stood, on the main land towards the hills of

Biluchistan." From these statements it would

appear that the Ghara river was the most westerly

branch of the Indus down to the latter half of the

last century. But long before that time, according to

M'Murdo, it had ceased to be a navigable stream, as

both Bhambur and Debal were deserted about A.D.

1250, on account of the failure of the river.* My
own inquiries give the same date, as Debal was still

occupied when Jalaladdin of Khwarazrn invaded

Sindh in A.D. I22l.t and was in mins in A.D. 1333,

when Ibn Batuta visited Lahaii liorular. which had

succeeded Debal as the great port of the Indus.

M’Murdo quotes native authors to show that

this western branch ot the Indus w’as called the

Sagara river, which, he thinks, may be identified

with the Sagapa Oslium of Ptolemy, which was also

the most westerly branch of the Indus in his time. It

is therefore quite possible, as supposed by M’Murdo.

that thus was the very branch of the Indus that was

navigated by Alexander. From the latest maps,

however, it appears that about midway between

Thatha and Ghara this channel threw off a large

branch on its left, which flowed parallel to the other

for about 20 miles, when it turned to the south

and joined the main channel just below Lari-bandar.

Now this channel passes about 2 or 3 miles to the

south of Bhamhiira, so that the town was also

accessible from the Pili the Pltunili
. the Kyat, and

• Jouin. Royal Alia. Soc.. i 25 and 232.

t Rashid-ud-din in Elliot. Dowton's edition, i. 26.
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the Pintiani mouths of the river. I am therefore

inclined to identify Bhamhiira not only with the

town of Parke, which Alexander built on hi* return

up the river, as stated by Justin, but also with the

Barbari of Ptolemy, and the Barbarike Emporium of

the author of the ‘Periplus.’ The last authority

describes the middle branch of the Indus as the

only navigable channel in his time up to Barbarike.*

all the other six channels being narrow and full of

shoals. This statement shows that the Chnra river

had already begun to fail before A.D. 200. The
middle mouth of the river, which was then the only

navigable entrance, is called Khariphon Ostium by
Ptolemy. 1 his name I would identify with the

Kijar river of the present day. which leads right up
to Ihe point where the southern branch of the Cham
joins the main river near Lari-bandar.

Irom this discussion I conclude that the

northern channel of the Ghara was the western

branch of the Indus, which was navigated by

Alexander and Ncarchus; and that before A.D. 200.

its waters found another channel more to the south,

in the southern Ghara. which joins the main stream

of the Indus just below Lari-bandar. By this

channel, in the time of the author of the ‘Periplus,'

the merchant vessels navigated the Indus up to

Barbarike, where the goods were unloaded, and

conveyed in boats lo Minnagar, the capital of the

country. But after some time this channel also

* Hudson. Gcokt. Vet., i. 22.
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failed, and in the beginning of the eighth century,

when the Arabs invaded Sindh. Debal had become

the chief port of the Indus, and altogether sup-

planted BhambQra, or the ancient Barbarize. But

though the Ghara river was no longer a navigable

channel, its waters still contiuned to flow past the

old town down to the thirteenth century, about which

time it would appear to have been finally deserted.

Debal Sindhi. o>- Debal.

Hie position of the celebrated port of Debal.

the emporium of the Indus during the middle ages,

is still unsettled. By Abul Fazl and the later

Muhammadan writers. Debal h;«s been confounded

with Thntha ; but as Debal was no longer in existence

when they wrote. I conclude that they were misled

by the name of Debal Thatha. which is frequently

applied to Thatha itself. Similarly. Brahmana,

or BrShmanabad, was called Debal Kangra, and
the famous seaport of Debal was named Debal

Sindhi. But Diwat, or Debal. means simply a

temple, and therefore Debal Sindhi means the

temple at, or near, the town of Sindhi. Major

Button says that the shawls of Thatha are still called

Shal-i-Dcbali
, but this only proves that Debal was

the place where the merchants procured the Thatha

shawls. Just so the name of Multani-matti. that

is Multan clay, or Armenian bole, is derived from

the place where the merchants otbain the article, as

the clay is actually found in the hills to the west of

the Indus, beyond Dora Ghazi Khan. So also
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ludinn-ink is named from India, where the mer-

chants first obtained it, although, ns is now well

known, it is all manufactured in China. Sir Henry

Elliot, who is the last inquirer into the geography of

Sindh, places Dcbal at Karachi ; but admits that

Lari-bandar "is the next most probable site after

Karachi."* But I incline to the opinion of Mr.

t row, who was for many years the British resident

in Sindh, that Debal occupied a site between

Karachi and I hatha. His opinion is entitled to

special weight, as he is admitted by M’Murdo and

Elliot to have "combined much discrimination with

ample opportunities of local inquiry." Sir Henry

quotes the Chach-nama for the fact that "the

Serandip vessels were in their distress driven to the

shore of Dcbal.’ to show that the port must hnvc

been close to the sea. 'lTiere they were attnrked

by pirntes of the Tangamara tribe, who occupied

the seacoast from Karachi to Lari-bandar. Iliis

statement shows that it' Debal cannot be identified

cither with Karachi or with Lari-bandar, it must be

looked for somewhere between them.

In favour of Karachi Sir Henry quotes Bilnduri,

who records that in the year A.II. 15. or A.D. 63b.

I lakim dispatched his brother Mughira on an

expoditoin to the Bay of Dcbal. But as the city of

Lyons is not on the shore of the Gulf of Lyons, so

it does not necessarily follow that Debal was on the

shore of the Bay of Dcbal. In fact it is described

* ’Sindh.’ pp. 222 and 224
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by Ibn Khordndbeh ns being 2 farsangs from the

mouth of the Mihran, which is still further extended

to 2 days’ journey by Masudi.* But ns Dcbal was

situated on the Indus, it cannot be indentified with

Karachi, which is on the seacoast beyond the mouth

of the river. All our authorities agree in stating

that it was on the west side of the Mihran. t that is

of the main stream of the river, or Baghar, which

flows past Lari-bandar, and discharges itself into the

sea by several different mouths named the Piti, the

Phundi, the Kyar, and ihe Pintiani. But M’Murdo

also quotes the native authorities to show that it was

on the Sugara branch of the Indus, which flowed past

Bhambura. According to these accounts. Debal

must have been situated on the western bank or the

Baghar river, below the junction of the southern

branch of the Ghara, or Sagara branch. Its posi-

tion may therefore be fixed approximately at the

point of junction, which is 5 miles to the north of

Lari-bandar. 17 miles to the south-west of Bham-

bura. and alxnit 30 miles from the Piti and Pintiani

mouths of the river. TTiis position also fulfils the

other condition quoted by Sir Henry Llliot, that

Dcbal was between Karachi and Lari-bandar, in the

territory of the Tnngamara tribe of pirates. It

• Elliot, Muhamm. Hist of India. Dowaon’i edition,

i 53-57.

i There will be found in Elliot’s Muhamm. Hist., by

Dowson. i. 61 ; Irtakhr./ i. 63 ; ‘AshkSl-ul-Bilad.’ i. 63.

note Ibn Haukal. See also Gildemcirter, ’De Rebus

Indicis.’ p 203. for Kazvini.
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further agrees with the position assigned to it by
'Vlr. Crow, who places it between Karachi and
Thathn, which is an exact description of the locality

following the course of the river, which is the only

course that can he taken, as Debal was situated

amongst the intersecting streams of the Delta.

Unfortunately, this part of the Delta has not

yet been minutely explored : and to this cause I

would attribute our ignorance of the remains of an

ancient city, which were noticed by Ibn Batuta in

A.D. I 333 in the very position which I have assigned

to Debal.* As his statement is of great importance,

I will quote the passage at full length:—"I then

proceeded by the Sind to the city of Lahail, which

is situated upon the shores of the Indian Sea, where

the Sind joins it. It has a large harbour, into which

ships from Persia. Yemen, and other places put.

At a feu) miles from this city are the ruins of

another, in which stones in the shape of men and

beasts almost innumerable arc to be found. The

people of this place think that it is the opinion of

their historians that there was a city formerly in this

place, the greater part of the inhabitants of which

were so base that God transformed them, their

beasts, their herbs, even to the very seeds, into

stones ; and indeed stones in the shape of seeds arc

here almost innumerable. " Ibis large ruined city,

with its stones in the shape of men and beasts, I

take to be the remains of the once great emporium

* 'Travels.' by Dr. Lee. p. 102.
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of Debal. According to M'Murdo, the people of

Dcbal moved to Lari-bandar.* and according to

Captain Hamilton, liiri-bandar possessed “a large

.Wone fort," for the protection of merchants against

the Biluchis and Makranis. It is, I think, a very

fair and legitimate deduction that the people who

deserted Dcbal removed the materials of their old

city for the construction of the new one, and there-

fore that the stones of the fort of Lari bandar were

brought from the deserted city of Dcbal. the remains

of which excited the curiosity of Ibn Batuta in

a.d. 1333.

This statement of Ibn Batuta I would connect

with the curious account of an Indian city in the

’Arabian Nights/ which is found in the story of

Zobcidc. According to the common edition, this

lady sailed from the port of Bassora, and after

twenty days anchored in the harbour of a large city

in India, where on landing she found that the king

and queen and all the people had been turned into

stone. One person only had escaped the general

transformation, and he was the king s son. who had

been brought up as a Muhammadan by his nurse,

who was a Musalmani slave. Now this legend

appears to be the same as that of Raja Dilu and

his brother Chota of the native histories of Sindh.

f

according to which Chota had become a Muham-

madan. and when the city of Brahmana was

• Journ. Royal A»ia«. Soc.. i 29 and 233.

t M'Murdo. Journ. Royal Asiat. Soc, i. 28
:
and

Poslans. Journ. Asiat. Soc Bengal, vii. 193.
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destroyed by an earthquake, on account of the
wickedness of the kina. Chota alone escaped. As
a similar story is told of the ruin of all the chief
cities in the Punjab as well as in Sindh, the scene
of the story in the ‘Arabian Nights’ may be fairly

placed in Sindh; and as Drbul was the only large

city on the coast, and was besides the chief mart to

which the Muhammadan merchants traded, it seems
to me almost certain that it must be the Indian city

in which /.obeide found all the people turned into

stone.

According to M’Murdo. the destruction of

Brahmana took place in A.H. 140, or A.D. 757. and
as the story of Zobcide is laid in the time of the

Khalif Harun-ul-Rnshid, who reigned from A.D.

786 to 809, there are no difficulties of chronology

to interfere with the identification of the two

legends.

1 he position of Debal may also he fixed on the

Baghar river, or main channel of the Indus, by its

name of Dibal Sirulhi, or Dibal on the Indus. That

it was near lJtri-bandai we learn incidentally from

Captain Hamilton,' who says that the river of

Sindhi "is only a small branch of the Indus, which

appellation is now lost in this country which it so

plentifully waters, and is called Dioellee. or Seven

mouths.” This statement shows that the branch

of the Indus leading up to Lari-bandar was called

Dibah. or the river of Dibal, so late as A.D 1699.

"New Account of East Indies.’ i. 130.
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when visited by Hamilton. That this was the Piti

branch of the Indus I infer from its other name of

SinJhi. which I take to bo the same as the Sinthon

Ostium of Ptolemy, or the second mouth of the

river, reckoning from the west. As the Piti is one

of the mouths of the Baghar river, this position

agrees with that which I have already assigned to

Dibil. on the concurring testimony of all the

previous authorities.

Since Hamilton wrote, Lari-bandar itself has

been deserted, and the present port of the western

half of the Delta is Dharaja, which is only a few

miles to the cast of Lari-bandar.

tV KACHH

rhe fourth province of Sindh, in the seventh

century, was Kachh. and it was still attached to

Sindh in the time of Akhaf. It is described by

Hwen Fhsang as situated at 1600 //, or 267 miles,

to the south-west of the capital of Sindh, * which

at that time was A lor, near Bhakar, on the Indus.

This agrees with the details given elsewhere,!

which make the route as follows : from Alor to

Brahrnana. 700 li to the south, then to Pitasiln 500

li to the south-west, and then to Kachh 700 li to the

south; the whole distance being 1650 li. But the

general dirction is south, instead of south-west,

which agrees with the actual position of Kachh.

* M. Julien’a ‘Hiouen Thtang,* i.

Map No. IX.

t /bid., in. 175.

207, 208. Ser
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I he province is named *0-/icn-po-cftf-/o, which

M. Julicn renders as AcIhyaCal^ila, or Alyanva^cla,

but for which no Sanskrit equivalent is offered either

by himself or by M. Vivien dc St. Martin. I think,

however, that it may be intended for Audumbalira,

or Audumbara . which Professor Lassen gives as

the name of the people of Kachh. They are

the Odomboerce of Pliny,* but there is no trace of

this name at the present day.

Hie province is described as being 3000 ft, or

833 miles, in circuit, which is much too great, unless

the whole of the Nagar Parkar district to the north of

the Ran was included, which is most probable, as

this tract has always been considered as a part of

Kachh, and is still attached to it. Taking its

northern boundary as stretching from Umarkot to

the neighbourhood of Mount Abu, the whole length

of frontier will be upwards of 700 miles. The

capital, named Kie-t$i-shi-fa-lo> was 30 ft, or 3 miles,

in circuit. ‘This name is rendered as Khaj\su>ara

by M. Julien, and as Kachchheavara by Professor

Lassen. But as the Chinese syllable lie represents

the cerebral /, I think that tsi must have the same

value; and I would therefore read the whole as

Kolisuiara, which is the name of a celebrated place

of pilgrimage on the western shore of Kachh. That

this is the place actually intended is rendered certain

by the pilgrim's description of its position, which

is said to be on the western frontier of the country

* Hist. Nat., vi. 23.
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close lo ihc river Indus, and lo the great ocean.*

Iliis is n most exact description of the position of

the holy Kofesar, which is situated on the western

frontier of Kachh, on the bank of the Kori branch

ol the Indus, and close to the great Indian Ocean.

Il>is identification is further supported by the state-

ment that in the middle of the city there was a

famous temple of Siva Hie name of the place is

derived from Koli iswara. or the "ten million Is-

waras. and refers to the small lingam stones that

are found there in great numbers. Iswara is the

well-known name of Siva, and the lingarn is his

symbol.

M. Vivien dc St. Martin hits identified this

capital with Karachi; but the distance from Alor is

not more than 1300 li. or 217 miles, while only the

initial syllable of the name corresponds with the

Chinese transcript. The country is described by
Hwcn Thsang as low and wet. and the soil impre-

gnated with sail, This is an exact ilescription of

the lowlands of Kachh. which means a "morass"
{Kachchha), and of the salt desert, or Ran (in

Sanskrit /rina), which forms about one-half of the

province. But il is quite inaccurate if applied to

the dry sandy soil of Karachi. There is also a

large swamp extending for many miles, immediately

to the south of Koteaar.

•M. Julien'* ’Hioucn Thsang,' iii. 175: "EJIe est

siture. a I’fcait. sUr le* frontiers de l*oue»t
:

ellr est

voiiine du fleuve Sin-fu (Sindh), et a proximitc d’unc
grande mer."
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Districts to the West oj the Indus.

To the west of ihc Lower Indus .>11 the classical

writers agree in placing two barbarous races called

A rabii, or Arabiler, and Oritoe or Horitar, both

of whom appear to be of Indian origin. lire

country of the Arabii is said by Arrian to be

the ''last part of India" towards the west,

and Strabo also calls it a "Part of India."*

but both exclude the Oritrr. Curtins. Ivowever.

includes the Horittr in India,f while Diodorus states

that generally they resemble the Indians; and Arrian

admits that the Orita:, who "inhabited the inland

parts, were clothed in the same manner as the

Indians, and used the same weapons, but their lan-

guage and customs were different." In the

seventh century’, however, both their language

and customs were considered to lx* like those

of the Indians by a much more competent

observer, the Chinese pilgrim, Hwen Ihsang.

According to him, the customs of the in-

habitans of Lang-^ie-lo, which was 2000 li. or

333 miles, to the west of Kotesar, in Kachh. were

like those of the people of Kachh, and their written

characters closely resembled those of India, while

their language was only slightly different. J For

these reasons I think that the Oritre, as well as the

Ambitre. may fairly be included within the geo-

“ Arrian, 'Indien.' 22; Strabo, Gcogr.. xv. 2, I.

t Curtius. Vita Alex., ix. It). 33.

I M. Julicn’s ‘Hiouen Thsanc.’ iii. 177.
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graphical limits of India, although they have always

been beyond its political boundary during the his-

torical period. As early as the sixth century B.c.

they were tributary to Darius Hystaspes, and they

were still subject to Persia nearly twelve centuries

later, when visited by Hwen Thsang. But their

Indian origin is beyond all doubt, as will be shown

when I tome to speak of the Orit<r.

Arabii. or Aiabila:.

Tlic Arabii of Arrian are the Arabita of

Curtius. the Arbili of Ptolemy, the Ambrit<e of

Diodorus, and the A rbies of Strabo. They are aai.1

to have derived their name from the river Arabia, or

Arbis, or Arabius, which (lowed along their confines,

and divided their territory from that of the Oritar*

From a comparison of the details of Alexander’s

marches with the diary of Nearchus. it is certain that

this boundary river was the Purali. which flows

through the present district of 1-as into the liny of

Sonmiani, According to Curtius.T Alexander

reached the eastern boundary of the Arnbit.-v in

nine days from Patala. and their western boundary

in five days more. Now, from Haidarabad to

Karachi, the distance is 1 14 miles, and from Karachi

to Sonmiani 50 miles,J the former being usually

performed by troops in nine marches, and the latter

• Arrian. Indica.' 21: Strabo. Gcoirr.. xv. 2. I; Pliny.

I list. Not., vii. 2.

t Vita Alex., ix. 10. 33

I Eastwick. 'Handbook of Bombay.' pp 474 and 477
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either in Four or five. Karachi, iherefore. must

have been on the eastern frontier of the Arabitae, a

deduction which is admitted by die common consent

of all inquirers, who have agreed in identifying the

Kolaka of Ptolemy and the sandy island of Krofyola

where Nearchus tarrie<i with his fleet for one day.

with a small island in the Bay of Karachi. Krot;ola

is further described as lying ofl the mainland of the

Arabii. It was 150 stadia, or I7J4 miles, from the

western mouth of the Indus, which agrees exactly

with thr relative positions of Karachi and the mouth

of the Ghara river, if, as we may fairly assume the

present coast-line has advanced 5 or 6 miles during

the twenty-one centuries that have elapsed since the

time of Alexander. Flic identification is confirmed

by the fact that "the district in which Karachi is

situated is called Kaikalla to this day."*

On leaving Krokolu, Nearchus had Mount Eiros

(Manora) on his right-hand, and a low Hat island on

his left, which is a very accurate description of the

entrance to Karachi harbour, and after stopping at

several small places, reached Morontobaro. which

was called the "Women’s Haven” by the people of

the country. t From this place he made two courses

of 70 stadia and 120 stadia, or altogether not more

than 22 miles, to the mouth of the river Arnhius.

which was the boundary between the country of the

Arabii and the OriUe. The name of Morontobaro

* East wick 'Handbook of Bombay, p. 476
: Burnes.

'Bokhara.' i. 10. writes the name Crocola

t Arrian. 'Indie*,' p. 22.
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I
would identify with Miiari, which is now applied

to die headland of Ha* Muari, or Cape Monz, ihe

Iasi point of the Pabb range of mountains. Bara.

or bari, means a roadstead or haven, and rnoronla

is evidently connected with the Persian maul, a

man. of which the feminine is still preserved in

Kashmiri, as mahrin. a woman. The haven itself

may be looked for between Cape Mon/ and Sonmiani.

hut its exact position cannot be determined. From

the distances given by Arrian in his account of the

voyage of Nearchus, I am inclined to fix it at the

mouth of the liahar rivulet, a small stream which

falls into the sea about midway between Cape Monz

and Sonmiani. If I am right in considering Miiari as

an abbreviation of Morontobara. the cape must have

received its name from the neighbouritig haven. At

the mouth of the Arabius Nearchus found a large

and safe harbour, corresponding with the present

Bay of Sonmiani. at th>‘ mouth of the Fundi, which

is described by Pottinger* as "a very noble sheet

of water, capable of affording anchorage to the largest

fleet.*'

Oritcc, or Horike.

On crossing the river Arabius. Alexander

marched for a whole night through a desert, and in

the morning entered a well-inhabited country. Then

coming to a small river, he pitched his tents, and

waited for the main body of the army under

• ‘Biluchiautn.' p. 9
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pheestion. On its nriival, says Atiian, Alexander

“penetrated further into the country, and coming to

a small village which served the Orilre instead of a

capital city, and was named Ramba^ia, he was

pleased with its situation, and imagining that it

would rise to be a rich and populous city, if a

colony were drawn thither, he committed the care

thereof to Hepluestion."* On the approach of

Alexander, the Orita; made their submission to the

conqueror, who appointed Apollophanes their

governor, and deputed Leona tus with a large force

to await the arrival of Ncarchus with the fleet, and
to look after the peopling of the new city. Shortly

after Alexander's departure, the Orit<e rose against

the Creeks, and Apollophanes, the new governor,

was slain, but they were signally defeated by

Leonatus, and all their leaders killed.*
1 Ncarchus

places the scene of this defeat at Kohala, on the

coast, about halfway between the rivers Arahius and

I omerus. Pliny calls the latter river the Tonberos.t

and states that the country in its neighbourhood was

well cultivated.

From these details I would identify the Oritre,

or Horitee or Ncolcrilcc, as they are called by Dio-

dorus. with the people on the Aghor river, whom
the Creeks would have named Agorilcc. or Aorilcc,

by the suppression of the guttural, of which a trace

• Arrian, Anab., vi. 21, 22: and *lndicn.‘ 23: Curtius,

ix. 10. 34.

t Hist. Nat., vi. 25.

23
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Mill remains in the initial aspirate of 1 1or ita?. In

the btcl of this river there arc several jets of liquid

mud, which, from time immemorial, have been

known as Rdm-Chandar-fa-kiip. or “Ram Gumdar's
wells. " Inhere arc also two natural caves, one dedi-

cated to Kali and the other to Hingulaj. or l lingula

Oeci, that is, the "Red Goddess," who is only

another lorm of Kali. But the principal objects of

pilgrimage in the Aghor valley are connected with

the history of Rama. ’Hie pilgrims assemble at the

Rambdgh, because Rama and Sita are said to have

started from this point, and proceed to the Gorakh

Tank, where Rama halted; and thence to Tonga-

bhcra , and on to the point where Rama was obliged

to turn back in his attempt to reach Hingulaj with an

army. Rambdgh I would identify with the Ram-

bahia of Arrian, and Tongabhera with the river

Tonbcros of Pliny, and the Tomerm of Arrian. At

Ramhakia, thcrforc, we must look for the site of the

city founded by Alexander, which l-eonatus was

left behind to complete. It seems probable that this

is the city which is described by Stephanus of Byzan-

tium as the "sixteenth Alexandria, near the bay of

Afe/one."* Nearchus places the western boundary'

of the Orilee at a place called Malana , which I take

to be the bay of Malarj, to the east of Ras Malan
,

or Cape Malan of the present day, about twenty miles

to the west of the Aghor river. Both Curtius and

• In voce Alexandria. r3 i* MtXav* koAtto*.
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Diodorus* mention the foundation of this city, but

they do not give its name. Diodorus, however, adds

that it was built on a very favourable site near the

sea, but above the reach of the highest tides.

The occurrence of the name of Rambagh at so

great a distance to the west of the Indus, and at so

early a period as the time of Alexander, is very

interesting and important, as it shows not only the

wide extension of Hindu influence in ancient times,

but also the great antiquity of the story of Rama. It

is highly improbable that such a name, with its

attendant pilgrimages, could have been imposed on

the place after the decay of Hindu influence. f During

the flourishing period of Buddhism many of the

provinces to the west of the Indus adopted the Indian

religion, which must have had a powerful influence

on the manners and language of the people. But

the expedition of Alexander preceded the extension

of Buddhism, and I can therefore only attribute the

old name of Rambabja to a period anterior to Darius

Hystaspes.

These districts are described by Hwcn Thsang
under the general name of Lang-l^ie-lo, which M.
Julicn renders by Langala, M. dc St. Martin, how-
ever, refers it to the tribe of Longa, but it is cx-

* Curtiiu, Vita Alex,, ix. 10:— “In hnc quoque
regionc urbem condidit." Diodorus. I fiat. xvii.

t I lingula
j iKhiniralatchi) is mentioned by the Tibetan

Taranath, see ’Vaswlicf,’ French translation, p. 45. as n
Kakshasa in the weal of India, beyond Barukacha, or

Baroch.
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trcmcly doubttul whether this is an ancient name.

Ilie other name o! Langalas, quoted (rom the

Vishnu Puritna, is only a variant reading of /angolas,

which is almost certainly the correct form, as it is

immediately followed by Kuru-Jangalas. Hwcn
Thsang fixes the capital of Lang-lyc-lo at 2000 li,

or 333 miles, to the west of Kotcsar in Kachh. But

as this bearing would place it in the middle of the

Indian Ocean, the true direction must be north-west.

Now this latter bearing and distance correspond with

the position of the great ruined city of Lal^orian,

which Masson* found between Khozdar and Kilat.

In older maps the name is written simply Lolfuro,

which appears to rne to be very fairly represented by

the Chinese LongklcAo, or LankowA Masson

describes the ruined fortifications as “remarkable for

their magnitude, as well as for the solidity and the

skill evident in their construction.*' From the size

and importance of these ruins, I conclude that they

are the remains of a large city, which has at some

former period been the capital of the country. Ilie

Chinese pilgrim describes the province as being

many thousands of li in breadth as well as in length.

It is clear, therefore, that it corresponded, as nearly

as possible, with the modern district of Biluchistan,

of which the present capital, Kilat, is only 60 miles

to the north of Lakura. In the seventh century,

•
‘Kil&t.’ p. 63; and ‘Biluehistan,* ii. 46.

t The tame Chinese character, tang, is found in the

transcript of Bngholan. where the vowel of the final

syllable is long.
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the capital was called Su-neu-li-shi-la-lo, and was
30 /r. or 5 mile*, in circuit. The Chinese syllables

are rendered by M. Julien as Sumirisicaia, of which
he offers no translation. But as Hwcn Thsang
describes a magnificent temple of Siva in the middle
of the city, I infer that the Chinese transcript may be

intended for Sambhuriswara, which is a well-known

title of Siva as the "lord of divine beings," or the

"god of gods." By assuming that this name
belongs properly to the temple, the other name of

Lang-kic-lo. or Lakara. may be applied to the capital

as well as to the province.

II CUHJJARA.

Mwen Thsang places the second kingdom of

Western India, named Kiu-che-lo or Gurjfara. al

about 1800 li. or 300 miles, to the north of Balabhi,

and 2800 li. or 407 miles, to the north-west of Ujain.

The capital was named Pi-lo-mi-lo or Balmc,
which is exactly 300 miles to the north of the ruins

of Balabhi. From Ujain in a straight line it is not

more than 350 miles: but the actual road distance

is between 400 and 500 miles, ns the traveller has

to turn the Aravali mountains, either by Ajmer on
the north, or by Analwarn on the south. The
kingdom was 5000 li. or 833 miles, in circuit. It

must, therefore, have comprised the greater part of

the present chiefships of Bikaner. Jesalmer, and
Jodhpur. Its boundaries can only be described

approximately, as extending about 130 miles on the

north from Balar or Sirdarkot to Junjhnu; 250 miles
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on (he cast from Jnnjhnii to near Mount Abu;
1 70

miles on the south from Abu lo near Uinarkol

.

and i 1 0 miles on the west from Umarkot to Balar.

1 Hese figures give a lolal circuit of 860 miles, which

is as close an approximation lo the measurement of

Hwen Thsong as can be reasonably expected.

All the early Arab geographers speak of a

kingdom named Jutz or Juzr, which from its

position would appear to be the same as the

Kiu-chc-lo of Hwen Thsang. The name of the

country is somewhat doubtful, as the unpointed

Arabic characters may be read as Hataz or I lazar,

and Khataz or Khazar, as well as Jutz or Juzr . But

fortunately there is no uncertainty about its position,

which is determined to be Rajputana by several

concurring circumstances. Thus the merchant Suli-

nian, in A.D. 831,* states that llaroz was bounded
on one side by Tafck or Tobin, which, as 1 have

already shown, was the old name of the Panjab. It

possessed silver mines, and could muster n larger

force of cavalry than any other kingdom of India.

All these details point unmistakably to Rajputana,

which lies to the south-east of the Panjab. possesses

the only silver mines known in India, and has always

been famous for its large bodies of cavalry.

According to Ibn Khoidadbeh.f who dieJ

about A.D. 912, the Talariya dirhems were current

* Dow*on‘s Sir Henry FJliot. i. 4.

t Dowaon'a edition of Sir Henry Elliot”* Muhamm.
Hid., i. 13.
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in the country of Hazar; and according to Ibn

I lauk.d. who wrote about A.D. 977,* these dirhems

were also current in the kingdom of Gandhara,

which at that time included the Punjab. Suliman

says the same thing of the kingdom of the Balhara,

or the present Gujarat ; and wc learn incidentally

that the same dirhems were also current in Sindh,

as in A.H. 107. or A.D. 723. the public treasury

contained no less than eighteen millions of I atariya

dirhems.t The value of these coins is variously

stated at from I ]/g dirhem to I /. or from 54 to 72

grains in weight. From these data I conclude that

the Tntariya dirhems are the rude silver pieces

generally known as Indo-Sassanian. because they

combine Indian letters with Sassanian types. They

would appear to have been first introduced by the

Scythic or Talar princes, who ruled in Kabul and

north western India, as they are now found through-

out the Kabul valley and Panjab, as well as in

Sindh. Rajputana, and Gujarat. Colonel Stacy's

specimens were chiefly obtained from the last two

countries, while my own specimens have been

procured in all of them. In weight they vary from

50 to fifl grains ; and in age they range from the

fifth or sixth century down to the period of Malunud

of Ghazni. I hey arc frequently found in company

with the silver pieces of the Brahman kings of

* Dowson's edition ol Sr Henry Elliot's Muhamm.
Hist., i. 35.

i Sir Henry Elliot, Arabs in Sindh/ p 36. Dow-

son s edit. i. 3.
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Kabul, which agrees with the statement of Masudi

that the TStnriya dirhems were current along with

other pieces which were stamped at Gandhara.’

Ilie latter I take to be the silver coins of the

Brahman kings of Kabul, whose dynasty began to

reign about A.D. 830. or shortly before the time of

Masudi, who flourished from A.D. 913 to 936. I

have also found some of the Indo-Sassanian or

Tatar dirhems in central India to the cast of the

Aravali range, as well as in the Upper Gangetic

DoSb: but in these provinces they are extremely

scarce, as the common coin of Northern India in

the mediaeval period was the Vataha, with the

figure of the Boar incarnation of Vishnu, varying

from 33 to 63 grains in weight. From this

examination of the coins I conclude that the king-

dom named Hazar or Juzr by the early Arab

geographers, is represented ns nearly as possible by

Western Rajputana.

Edrisi.f quoting Ibn Khordadbch, states that

Juzr or lluzr was the hereditary title of the king, ns

well as the name of the country. This statement

confirms my identification of Juzr with Guzr or

Gujar, which is a very numerous tribe, whose name

is attached to many important places in north-west

India and the Punjab, and more especially to the

great peninsula of Gujarat. It is not known when

* Dowson's edition of -Sr Henry Elliot * Muhamm.
Hist., i. 24.

t Geogr.. i. 175. Jaubert % translation.
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this name was firsl applied to the peninsula. In

early limes il was called Saurashlra, which is the

Suraslrcne of Ptolemy
;
and il continued to bear this

name as late as A.D. 81 2. as we learn Irorn a copper-

plate inscription found at Baroda." In this record

of the Saurashtra kings, Guijjara is twice mentioned

as an independent kingdom. About A.D. 770 the

king of Gurjjara was conquered by Indra Raja of

Saurashtra. but was afterwards reinstated; and

about A.D. 800 Indra 's son Knrka assisted the

ruler of Malwn against the king of Gurjjara. These

Statements show most clearly that Gurjjara still

existed as a powerful kingdom, quite distinct from

Saurashtra. nearly two centuries after llwen

Thsang’s visit in A.D. 640. They show also that

Gurjjara mu9t have been adjacent to Malwa. as well

as to Saurashtra, a position which clearly identifies

it with Rajputana. as I have already determined

from Hwen Thsang’s narrative.

In the seventh century the king is said to have

been a Tsa-li-li or Kshatriya; but two centuries

earlier a dynasty of Gurjjata or Gujat Rajas was

certainly reigning to the north of Maharashtra, as

we have contemporaneous inscriptionsf of a

Chalukya prince of Paithan, and of a Gurjjara

prince of an unnamed territory, which record grants

of land to the same persons. These inscriptions

have been translated by Professor Dowson, who

* Joum. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, viii. 300.

tjourn Royal \dat. Soc.. new series, i. 270.277.
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refers the dntes to the era of Vikramaditya, but in

the total absence of any authentic example of the

use of this era before the sixth century A.D., I must

demur to its adoption in these early records. '1 he

Saka era. on the contrary, is found in the early

inscriptions of the Chalukya Raja Pulakesi. and

in the writings of the astronomers Aryo Bhatta and

Varaha Mihira. The inscription of Pulakesi is

dated in the Safea year 41 I. or A.D. 469. from which

I conclude that the record of the earlier Chalukya

Prince Vijaya. which is dated in the year 394, must

refer to the same era. The contemporary records

of the Gurjjara prince, which are dated in S. 38(1

and 38) must therefore belong to the middle of the

fifth century A.D. All these copper-plate inscrip-

tions were found together at KhaiJra, near Ahmcda-

bad. The first inscription of the Gurjjara Raja

records the grant of lands to certain Brahmans "who

having left the town of Jambusata, dwell in the

village of Sirishapadraka. included in the district ol

Akrurcswara." Five years later the same Brahman

grantees arc described as those "who are to dwell

in the town of Jambusara ;" and accordingly in the

Chalukya inscription, which is dated nine years

subsequent to the latter, they are described as

actually dwelling in the town of Jambusara. This

town is no doubt Jambosir, between Khambay and

Baroch. and as it belonged to the Chalukya princes,

who ruled over Maharashtra, the kingdom of

Gurjjara must have been situated to the north of

Khambay. that is. in Rajputona, where I have
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already placed il on ihc authority of Hwen Thsang.

and other independent evidence.

III. Valabhadra. or Balabhi.

The ruins of the famous city of Balabhi were

discovered by Tod near Bhaonagar. on the eastern

side of the peninsula of Gujarat. In an inscription

of the fifth century the country is called "the beauti-

ful kingdom of Valabhadra hut in the local

histories and traditions of the people, it is generally

known as Balabhi. This also was the name in the

time ol Hwen Thsang, who calls the kingdom Fa la-

pi, or Ralabhi. In ancient times, however, the

peninsula of Gujarat was only known as Surashlra,

and under this name it is mentioned in the MahS*
bharata and in the Pumnas. It is called Svrashlrene

by Ptolemy and the author of the ‘Periplus and
its people are mo9t probably intended by Pliny

under the corrupt name of Suarafaralar, or Varefalee,

for which I would propose to read Suralw. The
change in the name of the country is alluded to

in an inscription, dated in the Saka year 734, or

A.D. 812, of Raja Karbo, whose remote ancestor

Covinda is said to have been the ornament of the

Saurashlra kingdom, ‘‘which lost its appellation of

5au-rajya from the ruin that had fallen upon if."t

Karka’s father is called Raja of Ldlestcara. which

at once identifies his kingdom with Balabhi. as

* fount. A>i*t. Sac. Bengal. 1838. p. 976.

t Ibid., I8i‘). p MX). Inscription from Barodn.
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Hwen Thsang notes that Balabhi was also called

Pc-Iai-Io, or northern Lara, which is the common
pronunciation of the Sanskrit Lata. As Karka was
only the fifth in descent from Govinda, the name of

Saurajya or Saurashlra could not have been restored

by these representatives of the old family before the

middle of the seventh century. From a comparison

of all the data I conclude that the old name of

Saura9htra was lost in A.D. 319, when the successors

of the Sdh kings were supplanted by the Vallabhas,

and the capital changed from Junagurh to Valabhi.

n.e establishment of the Balabhi era. which dales

from A.D. 319, is said by Abu Rihan to mark the

period of the extinction of the Gupta race, whose
coins arc found in considerable numbers in Gujarat.

I his date may therefore be accepted with some
certainty as that of the establishment of the Balabhi

dynasty, and most probably also a9 that of the

foundation of their city of Balabhi.

According to the native histories and local tradi-

tions Balabhi was attacked and destroyed in the

Samvnt year 380, which is equivalent to A.D. 523,

if in the Vikrama era. or A.D. 658, if in the Saka

era. Colonel Tod has adopted the former; but as

Hwen Thsang visited Balabhi in A.D. MO, the date

must clearly be referred to the later era of Saka. If

the statement is correct, we may refer the capture of

Balabhi to Raja Govinda of the Baroda copper-plate

inscription, who is recorded to have re-established

the old family, as well ns the old name of the former

kingdom of Saurashtra. As he was the great-grand-
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father of the grandfather of Karka Raja, who was

reigning in A.D. 812. his own accession must have

taken place in the third quarter of the seventh

century, that is, between A.D. 650 and 675. which

agrees with the actual date of A.D. 658. assigned by
the native historians for the destruction of Balabhi,

and the extinction of the Balabhi sovereignty in the

peninsula of Gujarat.

About a century after their expulsion front

Balabhi the representative of the Balabhis, named
Bappa or I'appaka. founded a new kingdom at

Chitor, ami his son Guhila, or Guh&ditya. gave to

his tribe the new name of Guhilauat, or Gahilol,

by which they are still known. About the same
time* a chief of the Chaura tribe, named Ban Raja.

or the "Jangal Lord.” founded a city on the bank
of the Saraswati, about seventy miles to the south-

west of Mount Abu, called Analu'ura Patlan. which

soon became the most famous place in Western
India. Somewhat earlier, or about A.D. 720.

Krishna, the Pahlava prince of the peninsula, built

the fort of Elapura. the beauty of which, according

to the inscription, astonished the immortals. In it

he established an image of Siva adorned with the

crescent. Following this clue I incline to identify

Elapura with the famous city of Somnalh, which, as

the capital of the peninsula, was usually called

Pattan Somnalh. According to Postansf the old

• 'Ayin AkbanY ii 73. Abul Fail give* Samvat 802.

or A.D. 745. if referred to thr era of Vukramaditya.

t Journ. Asia!. Soc. Bengal. 1838. p. 866.
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“city of Rattan’ is built upon a projection of the

“mainland, forming the southern point of the small

port and bay of Verawal. This name I take to

be the same as Elapura or Elawar, which, by a

transposition that is very common in India, would

become Erawal* Ihus Nar-xinh has become Ran*

si, and Ranod is used indifferently with Narod

,

but

we have a still more striking instance in the change

from the ancient I arul to the modern Elur or Elora.

Now Pntan Somnath was famous for a temple of

Siva, which enshrined a figure of the god (searing

a crescent on his head as Somnath
.
or the “lord of

the moon
.

* This appellation was therefore the

proper name of the temple, and not of the city,

which I conclude must have been Elapura or Erawal

,

the modern Verawal.

The earliest notice that we possess of Somnath

is contained in the brief account of the successful

campaign of Mahmud of Ghazni. According to

Ferishta* the fortified city of Somnath was situated

“on a narrow peninsula, washed on three sides by

the sea.” It was the residence of the Raja, and

Naharwdla (a transposition of Analwara) was then

only “a frontier city of Gujarat.’’ litis agrees with

the native histories, which place the close of the

Chaura dynasty of Analwara in S. 998. or A.D. 941,

when the sovereignty passed into the hands of the

Chalukya prince Mula Raja, who became the para-

mount ruler of Somnath and Analwara.

• Briggs g translation, i. 69.
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After the lime of Mahmud. Somnath would

appear to have been abandoned by its rulers in

favour of Analwara, which is mentioned as the

capital of Gujarat in the time of Muhammad Ghori

and his successor Aiheg.* It was still the capital

of the kingdom in A. It. 697. or A.D. 1297, when the

country was invaded by the army of Ala-ud-din

Muhammad Khilji. which occupied Nahrwala, or

Anahvara. and annexed the province to the empire

of Delhi.

During all these transactions Ferishta invariably

designates the peninsula, as well as the country to

the north of it. by the modern name of Gujarat.

The name is not mentioned by Abu Rihan, although

he notices both AnaKviira and Somnath. It occurs

first in the Mojmal-ut-tawdrikh of Rashid-ud-din,

who wrote in A.D. 1310. just thirteen years after ihe

conquest of the country by the Muhammadan king

of Delhi. Now I have already shown that the name
of (lurjjaia was confined to Western Rajputana in

the time of Hwen Thtang, and that it was still a

distinct country from Sauiaxhtra in A.D. 812, when
Karka Raja of Lalcswara recorded his grant of land.

Between this date and A.D. 1310. there is a gap of

five centuries, during which period we have no

mention of Gmjjara in any contemporary records.

I have a strong suspicion, however, that the move-

ment of the Gujars towards the peninsula must have
been connected with the permanent conquest of

* Brigs*', translation, i. 179, 194.
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Delhi, Kanoj and Ajmer by the Muhammadans,

which ejected the Chohans and Rathors from

Northern Rajputana and the Upper Ganges, and
thrust them towards the south. Wc know that the

Rathors occupied Pali to the cast of Balmer in the

Samvat year 1283. or A.D. 1226. This settlement

of the Rathors must have driven the great body of

the Gujars from their ancient seats and forced them

to the south towards Analwara Pattan and Edcr.

This was actually the case of the Gohils, who, being

expelled from Marw&r by the Rathors. settled in the

eastern side of the peninsula, which was named
after them Gohilwara. In the time of Alcbar the

Gujars had certainly not penetrated into the penin-

sula, as Abul FozI docs not name them in his notice

of the different tribes which then occupied the Sirkar

of Surat. But even at the present day there is no

large community of Gujars in the peninsula, so that

we must look for some other cause for the imposi-

tion of their name on a large province which they

have never completely occupied.

In my account of the province of Giirjjara I

have already noticed an old inscription of the kings

of the Gurjjarn tribe. From this record wc learn

that in s. 380, or A.D. 4)8 the Gujars had pushed

their conquests as far south as the banks of the

Narbada. In that year, and subsequently in A.D.

463. their king Sri Datta Kusali* made several

• Professor Dowson in Joum. Royal Asia!. Soc., new
wrne*. i. 260

.
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grants of land to certain Brahmans in the district of

A krtiieswara. near Jambusara, which I take to be

Al(lesar, on the south bank of the Narbada, opposite

Bharoch. But before s. 394. or A.D. 472. the

Gujars must have been driven back to the north, as

far at least as Khambay, as the Chalukya prince

Vijaya made several grants of land to the same

Brahmans in the town of Jambusara. which lies

between Bharoch and Khambay. It is certain,

therefore, that the Gujars had occupied the country

to the north of the peninsula as early as the fifth

century of the Christian era. But two centuries later

they had already lost their power, as Hwcn Thsang

found a Kshalriya prince on the throne of Guijjara.

They must still, however, have continued to form

the bulk of the population of the countries to tire

west and south of Mount Abu; and as Alaf Khan,

the first Muhammadan conqueror, under Ala-ud-din

Khilji, fixed his head-quarters at Nahtuara. or

Analwara, in the very heart of the Gujar country.

I think it probable that the name of Gujarat was then

first applied to this new province of the Delhi

empire; and as the peninsula of Saurashtrn formed

a part of the province, it was also included under

the same general appellation. I therefore look upon

the extension of the name of Gujarat to the penin-

sula as a political convenience rather than an

ethnographical application. Hamilton* notes that

the greater part of Malwa and Khnndes was

• Gazetteer, in vocc "Gujerat.” i. 60.

24
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formerly called Gujarat; and this is borne oui by

Marco Polo, who distinguishes between the penin-

sula, which he calls Sumcnot (Somnath) and the

kingdom of Gozurat. which he places on the coast

to the north of Tana
;
that is. about Bharoch and

Sural. Even at the present day the name of

Gujarat is not known to the natives of the peninsula

itself, who continue to call their country Suiath and

Kathiawar

;*

the lalter name having been a recent

adoption of the Mahrattas.

The capital of Balabhi is described by Hwcn

Thsang as 10 li. or 5 miles, in circuit. Its ruins

were first discovered by Tod. although he did not

actually visit theni.f But they have since been

visited by Dr. Nicholson, J according to whom they

arc situated at 18 miles to the west-north-west of

Bhaonagar. near the village of Wale. The ruins

are still known by the name of Vamilapwa.

which is only a slight transposition of Valami, or

V'alabhipura. The remains ate scattered over a

wide extent, but there is nothing remarkable about

them, except the unusually large size of the bricks.

In the time of Akbar. however, these remains would

appear to have been much more considerable, as

Abul Fazl§ was informed that "at the foot of the

mountains of Sirouj is a large city, now out of

* Elphinstone, ’India,' i. 550.

t 'Travel* in Western India.’ p. 266.

J Jouin. Royal Asiat. Soc.. xiii. 146.

§ "Ayin Akbar i.’ ii. 69.
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repair, although the situation is very desirable.

Mabidchin and the port of Ghoga are dependent

upon it." The vicinity of Ghoga w a sufficient

indication to enable us to identify this ruined city

with the present remains of Balabhi, which are only

.iIkhiI 20 miles distant from Ghoga.

In the seventh century Hwen Thaang describes

the kingdom of Balabhi as 6000 li. or 1000 miles,

in circuit, which is very near the truth, if we include

the districts of Bhoroch and Surat, on the neighbour-

ing coast, as well as the whole of the peninsula of

Surashtra. But in this part of the pilgrim's travels

the narrative is frequently imperfect and erroneous,

and we must therefore trust to our own sagacity,

both to supply his omissions and to correct his mis-

takes. Thus, in his description of Bharoch, Hwen

Thsang omits to tell us whether it was a separate

and independent chiefship, or only a tributary of

one of its powerful neighbours, Balabhi. Malwa, or

Maharashtra. But as it has generally been attached

to the peninsula. I infer that it most probably

belonged to the great kingdom of Balabhi in the

seventh century. In the second century, according

to Ptolemy. Barygaza formed part of the kingdom

of Lari^c. which, in Hwen Thsang 's lime, was only

another name for Balabhi. In the tenth century,

according to Ibn Haukal,* it belonged to the king-

dom of the Balhara, whose capital was Analwara

;

but as this city was not founded for more than a

• Elliot. 'Muhammadan Historians of India.’ i 61.
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hundred years after Hwen Thsang's visit, I conclude

that in the seventh century Bharoch must have

formed part of the famous kingdom of Balahhi.

With this addition to its territories, the frontier circuit

of Balabhi would have been its nearly as possible

1000 miles.

I. SURASHTRA

According to Hwen Thsang, the province of

Su-Ia-cha , or Suralha , was a dependant of Balabhi.

Its capital was situated at 500 li, or 83 miles, to the

west of Balabhi. at the foot of Mount Veti-cAen-fa,

or Ujjanto .
This is the Pali form of the Sanskrit

Ujjayarta
,
which is only another name for the

Girinar hill that rises above the old city of lunagarh.

rhe name of UjjQyanta is mentioned in both of the

Girinar inscriptions of Rudra Dama and Skanda

Gupta, although this important fact escaped the

notice of the translators.* The mention of this

famous hill fixes the position of the capital of

Su rashfra at Junagarh. or Yavona-gadh
,
which is 87

miles to the west of Balabhi, or very nearly the same

as stated by Hwen Thsang. The pilgrim notices

that the mountain was covered with thick forests,

and that its scarped sides contained numerous

chambers and galleries. This description agrees

with the account of Postans.f who, in 1838. found

* Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bombay, vii. 1 19. *'the Urjayaia

hill :*’ p. 123. ** Urjayat ;

M
and p. 124. ‘the Jayanta moun-

tain.’* should all be rendered Ujayanta.

t Journ. Royal Asiat Soc. Bengal. 1838. pp. 874.876.
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tlie hill covered with “a thick jungiil of the custard-

apple tree,’’ and a number of excavations at the

base, consisting of "small Hat roofed rooms, sup-

ported by square pillars without ornament."

The name of Suiath is still known in this part of

the peninsula
;
but it is confined to a comparatively

small tract, which forms one of the ten divisions of

Gujarat.* In the lime of Akbnr. however, it was ap-

plied to the southern or larger half of the peninsula,

which, according to Abul Fa/I, extended from the

port of Ghoga to the port of Aramroy, and from

Sirdhar to the port of Diu.f The name of the

district is also preserved by Terry,} whose informa-

tion was obtained at the Court of Jahangir. Accord-

ing to his account, the chief city of Soicl was called

lanagar, that is. Jacanagarh, or Jonagarh. The

province was small, but very rich, and had the ocean

to the south. At that time also it would appear not

to have been included in Gujarat, as Terry describes

il as lying upon Gujarat.

In the seventh century Hwen Thaang states that

Surath, or Surashtra, was 4000 li. or 607 miles, in

circuit, and touched the river Mo-hi on the west.

This river has always been identified with the

Mahi of Malwa, which falls into the Gulf of

Khambay.g Accepting this identification as

• ELastwicic, 'Handbook of Bombay.' p. 424

t Avin Akbari,’ ii. 66.

t ‘Voyage to East India.' p. BO

§ As ihe Mahi river lies to the north-cast of Gujarat.
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correct, the province of Suraih in the time of Hwen
Thsang must have comprised the whole of the

peninsula, including the city of Balabhi itself. This

is confirmed by the measurement of the frontier

given by the pilgrim, which agrees exactly with that

of the entire peninsula to the south-west of a line

drawn from the Lesser Ran of Kachh to Khambay.

In spite of the fame of Balabhi, the old name of

Suraih was still applied to the whole peninsula so

late as A.D. 640.

2. BHAROCH. OR BARYGAZA.

In the seventh century the district of Po /u-^ic-

che-/>o, or liorukochuUi

,

was from 2400 to 2300 /i.

or from 400 to 417 miles, in circuit; and its chief

city was on the bank of the Nal-mO^lho, or Norm -

mada river, and close to the sea. With these data

it is easy to identify the capital with the well-known

seaport town of Rharoch . under its Sanskrit name

of Bhrigu-Kachha
,
as written by the Brahmans, or

Bharvkochha. as found in the old inscriptions. The

latter was no doubt the more usual form, as it is

almost literally preserved in the Bnpvyaia of

Ptolemy, and the "Pcriplus/ From Hwen Thsang’s

measurement of its circuit, the limits of the district

may be determined approximately as extending from

the Mahi* river on the north, to Daman on the

we must either read catf. or suppose that the pilgrim

referred to the western bank of the stream.

* The Moll river of Ptolemy.
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soulh. and from the Gulf of Khambay on the west

to the Sahyadri mountain* on the east.

According to the text of Hwen Thsang, Bharoch

and Balabhi were in Southern India, and Surashtra

in Western India: but as he places Malwn in

Southern India, and Ujain in Central India. I look

upon these assignments a* so many additional proofs

of the confusion which I have already noticed in

the narrative of his travels in Western India. I

would therefore assign both Balabhi and Bharoch

to Western India, as they formed part of the great

province of Surashtra. The correctness of this

assignment is confirmed by the author of the

‘Periplus,’ who notes that below Barygaza the coast

turns to the south, whence that region is named

Dakhinabadcs, as the natives call the south

Dahhano*.*

CENTRAL INDIA

According to the Chinese pilgrim, the great

division of Central India extended from the Sutlej

to the head of the Gangctic Delta, and from the

Himalaya mountains to the Narbada and Mahanadi

rivers. It comprised all the richest and most

populous districts of India, with the single exception

of the Gangctic Delta, or Bengal proper.t Of the

seventy separate states of India that existed in the

4 Peripl Mor. Erythr.. in Hudson's Gcoe>. Vet.,

i. 29.

t See Map No. I.
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seventh century, no less than thirty-seven, or rather

more than one-hall, belonged lo Central India. ITte

whole of these districts were visited by Hwen
Tbsang. whose footsteps I will now attend in des-

cribing the different principalities from west to east

in the following order :

—

1 . Sthancswara. 20. Kusinagara.

2. Bairat. 21. Varanasi.

3. Srughna. 22. Yodhapatipum.

4. Madawar. 23. Vaisala.

3. Brahmapura. 24. Vriji.

6. Govisana. 25. Ncpala.

7. Ahichhatra. 26. Magadha.

8. Pilosana. 27. Hiranya Parvata.

9. Sankisa. 28. Champa.

10. Mathura. 29. Kankiol.

II. Kanoj. 30. Paundm Vnrdhana.

12. Ayuto. 31. Jajhoti.

13. Hayamukha. 32. Mnhcswarapura.

14. Prayaga. 33. Ujnin.

15. Kosambi. 34. Malwa.

16 . Kusapura. 35. Khcda, or Khaira.

17. Vaisakha. 36. Annndapura.

18. Sravasti.

19. Kapila,

37. Vadari. or Eder.

I STHANESWARA

In the seventh century Sa-ta-ni-shi-fa-lo, or

Slhonctwara
. was the capital of a separate kingdom,

which is described as being 7000 /«, or 1167 miles.
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in circuit. No king is mentioned, but the state was

tributary to Harshn Varddhana ol Kanoj. who was

the paramount sovereign of Central India. Iroin

the large dimensions given by Hwen Thsang, I infer

that the district must have extended from the Satlej

to the Ganges.* Its northern boundary may be

approximately described as a straight line drawn

from Hari-ki-patan. on the Satlej. to Muzafnmngar,

near the Ganges: and its southern boundary as an

irregular line drawn from near Pak-patan. on the

Satlej. via Bhatner and Narnol, to Anupshahar on
the Ganges. These limits give a boundary of about

900 miles, which is nearly one-fourth less than is

Stated by the pilgrim. But it is certain that many
of these boundary measurements must be exaggerat-

ed, as the distances could only have been estimated,

and the natural tendency of most persons is rather

to overstate the actual size of their native districts.

Another source of error lies in the deficient informa-

tion of Hwen Thsang's own narrative, which des-

cribes each of the 37 districts as a distinct and
separate state, whereas it is almost certain that

several of the minor states should be included within

the boundaries of the larger ones. Thus I believe

that the petty districts of Goi^iiora and Ahichhalra

must have formed part of the slate of Madauiar;

that I'aisakha and Kusapura, and the other small

districts of the Gangctic Donb. Ayulo, / lai/ami/^ha.

Kosantbi, and I’laydga, were included in Kanoj

:

• See Map No. X.
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ihnl Kusinagara belonged lo Kapila

;

and that Vadari

anil Kheda were integral parts of Malwa. In some

instances also. I believe that thousands have been

inserted in the text instead of hundreds. I refer

specially to the petty districts in the lower Gangetic

Doab. Thus. Prayaga. or Allahabad, is said to be

5000 U, or 833 miles, in circuit, and Koiambt. which

is only 30 miles from Allahabad, is said to be 6000

//, or 1000 miles, in circuit! In both of these

instances I would read ihc smaller numbers of 500

li, or 83 miles, and 600 li, or 100 miles, which

would then agree with the actual dimensions of

these petty divisions. It is quite certain that they

could not have been larger, as they were completely

surrounded by other well-known districts. By
making due allowance for one or other of these

sources of error. I think it will be found that Hwcn
Th&ang's measurements are in general not very far

from the truth.

The town of Slhancswara. or Thaneaar. con-

sists of an old ruined fort, about 1 200 feel square

at top. with the modern town on a mound to the

east, and a suburb called llahari, or "without.'' on
another mound to the west. Altogether, the three

old mounds occupy a space nearly one mile in length

from east to west, and about 2000 feet in average

breadth. Hicse dimensions give a circuit of 14.000

feet, or less than 2% miles, which is somewhat
under the 20 U, or miles, of Hwcn Thsang.

But before the inroads of the Muhammadans, it is

certain, from the number of brick ruins still existing.
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as well as from ihc statements of the people them-

selves. that the whole of the intervening space

between the present town and the lake, which is

now called Dana, must have formed part of the

old city. Taking in this space, the original city

would have been, as nearly as possible, an exact

square of one mile on each side, which would give

a circuit of 4 miles, or a little more than the measure-

ment of the Chinese pilgrim. According to tradi-

tion. the fort was built by Raja Dilipa, a descendant

of Kuru, five generations anterior to the Pandus.

It is id to have had 52 towers or bastions, of which

some remains still exist. On the west side the

earthen ramparts rise to a height of 60 feet above

the road; but the mass of the interior is not more

than 40 feet high. The whole mound is thickly

covered with large broken bricks, but with excep-

tion of three old wells, there are no remains of any

antiquity’.

The name of Thanexar, or Slhaneswara, is said

to be derived either from the Slhana or abode of

liwaia, or Mahadeva, or from the junction of his

names of Slhanu and IsiCara, or from Slltanu and

sar, a "lake.” The town is one of the oldest and

most celebrated places in India, but the earliest

certain notice of it under this name is by the Chinese

pilgrim Hwcn Thsang, in A.D. 634. although it is

most probably mentioned by Ptolemy as lialan-

Kaisara, for which we should, perhaps, read Salan-

aisara, for the Sanskrit SlhanaiCara. But the place

was more famous for its connection with the history
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of ihc Pandus. than for its possession of a temple

of Mahadcva, whose worship, in India at least, must

lx- of much later dale than the heroes of the \1aha-

bharata. AH the country immediately around

Thanesar. between the SarasWati and Drishadwati

rivers, is known by the name of Kimi-Kshctra, that

is, the ’’field or land of Kuru,’' who is said to have

become an ascetic on the bank of the great holy lake

to the south of the town. This lake is called by

various names, ns lirahmd-Sar, Rama-hrad, Vayu,

or VayaOa-Sar. and Paoana-Sar. The first name is

attributed to Brahma, because he performed a sacri-

fice on its banks. The second mime is derived from

Parasu-Rama, who is said to have spilt the blood

of the Kshalriyas in this place. The last two titles

are derived from the names of the god of Wind, on
account of the pleasant breezes which blew

over the waters of lake during Kuru’s period

of asceticism. This lake is the centre of attraction

for most pilgrims: but all around it for many
miles is holy ground, and the number of holy

places connected with the Kauracas and PandaVas,

and with other heroes of antiquity, is very

great indeed. According to popular belief, the

exact number is 360, but the list given in the

Kuru-kshetra Mahiitmya is limited to 180 places,

of which one-half, or 91, are to the north along the

line of the venerated Saraswati river. There are,

however, in this list so many omissions of places of

acknowledged importance, such as the Nagahrada

at Pundri, the l’yasa*lhala at Basthali. the Parasara-
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lirath al Bnlu. and the Vishnu-liralh at Sagga. near

Narana, that I feel inclined to believe that the

popular number of 360 may not be exaggerated.

The Chakra, or district of Kuru-Kshclra, is also

called Dharma-Kshetra. or the "holy land," which

is evidently the original of Hwcn Thsang's ” champ
chi bonheur." In his lime the circle of pilgrimage

was limited to 200 /r.“ which, at his valuation of

40 Ii to the Indian ijojana of 4 kos. is equivalent to

20 kos. In the time of Akbar, however, the circle

had already been increased to 40 kos.f and at the

time of my visit it had been extended to 48 kos.

although the 40 kos circuit was also well known,

and is. indeed, noted by Mr. Bowring. The circuit

stated by the Chinese pilgrim could not have been

more than 35 or 40 miles, at 7 or 8 miles to the

yojana. but the circle mentioned by Abul Fazl could

not be less than 53 miles, at the usual valuation of

the Padshahi kos at I ^ miles, and might, at Sir

H. Elliot's valuation of Akbar’a kos at more than

IVl miles, be extended to upwards of 100 miles.

It is possible, indeed, to make these different state-

ments agree very closely by changing the pilgrim’s

number to 400
#

/f. or 10 yojnnns, which are

equivalent to 40 kos, or 80 miles, and by estimating

Abul Fazl’s 40 koa at the usual Indian rate of about

2 miles each. I am myself quite satisfied of the

necessity for making this correction in the pilgrim’s

Julien's Hioucn Thsang.* ii. 213.

t Ayin Akbari.’ ii. 517
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number, .is the narrow extent of his circle would not

only shut out the equally famous shrines at Prithu-

daha, or Pchoa on the Saraswati. and at the Kausiki-

San^am. or junction of the Kausiki and Drishadwati

rivers, but would actually exclude the Drishadwati

itself, which in the I'amana Parana is specially men-

tioned as being within the limits of the holy land.

—

Dirgh-Kshetre kurukshetre direha Satranta yi'e

Nudyaslire Dridiadvatyah punyaynh Suchirodhnsali.

"They were making the great sacrifice of Satranfa

in the wide region of Karnk.shetra on the banks of

the Drishadwati, esteemed holy on account of its

virtues." This river is also specially mentioned in

the Vana Paroa of the Mahabharata as being the

southern boundary of the holy land.*

Dakshinena SarasvatyH DrishadvatyuUarena-chn

Ye vasanti Kurukshelre te vasanti trivishtape.

"South from Saraswati, and north from Drishadwati,

they who dwell in Kuru^shetra live in paradise."

From these texts it is certain that the holy land of

Kurukshetra must have extended to the Drishadwati

in the time of Hwcn Thsang, and therefore that his

limitation of its circuit to 200 li. or 20 kos, must

be erroneous.

In another passage at the Mahabharata
,

the

boundaries of the holy land arc even more explicitly

detailed.—

t

• Chap. 83. v. 4.

t ’Vann Parva.' chap. 83. Iasi verse
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Tad Ratnukftratnukyor yadnntnram RainAhradanan-

cha BhachAknukasyA-cha

E4at Kiifukshetra. Samanta— pnnchakam. PitamahA-

syottara V'edinichyate.

“The tract between Ra/nu^a, Aratnuk>o, Ramahrada

and Bhacha^nu^a, is called Kurukshetra
,
Samanla-

pancha^a, and the northern Vedi of Pita-maha (or

Brahma).
*’ As this last name of Brahma-ccdi is

equivalent to Brahmavartla, we have another testi-

mony in the Code of Manu for extending the holy

land to the banks of the Drishadwati.*

Sarasvati Drishadvatyordeva nudyor yadantararn

I nndcvn nirmttam desan Brahmavarttan pnehakshfttc.

“That region, made by the Gods, which is between

the Saraswati and Drishadwati rivers, is called

llrahmavartta."

The great lake of Kurufyshctra is an oblong

sheet of water 3346 feet in length from cast to west,

and 1900 feet in breadth. It ia mentioned by Abu
Rihan.f who records, on the authority of Varaha

Mihira, that during eclipses of the moon the waters

of all other tanks visit the tank at Thancsar, so that

the bather in this tank at the moment of eclipse

obtains the additional merit of bathing in all the

other tanks at the same time.

This notice by Varaha Mihira carries us back

at once to A.D. 300. when the holy tank at Thanesar

was in full repute. But the Pauranic legends

attribute to it an antiquity long anterior even to

* Houghton** Institutes of Menu,* ii. 17.

t Remaud. * Memoire sur Tlnde.’ p. 287.
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the Pandus themselves. On ils banks Kuiu, tK<-

comrnon ancestor of the Kaurovas and Pandavas.

sat in ascetic abstraction; here Pnrasu-Rama slew

the Kshatriyas, and here Pururavas having lost the

nymph Ureas!

,

at length met his celestial bride at

Kurukshetra “sporting with four other nymphs of

heaven in a lake beautiful with lotuses.” But the

story of the horse-headed Dadhyanch. or Dadhicha.

is perhaps even older than the legend of Pururavas,

as it is alluded to in the Rig Veda.* “With his

bones Indra slew ninety times nine Prifras." The
scholiast explains this by saying that the thunderbolt

of Indra was formed of the horse’s head with which

the Aswins had supplied the headless Dadhyanch.

that he might teach his science to them. According
to the legend. Dadhyanch during his lifetime had
been the terror of the Asuras. who, after his death,

multiplied and overspread the whole earth. Then
“Indra inquiring what had become of him, and
whether nothing of him had been left behind, was
told that the horse's head was still in existence, but

no one knew where. Search was made for it. and
it was found in the lake SaryanaVat on the skirts of

Kurukshetra.” I infer that this is only another

name for the great tank of Kurukshetra. and consc-

quently that the sacred pool is at least as old as the

Rig Veda ilself. I think it also probable that the

Chakra-liralh, or spot where Vishnu is said to have

taken up his Chakra, or discus, to kill Bhishma,

'Wilson’s translation, i. 216.
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may have been the original spot where lndra slew

the Vritras, and that the bones, which were after-

wards assigned to the Pandus. may have been those

of the Vritras of the older legend. In support of

this suggestion. 1 may mention that the Chal(ratirath

is close to Asthipur, or the "place of bones." In

A.D. 634 these bones were shown to the Chinese

pilgrim. Hwen Thsang, who records that they were
of very large size.* AH my inquiries for them were

fruitless, but the site of Asthipur. or "Bone-town."
is still pointed out in the plain to the west of the

city, near Aujas-ghat.

Pchoa, or Prithudaka.

The old town of Pchoa is situated on the south

bank of the Sunsuti. 14 miles to the west of

Thanesar. The place derives its name from the

famous Prithu Chakra-cartti, who is said to have
been the first person that obtained the title of Raja.

At his birth, according to the Vishnu Purana.t "all

living creatures rejoiced," because he was l>orn to

put an end to the anarchy which then prevailed over

the whole earth. The story of the cure of Raja
Vena's leprosy, by bathing in the Saraswati is told

in the same Purana. On his death, his son Prithu

performed the usual Sraddha. or funeral ceremonies,

and for twelve days after the cremation he sat on
the bank of the Saraswati offering water to all

comers. TTie place was therefore named Prithu-

* Julirn's

t Book

i. 183.

25

'Hiouen Thsang,’

113. Hair* edition

ii. 214.

of Wilson's translation.
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dafcj or Path
u
"s pool. from dol^o or udaJfa water;

and the city which hr afterwards built on the sjjot

was called by the same name. The shrine of

Prithudaka has a place in the Kurufyshetra

Mahatmya. and is still visited.

Amin .

Five miles to the south-south-east of Thanesar

there is a large and lofty mound called A min, which

is said by the Brahmans to be a contraction of

Abhimanyu Khcra
t
or the mound of Abbimanyu.

the son of Arjun. Ilie place is also named Chakra-

bhyu. or the “Arrayed army," because the Pandus

here assembled their troops before their last battle

with the Kauravas. Here Abbimanyu was killed by

Jayadratha, who was himself killed the next day by

Arjun. Here Aditi is said to have seated herself

in ascetic abstraction to obtain a son. and here

accordingly she gave birth to Suryya
,
or the Sun.

rhe mound is about 2(X)0 feet in length from

north to south, and 800 feet in breadth, with

a height of from 25 to 30 feet. On the Jop

there is n small village called Amin, inhabited

by Gaur Brahmans, with a temple to A diti,

and a Suryya Kund on the east, and a temple

to Suryya on the west. 'Hie Suryya Kund

is said to represent the spot where the Sun was

born, and accordingly all women who wish for

male children pay their devotions at the temple of

Aditi on Sunday, and afterwards bathe in the Sure;

Kund.
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2 BAIRAT

According to Hwcn Thsang the capital of the

kingdom of Po-li-yc-lo-lo
. which M. Remain! has

identified with Paryatra or liairat, was situated at

500 /i. or 83^ miles, to the west of Mathura,

and about 800 li, 1 33^/j miles, to the south-west

of the kingdom of Shc-to-tu-lo* that is, of Saladru ,

or the Satlej. The bearing and distance from

Mathura point unequivocally to Bairat, the ancient

capital of Matstja as the city of Hwcn I hsang’s

narrative, although it is upwards of 1 00 miles

further to the south of Kullu than is recorded by the

pilgrim. But I have already given an explanation

of this discrepancy in my account of the intermediate

position of Satadru in Northern India.

Abu Rihan, the contemporary of Mahmud,
places Narena, the capital of Kerzal

,
at 28 parasangs

to the west of Mathura.f which, taking the parasang

at 3 /i miles, would make the distance 98 miles,

or 14 miles in excess of the measurement of Hwen
Ihsang. But as the narratives of the different

Muhammadan historians leave no doubt of the

identity of Narena the capital of Karzat
,

with

NciraijQnQ the capital of Bairal, this difference

in the recorded distance from Mathura, is of

• Julien** ‘Hiouen Thsang,' pp 206-207 See Map
No. X.

t Rcinnud. fragments Arabes el Person*. p. 107

The translator gives liozana . but this has been corrected

by Sir H. M. Elliot to Nar&na.
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little moment. According to Abu Rihan. Narana,

or Bazana, was called Narayan. ' by the Musal-

mans. a name which still exists in Naiayanpur, a

town situated at 10 miles to the north-east o( Bairat

itself. From Kanoj to Narana, Abu Rihan gives

two distinct routes; the first direct via Mathura

being 56 parasangs. or 1
96 miles, and the other to

the south of the Jumna being 88 parasangs, or 308

miles.4* The intermediate stages of the later route

arc, 1st, Asi. 18 parasangs, or 63 miles; 2nd,

Sabina. 17 parasangs. or 59J4 miles; 3rd, Jandara,

18 parasangs, or 63 miles; 4th, Rojauri, either 15

or 17 parasangs, 54 or 59J^ miles, and 5th,

Bazana, or Narana, 20 parasangs. or 70 miles.

As the direction of the first stage is specially

recorded to have been to the south-west of

Kanoj , it may be at once identified with the

Assai Ghat on the Jumna, 6 miles to the south

of Etawa, and about 60 miles to the south-west of

Kanoj. The name of the second stage is written

Sahinc
.
for which by the simple shifting of

the diacritical points, I propose to read

Suhania, which is the name of a very large and

famous ruined town situated 25 miles to the north

of Gwalior. Its distance from the Assai Ghat is

about 56 miles. The third stage named Jandara

by M. Reinaud, and Chandra by Sir Henry Elliot,

I take to l>e Hindon , reading for

• Reinaud, ‘Fragment*/ p. 106
;
Dowson's edit, of

Sir H. Elliot, i. 58.
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Its distance from Suhaniya by the Khetri Chat on

the Chambal river is about 70 miles. The fourth

stage, named Rajori, still exists under the same

name, 12 miles to the south-west of Machcri, and

about 50 miles to the north-west of Hirvdon. From

thence to Narainpur and Bairat, the road lies

altogether through the hills of Alwar or Macheri.

which makes it difficult to ascertain the exact

distance. By measurements on the lithographed

map of eight miles to the inch. I make the distance

to be about 60 miles, which is sufficiently near the

20 parasangs. or 70 miles, of Abu Rihan's account.

According to the other itineraries of Ahu
Rihan. Narana was 25 parasangs to the north of

Chitor in Mcwar, 50 parasangs to the cast of Multan,

and 60 parasangs to the north-east of Anhalwnra.*

The bearings of these places from Bairat are all

sufficiently exact, but the measurements are more

than one-half too short. For the first distance of

25 parasangs to Chitor, I would propose to read 65

parasangs. or 227 miles, the actual distance by the

measured routes of the quartermaster-general being

217^4 miles. As the distance of Chitor is omitted

in the extract from Abu Rihan which is given by

Rnshid-ud-din, it is probable that there may have

been some omission or confusion in the original of

the Tarikh-i-Hind from which he copied. The
erroneous measurement of 50 parasangs to Multan

is perhaps excusable, on the ground that the direct

• Remaud. ‘Fragment*/ pp. I OH- 1 12.
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rotile through the desert being quite impassable for

an army, the distance must have been estimated.

The error in the distance of Anhalwara I would

explain by referring the measurement of 60
parasangs to Chitor, which lies about midway
between Bairal and Anhalwara. From a compari-

son of all these different itineraries, I have no hesita-

tion whatever in identifying Bazana or Narana, the

capital of Karzal or Cuzral

,

with Narayanapura, the

capital of Bairal or Vairat. In Ferishta the latter

name is written either KibrSl ol,i> as in Dow. or

Kairat ol
;
*J as in Briggs, both of which names arc

an easy misreading of o,», Wairal or Viral, as it

would have been written by the Muhammadans.

Viral, the capital of iMalaya, is celebrated in

Hindu Legends as the abode of the Five Pandus
during their exile of 12 years from Dilli or Indra-

prastha. The country was also famous for the

valour of its people, as Manu directs that the van

of an army should be composed of “men born in

Kurukshetra near Indraprastha, in Matsya or Virata,

in Panchala or Kanyn Kubja. and in Surascna of

the district of Mathura."* The residence of Bhim
Pandu is still shown on the top of a long low rocky

hill about one mile to the north of the town. The
hill is formed of enormous blocks of coarse gritty

quartz, which are much weather-worn and rounded

on all the exposed sides. Some of these blocks

have a single straight face sloping inwards, the

• Houghton's translation, vii. 193
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result of a natural split, of which advantage hdS

been taken to form small dwellings by the addition

of rough stone walls plastered with mud. Such is

the Bhim-gupha or Bilim's cave, which is formed by

rough walls added to the overhanging face of a huge

rock about 60 feel in diameter and 1 5 feet in height

.

Similar rooms, but of smaller size, arc said to have

been the dwellings of Bhim's brothers. The place

is still occupied by a few Brahmans, who profess to

derive only a scanty subsistence from the offerings

of pilgrims, a statement which is rather belied by

their flourishing appearance. Just below Bhim s

cave, a wall has been built ac ross a small hollow to

retain the rain wrater. and the fragments of rock have

been removed from a fissure to form a tank, about

15 feet long by 5 feet broad and 10 feet deep: but

at the time of my visit, on the 10th of November,

it was quite dry.

The present town of Bairat is situated in the

midst of a circular valley surrounded by low bare

red hills, which have long been famous for their

copper mines. It is 105 miles to the south-west of

Delhi, and 41 miles to the north of Jaypur. The
main entrance to the valley is on the north-west

along the bank of a small stream which drains the

basin, and forms one of the principal feeders of the

Ban Canga. The valley is about 2/i miles in

diameter, and from l/j to 8 miles in circuit. The

soil is generally good, and the trees, and more

especially the tamarinds, are very fine and

abundant. Bairat is situated on a mound of ruins.
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about one mile in length by half a mile in breadth,

or upward* ol 2/2 mile* in circuit, of which the

present town does not occupy more than one-fourth.

The surrounding fields are covered with broken

pottery and fragments of slag from the ancient

copper-works, and the general aspect of the valley

is of a coppery red colour. The old city, called

liairalnagar, is said to have been quite deserted for

several centuries until it was repeopled about 300

years ago, most probably during the long and pros-

perous reign of Akbar. Tire town was certainly in

existence in Akbar's time, as it is mentioned by
Abul Fazl in the ‘Ayin Akbari.’ os possessing very

profitable copper mines. A number of large

mounds about half a mile to the cast, and imme-
diately under the hill, are said to have formed part

of the old city : but. both from their position and

appearance, I am inclined to think that they must

be the remains of some large religious establishment.

At present the surface remains consist of rough

Stone foundations only, as the whole of the squared

stones have been used in building the houses of the

modern town.

The number of houses in Bairat is popularly

reckoned at 1400. of which 600 are said to belong

to Gaur Brahmans, 400 to Agarwal Baniyas, 200

to Minas, and the remaining 200 to various other

races. Allowing the usual average of 5 persons to

each house, the population of Bairat will amount to

7000 persons.

The earliest historical notice of Bairat is that of
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the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang in A.D. 634.*

According to him, the capital was 14 or 15 li. or

just 2(4 miles, in circuit, which corresponds almost

exactly with the size of the ancient mound on which

the present town is built. 'I*he people were brave

and bold, and their king, who was of the race of

Fci-she, either a Vaiiya or a Bais Rajpul, was

famous for his courage and skill in war. The place

still possessed eight Buddhist monasteries, but they

were much ruined, and the number of monks was
small. The Brahmans of different sects, about 1000

in number, possessed 12 temples, but their followers

were numerous, as the bulk of the population is

described as heretical. Judging from the size of the

town as noted by Hwen Thsang. the population

could not have been less than four limes the present

number, or about 30.000. of whom the followers

of Buddha may have amounted to one-fourth. I

have deduced this number from the fact that the

Buddhist monasteries would appear to have held

about 100 monks each, and as those of Bairat are

said to have been much ruined, the number of

monks in Hwen Thsang’s time could not have

exceeded 50 per monastery, or 400 altogether. As
each Buddhist monk begged his bread, the number

of Buddhist families could not have been less than

1200, allowing three families for the support of

each monk, or altogether about 6000 lay Buddhists

in addition to the 400 monks.

* Julien's ’Hiouen Thsang.' ii 206
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The nexl historical notice of Bairat occurs

during the reign of Mahmud of Ghazni, who
invaded the country in A.II. 400, or A.D. 1009, when
the Raja submitted. But his submission was of

little avail, as his country was again invaded in the

spring A.H. 404. or A.D. 1014, when the Hindus

were defeated after a bloody conflict. According

to Abu Rihan the town was destroyed, and the

people retired far into the interior.* By Ferishtn

this invasion is assigned to the year A.H. 413. or A.D.

1022, when the king hearing that the inhabitants of

two hilly tracts named Kaiial and hardin (or Rairal

and h'arayan) still continued the warship of idols

(or lions in some manuscripts) resolved to compel

them to embrace the Muhammadan faith.f The
place was taken and plundered by Amir-Ali. who
found an ancient stone inscription at Narayan, which

was said to record that the temple of Narayan had

been built 40,000 years previously. As this inscrip-

tion is also mentioned by the contemporary historian

Otbi, we may accept the fact of the discovery of a

stone record in characters so ancient that the

Brahmans of that day were unable to read them.

I think it highly probable that this is the famous

inscription of Asoka that was afterwards discovered

by Major Burt on the top of a hill at Bairat, and

which now graces the museum of the Asiatic Society

in Calcutta.

* Dowson « edition of Sir H. EJliot’s Muhnmm. HUt..

i. 59.

t Briggs’* ’Ferishta.' i. 64.
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In (he seventh ernlnry (he kingdom of Bairat

was 3000 U, or 500 miles, in circuil. Il was famous

for ils sheep and oxen, bul produced few fruits or

flowers. lliis is still the case with Jnypur lo the

south of Bairat. which furnishes most of the sheep

required for the great Muhammadan cities of Delhi

and Agra, and their English garrisons. Bairat,

therefore, may have included the greater part of the

present state of Jaypur. Its precise boundaries can-

not be determined; but they may be fixed approxi-

mately as extending on the north from Jhunjnu to

Kot Kasim. 70 miles; on the west from Jhunjnu to

Ajmer. 120 miles; on the south from Ajmer to the

junction of the Banas and Chambnl. 150 miles; and
on the east from the junction to Kot Kasim, 150

miles; or altogether 490 miles.

t SRUCHNA

On leaving Thanesar. Hwcn ThsanR at first

proceeded to the south for about 100 li, or 16*/,

miles, to the Kiu-hoen-cha. or Gol^anlha monastery,

which has not yet been identified, but it is probably

Gunana, between Vvasthali and Nisang. 1 7 miles

to the south-south-west of Thanesar. I arn obliged

to notice this monastery as it is the starting-point

from which Hwen Thsang measures his next journey

of 400 !i. or 66*/, miles, to Su-ltil(in-na or Srughna,

which makes the distance between Thanesar and
Srughna just 50 miles.* Now Sugh, the place

* Julien's *f liouen Th»anK.‘ ii. 215 See Map. No.X
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which I propose to identify with the capital of

Srughna, is only 38 or 40 miles from Thanesar;

but as it agrees exactly in name, and corresponds

generally in other particulars. I am quite satisfied

tlial Hwen Thsang’s recorded distance must he

erroneous, although I am unable to suggest any

probable rectification of his figures. The true

distance is about 300 /r, or 50 miles, from the

Gokantha monastery.

The Sanskrit name of the country is Srughna,

which in the spoken dialects becomes Sughan and

Sugh, as it is called at the present day. The village

of Sugh occupies one of the most remarkable posi-

tions that I met with during the whole course of my
researches. It is situated on a projecting triangular

spur of high land, and is surrounded on three sides

by the bed of the old Jumna, which is now the

western Jumna canal. On die north and west faces

it is further protected by two deep ravines, so that

the position is a ready-made stronghold, which is

covered on all sides, except the west, by natural

defences. In shape it is almost triangular, with a

large projecting fort or citadel at each of the angles.

The site of the north fort is now occupied by the

castle and village of Dyalgarh. The village of

Mandalpur stands on the site of the south-east fort,

and that of the south-west is unoccupied. Each of

these forts is 1500 feet long, and 1000 feet broad,

and each face of the triangle which connects them

together is upwards of half a mile in length, that to

the cast being 4000, and those to the north-west
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and south-weft 3000 feet each. The whole circuit

of the position is therefore 22,000 feet, or upwards

of 4 miles, which is considerably more than the V/i

miles of Hwen Thsang's measurement. But ns the

north fort is separated from the main position by

a deep sandy ravine called the Rohata Nala, it ia

possible that it may have been unoccupied at the

time of the pilgrim's visit. This would reduce the

circuit of the position to 19,000 feet, or upwards of

Wt miles, and bring it into accord with the pilgrim's

measurement. The small village of Sugh occupied

the west side of the position, and the small town of

Buriya lies immediately to the north of Dyalgarh.

The occupied houses, at the time of my visit, were

as follows :—Mondalpur 100, Sugh 125. Dyalgarh

150. and Buriya 3500, or altogether 3875 houses,

containing a population of about 20,000 souls.

Of Sugh itself the people have no special tradi-

tions, but of Mandat, or MSndalpur, they say that it

formerly covered an extent of 12 kos. and included

Jagadri and Chancti on the west, with Buriya and
Dyalgarh lo the north. As Jagadri lies 3 miles to

the west, it is not possible that the city could have

extended so far : but we may reasonably admit that

the gardens and summer-houses of the wealthier

inhabitants may once possibly have extended to that

distance. At Chaneti. which lies 2 miles to the

north-west, old coins are found in considerable

numbers : but it is now entirely separated from Buriya

and Dyalgarh by a long space of open country. The
same coins are found in Sugh, Mandalpur, and
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Buriya. They are ol all ages, from (he small

Dilials of llit Chohan and Tomai Rajas of Delhi

to the square punch-marked pieces of silver and

copper, which arc certainly as old as the rise of

Buddhism in 300 B.C.. and which were probably the

common currency of Northern India as early as 1000

B.C. With this undoubted evidence in favour of the

antiquity of the place. I have no hesitation in identi-

fying Sugh with the ancient Srughna. Hie import-

ance of the position is shown by the fact that it stands

on the high-road leading from the Gangctic Doab.

via Miral, Saharanpur, and Ambala, to the Upper

Panjab. anil commands the passage of the Jumna.

By this route Mahmud of Ghazni returned from his

expedition to Kanoj ;
by this route Timur returned

from his plundering campaign at Haridwar; and by

this route Baber advanced to the conquest of Delhi.

According to Hwen Thsang. the kingdom of

Srughna was 6000 li. or 1000, miles in circuit. On
the east it extended to the Ganges, and on the north

to a range of lofty mountains, while the Jumna

flowed through the midst of it. From these data it

would appear that Srughna must have comprised the

hill states of Sirmor and Garhwal. lying between the

Giri river and the Ganges, with portions of the

districts of Ambala and Saharanpur in the plains.

But the circuit of this trac t does not exceed 500 miles,

which is only one half of Hwen Thsang's estimate.

His excess I would attribute chiefly to the difference

between direct measurements on the map. and the

actual road distances in a mountainous country.
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This would increase the boundary line by about one-

half. and make the whole circuit 750 miles, which is

still far shorl of the pilgrim's estimate. But there is

an undoubted error in his distance between the

Jumna and the Ganges, which he makes 800 li, or

133 miles, instead of 300 //, or 50 miles, which is

the actual distance between the two rivers from the

foot of the hills down to the parallel of Delhi. As

it is probable that this mistake was doubled by apply-

ing the same exaggerated distance to the northern

frontier also, its correction is of imporance, as the

double excess amounts to 167 miles. Deducting this

excess, the circuit of Srugfina will be only 833 miles

according to Hwcn Thsang's estimate, or within 83

miles of the probable measurement.

4 MADAWAR.

From Srughna the Chinese pilgrim proceeded

to Mo-tl-pulo, or Madipura. which M. Vivien de

St. Martin has identified with Mandawar, a large

town in Western Rohilkhand. near Bijnor. 1 had

previously made the same identification myself, and

I have since been able to confirm it by a personal

examination of the site." The name of the town is

written MaN* Madowar, the Mundorc of the maps.

According to Johari Lai. Chaodri and Kanungo of

the place, Madawar was a deserted site in Samvat

1171. or A.D. I I 14. when his ancestor Dwarka Das.

tee Map No. X.
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an Agarwala Baniya. accompanied by Kalir Mull,

came from Morari in the Mirat district, and occupied

the old mound. The present town of Madawar
conlains 7000 inhabitants, and is rather more than

three-quarters of a mile in length by half a mile in

breadth. But the old mound, which represents the

former town, is not more than half a mile square.

It has an average height of 10 feel above the rest

of the town, and it abounds with large bricks, which

arc a sure sign of antiquity. In the middle of the

mound there is a ruined fort 300 feet square, with

an elevation of 6 or 7 feet above the rest of the city.

To the north-cast, distant about one mile from the

fort there is a large village on another mound called

Madiya; and between the two there is n large tank

called Kunda Tal, surrounded by numerous small

mounds which arc said to be the remains of

buildings. Originally these two places would

appear to have formed one large town, about

mile in length, by a mile in breadth or just 3/i

miles in circuit, which agrees very well with Hwen
ThBang's measurement of 20 li, or 3/f miles.

It seems probable that the people of Madawar,

as pointed out by M. Vivien de St. Martin, may be

the Malhaz of Megasthenes. who dwelt on the banks

of the Erincscs. If so, that river must be the

Mttlini. It is true that this is but a small stream

;

but it was in a sacred grove on the bank of the

Malini that Saifuntala was brought up, and along

its course lay her route to the court of Dushmanta

at Hastinapur. While the lotus floats on its waters.
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and while the Chakwa calls to its mate on the hank,

so long will the little Malini live in the verse of

Kalidas.

According to Hwen Thsang, the kingdom of

Madipura was 6000 /i, or I (XX) miles, in circuit

:

but this estimate, as I have already pointed out,

must certainly include the two neighbouring states

of Govisana and Ahichlialro, as they are also in

Rohilkhand. and at so short a distance that Madiptir

alone must have been a very small district, confined

to the tract between the Ganges and Ramganga, of

not more than 250 miles in circuit. But even with

the extended limits now proposed, which would

include the whole of the country lying to the east of

the Ganges from Haridw&r to Kanoj as far as the

bank of the Ghagm near Khairigarh, the circuit

would not be increased to more than 650 or 700

miles. This is still too small; bur ns some large

allowance must be made on the northern mountain

boundary for the difference between direct measure-

ment on the map and the actual road distance. I

think that the true circuit may be nor less than 8)0

miles. The king of Madawar was a Siu-to-lo or

Sudra, who worshipped the Devos, and cared

nothing for Buddhism. As Govisana and Ahich-

hatra were without kings, I presume that they were

tributary to Madawnr. and that the circuit of the

territory recorded by Hwen Thsong was the political

boundary of the whole State, and not that of the

district proper.

26
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Mayupura , or llaridioar .

Hwcn I hsang describes the town of Mo-yu-lo.

or Mayura
,
as situated on the north-west frontier of

Mndawnr, and on the eastern Link of the (ianges.*

At n short distance from the town there was a great

temple called ”lhe gate of the Canges.” that is,

Gangd-duara. with a tank inside, which was

supplied by a canal with water from the holy river.

The vicinity of Gangd-dutara, which was the old

name of llarulwara. shows that Mayura must be ihc

present ruined site of Mayapuia, at the head of

Ganges canal. But both of these places are now on

the western bank of the Ganges, instead of on the

eastern bank, as stated by Hwen I’hsang. His note

that they were on the north-west frontier of Madawar

seems also to point to the same position
;
for if they

had been on the western bank of the Ganges, they

would more properly be described as on the north-

eastern frontier of Srughna. I examined the locality

with some tare, and I was satisfied that at some

lo finer period the Ganges may have flowed to the

westward of Mayapura and Kankhal down to

Jwalapur. Ilrere is, however, no present trace of

any old channel between the Gangadwara temple

and the hills ; but as this ground is now’ covered

with the houses of Hnridwar, it is quite possible that

a channel may once have existed, which has since

been gradually filled up. and built upon. There is

* Julien”* I liouen Thanng.' ii 230. See map No. X
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therefore no physical difficulty which could have

prevented the river from Inking this westerly course,

and we must either accept Hwen Thsang s state-

ment or adopt the alternative, that he has made a

mistake in placing Mayura and Gang&dwara to the

east of the Ganges.

There is a dispute between the followers of

Siva and Vishnu as to which of these deities gave

birth to the Ganges. In the ’Vishnu Puraua’ it is

staled that the Ganges has its rise "in the nail of the

great toe of Vishnu's Icb foot and the Vaishnavns

point triumphantly to the I loii-ki-chaian, or Hari-

l(i-paih (Vishnu's fool-prints), as indisputable

evidence of the truth of their belief. On the other

hand, the Santas argue that the proper name of the

place is Hara-<lu)ara, at "Siva’s Gate." and not

Hari-tliVara It is admitted also, in the 'Vishnu

Purana. that the Alabunaiula (or east branch of the

Ganges) "was borne by .V'ahndeva upon Ins head. +

But in siptc of these authorities, I am inclined to

believe that the present name of Haridwar or

Haradwar is a modem one. and that the old

town near the Gangadwara temple was Mayapura.

Hwen Thsang. indeed, calls it Mo-yu-lo, or Mayura.

but the old ruined town between Haridwar and

Kankhal is still called Mayapui. and the people point

to the old temple of Maya-DcCt as the true origin of

•Book ii. 8 . Hall’* edition of WiUon't uam-lation.

ii 272

t/h«d
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it$ name. It is quite passible, however, that the

town may also have been called Mayura-pura, aa the

neighbouring wands still swarm with thousands of

peacocks (Mayitra), whose shrill calls I heard both

morning and evening.

Hwen Thsang describes the town as about 20

U. or i/j miles, in circuit, and very populous.

This account corresponds very closely with the

extent of the old city of Mayapura, as pointed out

to me by the people. These traces extend from the

bed of a torrent which enters the Ganges near the

modern temple of Sarvvanath to the old fort of Raja

Ben. on the bank of the canal, a distance of 7500

feet. The breadth is irregular, but it could not have

been more than 3000 feel at the south end, and, at

the north end. where the Siwalik hills approach the

river, it must have been contracted to 1000 feet.

These dimensions Rive a circuit of 19,000 feet, or

rather more than 3^ miles. Within these limits

there arc the ruins of an old fort. 730 feet square,

attributed to Raja Ben, and several lofty mounds

covered with broken bricks, of which the largest and

most conspicuous is immediately above the canal

bridge. There are also three old temples dedicated

to Niirayana-sila, to Maya-Devi, and to Bhairaoa.

The celebrated ghat railed the Pairi, or "Feel

Chat.” is altogether outside these limits, being

upwards of 2000 feet to the north-east of the

Sarvvanath temple. The antiquity of the place is

undoubted, not only from the extensive foundations

of large bricks which are everywhere visible, and
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the numerous fragments of ancient sculpture accu-

mulated about the temples, but from the great

variety of the old coins, similar to those of Sugh.

which arc found here every year.

The name of Hariduldra, or "Vishnu's Gate,

would appear to be comparatively modern, as both

Abu Rihan and Rashid- ud-din mention only Canga-

dwara , Kalidas also, in his ’Mcghaduta.' say*

nothing of Haridwara, although he mentions Kan-

khal; but as his contemporary Amarasinha gives

Vishnupadi as one of the synonyms of the Ganges,

it is certain that the legend of its rise from Vishnu's

foot is as old as the fifth century. I infer, however,

that no temple of the Vishnupoda had been erected

down to the time of Abu Rihan. The first allusion

to it of which I am aware is by Sharif-ud-c!in.* the

historian of Timur, who says that the Ganges issues

from the hills by the pass of Cou-pclc, which I take

to be the same as Koh-pairi, or the Hill of the

Feet’* (of Vishnu), as the great bathing ghat at the

Gangndwara temple is called Pairi Chat, and the

bill above it Pairi PahSr. In the time of Akbar.

the name of Haridwar was well known, as Abul Fad

speaks of "Maya, vulgo Haridwar. on the

Ganges.” as being considered holy for I ft kos in

length.t In the next reign the place was visited by

Tom Coryat. who informed Chaplain Terry that at

• 'History of Timur.’ translated by Petis do la Croix,

iii. HI.

t 'Ayin Akbari.' ii. 516.
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'

'lltuiilwaia, the capital of Siba, the Ganges flowed

amongst litrstc* rocks with a pretty full current."

In 1796 the town was visited by Hardwicke. who
‘•'Us il .i small place situated at the base of the bills.

In IflOfl. Raper describes it as very inconsiderable,

having only one street
. about 15 feet in breadth,

and a furlong and a half for three-eighths of n mile)

in length. It is now much larger, being fully three-

quarters of a mile in length, but there is still only

one street.

Hwen I hsnng notes that the river was also called

Fo-ihtii.* which M. Stanislas )ulien translates as

I'cau qui porle bonhettr. and identifies with Maha-

bhatlia. which is one of the many well-known names

of the Ganges. He mentions also that bathing in

its waters was sufficient to wash away sin. and that

if corpses were thrown into the river the dead would
escape the punishment of being born again in an

inferior state, which was due to their crimes. I

should prefer reading Subhatlra, which has the

same meaning as MahAbhadrn. as Ktesias mentions

that the great Indian river was named iV.i^yo?, which

he translates by .Vp.n iraVru >ri dyafti-t Pliny quoting

Ktesias calls the river Hypobarus, which he renders

by "omnia in sc ferre bona." J A nearly similar

word. Oibatcs, is rendered by Nicolas of Damascus

as <Jy..0Jyy.An1
- I infer, therefore, that the original

* Julien’* "Miouen Thsang.' ii. 217.

t Cie-ior Indicn. Excerp »b Pholio. 19. edit Lion.

I Hist. Nar. xxxvii II
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name obtained by Ktesias was mast probably

Subhadra.

^ BRAHMAPURA

On leaving Madawar, Hwcn Thsang travelled

north-ward lor 300 /i. or 50 miles, to Po-lo-ki-mo-

pu-/o. which M. Julicn correctly renders as Brahma*

pure. Another reading gives Po-lo-hi*mo-lo* in

which the syllabic pu :s omitted, perhaps by mistake.

I he northern bearing is certainly erroneous, as it

would have tarried the pilgrim across the Ganges

and back again into Srughna. We must therefore

read north-east, in which direction lie the districts

of GarhwSl and Kumaon that once formed the

famous kingdom of the Katyun dynasty. rhat this

is the country intended by the pilgrim is proved by

the lac* that it produced cupper, which must refer

to the well known copper mines of Dhanpur and

Pokhri in Garhwal. which have been worked from

a very early date. Now the ancient capital of the

Kntyuri Rajas was at l.a^hanpur or Vairal-potlan

on the Kamganga river. About 80 miles in a direct

line from Madawar. If we might take the measure-

ment from Kot-dwara, at the foot of the hills on the

north-east frontier of Madawar. the distance would

agree with the 50 miles recorded by Hwen Thsang.

It occurs to me. however, as a much more probable

explanation of the discrepancy in the recorded

bearing and distance that they must probably refer

lulien's Hiouen Di»ang.'
i

43*4. and ii. 231.
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lo Govi\ana, the next place visited by Hwen Thsang,

from which Bairal lies exactly 50 miles due north.

According to the history of the country, l airat-

pallan or Lalfhanpur was the ancient capital, as the

Sombansi dynasty of Kumaon and the Surajbansi

dynasty of Garhwal date only from the Samcal years

742 and 743, which, even if referred to the era of

Vikramaditya, are posterior to the time of Hwen

Thsang. I think, therefore, that Brahmapura muEt

be only another name for Vairal-pallan. as every

other capital in these provinces is of much later date.

Srinagar on the Alakananda river was founded so

late as s. 1415, or A.D. 1358, by Ajaya Pala of

Garhwal. and is besides nearly as far from Madawar

as Vairal-patlan
:
while Chanilpur, the earlier capital

of Garhwal, is still more distant, and dates only

from s. 1216 or A.D 1159. The climate is said to

be slightly cold, and this also agrees with the

position of Bairal, which is only 3339 feet above

the sea,

Hwen Thsang desciibes the kingdom of

Brahmapura as 4000 /*, or 667 miles, in circuit.*

It must, therefore, have included the whole of the

hill-country between the Alakananda and Kamali

rivers, which is now known as British Garhwal and

Kumaon, as the latter district, before the conquests

of the Gorkha9, extended to the Kamali river. file

boundary of this tract measured on the map is

• Julien’s Hiouen Thsang.' ii. 231. See Map No. X.
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between 500 and 600 miles, or very nearly equal

to the estimate of the Chinese pilgrim.

b, GOVISANA. OR KASHIPUR.

To the south-east of Madawar. at a distance of

400 li. or 67 miles, Hwen TKsang places the

kingdom of Kiu-pi-shwang-na, which M. Julicn

renders by Govisana. Tire capital was 15 li, or 2^
miles, in circuit. Its position was lofty, and of

difficult access, and it was surrounded by groves,

tanks, and fishponds. * According to the recorded

bearing and distance from Madawar. we must look

for Govisana somewhere to the north of Muradabad.

In this direction the only place of any antiquity is

the old fort near the village of Ujain , which is just

one mile to the east of Kashipur. According to the

route which I marched, the distance is 44 kos, or to

miles. I estimate the value of the kos by the

measured distance of 59 miles between the post-

offices of Bareli and Muradabad. which is always

esilied 40 kos by the natives. The true bearing of

Kashipur is east-south-east instead of south-east,

but the difference is not great. and as the position of

Kashipur is just as clearly indicated by the

subsequent route to Ahichhotra, I feel quite satisfied

that the old fort near the village of Ujain represents

the ancient city of Govisana which was visited by

Hwen Thsang.

Julien** ‘Hiouen Thsang.’ ii. 233. See Map No. X.
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Bishop Hrlu-r* describes KAshipur ns .1

"famous place of Hindu pilgrimage which was

built by a ilivinily named Kashi 5(HX) years ago."

Bur the good bishop was grossly deceived by his

informant, as it is well known th.it the town is .1

modern one, it having been built about A.D. 1 71ft

by Kashi-nalh, a follower of Raja Devi-Chandra of

Champa wat in Kumaon. Tire old fort is now

called Uiain : but as that is the name of the nearest

village, it seems probable that the true name has

been lost, Hie place itself had been deserted for

several hundred years before the occupation of

Knshipur; but as the holy' tank of Dron-sagar had

never ceased to be visited by pilgrims,
I
presume that

the name of the tank must have gradually super-

seded that of the lort. Even at the present day the

name of Dron-Sasar is just as well known as that

of Kashipur.

lire old fort of Ujain is very peculiar in its form,

which may be best compiled to the body of a guitar.

It is 3<XM) feet, in length from ca&t to west, and

1500 feet in breadth, the whole circuit being

upwards of 9<X)0 feet, or rather less than 2 miles

Hvvcn Thsnng describes the circuit of Govisana as

about 12.000 feet, or nearly 2^2 miles, but in this

measurement he must have included the long mound

of ruins on the south side, which is evidently the

remains of nn ancient suburb. By including this

mound as an undoubted part of the old city, the

* ' Travels in India.’ ii 24<>
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tiicuit ol the ruins is upwards of I 1 ,000 feel, or

very nearly the same as that given by HwcnThsang.
Numerous groves. tanks, and fish-ponds still

surround the place. Indeed the trees are particularly

luxuriant, owing to the high level of the water,

which is within 5 or 6 fret of the surface. For the

same reason the tanks arc numerous and always full

of water. The largest of these is the Dron-5agat,

which, as well as the fort, is said to have been
constructed by the five Pandu brothers for the use
of their teacher Drona. The lank is only 600 feet

square, but it is esteemed very holy, and is much
frequented by pilgrims on their way to the source of

the Ganges. Its high hanks are covered with Soft

monuments of recent date. Hie walls of the fort

are built ol large massive bricks. 15 by 10 by 2\'i

inches, which arc always a sure sign of antiquity.

I he general height of the walls is 30 feet above the

fields; but the whole is now in complete ruin, and
covered with dense jangal. Shallow ditches still

exist on all sides except the cast. Th interior is

very uneven, but the mass has a mean height of

about 20 feet above the country. There are two
low openings in the ramparts, one to the north-west

nnd the other to the south-west, which now serve

as entrances to the jangal. and which the people say

were (lie old gates of the fort

.

The district of Govisnna was 2000 /i. or 333

miles, in circuit. No king is mentioned, and the

country, as I have already noticed, was most

probably subject to the Raja of Madawar. It was
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confined on the noith by Brahmapura, on the west

by Madawar, and on the south and east by

Ahichhatra. It must, therefore, have eonesponded

very nearly with the modern districts of Kashipur.

Rnmpur, and Pilibhit, extending from the Rnm-
ganga on the west to the Sards or Ghagra on the

cast, and towards Bareli on the south. With these

boundaries the circuit of the district would have

been about 290 miles measured direct, or upwards

of 3(H) miles by road distance.

? AHICHHATRA

From Govisana Hwcn Thsnng proceeded to the

south-east -100 li, or 66 miles, lo Ahi-chi-ta-lo, or

Ahichhatra * This once famous place still preserves

its ancient name as Ahichhatr
.
although it has been

deserted for many centuries. Its history reaches

back to B.C. 1430, at which time it was the capital

of northern P&nchala. The name is written Ahi-

kshetra. as well ns Ahi-chhatra, but the local legend

of Adi Raja and the NSga, who formed a canopy

over his head when asleep, shows that the latter is

•he correct form. This grand old fort is said to

have been built by Rayi Adi. an Ahir, whose future

elevation to sovereignty was foretold by Drona,

when he found him sleeping under the guardianship

of a serpent with expanded hood. The place is

mentioned by Ptolemy as Aiiodipn. which proves that

the legend attached to the name of Adi is at least as

• Julien'8 ‘Hiouen Thsang,' ii. 2H. See Map N'o. X.
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old as the beginning of the Christian era. The fort

is also called Adi^ol, but the more common name

is Ahichhafr.

According to the 'Mahabharata,' the great king-

dom of Panchala extended from the Himalaya moun-

tains to the Chambal river. The capital of north

Panchala, or Roliillchand, was Ahi-chhalra. and that

of south Panchala, or the Central Gangetic Doab,

was Kdmpilya, now Kampil, on the old Ganges be-

tween Budaon and Farokhnbad. Just before the

great war, or about 1430 B.C., the king of Panchala.

named Diupada, was conquered by Drona, the pre-

ceptor of the five Pfindus. Dtona retained north

Panchala for himself, but restored the southern half

of the kingdom to Drupada. According to this

account, the name of Ahi-chhatra, and consequently

also the legend of Adi Raja and the serpent, are many

centuries anterior to the rise of Buddhism.

It would appear, however, that the Buddists

must have adopted and altered the legend to do

honour to their great teacher, for Hwen Thsang

records that outside the town there was a Ndga-hrada,

or “serpent tank," near which Buddha had preached

the law for seven days in favour of the serpent king,

and that the spot was marked by a stupa of King

Asoka.* Now, as the only existing stupa at this

place is called Challr, I infer that the Buddhist legend

represented the Naga king after his conversion as

forming a canopy over Buddha with his expanded

Julien's ‘Hiouen Thiang,” ii. 235.
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hood. I think, also, dial ihr stupa creeled on die

spot where the conversion took place would naturally

have been called A hi-chhatra, or the "serpent

canopy." A similar story is told at Buddha Gaya
of the Naga King Muchalirula, who. with his ex-

panded hood, sheltered Buddha from the shower ol

rain produced by the malignant demon Mara.

The account of Ahi-chhalra given by Hwen
Thsang is unfortunately very meagre, otherwise we
might most probably have identified many of the

existing ruins with the Buddhist works of an early

age. flir capital was I 7 or 18 li, or just three miles

in circuit, and was defended by natural obstacles. It

possessed 12 monasteries, containing about 1000

monks, and 9 Brahmanical temples, with about 300

worshippers of Uwara DcVa (Siva), who smeared

their bodies with ashes. Hie stupa near the serpent

tank, outside the town, has already been mentioned.

Close beside it. there were four small stupas built on

the spots where the lour previous Buddhas had either

sat or walked. Both the size and the peculiar posi-

tion ol the ruined fortress of Ahi-chhatra agree so

exactly with Hwen Thsang's description of the

ancient Ahi-chhalra
.
that there can Ire no doubt what-

ever of their identity. The circuit of the walls, as

they stand at present, is 19,400 feet, or upwards ol

3 Yi miles. Hie shape may be described as an

irregular right-angled triangle, the west side being

5600 feet in length, the north side 6400 feet, and the

long side to the south-east 7400 feel. The fort is

situated between the Ram Ganga and Ganghan
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rivers, which are Ixrfh difficult to cross ; the former on
account ol its broad sands, the latter on account of
its extensive ravines. Both on the north and east

the place is rendered almost inaccessible by the Piria

Mala, a difficult ravine, with steep broken banka and
numerous deep pools of water, quite impassable by
wheeled vehicles. For this reason the carl road to

Bareli, distant only Ift miles due east, is not less than

23 miles. Indeed the only accessible side of the

position is the north-west, from the direction of

Lakhnor, the ancient capital of the Katchiia Rajputs.

It therefore fully merits the description of Hwen
Ihsang as being defended by “natural obstacles."'

Ahi-chhatra is only seven miles to the north of Aonla.

but the latter half of the road is rendered difficult by

the ravines of the Ganghan river. It was in this

very position, in the jangals to the north of /ton/a.

that the Katehri.i Rajputs withstood the Muhamma-
dan* under Firuz Tughlak.’*

Ahi-chhatra was first visited by Captain Hodg-

son, the surveyor, who describes the place as "the

ruins of an ancient fortress several miles in circum-

ference. which appears to have bad 34 bastions, and

is known in the neighbourhood by the name of the

"Pandus Fort ” According to my survey, there are

only 32 towers, but it is quite possible that one or two

may have escaped my notice, as I found many parts

so overgrown with thorny jangal as to be inaccessible.

The lowers are generally from 2ft to 30 feet in height.

Bnxgs 5 'Ferishta, i. 437.
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excepting; on the wear aide, where they rise to 35

feci. A single lower near the south-west corner is

47 feet in height above the road outside. The
average height of the interior mass is from I

r
> to 20

feet. Many of the present towers, however, are not

ancient, as an attempt was made by Ali Muhammad
Khan, about 200 years ago, to restore the fort with

a view of making it his stronghold in case he should

be pushed to extremities by the King of Delhi. The
new walls are said to have been I / gaz thick, which

agrees with my measurements of the parapets on the

south-eastern side, which vary from 2 feet 9 inches to

3 feel 3 inches in thickness at top. According to

popular tradition. Ali Muhammad expended about

a karor of rupees, or one million pounds sterling, in

this attempt, which he was finally obliged to abandon

on account of its costliness. I estimate that he may
perhaps have spent about one lakh of rupees, or

ill 0.000, in repairing the ramparts and in rebuilding

the parapets. There is an arched gateway on the

south-east side, which must have been built by the

Musalmans. but as no new bricks were made by

them, the cost of their work would have been limited

to the labour alone. The ramparts are 18 feet thick

at the base in some places, anil between 14 and IS

feet in others.

The district of Ahichhalra was about 3000 li.

or 500 miles, in circuit. With these large dimensions

I believe that it must have comprised the eastern

half of Rohilkhand. lying between the northern hills

and the Ganges, from Pilibhit on the west to Khaim-
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bad near the Ghagra on the east. This tract has a

boundary of 450 miles measured direct, or about 500

miles by road distance,

a PILOSHANA.

From Ahi-chhatra the Chinese pilgrim proceeded

in a south direction a distance of from 260 to 270

/i. from 23 to 25 miles, to the Ganges, which he

crossed, and then turning to the south-west he arrived

in the kingdom of Pilo-shan na .* His route to the

south would have taken him through Aonla and

Budaon to the Budh Canga (or old Ganges), some-

where near Sahawar. a few miles below Soron, both

of which places stood on the main stream of the

Ganges so late ns 400 years ago. As his subsequent

route is said to have been to the south-west, I believe

that he must have crossed the Ganges close to

Sahawar, which is 42 miles from Ahi-chhatra in a

direct line. From all my early inquiries I was led

to believe that 5oron was the only ancient place in

this vicinity ; and as Hwcn ~IT»sang does not give any

distance for his south-west march. I concluded that

Soron must have been the place to which he gives

the name of Pi-lo-shnn-na. I accordingly visited

Soion, which is undoubtedly a place of very great

antiquity, but which cannot, I think, be the place

visited by the Chinese pilgrim. I will, however,

first describe Soron before ! proceed to discuss the

superior claims of the great ruined mound of Alranji-

jutien'i Tliouen Huang,' ii. 2J5. Sec Map No. X.

27
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Kheia lo be identified with the Pi-lo-shan-na of the

Chinese pilgrim.

Soron is a large town on the right, or western,

bank of the Canges, on the high-road between Bareli

and Mathura. I he place was originally called Ulfala

Kshdra; but after the demon 1 1iianyal^sha had been

killed by the k'aru/ia Avalar, or Boar incarnation of

Vishnu, the name was changed to Suk^ara Kshetra.

or "the place of the good deed. lire ancient tow>n

is represented by a ruined mound called the Kilah,

or "fort." which is one quarter of a mile in length

from north to south, and somewhat less in breadth.

It stands on the high bank of the old bed of the

Ganges, which is said by some to have flowed im-

mediately under it so late as 200 years ago. Ilie

modern town stands at the foot of the old mound on

the west and south sides, and probably contains about

5000 inhabitants. There are no dwellings on the

old mound, which is occupied only by the temple of

Sila-Ramji and the tomb of S/ie^/r Jamal; but it is

covered with broken bricks of large size, and the

foundations of walls can be traced in all directions.

The mound is said to be the ruins of a fort built by

Raja Somadalla of Soron many hundred years ago.

But the original settlement of the place is very much

older, being attributed to the fabulous Raja Vena

ChahraCarlli. who plays such a conspicuous part in

all the legends of North Bihar, Oudh, and Rohil-

khand.

The great mound of ruins called Atranji-Khera

is situated on the right or west bank of the Kali Nadi.
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four miles to the south of Karsana, and eight miles

to the north of Eylo , on the Grand Trunk Road. Il

is also I 5 miles to the south of Soron, and 43 miles

to the north-west of SankIsa in a direct line, the road

distance being not less than 48 or 50 miles. In the

'Ayin Akbari* Atranji is recorded as one of the par-

ganahs of K&noj, under the name of Sil^andarpur

Alrcji* Siltpndarpur, which is now called Sikondra -

bad, is a village on the left bank of the Kali Nadi

opposite Atranji. From this it would appear that

AtrAnji was still occupied in the reign of Akbar. The
parganah was afterwards called Karsana

,
but it is

now known by the name of Sahawar Karsana

,

or of

Sahatear only. Hie name given by the i'hinese

pilgrim is Pido-shan-na, for which M. Julien proposes

to read Virasana. So far back as 1848 I pointed out

that, os both pil ami bar are Sanskrit names for an

elephant, it was probable that Pilosana might be the

same as Karsana . the large village which I have

already mentioned as being four miles to the north of

Atranji Khcra . The chief objection to this identifica-

tion is the fact that Karsana is apparently not a very

old place, although it is sometimes called Dcora

Karsana
,
a name which implies the possession of a

temple of note at some former period. It is, how-

ever. possible that the name of Karsana may once

have been joined to Atranji in the same way that we

find Sihandarpur i4frc;i in the 'Ayin Akbari.’ As
the identification of Karsana with Pilosana is purely

# Gladwyn gives "Secunderpoor Aterchhy," ii. 214.
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conjectural, it is useless to hazard any more specula-

tions on this subject. ITie bearing and distance from

Sanbisa, as recorded by Hwen Thsang, point to

the neighbourhood of Sirpura, near which there is a

small village called Pilkuni or Pilokuni
,
which is the

Pilubhoni of our maps. It is, however, a very petty

place: and although it boasts of a small khera, or

mound of ruins, it cannot. I think, have ever been

more than one-fourth of the circuit of two miles which

Hwen Thsang attributes to Pi-lo-shan-na. But there

are two strong points in its favour—namely, 1st, its

position, which agrees both in bearing and distance

with the Chinese pilgrims account; and 2nd.

its name, which is almost identical with the

old name, s/i being very commonly pronounced as

kb. so that Hwen Thsang’s Piloshana would usually

be pronounced Pilokhana,

In proposing Atranji-Khera as the site of the

ancient Piloshana. I am influenced solely by the fact

that this is the only large place besides Soron of

any antiquity in this part of the country. It is true

that the distance from .Son^isa is somewhat greater

than that recorded by the Chinese pilgrim,—namely.

45 miles, instead of 33 miles; but the bearing is

exact; and as it is quite possible that there may be

some mistake in Hwen Thsang's recorded distance,

I think that Atranji-Khcra has a better claim than

any other place to be identified with the ancient

Piloshana.

Phe only objection to the identification of A Iranji

with Piloshana is the difference between the distance
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of 2C0 li, or 33 miles, as staled by Hwen Thsang.

and the actual distance of 43 miles direct, or about

4ft or SO miles by road. I have already suggested

the possibility of there being some mistake in the

recorded distance of Hwen TTisang, but perhaps an

equally probable explanation may lie found in the

difference of the length of the yojana. Hwen Thsang

slates that he allowed 40 Chinese li to the yojana

;

but if the old yojana of Rohilkhand differed from that

of the central Doab as much as the kos of these dis-

tricts now differ, his distances would have varied by

half a mile in every kos. or by two miles in every

yojana, as the Rohilkhand kos is only I Yi mile,

while that of the Doab is two miles ; the latter being

one-third greater. Now if we apply this difference

to Hwen Thsnng's measurement of 200 li, or 33

miles, we increase the distance at once to 44 miles,

which agrees with the direct measured distance on

ihe map. I confess, however, that I arn rather

inclined to believe in the possibility of there being

a mistake in Hwen Hwangs recorded distance, as

I find exactly the same measurement of 200 li given

as the distance between Sanlfisa and Kanoj. Now,

the two distances are precisely the same.—that is,

Sankita is exactly midway between Alranji and

Kanoj; and as the latter disancc is just 50 miles by

my measurement along the high-road, the former

must also be the same. I would therefore suggest

the probability that both of these distances should be

300 li, nr 50 miles, instead of 200 li. as recorded

in the text. In favour of this proposed correction !
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may cite il»«* testimony of the earlier Chinese pilgrim

Fa-Hian. who makes the distance from Sankisa to

Kanoj 7 yojanas, or 49 miles.* At Hwen Thsang's

own valuation of 40 li to the yojana. this measure-

ment would give 2ft0 li; and as Fa-Hian docs not

record half yojanas. we may increase the distance by

half a yojana. or 20 li, which will bring the total up

to 300 li, or 30 miles.

But whatever may be the true explanation of the

difference liclween the actual distances and those re-

corded by Hwen I'llsang, there still remains the im-

portant fact that Sankisa was exactly midway between

Kanoj and Piloshanna, just as it now is midway be-

tween Kanoj and Atranji. If we couple this abso-

lute identity of position with the fact that Alranji

is the only old place in the part of the country indi-

cated by Hwen Thsang. we can scarcely arrive at any

other conclusion than that the great ruined mound of

Atranji is the site of the ancient Piloshana. This

conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the mound
of Atranji corresponds almost exactly in size with

Hwen Ihsang s measurement of 12 li, or 2 miles, for

Piloahana
.

The mound is 3230 feet in breadth at

base, or a little more than 2 miles in circuit. Its

highest point is 44% fee! above the level of the

country : but there arc no remains save the foundations

of walls and masses of broken brick.

Piloshana is said to have been 2000 li, or 333

miles, in circuit: but this is certainly too great. With

• Bc.il'* 'Fa-Hian,' chap, xviii.
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reference to the surrounding districts, its limits may

be defined approximately as extending from Buland-

shahar to Firuzabad on the Jumna and Kadirganj on

the Ganges, which would give a circuit of not more

than 250 miles.

9. SANKISA.

ITie position of Sankisa, which stood midway

between Piloahana and Kanoj, has already been dis-

cussed. The name of the place is written Seng-fya-

sfic by the Chinese pilgrims, a spelling which is

well preserved in the Sankisa of the present day. and

which represents with considerable faithfulness the

Sontfliasya of Sanskrit. Hwen Hisang calls it also

by the name of Kia-pi-tha . or Kcipitha, of which

I was unable to discover any trace. Sankisa was

one of the most famous places ol Buddhist pil-

grimage. as it was the scene of Buddha's descent

from the Trayaslrinsa heaven by a ladder of gold

or gems, accompanied by the gods Indra and

Brahma.* According to this curious legend.

Maya , the mother of Buddha, died seven days after

his birth, and ascended at once to the Trayaslrinsa

heaven, the abode of the 33 gods, of whom Indra

was the chief. But as she had no opportunity in

this abode of the gods of hearing the law of Buddha,

her pious son ascended to the Trayastrinsa heaven,

and preached for thre* months in her behalf. He

then descended to the earth with the gods Brahma

• Julien'i ‘Hiouen Thsang.* ii, 238.
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and Indra by ihree staircases, one of which was

formed either of crystal or precious stones, another of

gold, and the third of silver. According to Fa-Hian,

Buddha descended by a saircasc formed of ihe
*

'seven

precious things,” that is the precious metals and

precious gems, whilst Brahma accompanied him on

his right side by a silver ladder, and Indra on his

left by a golden ladder. But Hwcn Thsang assigns

the golden staircase to Buddha himself, the silver

staircase on the right to Brahma, and the crystal stair-

case on the left to Indra. The descent was accom-

panied by a multitude of Devas, who scattered flowers

on all sides as they sang the praises of Buddha. Such

arc the main points of this curious legend, which is

believed as firmly in Barma at the present day, as it

was by Asoka 2100 years ago, or by the Chinese

pilgrims of the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries of

our era.

The little village which still preserves the name

of Sankisa is perched upon a lofty mound of ruins 41

feet in height above the fields. Ibis mound, which

is called the Kilah
,
or fort, is 1500 feet in length

from east to west, and 1000 feet in breadth. On the

north and west faces the sides are steep, but on the

Other faces the slope is much more easy. Due south

from the centre of the fort, at a distance of 1600

feet, there is a mound of solid brickwork which is

crowned by a modern temple dedicated to Bisari

Devi. The "fort” and the different mounds of all

sizes around the temple form a mass of ruin 3000

feet in length by 2000 feet in breadth, or nearly 2
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miles in circuit. But this was only the central portion

of the ancient city of Sankiso, comprising the citadel

and the religious buildings that were clustered round

the three holy staircases. The city itself, which

would appar to have surrounded this central mound
on all sides, was enclosed with an earthen rampart

18.900 feet, or upwards of 3^ miles in circuit. The
greater part of this rampart still remains, the shape

being a tolerably regular dodecagon. On three sides,

to the east, north-east, and south-east, there are

breaks or openings in the line of rampart which are

traditionally said to be the positions of the three gates

of the city. In proof of the tradition, the people refer

to the village of Paor-Kherio, or
"
Gale-village

which is just outside the south-east gap in the ram-

parts. But the name is pronounced Poor. TTf,

and not Pour, TT*, and may therefore refer to the

staircases or steps (Paorj), and not to the gate. The

Kali, or Kdlindii Nadi flows past the south-west

corner of the ramparts from the Rajghat, which is

half a mile distant to the Kalita Chat, which is rather

more than one mile to the south of the line of ram-

parts.*

lo the north-west, three-quarters of a mile dis-

tant, stands the large mound of Agahal, which is 40

feel in height, and rather more than half a mile in

diameter al base. 'Hie name of the old town is said

to have been Agahal, but the place is now called

Agahal Sarai (Agbat of the maps) from a modern

* See Map No. X.
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Sarai. which was built in A.II. 1080, ot A.D. 1670.

on ihc north-east comer of the mound, by the ancestor

ol the present Pathan Zamindar. lire people say

that before this, the place had been deserted for

several centuries ; but as 1 obtained a tolerably com-

plete series of the copper coins of the Muhammadan
kings of Delhi and Jonpur. I presume that it could

not have been deserted for any very long time. The

mound is covered with broken bricks of large size,

which alone is a sure test of antiquity : and as il is of

the same height as that of Sankisa, the people are

most probably right in their assertion that the two

places are of the same age. In both mounds are

found the same old coins without any inscriptions, the

more ancient lying square pieces of silver covered

with various punch-marks, and the odiers, square

pieces of copper that have been cast in a mould,—all

of which arc, in my opinion, anterior to the invasion

of Alexander the Great.

In identifying Sankisa with the Sangasya of the

Ramayana and the Seng'k‘a-she of the Chinese, we

are supported, not only by its absolute identity of

name, but likewise by its relative position with regard

to three such well-known places ns Mathura, Kanoj,

and A hi-chhatra. In size, also, it agrees very closely

with the measurement given by Hwen Thsang; his

circuit of 20 li, or V/i miles, being only a little less

than my measurement of 18,900 feet, or V/ miles.

There can be no doubt, therefore, that the place is

actually the same. In his description of Sankisa.

Hwen Thsang mentions a curious fact, that the
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Brahmans who dwelt near the great monastery were

“many tens of thousands” in number. As an illus-

tration of this statement 1 may mention that the people

have a tradition that Sankisa was deserted from 1800

to 1900 years ago: and that 1300 years ago, or about

A.D. 560. the site was given by the Kayalh proprietor

to a body of Brahmans. 1 hey add also that the

population of the village of Paor^heria is known to

have been wholly Brahman until a very recent period.

San^isa is said to have been 2000 li, or 333

miles, in circuit ; but with reference to the surround-

ing districts, this estimate must be too high. Its

actual limits, as determined by the Ganges and

Jumna on the north and south, and by the districts of

Atranji and Kanoj on the west and east, could not

have been more than 220 miles in circuit.

io MATHURA

In the seventh century the famous city of

Mathura was the capital of a large kingdom, which

is said to have been 5000 li, or 833 miles, in circuit.*

If this estimate is correct, the province must have

included not only the whole of the country lying be-

tween the districts of Bairat and Atranji. but a still

larger tract beyond Agra, a9 far as Narwar and

Seopuri on the south, and the Sindh river on the

east. Within these limits the circuit of the pro*

vincc is 650 miles measured direct, or upwards of

750 miles by road distance. It includes the present

• Julicn’s ‘Hiouen Thorns,* ii. 207. Sec Map No. X.
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district of Mathura, with the small states of Bharatpur,

Khiraoli, and Dholpur, and the northern half of the

Gwalior territory. To the east it would have been

bounded by the kingdom of Jijhaoti, and on the

south by Malwa, both of which are described by

Hwen Thsang as separate kingdoms.

In the seventh century the city was 20 li 9 or V/
miles, in circuit, which agrees with its size at the pre-

sent day. But the position is not exactly the same,

as the houses have been gradually moving to the

north and west as the Jumna encroached on the east.

The old city is said to have extended from the Nabi

Masjid and Fort of Raja-kansa on the north to the

mounds called Vila Kans and Tila Sal Rihh on the

south; hut the southern half of this space is now

deserted, and an equal space has been gradually built

upon outside the old city to the north and west of the

Nabi Masjid. The city is surrounded by numbers of

high mounds
;
several of which arc no doubt old

brick kilns ; but many of them arc the remains of

extensive buildings, which, having been dug over for

ages in search of bricks, are now mere heaps of brick-

dust and broken brick. I refer more especially to

the great mound near the jail, 3 miles to the south of

the city, which from its appearance was always sup-

loosed to be the remains of a brick and tile kiln. But

this unpromising-looking mound has since yielded

numbers of statues and inscribed pillars, which prove

that it is the remains of at least two large Buddhist

monasteries of as early a date as the beginning of the

Christian era.
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Tlic holy city of Mathura is one of ihc most

ancient places in India. It is famous in the history of

Krishna, as the stronghold of his enemy Raja Kan&a ;

and it is noticed by Arrian/* on the authority of

Mcgasthcncs, as the capital of the Suraseni. Now
Surasena was the grandfather of Krishna, and from

him Krishna and his descendants, who held Mathura

after the death of Kansa, were called Surasenaa.

According to Arrian the Suraseni possessed two great

cities. Methoras and Klizoboras, and the navigable

river fobarcs flowed through their territories. Plinyf

names the river Jomanes , that is the Jumna, and says

that it passed between the towns of Mclhora and

Clisobora . Ptolemy mentions only Mathura, under

the form of Moduro
,

MoWyx, to which he adds

n run
.

that is “the city of the gods/* or holy

city.

Vrindatxma.

The city of Klisoboras has not yet l*en

identified, but 1 feel satisfied that it must be Vrinda-

Vara, 6 miles to the north of Mathura.} Vrindacana

means the
*

‘grove of basil-trees,
" which is famed

over all India as the scene of Krishna’s sports with

the milkmaids. But the earlier name of the place

was Kalihavartta, or “Kalika’s whirlpool," because

the serpent Kalina was fabled to have taken up his

abode just abovr I hr town, in a Katlanib tree, over-

*
'Indiea,' viii.

t Nat. Hiii., vi. 19.

IS« Map. No. X.
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hanging the Jumna. Here lie was attacked by

Kristina) and (be rapid convolutions ol his tail in his

living struggles arc said to have caused the eddy,

which is now known bv his name. Now, the Latin

name of Clisobora is also written Carisobora and

Cyrisoborka in different MSS., from which I infer

that the original spelling was Kalisoborka. ot. by a

slight change of two letters, Kalikoborla or Kall^a-

borla. In the Prem Sagar this whirlpool of the

Jumna is attributed to ihe poison that was vomited

forth by the serpent Kali against Krishna, when he

was swimming in the river. Allusion is made to

the natural increase of the serpent’s poison by offer-

ings of milk, which would seem to refer to a previous

state of serpent-worship. Milk offerings are still

made occasionally, but only to test the divine nature

of the serpent, who is supposed to possess the most

miraculous powers of drinking. In the last century.

Raja Chet Singh, of Benares, is said to have poured

all the milk of the two cities of Mathura and

Vrindavan down the hollow Kadamb tree, and as

the waters of the Jumna were not even tinged, the

serpent Kalika'a miraculous powers of milk-drinking

were established more firmly than ever.

II KANOJ.

From Sargbha I Iwen Thsang proceeded to

Kanoj. a distance of 200 /i, or 33 miles, in a north-

west direction. As the positions of both places are

well known, we must correct the bearing to south-

east. and the distance to 300 Jt, or 30 miles. The
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latter correction is supported by Fa-Hian. wbo makes

the distance 7 yojanas, or 49 miles.
1
* In the seventh

century the kingdom is said to have been 4000 li,

or 667 miles, in circuit. Diis estimate, as I have

already observed, must certainly have included some

of the petty districts to the north of the Ganges, as

well as those in the Lower Gangetic Doab. other-

wise- the actual boundary of Kanoj proper would

scarcely exceed 200 miles. Taking Hwen Thsang's

estimate of 667 miles as approximately correct, the

probable limits of the province of Kanoj must have

included all the country between Khairnbad and

I’anda, on the Ghagra. and Ktnwa and Allahabad,

on the Jumna, which would give a circuit of about

600 miles.

Of the great city of Kanoj, which for many
hundred years was the Hindu capital of northern

India, the existing remains are few and unimportant.

In A.D. 1016. when Mahmud of Ghazni approached

Kanoj, the historian relates that "he there saw a city

which raised its head to the skies, and which in

strength and structure might justly boast to have no

equal. "f Just one century earlier, or in A.D. 915,

Kanoj is mentioned by Masudi as the capital of one

of the Icings of India; and about A.D. 900 Abu Zaid.

on the authority of Ibn Wahab, calls "Kcdujc a

great city in the kingdom of Gozat.“ At a still

earlier date, in A.D. 634. we have the account of the

• Beal’. 'Fa-Hian,' xviii

t Briggs's ’Fcrishta,' i. 57.
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Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang. who describes

Kanoj as being 20 li, or 3/i miles, in length, and

4 or 5 li, or / of a milt in breadth.' The cily was

surrounded by strong walls and deep ditches, and

was washed by the Ganges along its eastern face.

The last fact is corroborated by Fn-Hian, who states

that the city touched the river //eng. or Ganges,

when he visited it in A.D. 400. Kanoj is also

mentioned by Ptolemy, about A.D. 140, as A'aiyiyifa.

But the earliest notice of the place is undoubtedly the

old familiar legend of the Puranas. which refers the

Sanskrit name of Kanya-kubja, or the “hump-

backed maiden." to the curse of the sage Fay tr on

the hundred daughters of Kufanaba.

At the time of Hwen ‘Ihsang's visit, Kanoj was

the capital of Raja Martha Vardhana, the most

powerful sovereign in Northern India. l"he Chinese

pilgrim calls him a Fei-shc. or Fac'sya. but it seems

prcJablc that he must have mistaken the Far'sa, or

Bar's Rajput for the Faisya, or Bars, which is the

name of the mercantile class of the Hindus; other-

wise Harsha Vardhana's connection by marriage

with the Rajput families of Malwa and Balabbi

would have l>een quite impossible. Baiswara. the

country of the Bais Rajputs, extends from the

neighbourhood of Lucknow to Khara-Monikpur,

and thus comprises nearly the whole of Southern

Oudh. The Bais Rajputs claim descent from the

famous Salicahan, whose capital is said to have

* Julicn’s ‘Hiouen Thsane.’ ii. 243. See Map No. X.
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been Daundia-Khcra. on the north bank of the

Ganges. Their close proximily to Kanoj is in

favour of the sovereignty which they claim for their

ancestors over the whole of the Gangetic Doab.
from Delhi to Allahabad. Bui their genealogical

lists are loo imperfect, and most probably also too

incorrect, lo enable us to identify any of their

recorded ancestors with ihe princes of Harsha
Vardhana’s family.

In determining the period of Harsha's reign

between the years 607 and 650 A.D., I have been
guided by the following evidence:—1st, the date of

his death is fixed by the positive statement of Hwcn
rhsmig in the year 650 A.D.; 2nd, in speaking of

Harsha's career, the pilgrim records that from the

time of his accesion, Harsha was engaged in

continual war for 5/ years, and that afterwards for

about 30 years lie reigned in peace. This statement

is repeated by Hw’cn rhsung when on his return to

China, on the authority of the king himself, who
informed him that he had then reigned for upward*
of 30 years, and that the quinquennial assembly then

collected was the sixth which he had convoked.

From these different statements, it is *ertain that at

* In Appendix A. at the end of the Chronological

I able of I Iwen Diung t route, I have brought foiwnrd

Urong reasons for blieving that the true date of the death

of Maisha Vardhana waa A.t>. W8. wnich is the year given

hv Ma-lwnn-lin. on the authoiity of the Chinese ambas-

sador. who visited India immediately nftci the Ling's

death.
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the date of Hwcn TTiSang s return to China, in A.D.

640, Marsha had reigned upwards of 30 years, and

somewhat less than 35 years; his accession must,

therefore, lie placed between A.D. 605 and 610; 3rd.

now. in the middle of this very period, in A.D. 607.

as we learn from Abu Rihan. was established the

Sri Harsha cm. which was still prevalent in Mathura

and Knnoj in the loginning of the eleventh century.*

Considering the exact agreement of the names and

dates, it is impossible to avoid coming to the

conclusion that the Harsha who established an era in

Kano] in A.D. 607 was the great King Harsha

I'ardhana
.
who reigned at Kanoj during the first

half of the seventh century.

In comparing Hwen Thsang's description of

ancient Kanoj with the existing remains of the city,

I am obliged to confess with regret that I have not

been able to identify even one solitary site with any

certainty ; so completely has almost every trace of

I lindu occupation been obliterated by the Musal-

mans. According to the traditions ol the people,

the ancient city extended from the shrine of Haji

Harmayan on the north, near the Raj Ghat, to the

neighbourhood of Miranda Sarai on the south, a

distance of exactly 3 miles. Towards the west it is

said to have reached to Kapatya and Mal^arandnagar
,

two villages on the high-road, about 3 miles from

H6ji Harmayan . On the cast the boundary was the

old bed of the Gauges, or Chota Congo, as

• Rcinaud. 'Fragments,' p 139.
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ihc people call it. although it is recorded in our maps

as the Kali Nadi. 'I heir account is that the Kali,

or Kalindri Nadi, formerly joined the Ganges near

Sangirampur or Sangrampur

;

but that several

hundred years ago the gTcat liver took a more

northerly course from that point, while the waters

of the Kali Nadi continued to flow down the

deserted channel. As an open channel still exists

between Sangrampur and the Kali Nadi, I am
satisfied that the popular account is correct, and that

the stream which flows under Knnoj, from Sangram-

pur to Mhendi Chat, although now chiefly filled with

the waters of the Kali Nadi, was originally the main

channel of the Ganges. The accounts of Fa-Hian

and Hwen I hsang, who place Kanoj on the Ganges,

arc therefore confirmed, not only by the traditions

of the people, but also by the fact that the old channel

still exists under the name of the Chola Canga, or

Little Ganges.

Hie modem town of Kanoj occupies only the

north end of the site of the old city, including the

whole of what is now called the Kilah, or citadel.

Ihc boundaries are well defined by the shrine of

Haji-llarm&yan on the north, the tomb of Taj-Baj

on the south-west, and the Masjid and tomb of

Makhdum-Jahaniga on the south-east. The houses

arc much scattered, especially inside the citadel, so

that though the city still covers nearly one square

mile, yet the population barely exceeds 16,000 in

number. The citadel, which occupies all the

highest ground, is triangular in shape, its northern
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point being the shrine H&ji-Harmayan, its south-

west point the temple of Ajay Pal. and ils south-

east point the large bastion called Kshem Kali Burj.

Each of the faces is about 4000 feet in length, that

to the north-west being protected by the bed of the

nameless dry Nala, that to the north-cast by the

Choia Conga, while that to the south must have-

been covered by a ditch, which is now one of the

main roads of the city, running along the foot of

the mound from the bridge below Ajay I’al s temple

to the Kihcm Kali bastion. On the north-east face

the mound rises to 60 and 70 feet in height above the

low ground on the bank of the river, and towards

the NoIn on the north-west it still maintains a height

of from 40 to 30 feet. On the southern side,

however, it is not more than 30 feet immediately

below the temple of Ajay Pal, but it increases to 40

feet below the tomb of Bala Pir. The situation is a

commanding one. and before the use of cannon the

height alone must have made Kanoj a strong and

important position. The people point out the sites

of two gates, the first to the north, near the shrine

of Haji Harmuyan .
and the second to the south-east,

close to the Kshem Kali Burj. But .as both of these

gates lead to the river, it is certain that there must

have been a thin! gate on the land side towards the

south-west, and the most probable position seems

to be immediately under the walls of the Rang

Mahal, and close to the temple of Ajay Pal.

According to tradition, the ancient city con-

tained 84 wards or Mahalas, of which 23 are still
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existing within (he limits of the present town. If

we take the area of these 25 wards at three-quarters

of a square mile, the H4 wards of the ancient city

would have covered just 2/i square miles. Now,
this is the very size that is assigned to the old city

by Hwen Ihsnng, who makes its length 20 ll. or

3Z2 miles, and its breadth 4 or 3 li, or just three-

quarters of a mile, which multiplied together give

just 2/ squnre miles. Almost the same limits may
be determined from the sites of the existing ruins,

which are also the chief find-spots of the old coins

with which Kanoj abounds. According to the

dealers, the old coins arc found at Bala Pir and
Rang Mahal, inside the fort ; at Makhdum-lahaniya.

to the south-east of the fort ; or Makarandnagar on

the high-road; and intermediately at the small

villages of Singh Bhaivani and Kutlupur. The
only other productive site is said to be Rajgir, an

ancient mound covered with bric k ruins on the bank

of the Chota Ganga. three miles to the south-east

of Kanoj. Taking all these evidences into consi-

deration, it appears to me almost certain that the

ancient city of Hwen Thsang s time must have

extended from llaji-Harmayan and the Kshcm-Kali

Bur}, on the bank of the Ganges (now the Chota

Gongu). in a south-west direction, to Makarand-

nagar, on the Grand Trunk Road, a length of just

three miles, with a general breadth of about one mile

or somewhat less. Within these limits are found all

the ruins that still exist to point out the position of

the once famous city of Kanoj.
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12 AYUTO.

From Kanoj (he two Chinese pilgrims followed

different routes, Fa-Hian having proceeded direct lo

Slw-chi (tlie modern Ajudhya, near Fyzabad on the

Ghaghra), while Hwen Thsang followed the course

of the Ganges to Prayag or Allahabad. The first

stage of both pilgrims would, however, appear to

be the same. Fa-Hian states that he crossed the

Ganges and proceeded 3 yojanas, or 21 miles, to

the south to the forest of Holi. where there were

several stupas erected on spots where Buddha had

"passed, or walked, or sat."*Hwen Thsang records

that he marched 1 00 /*. nearly 17 miles, to the town

of Nava-dcva-kula. which was on the eastern bank

of the Ganges, and that at ‘3 It, or nearly I mile, to

the south east of the town there was a stupa of

Asoka. which was till 100 feel in height, besides

some other monuments dedicated to the four pre-

vious Buddhas.+ I think it probable that the two

places are the same, and that the site was some-

where near Nohatganj, just above the junction of

the /sari river, and opposite Nanamow Ghat. But

as there are no existing remains anywhere in that

neighbourhood, the place has been most likely swept

away by the river. This is rendered almost certain

by an examination of the Ganges below the junction

of the Itan. Formerly the river continued its course

almost due south from Nanamow for many miles.

•Beal'* ‘Fa-Hian,' xviii. 71.

t Julien’s 'Hioucn Thsang.' ii. 265.
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but some centuries ago il changed its course ; first

to the south-east for 4 or 5 miles, and then to the

south-west for about the same distance, where it

rejoined its old bed. leaving an island, some 6 n»ilc3

in length by 4 in breadth, between the two channels.

As Hwen I hsang’s account places Nava-dcva-l^ula

on the very site of this island. 1 conclude that the

town ns well as the Buddhist monuments must all

have been swept away by the change in the river's

course.

A probable source of error in all short distances

was their registry in yojanas instead of in kos. which

would have increased the distances just fourfold.

If such an error should have been committed in the

case of Nava-deoa-kuL, the actual distance would

have been only 2> /i, or a little more than 4 miles,

instead of 17 miles. Now in this very position.

4 miles to the south-east of Kanoj there is a well-

known place on the Chota G.inga, called Deolfdli,

which is the same name as that given by the pilgrim,

if we omit the first two syllables Nava, or 'new.'

On leaving NaVa-dcVa-kula. Hwen Thsnng

proceeded 600 li, or 100 miles, to the south-east,

and rccrossing the Canges reached the capital city

of /I -yu-lo, which was 20 II, or upwards of 3 miles,

in circuit. Both M. lulien and \1. de St. Martin

have identified this place with Ayodhya, the once

celebrated capital of Rama. I accept the probable

reading of the name as Ayuda. but I differ with them

altogether in looking for the capital along the line

of the Ghaghia river, which is due east from Kanoj.
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whereas Hwen Hisang states that his route was lo

the south-east. It is of course quite possible that

the pilgrim may occasionally use the generic name
ol Ganges as the appellation of any large river, suc h

lor instance as the Ghaghra
,
bul in the present ease,

where the recorded bearing of south-east agrees with

the course of the Ganges. I think it is almost certain

that the Ganges itself was the river intended by the

pilgrim. But by adopting the line of the Ganges

we encounter a difficulty of a different kind in the

great excess of the distance between two such well-

known places ;vs Kanoj and Prayag. According to

Hwen Thsang’s route. h«* first made 100 /i to Naoa-

ileva- hula, then 600 It to Ayuto, then 300 li by

water to I ldycmul(ha, and lastly 700 li to Proyoga.

All these distances added together make a total of

1700 li, or 283 miles, which is just 100 miles, or

600 li, in excess of the true distance. But as a part

of the journey, viz. 300 li, or 50 miles, was per-

formed by water, the actual excess may perhaps

not be more than 85 or 90 miles : although it is

doubtful w’hcther the distance of 300 li may not have

been the road measurement and not the river dis-

tance. It is sufficient lor our purpose to know that

Hwen Thsang's recorded measurement is some-

where about 100 miles in excess of the truth. The

only explanation of this error that suggests itself to

me is, that there may have been an accidental altera-

tion of one act of figures, such as 60 li for 600 li,

or 700 li for 70 li. Supposing that the former was

the case, the distance would be shortened by 540 li.
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or 90 miles, and if ihe latter, by 630 li, or 105 miles.

This mode of correction brings the pilgrim s account

into fair accordance with the actual distance of 180

miles between Kanoj and Preyag.

By adopting the first supposition. Hwcn

Thsiing’s distance from Naoa-dcua-hula to the

capital of Ayuto will br only 60 li, or 10 miles, to

the south-east, which would bring him to the site

of an ancient city named Kakupur. just I mile to the

north of Seornijxior, and 20 miles to the north-

west of Cawnpore. rhe subsequent route would

have been from Kakupur to Daundiakhera by boat,

a distance of exactly 50 miles, or 300 li, and from

thence to PraySg, a distance of more than 100 miles,

which agrees with the 700 li. or 116 miles, of the

pilgrim. By the second supposition the subsequent

route would have been from Khaia to Papamow
by water, about 50 miles, and thence to PrnySg

,

about 8 miles of land, which agrees with the 70 li

of the proposed correction. In favour of this last

supposition is the fact that the bearing from Khaia

to Papamow of cast by south is more in accord-

ance with Hwcn Thsnng’s recorded east direction

than the south-east bearing of Daundiakhera from

Kakupur. I confess, however, that I am more in-

clined to adopt the former correction, which places

the chief city of Ayula at Kakupur. and the town of

Haijamuka at Daundiakhera, as wc know that the

Inst was the capital of the Rain Rajputs for n con-

siderable period. I am partly inclined to this

opinion by a suspicion that the name of Kakupur
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may be connected wilh lhai of Bagud, or Vagud,

of lire Tibetan books.' According to litis authority

n Sdhya, named Shampaka. on being banished from

Kapila retired lo Bagud, carrying wilh him some of

Buddha's hair and nail-parings, over which he built

a chailya. He was made king of Bagud, and the

monument was named after himself (? Shampaka

slupa). No clue is given as lo the position of

Bagud, but as I
know of no other name that

resembles it. I ant inclined to think that it is pro-

bably the suite place as the Ayuto or Ayuda of

Hwen Thsang. The two names have a striking

resemblance
;
and as each of the places possessed a

stupa containing some hair and nails of Buddha. I

think that there arc strong grounds for the identifi-

cation.

Kakupur is well known to the people of Kanoj,

who affirm that it was once a large city with a Raja

of its own. It is exactly 10 miles, or 5 kos. to the

north-west of Bithur. and the land between the two

places is called Panj-kosi bhilai ulpalaranya, or the

"five kos circuit of Ulpalaranya." The ruined

mound of Kakupur is said to be the remains of a

fort named Chhalrpur, which was founded by Raja

f'hhatr Pal Chandel 900 years ago, Kakupur also

possesses two famous temples dedicated lo Kshircs-

ulara MahadcCa, and Aswallhama son of Drona.

near which a large annual fair is held. These

details are sufficient lo show that the place must

• Bengal 'Asiatic Researches.' xx. 88
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have been of some consequence in former days

;

while the name of Aswatthama carries it back to

the time of the Mahabharata.

Hwen Ilisang makes Ayuto 3000 li, or 833

miles, in circuit,"
1 which is so utterly beyond all pos-

sibility that I reject it without hesitation. Perhaps we
should read 300 li, or 83 miles, which would restrict

the territory to the small tract lying between Kakupur
and Cawnpore, and thus leave room for the next

district of Hayamukha.

13 HAYAMUKHA.
From Ayuto the pilgrim proceeded down the

Ganges by boat for a distance of 300 li, or 50 miles,

to O.ye.mu.khi, which was situated on the northern

bank of the river. M. Julienf reads this name as

Hayamukha. or “ Horse-face but it may perhaps

also be read as Ayomukha, or “Iron-face,” which

was the name of one of the ancient Danavas, or

Titans. Neither of these names, however, gives

any clue to the site of the old city

:

but if I am right

in my identification of -4yu/o with Kakupur, it is

almost certain that Hayamukha must lx* Datimlia-

khcra on the northern bank of the Ganges. Hwen
f hating makes the circuit of the town 20 li, or

upwards of 3 miles: hut Daunilia-khcra presents no
appearance of ever having been so large. There
still exists an old ruined fort or citadel. 385 feet

square, with the walls of two buildings which are

• Jlllirn's 'I liourn TJi»ng.' ii 267. See Map No. X
t Julien’s ’l-liouen Thsang,' ii. 274
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called the palaces of the Raja and the Rani. But

as Daundia-khcra is universally allowed to have

been the capital of the Bais Rajputs, who gave their

name to the district of Baiswara in Oudh. it is almost

certain that the place must once have been of much
greater extent. Dondia or Houndio means simply

a “drum-beater,” and was probably applied to some

mendicant, who took up his abode on the Khera,

or “mound/* and as this name is not likely to have

been imposed on the place until it was in ruins, the

difference of name offers no impediment to the

identification of Dcundio-khcra with Hayamukha.

Hwen ihsang makes / Iayamul(ha 2500 //. or

4 1 7. miles, in circuit, which is perhaps too great;

but as Datmdia-hhcra was the capital of the Bais

Rajputs, I conclude that the district must have com-

prised the whole of the present HaisWara , which

lies between the Sai river and the Ganges, from

Cawnpore to Manikpur and Salon. But as these

limits would give a circuit of only 200 miles, it

seems almost certain that the district must have ex-

tended to the south of the Ganges in the time of

Hwrcn Thsang. Its probable limits W’crc, there-

fore, the Ghagra river on the north, and the Jumna

on the south, a determination which derives some

support from Tod,* who describes Baiswara as an

extensive district in the Doab between the Ganges

and Jumna.

* Julian’s 'Hiouen Thsang/ ii. 276.
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14. PRAYAGA.

From Hayamukha (he pilgrim proceeded 700

h, or 116 miles, lo the south-east to Prayaga, the

well-known place of pilgrimage hi the junction of the

Ganges and Jumna, where Akbar, many centuries

later, built his fort of llahabas, or Allahaba<l, as

it was afterwards called by Shah Jchan. The dis-

lance and bearing given by Hwen Thsang agree

almost exactly with those: of Prayaga from Daundia-

khcra. The distance is 104 miles by the nearest

road to the south of the Ganges
;
but as the pilgrim

followed the northern road, the distance must have

been increased to 115 or 120 miles. According to

him the city was situated at the confluence of the

two rivers, and to the west of a large sandy plain.

In the midst of the city there was a Brahmanical

lemple, to which the presentation of a single piece of

money procured as much merit as that of one

thousand pieces elsewhere. Before the principal

room of the temple there was a large tree with wide-

spreading branches, which was said to be the abode

of a man-eating demon. The tree was surrounded

with human bones, the remains of pilgrims who had

sacrified their lives before the temple, a practice which

hail been observd from time immemorial.

I think there can he little doubt that the famous

tree here described by the pilgrim is the well-known

Afobay Hal, or
'

’undecaying Banian tree,” which

is still an object of worship at Allahabad. 'Iliis

* Julicn’t Hiouen Ihsang. ii. 276.
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Her is now situated underground, at one side of a

pillared court, which would appear to have been

open formerly, and which is. I believe, the remains

of the temple described by Hwen Thsang. ITie

temple is situated inside the fort of Allahabad, to the

cast of the Ellcnborough Barracks, anu due north

from the Stone Pillar d( Asokn and Samudra Gupta.

Here, then, must have been the site of the city in

the seventh century, and this agrees with the sunken

position of the tree, for originally both tree and

temple must have been on the natural ground level

;

but from the constant accumulation of rubbish, they

have been gradually earthed up. until the whole of

the lower portion of the temple has disappeared

underground. The upper portion has long ago

been removed, and the only access to the Al^shay

Bat now available is by a flight of steps which leads

down to a square pillared courtyard. This court

has apparently once been open to the sky : but it is

now completely closed overhead, to secure darkness

and mystery for the holy fig-tree.

The Al^shay-bat is next mentioned by Rashid-

ud-din in the Jamiu-t-lQWaril(h. where he states that

the “tree of Prog’ is situated at the confluence of

Jumna and Ganges. As most of his information

was derived from Abu Rihan. the date of this notice

may with great probability be referred to the time of

Mahmud of Ghazni. In the seventh century a great

Mndy plain, 2 miles in circuit, lay between the city

and the confluence of the rivers, and as the tree was

in the midst of the city, it must have been at least
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one mile from lire confluence. Bui nine centuries

l»ler . in (he beginning of Akbar’s reign, Abdul

Kadir speaks of the '’tree from which people cast

themselves into the river.
'

1 From this statement I

infer that during the long period that intervened be-

tween the time of Hwen Thsang and that of Akbar.

the two rivers had gradually carried away the whole

of the great sandy plain, and had so far encroached

upon the city, as to place the holy tree on the very

brink of the water. Long before this time the old

city had no doubt been deserted, for we know that

the fort of llahahas was founded on its site in the

twenty-first year of Akbar's reign, that is, in A. II.

982, or A.D. 1572. Indeed the way in which Abu
Kihan speaks of the ‘“tree" instead of the city of

Prag, leads me to believe that the city itself had

already been deserted before his time. As far as I

am aware, it is not once mentioned in any Muham-
madan history until it was refounded by Akbar.

f

According to the common tradition of the

people, the name of Pray&g was derived from a
Brahman who lived during the reign of Akbar. The
story is, that when the emperor was building the fort,

the walls on the river face repeatedly fell clown, in

spite of all the precautions taken by the architect.

On consulting some wise men, Akbar was informed

that the foundations could only be secured by being

* Elliot'* 'Muhammadan Historian* of India,’ p. 243.

t Keinaud, 'fragments Arabes.' etc... p. 103, Sir

H Elliot's 'Muhammadan Historian* of India,' edited by
Dowson. t 53.
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laid in human blood. A proclamation was then

made, when a Brahman named Prayaga voluntarily

offered his life, on the condition that the fort should

bear his name. ITis idle story, which is diligently

related to the pilgrims who now visit the Al^shay

Bat, may at least serve one useful purpose in warn-

ing us not to place too much faith in these local tradi-

tions. The name of Prayaga is recorded by Hwcn
Thsang in the seventh century, and is in all pro-

bability as old as the reign of Asoka, who set up

the stone pillar about B.C. 235, while the fort was

not huilt until the end of the sixteenth century.

Hwcn Thsang makes the district of Prayaga about

5000 li, or 833 miles, in circuit ; but as it was closely

surrounded on all sides by other districts, I am
satisfied that we should read 500 li, or 83 miles, and

limit the district to the small tract in the fork of the

Doab, immediately above the junction of the Ganges

and Jumna.

IV KOSAMBI

The city of Kosambi was one of the most cele-

brated places in ancient India, and its name was

famous amongst Brahmans as well as Buddhists.

The city is said to have been founded by Kusamba,

the tenth in descent from PururoVas; but its fame

begins only with the reign of Chakra, the eighth in

descent from Arjun Pandu, who made Kosambi his

capital after Hnstinapurn had been swept away by

the Ganges.

Kosambi is mentioned in the ‘Ramayana,’ the
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earliest of the Hindu poems, which is generally

allowed to have been composed before the Christian

era. The story of Udayana, king of Kosambi, is

referred to by the poet Kalidasa in his 'Megha-duta,'

or ‘Cloud Messenger.' where he says that “A Vantl

(or Ujain) is Rieat with the number of those versed

in the tale of Udayana." !
‘ Now, Kfdidasa flourished

shortly after A.D. 500. In the ‘Vrihat Katha.' of

Somadeva, the story of Udayana is given at full

length, but the author has made a mistake in

the genealogy between the two Salanikas.

Lastly, the kingdom of Kosambi, or Kosamba
Mandala, is mentioned in an inscription taken from

the gateway of the fort of Khara which is dated in

Samcal 1092. or A.D. 1035. at which period it would
appear to have been independent of Kanoj. f
Kosambi. the capital of Vatsa Raja, is the scene of

the pleasing drama of 'Ratnavali,' or the 'Necklace.'

which was com|M>8ed in the reign of King Harshn

Deva, who is most probably the same as Harshn

Vardhana of Kanoj. ns the opening prelude describes

amongst the assembled audience "princes from
various realms recumbent at his fcct."t This we
know from Hwen ITsang to have been true of the

Kanoj prince, but which even a Brahman could

Wilson. ‘Megha-duta,’ note 64; and ‘I lindu Theatre,'
ii. 257, note.

t Asiatic Researches.' ix. 433. Journ. Asiat. Soc.

Bengal, v. 731.

I Wilson's ‘Hindu Theatre.* ‘Ratnavali prelude,

ii. 264.

29
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scarcely have asserted of Marsha Deva of Kashmir.

The date ot this notice will therefore lie between 607

and 650 A.D.

But the name ol Udayana. king of Kosambi,

was perhaps even more famous amongst the

Buddhists. In the ‘Mahawanso/* which was

composed in the fifth century, the venerable Yasa

is said to have fled from Vaisali to Kosambi just*

before the assembly of the second Buddhist Synod.

In the ’Lalita Vistara/f which was translated into

Chinese between 70 and 76 A.D., and which could

not, therefore, have been composed later than the

beginning of the Christian era, Udayana Vatsa, son

of Satanika, king of Kosambi. is Said to have been

bom on the same day as Buddha. In other

Ceylonese books Kosambi is named os one of the

nineteen capital cities of ancient India. Udayana

Vatsa is also known to the TibctansJ as the king of

Kosambi. In the ‘Ratnavnli* he is called Vatsa

Raja, or king of the Vntsas. and his capital Vatsa -

patiana , which is therefore only another name for

Kosambi. In this famous city also Buddha is said

to have spent the sixth and ninth years of his Buddha-

hood.§ Lastly. Hwen Thsang relates that the

famous statue of Buddha, in red sandal-wood, which

was made by King Udayana during the lifetime of

* Tumour’s ’Mahawanao,* p. 16.

t Foucaux, translotion of the Tibetan version of the

’Lalita-Vistarn.*

t Csoma de Koros. in ’Asiatic Researches,’ xx. 299,

§ Hardy, ’Manual of Buddhism,’ p. 356.
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the Teacher, still existed under a stone dome in the

ancient palace of the kings.*

The site of this great city, the capital of the

later Pandu princes, and the shrine of the most

sacred of all the statues of Buddha, has long been

sought in vain. Ibe Brahmans generally asserted

that it stood cither on the Ganges or close to it, and
the discovery of the name of Kosambi mandala. or

'Kingdom of Kosambi,” in an inscription over the

gateway of the fort of Khara. seems to confirm the

general belief, although the south-west hearing from

Prayaga, or Allahabad, as recorded by Hwen
Thsang, points unmistakably to the line of the

Jumna. In January, 1861, Mr. Bayley informed me
dial he believed the ancient Kosambi would be

found in the old village of Kosam, on the Jumna,

about 30 miles above Allahabad. In the following

month I met Babu Siva Prasad, of the educational

department, who takes a deep and intelligent interest

in all archaeological subjects, and from him I learned

that Kosam is still known as Kosambi-nagar. that

it is even now a great resort of the Jains, and that

only one century ago it was a large and flourishing

town. 'Ibis information was quite sufficient to

satisfy me that Kosam was the actual site of the

once famous Kosambi. Still, however, there was

no direct evidence to show that the city was situated

on the Jumna: but this missing link in the chain of

evidence I shortly afterwards found in the curious

* Julicn’s ‘Hiouen Tbsang.' ii. 28J.
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legend of Baklcula. which is related al length by

1 lardy.
1 Tire infant Bakkula was born at Kosainbi.

and while his mother was bathing in the Jumna, he

accidentally fell into the river, and being swallowed

by a fish, was carried to Benares. There the fish

was caught and sold to the wife of a nobleman, who

on opening it found the young child still alive inside,

and at once adopted it as her own. The true mother

hearing of this wonderful escape of the infant, pro-

ceeded to Benares, and demanded the return of the

child, which was of course refused. Ihe matter

was then referred to the king, who decided that both

of the claimants were mothers of the child,—the one

by maternity, the other by purchase. The child

was accordingly named /fa^ti/a, that is. of ‘‘two

kulas, or races.” He reached the age of 90 years

without once having been ill. when he was con-

verted by the preaching of Buddha, who declared

him to be ”thc chief of that class of his disciples

who were free from disease. After this he is said

to have lived 90 years more, when he became an

arhat, or Buddhist saint.

As this legend of Bakula is sufficient to prove

that the famous city of Kausambi was situated on
the Jumna, it now only remains lo show that the

distance of Kosam from Allahabad corresponds with

that between Prayag and Kosambi, as recorded by

Hwcn Thsang. Unfortunately this distance is

differently stated in the life and in the travels of the

Manual of Buddhism.' p. 501.
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Chinese pilgrim. In the former, the distance

is given as 50 //, and in the latter as 500 li. whilst

in the return journey to China, the pilgrim states

that between Prayag and Kosambi he travelled for

scorn days through a vast forest and over hare

plains/' Now, as the village of Kosam is only 31

miles from the fort of Allahabad, the last statement

would seem to preclude nil possibility of its identi-

fication with the ancient Kosambi, But strange to

say, it affords the most satisfactory proof of their

identity ; for the subsequent route of the pilgrim to

Sankissa is said to have occupied one month, and

as the whole distance from Prayag to Sankissa is

only 200 miles, the average length of the pilgrim's

daily march was not more than 5 /i miles. lliis

slow pros ress is most satisfactorily accounted for,

by the fact that the march from Prayag to Sankissa

was a religious procession, headed by the great king

Harsh Vardhana of Kanoj, with a train of no less

than 18 tributary kings, besides many thousands of

Buddhist monks, and nil the crowd of an Indian

camp. According to this reckoning, the distance

from Prayag to Kosambi would be 38 miles, which

corresponds very closely with the actual road dis-

tance as I found it. By one route on going to Kosani,

I made the distance 37 miles, and by the return

route 35 miles. ITic only probable explanation of

Hwen Thsang's varying distances of 50 U and 500

• Julien's ‘Hiouen i. 121
; ii 283

; and i.

260.
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li ih.it occurs lo me is. that as he converted the

Indian yojanas inlo Chinese li at the rate of 40 li

per yojana, or of 10 li per kos. he must have written

I 50 li, the equivalent of I 5 kos, which is the actual

distance across the fields for foot passengers from

Kouiti to the fort of Allahabad, according to the

reckoning of the people of Kosam itself. But

whether this explanation be correct or not. it is quite

certain that the present Kosam stands on the actual

site of the ancient Koiambi; for not only do the

people themselves pul forward this claim, but it is

also distinctly stated in an inscription of the time of

Akbar, which is recorded on the great stone pillar,

still standing in the midst of the ruins, that this is

Katisambi-pura.

The present ruins of Kosambi consist of an

immense fortress formed of earthen ramparts and

bastions, with a circuit of 23.100 feet, or exactly

4 miles and 3 furlongs. The ramparts have a

general height of from 30 to 35 feet above the fields

;

but the ((nations arc considerably higher, those on

the north face rising to upwards of 50 feet, while

those at the south-west and south-east angles are

more than 60 feet. Originally there were ditches all

around the fortress, but at present there arc only a

few shallow hollows at the foot of the rampart.

The length of the north front is 4,500 feet, of the

south front 6.000, of the cast front 7,500 feet, and

of the west front 5.100. or altogether 23,100 feet.

The differnce in length between the north and south

fronts is due to the original extension of the fortress
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on the river face; but the difference between the

cast and west fronts is, I believe, chiefly, if not

wholly, due to the loss of the south-west angle of the

ramparts by the gradual encroachment of the Jumna.

There are no traces now left of the western half of

the ramparts on the southern face, and the houses

of the village of Garhwa are standing on the very

edge of the cliff overhanging the river. The reach

of the river also, from the Pak.ka Burj at the south-

west angle of the fortress up to the hill of Prabhaia,

a clear straight run of 4 miles, bears 12 degrees to

the north of east, whereas in the time of Hwcn

Thsang there were two stupas and a cave at a dis-

tance of I Y2 miles to the south-west ol Kosambi.

From all these concurring circumstances, I conclude

that the west front of the fortress was originally as

nearly as possible of the same length as the east

front. This would add 2400 feet, or nearly half a

mile, to the length of the west front, and would

increase the whole circuit of the ramparts to 4 miles

and 7 furlongs, which is within one furlong of the

measurement of 5 miles, or 30 li, recorded by Hwcn

Thsang. In the three main points therefore of

name, size, and position, the present Kosam corres-

ponds most exactly with the ancient Kosambi ns it

is described by the Chinese pilgrim in the seventh

century.

According to the text of Hwcn Thsang. the

district of Kosambi was 6000 li, or 1000 miles, in

circuit, which is quite impossible, as it was closely

surrounded on all sides by other districts. I would,
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therefore. read hundreds for thousands, and fix its

circuit at 600 li, or 100 miles.

16. KUSAPURA

From Kosambi the Chinese pilgrim (ravelled lo

the north-cast, through a vast forest as far as the

Ganges, after crossing which his route lay to the

north for a distance of 700 li, or 1 1 7 miles, to the

town of Kia-she-pu-lo, which M. Julien correctly

renders by Kasapura.* In searching for the site of

this place, the subsequent route of the pilgrim to

Visakha, a distance ol 170 to 180 li, or from 28
to 30 miles, to the north is of equal importance with

ihc bearing and distance from Kosambi. For as

the Visakha of I Iwen Thsang, as I will presently

show, is the same place as the Shaehi of Fa-Hian.

and the Salfda or Ayodhya of the Hindus, we ihus

obtain two such well-fixed points ns Kosambi and

Ayodhya to guide us in our search. A single

glairee at the map will be sufficient to show that

the old town of Sulfan-pur on the Comal

i

(or

C.nmti) river is as nearly as possible in the position

indicated. Now the Hindu name of this town was
Kusabhavanopura. or simply Kusopuro, which is

almost the same name as that of Hwcn Thsang.

Remembering Mr. Baylcy's note of information

* M. Julien * ‘Hioucn Thsang.' ii. 287-2<X). In the

recotd of the pilgrim's ‘Life/ Kusapuia is altogether

omitted, and the distance from Kosainbi to Vis&khft is

said to be 300 li to the cast. Julien. i. 122. See Map
No. XI. for ito position.
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derived from Raja Man Sinh that there was "a

lope near Sultanpur," 1 pitched my tent on one side

of the now utterly desolate city, and searched the

whole place through most carefully, but all in vain :

I could neither find the trace of any lope, nor could

I even hear of ancient remains of any kind. On the

following day, however, after I had left Sultanpur.

I heard that the village of Mahmudpur. about 5

miles to the north-west, was situated on an ancient

mound of somewhat larger size than that of Sultan-

pur. and on my arrival at Faizabad. I learned from

Lieutenant Sweteiiham. of the Royal Engineers, that

there is an old tope to the north-west of Sultanpur,

not far from this village. I conclude, therefore, that

Sultanpur, the ancient Kusapura. is the same place

as the Kasapura of Hwen Hisang, and this identifi-

cation will be madr even more certain on examination

of the recorded distances.

On leaving Kosambi, the pilgrim proceeded

first in a north-east direction to the Ganges, after

crossing which he turned to the north to Kasapura,

the whole distance Wing I 17 miles. Now, the two

great ghats on the Ganges to the north-east of Kosam

arc at Mau-Saraya and Papa-mau . the former Wing

40 miles, and the latter 43 miles distant. But as

these two ghats are close together, and almost im-

mediately to the north of Allahabad, the total dis-

tance to Kasapura wall be the same whichever place

of crossing W taken. From Papamau to Sultanpur

the direction is due north, and the distance 66 miles

;

the whole line from Kosam to Sultanpur Wing 109
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miles, which is within 8 miles of the round number
of 700 li. or 1 16^3 miles, as given by Hwen Thsang

;

while lx>th of the bearings are in exact accordance
with his statements. From Kasapura to Visakha
the direction followed by the pilgrim was to the

north, and the distance was from 170 to 180 li. or

from 28 to 30 miles. Now the present city of

Ajudhya. the ancient Ayoilhya or Snkcta. is almost

due north from Sullanpur, the distance being 30
miles to the nearest point, or just six miles in excess

of the distance given by Hwen Thsang. As the

former of these distances is in default, while the

latter is in excess, I would suggest, as a possible

alternative, that our measurements should be taken
from the village of Mahmudpui, which would make
the route from Kosam to the Buddhist establishment

near Kasapura up to 114 miles, or within three miles

of the number stated by Hwen Thsang. and lessen

the subsequent route to Ayodhya from 36 to 3

1

miles, which is within one mile of the number given

by the Chinese pilgrim. As all the bearings are in

perfect accordance, and as the names of the two
places aRrce almost exactly, I think that there can be
little hesitation in accepting the identification of

Sullanpur or Kusapura with the Kasapura of

Hwen Thsang.

Kusapura, or Kusa-bhavana-pura, is said to

have been named after Rama’s son, Kusa. Shortly

after the Muhammadan invasion it l>elongcd to a
Iihar Raja Nand Kunwar, who was expelled by
Sultan Alauddin Chorl (read Khilji). The defences
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of the town were strengthened by the conqueror,

who buill a mosque and changed the name of the

place to Sultanpur. The site of Kusapura was, no

doubt, selected by its founder as ft good military

position on account of its being Surrounded on three

siiles by the river Gomati or Gumti. The place is

at present utterly desolate
;

the whole population

having been removed to the new civil station on

the opposite or south bank of the river. The ruined

fort of Sultanpur now forms a large mound. 750

feet square, with brick towers at the four corners.

On all sides it is surrounded by the huts of the ruined

town, the whole together covering a space of about

half a mile square, or about two miles in circuit.

This etimate of the size of Sultanpur agrees very

closely with that of Kusapura given by Hwcn
Thsang. who describes the place as being 10 U. or

\
2
/i miles, in circuit.

Eighteen miles to the south-east of Sultanpur.

or Kusapura. there is a celebrated place of Hindu

pilgrimage called Dhopapapura. It is situated on

the right or west bank of the Gomati river, and

immediately under the walls of Garha, or Shir-lie

garhi. The site of Dhopup is evidently one of con-

siderable antiquity, as the fields for half a mile all

round are covered with broken bricks and pottery.

17. VISAKUA. SAKETA. OR AJUDHYA

Much difficulty has been fell regarding the posi-

tion of Fa-Hian’s *’g
rca| kingdom of Shachi,” and

of Hwen Thsang's Visakha, with its enormous
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number of heretics or Brahmanists ; but I hope to

show in the most satisfactory manner that these two

places arc identical, and that they are also the same

as the Salfcta and Ajudhya of the Brahmans. The

difficulty has arisen chiefly from an erroneous bearing

recorded by Fa-Hian, who places Shc-wei, or

Sraoasli, to the south of Shachi, while Hwcn Thsang

locates it to the north-east, and partly from his

erroneous distance of 7-3 10 20 yojanas, instead

of 30. from the well-known city of Sankisa. The

bearing is shown to be erroneous from the route of a

Hindu pilgrim from the banks of the Godavari to

Sca'c/ or Sravasti, as recorded in the Ceylonese

Buddhist works. This pilgrim, after passing

through Mahissali and Ujani, or Mahesmati and

Jjain. reaches Kosambi. and from thence passes

through Sakela to Scwcl. that is along the very route

followed by Hwen Thsang," We have, therefore,

two authorities in favour of Seme/ being to the north

of Sake*. With regard to the distance. I refer again

to the Buddhist hooks of Ceylon, in which it is re-

corded that from Sa^aspiua (or Sangf^asyapura, now

Sankisa) to Seme/ was n journey of 30 yojanas.f

Now. Fa-Hian makes the distance from Sankisa M
Knnoj 7 yojanas, thence to the forest of Holi, on

the Ganges. 3 yojanas. and thence to Shachi 10

yojanas, or altogether only 20 yojanas, or 10 less

than the Ceylonese books. That Fa-Hian 's statc-

* Hardy. ‘Manual of Buddhism.” p. 334.

t/bid.. P .
301.
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ment is erroneous is quite clear from the fact that his

distance would place Shachi in the neighbourhood of

Lucknow; whereas the other distance would place

it close to Ajudhya. or Faizabad, or in the very

position indicated by Hwen Thsang's itinerary.

Here, again, we have two authorities in favour of

the longer distance. I
have no hesitation, there-

fore. in declaring drat Fa-Hian‘s recorded bearing of

Shc-uJti from Sha-chi is wrong, and that "north''

should be read instead of "south."

I have now to show that Fa-Hian's Sha-chi is

the same as Hwen Thsang's Visakha, and that both

are identical with Sakcta or Ajudhya. With respect

to Sha-chi. Fa-Hian relates that "on leaving the

town by the southern gate you find to the cast of

the road the place where Buddha bit a branch of the

nettle-tree and planted it in the ground, where it

grew to the height of seven feet, and never increased

or diminished in size."*
1 Now, this is precisely the

same legend that is related of Visakha by Hwen
Thsang, who says that "to the south of the capital,

and to the left of the road (that is. to the east as

stated by Fa-Hian). there was. amongst other holy

objects, an extraordinary tree 6 or 7 feet high, which

always remained the same, neither growing nor

decreasing. f This is the celebrated tooth-brush tree

of Buddha, to which I shall have occasion to refer

’ Remusat, 'Fo-kwe-ki,' c. xix.; and Beal's ‘Fnh-

Hian." c. xix. 27.

t Julien's ‘Hiouen Thsang.' ii, 292.
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presently. Here 1 need only notice the very precise

agreement in the two descriptions of this famous

iree, as lo its origin, its height, and its position.

The perfect corresjxmdence of these details appears

to rne to leave no doubt of the identity of Fa-Hian’s

Sha-chi with the Visakha of Hwcn 1 hsang.

With respect to the identification of Visakha

with ihe Saketa of the Hindus. I rest my proofs

chiefly on the following points: 1st. that Visakha,

the most celebrated of all females in Buddhist history,

was a resident of Saketa before her marriage with

Ptirnna Varddhana, son of Mrigara, the rich

merchant of Sracasli :—and 2nd. that Buddha is

recorded by Hwcn T'hsang to have spent 6 years at

Visakha, while, by the Pali annals of Tumour, he

is stated to have lived 16 years at 5a^e/a.*

The story of the noble maiden Visakha is related

at great length in the Ceylonese books. According

to Hardy. t she erected a Puwodrdma at Sracasli,

which is also mentioned by Hwcn Thsang. Now.

there was also a PurvOarama at Saketa, and it can

hardly be doubted that this monastery was likewise

built by her. She was the daughter of Dhananja,

n rich merchant, who had emigrated from Rajagriha

*
I take die 6 years of the pilgrim to be a mistake

(or 16 years, as the whole period of Buddha's teaching

is carefully accounted for in the Ceylonese annals

t ‘Manual of Buddhism.’ p 220 Julien’a 'Hiouen

Thsang,’ i. 305. The Pubbaramo is also mentioned in

the 'Ceylonese Annak see I iirnour. )oum. Asiat. Soc.

Bengal, vii. 790.
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lo Sakcla. Now. amongst Ihe oldest inscribed

coins which have been discovered only at Ajudhva.
we find some bearing the names of Dhana Deva
and Visakha-Dalta. I mmlion this because it seems
to me to show the probability that the family of

Dhananja and Visalfha was of great eminence in

Saketa or Ayodhya
; and I infer from the recurrence

of ihcir names, aa well as from the great celebrity of

the lady, that the city may possibly have been called

Visakhi after her name.

The other proof which I derive from the years

of Buddha's residence is direct and convincing.

According to the Ceylonese annals, Buddha was 35

years of age when he attained Buddhahood
;
he then

led a houseless life for 20 years, preaching in various

places in Northern India, all of which are detailed:

and of the remaining 25 years of his life he spent 9
in the fclaoana monastery at Sravnsti. and 16 in

the Pubharamo monastery' at Saketapura.* Now.
in the Burmese annalsf these numbers are given as

19 years and 6 years, and in the last figure we have

the exact number recorded by Hwen Thsang.J

Nothing can be more complete than this proof. There
were only two places at which Buddha resided for

any length of time, namely, Sraoasli, at which he

lived either 9 or 19 years, and Sakcla, at which he

lived either 6 or 16 years
; and as according to Hwen

*
I urnour, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vii. 790.

f Bigandet. 'Legend ol Burmese Buddha/ p. 142

J Julien's Hiouen Thsang," ii. 292.
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Thsang he lived for 6 years at Visakha, which is

described as being at some distance to the south

of Sravasti. it follows of necessity that Visakha and
Sake!a were one and the same place.

ITie identity of Satfcla and A yodhya has, I

believe, always been admitted ; but I am not aware
that any proof has yet been offered to establish the

fact. Csoma de Kords. :

in speaking of the place,

merely says “Sal(ctana or Ayodhya." and H. H.
Wilson, in his Sanskrit Dictionary, calls S3kcla "the
city Ayodhya." But the question would appear to

be set at rest by several passages of the 'Ramfiyana'

and Raghuvansa.'t in which StHfctanagara is

generally called the capital of Raja Dasaratha and
his sons. But the following verse of the 'Ram-
ayana, which was pointed out to me by a Brahman
of Lucknow, will be sufficient to establish the identity.

AsWajita, father of Kail{cyi, offers to give his

daughter to Dasaratha. Raja of Sakolanayara :

—

fvikrtSm nagitnm Raja namna Dasarnlho bali.

Ta*mai deyA maya kanyA Kaikcyi nnma to janA.

rhe ancient city of Ayodhya or Saketa is des-

cribed in the ‘Ramayana* as situated on the bank of

the Sarayu or Sarju river. It is said to have been 1

2

yojanas, or nearly 100 miles in circumference, for

which we should probably read 1 2 kos. or 24 miles,

—an extent which the old city, with all its gardens.

•
'Asiatic Researches. ’ xx. 442.

t Raghuvonan,' snrg xiii. alok. 79. and sarg. xiv

slok. I J.
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might once possibly have covered. The distance

from the Cmpidr Ghat on the west, to the Rim
Ghat on the cast, is just 6 miles in a direct line, and

if we suppose that the city with its suburbs and

gardens formerly occupied the whole intervening

space to a depth of two miles, its circuit would have

agreed exactly with the smaller measurement of 12

kos. At the present day the people point to Rain

Ghat and Guptar Ghat as the eastern and western

boundaries of the old city, and the southern boundary

they extend to Bharat-Kurul. near lihadarsa. a dis-

tance of 6 kos. But as these limits include all the

places of pilgrimage, it would seem that the people

consider them to have been formerly inside ihe city,

which was certainly not the case. In the ‘Ayin Ak-

bari.' the old city is said to have measured 148 kos

in length by 56 kos in breadth. 1
or. in other words,

it covered the whole of the province of Oudh to the

south of the Ghaghra river. The origin of the larger

number is obvious. The 12 yojanas of the ‘Ram-

ayana.’ which are equal to 48 kos, being considered

too small for the great city of Rama, the Brahmans

simply added 100 kos to make the size tally with

their own extravagant notions. lire present city of

Ajudhya. which is confined to the north-cast corner

of the old site, is just two miles in length by about

three quarters of a mile in breadth ; but not one half

of this extent is occupied by buildings, and the whole

place wears a look of decoy. There are no high

' Gladwyn's translation, ii. 32.

30
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mounds of ruins, covered with broken statues and
sculptured pillars, such as mark the sites of other

ancient cities, but only a low irregular mass of rubbish

heaps, from which all the bricks have been excavated

for the houses of the neighbouring city of Fnizabad.

Hus Muhammadan city, which is two miles and a

hall in length by one mile in breadth, is built chiefly

of materials extracted from the ruins of Ajndhya.

The two cities together occupy an area of nearly six

square miles, or just about one-half of the probable

size of (be ancient capital of Rama. In FaizahSd

the only building of an\ consequence is the stuccoed

brick tomb of the old Bhao Begum, whose story

was dragged before the public during the famous

trial of Warren Hastings. Faizabad was the capital

of the first Nnwobs of Oudh, but it was deserted by

Asaf-ud-daolab in A.D. 177).

In the seventh century the city of Vhabha was

only 16 li, or 22/ miles, in circuit, or not more than

one-half of its present size, although it probably con-

tained a greater population, as not above one-third or

perhaps less of the modern town is inhabited. Hwen
Thsang assigns to the district a circuit of 4000 li.

or 667 miles, which must be very much exaggerated.

But. as I have alrady observed, the estimated dimen-

sions of some of the districts in this part of the

pilgrim’s route arc so great that it is quite impossible

that all of them can lx* correct. I would therefore,

in the present instance, read 400 li, or 67 miles, and

restrict the territory of V istilfhn to the small tract lying
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around Ajudhya, between the Ghagra and Gomati

rivers.

I» sRAVASTI.

Ihe ancient territory of Ayodhya, or Oudli, was

divided by tlie Sarju or Ghagra river into two great

provinces: that to the north being called UUara

Kosala, and that to the south Banaodha. Each was
again subdivided into two districts. In Banaodha

these arc called Pachham-rdl .arid Purab-ral, or the

western and eastern districts; and in Ultara Kosala

they are Cauda (vulgarly Conda

)

to the south of the

Rapti. and Kosala to the north of the Rapti, or

Raicati
.
us il is universally called in Oudh. Some

of these names arc found in the Puranas. Thus, in

the Vayu Parana, LaOa the son of Rama is sail
I lo

have reigned in Ultara Kosala: but in the Matsya

Linga and Kurma Puranas, Sravasli is stated to be

in <>auda. Iliese apparent discrepancies are satis-

factorily explained when we learn that Gauda is

only a subdivision of Ultara Kosala, and that the

ruins of Sravasli have actually been discovered in

the district of Cauda, which is the Gonda of the

maps. The extent of Cauda is proved by the old

name of Balrarnpur on the Rapti, which was formerly

Ramgarh-Cauda. 1 presume, therefore, that both

the Gauda Brahmans and the Cauda Tagas must

originally have belonged to this district, and not to

the mediaeval city of Cauda in Bengal. Brahmans

of this name arc still numerous in Ajudhya and
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jahangir;ib<id on the right bank of the Ghagra river,

in Gondn, Pakhapur, and Jaisni of ihe Gondii or

Gauda district on the left bank, and in many parts

of the neighbouring province of Gorakhpur. Ajudhya,

therefore, was the capital of lianaodha
. or Oudh to

the south of the Ghagra, while Sraca&ti was the

capital of Uttora Kosala
,
or Oudh to the north of

the Ghagra.

The position of the famous city of SraVasti . one

of the most celebrated places in the annals of

Buddhism, has long puzzled our best scholars. This

was owing partly to the contradictory' statements of

the Chinese pilgims themselves, and partly to the

want of a good inap of the province of Oudh. In

my account of Visakha or Ajudhya, I have compared

the bearings and distances recorded by FaTHian and

I I wen Thsang with those preserved in the Buddhist

annals of Ceylon, and 1 have shown conclusively that

Fa-Hian's distance from Sanlysa and his bearing

from Shachi or Sal^ct are both erroneous. We know

from Hwcn Thsang and the Buddhist books of

Ceylon that Sravasli was to the north of Snivel or

Ajudhya
9
or in other wor«ls that it was in the district

of Gauda or Utiara Kosala, which is confirmed by

the statements of no less than four of the Brahmanica!

Puranas. And as Fa-Hian also says that ShcWei or

Scu>ct was in Kosala. there can be no doubt whatever

that Sravnsti must be looked for within a few days'

journey to the northward of Sal(ct or Ayodhya.

According to Fa-Hian the distance was 8 yojanas

,

or 56 miles, which is increased by Hwen Thsang to
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500 Ii t or 83 miles. But as the latter pilgrim

reduced the Indian t/ojana to Chinese measure at the

rate of 40 It per ijojana, \vc may correct his distance

by the nearest round number of 350 It, or 58 mtfcs,

to bring it into accordance with the other. Nov/ as

this is the exact distance from Ajudhya of the great

ruined city on the south bank of the Rnpti, called

Sahct-Mahct
,
in which I discovered a colossal statue

of Buddha with an inscription contatining the name
of Sravasti itself, I have no hesitation in correcting

Hwcn Thsang's distance from 500 li to 350 /i\ as

proposed above.

The ruined city of Sahct-Mahct is situated be-

tween Akaona and Balrainpur. at 5 miles from the

former and 12 miles from the latter, and at nearly

equal distances from Bahraich and Gonda.f In

shape it is an almost semicircular crescent, with its

diameter of one mile and a third in length curved

inwards and facing the north -cost, along the old

hank of the Rapti river. The western front, which

runs due north and south, for three-quarters of a

mile, is the only straight portion of the enclosure,

llie ramparts vary considerably in height
;
those to

the west being from 35 to 40 feet in height, while

those on the south and east arc not more than 25

or 30 feet. The highest point is the great north-

west Lastion, which is 50 feet above the fields. 'M\e

m
Beal** *Fnh l linn,’ c. xx. 73

;
Julicn’g Hioucn

Thsang/ ii. 292.

t See Map No. XI. for its position.
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north-east face, or shorter curve of the crescent, was

defended by the Rapti, which still Hows down its

old bed during the annual Hoods. Hie land ram-

parts on the longer curve of the crescent must once

have been defended by a ditch, the remains of which

yet exist as a swamp, nearly half a mile in length,

at the south-west cornet. Everywhere the tamparts

arc covered with fragments of brick, of the large size

peculiar to very ancient cities; and though I was

unable to trace any remains of walls except in one

place, yet the very presence of the bricks is quite

sufficient to show that the earthen ramparts must

once have been crowned by brick parapets and battle-

ments. lire portion of the parapet wall, which I

discovered still standing in the middle of the river

face, was 10 fee: thick. Die whole circuit of the

old earthen ramparts, according to my survey, is

17.300 feet, or upwards of V/ miles. Now this is

the exact size of 20 / i. or V/i miles, which Hwen
Thsang gives to the palace alone; but, as the city

was then deserted and in ruins, he must have mis-

taken the city itself for the palace. It is certain at

least that the suburbs outside the walls must have

been very limited indeed, as the place is almost

entirely surounded with the remains of large religious

buildings, which would have left but little room for

any private dwellings. I am therefore quite satisfied

that the city has been mistaken for the palace; and

this mistake is sufficient to show how utterly ruined

this once famous city must have been at so distant a

period as the seventh century, when the place was
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visited l>y Hwen ITiasng. As Fa-Hian describes the

Imputation as already very inconsiderable in A.D.

400, while the Ceylonese annals speak of Khira-

o'h&ra. Icing of SaWallhiputa between A.D. 275 and

302, the great decline of Sravasti must have taken

place during the fourth century, and we may perhaps

not be far wrong in connecting it with the fall of

the Gupta dynasty in A.D. 319.

SiaVasli is said to have been built by Raja

Sravasfa.* the son of YtWanasufa of the Solar race,

and the tenth in descent from Surya himself. Its

foundation therefore reaches to the fabulous ages of

Indian history, long anterior to Rama. During this

early period it most probably formed part of the

kingdom of Ayodhya. as the Vayu Puiana assigns

it to Lava, the son of Rama. When Sravasti next

appears in history, in the time of Buddha, it was the

capital of King Prasenajit. the son of Maha Kosala.

The king became a convert to the new faith, and

during the rest of his life he was the firm friend and

protector of Buddha. But his son Virudhnka hated

the race of the Sakyas. and his invasion of their

country and subsequent massacre of 500 Sakya

maidens, who had been selected for his harem,

brought forth the famous prediction of Buddha, that

within seven days the king would be consumed by

fire. As the story has been preserved by Buddhists,

the prediction was of course fulfilled, and upwards

* Wilson. ‘Vishnu Purana." book iv. p. 2 ; Hall’s

edit., vol. iv. p. 263.
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of eleven centuries afterwards, the lank in which the

king had sought to avoid the fames was pointed out

to the credulous Hwen Ihsang.*

We hear nothing more of Sravasti until one

century after Kanishka, or five centuries after Buddha,

when, according to Hwen ITrsang, Vikramaditya,

king of Sravasti. became a persecutor of Buddhists,

and the famous Manorhita. author of the Vibhasha

Sastra. being worsted in argument by the Brahmans,

put himself to death. During the reign of his suc-

cessor. whose name is not given, the Brahmans were

overcome by Vamhantlhu, the eminent disciple of

Manorhila. The probable date of these two kings

may be set down as ranging from A.D. 79 to 120.

For the next two centuries Sruiias/i would seem to

have been under the rule of its own kings, as we

find Khiradhata and his nephew” mentioned as Rajas

between A.D. 275 and 3 19.+ But there can be

little doubt that during the whole of this time Sravasti

was only a dependency of the powerful ( •upta dynasty

of Magadha. as the neighbouring city of SAkela is

specially said to have belonged to them. "Princes

of the Gupta race." says the Vayu Parana, "will

possess all those countries; the banks of the Ganges

to Prnynga, and Sfiketa. and Magadha. "J From

this time Sravasti gradually declined. In A.D. 400

• julien's 'lliouen Thsing.’ ii. 306

t Tumour, in Journ. Asia!. Soc. Bengal, vi. 863.

1 Quoted in Wilson's ‘Vishnu Purana.' p, 479.

note ; and Hall's edition, iv. 218.
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it contained only 200 families; in A.D. 632 it was
completely deserted: and at the present day the

whole area of the city, excepting only a few
clearances near the gateways, is a mass of almost

impenetrable jangal.

There is a difference in the name of the city,

which Fa-Hian gives as Shc-wei, while Hwen Thsang
writes it. as correctly as is possible in Chinese

syllables. She-lo-ja-si-ti or SravosU. But this

difference is more apparent than real, as there can

he little, doubt that SheWci is only a slight alteration

of the abbreviated Pali form of Sewel, for Saw'allhi,

which is found in most of the Ceylonese books.

Similarly the modern name of Sahel is evidently only

a variation of the Pali Saicct. The other name of

Mahcl I am unable to explain ; but it is perhaps only

the usual rhyming addition of which the Hindus are

so fond, as in ulla-pulla. or " topsy-turvy."’ which

many people sav is the true meaning of Sahel-mahet.

in allusion to the utter ruin of the whole place. But

some say that the name was originally Sel-mel, and

as this form seems to be a corruption of SeuV/, it is

probable that Sahcl-Mahcl is only a lengthened pro-

nunciation of Scl-mct. One man alone, a Muham-
madan in charge of the tomb of Pir BarAna close

to the ruined city, affirmed that the true name was

Savilri, which is so close to the correct Pali form of

SaWallhi as to leave but little doubt that it preserves

the original name of the place

Hwen Thsang assigns to the kingdom of

Sravasti a circuit of 4000 li. or <>67 miles, which is
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about double the actual size of the territory lying

between the Chagra river and the foot of the moun-

tains; but as he assigns the same dimensions to the

territory of Nepal, it is probable that in his time the

two western districts of Malbhum and Khachi. in

the hills to the north, may at that time have belonged

to Sravasti. lire territory of Sravasti would thus

have comprised all the country lying between the

Himalaya mountains and the Ghagra river, from

the Kamali river on the west to the mountain of

Dhaolagiri and FaizabSd on the cast. 'Hie circuit of

this tract is about 600 miles, or very nearly the same

as the estimated measurement of Hwen Thsang.

19. KAPILA.

From Sravasti both of the Chinese pilgrims pro-

ceeded direct to Kapila , which was famous through-

out India as the birth-place of Buddha. Hwen
Thsang makes the distance 500 /i, or 83 miles, to

the south-east ;* but according to the earlier pilgrim

Fa-Hian the distance was 13 yojanas
.
or 91 miles,

in the same direction. f The difference of I yojana .

or 7 miles, seems to be due to some confusion os

to the relative positions of Kapila, and the birth-place

of Krakuchanda, which were just one yojana apart.

Fa-Hian reached the latter place first before visiting

Kapila; but Hwen Thsang went first to Kapila, and

afterwards to the birth-place of Krakuchanda. As

• Julien'ft ‘Hiouen Thsang,' ii. 309.

t Beal's 'Ffth-Hinn,' xxi—xxii.
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(lie site ol this place may with great probability be

identified with Katya. 8 miles to the west of Nagar,

which I propose to identify with Kapila-nagara, I

am inclined to adopt the narrative of Fn-Hian. Now

the distance between Sahel and Nagar is rather

more than 8|^ miles, as I found the road from

Sahel to Asokpur 42 miles, and from Asokpur to

Nagar the distance is 39 miles measured direct on

the large map of the Indian Atlas. the actual

distance by the winding roads of this part of the

country cannot therefore be loss than 85 miles, and

is probably about 90 miles, as stated hy Fa-Hian.

Hwen Thsang estimates the circuit of the dis-

trict at 4000 li. or 667 miles, which agrees very well

with the size of the tract lying between the Ghagra

and the Gandak from FaizabSd to the confluence

of those rivers. The direct measurement is >50

miles, which would be upwards of 600 miles in road

distance.*

No trace of the name of Kapiia has yet been

discovered : but I believe that the position of the city

can be fixed within very narrow limits by many

concurring data. According to the Buddhist

chronicles of Tibet. Kapilacatlu or Kapilanagara was

founded by some descendants of the solar hero

Gotama.f on the bank of a lake near the river Rohini

in Kosala. Now the town of Nagar. or Nagar-khas .

• See Map No. XL
t Crania dc Kords in Journ. Asiat. Soc Bengal, ii.

391 .
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that U “the city,*' is situated on the eastern bank

of the Chando Tal. near a large stream named
Kohana. a tributary of the Rapti, and in the northern

division of Oudh beyond the Ghagia river, and

therefore in Kosaia. Its distance and bearing Iron*

Sravasti have already been noted as agreeing most

precisely with those stated by the Chinese pilgrims.

To the west a small stream named Sidh falls into

the lake. This name, which means the “perfect

or the holy one.** is always applied to the sages of

antiquity, and in the present instance I think dial it

may refer to the sage Kapiln, whose hermitage was

al*> on the bank of the lake opposite the city. The
Cautamas had at fust established themselves near

the sages dwelling: but, as the lowing of their kine

had disturbed his meditations, they founded their

new city of Kapilanagaia at some distance, that is on

the opposite or eastern end of the lake.

Hie position of the Rohini river is more pre-

cisely indicated by the Chinese pilgrims and

Ceylonese chronicles. According to Fa-Hian* the

royal garden, named Lun-ming, or Lumbini, in

which Buddha was horn, was situated at 50 ft , or

6 Zl miles, to the cast of Kapila. Hwcn Thsangf

calls the garden La-ja-ni, and places it on the bank

of a small stream flowing to the south-east which the

people called the “River of Oil/* According to

the Ceylonese l hroniclcs, J the Rohini flowed

• Ben l*i ’Fah-Hian.* xxii. 87.

t ’Hioucn TTisang,* ii. 322.

J Hardy’s ‘Manual of Buddhism/ p. 307.
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between the cities of Kapila and Koli, the latter

being the birlh-placc of Maya Devi, the mother of

Buddha. It was also called Vyaghra-pura, or

'"Tiger-town.’’* When Maya was near her confine-

ment she went to pay a visit to her pirents at Koli.

Between the two cities there was a garden of Sal
trees called Lumbini, to which the inhabitants of both
cities were accustomed to resort for recreation.”

There she rested and gave birth to the infant Buddha.
In another place it is said that during a season of

drought the inhabitants of Kapila and Koli quarrelled

about the distribution of the waters of the Rohini for

the irrigation of their rice-fields.f From all these

details I infer that the Rohini was most probably the

Kohana river of the present day. which flows in n

south-easterly course about 6 miles to the eastward
of Nagar. It is the Kooana and Quana of the maps,
and the Koyane of Buchanan,!]! who describes it as

"a fine little liver, which, with its numerous
branches, fertilizes all the south-eastern parts of the

district. '
It therefore corresponds in all essential

particulars with the Rohini of the Buddhist chronicles.

Hie position of Koli is doubtful
; but it may per-

haps be referred to the village of Am Kohil, which
is exactly

I I miles to the cast of Nagar, and rather

less than 3 miles from the nearest point of the

Kohana river. The road from Nagar to Kohil

• Hardy’s Manual of Buddhism.' p. 136,

t Ibid., p. 307.
* 'Knstern lndi».' ii. 301.
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crosses Ihe Kohana opposite the sum 1 1 town of

Mo^son, which may probably be the site of the once

famous Lumbini garden, as it was also called panult-

mo^shaS or “supreme beatitude/’ In later times

this appellation would have been shortened to

Moksha or Mokshan, to which I would refer the

possible origin of I Iwen Thft&ng's name of the
*

’River of Oil/* as miaf^han is the Sanskrit term

for oil. Abu I Fft7.l calls the place of Buddha s birth

Mokta, t which is perhaps only a misreading of

Moksa.

Another strong point in favour of the identi-

fication of Nagnr with the ancient Knpila is ihe foci

that the present chief of Nngftr is a Gautama Rajput,

and the districts of Najjar and Aniorha arc the head-

quarters of the dan. as well as of the Gau/amiya

Rajputs, who arc an inferior branch of the Gautamns.

Now the Sanyas of Kapilavastu were also Gautama

Rajputs, and Salff/a Muni himself is still known

amongst the people of Barma as Gautama liuddha,

or simply Gautama. In the Vansalata} the

Gaulamas are said to be descendants of Arkabandhu,

which is one of the names of Buddha given in the

Amara Koshn of tin- famous Amara Sinha. who was

himself a Buddhist.

I have not visited Nagar myself, but I am

informed that it possesses a ^hera, or mound of brick

• 'Fo-lfuie-lfi,' c. xxii., note 17. by Klaproth.

t 'Ayin Akbari.' ii. 503.

I Buchanan, ‘Eastern India,* ii. 458.
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ruins, and that there are numerous remains of brick

buildings in the neighbourhood. As Fa-Hian des-

cribes Kapiln in the beginning of the fifth century as

"literally a vast solitude, in which there was neither

king nor people." hut only a few monks and some
ten or twenty houses, it is scarcely possible that there

would he any conspicuous traces of the city which

has lain desolate for upwards of twelve centuries.

In the middle of the seventh century Hwen Thaang

ioiiud the place so utterly ruined that it was im-

possible to ascertain its original size, 1 am therefore

quite satisfied that the absence of any extensive ruins

at the present day cannot overthrow the very strong

claims which Nagar certainly possesses to he identi-

fied with the ancient city of Kapil. t. But this identi-

fication is still further strengthened by the names of

several places in the vicinity, which would appear to

represent some of the more holy spots that were

famous in the early history of Buddhism. I allude

more especially to the birth-places of the two

previous Buddhas, Krohuchando and Kanak^muni.
and the Sara-kupa, or "arrow-fountain," which

sprang into existence at the stroke of Buddha’s

arrow.

Fa-Hian names Ar

a-pi-tya as the birthplace of

Krakuchanda : but in the Buddhist chronicles* the

city is called KxhcmaCati and Khcmai'ati.+ In the

• 'Sapta Buddha Stotra* quoted by Rcmusat in

I* okwe*ki. c. xxi. note 3.

} Tumour's 'Mahavvana©,' Introduction, p. 33.
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books of Ceylon, however.* Kiakuchanda is said to

have been Ihe Puroltil, or family priest, of Raja

Kshema. of Melf}tala. According to Fa-Hian. the

city was about I yojana, or 7 miles, to the west-

north-west of Kapila
;
but according to Hwcn Thsang

it was 50 li. or 8J/j
miles, to the south of Kapila.

In the absence of other data, it is difficult to say

which of these statements may be correct; but as

I fmd a town named Kahiia, exactly 8 miles to the

west of Nagar, I am strongly inclined to adopt the

account of Fa-Hian, as Ka^u is the Pali form of

Kiaku. According to Hwcn Thsang*s bearing, the

city should be looked for in the neighbourhood of

Kalwari Khas, which is 7 miles to the south of

Nagar.

A similar discrepancy is found in the position

of the birthplace of Kanaka-mum, which, according

to Fa-Hian. was to the south of Krakuchanda's birth-

place. but to the north-east of it according to I Iwen

Thsang. They agree exactly as to the distance,

which the latter makes 30 li. or just 5 miles, while

the former calls it somewhat less than I yojana, that

is about 5 or 6 miles. In the Ceylonese chronicles

the town is named Sobhavaii-nagara.f which may

possibly be represented by the village of Subhay-

Pursa, at 6'/2 miles to the south-east of Kakiia. and

the same distance to the south- west of Nagar.

The same unaccountable difference of bearing

• Hardy's 'Manual of Buddhism.’ p. %•

t Mahawanao,’ Introduction, p. 34.
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is found also in the position of the Sara-Kupa, or the

“Arrow Fountain." which Fa-Hian places at 30 li,

or 5 miles, to the south-west of Kapila, while Hwen
Ihsang places it at the same distance to the south-

east. In this instance also I believe that Fa-Hian is

right, as llwen Thsang makes the distance from the

Sara-Kupa to the Lumb/ni garden from 80 to 90 li.

or 13 to 13 miles, which, as I have already shown,
was on the Ixmk of the Rohini or Kohana river, to

the east of Kapila. Now. if the Arrow Fountain

was to the south-east of the capital, its distance from

the Lumbini garden could not have been more than

6 or 7 miles, whereas if it was to the south-west, as

stated by Fa-Hian, the distance would lie about 12

or 13 miles. The probable position of the Sara-

Kupa, or Arrow Fountain, may therefore be fixed

near the village of Sarwanpur. which is exactly 5J^
miles to the south-west of Nngar.

In proposing all these identifications. I have

assumed that Nagar is the site of the ancient Kapila,

but as I have not examined this part of the country

myself, and as the information which I have been

able to obtain is necessarily vague, I feel that the final

settlement of this important inquiry can only be

satisfactorily determined by an actual examination of

Nagar itself and the surrounding localities. In the

meantime
I offer the results of the present disquisition

as useful approximations until the true sites shall lx*

determined by actual observation.

31
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Romagrama.

From Kapila both pilgrims proceeded to Lon-

mo P which has been identified with the Ramagrama

of the Buddhist chronicles of India. Fa-Hian makes

the distance 5 yojanas, or 35 miles, to the east,* and

Hwcn Thsang gives 200 /i, or 33J/3 miles, in the

same direction.t But in spite of their agreement I

believe that the distance is in excess of the truth.

Their subsequent march to the bank of the Anomo
river is said to be 3 yojenas or 21 miles by Fa-Hian,

and 100 /i or W/ miles by Hwen Fhsang. thus

making the toial distance from Kapila to the Anoma
river 8 yojanas . or >6 miles, according to the former,

and 300 U. or 50 miles, according to the latter. But

in the Indian Buddhist scriptures, this distance is

said to be only 6 yojanas , or 42 miles, which I believe

to be correct, as the Aumi river of the present day.

which is most probably the A noma river of the

Buddhist books, is just 40 miles distant from Nagar

in an easterly direction. The identification of the

Anomn will be discussed presently.

According to the pilgrims’ statements, the po&i-

lion of Ramagrama must he looked for at about two-

t birds of the distance between Nagar and the Anoma
river, that is at 4 yojanas t or 26 miles. In this posi-

tion I find the village of Deoknli.J with a mound of

ruins, which was trade as a station for the trigono-

# Brill s Tah-Hian/ c xxii. p 89.

t |uiien*s 'Hioucn Fhsang.' ii. 325.

X See Map \o. XI
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metrical survey. In the 'Mahawanso* it is stated that

the stupa of Ramagamo, which stood on the bank of

the Ganges, was destroyed by the action of the

current.* Mr. Laidlay has already pointed out that

this river could not be the Canges; but might be

cither the (thugra 9 or some other large river in the

north. But I am inclined to believe that the Ganges
is a simple fabrication of the Ceylonese chronicler.

All the Buddhist scriptures agree in stating that the

relies of Buddha were divided into eight portions, of

which one fell to the lot of the Kosakftft of

Romagrama, over which they erected a stupa. Some
years later seven portions of the relics were collected

together by Ajatasatru. king of Mftg&dha. and en-

shrined in a single stupa at Rajagriha ; but the eighth

portion still remained at Ramagrama. According to

the Ceylonese chronicler, the stupa of Ramagrama
was washed away by the Ganges, and the relic casket,

having been carried clown the river to the ocean, was

discovered by the jVdgas. or water gods, and presented

to their king, who built a stupa for its reception.

During the reign of Dutthagamini of Ceylon. 3.C.

161 to 137, the casket was miraculously obtained

from the Nnga king by the holy monk Sonuttiro, and

enshrined in the Mahathupo
,
or “great stupa ”

in

the land of Lanka.

+

Now this story is completely at variance wirh the

statements of the Chinese pilgrims, both of whom

* Mahawamo, c. xxxi. p. 185

f Miih.iwrtn&o.* c xxxi
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visited RarnAgrania many centuries alter Duttlia-

garni ni, when Ihey found the relic stupa intact, but

no river. Fa-Hian,* in the beginning of the fifth

century, saw a tank beside the stupa, in which a

dragon (Naga) lived, who continually watched the

tower. In the middle of the seventh century, Hwen

Thsangt saw the same stupa and the same tank

of clear water inhabited by dragons (/Vcigas). who
daily transformer! themselves into men. and paid

their devotions to the stupa.} Both pilgrims men-

tion the attempt of Asokn to remove these relics to

his own capital, which was abandoned on the ex-

postulation of the Naga king. “If by thy oblations,'*

said the Naga. “thou cans! excel this, thou mayest

destroy the tower, and I shall not prevent thee."

Now according to the Ceylonese chronicler, this is

the very same argument that was used by the Naga

king to dissuade the priest Sonuttaro from removing

the relics to Ceylon. § I infer, therefore, tluit the

original “tank" of Ramagrama was adroitly changed

into n river by the Ceylonese author, so that the relics

which were in charge of the Nagas of the tank,

might be conveyed to the ocean-palace of the Naga

king, from whence they could as readily be trans-

ferred to Ceylon as to any other place. The river

was thus a necessity in the Ceylonese legend, to

convey the relics away from Ramagrama to the

• Beal's 'Fa-Hian,' c. xxiii. p. 90 .

t fulien's ‘Hiouen Thaang/ ii. 326.

t Ibid.

§ \\1fthawan80,’ c. xxxi. p. 188
.
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cccan. Bui the authority of a legend can have no

weight against the united testimony of the two in-

dependent pilgrims, who many centuries later found

the stupa still standing, but saw no river. I there-

fore dismiss the Ganges as a fabrication of the

Ceylonese chriniriers. and accept in its stead the

Naga tank of the Chinese pilgrims. Having thus

got rid of the river. I can see no objection to the

identification of Dcokali with the Ramagrama of

Buddhist history. Ihe town was quite deserted at

the time of Fa-Hian’s visit, in the fifth century, who
found only a small religious establishment

: this was
still kept up in the middle of the seventh century,

but it must have been very near its dissolution, as

there was only a single sramancra, or monk, to

conduct the affairs of the monastery.

River A noma.

f fie river Anoma was famous in the history of

Buddhism as the scene of Prince Siddharta’s assump-
tion of the dress of an ascetic, where he cut off his

hair, and dismissed his attendant and his horse.

According to the Burmese* and Ccylonesef

chronicles, the distance from Kapiln was 30 yojanas.

or about 210 miles.—a mistake which must have

originated in an erroneous opinion that the river was

" Biaandet. 'Legend of the Burmese Buddha.' p. 41.

t Tumour. |oum Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vii 8W.
Hardy. 'Manual of Buddhism.' p. 160. any* 4flO miles,

from which it is evident that he has adopted Tumour’s
erroneous valuation of the yo)ana at 16 miles.
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exactly halfway between Kapila and Rajagriha, as

the total distance is said to be 60 yojanas. In the

Tibetan translation of the Lolita Vislara,* the dis-

tance is stater! at 6 yojanas
, or 42 miles. This is

somewhat less than the estimates of Fa-Hian and

Hwcn Thsang. but as the former is made up ol two

distances, g
: ven in whole yojanas. and the latter of

two distances, given in round hundreds of fi, they

can only be accepted as approximations. Thus
Fa-Hian 8 5 yojanas. plus 3 yojanas, may have been

only 4 I
/2 and 2]/2yo)anas

,

and Hwcn Ihsang s 200

/i. plus 100 //, may have been actually only 180 li.

plus 80 li. The former may thus be reduced to 7

yojanas. or 49 miles, and the latter to 260 li, or

43 miles. I therefore accept the 6 yojanas, or 42

miles, of the Lalila Vislara as the nearest approach

to the real distance that could be stated in whole

yojanas.

When Prince Siddharta left Kapila to enter upon

the life of an ascetic, he took the road by Vaisali to

Rajagriha. Hie general direction of his route was

therefore nearly east-south-east past Deokali to the

bank of the Aumi river below Sangrarnpur, and above

the point where it enters the Aumiyar Lakc.f As the

course of the Aumi is from north-west to south-east,

the distance from Nragnr varies from 40 to 45 miles.

• Foucaux. French translation, p. 214.

t Tla*!ern India, ’ ii. 314. Buchanan calls it the

i\au'ar Lake, but in the Atlas of India arid other Govern-

ment Maps it is named the Amiyar T&l. and the river

called the Ami Nadi.
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llic loule could not hove crossed the river above
Sangrampur. as the distance would be under 40
miles, nor below the Aumiyar Lake, which discharges

ilself by a very short channel into the Rapti. If

the data arc correct, the pint of crossing must have
been just above the head of the Aumiyar Lake.

Now Aumi, or in Sanskrit Avami. means
“inferior.'.' and as the name of a river it would be
descriptive of its small size as compared with other

rivers in its neighbourhood. A glance at the map
is sufficient to show that the ,4umi is an old bed of

the Rapti, which left the present channel near

Dumariyaganj. A main branch of the Aumi. named
the Budh Mali, or "old river," which rises in the

neighbourhood of Bansi, is still supplied from the

Rapti during the rainy season by a channel called

DtiUlal Nala, or "Quicksand Stream." This fact

alone affords a most decisive proof that the lower

course of the Aumi, below the junction of the Budh
Nala near Balehar. is an old bed of the Rapti. The
name of /tumi or Avami Nadi, the "inferior" or

"lesser river," was therefore an appropriate appella-

tion of the old channel to distinguish it from the

larger or main stream of the Rapti.

According to the Lalila Vislara the point where

Buddha crossed the river was at the town of Maneya.

in the district of AnuVaincya.* The name of the

town is unknown, but that of the district would

appear to be the same as Ananla. which is the name

* Foucaux, translation from Tibetan, p 214.
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of ihc division on the western bank of the lower

course of the Auini river, which includes both

Sangrampur and the Aumiyar lake. Anuvaincya

means the country along the l' ameya river, or on

the lower course of the Vaincya. The name is pro-

bably derived from Vcnu, a "bambu, and if so it

would mean “Bambu river," and would thus be

equivalent to Ransi, which might be appropriately

applied to it, cither on account of the bambus on

its banks, or because it flows past the town of liansi.

The Buddhist legends of Barma and Ceylon are

unanimous in stating that Prince Siddharta, on

reaching the bank of the stream where he dismissed

hi9 attendants and horse, inquired its name, and on

being informed that it was called Anoma. made a

remark in allusion to the name of the river, which is

differently rendered by the translators. According

to the Burmese legend* the name of the river was

Anauma, on hearing which the prince remarked,

“I will no

I

show myself unworthy of the high dignity

I aspire to." Then "spurring his horse, the fierce

animal leaped at once lo the opposite bank." Mr.

Hardy states the occurrence even more briefly :t

"On arriving at the river he inquired its name from

the noble, and when he was told that it was Anoma,

'illustrious or honourable,* he received it as another

omen in his favour." Tumour gives the story at

• 'Legend of the Burmese Buddha.' by Bishop

Bigandet. p. 41.

t 'Manual of Buddhism,
'
p. 160
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length from the Ceylonese Atlal^atha of the Buddha*

wanao.* Prince Siddharta inquired of Ohhando,

‘What is the name of this river?’
—

‘Lord, its name

is Anoma/ Replying. ‘Nor will there be any

A noma (inferiority) in my ordination,* he pressed his

heel to the horse and gave him the signal to leap.”

rumour notes that “this remark involves a pun:**

but that a pun “is by no means a matter of levity

in Buddhistical literature.** By some oversight,

rumour has rendered anoma by “inferiority,
“

whereas its meaning is exactly the reverse, and is

correctly given by Hardy and Bishop Bigandet.

According to the text of the Burmese and Ceylonese

chronicles, it would appear that the name of the

river was A noma, the "not inferior." that is the

"superior." and the prince's remark must have been

that so also would his ordination be anoma, or

"superior." But as the name of the river at the

present day is Aumi, or "inferior, and as I umour’s

translation of the word as "inferiority” would seem

to show that in his copy at least the name was Oma
or /luma. I cannot help suspecting: that this is the

true reading ; and that when the prince was informed

that the name of the river was Auma, or "inferior,”

he remarked "My ordination shall be anauma," or

"superior." If the original name of the stream

had been Anoma, it is difficult to understand how
it could have been changed to Aumi, which has the

very opposite meaning. But if it was properly

Jotirn. Asia! Soc, Bengal, vii. 60#
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Aumi, llial is the "interior" oi lesser branch o( (he

Rapli. and il was arbitrarily changed by the

Buddhists to Anauma. n return to the use of the

original name would have been only a natural con-

sequence of the downfall of Buddhism.

But the identification of the Buddhistical .4 noma

with the modern Aumi is still further confirmed by

the existence of three significant names on the eastern

bank of the river, within a short distance of the

point which I have assigned for the prince’s passage

of the stream. On reaching the opposite bank, the

prince alighted from his horse and directed his

attendant Chandaka to return to Kapila.* At this spot

there stood n stupa called Chandaka-nivarttana. or

"Chandaka 's return." which in the spoken dialects

would probably have been shortened to Chanda-

barlla. This place may. I think, be identified with

the village of Chandaoli on the eastern bank of the

Aumi river, near the head of the Aumiyar Lake, and

10 miles to the south of Gorakhpur. With his sword

the prince then cut off his long locks of hair, chuda.

which being thrown aloft were caught by the gods,

who built a stupa on the spot called Chuda-pali-

giaha, or the "heap of hair-locks." In the spoken

dialects this name would have been shortened to

(‘huda-gaha, which. I think, may be identified with

the village of Chuieya, 3 miles to the north of

Chandaoli. The prince next changer! his royal

• Lalitu Vist&ra.' Foucaux, translation from

Tibetan, p. 214.
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garments, called l^asaya, because made of the fine

fabrics of Kasi, or Banaras. for the plain dress of an
ascetic: and on the spot where this took place the

people erected a stupa, named Kasaya-grahan, or

"doffed garments." This place I would identify

with the village of Kaseyar, 3 /i miles to the south

east of Chandaoli. In favour of these identifications

I may mention that Hwcn Thsang places the stupa

of the “doffed garments" to the east of that of

"Chandaka’s return;" but his position of the stupa

of the "cut hair" at a short distance from that of

the "doffed garments" is directly opposed to the

site that I have suggested at Chureya. which is 6
miles to the north of Kaseyar. It seems probable,

therefore, that one of my suggested identifications

must l>e wrong : but as the other two would appear

to agree with the relative positions assigned by

I fwen Ihsang. I think that they are probably correct.

Pippalaoana,

from the Anoma river both of the Chinese

pilgrims proceeded to visit the stupa that was erected

at Pippalau-ano over the charcoal ashes of the funeral

pile of Buddha. The Monyas of this city, having

applied too late for a share of the relics of the body,

were obliged to be content with the ashes. Fa-Hinn

places the stupa at 4 yojanas. or 28 miles, to the

cast of the Anoma ; but Hwcn Thsang makes the

distance 180 to 190 li. or from 30 to 32 miles, and

the bearing south-east. Fa-Hian does not mention
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the name of (he lown. but in he Burmese* and

Ceylonese chroniclesf il is called Pippali-wano. or

the "Pippal-forest and in the Tibetan Duloa% it

is called the town of the NyagrOtlha, or Banian-trees.

Hwen Thsang also speaks of (he "forest of

Nyagrodha-ticea" as the site of the "charcoal

stupa. ’ and as he actually visited the place, we must

accept his testimony in preference to that of the

distant chroniclers of Ceylon. No place of this name

is now known; but in the south-east direction in-

dicated by Hwen Hutting. there is a large forest

which completely surrounds the ruins of an ancient

city called Sahan^at. This place is described at

length by Buchanan, § who found several statues of

Buddha amongst the ruins. It was therefore

Certainly in existence during the flourishing period of

Buddhism. It is 20 miles distant from the

Chandaoli Chat, on the Aumi. measured in a direct

line on the map; but by the road it is not less than

25 miles, owing to the numerous streams that

intersect the route. The position therefore corres-

ponds as nearly as possible with that assigned to the

Charcoal Tower by Hwen Thsang, but I have no

confirmatory evidence to offer, unless the name of

the village of Srinagar Kolua may be connected with

* Bigandct, ‘Legend of the Burmese Buddha.* p. 212.

t Tumour, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vii. 1013.

I ‘Asiatic Rcaeatches,* Bengal, xx.

§ ‘Eastern Indta.’ ii. 370. See Map No XI. for its

position
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Koil, or charcoal, which is nol very probable. I

may add. however, that the bearing of Kasia from
Sahankat corresponds with ihc north-east direction of
Kusinagara from the Charcoal Stupa which is

recorded by Hwen Tbsong.

20. KUSINAGARA

Fa-Hian places Kusinagara at 12 yojanas, or

84 miles, to the eastward of the Charcoal Stupa, a
distance which is quite impossible when compared
with ils other recorded distances from Vnisali and
Banaras.* Unfortunately. Hwen Thsang. contrary
to his usual custom, has omitted to note ihe distance,

and simply states that he travelled in a north-east

direction for a long lime through a vast forest, full

of wild bulls and wild elephants, and infested with

brigands. A portion of this forest still exists to the

north and cast of Sahanh;at. and wild elephants still

abound in the Tarai forests to the north of Gorakh-

pur. Wilson first proposed Kasia a* the site of Kusi-

nngara. and the suggestion has since been generally

adopted. The village is situated exactly 35 miles

to the east of Gorakhpur, at the crossing of two great

thoroughfares.! It is 28 miles to the north-east of

Sahanbai in a direct line measured on the map, or

about 35 miles by road. The distance is therefore

only 5 yojanas, instead of I 2. as noted by Fa-Hian.

It cannot In- placed further to the north-east without

• Beal's 'Fah-Hian.' xxiv. 9J.

t See Map No. XI for its position.
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increasing its distance from Banaras, and lessening

ils distance from Vaisali. Now the former is limited

by Hwen Thsang to 700 li, or I 17 miles, and the

latter is fixed by F'a-I lian himself at 25 yojtuuu, or

175 miles: and as both estimates agree very closely

with the actual position of Kasia, I am satisfied that

Ka-Hian’s 12 yojanas must l>e a mistake. Anrudhwa,

near Kasia, is exactly III miles to the north-north-

east of Banaras, measured in a direct line on the

map. and cannot, therefore, be less than 120 miles

by road. The distance between Kasia and Vaisali,

by the route which I marched, is just 140 miles:

but this was along the new straight lines which

have been laid out by the British authorities. By

the old winding native tracks the distance would

have been much greater, or certainly not less than

160 miles.

At the time of Hwen Thsang 's visit the walls

of Kusinagara were in ruins, and the place was

almost deserted
;
but the brick foundations of the

old capital occupied a circuit of about 12 li, or 2

miles. The existing ruins between Anrudhwa and

Kasia are scattered over a much larger space: but

some of these were certainly outside the city, nnd it

is now quite impossible to ascertain its exact limits.

It most probably occupied the site of the mound of

ruins to the north-east of the village of Anrudhwa.

The spot where Buddha obtained Nirvana would

then correspond with the site of the stupa and ruins

now called Malha-k.nar-l(a~lfOl, or the “fort of the

Dead Prince/* and the spot where his body was
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burned would correspond with the site of the great

stupa now called Devisthan. The former lies to

the north-west of Anrudhwa. and to the west of

the old channel of the f'hota Gandah . or Hiranyavati

river, which is still occasionally filled after heavy

rain. The latter lies to the north-east of Anrudhwa.

and to the east of the old channel of the Hirana . or

Chotn Gandak.

I he only name now assoc iated with the ruins

near Kasia is that of Mathi Kuar
,
or the "Dead

Prince. Mr. Liston gives the name as Mata, but

a Brahman of the neighbouring village of Bishanpur,

who wrote the name for me. spelt it as I have given

it. Matha . As this spelling points to the derivation

of the word from Matha . or Matha. ”to kill." I have

translated Matha Kuar as the "Dead Prince.” which

1 refer to Buddha himself after his death, or. in

the language of the Buddhists, after his obtainment

of Nirvana . Hwcn Thsang, when speaking of

Sanya's assumption of the mendicant’s dress, calls

him Kumara Raja
,

or the "Royal Prince;” but

although this title was never, I believe, applied to

him by the learned after his assumption of Buddhn-

bood, it does not seem at nil improbable that it may
have remained in common use amongst the people.

We know from Hwcn Thsang that on the spot where

Buddha died there was a brick vihar, or temple

monastery, in which was enshrirred a recumbent

statue ol Buddha on his death -bed, with his head

towards the north Now this statue would naturally

have been the principal object of veneration at
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Kusinagara, and although amongst the learned it

might have been called the ‘‘statue of the Nirvana.”

yet I can readily believe that its more popular name
amongst all classes would have been the "statue of

the Dead Prince." I am therefore of opinion that

the name of M&tha Kuar. which still clings to the

ruins of Kasia. has a direct reference to the death of

Buddha, which, according to his followers, took

place at Kusinagara, on the full moon of the

Vaisalth. 543 B.C. The continuance of this name
down to ihe present day is a strong argument in

favour of the identification of /Casta as the "dealh-

plnce" of Buddha.

Khulfhundo—Kahaon

.

On leaving Kusinagara, Hwen Thsang directed

his steps towards Banaraa, ami after having travelled

about 200 /i. or 33 miles, to the south-west, he

reached a large town where lived a Brahman who
was devoted to Buddhism.* If we adhere rigidly to

the south-west bearing, we must identify this large

town with Sahankat. near Rudrapur. But this place

has already been identified with Pippalavana, and
is not upon the high-road to Banaras. As Hwen
Thsang specially mentions the Brahman’s hospitality

to travellers going and coming, it is certain that the

large town must have been on the high-road between

Kusinagara and Banaras. Now the high-road could

never have passed through Rudrapur, as it would

“ Julien's ‘Hiouen Thsang,' ii. 349.
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to

have entailed the passage of the Rapti in addition to

that of the Ghagra, while Rudrapur itself is not on
the direct line to Banaras. It is quite clear that the

high-road must have crossed the Ghagra somewhere
below the junction of the Rapti. According to the

people, the old passage of the Ghagra was at Xfahili.

4 miles to the south of Kahaon, and 7 miles below
the confluence of the two rivers. From Kasia

the Mahili Ghat the route would have

through the ancient towns of Khukhundo and
Kahaon, both of which still possess many remains

of antiquity. But the former is only 28 miles" from

Kasia. while the latter is 35 miles. Both are un-

doubtedly Brahmanical: but while the ruins at

Khukhundo are nearly nil of middle age, those at

Kahaon are at least ns old ns the time of Skanda
Gupta, who lived several centuries before the time

of Hwen I lisang. I am inclined, therefore, to

prefer the claim of Kahaon ns the representative

of Hwen Thsang’a ancient city, partly on account

of its undoubted antiquity, and partly because

its distance from Kasia agrees belter w-ith the

pilgrim's estimate than that of the larger town of

Khukhundo.*

PawS, or Padraona.

In the Ceylonese chronicles the town of Paw3
is mentioned as the last halting-place of Buddha

'See Map No. XI. lor the position* of both placet

32
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before reaching Kusinagara, where he died. After

his death it is again mentioned in the account of

Kasyapa's journey to Kusinagara to attend at the

cremation of Buddha's corpse, /'aura was also

famous as one of the eight cities which obtained a

share of the relics of Buddha. In the Ceylonese

chronicles it is noted as being only 12 miles from

Kusinagara.* towards the Gondak river. Now 12

miles to the north- north-east of Kasia there is a

considerable village named Patiaraona. or Padara-

cana. with a large mound covered with broken

bricks, in which several statues of Buddha have

been found. The name of Padara-Vana. or

Padatban, might easily be shortened to Paiban,

Paban. and Pawa. In the Tibetan ‘Ko/igyur’t

this town is called Digpachan, but as the meaning

of the name is not given, it is impossible to say

whether it is an original Indian name or a Tibetan

translation. Between Pawa and Kusinagara there

was a stream called Kukultha or at which

Buddha stopped to bathe and drink. Ihis must be

the present Badhi, or Barhi, or llondhi Nala, which,

alter a course of 36 miles, joins the Choia Candak.

or llirana river on its left bank, 8 miles below Kasia.

4 Tumour. Joum. Aaiat. Soc. Bengal, viii 1005 ; note

from Buddhaghoso.

t Cioma dc Karos, Bciujal ‘Asiatic Researches,* xx

I The first name is found in the Ceylonese chronicles,

the second in the Burmese version.
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71 VARANASI. OR BANARA5.

In the seventh century the kingdom ol Po./o.-

ni.sse, or Varanasi, was 4000 li, or 667 miles, in

circuit, and the capital, which was on the western

hank of the Ganges, was from 18 to 19 li, or 3

miles, in length, and from 5 to 6 li, or I mile, in

breadth. Its probable boundaries, with reference

to the surrounding kingdoms, were the Gomnti river

on the north, a line drawn from the Gomati to

Allahabad and up the Ions to Bilhari on the west,

a line drawn from Bilhari to Sonhat on the south,

and the Rehand Karmmnnsa and Ganges rivers on

the east. With these limits the circuit is 395 miles

taken direct on the map. or about 650 miles in actual

road measurement.

The city of Banaras is situated on the left bank

of the Ganges, between the llama Nadi on the

north-east, and the A Si N6la on the south-west.

The Barna, or Varana. is o considerable rivulet,

which rises to the north of Allahabad, and has a

course of about 100 miles. The Asi is a mere

brook, of no length, and. owing to its insignificant

size, it does not appear in any of our most detailed

maps. It is not entered in the Indian Atlas Sheet,

No. 88. which is on the scale of 4 miles to the inch,

nor even in the larger lithographed map of the

district of Banaras, on the double scale of 2 miles

to the inch. This omission has led the learned

French academician M. Vivien de Saint-Martin to

doubt the existence of the A si as a tributary of the
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Ganges, and he conjectures that it may be only a

brand i of the Barnd
,
and that the joint stream called

the Varanasi* may have communicated its name to

the city, llic A si Af<5/a will, however, be found

as I have described it, in James Prinsep's map of

the city of Benares, published by Hullmandel, as

well as in the small map which ! have prepared to

illustrate this account of the remains at Banaras.

The position of the A si is also accurately described

by H. H. Wilson in his Sanskrit Dictionary, under

the word Varanasi.
1 may add that the road from

Bar.aras to Ramnagar crosses the A si just outside

the city, and only a short distance from its confluence

with the river. The points of junction of both

streams with the Ganges are considered particularly

holy, and accordingly temples have been erected

both at Barna Sangam below the city, and at A si

Sangam above the city. From the joint names of

these two streams, which bound the city to the north

and south, the Brahmans derive Varanasi
,

or

Varanasi . which is said to be the Sanskrit form of

the name of Banaras. But the more usual deriva-

tion amongst the common people is from Riija

Honor, who is said to have rebuilt the city about

800 years ago.

Both of these streams arc mentioned by Abul

* In M, Julicn's 'Life and Pilgrimage of Hiouen

Th*ang.’ i. 132. and ii. 354, it is stated that ‘*thi» fiver is

also called Polo ni*sc, or VarSnasi.** But this is a

mistake of the translator, as pointed out by Dt Fittedward

Hall. The true name of the river is Po-fa-nic. or Varan fl.
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Fazl.* who »ay$ "Baranasi, commonly called

Banaras, is a large city situated between two rivers,

the Barna and the A si.” Bishop Hebert also

mentions that he was informed by the Raja of

Bnrwras that the name “had anciently been

Baranas. from two rivers. Bara and Naso, which

here fall into the Ganges.” The worthy Bishop

supposes that they must join the Ganges under-

ground, ns no such rivers are set down on the map;

but two pages afterwards he records that his boats

arrived "of the mouth of the small riccr which leads

to Sccrole." that is to the cantonment of Banaras. It

may perhaps be objected that this was only a report

from his servants, and that he had not actually seen

the river; but as the Bishop lived with Mr. Brooke

to the north of the Barna, he must have crossed that

river by the large Stone bridge at least twice every

day during his stay at the holy city of the Hindus.

Banaras is celebrated amongst the Buddhists

as the scene where the great teacher first expounded

his doctrine, or as they metaphorically express it,

where he first began "to turn the wheel of the law."

This is one of the four great events in the life of

Buddha, and the stupa which was built upon the

spot was esteemed as one of the four great monu-

ments of Buddhism. This stupa, now called

Dhamclf, is situated about V/2 miles to the north of

the city, amidst an extensive mass of ruins, which

• ‘Ayin Akbari.’ ii. 28.

t •Journal.’ i. 397-399.
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are surrounded on three sides by large artificial

lakes. ITie name of Dhamel£ is most probably

only an abbreviation of the Sanskrit Dharmmopa-

desaka, the "Teacher of Dharmma." This is ihe

common term still in use to designate any religious

teacher; but bearing in mind that on this spot

Buddha first began to "turn the wheel of the

law"
(
dharmma-chak'a ). the name is peculiarly

appropriate for the stupa. The term is also used

in the simpler form of Dharmmadcsalfa
.
which in

familiar conversation would naturally be shortened

to Dhcmmadck and Dhanivk-

The earliest name of this city was Kaii. which

is still in common use. either alone or joined with

the later name, as Kasi-Banaras. It is, perhaps,

the Kassida, or Karsidla. of Ptolemy. The name

is referred to Kasi-r&ja who was one of the early

progenitors of the Lunar race. He was succeeded

by twenty1 descendants, all Rajas of KSsi, amongst

whom was the celebrated Dioodasa.

22. CARJAPATIPURA

From Banaros. Hwen Thsang travelled east-

ward for about 300 /i, or 50 miles, to the kingdom

of Chcn-chu, which is a Giinese translation of the

original name, meaning "lord-of-battlcs." M.

Julien proposes Ytxlhapali or Yodharaja-pura ; but

ns the translation alone is given, we have a choice

of seve.ral terms, as Vigrahapali, Yudhanalha.

Ranastoami, etc. The capital situated on the

Ganges was 10 //, or 1 2/ miles, in circuit. The
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place thus described is certainly Ghazipur . which

is on the Ganges just 30 miles to the east of

Banaras. The present name was given by the

Muhammadans, and is said to be only a slight

alteration ol the original Hindu name of Garjpur .

This is most probably the name referred to by

Hwen Thsang. as Garjan, which means primarily

any roaring noise, signifies also “battle," and

Garjana-pati is a title of the “god of war.'* Ghazi-

pur is now a large city about 2 miles in length, and

3 or 6 miles in circumference. Hwen Thsang

estimates ihe circuit of the district at 2000 li. or 333

miles, which is almost exactly the size of the tract

lying between the Ghagra on the north and the

Gomati on the south, from Tanda on the west to

the confluence of the. Ganges and Ghagra.

At 200 li. or 33 miles, to the east of the capital.

Hwen Thsang visited the Aviddhakorna monastery,

which was adorned with very fine sculptures.

Following the bearing and distance, this place

should be looked for in the neighbourhood of

lialiya on the bank of the Ganges. A viddhabaina

means the "pierced ears." and I think it possible

that the name may still be preserved in Bil^apur,

n village I
mile to the cast of Baliya. ns Aviddha-

karna-pura might easily be shortened to Bidkatnpur

and llilfanpur. It seems probable also that this is

the same place that is mentioned by Fa-Hinn under

the name of the "Vast solitude."* which he places

•
'Fo'ffeutedfcr,' chap xxxiv The Rev. Mr. Beal in

hit* translation calls this Vihfir simply the “Dearrt
**
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between Palna and Bnnarns, at 10 yojanas, or 70

miles, from the former, and 12 yojanaa, or ft4 miles,

from the latter. The Indian name is not given,

but as ihc literal translation of the “vast solitude*'

would be Vrihadaranya or liidaran
,

this name
might easily be altered, cither by ignorance or

design, to Biddhkarn. Tbe two distances from

Patna and Banaras agree exactly with the position

of Baliya. which is 72 miles from the former, and

86 mlics from the latter.

From the monastery Hwen Thsang travelled to

the south-east for 100 li, or 16 miles, to the Ganges,

which he crossed, and then turning to the south for

some unrecorded distance he reached the town of

Mo.ho.so.lo, or Mahasara. This place was in-

habited by Brahmans who had no respect for the

faith of Buddha. It has been identified by M.

Vivien dc Saint-Martin with the village of Masar
.

6 miles to the west of Ara (Arrah of the maps),

near which Buchanan discovered some ruined

buildings, and a considerable number of Brahmanical

figures. * The pilgrim then suddenly mentions his

arrival at the temple of NaJo-ycn, or Ndrdyana, to

the north of the Ganges, without stating either its

distance or bearing from the last place. But with

reference to his subsequent route to Vaisali, 1 feel

satisfied that he must have crossed the Ganges

above RcVcIganj . which is nearly due north from

Masar exactly 16 miles, or 100 li. This point.

•‘Eastern India,' i. 143.
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near the confluence of the Ganges and Ghagra, is

deemed especially holy, and numerous temples

have been erected on the hank of the united streams

just above Rcvclganj. Here then I would place

the site of Hwen Thsang's temple of Narayana or

Vishnu, which he describes as being two storeys

in height, and adorned with the most marvellous

sculptures in stone.

At 30 li. or 5 miles, to the east of the temple

there was a famous stupa built by Asoka on the

spot where Buddha had overcome and converted

certain evil Demons, who were said to live upon

human flesh.* The Demons embraced Buddhism,

or as it was expressed by the ancient Buddhists,

sought the refuge or asylum of the Three F’rccious

ones, that is, of the Buddhisl Triad, Buddha,

Dhaima. and Sangha. Now Sarana is the Sanskrit

term for asylum or refuge, and as this is also the true

name of the district of Siiran, in which the conver-

sion of the Demons was said to have taken place,

I conclude that the monument erected on the spot

must have been called the Sarana Stupa, or Asylum

lope. The stupa must therefore have been one

of considerable celebrity, as there can be little

doubt that its name was eventually imposed on the

district in which it stood. Now 5 miles to the cast

of Revelganj will bring us to Chopra, the present

capital of the Sonin district. Unfortunately I

cannot find any information whatever about Chapra

;

• Julien'* ‘Hiouen Thmng.' ii. 381. See Map No. XI.
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but it is certain that it must have been a place of

considerable consequence* otherwise it would not

have been selected as the British head-quarters of

the district.

From the Asylum stupa the pilgrim proceeded

100 /i, or 16^4 miles, to the south-east to another

stupa, which was reputed to have been built by the

Brahman Drona over the vessel with which he

measured the relics of Buddha. According to the

Ceylonese scriptures this stupa was built by the

Brahman Dono (or Drona), over the Kumbhan or

measuring-vessel, and was therefore called the

Kumbhan Stupa. * Hardy calls the Brahman

Droha
, and the vessel a “golden measure. "+ In

the Burmese lx>ok$ the vessel is the same, but the

Brahman is named 1)qui\q.\ In the libetan

account the name of Drona is referred to the

“measure” of the relics, which is certainly wrong,

as the Brahman did not obtain any of the relics, but

only the vessel with which he had measured them.

Phis vessel was most probably equal to a drona in

capacity, as each of the eight shares of the relics is

said to have measured one drona. The stupa may

therefore, have been called the Drona stupa, because

it held the drona measuring-vessel with which the

Brahman had divided the relics amongst the eight

rival claimants. But this was not the only name

* 1 urnour, Jouin. Aairtt. Soc- Bengal, vii. 1013.

t 'Manual of Buddhism/ p. 351.

1 Bigandet’s 'legend of Burmese Buddha/ p. 212.
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of the monument. M the Ceylonese chronicler calls

it the Kumbha stupa. Now a l^umbha is a water-

vessel of large size, which may be seen sculptured

on many Indian pillars as a round wide-mouthed

vase full of flowers. I can find no name like

Kumbha or Drona in the position indicated by

Hwen Thaang nt 17 miles to the south of east from

Chapra . Bui at that spot there is a village named

Deghwara. which, as degh is the common Hindi

name of a large metal vessel of exactly the same

shape as the Kumbha, may possibly be only an

altered form of the original name. But deg is also

the Persian term for a similar vessel, and I would

therefore only refer to Degu'tira as a convenient

name to remember, because it has the same significa-

tion. and occupies the same position as the famous

Kumbha stupa of Buddhist history.

21. VALSAl.l

From the stupa of the measuring-vessel , Hwen
Thsang proceeded to the north-east for 140 or 150

/r. or 23 to 25 miles, to Vawait. 1 le mentions having

crossed the Ganges on the road ; but as he was

already to the north of that river, his notice must

certainly refer to the Catidak. which flows within I 2

miles of Degwara. We must therefore look for

Faisd/i to the cast of the Gandak. Here, accord-

ingly. we find the village of Bcsar/i, with an old

ruined fort which is still called Raja llizal-l(a-garh,

or the fort of Raja Visala, who was the reputed

founder of the ancient Vaisali. Hwen Hwang states
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that the Royal Palace was between 4 and 5 /*. or

from 3500 lo 4400 feel in circuit, which agrees with

the size of the old fort, according to my measure-

ment of I 580 feet by 750 feet, or 4600 feet in circuit,

along the lines of the ruined wrnlls. The place is

mentioned by Abul Fazl, as Bcsar

*

and it is still

a considerable village, surrounded with brick ruins.

It is exactly 23 miles from Degwara, but the direc-

tion is north-north-east, instead of north-east. IT»is

position also agrees with Hwen Thsang’s subsequent

distance and bearing to the bank of the Ganges
opposite Palalipulra, or Patna, which was due south

120 /r.f or 20 miles, die actual position of / lajipur

on the north bank of the Ganges being 20 miles

almost due south. The ruined fort of Bcsarh thus

presents such a perfect coincidence of name, position,

and dimensions with the ancient city of Vaisali, that

there can be no reasonable doubt of their identity.

According to Hwen Thsang’s estimate, the

kingdom of VaisAli was 5000 li, or 833 miles, in

circuit.! which is certainly too great, unless it in-

cluded the neighbouring kingdom of Vriji, which

he described as 4000 /i, or 667 miles, in circuit.

Now the capital of Vriji is said to be only 500 li,

* ‘Ayin Akbari.' ii. 198. See Map No. XI for its

position

.

t Julien'* 'Hiouen Thsang.’ ii. 399. 90 li to Sweu-
pura. plus >0 li to the Gnnges. or together 120 li from

V'aUSli. In the pilgrim's life, the distance to Swetapurn
is said to be 100 li ; vol. i. p. 137.

t Julien's 'Hiouen ThBang.’ ii. 384.
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or 83 miles, to the north-east of Vaisali
;
and as both

of the districts are placed between the mountains

and the Ganges, it is quite certain that there must

be some mistake in the estimated dimensions of one

of these. hhe utmost limit that can be assigned

to the joint districts, with reference to the surround-

ing States, is not more than 750 or 800 miles in

circuit, from the foot of the mountains to the Ganges

on the south, and from the Gandak on the west to

the Mihanadi on the east. I conclude, therefore,

either that there is some mistake or exaggeration in

the estimated size of one or both of the districts, or

that the two districts arc the same kingdom under

different names. That the latter was actually the

case, I will now endeavour to show.

In one of the Buddhist legends, quoted by

Burnouf,* Buddha proceeds with Annnda to the

Chapala stupa, and seating himself under a tree,

thus addresses his disciple: "How beautiful, O
Anandft v is the city of Vaisali, the land of the Vrijis/'

etc. In the time of Buddha, and for many centuries

afterwards, the people of Vaisali were called

LichhaCis

:

and in the Trikandasesha, the names of

Lichhavi
.

Vaidcha, and Tirabhukti
.

are given ns

synonymous. Vaideha is well known to the readers

of the Ramayana as a common name of Mithila, the

country of Raja Janaka , whose daughter Site is also

named Vaidchi . Tirabhukti is the present Tirahull,

or Tirhul. Now, the modern town of Janal^pur,

•Introduction A I'Hitt. du Buddh Ind. p 74
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in the* Mithari district, is acknowledged by the

universal consent of the natives of the country, to

be the same place as the ancient Janahpur # the

capital of Mithila, It also corresponds exactly with

the position assigned by Hwen Thsang to Chen -

shu'HQ. the capital of Vriji. M. Vivien dc Saint-

Martin reads the Chinese name as Chc-thu-na

,

but

M. Stanislas Julien renders it by Chha-su-na, and

points out that the second character is found in

Sul^ra, and I may add also in Sudra. Ihe correct

rendering of the name is doubtful
;
but if the bearing

and distance recorded by the Chinese pilgrims are

correct, it is almost certain that the capital of Vriji

in the seventh century must have been at janahpur .

Hwen Thsang gives the name of the country in

its Sanskrit form, as Fo-li-shi, or Vriji; but it is also

stated that the people of the north called the country

Son-fa-shi, or Samvaji.* which is the Pali form of

SamvrijL or the
*

'United Vriji*/' From this name.

I infer that the Vrtjis were a large tribe which was

divided into several branches, namely, the Lichhavis

of Vaisali. the Vaidchis of Mithila. the Tirabhuktis

of Tirhut, etc. Either of these divisions separately

might therefore l>e called Vrtjis, or any two together

might be called Vrijis. as well as Samorijis , or the
%

'United Vrijis." We have a parallel case in the

warlike tribe of the Bagris

,

or Sambagris of the

Satlcj, which consisted of three separate divisions.

• Hiouen Thsang.' ii. 402 : note by M. Stanislas

Julien.
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I conclude therefore that Vaisali was a single district

in the territories of the United Vrijis. or Wajjis, and

therefore that the estimated size of Vaisali proper, as

recorded by Hwen Thsang, is a simple mistake.

Perhaps we should read 1 500 li. or 250 miles, instead

of 5000 li, or 833 miles. In this case the district of

Vaisali would be limited to the south-west comer

of the country of the V rijis. to the westward of the

little Gondak river.

Io the north-west of Vaisali, at somewhat less

than 200 li, or 33 miles, Hwen Thsang places the

ruins of an ancient town, which had been deserted

for many ages. There Buddha was said to have

reigned in a previous existence, as a ChakraOarlli

Raja. or supreme ruler, named MahSdcva. and a

stupa still existed to commemorate the fact. Hie

name of the place is not given, but the bearing anil

distance point to Kesariya, an old ruined town, just

30 miles to the noTth-norlh-west of Vaisali. The

place possesses a mound of ruins with a lofty stupa

on the top. which the people attribute to Raja Vena

Chakravarlti. In the Parana

s

also. Raja Vena is

called a Chalcravartti
.
or supreme monarch; and I

have found his name as widely spread through

northern India as that of Rama, or the five Pandus.

This monument stands at the point of crossing of

the two great thoroughfares of the district, namely,

that from Patna northward to Bcttiah, and that from

Chapra across the Gandak to Nepal. It is n curious

illustration of this fact that Buddha himself, accord-
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ing to the Ceylonese chronicles, informed Ananda,*

that "for a Chalfraoartli Raja ihey build the thupo nl

n spot where four principal roads meel.” I have

liltle doubt therefore that this is the identical place

indicated by the Chinese pilgrim.

24 VRIJI

From Vaisali, Hwen Thsang proceeded to the

north-easi for 500 li. or 83 miles, to Fo-li-shi, or

Vriji, which has already been identified as the terri-

tory of the powerful tribe of Wajji. or Vriji. In the

time of Buddha, the Vrijis were divided into several

dans, as the Liehhaois. the Vaitlehis, the Tira-

bhuklis. and others, whose names are unknown.

The exact number of their clans would appear to

have been eight, as criminals were arraigned before

the allhakulako, t or "eight clans." which would

appear to have been a jury composed of one member

from each of the separate divisions of the tribe.

Hwen Tlisang mentions that the people of the north

called them San-fa-shi, or SamOajji, that is the

"United Vnjjis,"—and the same name is referred

to in the long and interesting account of the people

of Wajji, which is given by Tumour from the Pali

chronicles of Ceylon. J The great nionardi Ajala-

saint, of Mapadha. wishing to subdue the "great

and powerful” people of Wajji, sent his minister to

* Tumour. Journ. Aaiat. Soc. Bengal, vii. 1006.

t vii. 993. and note.

I Ibid. vii. 992.
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consult Buddha us to the licst means of accomplishing

his object. The Raja is informed that so long as

the people ol Wajji remained "united." they would

be invincible. The Raja, by a stratagem of his

minister, "in the course of three years, so completely

disunited their rulers, one from another, that no

two would walk the same road together." and they

\v« re accordingly subdued without making any resist-

ance. According to Tumour, "the union of the

Wajjian states consisted of a confederation ol

chiefs.* *
I be name of Sam-Orijl, or the "United

Vrijia,” was therefore a descriptive title of the whole

nation of eight clans, who. as Buddha remarked,

were accustomed to hold frequent meetings, to net

in concert, and to uphold the ancient Wajjian insti-

tutions. No king is mentioned, but the people arc

stated to have respected ami obeyed the orders of

their elders.

According to Hwen Thsang the country of the

Vrijis was long from east to west, and narrow from

north to south.t I his description corresponds ex-

actly with the tract of country lying between the

Gandak and Mahanadi rivers, which is 300 miles in

length by 1 00 miles in breadth . Within these limits

there are several ancient cities, some of which may
possibly have been the capitals of the eight different

clans of the Vrijis. Of course Koisa/i, Kcsariya ,

and /anahpur have already been noticed
; the others

4 Tumour Journ. Asia!. Soc. Bengal, vii. 992. note

t julien's Hiouen Thsrtng,* ii 402. Sec Map No. XI

33
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arc NaVandgaih, Simrun, Darbanga. Puraniya, and

MoUhati. Die last three arc still inhabited and are

well known
;
but Sirnrun has been deserted for up-

wards of 550 years, while Navandgarh has probably

been abandoned for at least fifteen centuries. Sirnrun

has been described by Mr. Hodgson,* but its ruins

still require to be carefully surveyed liefore we can

form an opinion as to its probable antiquity. I

visited Navandgarh myself in 1862. and found it one

of the oldest and most interesting places in northern

India.

Navandgarh or \Gonadgarh is a ruined fort from

250 to 300 feet square at top and 80 feet in height.

It is situated close to the large village of Lauriya. 1

5

miles to the north-north-west of Bctiiah and 10 miles

from the nearest point of the Gandak river. T Hie

ancient remains consist of a handsome stone pillar,

surmounted by a lion and inscribed with Asoka s

edicts, and of three rows of earthen barrows or co-

nical mounds of earth, of which two rows lie from

north to south, and the third from cast to west. Now

the stupas usually met with are built cither of stone

or of brick : but the earliest stupas were mere mounds

of earth, of which these are the most remarkable spe-

cimens that I have seen. I believe that they arc the

sepulchral monuments of the early kings of the coun-

try prior to the rise of Buddhism, and that their date

may be assumed as ranging from 600 to 1500 B.C.

• See Map No. XI.

t See Map No. XI.
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Every one of these barrows is called simply bhisa,

or “mound.” but the whole are said to have been

the l(ois or fortified dwellings of the ministers and

nobles of Raja Uttanpal . while the fort of Navand-

garh was the king's own residence. I*he word

stupa meant originally only a “mound of earth.”

and this is the meaning given to it by l olcbrooke,

in his translation of the 'Amnra Kosha.' I believe

that these earthen stupas or chaityas of Navandgarh

must form part of those alluded to by Buddha himself

in his sixth question addresed to Ananda about the

people of Vriji:* “Anando ! hast thou heard that

the Wajjians, whatever the number may be of the

Wajjian chctiyani (belonging to the Wajjian (rulers),

whether situated within or without (the city), they

maintain, respect, reverence, and make offerings to

them
;
and that they keep up without diminution the

ancient offerings, the ancient observances, and the

ancient sacrifices righteously made?” Now these

chctiyani could not have been Buddhist stupas
,
as

Buddha himself put the question during his lifetime.

Accordingly, the author of the Ceylonese ‘Attha-

kathrt explains that they arc yakhatthanani
f or

edifices belonging to Yal^ha. or demon worship. l*he

1 abhas
.

in Sanskrit Ya b.sha and Ja^sha, were the

attendants of Kuvera. the God of Riches, and the

guardians of his treasures, and their chief residence

was called A lahapura. Now somewhere in the

neighbourhood of the Gandak there was a city named

A Tumour, lourn. Asia!. Soc Bengal, vii 994.
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Alalfappo. inhabited by a people named Balm/a or

Bulu^a, who obtained .1 share of Buddha s relies. It

is probable, therefore, that this city of Alal/appo

may have been connected with the early Yahsha

worship, and that the pre-Buddhisticai stupas ol

Navandgarh may be some of the ancient chailyas of

the I rijis that were referred to by Buddha. If so.

the Bcihr/as or Bulukps of Altikappc must have been

one of the eight elans of the V rijis. a conclusion

which is rendered still more probable by the viemu.

ol Alakappo to the Gandak river.

>> NEPAI

A

From Vriji the Chinese pilgrim visited Ni.po.lo.

or Nepnln, which he places to the north-west at I A 6

or I
500 li, or 233 to 250 miles." From Janakpu:

there are two routes to Nepal, one by the Kamalo

river, and ihc other by the Bhagmali or Bh&gauaii

river; but the distance is not more than I >0 miles

by either of them. The circuit of the country is

sail! to be 4000 li. or 067 miles, which is much too

small, unless the estimate refers to the district of

Nepal Proper on the Sapia Kausiki. or seven streams

ol the Kosi river. But in this case the hill country

on the Gandak river must have been a separate terri-

lory, which is very improbable. I would therefore

assign to Nepal the basins of both rivers, and alter

Hwen Thsang'a estimate to 6000 li, or 1000 miles,

which is about the actual si/e of the two valleys.

*Juliei»‘s ‘Hiourn Thsang.’ ii. 407.
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The Raja of Nej»l was a Kshntriya of ihc race

«i< l.ichhaoi named A nsu-Varmma, who is probably

the Anghu Vatmnia of the native histories, as he

Ix-longcd to the Ncufaril or Newar dynasty of con-

querors. As a Liehhavi. Ansu Varmma must also

have been n foreigner, that is one of the I'rrjis of

VaisSli. The dates likewise correspond, as Anghu

Varmma is the fifteenth ruler prior to Rnghava

Dcva. who established the Newar em in A.D. 880.

Allowing seventeen years to each reign, the accession

of Anghu Varmma will be fixed in A.D. 625. and

Hwcn Thsang's visit in A.D. 637 will fall towards

the end of his reign.

It is curious that the kings of Tibet and Ladak

also trace their descent from the l.ichhavis. But

if their claims are well founded they’ must have been

offshoots from the Nepal branch of the family. Now

the Liehhavi conquest of Nepal is assigned to N'cwnrit

who preceded Anghu Varmma by 37 reigns, which

at I 7 years each, will give a period of 629 years,

equivalent to B.C. 4 for his accession. The Tibetan

history begins with the accession of Nyahkhri-

Tsanpo, whose date is roughly fixed at 500 years

prior to IJia-Thothori in A.I). 407. or about 93 B.C.

Bui ns IJia- ITiothori's fifth successor was born in

A.D. 6?7. there must be an error of about one century

and a half in the date of 407. Applying this cor-

rection to the date of the first king, the Liehhavi

conquest cannot be fixed earlier than A.D. 50, or

about two generations after the conquest of Nepal.
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26. MACADHA.

From Nepal, Hwen Thsang returned to Vaisali.

and then proceeding to the south, crossed the Ganges

and entered the capital of Magadha. He notes that

the city was originally called Kutumapurci, that it

had been deserted lor a long time, and was then

in ruins. It was 70 li, or I I ^3 miles, in circuit,

exclusive of the new town of Pataliputra-pura. This

name the Greeks slightly altered to Palibothra on

the authority of Mcgasthcncs, whose account is pre-

served by Arrian.* “The capital city of India is

Palibothra. in the confines of the Prasii

,

near the

confluence of the two great rivers Erannolxuis and

Ganges. Erannoboas is reckoned the third river

thicmghout all India, and is inferior to none but the

Indus and the Ganges, into the last of which it

discharges its waters. Mcgasthcncs assures us that

the length of this city is 80 stadia, the breadth 15.

that it is surrounded with a ditch, which takes up

6 acres of ground and is 30 cubits deep; that the

walls are adorned with 570 towers and 64 gates.'*

According to this account the capital of Magadha in

the time of Scleukos Nikator was 220 stadia, or

2 5!4 miles, in circuit. This is about the size of the

modern city of Patna, which when surveyed by

Buchanan was 9 miles in length by 2*4 miles in

breadth ,f or 22/ miles, in circumference. In the

• Tadieu/ x. Strabo, xv. I. $6 give* exactly the

same account.

t Gazetteer in u. PAtna
;
he gives the .irea as 20

square mile*.
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sevenih century, therefore. wc may readily admit that

the old city of Kusumapura may have been about

half this size, or II miles in circuit, as stated by

Hwen Thsang.

Diodorus* attributes the foundation of the city

to Kerakles, by whom he may perhaps mean Baln-

Rama, the brother of Krishna, but this early origin

is not countenanced by the native authorities. Accord-

ing to the Vayu Purfinnt the city of Kusumapura or

PataUputra was founded by Raja Udaynswa, the

grandson of Ajatasatru. who was the well-known

contemporary of Buddha; but the ‘Mahawanso’

makes Udaya the son of Ajatsatru. According to

the Buddhist accounts.J when Buddha crossed the

(.nngrs, on his last journey from Rajagriha to

Vaisali. the two ministers of Ajatasatru. king of

Magadha, were engaged in building a fort at the

village of Patalt as a check upon the Wojjians, or

people of 1'r/jf. Buddha then predicted that it

would become a great city. From these concurring

authorities I conclude that the building of the city of

Patalipu/ra was actually begun in the reign of Ajata-

satru. but was not finished until the reign of his son.

or grandson. Udaya, about o.c. 450.

Hie position of the city at the junction of the

Ganges and F.rannoboas was formerly supposed to

refer to the confluence of the Gantlah or Hirani/acati,

* Hist L niveia.. ii. 24.

f Wilson's "Vishnu Pur-na.' p 467 note 45.

J Turnon. Journ ,\«iat Soc Bcnenl. vii. 9'*8
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which joins the Canges immediately opposite Patna.

But it has been conclusively shown by Mr. Raven*

shaw4 th.it the Son river formerly joined the Ganges

just above the city of Patna. As the 5ona. or

“golden’ river, is also called the Hiranya-baha
.
or

the golden, on account of its broad yellow sands, its

identification with the Erannoboas is complete both

as to name and position.

Strabo and Pliny agree with Arrian in calling

the people of Palibothra by the name of Prasii , which

modem writers have unanimously referred to the

Sanskrit prachya . or “eastern.” But it seems to

me that Prasii is only the Greek form of Palasiya or

Parasiya . a “man of Palasa or Parasa," which is an

actual and well-known name of Magadha, of which

Palibothra was the capital. It obtained this name

from the Palasa , or Butea frondosa, which still grows

as luxuriantly in the province as in the time of Hwen
Thsang.f The common form of the name is Paras

,

or when quickly pronounced Pros, which I take to

be the true original of the Greek Prasii
.

This deriva-

tion is supported by the spelling of the name given by

Curtius.J who calls the people Pharrasii

.

which is an

almost exact transcript of the Indian name Parasiya
.

The Proxiakos of /Elian is only the derivative from

Palasaka.

* (ourn. Aaiat. Soc. Bengal, xiv. 137

t |ulien*s ‘Hiouen Thsang.' i. 151
: ciet l& dc beaux

ou kanaka (Butea frondosa). Iai**aicnt pendre leurs

fleurs d*un rouge £blouis$ant.’

J 'Viu Alexandra* ix. 2.
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According lo Hwcn Thsang’s estimate the pro-

vince of Mogadha was about 5000 li. or 833 miles, in

circuit.* Il was bounded by the Ganges on the

north, by the district of Banaras on the west, by

Hiranya I’arvata. or Mongir. on the east, and by

Kirana Suvama. or Singbhum on the south. It

must, therefore, have extended to the KarmruUa

river on the west, and to the sources of the Damudn
river on the south. The circuit of these limits is 700

miles measured direct on the map, or about 800 miles

by road-distance.

As Magadha was the scene of Buddha's early

career as a religious reformer, it possesses a greater

number of holy places connected with Buddhism

than any other province of India. The chief places

arc Buddha-C.aya
, Kukhulapada, Rdjagriha, Kuta-

gaiapuia. Nalanda. Indtasilaguha, and the Kapolilfa

monaster}", all of which will be described separately,

whilst the smaller places will be noticed in the

account of Hwcn Thsang’s route to the more import-

ant localities.

Bauddha Gaya.

On leaving Palalipulra the Chinese pilgrim

started from the south-west corner of the city, and
proceeded for 100 li, or I6^j miles, to the 30uth-west

to the monastery of Ti-lo-shi-lfia or Ti-lo-tsc-lfia.

from whence he continued his route in the same
direction for 90 li, or 1 5 miles, to a lofty mountain

Julien'* "Hiooen Thung.* ii. 409.
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from ilie summit of which Buddha had contemplated

i he kingdom of Magadha.* He then turned to the

north-west for 30 li. or 5 miles, to visit a very large

monastery on the slope of a hill, where Gunartalt

had worsted a heretic in argument. Fhcn resuming

his south-west route for 20 li. or ij/j miles, he visited

an isolated hill, and the monastery of SilabhaJra.

and continuing in the same direction for 40 or 5(1

li, 7 or ft miles, he crossed the river Ni-licnshen, or

Nairanjan, and entered the town of Kia-yc. or (Vaya.f

Before attempting to identify any of the places

noted in this route, I must remark that there are

several errors both in the bearings and distances

that require to be corrected. As the direction of

Gaya is very nearly due south from Patna, the several

south-west bearings should certainly be altered to

south. The several distances also when added

together amount to only 230 li, or 3fi miles, while

the actual distance between the cities of Patna and

Gaya is 60 miles by the high-road, and must have

been about 70 miles by the route followed by Hwen
Risang. The sum of his distances is. therefore,

about 200 li. or 33 miles, short of the distance

actually travelled. This amount
I would divide into

two even sums of 100 li, and add one to each of the

first two distances recorded by the pilgrim.

By adopting this double correction of bearing

and distance the position of the monastery of Tr-/o-

• Julicn'fc Hiouen Thsang.' ii. 439. 40. 41.

t Ibid., ii. 455.
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l»e-kia, or Tiladal{a, will lie fixed al 200 /*, or 33

miles, to the south of the south-west comer of the

city of Patna, or as nearly as possible on the site of

the town of Tillara, on the eastern bank of the

Phalgu river. That this was nearly the true position

of Tilada^a is proved by a later mention of the same

place by the pilgrim. When leaving the Nalanda

monastery on his return to China, he went direct to

Tiladaka, which he places at 3 yojanas, or 21 miles,

to the west of Nalanda.* Now the position of

Nalanda, as I will hereafter show, was at the village

of Baragaon, 6 miles to the north of Rajgir
;
and from

Baragaon to Tillara the distance is 17 miles in a

direct line to the north of west, or about 20 miles

by road.

The next place visited by Hwcn Thsnng. was

the lofty mountain from which Buddha had con-

templated the country of Magadha. Following my
proposed corrections, this mounain should be looked

for at 190 //, or 32 miles, to the south of Tiladaka or

Tillara. and at 70 li to the north-cast of Gaya. These

bearings and distances fix the position of Buddha's

Mountain in the lofty range of hills lying between

Giryck and Gaya, somewhere about 3 miles to the

north-west of Vazirganj
, and about the same distance

to the west of Amethi. This mention of hills is

very fortunate, as ii proves the necessity of applying

the correction in distance to the first part of the route

as the nearest hill is upwards of 50 miles from Patna.

* Julien's Htoucn Timing,’ i 21
1 See Mop No XII
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From Buddha's Mountain the pilgrim proceeded

30 /r, or 5 miles, to the north-west to the

large monastery of Gunamati, which was situated

on a slope in a pass of the mountains. The
bearing and distance point to the low range of hills

on the eastern bank of the Pewar Nadi, near

Nidawat. From the Gunamati monastery Hwen
Thsang travelled 20 /r. or V/ miles, to the south-

west to the Silabhadra monastery, which was

situated on an isolated hill. This position may. I

think, be identified with Bithaiva , an isolated hill,

which is also on the eastern bank of the Pewar Nadi.

3 miles to the south-west of Nidawat. The name

of Bitha, which means an artificial mound, may
perhaps refer to the ruined monastery of Silabhadra.

From this place ihe pilgrim proceeded for about

40 or 50 //, about 7 or fi miles, to the south-west,

and crossing the Nairanjan river, entered the town

of Gaya. The river is now called Phalgu, opposite

Gaya, and the name of Lilajan, or Nilajan, is

restricted to the western branch, which joins the

Mohani 5 miles above Gaya. The town was thinly

peopled, but it contained about 1000 families of

Brahmans. The city is still called Brahma-Gaya,

to distinguish it from Bauddh-Gaya.

At 5 or 6 ll, or I
mile, to the south-west of

the town stood the mountain of Gaya, which was

known amongst the people of India as the divine

mountain. This hill is now called Rrahm-juin. or

Brahma-yoni, and a small temple now occupies the

site of Asoka's stupa. To the south-east of the hill
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there were stupas of the three Kasyapas, and to the

east of them, across a great river (the Phalgu), there

was a mountain named PoJo.kj.pu.lt. or Pragbodhl,

which Buddha ascended for the purpose of dwelling

in silent solitude upon its summit. He had

previously spent six years in silent abstraction, but

having afterwards renounced his austerities, he

accepted some rice and milk, and going towards the

north-enst, he saw this mountain, and ascended it

for the purpose of resuming his austerities
; but he

was disturbed by the tremblings caused by the fright

of the god cf the mountain, and descended on the

south-west side, from whence he reached the

famous Pippal- tree at Bnuddha Gaya, at I 5 //. or

2/l miles, to the south-west. "Hie last distance and
bearing show that the Pragbodhi mountain is the

Mora Pahar of the present day. as its south-west

end is exactly 2/z miles to the north-cast of Bauddha
Gaya. Midway in the descent there was a cave,

in which Buddha rested, and sat with his legs

crossed. Fa-Hian* mentions this cave, which he
places at half a yojana. or i/ miles, to the north-

east of the Bodhi-trcc. It was therefore about one
mile from the southern end of the mountain. I was
informed that a cave still exists on the western face.

Hwcn Thsang has omitted to mention the

distance of this eastern mountain from that of Gaya,

or BrahmjuVn. which is about 4 miles, or 24

U. rhe account of the earlier pilgrim, Fa-Hian, is

’ Real's 'Fah-Hinn.' c. xxxi. 121.
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of no assistance in this place, as he makes the

distance from Kia-yc, or Gaya, to the neighbour-

hood of the Bodhi-tree only 20 /». or 3j/j miles, the

actual distance being upwards of 5 miles, or more

than 30 //.

Bauddha-Gaya was famous for its possession

of the holy Pippal-tree under which Sakya Sinha

sat for five years in mental abstraction, until he

obtained Buddhahood. The celebrated Bodhi-

dium, or "Tree of Wisdom,” still exists, but it is

very much decayed. Immediately to the east of the

tree there is a massive brick temple, nearly 50 feet

square at base, and 160 feet in height. This is

beyond all doubt the Vihar that was seen by Hwen

Thsang in the seventh century, as he places it to

the cast of the Bodhi-tree, and describes it as 20

paces square at base, and from 160 to 170 feet in

height.

Kubkutapada.

From the Bodhi-drGm Hwen Thsang crossed

the river Nairanjar, and visited a stupa named

Candhahasli, or the "Scented Elephant." near

which there was a tank and a stone pillar.* The

ruins of the stupa and the lower portion of the shaft

of the pillar still exist at Bakror, on the eastern bank

of the Lilajan river, about I mile to the south-east

of Bauddha-Gaya.

Travelling eastward, the pilgrim crossed the

* Julien’« ‘Hiourn Thfanc.' iii. I See Map No. XII.
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river Mo-ho, or Mohana Nadi, and entered a large

forest, where he saw another stone pillar. Fhen

proceeding to the north-cast for 1 00 li, or nearly 1

7

miles, he reached the mountain of Kiu-kiu-cha-po-

iho, or Kukk" l<t l,a^a > or "Cock's-foot." which was

remarkable for three bold peaks. According to

Fa-Hinn's account, the Hill of the Cock's-foot was

1 li, or half a mile, to the south of the holy tree of

Bauddha-Gaya. For 3 li we should no doubt read

3 yojanas, or 21 miles, which agrees very closely

with Hwen Thsang’s distance of 17 miles, plus

about two miles for the crossings of the two rivers,

or altogether 19 miles.

I have already identified this place with the

present Kurlfihar, which, though omitted in the

maps is perhaps the largest place between the cities

of Gaya and Bihar. It is situated 3 miles to the

north-east of Vazirganj, 16 miles to the north-north-

east of Gaya, and 20 miles to the north- east of

Bauddha-Gaya.* The true name of Kurl^ihar is

said to be Kural(-uihar. which I believe to be only

a contracted form of Kukkolapada-Vihara, or

“Cock's-foot Temple." as the Sanskrit Kukkula is

the same word as the Hindi Ku^ar, or Kural(, a

“cock." The present Kurhihar therefore corres-

ponds both in name and in position with the famous

"Cock’s-foot Hill" of the Buddhists. There is.

however, no three-peaked hill in its neighbourhood;

but about half a mile to the north of the village

“ Julien’8 ‘Hiouen Thsang.' iii. 6 See Map 'Jo. XII.
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three rugged hills rise boldly out of the plain, which,

ns they stand so close together that their bases meet,

may fairly be identified with the three-penked hill

of Hwen Ihsang. This identification is confirmed

by the presence of several ruined mounds, in which

numerous Buddhist statues and votive stupas h iv.

been found.

Kusagarapura.

From the ’ Cock's-foot Hill" the pilgrim pro-

ceeded to the north-east for 100 li, or I 7 miles, to

a mountain called Fo-tho-fa-na, or Buddhai>ana. c

The bearing and distance point to the lofty hill now
called Buddhain, which, on account of its command-
ing position, was made one of the stations of the

great trigonometrical survey. Its distance in a direct

lino is not more than 10 miles, but as the whole

route is hilly and winding, the actual length cannot

be less than 15 or 16 miles. At 30 li. or 5 miles,

to the east, he visited the famous YashliVana. or

"Bambu-forest."f Tbis name is still well known

as Jakhli-bon, which is only the Hindi form of the

Sanskrit word. The place lies to the east of the

Buddhain hill, on the route to the old ruined city

of Kusagarapura, and is still frequented by the people

lor the purpose of cutting Bambus. About 10 li, or

nearly 2 miles, to the south-west of the Bambu-forest.

the pilgrim visited two hot springs, to the south of a

* Julicn's 'Hiouen Thsans.' iii 10.

t Ibid., iii. II.
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high mountain, in which Buddha was said to have

bathed. These springs still exist about two miles to

the south of /akhtiban . at a place called Tapoban
,

which name is a common contraction ol Tapta-pani
,

or the “Hot Water.” To the south-east of the Bam-
bu- forest, at 6 or 7 li ,

upwards of I mile, there was a

high mountain, with a stone embankment, built by

King Bimbisarn. 1 his mountain corresponds with

the lofty hill of Haruiia

,

1463 feet in height, which

was one of the stations of the great trigonometrical

survey. At 3 or 4 li. or upwards of half a mile, to

the north, there was an isolated hill, on which still

existed the ruins of a house in which the holy sage

Vydsa had formerly dwelt. At 4 or 5 /i, or V* ol a

mile, to the north-east, there was a small hill with a

chamber hewn out of the rock, and beside it a stone

on which the gods Indra and Brahma had pounded

the sandal -wood railed Gosiros for the rubbing of

Buddha's body. These two places have not been

identified, but a careful search would certainly dis-

cover the sandal-wood stone, as there was close to it

a very large cave, which the people called the

"Palace of the Asuras." About 60 li, or 10 miles,

to the cast of this place, the pilgrim reached Kiu-shc-

kjc-lo-pu-to, or Kusagara-pura, that is the “town of

the Kusa Grass.’’*

Kuiagarapura was the original capital of

Magadha. which was called Rajagriha. or the "Royal
Residence.'' It was also named Giricraja, or the

* Julien's Hiouen ThsanE.' iit- 15.

34
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"hill-surrounded,” which agrees with Hwcn
Thsang’s description of it as a town “surrounded

by mountains.” Giriuraja* is the name given in

both the Ramayana and the Mahabh.iratn to the old

capital of jarasandha, king of Magadha, who was

one of the principal actors in the Great War, about

I 426 B.C. The Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hianf describes

the city os situated in a valley between five hills, at

4 /i, or two-thirds of a mile, to the south of the new

town of Rnjngriha. The same position and about

the same distance arc given by Hwen rhsang. who
also mentions some hot springs, which still exist.

Fa-Hian further states that the “five hills form a

girdle like the walls of a town,” which is an exact

description of Old Rajagriha, or Purina Rojgir
,
as

it is now called by the people. A similar descrip-

tion is given by Tumour from the Pali annals of

Ceylon, where the five hills are named Gi)jha^uto,

Isigili, Webharo
,
Wepullo

, and Pandawo.% In the

Mahabharata the five hills are named Vaihara.

Varaha
,
Vrixhabha

,
Rishigiri

,
and Chaitya^a ;§ but

at present they are called Baibliar-giri, V ipula-giri,

Ralna~giri, L'daya-giri , and Sona-giri
.

In the inscriptions of the Jain temples on Mount

Baibhar, the name is sometimes written Baibhara.

and sometimes Vyavahara. It is beyond all doubt

• Lassen, lnd. Alterthum, i. 604.

f Real’i ‘Fah-Hian/ c. xxviii 112.

J Joiirn. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 183ft, p. 996.

§ Lassen, lnd. Altcithum. ii. 79. The five hills are

all shown in Map No. XII
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the Wcbharo Mountain of the Pali annals, on whose

side was situated the far-famed Sallapanni Give, in

front of which was held the first Buddhist synod, in

5-43 B.C. This cave. I believe, still exists under the

name of Son Bhandar. or “Treasury of gold," in the

southern face of the mountain: but following Hwen

Thsang's description, it should rather be looked for

in the nnitheru face. In the Tibetan Dulva it is

called the "Cave of the Nyagrodha . " or Banian-

tree.*

Ratnagiri is due cast, one mile distant from the

Son Bhandar Cave. This situation corresponds

exactly with Fa-Hian's position of the “Pippal-tree

Cave," in which Buddha after his meals was ac-

customed to meditate. It was situated at 5 or 6 li

(about one mile) to the east of the cave of the first

Synod. The hill of Ratna-giri is therefore identical

with the Pandoo Mountain of the Pali annals, in

which Buddha dwelt, and which in the Lalita-Vistara

is always styled the "King of Mountains. A paved

zigzag road now leads from the eastern side of old

Rajagriha to a small Jain temple on the top of Ratna-

giri, which is frequently visited by Jains I would

identify it with the Rishigiri of the Mahabharatn.

Mount Vipula is clearly identical with the

Wepullo of the Pali annals
;
and as its summit is now

crowned with the ruins of a lofty stupa or chailya ,

which is noticed by Hwen Thsang, I would identify

XX 91.

Ooma dr Korci Bcnval ’Asiatic Reiearrhe*.’
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it with the Chaityaka of the Mahabharala. Regard-

ing the other two mountains, ! have nothing at

present to offer, but I may mention that they arc also

crowned with small Jain temples.

The old city between the hills is described by

Fa-1 ban lo be? 5 or 6 li from east to west, and 7 or 8

li from north to south, that is. from 24 to 28 li or

4 miles, in circuit. Hwen Fhsang makes it 30 li.

or ’3 miles, in circuit, with its greatest length from

east to west. My survey of the ancient ramparts

gives a circuit of 24,500 feet, or 4%th miles, which

is between the two statements of the Chinese

pilgrims. The greatest length is from north-west to

south-east, so that there is no real discrepancy

between the two statements as to the direction of the

greatest length of the old city. Each of them must

have taken his measurement from the Nekpai em-

bankment on the cast (which has been described by

Major Kittoc) to some point on the north-west. If

taken to the Panch-Pandu angle of the ramparts, the

direction would be west-north-west, and the length

upwards of 8000 feet : but if taken to the temple of

Torha Devi, the direction would be north-north-

west. and the distance upwards of 9000 feet.

I have already quoted Fa-Hian’s statement that

the "five hills form a girdle like the walls of a

town." This agrees with Hwen Thsang's descrip-

tion. who says that "high mountains surround it on

four sides, and form its exterior walls, which have

a circuit of 130 li or 25 miles." For this number I

propose to read 50 li or 8!4 miles, a correction
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which is absolutely necessary to make the statement

tally with the measurements of my
following are the direct distances

hills:—
1 . From Baibhar to Vipula

2. Vipula to Ratna

3. .. Ratna to Udaya
4. Udaya to Sona

5. .. Sona to Baribhar

survey. The

between the

*8
^

12.000 teet.

4.500 ..

8.500 ..

7.000 ..

9.000 ..

Total ... 41,000 feet.

This is somewhat less than 8 miles, but if the

ascents and descents arc taken into account, the

actual length will correspond very closely with the

statement of Hwen Thsang when corrected to 50 li.

The old walls forming this exterior line of rampart

are still to be seen in many places. I traced them

from Vipulagiri over Ratna-giri to the Nekpai

embankment, and thence onwards over Udaya-giri,

And across the southern outlet of the valley to Sona-

giri. Across this outlet, the walls, which are still

in good order, are
I
3 feet thick. To obtain a circuit

of 25 miles, as given in Hwen Thsang s text, it

would be necessary to carry these ramparts as far

as Giryek on the east. As similar ramparts exist

on the Giryek Hill, it is perhaps possible that Hwen
Thsang intended to include it in the circuit of his

outer walls. But this immense circuit would not at

all agree with his statement that "high mountains

surround the city on four sides,’ for the distant hill
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of Giryek cannot in any way be said to form one of

the sides of old Rajagriha.

The hot springs of Rajagriha arc found on both

banfcp.of the Sarsuti rivulet; one-half of them at the

tustcm foot of Mount Baibhar. and the other half

at the western foot of Mount Vipula. The former

are named as follows:— I. Ganga-Jumna
:
2. Anant

Rikhi; 3. Sapt Rikhi; 4. Brnhm-kund ; 5. Kasyapa

Rikhi; 6. Byas-kund; and 7. Markand-kund. The
hottest of these arc the springs of the Sapt Rikhi.

The hot springs of Mount Vipula are named as

follows:— |. Sita-kund; 2. Suraj-kund ; 3. Ganes-

kund; 4. Chandrama-kund
;

5. Ram-kund
;
and

6. Sringgi-Rikhi-kund. The last spring has been

appropriated by the Musalmans, by whom it is

called Makhdum-ffunJ, after a celebrated saint

named Chillah Shah, whose tomb is close to the

spring. It is said that Chilla was originally called

Chilwa, and that he was an Ahir. He must there-

fore have been a converted Hindu.

To the north-east of the old town, at a distance

of 15 li. or 2/i miles. Hwen Thsang places the

celebrated hill of Gridhra-kuta, or the "Vulture's

Peak." According to Fa-Hian* it was 15 li. or

2/ miles, to the south-east of the new town. Both

of our authorities, therefore, agree in fixing the

Vulture's Peak on the lofty hill now called Saila-

giri, or the "Rocky-Mountain but I could not

hear of the existence of any cave in this hill. Fa-

* Beal s 'Fah-Hian,' c. xxix.
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Hian calls it “Hill of the Vulture’s Give,” and

notes that there were also several hundreds of caves

of the A than* in which they sat to meditate. 1

presume that these were small rooms built against

the cliff, and that the walls having fallen down, the

names have been forgotten. The joint authority of

the two pilgrims is too strong to be doubted
;
and

future research will perhaps discover some remains

of these once holy cave-dwellings.

Rajagriha.

The new town of Rajagriha is placed by ha-

Hian at 4 //. or two-thirds of a mile, to the north

of the old town, which agrees exactly with the

position of the ruined fortress now called Rajgir.

lire new town of Rajagriha is said to have been

built by King Srcnil{a
f
otherwise called Bimbisara

t

the father of Ajatasatru, the contemporary of

Buddha. Its foundation cannot therefore be placed

Liter than 560 B.C. according to Buddhist chronology.

In Hwen Thsang’s time (A.D. 629-642). the outer

walls had already become ruinous, but the inner

walls were still standing and occupied a circuit of

20 li {V/ miles). This statement corresponds

tolerably well with the measurements of my survey,

which make the circuit of the ramparts somewhat

less than 3 miles. Buchanan calls new* Rajagriha

an irregular pentagon of 12.000 yards in diameter.

This is clearly a misprint for 1200 yards, which

would give a circuit of 11,300 feet, or 2 Vs miles;

but this was probably the interior measurement.
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which, according to my survey, is 13,000 feet. The

plan of new Rajagriha I make out to be an irregular

pentagon of one long side and four nearly equal

sides, the whole circuit being 14,260 feet outside

the ditches, or rather less than 3 miles.

On the south side towards the hills a portion

of the interior. 2000 feet long and 1500 feet broad,

has been cut off to form a citadel. The stone walls

retaining the earthen ramparts of this work arc still

in good order in many places. It is possible that

this work may be of later date, as suggested by

Buchanan, but I am of opinion that it was simply

the citadel of the new town, and that its walls have

suffered less from the effects of time, owing partly

to their having been more carefully and more

massively built than the less important ramparts of

the town, and portly to their having been occasion-

ally repaired as a military position by the authorities,

while the repairs of the town w'alls were neglected

ns being either unnecessary or too costly.

Nalanda.

Due north from Rajgir and 7 miles distant lies

the village of Baragaon, which is quite surrounded

by ancient tanks and ruined mounds, and which

possesses finer and more numerous specimens of

sculpture than any other place that I visited. The

ruins of Baragaon are so immense, that Dr.

Buchanan was convinced it must have been the

usual residence of the king
;
and he was informed

by a Jain priest at Bihar, that it was the residence
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of Kaja Srenika and his ancestors. By ihc Brahmans

these ruins arc said to be the remains of Kundilpur.

a city famed as the birthplace of Riikmini. one of

the wives of Krishna. But ns Riikmini was the

daughter of Raja Bhishma. of Vidarbha. or Berar.

it seems probable that the Brahmans have mistaken

Berar for Bihar, which is only 7 miles distant from

Baragaon. I therefore doubt the truth of this

Brahmanical tradition, more especially as 1 can

show beyond all doubt that the remains at Baragaon

arc the ruins of Nalanda, (he most famous scat of

Buddhist learning in all India.

Fa-Hian places the hamlet of Nalo at I yojana,

or 7 miles, from the Hill of the Isolated Rock, that

is from Giryek. and also the same distance from new

Raja-griha.* This account agrees exactly with the

position of Baragaon. with respect to Giryek and

Rnjgir. In the Pali annals of Ceylon also. Nalanda

is stated to be I yojana distant from Rajagriha.

Again. Hwen Thsang describes Nalanda as being

7 yojana*, or 49 miles, distant from the holy Pipnl-

tree at Buddha Gaya.f which is correct if measured

by the road, the direct distance measured on the

map being 40 miles. He also describes it as beinR

about 30 li, or 5 miles, to the north of new Rajagriha.

This distance and direction also correspond with

the position of Baragaon, if the distance be measured

from the most northerly point of the old ramparts.

* Beal's 'Fah-Hian.' c. xxviii. p ill

t Julicn's 'Hiouen Thsang.' i. 145,
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Lastly, in lwo inscriptions, which I discovered on

the spot, the place itself is called Nalanda.

Ka-Hian makes Nalanda the birthplace of

Sariputra. who was the right-hand disciple of

Buddha: but this statement is not quite correct, as

we learn from the more detailed account of Hwen
ITrsang that Sariputra was born at Kalapinaba,

about halfway between Nalanda and Indra-Sila-

Cuba, or about 4 miles to the south-east of the

former place. Nalanda has also been called the

birthplace of .Ylaha Mogalana, who was the lefthand

disciple of Buddha; but this is not quite correct, as

the great Mogalana, according to Hwen Thsang,

was born at Kulilta, 8 or 9 li (less than
I mile)

to the south-west of Nalanda. This place I was
able to identify with a ruined mound near Jagdispur.

at I mile to the south-west of the ruins of

Baragaon.

The remains at Baragaon consist of numerous

masses of brick ruins, amongst which the most

conspicuous is a row of lofty conical mounds running

north and south. These high mounds are the

remains of gigantic temples attached to the famous

monastery of Nalanda. Tire great monastery itself

can be readily traced by the square patches of

cultivation, amongst a long mass of brick ruins.

1600 feet by 400 feet. These open spaces show
the positions of the courtyards of the six smaller

monasteries which arc described by Hwen Thsang
as being situated within one enclosure forming alto-

gether eight courts. Five of the six monasteries
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were built by five consecutive princes ol the same

family, and the sixth by their successor, who is

called king of Central India.

To the south of the monastery there was a tank

in which the dragon or Naga, Nalanda. was said

to dwell, and the place was accordingly named after

him. Nalanda. There still exists to ihe south of

the ruined monastery a small tank called Kargidya

Po^har, that answers exactly to the position of the

Nalanda tank, and which is therefore, in all probab-

lity, the identical pool of the Noga.

I cannot close this account of the ancient

Nalanda without mentioning the noble tanks which

surrounded the ruins on all sides. To the north -

cast arc the Gidi Pol^har and the Pansokar Pofrhar.

each nearly one mile in length ; while to ihe south

there is the India Pol(har, which is nearly half a mile

in length. The remaining tanks arc much smaller

in size, and do not require any special notice.

Indra-Sila-Guha.

From the neighbourhood of Gaya two parallel

ranges of hills stretch towards the north-cast for

about 36 miles to the bank of the Panchana river,

just opposite the village of Giryek. The eastern

end of the southern range is much depressed, but

the northern range maintains its height, and ends

abruptly in two lofty peaks overhanging the

Panchana river. The lower peak on the cast is

crowned with a solid tower of brick-work, well

known as larasandha-ka-baithak, or "Jarasandha's
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throne," while the higher peak on the west, to which

the twine ol Giryck peculiarly belongs, bears an

oblong terrace covered with the ruins of several

buildings. The principal min would appear to have

been a vihar, or temple, on the highest point of the

terrace, which was approached by a sleep flight of

steps leading through pillared rooms.

The two peaks arc connected by a steep

pavement, which was formerly continued down to

the foot of the hill opposite the village of Girvek.

At all the commanding points and bends of this

road are still to be seen the stone foundations of

small brick stupas from 5 and 6 feet to upwards of

12 feet in diameter. At the foot of the upper slope,

and within 50 leet of Jarasandha's Tower, a tank

100 feet square has been formed, partly by excava-

tion, and partly by building up. There is a second

tank, at a short distance to the north, formed by the

excavation of the rock for building materials. Both

of these tanks are now dry.

At 2 miles to the south-w’est of the village o!

Giryek. and I mile from Jarasandha s 1 ower. there

is a natural cavern in the southern face of the

mountain, about 250 feet above the hed of the

Banganga rivulet. This cave, called Gidha-dwar.

is generally believed to communicate with Jara-

sandha's Tower: but an examination with torches

proved it to be a natural fissure running upwards

in the direction of the tower, but only 96 feet in

length. The mouth cf the cavern is 10 feet broad

and 17 feet high: but its height diminishes rapidly
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towards the end. The cave is filled with bats, and
the air is oppressively warm and disagreeable,

which alone is sufficient to prove that there is no
exit to the cavern, otherwise there would be a

draught of air right through it. Vultures swarm
about the precipitous cliffs of pale grey horn stone,

and I picked up their feathers in the mouth of the

cave.

Ihe remains at Giryck. which I have just

described, appear to me to correspond exactly with

the accounts given by Fa-Hian of the "Hill of the

Isolated Rock.” where Indra questioned Buddha on
forty-two points; and with that given by Hwen
Thsang of Indra-silaguha. which refers to the same
story.

The position of Giryek corresponds so exactly,

both in bearing and distance, with that of the hill

of Indrasila-guha. that I feel quite satisfied of their

identity. No etymology has yet been proposed for

the name of Giryek ; but it seems to me not unlikely

that it is nothing more than Giri+ eka, "one hill."

that is. the hill of the isolated rock of Fa-Hian.

Both of the pilgrims mention the cave in the

southern face of the mountain, which corresponds

exactly with the natural cavern Gidha-dwar, which

I have already described. Gidha-dwar, in Sanskrit

Gridhradwara, means the Vulture’s pass, or

opening. By Hwen Thsang the cave is called

Indra-sila-guha, or "the cave of Indra’s stone,"

being thus named after a stone on which were

delineated the 42 points on which Indra had
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questioned Buddha. Fa-Hian adds that Indra him-

self drew the marks upon the stone with his huger.

According to Fa-Hian the hill of the "Isolated

Rock'* was 8 yoianas . or 56 miles, to the south-west

of Patali'putra . the capital of Magadha, and I

yojana, or 7 miles, to the east of Nalanda. Hwen
f hsang visited several places on his route from

Nalanda
;
but the result of his different bearings and

distances places Ifulra sik-guho at 46 ft, or 72/i

miles, to the east-south -east of Nalanda. The

actual distance between Baragaon and Giryek is

about 9 miles, and the direction is somewhat to the

west of south-west. If we read his south-east and

cost bearings as south-south-east and east-south-

east the general direction will be south-east, and

the distance will be increased to 8 milr*, which is

sufficiently near the truth to warrant the proposed

correction.

Bihar

.

To the north-east of the isolated mountain of

Giryek the Chinese pilgrim travelled from 150 to

160 ft, or from 25 to 27 miles, to the Kapoti^a, or

"Pigeon Monastery." Half a mile to the south

there was a high solitary hill, on which stood a

large Vihara of AvatokitcsWara. surrounded by a

multitude of sculptured buildings. This place 1

would identify with Bihar, I I miles to the north-

north-east of Giryek, by reading 60 ft, or 10 miles.
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instead of the 160 li of ihe text.* In our maps the

name is spelt We/iar, but by the people it is written

and pronounced Bihar
,
which is sufficient to show

that it must once have been the site ol some famous

Buddhist Vihar . For this reason I am strongly

inclined to identify the great I ihara of Aca-

lobitcsicara , which stood on the top of a hill, with

the present Bihdr, and its great isolated mountain

covered with ruins. Ihe hill stands to the north-

west of the city ol Bihar, with a precipitously steep

cliff on its northern face, and an easy slope of

successive ledges of rock on the southern lace.

The summit is now crowned by some Muhammadan
buildings

;
but I discovered amongst the ruins some

fragments of Buddhist statues and votive stupas.

To the south-east of the Pigeon Monastery the

pilgrim travelled lor 40 /i. or nearly 7 miles, to

another monastery, which stood on an isolated hill.

The bearing and distance point to the great ruined

mound ol Titaraiva, which is exactly 7 miles to the

south-east of Bihar. 7 itarawa means “Partridge

Mound.'* that is, the frnncolin or grey partridge.

At Titnrawa there is a fine large tank, 1200 feet in

length, with a considerable mound of brick ruins to

the north, which from its square form has all the

appearance of being the remains of a monastery.

* \l Vivien de Saint-Martin ha* already noted hi*

suspic ion that the 150 to IW) /i ol the text should be 50

oi tO It ‘Hioucn Thsang.’ iii 385. note See Map

No Ml
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From this place Hwcn Thsang resumed his

north-easterly route, and at 70 li. or nearly 12 miles,

he reached a large village on the south bunk ol th

Canges. But as the nearest point of the river is

25 miles distant, we must read 170 li. or 29 miles,

by adding the round number of 100 li. which was

deducted from the previous journey between Giryck

and the Pigeon Monastery.

I
have considered these two corrections

necessary, because Hwcn Thsang specially notices

the great height of the hill near the Kapot'ka

monastery; and as I am not aware of the existence

of any hills to the north or north-east of Bihar and

Titarawa. I am obliged to shorten the one distance

and lengthen the other to make Hwcn Thsang s

account of his route tally with the actual features of

the country. There is a hill at Shekhpuia. about

25 miles to the cast-north-cast of Giryck. 665 feet

in height, which might perhaps be the true position

of the Pigeon Monastery; but the adoption of this

position would involve an alteration in the subsequent

direction of the route, as well as in the distance, as

Shekhpura is 20 miles from the Ganges. For these

reasons I think that the identification with Bihar is

preferable. In either case the village on the Ganges

must be looked for near Dary&pur. which is 34 miles

due west from Mongir in a direct line.

The pilgrim then proceeded to the cast (or 100

li. or nearly I 7 miles, to the monastery and village

of Lo-in-ni-lo, which M. Vivien dc Saint-Martin has
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identified with Rohinila* or Rohinala, on the

Canges. The actual bearing is nearly .south-east

;

but as the pilgrim followed the course of the river,

there must be a mistake in his text.

V HIRANYA PARVATA.

At 200 li, or 33 miles, to the east of Rohinala.

Hwen Thsang reached the capital of the kingdom

of l-lan-na-po-fa-ta, or Hiranya-Parvata, that is, the

"Golden Mountain." Close to the city stood

Mount Hiranya, "from which issued smoke and

vapours that darkened the sun and moon.' t The

position of this hill is determined, from its proximity

to the Ganges, and from its bearings and distances

from Rohinala and Champa, to be Mongir. No

smoke now issues from the hill, but the numerous

hot springs in the neighbouring hills show that

volcanic action still exists within a few miles of

Mongir. These hot springs are mentioned by

Hwen Thsang.

The advantageous position of this isolated hill

on the bank of the Ganges, which commanded the

land route between the hills and the river, as well

as the water route by the Ganges, must have led to

its occupation at a very early date. Accordingly it

is mentioned in the Mnhabhnrata ns Mod&giri. which

was the capital of a kingdom in eastern India, near

Banga and Tdmralipla. or Bengal and Tarnluk. At

the time of Hwen Thsang's visit the king had been

• Julim 'r Hiouen Thung.' iii. 365.

t Ibid. iii. 65-66.

35
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lately ejected by ihe Raja of a neighbouring state.

The kingdom was bounded by the Ganges on the

north, and by great forest-clad mountains on the

south
;
and as its circuit is estimated at 3()00 /i, or

500 miles, it must have extended to the south as

far as the famous mountain of Parasnalh, which has

an elevation of 4478 feet. I would therefore fix its

limits as extending from Lnklii Sarai to Sultanganj

on the Ganges in the north, and from the western

end of the Parasnath hill to the junction of

the Barakar and Damuda rivers in the south. The
circuit of this tract is 350 miles, measured direct

on the map. or upwards of 420 miles by road distance

following the windings of the two rivers.*

2b. CHAMPA.

From Mongir, Hwcn Thsang travelled eastward

for 300 li, or 50 miles, to Chcn-po, or Champa
,

which is an old name of the district of BhtJgalpur.

rhe capital was situated on the Ganges at from 140

to 150 li, or 23 to 25 miles, to the west of a rocky

hill that was completely surrounded by the river.

On its summit there was a Brnhmanical temple.

From this description it is easy to recognize the

picturesque rocky island opposite PalharghSla with

its temple-crowned summit. As Patharghata is

exactly 24 miles to the east of Bhagalpur. I conclude

that the capital of Champa must have stood either

on the same site, or in its immediate vicinity. Close

• See Map No. I.
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by. on ihc west side, there still exists a large village

named Champanngar. and a smaller one named

Champapur, which most probably represent the

actual site of the ancient capital of Champa*

The pilgrim estimates the circuit of Chapma at

4000 li. or 667 miles; and ns il was bounded by the

Canges on the north, and by Hitanya-ParVala. or

Mongir. on the west, it must have extended to the

Bhagirathi branch of the Ganges on the cast and

to the Daumda river on the south. Taking the two

northern points at Jangira and Teliagali on the

Ganges, and the Iwo southern points at PachU on

the Damuda and Kalna on the Bhagirathi, the length

of the boundary line will be 420 miles measured

direct, or about 500 miles by road distance. This

is so much less than the size estimated by Hwrn

Thsang that I think there must either be some

mistake in the text or some confusion between the

geographical limits of the original district of

Champa, and its actual political boundary at the time

of the pilgrim's visit. We know’ from his journal

that the king of Mongir. on the west of Champa,

hud been dethroned by a neighbouring raja, and that

the district of Kankjol on the east of Champa was

then a dependency of the neighbouring kingdom.

As Champa lies between these two districts, I infer

that the raja of Champa was most probably the king

who conquered them, and therefore that the large

estimates of Hwen Thsang must include these two

•See Map No I.
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stales to the cast and west of the original Champa.

Under this view, the political boundaries may be

stated as extending from Lakhitcrai to Rajmahal on

the Ganges, and from the Parasnath Hill along the

Daumda river to Kalna on the Bhagirathi With

these boundaries the circuit of Champa will be

about 550 miles measured direct, or 650 miles by

road distance.

29. KANKjOt

From Champa the pilgrim travelled to the

eastward for 400 li, or 67 miles, to a small district

named Kie-chu-u-l/hi-lo. or Kie-chmg-^ie-/o.* The

distance and bearing bring us to the district of

Rajmahal, which was originally called Kankjol.

after a town of that name which still exists 18 miles

to the south of Rajmahal. Following the river route

via Knhnlgnon (Colgong) and Rajmahal. the distance

from Bh&galpur is just 90 miles; but by the direct

route through the hills, via Mangaon and Bharhat.

the distance is under 70 miles. As this position

agrees with that of the place indicated by Hwen
Irisang, I suspect that there may have been a

transposition of two syllables in the Chinese name,

and that we should read Kie-kic-chu-lo, which is a

literal transcript of Kankjol. In Gladwyn's transla-

tion of the ‘Ayin Akbari'f the name is read as

Gungjook. but as all the names are given alpha-

• Julien’a ‘Hough Thsang,’ iii. 73. See Map No. I.

t 'Ayin Akbari.' ii. 178.
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bctically in the original, il is certain that the first

letter is a ^ :
I conclude, therefore, that the true name

is Kanlfjol, as the final / might easily be misread as

a k- In his Gazetteer. Hamilton* calls the place

Caulfjole, which is probably a misprint for Cankjolc.

He notes that the district of Rajmahal was formerly

named Akbarnagar from its capital, and in the

revenue records Caulfjolc, as being the chief military

division.”

Hwcn Thsang estimates the size of the district

at 2000 li, or 333 miles, in circuit: but as it was a

dependency of one of the neighbouring kingdoms it

was probably included, as I have already noted, in

the area of the dominant state. When independent,

the petty state, of Kanfyol most probably comprised
the whole of the hill country to the south and west

of Rajmahal. with the plains lying between the hills

and the Bhagiralhi river as far south as Murshida-

bad. The circuit of this tract would be about 300

miles, as stated by Hwcn Thsang.

Jo PAUNDRA vardohana

From Kankjol the pilgrim crossed the Ganges,

and travelling eastward for 600 li, or 100 miles, he
reached the kingdom of Pun-na-fa-lan-na. f This
name M. Stanislas Julicn renders as Paundra-

I arddhana, and M. Vivien de Saint-Martin identifies

it with Bardwan. But Bardwan is to the south of

the last station, and on the same side of the Ganges.

"
'Gazetteer of India, rn i>. Rammahnl.

t julicn'* 'Hioucn Thsang, ' iii. 74 Sec Map No. I.
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besides which its Sanskrit name is Varddhamana.

The difference in the direction of the route might be

a mistake, as we have found in several previous

instances; but the other differences are. I think,

absolutely fatal to the identification of Bardwan with

the place noted by Hwen Thrtang. I would propose

Pubna, which is just 100 miles from Kanlyol. and

on the opposite bank of the Ganges, but its direction

is nearly south-east instead of east. The Chinese

syllables may represent cither Punt/a Varddhana. or

Paundra Varddhana; but the latter must be the true

name, as it is mentioned in the native history of

Kashmir* as the capital of Jayanla. Raja of Gau..

who reigned from A.D. 782 to 813. In the Spoken

dialects the name would be shortened from Pon-

bardhan to Pobadhan, from which it is an easy step

to Pubna. or Pobna, as some of the people now

pronounce it. Hwen Thsang estimates the circuit

of the- kingdom at 4000 li. or 667 miles, which

agrees exactly with the dimensions of the tract of

country bounded by the Mahanadi on the west, the

Tista and Brahmaputra on the cast, and the Ganges

on the south.

It JAJHOTI

Hwen Thsang places the kingdom of Chi-chi-to

at 1000 li. or 167 miles, to the north-east of Ujain.

•‘Rnin Tamngmi.’ iv. 421. See also the Quart.

Orient. Mag. ii. I fid. for an account of Pundra-dc*A. taken

by H. H. Wilson from the Brahmanda auction of the

Bhavishya Purana. The greater part of the province was

to the north of the Canges, including Gnudn. Pubna, etc.
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As the first and second syllables of this name are

represented by dilferent ('hinese characters.* it is

certain that the pilgrim must have intended them to

be the equivalents of Iwo distinct Indian characters.

This requirement is fully met by identifying Chi-chi-

lo with the kingdom of Jajholi, or Jajhaoti, mentioned

by Abu Rihan. who calls the capital Kajurahah ,f

and places it at 30 paraaangs, or about 90 miles, to

the south-east of Kanoj. The true direction, how-

ever, is almost due south, and the distance about

twice 30 parasnngs, or 180 miles. This capital was

actually visited by Ibn Batuta in A.D. 1335, who

calls it Kajura
,J and describes it as possessing a lake

about I mile in length, which was surrounded by

idol temples. These are still standing at Khajuraho .

and they form perhaps the most magnificent group

of Hindu temples that is now to be found in northern

India.

From these accounts of Abu Rihan and Ibn

Batuta, it is evident that the province of Jajhott

corresponded with the modern district of Bundcl-

khand. The Chinese pilgrim estimates the circuit

of Chichilo at 4000 /f. or 667 miles, which would

form a square of about 167 miles to each side.

Now, Bundelkhand in its widest extent is said tc

* Julirn * Hiouen Thsang, Index, iii. >30. 408. See

Map No. I.

t Reinaud, Fragment* Arabc*, c<c., p. 106.

I Dr. Lee’s translation, p. 162 ; when the name i*

read a* Kaiutara, but rhr original Persian characters rear

Kojura.
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have comprised all the country to the south of the

Jumna and Ganges, from the Betwa river on the

west to the temple of V indhya-Oasiiii-Dcoi on the

east, including the districts of Chanderi, Sagar, and

Btlharl near the sources of the Narbada on the south.

But these are also the limits of the ancient country

of the Jajhotiya Brahmans, which, according to

Buchanan's information.* extended from the Jumna

on the north to the Narbada on the south, and from

Urcha on the Betwa river in the west, to the Bundcla

Nala on the east. The last is said to be a small

stream which falls into the Ganges near Bnnarns,

and within two stages of Mirzapur. During the lost

twenty-five years I have traversed this tract of

country repeatedly in all directions, and I have

found the Jajhotiya Brahmans distributed over the

whole province, but not a single family to the north

of the Jumna or to the west of the Betwa. I have

found them at Barwa Sagar near Urcha on the

Betwa, at Mohda near Hamirpoor on the Jumna,

at Rajnagar and Khajuraho near the Kane river, and

at Udaipoor. Pathari and Ernn, between Chanderi

and Bhilsa. In Chanderi itself there are also

Jajhotiya Baniyas, which alone is almost sufficient

to show- that the name is not a common family

designation, but a descriptive term of more general

acceptance. The Brahmans derive the name of

Jajhotiya from Yajar-hoia. an observance of the

Yajur-ved: but as the name is applied to the

‘Eastern India.' ii. <52.
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lianiyas, or grain-dealers, as well as |o the Brahmans,

I think il almost certain that il must be a mere

geographical designation derived from the name ol

their country, Jajhoti. This opinion is confirmed

by other well-known names ol the Brahmanical

tribes, as Kanojiya from Kanoj ;
Caur from Gaur

;

Sarwariya or Sarjuparia from Sarjupar, the opposite

bank ol the Sarju river; Draoira from Dravira in the

the Dakhan. Mailhila from Mithila, etc. These

examples arc sufficient to show the prevalence of

geographical names amongst the divisions of the

Brahmanical tribes, and as division is found most

numerously in the province from which it derives

its name, I conclude with some certainty that the

country in which the Jnjhotiya Brahmans prepon-

derate must be the actual province of Jajhoti.

Khajuraho is a small village of 162 houses,

containing rather less than 1000 inhabitants.

Amongst these there are single houses of seven

different divisions of the Jajhotiya Brahmans, and

eleven houses of Chandcl Rajputs, the chief of

whom claim descent from Raja Paramal Deo. the

antagonist of the famous Prithi Raj. The village is

surrounded on all sides by temples and ruins
;
but

these are more thickly grouped in three separate

spots on the west, north, and south-east. The
western group, which consists entirely of Brnhmani-

cal temples, is situated on the banks of the Sib-

siigar, a narrow sheet of water, about three-quarters

of a mile in length from north to south in the rainy

season, but not more than 600 feet square during
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the dry season. It is three-quarters of a mile from

the village, and the same distance from the northern

group of ruins, and a full mile from the south-

eastern group of Jain temples. Altogether, the

ruins cover about one square mile; but as there are

no remains of any kind between the western group

and the Khnjur Sagnr, the boundary of the ancient

city could not have extended beyond the west bank

of the lake. On the other three sides of the lake,

the ruins are all continuous, extending over an

oblong space 4500 feet in length from north to

south, and 2500 feet in breadth from east to west,

with a circuit of 14.000 feet, or nearly 3% miles.

This corresponds almost exactly with the size of

the capital as recorded by Hwen Thaang in A.D.

641. but at some later period the city of Khajuraho

was extended to the east and south as far as the

Kurar N'ala. when it had a circuit of not less than V/
miles. As Mahoba must have been about the same

size as Khajuraho. it is doubtful which of the two

was the capital at the time of Hwen Thsang’s visit.

But as the very name of Mahoba, or Mahotsava-

nagara, the "City of the great Jubilee.'' is specially

connected with the rise of the Chandel dynasty. I

think it most probable that Khajuraho must have

been the capital of the earlier dynasty of Jajhotiya

Brahmans; and therefore it must have been the

capital of Jajhoti at the time of Hwen Thsang's visit.

But as it is upwards of 300 miles from Ujain, or

just double the distance mentioned by the pilgrim,

his 1000 li must be increased to 2000 li. or 333 miles.
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to make il accord with the actual measurement, it

is a curious (act that Abu Rihan's distance from

Kanoj is also in defect in the same proportion ;
and

this agreement suggests that the probable cause of

both errors must be the same, namely, the excessive

length of the kos of Bundelkhand. which is a little

over 4 miles. or exactly double the ordinary fco* of

northern India.

Hwcn Thsang estimates the circuit of the king-

dom of Jajhoti at 4000 li. or 667 miles. To meet

these large dimensions it must have comprised the

whole tract of country lying between the Sindh and

the Tons, from the Ganges on the north to Nya Sarui

and Bilhari on the south. This tract includes the

famous fort of Kalinjar, which became the perma-

nent capital of the Chandel Rajas after the occupa-

tion of Mnhoba by the Muhammadans, and the

strong fortress of Chandcri, which became the

Muhammadan capital of eastern Malwa, after the

desertion of the old city of Buri Chanderi.

Mahoba.

The ancient city of Mahoba is situated at the

foot of a low granite hill. 54 miles to the south of

Hamirpur. at the junction of the Betwa and Jumna,

J4 miles to the north of Khajuraho. Its name is a

contraction of Mahotsava-nagara. or the “City of the

great festival." which was celebrated there by

Chandra Varmma. the founder of the Chandel

dynasty. It is said to have been 6 yojanas long and

2 broad, which is only the usual exaggeration of silly
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story-tellers for a large city. At its greatest extent,

according to my observation, it could never have

exceeded IJ£ mile in length, from the small castle

of Rai-kot on the west, to the Kalyan Sagar on the

east. It is about I mile in breadth, which would

give a circuit of 5 miles, but an area of only I square

mile, as the south-west quarter is occupied by the

Macon Sagar. Its population, therefore, at the

most flourishing period, must have been under

1 .00,000 persons, even allowing as high an average

as one person to every 300 square feet. In 1843.

when I resided at Mahoba for about six weeks, there

were only 756 inhabited houses, with a population

less than 4000 persons; since then the place has

somewhat increased, and is now said to possess 900

houses, and about 5000 inhabitants.

Mahoba is divided into three distinct por-

tions :
— 1st, Mahoba

,
or the city proper, to the north

of the hill: 2nd, liihtari^f/o. or the inner fort, on

the top of the hill: and 3rd. Dariba . or the city to

the south of the hill. To the west of the city lies

the great lake of Kirat Sagar . about I Yi mile in

circumference, which was constructed by Kirtti

kermma, who reigned from A.D. 1065 to 1085. To

the south is the Madan Sagar. about 3 miles in

circuit, which was constructed by Madana Varrvma

,

who reigned from A.D. I I 30 to 1 165. To the cast

is the small lake of Kalyan Sagar, and beyond it lies

the large deep lake of Vijay Sagar
.

which was

constructed by Tr;aya Pala .
who ruled from A.D.

1045 to 1065. The last is the largest of the Mahoba
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lakes, being not less than 4 miles in circuit ; but the

most picturesque of all sheets of water in the beauti*

ful lake district of Bundelkhand is the Madan Sagnr.

On the west it is bounded by the singularly rugged

granite hill of Gokar. on the north by ranges of

ghats and temples at the foot of the old fort, and

on the south east by three rocky promontories that

jut boldly out into the middle of the lake. Near

the north side there is a rocky island, now covered

with ruined buildings; and towards the north-west

corner there arc two old granite temples of the

Chandcl princes, one altogether ruined, but the other

still standing lofty and erect in the midst of the

waters after the lapse of 700 years.

The traditional story of the foundation of

Mahoba was originally given by the bard Chanel,

and has been copied by the local annalists.*

According to the legend, the Chandcls arc sprung

from Hcmavat i, daughter of Hem-raj, the Brahman
Purohit of Indrajit, Gahirwar Raja of Banaras.

Hcmavati was very beautiful, and one day when
she went to bathe in the Rati Talab, she was seen

and embraced by ChanJrama. the god of the moon,

as he was preparing to return to the skies. Hcmavati

cursed him. “Why do you cursc me?” said

Chandrama, “your son will be Lord of the Earth,

and from him will spring a thousand branches.

"

• The portion of Chand’s poem which treats of the

war with the Chandel Pam&l (or ParAmArddi Dova).

and of the origin of the Chnndels. is named Mahoba-
Khond>
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Hemavati inquired. "How shall my dishonour Ik-

effaced, when I am wilhoul a husband?" "Fear

nor,” replied Chandrama, "your son will be born

on the bank of the Karnauali river

:

then take him

to Khajuraija, and offer him as a gift, and perform

a sacrifice. In Mnhoba he will reign, and will

become a great king. He will possess the philo-

sopher’s Slone, mid will lurn iron into gold. On
the hill of Kalinjar he will build a fort ; when your

son is 16 years of age. you must perform a liharula

Jag to wipe away your disgrace, and then leave

Banaras to live at Kalinjar."

According to this prophecy, Hemavati ’s child,

like another Chandrama. was bom on Monday the

1 1 th of the waxing moon of Vaisal(h on the bank of

the Karnaoali. the modem Kayan, or Kane river of

the maps." Then Chandrama. attended by all the

gods, performed a "great festival" (Maholsaua).

when Vrihaspati wrote his horoscope, and the child

was named Chandra Varmma. At 16 years of age

he killed a tiger, when Chandrama appeared to fiiir

and presented him with the philosopher’s stone, and

taught him polity (rdjntf). Then he built the fort

of Kalinjar. after which he went to Kharjurpur,

where he performed a sacrifice (Jag or Yajnya) to do

away with his mother’s shame, and built 83 temples.

Then ('handravati Rani and all the other queens sat

• In lomr of the manuscript* the name of the river

is written Kiyan, and Kiranavati. The former i* no

doubt the original of Arrian'* Kainai. which has perhaps

been altered from Kianas.
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at the feet of Hernavati, and her disgrace was wiped

away. Lastly he went to MahotsaOa, or Mahoba,

the place of Chandrama's "great festival." which

he marie his capital.

The date of this event is variously stated by ttie

different authorities
;
but according to the genealogies

furnished by the inscriptions, the most probable

period for the establishment of the Chandel dynasty,

and the foundation of Mahoba, is about A.D. 800.

32 MAHE5WARAPURA.

From Jajhoti the Chinese pilgrim proceeded to

the north for 900 li. or 130 miles, to Mo-hi-shi-Ja-lo-

pu-lo. or Mahcswarapma. the king of which was

likewise a Brahman. As a northern direction would

conduct us to the neighbourhood of Kanoj, I con-

< lude that there is probably a mistake in the bearing.

I would, therefore, propose to read 900 li, or 150

miles, to the south, in which position stands the old

town of Man<lala, which was also called Mahesh-

malipura.* Fhis was the original capital of the

country on the Upper Narbada, which was after-

wards supplanted by Tripuri. or Teu/ar, 6 miles from

Jabalpur. The name is old. as the ‘Mahawanso’

mentions that the Thero Mahadeva was sent to

Mahcsa-Mandola, in the time of Asoka, 240 B.C.f

The products of the country are said to have

resembled those of Ujain, which is a sufficient proof

• Sleeman. Journ. Asint. Soc. Bengal. 1857. p. 622.

t Tumour's 'Mahawanso.' p. 71.
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that Malic: u>ara could no! have been anywhere In

ihe north ol Jaihoti, as the light-coloured soils about

Gwalior and in the Gangetic Doab .ire quite different

I torn the black soil around Ujain. For these

reasons, I am inclined to identify Maheshmatipura

on the upper Narbada, with the Mahcswarapura o(

Hwcn Throng. Ihe kingdom was 3000 li, or 500

miles, in circuit. With these dimensions, its

boundaries may be fixed approximately as extending

from Dumoh and Lconi on the west, to the sources

of the Narbada on the east.

13 UJAIN.

Hwcn Thsong describes the capital of U-shc -

i/cn-na, or Ujjayini, ns 30 li, or 5 miles, in circuit,

which is only a little less than its size al the present

day. The kingdom was 6000 li, or 1000 miles, in

circuit. To the west it was bounded by the kingdom

of Malwa, with its capital of Ohara-na^ar, or Dhar,

within 50 miles of Ujain. Ihe territory of Ujain

could not therefore have extended westward beyond

the Chambal river, but to the north it must have been

bounded by the kingdoms of Mathura and Jajhoti

;

to the east by Mahcswarapura, and to the south by

the Satpura mountains running between the Narbada

and the Tapti. Within these limits, that is from

Ranthnmbhawar and Burhanpur on the west, to

Dumoh and Seoni on the cast, the circuit of the

territory assigned to Ujain is about 900 miles.*

Julien a ‘Hiouen Thssni;.' iit 167 See Map No I
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1

The kingdom of Ujain was under the rule of a

Brahman Raja, like the two neighbouring states of

Jajholi and Mahcswarapura; but the king of Jajhoti

was a Buddhist, while the other two kings were

Brahmanists. To the west, the king of Malwa was

a staunch Buddhist. But the Mo-la-po. or Malwa.

of Hwen Thsang is limited to the western half of the

ancient province, the eastern half forming the Brah-

manical kingdom of Ujain. As the political divisions

of the province thus correspond with its religious

divisions, it may fairly be inferred that the rupture

was caused by religious dissensions. And further,

as the western or Buddhist half of the province still

retained the ancient name of Malwa, I conclude that

the Brahmanists were the seceders, and that the

kingdom of Ujain was a recent Brahmanical offshoot

from the old Buddhist kingdom of Malwa. Similarly,

I believe that Mahcswarapura must have been a

Brahmanical offshoot from the great Buddhist

kingdom of Kosala, or Bcrar. which will be described

hereafter. In Ujain, there were several dozens of

monasteries, but at the time of Hwen Hisang's

visit, there were only three or four not in ruins, which

gave shelter to about 300 monks. The temples of

the gods were very- numerous, and the king himself

was well versed in the heretical books of the

Brahmans.

34 MALWA.

The capital of Mo-la-po. or Malwa, is described

by Hwen Thsang as situated to the south-east of the

36
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river Mo-ho, or Mahi. and at about 2000 li, or 333

miles, lo north-west of Bharoch.* In this case both

bearing and distance are erroneous, as Malwa lies lo

the north-east of Bharoch. from which the source of

the river Mahi is only 150 miles distant. I would

therefore read 1000 li, or 167 miles, to the trorlh-

east, which corresponds almost exactly with the

position of Dharanagara, or Dhar. one of the old

capitals of Malwa. The present town of Dhar is

about three-quarters of a mile in length, by half a

mile in breadth, or I'/i miles in circumference; but

its the citadel is outside the town, the whole circuit

of the place cannot be less than V/ miles. The

limit* of the province are estimated at 6000 li, or

1000 miles. To the westward there were two

dependencies of Malwa. named Kheda, with n

circuit of 3000 li, or 500 miles, and Anandapura,

with a circuit of 2000 li, or 333 miles, besides an in-

dependent state, named Vadari, with a circuit of

6C00 li. or 1000 miles. All these have to be

squeezed into the tract of country lying between

Kachh and Ujain. on the west and east. Gurjara and

Bairat on the north, and Balabhi and Maharashtra

on the south, of which the extreme boundaries are

not more than 1350 miles in circuit. It seems

probable, therefore, that the dependencies must have

been included by the pilgrim within the limits of the

ruling state. 1 would accordingly assign to Malwa

and its dependencies the southern half of the tract

Julien't 'Hiouen Thsang.' iii. 155.
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just mentioned, and to Vadari, the northern half.

The limits of Malwa would thus be defined, by

Vadari on the north, Balabhi on the west, Ujain on

the cast, and Maharashtra on the south. The circuit

of this tract, extending from the mouth of the Bunas

river, in the Ran of Kachh, to the Chambal, near

Mandisor, and from the Sahyadri mountains,

between Daman and Maligam, to the Tapti river,

below Burhanpur. is about 850 miles measured on

the map, or nearly 1000 miles by road distance.

According to Abu Rihan,* the distance of the city

of Dhar from the Narabada was 7 parasangs, and

thence to the boundary of Mahrat-das, 18 parasangs.

This proves that the territory of Dhar must have

extended as far as the Tapti, on the south.

Hwcn Thsang mentions that there were two

kingdoms in India that were specially esteemed for

the study of the Buddhist religion, namely, Magadha

in the north-east, and Malwa in the south-west. In

accordance with this fact he notes, that there were

many hundreds of monasteries in Malwa, and no

less than twenty thousand monks of the school of

the Sammatiyas. He mentions, also, that 60 years

previous to his visit, Malwa had been governed for

50 years by a powerful king, named Sildditya, who

was a staunch Buddhist.

35. KHEDA

The district of Kic-cha, or Khcda, is placed by

Hwen Thsang at 300 li, or 50 miles to the north-west

• Remaud. 'Fragment* Arabe* et Persans.' p. 109.
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of Malwa.* As both M. Stanislas Julien and M.

Vivien dc Saint-Martin render Kic-cha by Khacha,

which they identify in the peninsula of Kachh, I am

bound to state the ground on which I venture to

propose a different rending. On looking over the

other names in which the peculiar symbol cha is

used, 1 find that it occurs in the well-known names

of Palali-putra and Kuhkuta, where it represents the

cerebral t. and again in O.cha-li, which M. Julien

renders by A tali, and M. de Saint-Martin identifies

with the desert region of the Thai, or Thar. Consis-

tently. therefore, the name of Kie-cha should be

rendered Khe-ta. N'ow Kheda is the true Sanskrit

form of Kaira, a large town of Gujarat, situated

between Ahmadabad nnd Khambay; and I would

therefore identify the pilgrim's Kic-cha with Kheda.

It is true that Hwen Thsang's recorded distance is

only 300 /i, but there are so many mistakes in the

bearings and distances of this part of the pilgrim's

journey, that 1 have no hesitation in proposing a

correction of the text, by reading 1300 //, or 217

miles, which is very nearly the exact distance

between Kaira and Dhar. When we remember that

the province of Malwa was bounded on the east,

within 23 miles, by the independent territory of

Ujain, it is difficult to perceive how there could have

been any other state within 50 miles of Dhar, other-

wise the territory of Malwa would have been com-

pressed to a breadth of about 50 miles, between

• Julien'* 'Hiouen Thsang." iii. 161.
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Ujain and Kheda. Bui this difficulty is entirely re-

moved by adopting my proposed correction, by

which the district of Kheda becomes the extreme

western division of the kingdom of Molwa. Hwen
Thsang estimates its circuit at 3000 //, or 500 miles,

a size which agrees very well with the probable

limits of the district of Kaira, which may be stated

as extending from the bank of the Sabarmati on the

west, to the great bend of the Mahi river on the

north-east, and to Baroda in the south. In shape it

is a rough square.

56. ANANDAPVRA

.

Hwen Thsang places O.nan.to.pu.lo, or

Anandapura, at 700 li, or I 17 miles, to the north-

west of Vallabhi.* This town has been identified

by M. Viven dc Saint-Martin with Barnagar, on the

authority of the Kalpa Sutra of the Jains; but the

bearing is to the east of north, and the distance is

150 miles, or 900 li. Barnagar has already been

mentioned as the Sanskrit Vcdapura, or Barpur.

The district was 2000 li, or 333 miles, in extent, and

was a dependency of Malwa. This estimate of its

size will be fully met by limiting its territory to the

triangular tract lying between the mouth of the Baruis

river on the west, and the Sabarmati river on the

east.

37. VADARI. OR EDER.

On leaving Malwa, Hwen Thsang travelled

first to the south-west to the “‘confluence of two

• Juliens ‘Hiouen Thsang.’ iii. 164.
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seas," and then turning to the north-west reached

O-cha-li, or Vadari .* the whole distance being

between 2400 and 2500 li, or between 400 and 41 7

miles. By the term “confluence of two seas," l

understand the meeting of the wafers of the southern

and western seas in the Gulf of Khambay. The

town of Surat, or the ancient Surparaha near the

mouth of the 1 npti. may be considered as the

entrance of the gulf : and as it lies to the south-west

of Dhar, it was probably this point that was first

visited by Hwcn Thsang. The distance is just 200

miles. From Surat to Eder the distance is the same,

but the direction is to the east of north ; I would,

therefore, read north-east instead of north-west, and

the position of Eder will then correspond sufficiently

well with that of Hwen Thsang’a O-cha-li or Vadari.

1 am ignorant of the Sanskrit name of Eder, but it

seems highly probable that the city of Vadari
mentioned in the Basantgarh inscription! is the same

place. In the middle of the eleventh century Vadari
was the capital of a chiefship in the neighbourhood

of Vadapura or Barnasar, which lies 30 miles to the

westward of Eder. and on the opposite side of the

Sabarmati river. The royal family claimed descent

from Raja lihaca-Gupta, "who was a great wanior

and the illuminator of his line." This Bhatla or

Bhaba I believe to be the same as the Bail or Bappa

of the Sisodiya annalists of Udaypur. whose imme-

•Julicn’s ‘Hiouen Th»ang,' iii. 160.

+ Journ. Aoiot. Soc. Bengal, x. 668.
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diale predecessors for several generations were the

Rajas of Eder. As Bappa lived in the beginning

of the eighth century, the date of his predecessors,

the Rajas of Eder. agrees exactly with the period of

Hwen Thsang's visit. For these reasons I think

that there are fair grounds for the identification of

Eder with the Vadari of the inscription, as well as

with the Olali, or Vadari, of the Chinese pilgrim.

The size of the province is estimated at 6000 li.

or 1000 miles, in circuit. This large extent shows

that A tali or V adari must have comprised the whole

of the unassigned tract of country lying between

VairSt on the north. C.urjjara on the west. Ujain on

the east, and Malwa on the south. Its boundaries,

therefore, must have been Ajmer and Ritnthainbhor

to the north, the Loni and Chnmbnl rivers on the

cast and west, and the Malwa frontier on the south,

from the mouth of the Banns river in the Ran of

Kachh to the Chambal near Mandisor. The circuit

of these limits is about 900 miles measured on the

map, or 1000 miles by road distance.

In Pliny's account of the different nations to the

eastward of the Lower Indus I find the following pas-

sage, which would seem to apply to Eder and the

surrounding districts.* "Next the Narcar

,

who are

bounded by Capilalia, the loftiest mountain of India,

on the other side of which the people dig up much

gold and silver. Beyond them arc the Oralurtc (or

Orfl/a*), whose king has only ten elephants, but a

Nat. Hist., vi. c. 23.
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large force of infantry, (and) the Varelatce (or

Suratatala:), whose king has no elephants, but a

strong force of horse and foot. (Then) the

Odombccrcc" etc. The last nation has already

been identified with the people of Kachh, and the

high mountain of Capitalia can only be the holy

Arbuda. or Mount Abu, which rises to more than

5000 feet above the sea. The Narew must therefore

l>e the people of Sariii, or the "country of reeds." as

nar and sar are synonymous terms for a reed.

The country of Sariii is still famous for its reed

arrows.

The Oraturar 1 would identify with the people

of Vadapura, or Barpur, which is the same name as

Barnapar. By reading a instead of t in the Greek

original of Oratura, the name will become Orapura.

which is the same as Barpur. or Vadapura. The

last name in Pliny's list is Varctatir. which I
would

change to Vatare/ce. by the transposition of two

letters. This spelling is countenanced by the termi-

nation of the various reading of Suaralaralce, which

is found in some editions. It is quite possible

however, that the Suarafaratce may be intended for

the Surashtras. The famous Varaha Mihira men-

tions the Surashtras and Badaras together, amongst

the people of the south-west of India.* These

Badaras must therefore be the people of Badari, or

Vadari.

I understand the name of Vadari to denote a

• Dr. Kern's 'Briliat Sanhita," xiv. 19.
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district abounding in the Badari, or Ber-tree (Jujube),

which is very common in southern Rajputana. For

the same reason 1 should look to this neighbourhood

for the ancient Sauoira, which 1 take to be the true

form of the famous Sophir. or Ophir, as Sauvira is

only another name of the Vadari. or Ber-tree, as well

as of its juicy fruit. Now. Sofir is the ('optic name

of India at the present day ; but the name must have

belonged originally to that part of the Indian coast

which was frequented by the merchants of the West.

There can be little doubt. I think, that this was in the

Gulf of Khambay. which from time immemorial has

been the chief scat of Indian trade with the West.

During the whole period of Greek history this trade

was almost monopolized by the famous city of

Barygaza. or BhSroch, at the mouth of the Narbada

river. About the fourth century some portion of it

was diverted to the new capital of Balabhi, in the

peninsula of Gujarat ; in the middle ages it was

shared with Khambay at the head of the gulf, and

in modern times with Surat, at the mouth of the

Tapti.

If the name of Sautiira was derived, as I

suppose, from the prevalence of the Ber-tree. it is

probable that it was only another appellation for the

province of Badari. or Edcr. at the head of the Gulf

of Khambay. This, indeed, is ihe very position in

which we should expect to find it, according to the

ancient inscription of Rudra Dama. which mentions

Sindhu-Sauvira immediately after Surashlra and

Bharukochha, and just before Kukura. Aparanla .
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and Nishada According to this arrangement,

Sauvira must have been to the north of Surashtrn

and Bharoch. and to the south of Nishada, or just

where I have placed it, in the neighbourhood of

Mount Abu. Much the same locality is assigned to

Sauvira in the Vishnu Purana : “In the extreme

west arc the Saurashtras, Suras, Abhirns, Arbudas;

the Karushas and Malavas dwelling along the

Paripatra mountains; the Sauvires, the Saindhavas.

the Hunas, the Salwas. the people of Sakala, the

Madras, etc.“f In this enumeration we find

mention of nearly every known district lying around

Vadari, or Edcr, on the cast, west, north, and south.

But there is no notice of Vadari itself, nor of Kheda.

nor of Khambay, nor of Analwara, from which I

infer that Sauvira most probably included the whole

of these places, Vadari, or Sauvira, was therefore

equivalent to southern Rajputana.

In the Septuagint translation of the Bible, the

Hebrew Ophir is always rendered by Sophir. This

spelling was perhaps adopted in deference to the

Egyptian or Coptic name of Sofir. The earliest

mention of the name is in the Book of Job, where

the “gold of Ophir“ is referred to as of the finest

quality.J At a later date the ships of Huram, king

of Tyre, “went with the servants of Solomon to

Ophir, and took thence 450 talents of gold, and

* Joum. Aaiat. Soc. Bombay, vii. 120.

f Wilson's translation, edited by Hall, book ii. 3;

vol. ii. p. 133.

t C. xxii. 24. and xxviii. 16.
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brought them to King Solomon."* The gold of

Ophir is next referred to by Isaiah, who says, "I will

make a man more precious than gold, even a man
than the golden wedge of Ophir.’'t The word

here translated "wedge' means a ‘tongue, or ingot;"

and I infer that the wedge of gold of 50 shekels

weight that was concealed by Achan.J was most

probably one of the ingots of Ophir.

It now remains to show that the district of

Vadari, or Eder, which 1 have suggested as the

most probable representative of Ophir. has been, and

still is one of the gold producing countries of the

world. The evidence on this point, though meagre,

is quite clear. The only ancient testimony which I

can produce is that of Pliny, who describes the

people dwelling on the other side of mount Capitalia

(or Abu), as possessing "extensive mines of gold and

silver. "§ At the present day the Aravali range is

ihe only part of India in which silver is found in

any quantity, while the beds of its torrents still

produce gold, of which many fine specimens may
be seen in the India museum.

Bui if the Gulf of Khambay was the great

emporium of Indian trade with the West, it is not

• 2 Giron, viii. 18. In I Kings ix. 28, the amount is

420 talents,

tc. xii. 12.

X Joshua viL 21.

§ Hist. Nat. vi. 23 "Hujus incolm. alio latere, late

auri et argenti metalla fodiunt.”
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necessary that the gold for which il was famous

should have been produced in the district itself. At

the present day, Bombay, which is on the same

western coast, exports the produce of two inland

districts, the opium of Malwa and the cotton of

Berar. Wherever the emporium of commerce may

have been, to that point the gold of India would have

flowed naturally, in exchange for the commodities

of the West.

EASTERN INDIA.

In the seventh century the division of Eastern

India comprised Assam and Bengal proper, together

with the Delta of the Ganges, Sambhalpur, Orissa,

and Ganjam. Hwen Thsang divides the province

into six kingdoms, which he calls Kamarupa,

Samalala, Tamralipti, Kirana Suvama, Odra, and

Ganjam,* and under these names I will now proceed

to describe them.

I. KAMARUPA.

From Panudra Varddhana, or Pubna. in Middle

India, the Chinese pilgrim proceeded for 900 //, or

150 miles, to the east, and crossing a great river,

entered Kia-mo-leu-po, or Kamarupa. which is the

Sanskrit name of Assam. t The territory is esti-

mated at 10,000 li. or 1667 miles, in circuit. This

large extent shows that it must have comprised the

•Sec Map No. I.

t Julien’i ‘Hiouen Thsarg,’ iii. 76.
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whole valley of the Brahmaputra river, or modern
Assam, together with Kusa-Vihara, and Bulan,

rhc valley of the Brahmaputra was anciently divided

into three tracts, which may be described aa the

Eastern. Middle, and Western districts, namely.

Sadiya. Assam proper, and Kamrup, As the last

was the most powerful state, and also the nearest

to the rest of India, its name came into general use

to denote the whole valley. Kusa-Vihara was the

western division of Kamrup proper; and as it was
the richest part of the country, it became for some
time the residence of the rajas, whose capital, called

Kamalipura, gave its name to the whole province.*

But the old capital of Kamrup is said to have been

Cohali, on the south bank of the Brahmaputra.

Now. Kamalipura, the capital of Kusa-Vihara, is

exactly I 50 miles, or 900 /i, from Pubna.f but the

direction is due north ; while Gohati is about twice

that distance, or say 1900 /i. or 317 miles, from

Pubna. in a north-cast direction. As the position

of the former agrees exactly with the distance

recorded by the pilgrim, it is almost certain that it

must have been the capital of Kamrup in the seventh

century. This would seem to be confirmed by the

fact that the language of the people differed but

slightly from that of Central India. It was therefore

not Assamese, and consequently I infer that the

• 'Ayin Akbari/ ii. 3.
"
Kamrup

.
which is also

called Kamtah."

tSee Map No. I.
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capital visited by Hwen Thsang was not Gohali, in

the valley of the Brahmaputra, but Kamatipura
, in

the Indian district of Kusa-Vihara. llie great river

crossed by the pilgrim would therefore be the Tista ,

and not the Brahmaputra.

On the east Kamrup touched the frontiers of

the south-western barbarians of the Chinese province

of Shu; but the route was difficult, and occupied two

months. On the south-east the forests were full of

wild elephants, which is still the case at the present

day. The king was a Brahman, named Bhaskara

Varmma, who claimed descent from the god Narfi-

vnna. or Vishnu, and his family had occupied the

throne for one thousand generations. He was a

staunch Buddhist, and accompanied Harsha Vard-

dhana in his religious procession from Pataliputra to

Kanoj, in A.D. 643.

2 SAMATATA

The capital of the kingdom of Samalata
,

or

San -mo-ta-cha, is placed at from 1200 to 1300 li, or

from 200 to 2 1 7 miles, to the south of Kamrup, and

900 li, or I 50 miles, to the cast of Tamralipti, or

Tamluk.* The first position corresponds almost

exactly with /osar, or Jcssore. which is most prob-

ably the place intended. The bearing and distance

from Tamluk would take us to the uninhabited part

of the Sundari-vana, or Sundarbans. between the

Huranghata river and Bakarganj. But in a country

•Julien's ‘Hiouen Th.ang/ iii. 81. Sec Map No. I.
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so much intersected by watercourses as Lower

Bengal, the road distance ia about one-fourth greater

than the direct distance, measured on the map.

Thus. Jessore. which is 103 miles from Dhakka.

and 77 miles from Calcutta by road, is only 82 and

62 miles distant from them by direct measurement.

Accordingly. Hwen Thaang's distance of I 50 miles

by route will not be more than 120 miles by direct

measurement on the map. which is only 20 miles in

excess of the actual direct distance between Jessore

and Tamluk. But as Tamluk is not approachable

by land from the east, the pilgrim must have
travelled at least one-half of the route by water, and
his distance of 150 miles may be accepted as a fair

estimate of the mixed route by land and water, which
could not he actually measured. The name of

lasar, or "The Bridge." which has now supplanted

the ancient name of Mutali, shows the nature of the

country, which is so completely intersected by deep
watercourses, that before the construction of the pre-

sent roads and bridges, the chief communication was
by boats. Murali, or Jasai, is most probably the

Cange regia of Ptolemy.

Hie country of Samatata is mentioned in the

inscription of Samudra Gupta on the Allahabad

pillar,* in which it is coupled with Kamrup and
Nepal. It is mentioned also in the geographical list

of Varaha Mihira. who lived in the beginning of the

• Joum. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vi. 793 : line 19 of

inscription.
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sixth century.* According to Professor Lassen, the

name signifies "bn* pays littoral,” which accords

exactly with Hwen llisang's description of it as a

low, moist country on the seashore. I"he inhabi-

tants were short and black, as is the case at the pre-

sent day with the people of Lower Bengal. Front

all these concurrent facts, it is certain that Samatata

must be the Delta of the Ganges
;
and as the country

is described as 3000 li, or 5(H) miles, in circuit, it

must have included the whole of the present Delta,

or triangular tract between the Bhagintlhi river and

the main stream of the Ganges.

Hwen Thsang mentions several countries lying

to the east of Samatata

.

but as he gives only the

general bearings and not the distances, it is not easy

to identify the names. The first place is Shi li-cha-

ta-lo. which was situated in a valley near the great

sea, to the north-east of Samatata.t Hiis name is

probably intended for Sri-Kshatia. or Sri-K*hetra.

which M. Vivien de Saint-Martin has identified with

Sri-hata. or Silhat, to the north-east of the Gangetic

Delta. This town is situated in the valley of the

Megna river, and although it is at a considerable

distance from the sea, it seems most probable that it

is the place intended by the pilgrim. The second

country is Kia-mo-lang-kia, which was situated

beyond the first, to the cast, and near a great bay.

This place may. I think, be identified with the district

• Dr. Kern's 'Brih.-it-Sanhita.' xiv. 6.

t Julien's ‘Hiouen Thsang.' iii. 82.
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of Komilla, in Tipera, to the east of the Megna river,

and at the head of the Bay of Bengal. The third

country is To.lo.po.li, which was to the cast of the

last. M. Julien renders the name by Dwaiailali, but

he makes no attempt to identify it. I would,

however, suggest that it may be TalaingCali. that is.

the country of the falsings, or Pegu. Vali is the

common termination of the names of the Burmese

districts, as Hansavati, Dwayavati. Dinyavati. etc.

The next name is l-shong-na-pii-lo
, which was to the

cast of the last; then still further to the cast was

Mo-ho-chcn-po, and beyond that to the south-west

was the kingdom of Yen-mo-na-chcu. The first of

these name* I take to be the country of the Shan
tribes, or Laos; the second is probably Cochin China

or Anani; and the third, which M. Stanislas Julien

renders by Yamana-dioipo, is almost certainly Vot'd

-

diolpa, or Java.

3. TA.MRAI.IPT I

The kingdom of Tan-mo-li-ti, or TamralipH. is

described as 1400 or 1500 U, about 250 miles, in cir-

cuit.* It was situated on the seashore, and the sur-

face of the country was low and wet. The capital

was in a bay. and was accessible both by land and
water. TamralipH is the Sanskrit name of Tamluk.
which is situated on a broad reach or bay of the Rup-
narayan river, 12 miles above its junction with the

Hflghli. Ihc district probably comprised the small

• Julien *8 Hiouen Thsang.’ iii. 83.

37
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but fertile tract of country lying to the westward of

the HOghli river, from Bardwnn and Kalna on the

north to the banks of the Kosai river on the south.

From Tamalilli, the Pali form of the name, came

the classical Tamalites.

4 KIKANA-SUVARNA.

Hwen TKsang places the capital of Kic-lo-na-

s u-ja-la-na, or Kiiana Suc'arna, at 700 li, or 117

miles, to the north-west of Tamralipti. and the same

distance to the north-cast of Odra or Orissa/* As

the capital of Orissa in the seventh century was

JSjipur on the Vaitarani river, the chief city of Kirana

Suoarna must be looked for along the course of the

Suvarna-riksha river, somewhere about the districts

of Singhbhum and Barabhum. But this wild part

of India is so little known that I am unable to suggest

any particular place as the probable representative of

the ancient capital of the country. Bara Bazar is the

chief town in Barabhum. and ns its position corres-

ponds very closely with that indicated by Hwen

Thsang. it may be accepted as the approximate site

of the capital in the seventh century. The territory

was from 4400 to 4500 li. or from 733 to 750 miles,

in circuit. It must, therefore, have comprised all the

petty hill-states lying between Medinipur and Sirguja

on the east and west, and between the sources of the

Damudn and Vaitarani on the north and south.

This large tract of country is now occupied by a

• Julian's 'Hiouen Thsang.' iii. 84 and 88. See Map

No. I.
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number of wild tribes who are best known by the

collective name of Kolhan or Kols. But ns the

people themselves speak various dialects of two
distinct languages, it would appear that they must

belong to two different races, of whom the Munda
and the Uraon may be taken as the typical represen-

tatives. According to Colonel Dalton, * "the

Mundas first occupied the country and had been

long settled there when the Uraons made their ap-

l>carnncc; and “though these races are now found

in many parts of the country occupying the same
villages, cultivating the same fields, celebrating

together the same festivals and enjoying the same
amusements, they are of totally distinct origin, and
cannot intermarry without loss of caste." This
difference of race is confirmed by the decisive test of

language, which shows that the Uraons are connected

with the Tamilian races of the south, while the

Mundas belong to the hill men of the north, who are

spread over the Himalayan and Vindhyan mountains
from the Indus to the Bay of Bengal.

The various tribes connected with the MQndas
are enumerated by Colonel Daltonf ns the Kuars of

Klichpur, the Korcwas of Sirguja and Jaspur, the

Kherias of Chutia Nagpur, the Hor of Singhbhum.
the Bhumij of Manbhum and Dhalbhfim. and the

• Journ. Asia!. Soc Bengal. 1866. p 154.

t Ibid., p 158. I write Santa! in preference to

Sonthal. ns I believe that the short o is only the peculiar

Bengali pronunciation of the long a.
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Sanlals of Manbhum. Singhbhum, Kalok, Hnzari-

bagh. and the Bhagalpur hills. To these he adds the

Juangas or Palluns (leaf-clad) of Keunjar. etc., in the

Katak tributary districts. who are isolated from "all

other branches of the Munda family, and have not

themselves the least notion of their connection with

them ; but their language shows that they are of the

same race, and that their nearest kinsmen are the

Kherias ." The western branches of this race are

the Bhils of Malwa and Kanhdes, and the Kolis of

Gujarat. To the south of these tribes there is

another division of the same race, who are called

Suras or Suars. They occupy the northern end of

the eastern Ghats.

According to Colonel Dalton.* the Ho or Hor

tribe of SinghbhOm is "the nucleus of the Munda

nation." He calls it "the most compact, the purest,

the most powerful and most interesting division of

the whole race, and in appearance decidedly the

best-looking. In their erect carriage and fine manly

bearing the Hos look like a people that have main-

tained and arc proud of their independence. Many
have features of sufficiently good cast to entitle them

to rank as Arians; high noses. large but well-formed

mouths, beautiful teeth, and the facial angle as good

as in the Hindu races....When the face of the

Munda varies from the Arian or Caucasian type, it

appears rather to merge into the Mongolian than the

• Journ. Aftial. Soc. Bengal, 1866, 168.
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Negro... They are of average stature, and in colour

vary from brown to tawny yellow.”

In the different dialects of the MQnda language

ho, hor, horo, or hofyo is the term for ”man. ' rhe

assumption of this name by the people of Singh-

bhuni is a strong confirmation of Colonel Dalton’s

description of the tribe as the most powerful division

of the MQnda nation. But they also call themselves

Lai alias, or the "warriors," which points to the

same conclusion that they are the leading division

of the Munda race.

Colonel Dalton gives no explanation of the name

of MQnda: but as I find that the head men of the vil-

lages arc called Munda or Mdo amongst the Horse of

Singhbhum and other divisions of the Munda race. 1

conclude that the MQndas or Molos must once have

been the ruling division of the nation. The name

of MQnda is found in the Vishnu Purana* as the

appellation of a dynasty of eleven princes who suc-

ceeded the Tusharas or Tolthari. In the Vayu

Purana. however, the name is omitted, and we have

only Maiunda, which is most probably the variant

form of another name, Murunda, ns found in two

inscriptions of the second and third centuries.

f

Ptolemy has Marundai as the name of a people to

the north of the Ganges; but to the south of the

• Wilson's translation, edited by I fall, book iv. 24.

and vol. iv. p. 203.

t Samtidia Gupta, about ,VD. 125
:
and n copper-plate

dated in 214 or A.D. 292
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river lie places the Mandali, who may be ihe Mundas

of Chutia Nagpur, as their language and country

are called Mundala. I his is only a suggestion; but

from ihe position of the Mandali they would seem

to be the same people as the Monedes of Pliny, who

with the Suari occupied the inland country to the

south of the Palibothri.* As this is the exact posi-

tion of the country of the Mundas and Suars. I think

it quite certain that they must be the same race ns

the .Monedes and Suari of Pliny.

In another passage Pliny mentions the Mandei

and Malli as occupying the country between the

Calingce ami the Ganges. f Amongst the Malli

there was a mountain named Malius, which would

seem to be the same os the famous Mount Maleus of

the Monedes and Suari. I think it highly probable

that both names may be intended for the celebrated

Mount Mandar, to the south of lihagalpur, which

is fabled to have been used by the gods and demons

at the churning of the ocean. The Mandei I would

identify with the inhabitants of the Mahanadi river,

which is the Manada of Ptolemy. The Malli or

Malei would therefore be the same people os

Ptolemy’s Mandalce, who occupied the right bank
of the Ganges to the south of Palibothra. Or they

• Hist. Not. vi. c. 22. "Ab iis (Pnlibothri* in

interiors situ Monedes et Suari
.
quorum mons Maleus.

etc.

t Hint. Nat. vi. c. 21. "Gentes : Calings proximi

mari. et supra Mandei Malli. quorum inons Mallus.

finisque cjtit tractus est Ganges."
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may be the people ol the Rajmahal hills who are

called Malcr. which would appear to be derived

from ihe Karinrese Male and the Tamil Male!, a

"hill." It would therefore be equivalent to the

Hindu Pahari or Parbaliya, a "hill man."

The Suarf of Pliny arc the Sabra: of Ptolemy,

and both may be identified with the aboriginal

Sahara*, or Suers, a wild race of wood-cutters, who

live in the jangals without any fixed habitations. The

country of the Savaras is said to begin where that

of the Khonds ends, and to extend as far south as the

Pennar river. But these Savaras or Suars of the

eastern Ghats nre only a single branch of a widely-

extended tribe, which is found in large numbers to

the south-west of Gwalior and Narwar, and also in

southern Raj putana. The Savant or Saharias of the

Gwalior territory occupy the jangals on the Kota

frontier to the westward of Narwar and Guns. Hicy

arc found along the course of the Chnnibnl river and

its branches, where they meet the Rajputana Surrias

of Tod. The name is preserved in the Sorrr

Nomades of Ptolemy, who are placed to the south of

the Kondali and Phyllilae, or the Gonds and Bhils.

They must therefore be the Suers or Sauaras of

central India, who occupy the wild hilly country about

the sources of the Wain Ganga, and who are also

found along the valley of the Kistna river. As

Kirana means a "man of mixed race." or barbarian,

it seems probable that the name of Kirana StiVama

may be the original appellation of the barbarian

SWares, or Soars.
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In the beginning of the seventh century the king

of this country was Shc-shang-l(ia, or Sasangka, who

is famed as a great persecutor of Buddhism.* I

found a gold coin inscribed with the name of this

prince at full length in the 'Payne Knight Collection’

of the British Museum, and there are a few specimens

in other collections.

5 ODRA. OR ORI5SA

The kingdom of U-cha, or Oda
,
corresponds

exactly with the modern province of Odra, or Orissa.

By a reference to the 'Biography of Hiouen Thsang.’f

it would appear that the capital of Odra was 700 li

to the south-west of Tnmralipti, and as this bearing

and distance agree with the position of Jajipura, I

think that the pilgrim must have returned to Tamluk

from Kirana Suvarna before proceeding to Odra. In

the travels of the pilgrim} the bearing and distance

are taken from Kirana Suvarna ; but this is perhaps a

mistake, as they arc usually referred to the capital,

which, whether we place it at JSjipur or at Katak. is

due south of Kirana Suvarna.

The province was 7000 li, or 1167 miles, in

circuit, and wa9 bounded by the great sea on the

south-east, where there was a famous seaport town

named Chc-lita-lo-ching, or Charilrapura, that is,

the “town of embarkation" or "departure." This

•’Hiouen Thiang's Life.’ i. 112 and 235. Abo

Travels.' ii. 349. 422. and 468.

t lulien. i. 184. See Map No. I.

} Julien. iii. 88.
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was probably the present town of Puri, or "the

city." near which stands the famous lemple of

Jagannath. Outside the town there were five con-

tiguous stupas with towers and pavilions of great

height. I presume that it is one of these which is

now dedicated to Jagannath. The three shapeless

figures of this god and his brother and sister. Baladcva

and Suhhadra, are simple copies of the symbolical

figures of the Buddhist triad, Buddha. Dharma, and

Sangha. of which the second is always represented

as a female. The Buddhist origin of the Jagannath

figures is proved beyond all doubt by tbeir adoption

as the representative of the Brahmanicnl Avatar of

Buddha in the annual almanacs of Mathura and

Banaras.

The political limits of Orissa, under its most

powerful Icings, are said to have extended to the

Htighli and Damuda rivers on the north, and to the

Godavai on the south. But the ancient province of

Odra-dcaa, or Or-desa, was limited to the valley of

the Mahanadi and to the lower course of the Suvarna-

riksha river. It comprised the whole of the present

districts of Kalalf (Cuttack) and Sambhalpur. and .«

portion of Medinipur. It was bounded on the west

by Gondwana. on the north by the wild hill-states

of Jashpur and Singhbhum. on the east by the sea,

and on the south by Ganjam. These also must have

been the limits in the time of Hw-cn Thsang, ns

the measured circuit agrees with his estimate.

Pliny mentions the Orcles as a people of India
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in whose country stood Mount Maleus;* but in

another passage he locates this mountain amongst the

Monedes and Suori; and in a third passage he places

Mount Mallus amongst the Malli. As the last people

were to the north of the Calingcv, and as the Monedes

and Suari were to the south of the Palibothri, we
must look for the Oretcs somewhere about the

Mnhanadi river and its tributaries. The Monedes

and Suari must therefore be the Mundas and Suars,

as already noticed, and the Oretes must be the people

of Orissa. Male is one of the Dravidian terms for a

mountain
;
and as the Uraons, or people of west

Orissa, still speak a Dravidian dialect, it is pro-

bable that Malltis was not the actual name of the

mountain. May not this have l>een the famous Sri-

ParVal of Telingana. which gave its name to the

Sri-Paroaliya Andh'as}

The ancient metropolis of the country was Katab

on the Mahanadi river, but in the early part of the

sixth century Raja |ojati Keaari established a new

capital at lajatipura on the Vaitarani river, which

still exists under the abbreviated name of Jajipura.

rhe same king also began some of the great temples

at Bhuvaneswara: but the city of that name was

founded by Lalitendra Kesari. The language and

pronunciation of the people is said to have differed

• Hill. Nat. ii. 75 "In Indite gente Oretum. mons
eat Maleus nomine." See also vi. 22, "Monedes et Suari.

quorum mom Mall us :" and vi. 21. "Malli. quorum mon*
Malius,"
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from those of central India, which is still true at the

present day.

To the south-west there were two hills, on one

of which, called Pushpagiri, or the "hill of flowers,

there was a monastery of the same name and a stupa

of stone, and on the other to the north-west only a

stupa. These hills I take to be the famous Udayagiri

and Khandagiri, in which many Buddhist caves and

inscriptions have been discovered. These hills are

situated 20 miles to the south of Katal(. and 5 miles

to the west of the grand group of temples at Bhuva-

neswara. The stuaps were said to have been built

by demons ; from which 1 infer that the origin of the

great caves, and other Buddhist works on these hills

was quite unknown at the period of Hwen T haang s

visit

.

6 GANJAM.

From the capital of Odra the pilgrim proceeded

to the south-west for 1
200 li

p
or 200 miles, to Kong-

yu-to.* This name has not been identified; but M.

Vivien dc Saint-Martin has. 1 think, indicated its

true position in the neighbourhood of the Chilkn

lake. The capital was situated near n bay. or "junc-

tion of two seas," which can only be intended for

the great Chilka lake and the ocean, as there is no

other great sheet of water along this surf-beaten coast.

Gnnjam itself must therefore be the old capital. But

ns C.anjam is only I 50 miles from Jajipur in a direct

Julien’s 'Hiouen Thiang.’ iii. 91. See Map. No. I
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line measured on ihe map, or about ISO miles by

road, I conclude lhat the pilgrim must have visited

the hills ol Udayagiri and Khandagiri and the town

of Charitrapuio, or Puri, on his way to Ganjam. By

this route the distance would be increased to 163

miles by direct measurement, or about 190 miles by

road, which agrees with the estimate of the Chinese

pilgrim.

The Chinese syllables Kong-yudo arc rendered

by M. Julicn as Konyodho; but there is no place of

this name that I am aware of. 1 observe that M.

Pauthier* writes the name Kiuan-yu-mo, which

would seem to be intended for a transcript of Ganjam,

of which the derivation i9 unknown. Hamilton pro-

poses ganjorn, "the depot," but this term is never

used alone, so far as I am aware, but always in

combination, either with the founder's name or with

the name of the principal article sold in the place, as

Ram-ganj, or "Rama’s market," Thithar-ganj, the

“brazier’s market. ’’ etc. The district was only 1000

/*, or 167 miles, in circuit, which shows that the

territory was confined to the small valley of the

Rnsikulya river. But though the domain was small,

the state would appear to have been of some conse-

quence. as Hweng Thsang describes the soldiers as

brave and bold, and their king as so powerful that

• '(ouinal Asiatique.* 1839. p 404. ll-cha. or Oda,

in eastern India, is said to be also named Kiuan-yu-mo,

at which lime, therefore. *.D. 650 to 684. it must have

become dependent on Odra or Orissa.
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the neighbouring slates were subject to him. and no

one could resist him. From this account I am led

to infer that the king of Ganjam, at the time of Hwen

Thsong's visit, must have been Lalitendra Kcsari of

the Orissa annals, who is said lo have reigned for

nearly sixty years, from A.D. 617 to 676. The

pilgrim visited Ganjam in A.D. 639, when this prince

was at the very height of his power, But only four

years later, when the pilgrim revisited Magadha.

he found the great King Harsha Varddhann of

Kanoj* had just returned from a successful expedition

against the king of Ganjam. The cause of the war

is not stated, but as Harsha Varddhana was a staunch

Buddhist, while Lalitendra was a devoted Brahman-

ist. the difference of religion would easily have

furnished a sufficient pretext for war. It seems

probable that Ganjam was then annexed to the

dominions of the Kanoj king, and formed part of the

province of Orissa.

Hwen Thsnng notes that the written characters

of Ganjam resembled those of central India, but that

both the language and the pronunciation were differ-

ent. This statement proves that the same alphabeti-

cal characters were still in use over the greater part

of India at as late a date as the middle of the seventh

century. It also serves to show that the intercom-

munications of the Buddhist fraternities throughout

India were not yet broken, although they must already

* Julicn'a Tliouen Huang, -

i. 236.
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have been much restricted by the steady progress of

Brahmanism.

SOUTHERN INDIA.

According to Hwen Thsnng’s account. Southern

India comprised the whole of the peninsula to the

south of the Tapti and Mahanadi rivers, from Nasik

on the west, to Gnnjain on the east. It was divided

into nine separate kingdoms, exclusive of Ceylon,

which was not considered as belonging to India.

The whole of these kingdoms were visited by the

pilgrim in A.D. 639 and 640. He entered Kalinga

from the north-east, and turning to the north-west he

visited the inland kingdoms of Kosala and Andhra.

Then resuming his southern route, he passed through

Dhana^akala, Jorya, and Dravida, to Malakuta. At

Kanchi. the capital of Dravida. he heard of the

assassination of the Raja of Ceylon, and was obliged

to give up his intention of visiting that island on

account of its unsettled stale. Then turning to the

north, he reached Konlfana and Maharashtra, the last

of the nine kingdoms of Southern India.*

1 KALINGA

In the seventh century, the capital of the

kingdom of Kicding-kia- or Kalinga, was situated at

from 1400 to 1500 li, or from 233 to 250 miles, to

the south-west of Ganjam.f Both bearing and

•!«* Map No. 1.

t Jqlien’s 'Hiouen Thsnng.' iii. 92. See Maps Nos. I

and XIII.
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distance point either to Rajamahendri on the Godavari

river, or to Koringa on the sea-coast, the first being

251 miles to the south-west of Ganjam. and the other

246 miles in the same direction. But as the former

is known to have been the capital of the country for

a long period. 1 presume that it must be the place

that was visited by the Chinese pilgrim. The

original capital of Kalinga is said to have been

Srikakola, or t'hikakol. 20 miles to the south-west

of Kalinga-patam. The kingdom was 5000 li, or

833 miles, in circuit. Its boundaries are not stated;

but as it was united to the west by Andhra, and to

the south by Dhanakakatn, its frontier line cannot

have extended beyond the Godavari river, on the

south-west, and the Gaoliya branch of the Indravati

river on the north-west. Within these limits, the

circuit of Kalinga would be about 800 miles. The

principal feature in this large tract of country is the

Mahendra range of mountains, which has preserved

its name unchanged from the time of the composition

of the Mahabharata to the present day. This range

is mentioned also in the Vishnu Purana, as the source

of the Rishikulya river, and as this is the well-known

name of the river of Ganjam. the Mahendra

mountains can at once be identified with the

Mahendra Male range, which divides Ganjam from

the valley of the Mahanadi.

Rajamahendri was the capital of the junior, or

eastern branch of the Chalukjja princes of Vengi,

whose authority extended to the frontiers of Orissa.

The kingdom of Vengi was established about A.D.
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540, by the capture of the old capital of Vengipuro,

the remains of which still exist at Vegi, 5 miles to the

north of EllUr, and 50 miles to the west-south-west

of Rajamahendri. About A.D, 750, Kalinga was

conquered by the Raja of Vengi, who shortly after-

wards nx>ved the scat of government to Raja-

mahendri.

The Calingcc are mentioned by Pliny,* as

occupying the eastern coast of India below the

Mandei and Malli, and the famous Mount Maleus.

This mountain may perhaps be identified with the

high range at the head of the Rishikulya river, in

Ganjam. which is still called Mahendra Male
, or the

“Mahendr* mountain.' ' To the south, the territory

of the Calingcc extended as far as the promontory

of Calingon and the town of Dandaguda, or

Dandagula.t which is said to be 625 Roman miles,

or 574 British miles, from the mouth of the Ganges.

Both the distance and the name point to the great

port-town of Coringa . as the promontory of Coringon
,

which is situated on a projecting point of land, at the

mouth of the Godavari river. The town . of

Dandaguda . or Dandagula . I take to be the Daniapura

of the Buddhist chronicles, which, as the capital of

Kalinga, may with much probability be identified

with Raja Mahcndri. which is only 30 miles to the

• Hift. Nat. vi. 21. "Gentes : Calinga? proximo mari.

supra Mandei. Malli. quorum mons Malles. finisque ejus

txactus est Ganges.**

t Ibid. vi. 23. Philemon Holland's translation has

Dandagula.
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north-easi of Coringa. From ihe great similarity of

the Greek /’ and II, I think it not improbable that the

Greek name may have been Dandapula, which is

almost the same as Danlapura. But in this case, the

Danla, or
*

‘tooth relic.
*'

of Buddha must have been

enshrined in Kalinga as early as the time of Pliny,

which is confirmed by the statement of the Buddhist

chronicles, that the “left canine tooth " of Buddha

was brought to Kalinga immediately after his death,

where it was enshrined by the reigning sovereign,

Brahmadatta.* Dantapura, also, is said to have been

situated on the northern bank of a great river, which

can only be the Godavari, as the Kistna was not in

Kalinga. This fact alone would be sufficient to fix

the position of Dantapura at the old capital of Raja-

mahendri . which is situated on the north-eastern hank

of the Godavari. TTic name of Mahendri is perhaps

preserved in the Pitundra Metropolis of Ptolemy,

which he places close to the Maisolos , or Godavari,

that is, to the river of Masuli~patam.

A still earlier name for the capital of Kalinga

was Sinhapura.f which was so called after its

founder, Sinha-bahuJ the father of Vijaya. the first

recorded sovereign of Ceylon. Its position is not

4 Tumour, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1837. p. 860.

quoting the D^nthA-dhfttu-wAnso. or “History of the

Tooth-relic.**

| Tumour. "MaJiAwarwo.' p. 46.

I Ibid. Appendix v. pp. 88, 89, where the Princess

Ttlaka Sundari. of Kalinga
.

is said to have come from

Sinhapura,

38
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indicated, but there still exists a large town of this

name on the Lalgla river. 1 1 5 miles to the west of

Ganjam. which is very probably the same place.

In the inscriptions of the Kalachuri. or Haihaya

dynasty of Chedi, the Rajas assume the titles of

"Lords of Kalanjjarapura and of Tri-Kalinga.

Kalanjar is the well-known hill-fort in Bundelkhand

;

and Tr.i-Kalinga, or the "Three Kalingas." must be

the three kingdoms of Dhanaka, or Amaravati, on the

Kistna. Andhra or Warangol. and Kalinga, or Raja

Mahendri. Tlie name of Tri-Kalinga is probably

old, as Pliny mentions the Macco-Calingte and the

Gangaridei-Calingcc as separate |>eoples from the

Calingce, while the Mahabharata names the Kalingas

three separate times, and each time in conjunction

with different peoples.* As Tri-Kalinga thus cor-

responds with the great province of Telingana, it

seems probable that the name of Telingana may be

only a slightly contracted form of Tti-Kalingana, or

the "Three Kalingas.” I am aware that the name

is usually derived from Tri-Lingga, or the " FTiree

Phalli” of Mahadeva. But the mention of Macco

-

Calingw and Gangarida-Calingic by Pliny, would

seem to show that the "Three Kalingas" were known

as early as the time of Megasthcnes, from whom

Pliny has chiefly copied his Indian Geography. The

Ran.e must therefore be older than the Phallic

worship of Mahadeva in southern India. Kalinga is

• H. H Wilson, in ’Vishnu PurSna.' pp. 185. 187

note, and 188.
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three times mentioned in the Khandagiri inscription

of Aim Raja.* which cannot be later than the second

century B.C.. and at a still earlier date, during the

lifetime of Sakya-Muni. it was noted for its manu-

facture of fine muslins, and at his death, the king of

Kalinga is said to have obtained one of the teeth of

Buddha, over which he built a magnificent stupa.

+

2. KOSALA

From Kalinga the Chinese pilgrim proceeded

about 1800 or 1900 li, or from 300 to 317 miles, t to

the north-west to the kingdom of Kiao~sa-lo, or

Kosala. The bearing and distance take us to the

ancient province of Vidarbho. or BerSr. of which the

present capital is Nagpur. This agrees exactly with

the position of Kosala as described in the Ralnavali,

and in the Vayu Puiana.% In the former, the king

of Kosala is surrounded in the Vindhyan mountains,

and in the latter it is stated that Kusa. the son of

Rama, ruled over Kosala, at his capital of Kusaslhali,

or Kusavali, built upon the Vindhynn precipices.

All these concurring data enable us to identify the

ancient Kosala with the modem province of Berar. or

Condwana. The position of the capital is more

• James Prinsep in Joutn. Asiat Soc. Bengal, vi. 1082.

fCsotna de Koriio, in 'Asiatic Researches, xx 85 and

317

t Julien's 'Hiouen Huang,' vol. i. p. 185. gives 1800

li. and vol. iii. p. 04. 1900 li. See Map No. I

§ H. H. Wilson. 'Vishnu Parana.' Hall's edition, ii.

172. note.
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difficult to fix, as Hwen Thsang does not mention its

name
:
but as il was 40 /i, or nearly 7 miles, in circuit,

it is most probably represented by one of the larger

cities of the present day. These are Chanda,

Nagpur, Arnnrnvnti, and Elichpur.

Chanda is n walled town, 6 miles in circuit, with

a citadel. It is situated just below the junction of the

Pain Ganga and Warda rivers, at a dislancc of 290

miles to the north-west of Rajamahendri, on the

Godavari, and of 280 miles from Dhdranikpta, on the

Kistna. Its position, therefore, corresponds almost

exactly with the bearing and distance of Hwen
Thsang.

Nagpur is a large straggling town, about 7 miles

in circuit
; but as it is 85 miles to the north of Chanda,

its distance from Rajamahendri is about 70 miles in

excess of the number stated by ihc Chinese pilgrim.

Amarnvati is about the 9ame distance from

Rajamahendri, and Elichpur is 30 miles still further

to the north. Chanda is therefore the only place of

consequence that has a strong claim to be identified

with the capital of Kosala in the seventh century.

The recorded distance of 1800 or 1900 /i from

Rajamahendri is further supported by the subsequent

distance of 1900 li, or 900 plus 1000 li, to Dhanaka-

kala, which was almost certainly the same place as

Dharani-lfola, or Amaravati, on the Kistna river.

Now, the road distance of ChSnda from Dharanikota

is 280 miles, or 1680 li, by the direct route: but as

Hwen Thsang first proceeded for 900 li to the south-

west. and then for 1000 li to the south, the direct
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distance between the two places would not have been

more than I 700 /i.

At 300 //, or 50 miles, to the south-west of the

kingdom, there was a high mountain named Po.lo.

mo./o.^i-Zi. which is said to mean the “black peak.**

M. Julien identifies this name with
“
Baramula-giri

of the present day;*** but I cannot find this place in

any map or book to which I have access, lire

mountain is described as very lofty, and without

either spurs or valleys, so that it resembled a mere

mass of stone. In this mountain King So-/o-po-fio.

or Satavahan , hewed a pavilion of five storeys, which

was accessible by a hollow road many dozens of /i.

that is many miles, in length. The place was not

visited by Hwen Fhsang, as the narrator of his

journey uses the expression “on arrive," instead of

**il arriva.” But as the rock is said to have been

excavated as a dwelling for the holy Buddhist sage

N&garjuna, the pilgrim would almost certainly have

visited it. if it had been only 50 miles distant from

the capital ; and if the south-west bearing is correct,

he must have passed quite close to the place on his

subsequent journey to Andhra, which is said to be

either in the same direction, or towards the south.

I conclude, therefore, that the curious, “an sud-r>uest

du royaumc, + which the pilgrim uses to indicate

* ‘Hiouen Tlisang.* iii. 101, note 4: "aujourd'htii

BArnmulaghiri:*' and note 5, ”en Chinois. Mekong, Ic

pic noir.”

Julien’s ‘Hiouen Thsang.* iii. 101.
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the position o( this excavated rock, may possibly refer

lo the boundary of the kingdom, and consequently

that the place must be looked for at 300 li. or 50

miles, beyond its south-west frontier. This position

would agree very well with that of the great rock

fortress of Deogir, near Elura. and the name of

Palomotokili. or Varamula-giri. might be accepted as

the original of Vaiula, or Elura. Parts of the des-

cription. such as the long galleries hewn out of the

rock, and the cascade of water falling from the top

of the rock, agree better with the great Buddhist

establishment at Elura than with Deogir. But as the

place was not actually visited by Hwcn Thsang. his

description must have been made up from the varying

accounts of different travellers, in which the conti-

guous sites of Elura and Devagiri were probably

treated ns one place.

The same rock-hewn habitations are also des-

cribed by Fa-Hian* in the beginning of the fifth

century. He calls the excavation the monastery of

Pho-lo-yu, or the "Pigeon.” and places it in the

kingdom of Talhsin, that is in Dak*hina, or the south

of India, the present Dothan. His information was

obtained at Banaras ; and as wonders do not lose by

distance, his account is even more wonderful than

that of Hwen THsang. The monastery1

, hewn out of

the solid rock, is said to be five storeys in height,

each storey in the shape of a different animal, th“

fifth, or uppermost, storey being in the form of a

• Bears 'Fah-Hian.' c. xxxv.
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Pigeon, from which the monastery received its name.

The Chinese syllables Pho-lo-yu must therefore be

intended for the Sanskrit ParaOala, a “pigeon.” A
spring of water rising in the uppermost storey,

descended through all the rooms of the monastery,

and then passed out by the gate. In this account we

have tire five storeys, the spring of water falling from

the top. and the name of the place, all agreeing very

closely with the description of Hwcn Thsang. The

chief point of difference is in the meaning assigned to

the name, as Hwen Thsang states that Polomolo-k'li

signifies the "black peak,” while according to Fa-

Hian. Pholoyu means a “pigeon.” But there is still

another account, of an intermediate date, which gives

a third meaning to the name. In a.D. 503. the king

of Southern India sent an ambassador to Chinn, from

whom it was ascertained that in his country there was

a fortified city named Pa-lai. or "situated on a

height." At 300 li, or 50 miles, to the eastward,

there was another fortified town, named in the

Chinese translation Fu-cheu-ching. or “ville soumise

a ce qui est deteste."* which was the birth-place of

a famous saint, whose name was Chu-san-hu, or

"(’oral-beads" (grains de corail). Now, Palamala

is the name of a "coral necklace.” or "string of coral-

beads ;f and as it represents every syllable of Hwen

Thsang 's Polomolo, I presume that it must be the

• Pauthier, "txnmen Methodique des fails qui con-

cernent Tien-tchu. ou I'lnde :" 'Journal Asiatique.' 1839,

p. 292.

Pauthier. ‘Journal Asiatique,' Oct. 1839, p. 292.
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same name. I am unable to explain Hwen Thsang's

translation of the name as the "black peak" in any
of the northern dialects : and I can only suggest that

he may perhaps refer to one of the southern or

Dravidian dialects. In Kanarcsc. male is a "hill;"

and as para, or "quicksilver." and paras, or the

"touchstone," are both of black hue. it is probable

that they are connected with *tiAos. Para, there-

fore, might signify "black," and para-male would
then be the black hill. One of the most venomous

snakes in southern India, which is of a very dark

blue or almost black colour, is called Para-Gudu.

It seems probable, therefore, that Hwen Thsang’s

translation may be derived from one of the southern

dialects. This confusion in the Chinese translations

is no doubt due to the very defective power of the

Chinese syllables for the transcription of Sanskrit

words. Thus. Po.lo.fa.to might be read as Paraoala,

a pigeon, according to Fa-Hian; or as paranoia,

"subject." according to the Si-yu-ki: while it is

probable that the true reading should be parcala, a

‘mountain, as the monastery is specially stated to

have been excavated in a rocky hill.

The capital itself was named Pa-lai,* which is

said to mean "qui s'appuie sur une Eminence."

Now the citadel of Chdnda is called "Bala k'la,” or

the “High Fort." which, though a Persian appella-

• Pauthier in 'Journal Asiatique.' 1639. p. 293.
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lion given by the Muhammadan*, was very probably

suggested by the original appellation of Palai.*

In all our Chinese authorities the rock-hewn

monastery is connected with a holy sage; but the

name in each account is different. According to

Fa-Hian, it was the monastery of the earlier Buddha

named Kasyapa. In the Si-yu-l(i. however, il is said

to be the birthplace of the Muni ParAm&l6, while

Hwen Thsang states that the monastery was ex-

cavated by King Sataoahan, for the use of the famous

Nagarjuna. From the wonderful descriptions of

Fa-Hian and Hwen THsang 1 have been led to think

that their accounts may possibly refer to the grand

excavations of Devagiri and Elura. But if the

distance given by Hwen Thsang as well as by the

Si-yu-fy >* correct, the rock-hewn monastery must be

looked for about 50 miles to the west or south-west

of Chinda. Now in this very position, that is about

45 miles to the west of Chanda, there is a place in

the map called P&ndu-^uri, or the “Pandus*

houses.** which indicates an undoubted ancient site,

and may possibly refer to some rock excavations, as

the rock-hewn caves at Dhamnar and Kholvi are also

assigned to the Pandas, being severally named

“BhinTs cave, Arjun’s cave,** etc. In the total

absence of all information. I can only draw attention

to the very curious and suggestive name of this place.

There is also a series of Buddhist caves at Pa/rir,

• We have an example of such translation in Buland*

shnhr. which the Hindus still call Uncha-gaon.
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50 miles to the south-west of Elichpur and Amara-

vati. and 80 miles to the cast of Ajanta. As these

have never been described, it is possible that the site

may hereafter be found to correspond with the des-

criptions of the rock-hewn monastery by Fo-Hian

and Hwen Thsang.

The mention of King Sdtacahana, or Sada-

vahana, in connection with Nagarjuna is specially

interesting, as it shows that the Buddhist eaves of

Paramild must be as old as the first century of the

Christian era. Sadaoihana was a family name, and

as such is mentioned in one of the cave inscriptions

at Nasik.* But Satavahana is also a well-known

name of the famous Salivahan.t who founded the

Sake era in A.D. 79, so that we have a double proof

that the Buddhist caves of Pardm&la must have been

excavated as early as the first century. The probable

identity of Salavahan and Satalfami will be discussed

in another place. We know from the western cave

inscriptions that Kosola certainly formed part of the

vast southern kingdom of Golamipulra Salal(arni;

and if he flourished in the first century as would

appear to be the case.t his identity with Salavahan,

• Bombay Journal, vii., Nasick inscriptions No. 6.

by Mr. West.

t Sale, or Sali, was the name of a Yalfsha, or demigod,

who. being changed to a lion. Was ridden by the infant

prince, who thus acquired the title of Sdtoodfcan, or

Saliudhan.

X The greater number of the inscriptions in the caves

of Kanhari. Nosik, and Karle belong to one period; and
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or Salivnhan. would bo undoubted. It is sufficient

here IO note the great probability of this interesting

point in the history of Southern India.

The kingdom of Kosala is estimated by Hwen

Thsang at 6000 li, or 1000 miles, in circuit. Its

frontiers arc not named; but we know from the

pilgrim’s itinerary that it must have been bounded by

Ujain on the north, by Maharashtra on the west, by

Orissa on the east, and by Andhra and Kalinga on

the south. The limits of the kingdom may be

roughly described as extending from near Burhanpur

on the Tapti. and Nandcr on the Godavari, to Ratan-

pur in Chatisgarh. and to Nowagadha near the

source of the Mah&nadi. Within these limits the

circuit of the large tract assigned to Kosala is rather

more than 1000 miles.

3 ANDHRA.

From Kosala. Hwen Thsang proceeded to the

south for 900 li. or 150 miles, to >ln-/o-fo, or

Andhra* the modem Telingana. The capital was

named Ping-k‘-lo, which M. Julicn transcribes as

Vingkhila, but it has not yet been identified. We
know tliat Warangol, or Vainakol, was the capital

as several o( them record the gifts of Golamipuira-

Sfitak<*'ni, Pudumayi, and YadnyQ’Sri, the whole must

be referred to the period of the Andhra sovereignty. But

one of them is dated in the year 30 of the Sakudityo-k&h

or Sake era, that is in A.D. 108 ; and. therefore, the

Andhras must have been reigning at that time.

Julsen's Hiouen Thsang.’ in. 105. See Map No. I.
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of Tclingana for several centuries afterwards, but its

position docs not agree with the pilgrim's narrative,

os it lies too far from Chanda on the Pain Gnnga

river, and too near to Dharanikotta on the Kistna.

dlie Chinese syllables also do not represent the name

of Warangol. although they might perhaps be taken

for Vanlfvl. They may be read as Bhimgal, which

is the name of an old town in Tclingana mentioned

by Abul Fazl. But Bhimgal is only 120 miles to the

south-west of Chanda, instead of 150 miles to the

south or south-west, and is upwards of 200 miles to

the north of Dharanikotta instead of 167 miles. I

should therefore be inclined to accept the Chinese

syllables ns a blundering transcription of Warangol

itself, if the positions agreed more nearly. But the

actual distance between Varangol and Chanda is 160

miles, and between Varangol and Dharanikotta only

I 20 miles. It is, therefore, too near the latter place,

and too far from the former place, according to Hwen

Thsang’s account. If we might adopt Amaravali

in Berar as the capital of Kosala, then Bhimgal

would represent the capital of Andhra beyond all

doubt, as it stands rather short of midway between

Chanda and Dharanikotta : but both the distances are

too great to suit Hwen Thsang's numbers of 900 /i

and 1000 li, or 150 miles and 167 miles. TTie posi-

tion of Elgandel, which is midway between Bhimgal

and Varangol. agrees better with the pilgrim's

narrative, as it is about 1 30 miles from Chanda, and

170 miles from Dharanikotta. I am. therefore,

willing to adopt F.lgandel as the probable represen-
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tative of the capital of Andhra in the seventh century

of the Christian era.

The province of Andhra is described ns 3000 /i.

or 500 miles, in circuit. No frontier is mentioned in

any direction
:
but it may be presumed that the

Godavari river, which is the modern boundary to

the north and cast, was likewise the ancient one, as

it is also the limit of the 1 rlugu language towards

the north. To the west, where it met the great

kingdom of Maharashtra, it cannot have extended

beyond the Manjhira branch of the Godavari. The

territory may, therefore, be described as stretching

from the junction of the Manjhira and Godavari to

Bhadrachelam on the south-east, a length of 250

miles, and to Haidarabad on the south, a length of

100 miles, the distance between Haidarabad and

Bhadrachelam being 175 miles. These limits give

a total circuit of 525 miles, or nearly the same as

that stated by Hwen Thsang.

The Andhras are mentioned by Pliny* under

the name of Andarcc, as a powerful nation, who

possessed thirty fortified cities, and a large army of

one hundred thousand infantry, two thousand

cavalry, and one thousand elephants. Tbey are also

noted in the Pentingerian Tables as Andra-lndi.

Wilson quotes these Tables as placing the Andhras

"on the banks of the Ganges, "f hut the extremely

elongated form of the Petingerian Map has squeezed

• Hist Nat., vi. 22.

t Vishnu Purano. Hail s edition, iv. 203, note.
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many of the peoples and nations far out of their

true places. A much safer conclusion may be

inferred from a comparison of the neighbouring

names. Thus the Andrcc-lndi are placed near

Damiricc, which I would identify with Ptolemy's

Limyrike by simply changing the initial J to A, as

the original authorities used for the construction of

the lables must have been Greek. But the people

of Limyrike occupied the south-west coast of the

peninsula, consequently their neighbours the Andrte-

Indi must be the well-known Andhras of Telingana,

and not the mythical Andhras of the Ganges, who

arc mentioned only in the Puranas. Pliny's know-

ledge of the Andarre must have been derived either

from the Alexandrian merchants of his own times,

or from the writings of Megasthenes and Dionysius,

the ambassadors of Selcukus Nikator and Ptolemy

Philadelphus to the court of Palibothra But whether

the Andara? were contemporary with Pliny or not.

it is certain that they did not rule over Magadha at

the period to which he alludes, as immediately after-

wards he mentions the Prasii of Palibothra as the

most powerful nation in India, who possessed

600,000 infantry. 30,000 horses, and 9000 elephants,

or more than six times the strength of the Andar-c-

Indi.

The Chinese pilgrim notices that though the

language of the people of Andhra was very different

from that of Central India, yet the forms of the written

characters were for the most part the same. This

statement is specially interesting, as it shows that
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the old Nagnri alphabet introduced from Northern

India was still in use, and that the peculiar twisted

forms of the Telugu characters, which are found in

inscriptions of the tenth century, had not yet been

adopted in the south,

4 . DONAKAKOTTA

On leaving Andhra, Hwcn Thsang proceeded to

the south through forests and over desert plains for

1000 fi, or 167 miles, to To.naJ(ie.lse.kia. which M.

Julien renders by Dhanakacheka. But I have already

pointed out in my account of Tic-k.ia, or Taki, in

the Punjab, that the Chinese syllable Ise is used to

tepresent the Indian cerebral I, which would moke

the name l)hanal^alal(a. I have also referred to the

inscriptions in the caves of Kanhari and Karle with

the name of Dhanakakola. which 1 have suggested as

the true reading of the Chinese word, by the trans-

position of the last two syllables.* The name of

Dhanakakola is found in no less than four of the cave

inscriptions, in oil of which it has been read by Dr.

Stevenson as the name of a man. whom he calls

Xcnok’atcs. a Greek. But according to my reading

of these inscriptions, the name is undoubtedly that of

• See Maps Nos I and XIII. My correction was

printed in my Archaeological Report to the Government

of India in 1864, but it was made several year* previously

Dr Rhau Dnji has also identified the Chinese name with

the Dhanakakata of the inscriptions, but he ha* not

noticed the true reading of the Chinese syllable f«e.

(Bombay Journ.. vol, vii. p 68.)
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the city or country to which the recorders of the in-

scriptions belonged. As these inscriptions are short.

I will, in justice to Dr. Stevenson, here quote them.

The inscription on which Dr. Stevenson founds

his opinion of the Greek origin of the recorder is

thus read by himself: 4*

—

Dhanukakailha Yavanasa SihadhaySnam thabha dftnam

“A gift of lion-supporting pillar by the Greek

Xcnocrates."

My rendering is somewhat different.

—

“Lion-bearing pillar-gift of Yavana of /)/ianu^a-

kata.”

Dr. Stevenson translates Vaitana ns “Greek;"

but the following inscription? shows most distinctly

that Dhamikak<*t<* is the name of a place, and con-

sequently Yavana must be the name of a rnan.

Dhcnukakata Usabhadata-putasa

Mila Deva nakasa thabha rianam.

This is translated by Dr. Stevenson as :
—

"The gift of a pillar by the chief Mitra Deva.

son of Dhenukakata (sumamed) Rishabadatta."

To explain this translation he supposes Dhenu-

kakata to be a Greek, with a Greek name, and to

have also a Hindu name which he "probably assumed

when he embraced Buddhism, or on adoption into

?ome Hindu family, when names also arc changed.”

But by taking Dhanul^aka as the name of a place,

* Journ. Aaiat. Soc. Bombay, v. 156. Knrle inscription

No. 14.

t lbid.
t

v. 156. Karle inscription No. II.
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this inscription may be rendered without any forced

assumption of a second name. My rendering is,

—

"Pillar-gift of the chief Mitra-Doua, son of

Rishobadatla of Dharukak;ala

The third Karle inscription is unfortunately

slightly imperfect in the donor s name, and the con-

cluding word is unintelligible, but the opening of

the inscription as read by Dr. Stevenson is :*

—

DhanukakatA (fiu) bhavikana, etc.

which he translates. "The gift of a pleasant abode

by Dlianuknknta," etc. Here the word which has

been restored and translated as "a pleasant abode"

is the recorder's name, which 1 feel strongly inclined

to read as Bhooioeka, as Hwcn Thsang mentions a

famous saint of Donakakatla named Po-pi-fci-t(ia,

that is literally BhooiCclfo in Pali, or in Sanskrit

Hhavaviccka .

The fourth inscription, which is found at

Kanhari, consists of nine lines, and is one of the

most important of the western cave records, as it is

dated in the well-known era of Solivahana. Dr.

Stevensonf reads the opening as follows :

—

Upawknaa Dhcnukakatin.wa kalapa tnokn) manakBsa. etc.

and refers the record to "Dhcnul(akala the architect."

But a more perfect copy of this inscription, published

* Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bombay, v. 155. Knrle inscrip-

tion No. 10.

t Ibid., v. 20. Kanhari inscription No. 8.

39
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by Mr. West,* gives the true reading of the- first line

as :
—

l-'pasakasa DhnnukakateyaM Kulapiyasa

of which the literal translation is. "(Gift) of Kulapiya.

an Upasika of Dhanukahata."

The date of the inscription, which is at the end

of the last line, is erroneously transcribed by Dr.

Stevenson thus :

—

data va sala *Ska datya lena,

and by adding the previous word chioarika he trans-

lates it as follows :

—

"Here is a hall established for Buddhist-priests :

here the Buddhn-tooth cave.”

In his transcript of this record I notice that Dr.

Stevenson altogether omits the letter k which occurs

between datya and lena in both copies of the inscrip-

tion, in that made by Lieut. Brett, which was pub-

lished by Dr. Stevenson himself.f as well as in that

made by Mr. West. With this correction 1 read

the concluding words of the inscription as follows :

—

data 30 S.lidiiv. UU.

of which the literal translation is :

—

"Given in the year 30 of the era of Sakaditya,

that is in A.D. 78 + 30 108. Sakaditya is one of

the common titles of Salicahana; and the Sake era,

which was established by him. is usually called in

• Joum. A*iat. Soc. Bombay, vi. Irwcripuon No. 3*>

t Ibid., v. No. 10 of Lieut. Brett'* plates of KSnhari

inscriptions, which accompany Dr. Stevenson's Memoir.

No. 8, p. 20.
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ancient inscriptions Saf^a-bhupa or Saka-nripa

hula, both terms being mere synonyms of Sak&ditya

kalo . Dhanukakata must, therefore, have possessed

* Buddhist establishment as early as the beginning

of the second century of the Christian era ; and if my
suggested reading of the name of Bhavaoiveka in the

Karle inscription be admitted. Buddhism must have

been equally flourishing during the first century, as

Bhaoaviocl^a would appear to have been a disciple of

Nagarjuna.*

In fixing the position of Dhanakok^Op

Dharanikiotta, or Amaravti. on the Kistno, 1 have

been guided not only by the bearing and distance

from Andhra and Kosala, but by several other con-

curring reasons, which 1 will now detail.

Amongst the Buddhist traditions of Ceylon and

Siam, we have an account of a country lying between

the mouth of the Canges and the Island of Ceylon,

which was inhabited by Nagas , These Nagas

possessed either one or two Drona measures of the

relics of Buddha, which were enshrined in a beauti-

ful and costly stupa, near the “Diamond Sands.'

Originally, this portion of relics had belonged to

Ramagrama, near Kapilavastu
:

but when the

Ramagrama stupa was washed away by the river,

the relic casket containing one of the Original eight

divisions of Buddha's remains was carried down the

Ganges to the sea. where it was picked up by the

* Burnouf, ‘Introduction a I'Histoire du BuddhUroe

lndien,* p. 560.
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Nagas, and conveyed lo their own country, called

Majcril^a. Now this country was to the south of

Dantapura, because Prince Danta Kumara and the

Princess Hcmamala. when flying from Dantapura to

Ceylon with the tooth of Buddha, were wrecked on

the coast near the "Diamond Sands." The name

itself also helps lo fix the position of the Diamond

Sands, at or near Dharanil^otta, on the Kistna. as the

diamond mines of this part of the country arc re-

stricted to the small district of Parti&l, lying imme-

diately to the north of Dharanikotta. The flight

from Dantapura took place in A.D. 310, at which

time, according to the Siamese version, the two Drona

measures of relics were still preserved in the NSga

country.* But three years later, or in A.D. 313, the

Raja of Ceylon sent a holy priest to bring away these

relics from Majciilfa. which was miraculously

effected, in spite of the opposition of the Nagas.

The Naga king then solicited a few relics from the

Raja of Ceylon, "which were bestowed upon him

accordingly."

There are several minor variations in the

Ceylonese account, but the chief difference is in the

date. According to the ’Mahawanso.'f the relics at

Ramagrama consisted of only one Drona measure,

which, after being enshrined by the Nagas at

Majcrika, were carried off to Ceylon in the fifth year

of the reign of Dutthagamini, B.C. 137, by whom

* Colonel Low. in joutn. A.iat. Soc. Bengal, 1848 ;

pa it ii. p. 87 See Mop No. XIII.

t Tumour * ‘Mnhawanso.' p. 185.
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they were enshrined in ihe Maha-lhupo. or great

stupa, at Ruanwelli.

The author of ihe ‘Mah&wanso’ gives a glowing

account of the magnificence of this great stupa of

Ceylon : but he admits that the Chailya at Majcrika,

"was so exquisitely constructed, and so superbly

ornamented in various ways . . . that all the accu-

mulated treasures in Lanka would fall short of the

value of the last step of its stair."* According to

our present knowledge of the antiquities of Southern

India, this description can apply only to the magni-

ficent stupa of Dharaniltotta, on the Kistna. which

was literally encased in a profusion of sculptured

bas-reliefs.

It is difficult to reconcile the discrepancy between

the dates of the Siamese and Ceylonese chronicles;

but I think it is highly improbable that these Naga

relics could have been carried to Ceylon at so early a

date as I 37 B.C., at which time it is more than doubt-

ful whether Buddhism had penetrated to any part of

Southern India. I would suggest, as a possible ex-

planation of the discrepancy, that the relics may have

been carried off to Ceylon in A.D. 3 1 3. as stated in the

Siamese chronicle*, and there enshrined in the great

stupa of Ruanwelli
;
and that in After times their

acquisition was erroneously assigned to Duttha -

gamini
,

the original founder of the stupa. The

famous tooth itself, which was taken from Kalinga

to Ccvlon, in A.D. 310, was enshrined in the

• Tumour's 'MahawAiwo.* p. 188
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Dharmmachakra. an edifice erected by Dcu>anan-

piyotisso, ihc contemporary of Asoka. about 240 B.C.,

and was afterwards Iransferred to the Abhayagiri

Vihara. which was erected in B.C. 89.*

But whether this explanation be accepted or not.

we know from the general consent of all the Buddhist

chroniclers and pilgrims, as well as of the

'Mahawaiuo* itself, tho* the Ramagrama relics were

still enshrined in their original receptacle, at

Ramagrama. in the middle of the third century. B.C,.

when Asoka was building stupas over all the relics

of Buddha that were divided after his death. If.

therefore, the relics were removed to Ceylon in B.C.

157. as stated in the ‘Mahawanso." we must crowd

into a period of little more than 80 years the destruc-

tion of the original stupa at Ramagrama. the en-

shrinement of the relics at Majerika in the most

magnificent stupa in all India, and their subsequent

removal to Ceylon. But according to the very

competent authority of Mr. Fcrgusson.t the erection

of the Dharanikotta stupa, "judging from its

elaboration, may have taken fifty years to complete."

We have, therefore, only about thirty years left for

the stay of the relics at Ramagrama. after the lime of

Asoka. and for their subsequent stay amongst the

Nagas of Majerika. For this reason. I prefer the

account of the Siamese chronicles; and I would

accordingly fix the date of the removal of the Drona

• rumour’s ’Mahawanso,’ p. 241.

t Journ. Royal Asiat. Soc.. new series, iii. 155.
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measure of relics, from Dharanikotta to Ceylon, in

the year 31 3 A.D.

Ii must be noted, however, that the people of

Northern India were happily unaware that the Diona

of relics enshrined at Ramagrama had been carried

oil by the Nagas to Majerika, as both Fa-Hian and

Hwen Thsang, who actually visited the place in the

fifth and seventh centuries, mention that the stupa

was still standing. It is curious, however, to learn

from the journals of both pilgrims, that even in their

days the Ramagrama relics were believed to be

watched over by the Nagas of a tank close by the

stupa.* According to the original Buddhist legend,

these Nagas had prevented Asoka from removing the

relics from Ramagrama. In the lapse of time, when

Ramagrama had become deserted, as it was found

by both pilgrims, this legend might easily have

assumed the slightly altered form that the Nagas had

carried off the relics to prevent their removal by

Asoka. This form of the legend would have been

eagerly seized upon by the N6gas of Southern India,

and the transfer of the relics to their own country of

Majerika. would at once have commanded the easy

belief of a credulous people.

In mentioning the relies that were removed from

Ramagrama, the Ceylonese chronicles call them one

Drcna measure, and the Siamese two Dronas. I

presume, therefore, that they were generally known

• Beal* 'Fah-Hian,' e xxiii.; and M. Julien's ‘Hiouen

Thsang.’ ii. 326.
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as the Drona-dhalu, ot
*

‘

Drona of relics/’ In Pali

this name would be Dona, which may probably be

the true original of Hwen Thsang’s To.na.kic. Hie

full name would have been Dona^adhalu, or simply

Donah;a, which wilh l(ol a added would make
Donal^a-lfolla, corresponding wilh the Chinese

syllables To.na-kie-k‘a-lae, as well as with the

Dhanal^ai(ala of the inscriptions. Now I have already

shown from the dated inscription of Kdnhari that the

name of Dhanalfulfala is as old as A.D. 108, but as

it is spelt in all the inscriptions with dh and not with

d. I infer that the legend about the Drona of relics

is Inter than that date. We know that it was

a common practice amongst the Buddhists to alter

the spelling of the local names so as to obtain

meanings which might be adapted to legends of their

I eacher. I hus Talfshasila, the "hewn stone,
"

became Tal(*ha-sira, or the "cut-off head," and Adi-

chhatra, or "King Adi's canopy," became Ahi-

chhalra, or the "serpent canopy," over the head of

Buddha. With reference, therefore, to the Naga

guardianship of the Drona of relics at Ramagrama,

I think it highly probable that the old name of

Dhana^a was changed to Dona^a by the Buddhists,

for the special purpose of adapting it to their legend

regarding the disposal of the Ramagrama Drona of

relics.

Ihe present name of the place is Dharani-kotta.

which I take to be derived from the later legend

regarding Bhavavicelfa. which is preserved by Hwen
Thsang. This holy priest, wishing to behold the
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future Buddha, Maitreya. lasted for three years,

while he continually repeated the mystical verses

called dharanis. At the end of that time A oalok.de-

tioara appeared to him and instructed him to return

to his native country of Dhanakakola. and in front

of a cavern to the south of the town to recite with

perfect faith the dhatanis, or mystical verses,

addressed to Vajra-pani. when his wish would be

accomplished. At the end of three years more

Vojra-p&ni appeared to him. and taught him a secret

formula which had power to open the cavern in the

palace of the A suras, where the future Buddha was

dwelling. After three years spent in the recitation

of these secret dharanis. the rock opened, and Bhdca-

uft'cfca bidding farewell to the multitude, who were

afraid to follow him. entered the cavern, which

immediately closed upon him and he was no more

seen. As this miraculous legend of the dharanis

was the popular belief of Dhanakakala in the seventh

century, the place would naturally have been known

amongst the people ns Dharani-kpita. or the "Cavern

of the Dharani Miracle."

From the mention of Dhanak^k^o in the cave

inscriptions of the first and second centuries of the

Christian era. we might expect to find some trace of

the name in the Geography of Ptolemy. But instead

of this we find a people named Aruami. or Atiarni.

occupying the country below the Maisolus, or Goda-

vari river, with a capital called Xlalanga, the resi-

dence of King Bassaronaga. As Malanga is placed

between the two rivers Mais6lu$ and Tyna, its posi-
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tion corresponds with that of Ellur, close to which are

ihe remains of the old capital named Vcngi, which

are still known as Peilda and Chinna Vegi, or Great

and Little Vcgi.* That Malanga was in this

neighbourhood is proved by the existence of the

name at the present day in llandar-malanga, or the

"port of Malanga," a small town on the coast 54

miles to the cast-north-east of Mnsulipatnrn. I

conclude, therefore, that Dhanakakala wa9 only the

seat of a great religious establishment, while Vengi
was the political capital of the country.

With regard to the king's name, 1 think that the

Greek Rassato-naga may be identified with the Pali

Majcri-ka-Naga of the ‘MahSwnnso.’f Remember-

ing the frequent interchange of the labials m and b,

and that kp is an optional affix, the Greek Rassaro

may be accepted as a tolerably close rendering of the

Pali Majcri; and thus Ptolemy’s Malanga would

become the capital of the NSgas of Majerika.

On a general review of all the evidence in favour

of the identification of Dharanik.otla with the Dhana-

hahala of Hwcn Thsang and with the Majerika Slupa

of the Nagas. the most striking point is the exceeding

beauty of the relic slupa, which is common to all of

them. I have already quoted the account of the

’Mahawanso’ as to the gorgeous magnificence of the

Naga Slupa of Majerika, the last step of which was

•See Map No XIII.

t Tumour’s "Mahawanso,’ p 185. Monjcrika-naeo

bhawanau, “the land of the Nages of Majeri."
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beyond the power ol nil the riches of Ceylon to equal.

Similarly the Chinese pilgrim was struck with the

unusual beauty of the religious edifices of Dhanaka-

kata, which he describes as possessing nil the magni-

ficence of the palaces of Baclria.* We have also

the evidence of our own eyes as to the exceeding

beauty and lavish ornament of its sculptures, many

of which now grace the India Office Museum, in

London. And lastly, we have the tradition of the

people that DhSranikptta was once the capital of this

part of India.

f

The age of the stupa can only be determined

approximately, as the twenty inscriptions on the

sculptures in London give no dates, and make no

certain mention of any kings or persons whose age

is known. But from the style of the alphabetical

characters. I am satisfied that the inscriptions belong

to the same period as those of the famous caves of

Kanhari, Nosik, and Karle. which record the gifts

of Gotamiputra—Satnkarni, Pudumayi, and Yadyna

Sri, of the Andhra dynasty. They agree also with

those of the Satakarni inscription on the gateway of

the Bhilsa topc.f as well as with those of Rudra

• M Julicn's Hiouen Thsang.' i. 168.

t Hamilton's 'Gazetteer of Indin/ in coce

"Amravatty."

2 Bhilsa lopes, p. 26-4. Mr. Ferguason refers to this

inscription as being in the same characters as the Lat

inscriptions of Asoka ; but he is undoubtedly mistaken,

as the gateway inscriptions of the Bhilsa tope are in a

very different character, as may be seen by a reference

to my work.
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Dama's inscription on the rock of Girnar. 1 have

already noted that one of the Kanhari inscriptions is

dated in the year 30 of the Sakiditya Kal. or era of

Sake, equivalent to A.D. 108; and 1 may now add

that Rudra Dama's inscription is dated in the year 72,

which, if referred to the Vikramaditya era, will be

A.D. I 3, or if to the Sake era, A.D. I 30, both dates

being within the period of the first two centuries of

the Christian era, to which I refer the Arnaravati

inscriptions. Colonel Mackenzie also obtained some

lenden coins cf Gotamiputra* and of other princes of

the Satakarni dynasty of Andhras, when excavating

the ruins at Dharnnikotla—a discovery which alone

is sufficient to establish the existence of some import-

ant buildings at this very spot during their reigns. I

have already suggested that Gotamiputia Salakaini

was probably the same person as the great Salivahan,

or Sadacahan, who established the Sake era: and I

am inclined to assign the foundation of the Arnaravati

stupa to him, in about A.D. 90. and its completion to

Yadrya Sri Sa/al(arni, one of his successors, who

ascended the throne in A.D. 142. This date cor-

responds very well with the only facts that we possess

regarding the age of the stupa, namely, that it cannot

be earlier than the Christian era or later than A.D. 3 1 3.

when its relics were carried away to Ceylon.

•Sir Walter Elliot, in ‘Mudrae Literary Journal.’ 1838.

vol. iii. new series ‘‘I am icsponsible for the readings.

See Plate XI. No 105. Ha/nya Colamipula Safabanita

also Nos. 42 and 101 .
No. % has Salatfanlsa. and No. 100

Pudumdoiaa.
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Al a much later date, in the beginning of the

eleventh century, Danaka is mentioned by Abu
Rihan, who describes it as "the plains of the

Kon^an." Now. the Konkan is the valley of the

Kistna river, and this description of the country of

Danaka adds another proof to the correctness of my
identification of Hwen Thsang's D/umo^a^a/a with

the ruined city of Dharanikotta on the Kistna.

According to Abu Rihan." Danaka was the native

country of the Karkadan, or rhinoceros. Now the

same statement is made by the merchant SulimSnf

of a country in the south of Indut, named Ruhmi,

which was famous also for extremely fine

muslins, that could be passed through o ring. The

same country is noticed by MasudiJ as Rahma, and

by Idrisi ns Dumi. Masudi, also, notes that it ex-

tended along the scacoast. Now Marco Polo

mentions the town of MutafiU, in the province of

Masulipatam and to the north of Malabar, as famous

for diamonds and for the thinnest and most delicate

cotton cloths resembling spiders' webs. Mutafili has

generally been identified with Masulipatam itself : but

a considerable town named Mutapili still exists near

the scacoast at 65 miles to the south of Dharanikotta,

and 70 miles to the south-west of Masulipatam. In

either case, however. Marco's notice determines the

* Rcinaud. fragments Arabes. etc., p. 109.

t Sit Henry Klimt $ 'Muhammadan Historians of

India, by Professor Dowson. i. 5

t Ibid., i. 25.
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fact that llie country about the mouths of the

Godavari was famous for diamonds and for delicate-

ly fine muslins. It must, therefore, have included the

diamond district of Parlyal, immediately to the north

of Dharaniko la. as well as the muslin district of

Maaulipatnm ; and. accordingly, it may be identified

with the Rahmi or Duni of the Arab geographers.

By a very slight change in the characters Rahmi

might become Dhanab, which would agree

with the Danaba of Abu Rihan.

According to the chronicles of Orissa,* the

present town of Amaravati was founded, or estab-

lished as a subordinate seat of government, by Suryo

Deva, Raja of Orissa in the twelfth century. The

name is connected with the worship of Siva as

A maranalha, or A mareswara

;

and one of the twelve

great Lingas of this god, which is assigned to Ujain,

almost certainly, belonged to the holy city on the

Kistria, us we know that Ujain possessed its own

famous temple of MahakSla, and that all the other

ten shrines of Siva belong to different places.

I cannot close this account without noting that

M. Vivien de Saint-Martin has stated his suspicion

that the name of Dandaka is connected with

Dhana^al(ala.\ The Dandakaranya. or forest of

Dandaka, is celebrated in Indian story. Varaha

* Stilling in Journ. Aaiat. Soc. Bengal, 1837. p. 760.

t M. Juiien's ‘Hiouen Thaang.' iii. 3% 'Memoire

Analytique sur la Carte de l'Asie Centrnle et de I’lnde.’
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Mihira,* the great astronomer, mentions Dandaka

along with other places in the South of India as

follows :
Kerala, Karnala, Kanchipuia, Konl(ana

:

Chinna-paltana (or Madras ), etc. In this list

Dandaka is distinct from Konkana. or the Upper

Kistna: and may. therefore, perhaps be identified

with the lower valley of the Kistna of which Dhana^a-

l,ala was the capital. But as the latter name is found

in the early inscriptions of the western caves, it is

probable that the mere verbal resemblance of

Dandaka may be quite accidental.

Hwen Thsang describes the province of

Dhanakakola as 6000 It. or 1000 miles, in circuit.

These large dimensions are corroborated by its other

name of Ta-an-ta-lo. that is MahS Andhra, or the

great Andhra, which is noted by the Chinese editor .+

as the other districts of Telinpana. namely Kalinga

and Andhra proper are smaller than D/iona^a^a/o.

No frontier is mentioned in any direction; but it is

most probable that the boundaries of the province

corresponded as nearly as jiossiblc with the limits of

the Telugu language, which extended to Kulbarga

and Pcnnakonda on the west, and to Tnpati and

the Pulikat lake on the south. On the north it was

bounded by Andhra and Kalinga, and on the cast

by the sea. The circuit of these boundaries is. as

nearly as possible, 1000 miles; and I am. therefore,

inclined to believe that the large tract of country thus

* Kern’s ‘Brihat-Sanhiu.' c. xiv.; v 12. 13. 14.

tM. Julicn’s Hiouen Thsang.' iii. 1 10. note 2.
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described is the famous Dhanakakata of Hwen
7 hsung.

> CHOLIYA. OR JOR1YA.

from Dhanakakata. Hwen Thsang travelled lo

the south-west for 1000 U, or 167 miles, to Chu-li-yc.

or fho-li-yc. which he describes as a small district

only 2400 U, or 400 miles, in circuit.* To enable

us to fix the position of this unknown territory it

is necessary to note the pilgrim's subsequent route

to the south for 1500 or 1600 U, or about 260 miles,

to Kanchipuia or t'onjeveram, the well-known

capital of Dravida. Now, the distance of Kanchi-

pura from the Kistna is from 240 to 260 miles, so

that Chuliya must be looked for somewhere along

the south bank of th.it river, at 167 miles to the south-

west of Dharanilfotla. This position corresponds

almost exactly with Karnul, which is 230 miles in a

direct line to the north-north-west of Kanchipura,

and 160 miles to the west-south-west of Dharani-

kotta. M. Julicn has identified Choliya with Chola.

which gives its name to Chola-mandala. or Coro-

mandel. But Chola was to the south of Dravida.

whereas the Choliya of Hwen Thsang lies to the

north of it. If we accept the pilgrim's bearings and

distances as approximately correct, the position of

Choliya must certainly lie looked for in the neighbour-

hood of KamGl.

Professor Lassen has suggested that the names

Julicn'* ‘Hiouen Thsang.’ iii. 116 See Mop No I
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of Choliya and Draoida may have been transposed by

the Chinese editor of the pilgrim's travels. 7Tie

same suggestion occurred to me when I first examined

the travels some years ago ; and if it was quite certain

that the Chinese syllables Chu-li-ye represented

Chola, there would be a very strong temptation to

adopt the suggestion. Rut I agree with M. Vivien

dc Saint-Martin* that it is difficult to admit the pos-

sibility of such a transposition, although an adherence

to the text of Hwen "ITisang involves the total omis-

sion of any mention of the famous kingdom of

Chola. M. de Saint-Martin points to the present

use of the name of Coromandel, which is applied to

the whole of the Madras coast, as far north ns the

mouths of the Godavari, as a possible explanation

of the extension of the name of Chola to the country

immediately to the south of the Kistna. But I believe

that this extension of the name is solely due to

European sailors, who adopted it for the sake of con-

venience. This name besides applies only to the

sea-coast, whereas Chuliya is described by Hwen

Thsnng as a small district lying to the south-west of

Dhaiamholla, so that if we accept the pilgrim's

account as it stands, it is scarcely possible that

Choliyn could have extended so far to the east a9

the sea-coast.

It is admitted that the identification of Choliya is

difficult; but I am of opinion that wc must either

accept the pilgrim’s account as it now stands, or

• M
40

lullien ‘Hiouen Th*ang. in. 3%.
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;i<lopt (he Irnnsposilion suggested by Professor

Lassen. In (he former case, we must look for

Choliya in the ncighbourhtxKl of Karnul ; in the latter

case. il may Ik- at once identified with the famous

province of Chola, and its well-known capital

Tanjor.

In the Chino-Japancsc map of India, con-

structed to illustrate the pilgrim's travels, the district

•of Choliya is named Chu-ey-no, and is placed to the

north of Dravida. and to the south-west of Dhanaka,

as in the text of Hwen Thsang. These t hinese

syllables may perhaps represent Kandanur, which,

according to Buchanan, is the correct form of the

name of KarnCil.

Immediately under the walls of Karnul. lies the

old town of Zora, or /ora, the jorampur of the maps,

which answers exactly to the Choliya or Joriya of the

pilgrim. The initial Chinese syllable seems to be

very rarely used, but a similar letter is found in

Kajugira, jutirtga. and lyolishka, and I am satisfied

that M. Julicn’s reading of the character as ju. or jo,

is correct. I am also inclined to identify Jora with

Ptolemy’s Son regia Arcaii. In some editions the

words are transposed, as Arcaii regia Sora. But

though the can may be put before the horse, it is

still the cart, and therefore, I
take .Sora to be the

capital of King /lr^a/os. whether it be placed !>efore

or after his name. A rlfatou has been usually

identified with Arcol, near Madras; but the name of

this city is believed to he quite modern, and the

position of Sora must be far to the north of Arcot.
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The Sora> Nomades of Ptolemy may therefore be a

branch of the Sauras, who arc still located on the

banks ol the Kistna river. One hundred miles to

the west-north- west ol Karnul. there is also a large

town, named Sorapur
,
the Raja of which “still holds

his patrimonial appanage, surrounded by his faithful

iri!>e (Bedors). claiming a descent of more than thirty

centuries.• **
41

a\s Chuliya is described as being only 2400 ft,

or 400 miles, in circuit, its small size offers no help

towards its identification. If it is placed in the

Karnul district, it will cut off the north-western

corner of the province of DhanQ^Q^ata, but will not

lessen its circuit, although it will diminish its area.

If, however. Chuliya is to be identified with Chola .

I would assign to it the modem district of Tanjor .

extending from San^cri-Drug. near Salem on the

north-west, to the mouth of the Kaveri or Kolrfin

river, on the north-east, and from Dindigal, on the

south-west, to Point Calimcre on the south-east. TTis

tract is about 120 miles in length, by 80 miles, or

just 400 miles, in circuit.

6 DRAV1DA

In the seventh century the province of 7 ado-pi-

cha. or DraOtda . was 6000 /#. or 1000 miles, in circuit,

and its capital, named Kien-chi-pu-lo
,
or Kanchi -

pura. was 30 /«, or 5 miles, in circuit.f Kanchipura

• General Briggs in Journ. Royal Asiat. Soc., xiii 294

tjulien’i Tliouen Thsang.' iii I
IB. Sec Map No I.
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is ihc Irue Sanskrit name of ConjcOcram. on the

Palar river, n large straggling town of great antiquity.

As Dtauida was bounded by Konkana and Dhana •

Iial(ala on the north, and by Malakuta on the south,

while no district is mentioned lo the west, it seems

certain that il must have extended right across the

peninsula, from sea to sea. Its northern boundary-

may therefore be approximately defined as running

from Kundapitr, on the western coast, via Kadur and

Tripati, to the Pulikat Lake, and its southern

boundary from Calicut to the mouth of the Kaveri.

As the circuit of these limits is very nearly 1000

miles, the boundaries suggested may be accepted ns

very nearly correct.

During the pilgrim's stay at Kanchipura. about

300 Buddhist monks arrived from Ceylon, which

they had quitted on account of political disturbances,

consequent on the death of the king, By my reckon-

ing. Hwen Thsang must have arrived in Kanchi-

pura, about the 30th of July. A.D. 639, and. accord-

ing to Tumour's list of the kings of Ceylon, Raja

Buna Mugalan was put to death in A.D. 639. Prom

the information furnished by these monks, the pilgrim

drew up his account of Seng.hia.lo, or Ceylon, which

be was prevented from visiting by the disturbed state

of the country.

7. MAIAKUTA. or made ha

From Kanchipura. Hwen Thsang proceeded to

the south for 3000 li, or 500 miles, to Mo-lo-kiu-cha ,*

Midi’s ’H-.ouen ’Huang,' iii. 121. See Map No. I
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which M. Julicn renders by Malal^ula. In ihe

southern part of the territory, towards the sea-coast,

stood the mountain named Mo-la-yc ,
or Malaya

,

which produced sandftl-wood. 'Hie country thus

described is therefore the southern end of the

peninsula, part of which is still called Malayalam

and MalayaWara , or Malabar; I would accordingly

read the Chinese syllables as an abbreviated form of

Malayal^uta. The circuit of the kingdom was >000

li
9
or 833 miles, being bounded by the sea to the

south, and by the province of Dravida to the north.

As this estimate agrees almost exactly with the

measurement of the end of the peninsula, to the

south of the Kaveri river, the province of Malaya-

kuta must have included the modem districts of

Tanjor and Madura, on the cast, with Coimbator,

Cochin, and Travancorc, on the west.

The position of the capital is difficult to fix, as

a distance of 500 miles, to the south of Conjcveram.

would take us out to sea beyond Cape Kumari,

(Comorin). If wc might read 1300 /i, or 217 miles,

instead of 3000 /i. both bearing and distance would

agree exactly with the position of the ancient city of

Madura, which was the capital of the southern end of

the peninsula in the time of Ptolcrny. It is possible

that Kanlam (Quilon) may have been the capital at

the time of I Iwen Thsang’s visit ; but neither the

distance nor the bearing agrees with the pilgrim's

statement, ns the place is not more than 400 miles to

the south-west of Conjeveram. To the north-east of

the capital there was a town named Charilra-puro,
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or "Departure-town," which was the port of embar-

kation for Ceylon. If Madura was the capital, the

"port-<iiy” was probably Negapatam; but, il Kaulam

was the capital, the "port-city" must have been

Kamnad
(
Ramandlhapura ). From this port. Ceylon

was distant 3000 li, or '•GO miles, to the south-east.

According to the writer of the ’Life of Hwen
rhsnng," Malnyukutn was not visited by the pilgrim,

but described by hearsay, anil the distance of 3000 li

is said to be from the frontiers of Dravida. But this

would only increase the difficulty by placing the capi-

tal of Malay nkuta still further to the south. In a

note to this passage.+ M. |ulien quotes the Si-yu-ki

as fixing the distance at 300 li. instead of 3000 li, ns

given in his translation of the Memoirs of Hwen
Thsnng. If this number is not a misprint, these dif-

ferent readings may show that there is some uncer-

tainty as to the distance, as well as to the point of

departure. I am inclined, therefore, to think that the

original distances given in the memoirs and life of the

pilgrim may perhaps have been 300 li, or 50 miles,

from the frontiers of Dravida in the latter, and 1 300

It, or 2 1 7 miles, from the capital of Dravida in the

former. In either case, the capital of Malayakuta

would lx- fixed at Madura, which has always been one

of the principal cities of Southern India.

• Julicn, i 193: "II entrndit dire qu’a trois mille li

dea frontiercs de CO pays |Dravida| il y avail un royauine

appele Mo.lo.l/iu.cha,"

t ‘Hiouen ITisang,’ i. 193 : and iii. 121.
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According lo Abu Rihan. and his copyist.

Rnshid-ud-din, Malya and Kiilal (or Kuntil
i;) were Iwo

distinct provinces, the latter being to the south of the

former, and the Inst, or most southerly district of

India. It seems probable therefore, that Malyahula

is a compound name, formed by joining the names of

two contiguous districts. Thus. Malya would answer

to the district of Pandya, with its capital of Madura,

and Kufa, or Kulal, to Travancore. with its capital of

Ke^hin, the Kottiara of Ptolemy.

Hwen Huang'a omission of any mention of

('hola may be explained by the fact that at the time

of his visit the Chola-desa formed part of the great

kingdom of the Cheras. Chola is. however, duly

noticed by Ptolemy, whose Otlhura regia Somali

must be Uriur the capital of Soranalha, nr the king

of the Soringic. that is the Sores. I 'floras or Cholas.

Uriur is n few miles to the south-south-east of Trichi-

nopoli. The Soringa^ are moat probably the Syiieni

of Pliny with their three hundred cities, as they

occupied the coast between the Pander and the

Deiatiger or Dravidians.

According to M. Julien* Malyalfula was also

called Chi-n\o-lo, which I read as Jhi-mu-ia. because

the initial syllable is the same as the second syllable

of Chi’chi-lo, or lajholi. Jhimura is perhaps only a

variant form of the Lirnurike of Strabo. Ptolemy, and

Arrian, and of the Damincc of the Pentingerian

Tables. It would also appear to be the same name as

* Hiouen 1 hsang. iii. 121.
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Pliny’s Charmce, a people who occupied the western

coast immediately above the Panda*.

In the Chino-Japanese map of India the alter-

native name of Malyal^uta is Hai-an-men, which

suggests a connection with Ptolemy's Aioi.

8 KCXsKAXA

From Malayakuta the pilgrim returned to

DraOida (Conjevernm), and then proceeded to the

north-west for 2000 /r. or 333 miles, to Kong-fyen-nQ-

pu-la, or Kon^anapura * Both the hearing and dis-

tance point to Annagundi on the northern bank of

the Tungobhadra river, which was the ancient capital

of the country before the Muhammadan invasion.

M. Vivien dc Saint- Martin has suggested the old

town of BanaWasi , which is mentioned by Ptolemy as

Banauasci. But the distance is rather too great, and

the subsequent bearing to the capital of Maharashtra

would be almost due north instead of north-west as

Stated by the pilgrim. Annagundi is a remarkable

old site, and was the capital of a VadaOa dynasty of

princes before the foundation of the modem city of

Vijat/anagar on the southern bank of the river,

f

According to Hamilton, the name of Konkana

amongst the natives includes "much country lying to

the east of the western ghats." This extension

agrees with Abu Rihan’s description of Dcnako

the "plains of the Kansan/ which can only apply to

* Julicn** Hioucn Thjuing/ iii. 146. See Map No. I.

t Wilki* 'Mysore/ i. 14 ; note, quoting from the

Mackenzie MSS.
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the table-land above the ghats. Such also may have

been its application in the time of Hwen Hisang. as

he describes the kingdom as being 5000 li, or 833

miles, in circuit, which, if limited to the narrow strip

of land between the ghats and the sea. would include

the whole line of coast from Bombay to Mangalur.

But in the seventh century the northern half of this

tract belonged to the powerful Chalal^ya kingdom

of Maharashtra; and consequently, if the pilgrim's

estimate of ils si/e is correct, the kingdom of Konkana

must have extended inland far beyond the line of the

western ghats. Its actual limits are not mentioned,

but as it was bounded by DfSvida on the south, by

Dhanakakata on the cast, by Maharashtra on the

north, and by the sea on the west, it may be described

as extending along the coast from Vingorla to Kunda-

pur. near BednOr, and inland from the neighbour-

hood of Kulbarga to the ancient fortress of Madgiri,

which would give a circuit of about 800 miles. I his

was the ancient kingdom of the Kadambas. which

for a time rivalled that of the Chdlukyas of Maha-

rashtra. Hamilton states that the name of the

country is pronounced Kohan by the natives, which

suggests its identification with the people called

I'ocondtv by Pliny, who occupied a middle position

in the route from the south of India towards the

mouth of the Indus.

<* MAHARASHTRA

From Konknna the pilgrim proceeded to the

north-west for 2400 to 2500 li, or upwards of 400
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mile*, lo \1o-ho-la-cha. or Maharashtra. Hie
capital was 30 h, or 5 miles, in circuit, and on the

west aide touched a large river.’'' From this dcs-

cription alone I should be inclined to adopt Paithan,

or Pratishthana, on the Godavari as the capital ol

Maharashtra in the seventh century. It is mentioned

by Ptolemy as Baitharm
. and by the author of the

Periplus as Plithana. which should no doubt be

corrected to Pailhana. But the subsequent distance

of 1000 /i. or 167 miles, westward or north- west-

wardf to BhSroch is much too small, a3 the actual

distance between Paithan and Bharoch is not less

than 230 miles. M. Vivien de Saint-Martin thinks

that Devapiri accords better with the position in-

dicated; but Devapiri is not situated on any river,

and its distance from Bharoch is about 200 miles.
I

think it more probable that Kalvani is the place in-

tended. jis wc know that it was the ancient capital of

the Chalu^ya dynasty. Its position also agrees better

with both of Hwcn Thsang's distances, as it is about

400 miles to the north-west of Ar.nagundi, and 180

or 1 90 miles to the south of Bharoch. To the west of

the city also flows the Kailas river, which at this point

is a large stream. Kaltjan or Kalyani is mentioned

by Kosmas Indikoplcustes in the sixth century ns the

* Julien’s ‘Hioucn ThsanR.* iii. 149. See Map No. I.

t M. Julien’* Hiouen Thsanc/ iii. 401. In the life

of the pilRrim. i. 203, the direction is said to he north-

east. but as this would place the capital of Maharashtra

in the midst of the Indian Ocean, the correction to north-

west is absolutely necessary.
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seal of a Christian bishopric, under the name of

Kolliana. and by the author of the Periplus in the

second century as Kallicna, which had been a famous

emporium in the time of Saiaganos the elder.* The

name of Kaliyana also occurs several times in the

Kanban cave inscriptions, which date from the first

and second centuries of the Christian era.

The circuit of the province is said to be 6000

li. or IOOO miles, which agrees with the dimensions

of the tract remaining unassigned between Malwa on

the north. Kottla and Andhra on the east. Konkana

on the south, and the sea on the west. The limit-

ing points of this tract are Daman and Vingorla on

the sea-coa9t, and Idnlabad and Haidarab.id inland,

which give a circuit of rather more than 1000 miles.

On the eastern frontier of the kingdom there was

a great mountain with ridges rising one over another,

and scarped crests. In former days the Arhat

Achara had built a monastery, with rooms excavated

in the rock, and a front of two storeys in height facing

a “sombre" valley. The Vihar attached to it was

100 feet in height ; and in the midst of the monastery

there was a stone statue of Buddha about 70 feet

high, which was surmounted by seven stone caps sus-

pended in the air without any apparent support. ITie

walls of the Vihar were divided all round into panels

in which were sculptured with minute detail all the

great events of Buddha's life. Outside the north and

•Hudson. Geogr. Vet. i. 30: *«AAuvn iroAfe. yM rdU

Eapaya iqi* tov Xpo\>>ta »
(
iiriyuo» .Vtfcoj.ov
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south gates of the monastery there were stone ele-

phants. both on the right-hand and on the left, which

according to the belief of the people occasionally

roared so loudly ns to make the earlh quake. The

description of ihe hill is too vague to lie of much use

in identifying its position; but if the easterly bearing

is correct, the hill of A jayanti is most probably the

place intended, ns its bluff ridges ap|>ear to answer

better to the pilgrim's account than the smoother

slopes of Elura. But with the exception of the stone

elephants, the account is too vague to enable us to

identify the place with any certainty. There are two

stone elephants outside the Kailas excavation at

Elura. but that is a Brahmanicnl temple, and not a

Buddhist vihar. There is also an elephant close to

the Indrasabha at Elura. but the animal is inside the

courtyard, instead of outside the gate as described

by the pilgrim. Scenes from Buddha's life formed

the common subjects of Buddhist sculpture, and

would therefore offer no special assistance towards

the identification of the monastery. But though the

pilgrim's account is vague, it is so minute as to the

positions of the elephants and the arrangement of the

sculptures that I am inclined to think he must have

seen the place himself. In this case I would read

'‘western” frontier of the kingdom, and identify his

cave monastery with the well-known excavations of

Kanhari in the island of Salsette. Indeed, if I am
correct in the identification of Kalyani as the capital

of Maharashtra in the seventh century, it is almost

certain that the pilgrim must have visited the Buddhist
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establishments at Kdnhari , which arc not more than

23 miles distant from Kalyani. Hie numerous in-

scriptions at Kanhari show that some of its excava-

tions must date as early as the first century before

Christ, and the bulk of them during the first and

second centuries after Chirist. One of the inscrip-

tions is dated in the year 30 of the Sal^dtliUjakdl, or

A.D. 108. No remains of stone elephants have yet

been found at Kdnhari, but as the- structural facades

in front of the excavated oihdrs have all fallen down,

some elephant torsos may yet be discovered amongst

the ruins along the foot of the scarped rock. Mr.

E. West has already disinterred the remains of a stone

stupa with all its sculptured friezes from amongst

these ruins, and further research will no doubt bring

to light many other interesting remains.

CEYLON.

rhe famous island of Ceylon is not reckoned

amongst the kingdoms of India, and it was not visited

by the pilgrim on account of political disturbances.

But as he gives a description of it from the account

of the monks whom he met at Kdnchipura
,
and as it

is closely connected with India both religiously and

politically, my work would not be complete without

some notice of this interesting island.

In the seventh century of our era Ceylon was

known by the name of Seng-kio-lo, or Sinhala, which

was said to be derived from the lion-descended

Sinhala, whose son Vijaya is fabled to have

conquered the island on the very day of Buddha's
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death, in B.C. 543. Its original name was Pao-chu
9

or "Isle of Gems.** in Sanskrit Raina-dwipo, Its

existence was first made known to the European

world by the expedition of Alexander, under the

name of Taprobanc. Hie popular Pali form is

Tamba-panni, or "red-handed," in allusion to the

"red palms" of the hands of Vijaya’s flick com-

panions. who, on landing from their vessel, touched

the red ground with their hands. The true form,

however, would appear to be Tamba-panni* or

"red-leaved," from the Sanskrit Famra-pami.

Lassen also gives Tambra-pani, or the "great pond,"

or "pond covered with the red lotus." as a probable

derivation. In later times it was knowm to the

western world as Simundu
,
or Palai-Simundu , which

Lassen thinks may have been derived from Pali-

Simanta . or "head of the holy law.' As Pliny

applies the latter name to the city containing the royal

palace, it has been supposed to be only another

appellation for the capital Anarajapura. or Anura-

grammon , of Ptolemy. No explanation is offered of

Andrasimundu
,
which Ptolemy gives as the name of

a promontory on the western coast of Ceylon, oppo*

site Anarajapura. From its position it may be only

another name for Palahimundu .

Ptolemy calls the island Saline, which, as lessen

suggests, would appear to be only a sailor’s corrupt

form of Sinhalaha , or Sihalal^a, shortened to Silage.

Ammianus calls it Scrcndicus> which is the same as

* Tumour’s ‘Mahawanao.’ p. 50.
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the Sielodiba of Kosmas, bolh being derived from

Sihala»dipa
9

which is the Pfili form of Sinhala-

dwipa ,
or “Sinhala's island.'* Abu Rihan gives the

form of Singal-dib . or Sirindib
.
which is the Scrcndib

of European sailors. From the same source came

the Arabic Zi/an . and our own Ceylon. Amongst

the Hindus the most familiar name is Langka-divipa,

which is also mentioned in the 'Mahawanso* under

the Pali form of Lanl(a*dipa*

According to Hwen Thsang, the circuit of the

island was 7000 /i, or 1 167 miles,f which is nearly

double the truth,— its actual size, according to Sir

Emerson lennent. being 271 Y2 miles in length from

north to south, and I 37^ miles from east to west, or

about 650 miles in circuit. Its dimensions are so

uniformly exaggerated by the classical authors that

I cannot help suspecting some misconception as to

the value of a local measure. Kosmas. on the

authority of Sopater, who had actually visited the

island, gives its size as 300 gaudia, -/«•&&>, in length,

and the same in breadth. Ill is name Sir Emerson

Tcnncnt identifies with that of a local measure,

named gaou.% which he estimates at about 3 miles.

* rumour’s 'Mahawanso/ pp. 2. 3, 49.

Julien’s ’Hiouen Thsang.* iii 125. See Map No. I

t ‘Ceylon/ i. 567. He indcntific* the yaMa with the

iioou now in use. which is "the distance that a man can
walk in an hour.’’ But how about the word hour, which

ha* a strong European tmack about it) Was not the

original tfaou the distance that a man could walk in I

ghori, or 24 minutes, the well-known Indian division ol
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thus making the island 900 miles long, and as many

broad. But the gaiidia may just ns likely be the well-

known gao-kp» of India. This was the distance at

which the lowing of a cow could be heard, that is

1000 dhamis, or bows, equal to <>000 feet, or 1.136

of a mile. 'Hie 300 gandia would thus be equal to

340 miles, which is only 70 miles in excess of the

real length of the island. Pliny makes the length

10.000 stadia, or 1149 English miles. Ptolemy

assigns nearly 15 degrees of latitude, or alx»ut 1000

miles, which is slightly reduced by Marcianus

to 9500 stadia, or 1091 / English miles. Now the

earlier Chinese pilgrim. Fa-Hian. who visited Ceylon

in A.D. 412, or al*>ut one century before Sopater,

states the size of the island at 50 yojanas in length by

30 in breadth,* or about 350 miles by 2 1 0 miles. If.

as we may fairly suppose, both travellers derived

their dimensions from the statements of the people of

the country, the 300 gaiu/ia of Sopater may be

taken as the equivalent of 50 yojanas, which gives

6 gaudia to the yojana . and makes the native measure

rather more than one Knglish mile, or exactly equal

to the gao-l(os of India.

lime ) If so. the length of the gaou, at 3 miles to the

hour, would be 12 miles, which agrees very closely with

the actual length ol the gao-kos. as noted above. The

gaou a valued by Wilson at 4 kos ; aide Hi* Glossary in

l>OCC.

* Beal’s 'Fah-I lian.’ c. xxxvii. p. 146 But he makes

the leneih from east to west, instead of from north to

south.
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In his interesting and valuable work on Ceylon.

Sir Emerson I ennent has suggested that the port of

Galle may be the Tarshiah * of the Bible, "which lay

in the track between the Arabian Gulf and Ophir,"

and that Ophir itself is Malacca, or the Aurea Cher-

sonesus. because “Ophir, in the language of the

Malays, is the generic name for any gold mine.”

But this view seems to me to be quite untenable, as

the names of all the articles brought back by

Solomon’s fleet are pure Sanskrit. Sir Emerson

states that they are "identical with the Tamil names

by which some of them are called in Ceylon to the

present day." These names are aen-habim, or

"teeth of elephants," Ifpphim. or "apes." and

tu/pim, or "parrot9.” But these are the pure

Sanskrit words ibha, i(ap i. and sul^a, with the mere

addition of the Hebrew plural termination. It is true

that these Sanskrit names have been naturalized in

the south of India, but they have not displaced the

original Tamil appellations, which still remain the

terms in common use, namely, ydrre for elephant,

kuranga for monkey, and mayil for peacock, or fei/ip-

pillai for parrot. Now, if the fleet of Solomon

obtained these Sanskrit names in Ceylon, then we
must admit that the Aryan race had pushed their

conquests to the extreme south of India some

centuries before the time of Solomon, that is about

1 200 or I 500 B.C. But at this very time, as we learn

from their own records, the Aryas had not yet

• Ceylon.’ ii. 101.

41
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crossed the Narbada, nor even penetrated lo the

month of the Ganges. It docs not therefore seem

possible that any of their names could have been

obtained either in Ceylon or in the south of India so

early as the lime of Solomon. Even according to

their own annals." the Ceylonese were barbarians

until the landing of Vijaya, in B.C. 543; and there

is no satisfactory evidence of any Aryan connection

or intercourse before the lime of Mahendra. the son

of Asoka, in B.C. 242.

The writer of the article Ophir in Smith's

‘Dictionary of the Bible’ argues in favour of Arabia,

by assuming that ‘‘ivory, apes, and peacocks” were

not imported from Ophir, but from Tarshish. and

that gold and algum trees only were imported from

Ophir. By this assumption he gets rid of the Indian

names for the elephant, monkey, and parrot
;
but

there still remains the name of algum wood, which

Professor Lassen derives from the Sanskrit Calgu, or

sandal-wood. He admits that Arabia docs not now

produce gold, but thinks that it may once have done

so. or if not. that it at least possessed gold by im-

portation. its the Queen of Sheba presented much

gold to Solomon.

‘Riis subject has already been discussed in my

account of Vadari. or Edcr, in Western India ;
but

I may here again state my opinion that the Ophir

of the Bible, which is rendered and Eoy+lp

• ‘Fo-kwe-ki.* «. xxxviii. Mahnwanao.' p 48.

‘Hiouen THumg.' iii. 132.
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by Josephus and the Scptuagint,* is most probably

the Sauoira of Hindu geography, or south-western

Rajputana. which amongst the people of the west

would have been pronounced Hobir, just as Sindhu

l>eeamc Indus, and as sapla became haft and Inra.

According to Pliny the country to the north of the

Gulf of Khambay formerly produced both gold and

silver, which it does even at the present day.

Specimens of gold from the Aravali mountains may

be seen in the India Museum, and the same range

is the only part of India in which silver is found in

any quantity. Western India also was colonized

by the Aryan race at least two thousand years before

Christ, and the Aryan language had become the

common speech of the country long before the time

of Solomon. I would therefore identify the Ophir

or Sophir of Scripture with the Indian SauOira of the

Hindus, where the captains of Solomon's fleet could

have obtained the fine pure gold for which Ophir

was famed, and where they would have obtained

ivory, apes, and peacocks (or parrots) called by the

very names which they have preserved to us in the

Bible.

* Josephus,

Chron. viii. Ifi.

Antiq.. i. 6. 4. I Kings x. II i and L

Sofir it the Coptic name ol India.
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Approximate Chronology of Hwen
Travels.

*.d.

629, Aug I Left Liang-cheu, in 8«h month
ol 3rd yenr of Ching-l(u>ang,
on horseback

Dec. I /Itrni, about 1200 mileg,

|
cli

in-

2 months' detention

Dec. 28

630. Jan. 10

Feb. 10

Mar. 5

.. 20
Apr. 20

30

mi, a

uding
on the way . ,

ttulubc. about 500 mile*.

/s*d?u/. about 250 mile*.

Talas
.
about 600 mile*.

SAMAMkANft. about 500 miles.

Khulm (llu oh halt lor I month
Balkh.
Bam lOTi. Snowuonn on road
to Kapisa ... ...

May 10 Kapisa Hall till end o(

Aug

Nov.
Dec.

631. Jan.

Mar.

Apr.

May
June
July

Aug.
633. Oct

summer ...
15 I.amghan Halt 3 days - .

20
1
Naganhdra. Halt 2 months ( »
to visit holy places.

Gandhdra. Visits holy spot*.

I Utai(hani!a.

I Udijtinu. Visits holy places.
I Source of Subhavasiu river :

front and ice.

1 Returns to Uta/^handa.
10 TaXIU. Halt I month ( )) to

visit holy places.

25
j

Sinha^uru.
15 Returns to Toxila
10 Urata .

10 KaSMMIP Halt 2 entire years.
1 Leaves Kashmir

10 Punach.
20 Rajaori

Thsang's

References.
Julien'a

'Hioucn
Huang.*
Vol. i. 14.

Vol. i. 15. 39

Vo!, i. 62.

Vol. i
71

Vol. i 75.

Vol i. 75.

Vol. i %
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AD.

633. Nov. 10

.. 15

.. 23

634.

635.

Ian. I

Mar. 13

Aug. I

Sep. 10

.. 25

Oct. 5

.. 25

Nov I

636. Mar. 15

Aug. I

"
10

.. 15

20
25

Hiouen
Huang.

Sep.
Dec.

:: S
Dec. 28

637. Jan. I

.. 3

.. 12

.. 20

.. 25

.. 30

Feb. 5

.. 15

.. 20

Tacka or Taka.
Sd^ala or 5<inga/a.

Large lown (3 Ku«4wm or Kn
sur). Halt I month , . .

China/Mltl. Halt 14 months. .

i
ilandhara. Halt 4 months .

'u/uta.

Saladru.

Pcriyatia, or BairAt.

Mathura.
Thanesar or Sthdnciwara.

Skuchna. Halt 4Yi months,

lor whole winter and half

Vol.

Vol.

Vol.

i. 101.

i. 101.

i. 102.

Vol. i. 106.

i. 109.

spring

MaDAU'aR. Halt 4Yi months.

(or hall spring and whole
summer. Vol

Buihmapara.
Returns to MadSwar.
Gooitana.
Ahichhatra.
Pilotana.
Sankita

.

KANOJ. Hah 3 months . . .
I
Vol. i. 113.

A unto.

Hayamukha'.
Praydga.

Kauidmbi.
Kmapara.
I'aiidkha. or Sdfceto, or

Ajudhya.
Sravasti.

Kapilaoaitu.
Ramagrama.
Kusinagara.
Large Brahmanical town

( > KhukhunJo).

Ranaras. or Varanasi.
Garjapatipura.

Vaisali.

VAji.

i\cpila.
Returns to Vaiidli.

MaCaDHa. Capital. Pataliputra.
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Apr. I

May 10

June 20
July 20

Aug. 10

Sep. I

Oct. 10

.. 15

Nov. I

.. 16

.. 26

.
Jan. I

Feb. 20

Mar. 20
Apr. 5

May 15

June 20

July 30

Hiouen
Thsang/

Rajagrihe . NALAND*. Long Vol. i. 152.

•tay. Visits all the holy
places

;
returns to N&Ianda

for 15 months. Vol. i 164.

Study of language—say al-

together 22 months.

Hiranya- parvata

.

Champa.
i Kdn^jol.

Paundra Varddhena.
1 Kdmarupa
Samataia.
Tamralipti .

Kirana Suvarna.
Odra

,

or Orissa

Ctaniam.
Kalinga.

Kosala

Andhra.
Dhanakakota- Halt ’many
months/' say 6 .... .

Vol. i. 180.

Jonja.

Dracida. Capital Kdnehtpura.

or Conjevernm Vol. i. 190.

.
\fa/yaf(u(a.

,

Returns to Drdvida.
Kanfyanapura.
Slahardshlra.

fiharoch.

MaliOa.
Vadari. or Edcr.
Khcda, or Khaira.

I 'attabhi

A nandapura
Surashtra.

Curjara.
UjMN.
Jajhoti
Mahosivarapura.

Returns to Surashtra.
1 Udumbora, or Kachh.
1 I.an gala, or Riluchistan.
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A.D.

641. Aug. 13

.. 20
Sep. I

Oct. 10

.. 20

642. Apr. I

Aug. 5

Nov. I

Dec. 23

643. M«. I

May 25

July I

Sep. 20

Nov. 15

Dec 15

„ 25

644. Mar. 15

June 15

.. 20

.. 25

July I

Pilasila. or Patola.

Avanda. or Brabmanabad.
Sindh. Capital Alor. Hah 20
days.

Mlltan.
Polofalo (

f

Solofalnl. or Shor.

kot. Hall 2 months.

Returns to Magadha Halts 2

months, to resolve doubts

Reviata Kfimarupa. Halts one

month .
messengers sent to

different kingdoms. . . .

StMta for Kanyafaib/o. or

Kanoj, *’in beginning of

winter/' in company with

King Siladitya

Arrives in last month of the

year.

I

Religious assembly at Kano; ;

discussions for 18 days - .

Prayaga Grand religious

assembly held in 2nd month
of spring

Lasts for 73 days ...
Kausdmbi. 7 days' march . .

Pilasana. March I month.
halt 2 months

JaUXDHARA. Halt I month
Sinhapinn.
TaXILA. Halt 7 days

Fords the Indus on an elc-

plant ;
therefore in mid-

winter to

l/fafchanda. Halt I month
and 20 days . . . .

Reaches l.amghan with the

king in I month .

Folana, or Bami 13 days'

march
Opo^ien. or Afghan.
Ttaoi/iulo. or (ihazni.

U'ddhaithana. or Ortoipona,

or Kabul.

'Hiouen
Thsang."

Vol. i 211.

Vol. i. 236.

Vol. i 242

Do.

Vol. i. 246

Vol. ii. 257.

Vol. i. 252.

Vol. i. 260

Vol. i. 261

Do.

Vol. i. 264.

Do.

Vol i. 265.

Do
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A.D. ’Hioucn
Thsang.*

644. July 5 KaPjS*. Halt. Religious as-

sembly 7 days ' Vol. i. 266.

M 20 A ndarab. Cross snowy moun-
tains, and frozen streams.

Aug. I Tukhara. Halt I month.
Sep. I Munkon.

3 Hlmatala.

,, 8 Hadak*han
10 Kiepoldan

,. 12 Kuilangnu.
25 Pamer.

,, 26 Kopanto. Halt 20 days

Oct. 10 Great rock.

.. 12 U*h

.. 15 Ktshrfr.

.. 22 Yarkand .

Nov. 2 Kotan . Halt 7 day*.

13 Khima Sandy desert.

.. 16 Nijanjg. Great desert

.. 21 Tukhdra.
Nov. 29 CTirmofana.
Dec. 13 Nafopo.

Jan. I Frontier of China, after some
detours.

Apr. I F.nters the capital of Western
China, in spring of 645 (first

moon of spring, nineteenth

year of Gung-lcwan^) J Vol- i 29.

The above chronology gives the approximate

dates as nearly as 1 can determine them, partly from

the facts stated, and partly from my own lengthened

experience of travelling in India. Hie estimated

dates are well supported by facts noted in the

histories of Ceylon, Sindh, and Kashmir: but 1 may

here repeat, that on Hwen Thing's arrival at

Kanchi. in February. 640. he heard of the assassina-

tion of the King of * cylon. This must have been
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Raja Buna Mugalan. who was pul to death in A.D.

639.

Another proof of the general accuracy of my

estimate of the pilgrim’s rale of travelling is afforded

by his statement made to the Great Abbot of the

Nalanda Monastery that his travels had occupied

three years.* This period must refer to the actual

time spent in travelling. a9 his recorded halts at

various places for the purpose of study, before he

reached Nalanda, amount to four years and seven

months. These halts, as stated in his life, arc as

follows

Y.

At Kapisa. one whole summer

.. Kashmir, two entire years ...

a large town (Kasur >)

„ Chinapati

Jalandhar

.. Scughna, whole winter and half spring

„ MadSWar. half spring and whole summer

0

2

0

I

0

0

0

Momhi

3

0

1

2

4

AY,

AY,

Years 4

Adding to these recorded halts the three years said

to have been spent in travelling, the whole period

elapsed, between the pilgrim's departure from Liang-

chcu in August. 629. and the date of his conversa-

tion with the Great Abbot, is seven years and seven

months, which fixes his arrival at Nalanda in

February. 637 A.D., the date according to my

estimate being 1st March, 637.

Julien's ’Hiouen Thsane.’ i. 147.
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The chronology here detailed follows the route

indicated in the Life of Hwen TKsang, which differs

from that given in ihe Memoirs after the departure

of the pilgrim from Maheswarapura in April. A.D.

Ml. According to the Memoirs, the route was as
follows :

—

A.D.

Ml. Apr. 5. Maheuvaraputa.

June I. Sindh.

July 10. MtflTAN,

.. 20. Polofata or Shorlfol. Hall 2 month'.

Oct. 20. Udunibora.

Nov. 30. I.angalo

Dec. 13. Pilatda, or Patala.

,, 20, .4l'anda. or Bahmana.

642. Feb. 10. Falana, or Barm.

Mar. I, Ttaoirhito. or Ghazni.

By this route the pilgrim would have reached

Tsao^iuto just two years and two months earlier than

by the other route, and as the date of his return to

China is fixed with certainty, this long period of up-

wards of two years is wholly unaccounted for in the

record of the pilgrim's travels. It seems almost

certain, therefore, that it must have been spent in

revisiting Magadha, as stated in the ‘Life.*

In the ‘Life* it is recorded that at the end of his

second visit to Magadha. after two years’ study, the

pilgrim had a dream, in which the Bodhisatwa

Manju Sri appeared to him. and foretold the death of

King Siladitya in ten years.* The king's death is

then noted to have taken place at the end of the

• Julicn’s Hioucn Th**ng,’ i. 215.
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(icriod Yong-hoei, or in A.D. 650. According to

this date, the pilgrim's two years’ residence in

Magadha must have been from A.D. 638 to 640.

But I find it quite impossible to reconcile this date

with the detailed statements of his travels. If. how-

ever. we might refer the dream to the end of his

finl visit to Magadha, in November A.D. 638, which

would seem to have also extended to about two

years, then the date of Siladitya’s death would be

fixed to A.D. 648. which is the very year assigned for

it in the Chinese account of India by Ma-twan-lin.*

In the 22nd of the years Ching-kwon (a.D. 668), the

Emperor of China sent an ambassador to Magadha.

but before his arrival Siladitya was dead. The in-

formation obtained by this ambassador is. I think,

more trustworthy than the account of Hoel-li. the

biographer of Hwcn Thsang. as the former had no

object to serve in making an erroneous statement,

while the latter was obliged to support the prophetic

announcement of Hwen Fhsang's dream. 1 am.

therefore. inclined to adopt A.D. 648 as the true date

of Siladitya’s death, and to refer the period of the

pilgrim's dream to the close of his first visit to

Magadha in A.D. 638.

According to this view, the greater part of hi*

two years’ study at Nalanda must be referred to his

first visit in A.D. 637—638. to which I have assigned

a period of twenty-two months, which, added to his

* Joum. Aniat. Soc. Bengal. 1837. p. 69; anonymous

English translation. See also Joum. Asintique. 1839. 398 ;

French translation by M. Pauthier.
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subsequent two months' study for the resolution of

doubts* at his second visit, makes up the total period

of two years* study at Nalanda. The longer period

of five years* study of all the works of both Buddhists

and Brahmans, which is mentioned in another

place,! I understand to refer to the whole duration

of his three principal halts, namely, at Kashmir for

two years, at Chinapati for fourteen months, and at

Nalanda for two years, which, taken in round

numbers, amount to Just five years.

• Julicn’* ’Hiouen Thsang,* i. 211.

t Ibid. i. 171.
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Measures of Distance.

Yojana
.
Li, Krosa .

TllF. measures ol distance noted by the Chinese

pilgrims arc the Indian yojano and the Chinese li.

rhe first is generally used by the elder traveller,

Fa-Hian, and the other by the later travellers, Sung-

Yun and 1 1wen Thanng. The krosa or kos, which

is the common Indian measure ol length at the

present day. is not used by any of them. Hwen
Thsang mentions that the yojana , according to tradi-

tion, was equivalent to 40 Chinese li
t
but that the

measure then in use was equal to only 30 li* From

a comparison of the different pilgrims* recorded dis

lances between well-known places, it appears that

Hwen Thsang adopted the traditional measure of the

yojana as equal to 40 li. I give four distances as an

example:—
Fa-Hun Ilw. Thwng

1. Sravasti to Kapila 13 yojanat or 500 li.

II kapiln to Kuginagar* 12 465 ..

III. Nalanda to Giryek 1 58 ..

IV. Vuieali to the- Ganges ... 4 135 ..

Total 30 yojana* = 1178 li.

Or 1 .. =39'/, ..

Hwen fhsang describes the yojana as equal to

* Julien’s 'Hiooen Thvmg/ ii 60.
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8 k’oia», or kos. of 500 dhanus, or “how lengths"

of 4 cubits each. The yofana would therefore be

only 24,000 feet, or a little more than 4’/: miles.

But in all the Hindu books the yojana is reckoned at

4 krosas, cither of 1000 or of 2000 dhanus or bow

lengths. The former value agrees with the length

of the yojana as stated by Hwcn Thsang. and the

latter is the double measure of about 9 miles, which

gives the common kos of 2*/^ mile* that is in use in

many parts of India at the present day.

The smaller kos of upwards of 6000 feet is

certainly an old Indian measure, as Strabo mentions,

on the authority of Megasthenes, that along the

royal road to Palibothra there were pillars set up at

every 10 stadia." or 6067 feet apart, to mark the

distance. Taking this valuation of the kos, the

yojana would be little more than 24,000 feet, or

A/l miles, while the actual Chinese li of 30 to the

yojana would be only 800 feet, and the traditional

li of 40 to the yojana not more than 600 feet. Iliere

would consequently be h/i of the former, and

8}^ of the latter to the British mile. But from a

comparison of the recorded distances of the Chinese

pilgrims with the actual measured road distances be-

tween well-ascertained places, it would appear that

there must be some mistake in the value of 30 li,

assigned to the Indian yo;'ana by Hwcn Thsang.

• Strabo, Ccopr. xv. i. 50. Ihi* itatement is con-

tinued by the 'Lalita Vislara,* in which the k.'°,a of

Mogadha is valued at 4000 cubit*. (Foucaux. p 142 )
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The following distances recorded by Fa-Hian

show that the value of the yojana in British road dis-

tance was about 6% miles, but as the old native

cart-tracks generally followed a zigzag route from

village to village, the actual length of the yojana

may be taken at 7^ or 8 miles.

Fa-Hian BlitUh nma.

I. Bheda to Mathura ... 60 yoianat. or 536 miles.

II. Mathura to Snnkiea ... 16 „ 1 15%

III. Sankisa to Kanoj ... 7 .. 30

IV'. Banaros to Patna ... 22 152 „

V. Patna to Champa ... 16 1 36^ ..

VI. Champa to Tnmluk ... 50 ,, 316 „

VII. N&hoda to Cityek I ..
‘3

1% yo/anas, or IWV* miles

ITiese distances make the yojana of Fa-Hian

equal to 6.71 miles of British road measurement.

A similar comparison of Hwcn Fhsang’a

measurements establishes the value of his /i at one-

sixth of a mile in road distance; but it is probable

that it was not less than one-fifth of a mile in actual

length, as the old zigzag cart-tracks were consider-

ably longer than the straight British roads.

H-. Ihwng. Brilah rn-J>

I Mad&war to Coviaana ... 400 II, or 66 miles

II. KosSmbi to Kuaaputa ... 700 ,. 114

III. Sravasti to Kapil* 5<X) .. 65 ..

IV. Kusinauarn to Baniira* 700 „ 120 ,.

V. Banarai to Ghazipur ... 300 ,. 46 ,.

VI. Gharipur to Vaisal! ... 380 ,, 103 ,.

3360 li. or 567 miles
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The overage of these distances gives 5.925. or

nearly 6 li to the mile, which is the value that 1

have used throughout this work for reducing the

numbers of Hwen ITrsang to road distance in British

miles.

These independent values of the yojana and
li mutually corroborate each other; for as Hwen
Thsang states that the yojana was traditionally said

to be equal to 40 li, the value of the yojana , according

to his recorded distances, was 40 divided by 5.925,

or 6.75 miles, which is practically the same result

as 6.71 miles, the value already deduced from Fa-

Hian’s distances between well-known places.

M. Vivien de Saint-Martin, quoting Lc Pere

Gnubil.* shows that the Chinese li, shortly after the

time of Hwen Thsang. was equal to 329 metres, or

1079.12 English feet. As this agrees very nearly

with the value of one-fifth of an English mile, or

1056 feet, which I have deduced for the li from

the recorded distances of Hwen Thsang, I think that

it must have been the actual li which the pilgrim used

in estimating the length of his marches in India.

Accepting it as the true value of the Chinese li of

the seventh century, the length of the yojana would
have been 43.164.8 feet, or nearly 8,5 miles.

• 'Histoire de I’Afttronomie Chinoise.* i. 77. quoted

in Julien's Tliouen Thsang.* in. 258. The value of the

li i* determined from the mean measurement of three

different decrees by the Chinese astronomer Y-hang.

between 713 and 756 A.D.. or just one century after the

date of Hwen Thing's travels.

42
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which agrees very closely with (he popular valua-

lioii at from 8 lo 9 miles.

The actual value of (he ' 'hinesc li in the seventh

century was, therefore. 1079.12 feet, or rather more

than one-fifth of an English mile; hut for the reasons

which I have assigned, and the proofs which I have

adduced, its value in British roe./ distance was not

more than one-sixth of an English mile.

The variations in the length of the Indian kos

must have puzzled the Chinese pilgrims. It is on

this account perhaps that Fa-Hian uses the greater

measure of the yojana, while I Iwen Thsang records

all distances in his native li. At the present day

the length of the kos varies in almost every district

;

but practically there are only three absolutely distinct

values of the kos now in use in Northern India.

| . The short kos, generally known as the

Pddshahi or Panjabi kos, which is in common use

in North-west India and the I’anjab. is about I /
mile in length.

2. The kos of the Gangctic provinces, which is

in use throughout the districts on both banks of the

Ganges, was about 2*4 miles in length, but for the

sake of convenience it is now generally considered as

equal to 2 British miles.

3. The Bundcla kos. which is in use throughout

Bundelkhand, and other Hindu provinces to the

south of the Jumna, is about 4 miles in length. H»c

same long kos is also in use in Mysore, in Southern

India.

I take the first of these kos to have been
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originally just one-hall of the second, so that the

two measures were parts of the same system. Tints

Wilson states the value ol the hrosa. or kos. as either

4000 or 8000 cubits. The smaller kos must have

been in use in Magadha in the time of Mcgasthenes.*

as he records that pillars were set up at every ten

stadia along the royal road to mark the distances.

Now 10 stadia are equal to 6066.72 feet, or just

4000 haslas, or cubits, which, according to the

'Lalita Vistara,' was the actual value of the Ifrosa

of Magadha. The longer measure of 8000 hastai,

or cubits, is given by Bhaskara in the ’Lilavati.'

and by other native authorities.

To determine the exact value of these measures

we must have recourse to the unit from which they

%vcrc raised. This is the angtila, or "finger/ which

in India is somewhat under three-quarters of an inch.

By my measurement of 42 copper coins of Sikandar

Ludi, which we know to have been adjusted to

fingers' breadths, the angula is .72976 of an inch.

Mr. Thomas makes it slightly less, or .72289. fhe

mean of our measurements is .72632 of an inch,

which may he adopted as the real value of the Indian

finger, or angu/a. as 1 found the actual measure of

many native fingers to be invariably under three-

quarters of an inch. According to this value the

fiesta, or cubit, of 24 angulas would be equal to

17.43169 inches, and the dhanu, or "bow," of %
Ongulas would be 5.81 feet. But as 100 dhanus

* Strabo, Ceogr., xv I. 50.
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make one naluia, and 1 00 nalufas make one /frosa or

kos, it seems probable that the dhanu must have

contained 100 angulas to preserve the centenary

scale.* According to this view the hasta, or cubit,

would have contained 25 fingers instead of 24. and

its value would have been 18.158 inches, which is

still below the value of many of the existing hastas,

or cubits of the Indian Bazars. Adopting this value

of the hasla. the higher measures would be:—
Feel.

4 haitas. or ICO angulai = 6 052 = I dhanu.

400 ,. 100 tlhanus a <05 2 I nalu'a.

4000 ,, 100 nalwas — 6052 =
I k'ow.

As this value of the krosa or kos is within 15

feet of that derived from the statement of Megas-

thenes. I think that it may be accepted as a very

near approximation to the actual value of the ancient

krosa of Magadha.

The larger kos of the Gangctic provinces, which

measured 8000 hastas, would be just double the

above, or 12104 feet, or rather more than 2/ miles.

In later times several of the Muhammadan

kings established other values of the kos. founded

on various multiples of different gaz, which they had

called after their own names. Our information on

this subject is chiefly derived from Abul Fazl, the

minister of Akbar.f According to him, Shir Khan

# The same confusion of the number* 96 and 100

exist* in the monetary scale, in which we have 2 h&ra-

ganis, or ’twelvers,* equal to I panchi , or ’twenty-fiver.*

t Ayin Akbari.* i. 171.
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fixed die l(roh

,

or kos. at 60 jaribs, each containing:

60 Sikandari gaz, of 4IJ/$ Sikandaris. which was

still in use about Delhi when Abul Eazl wrote. This

kos would be equal to 9042.66 feet, or rather lea3

than I W mile. Another kos was established by

Akbar. composed of 5000 llohi gaz, the value of

which is said to be equal to 41 Sikandaris. But this

is certainly a mistake, as the existing lliihi gaz mea-

sures vary from 32 to 33 inches, and arc therefore

equal to 44 or 45 Sikandaris. Sir Henry Elliot has

attempted to ascertain the value of this ko* from the

measurements of distance* between the existing kos

minors on the royal road “from Agra to Lahor of

Great Mogul." But as the people generally attri-

bute the erection of the present kos minors to Shah

Jahan, who had established another gaz of his own.

no dependence can be placed on his value of the

Akbari kos. Sir Henry has also given undue pro-

minence to this kos, as if it had superseded all

others. That this was not the case is quite certain,

as Akbar's own minister. Abul Fazl. uses the short

kos throughout his descriptions of the provinces of

his master's empire. Even Akobnr’s son. Jahangir,

has discarded the Akbari kos in his autobiography,

where he mentions that he ordered a Snrai to be built

at every 8 kos between Lahor and Agra.*

‘Memoirs of Jahangir.' p. 90. The (finance* bet-

ween ihr 5vir;u* vary from ^ to 13 miles
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Correction of Ptolemy's Eastern Longitudes.

Ptolemy's longitudes arc so manifestly in excess

of the truth that various methods of rectification have

been suggested by different geographers. That of

M. Gossellin was to take five-sevenths of Ptolemy's

measures, but his system was based upon the

assumption that Ptolemy had made an erroneous

estimate of the value of the degree both of the

equinoctial and Rhodian diaphragms, as detailed by

Eratosthenes. But for the geography of Asia.

Ptolemy seems to have depended altogether upon

the authority of Marinus, the Tyrian geographer,

and of Titianus or Maes, a Macedonian merchant.

M. Cossellin’s method was probably founded upon

the average of Ptolemy's errors, deduced from the

longitudinal excess of many well-known places. It

is in fact an empirical correction of Ptolemy s errors,

of the cause of which his theory’ offers nothing more

than a mere guess. The true sources of Ptolemy’s

errors of longitude have been pointed out so clearly

by Sir Henry Rawlinson that I cannot do better than

repeat his explanation of them.*

1st. Upon a line drawn from Hierapolis on

the Euphrates to the stone tower he converted road

distance into measurement upon the map at a

• 'On the Site of the Atropatenian Ecbatana.' p. 122.
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uniform reduction of I in 1
1 ^ instead of I in 8,

or perhaps, which would be more accurate upon

so long a line, of I in 7.

2nd. He computed an equatorial degree at

300 instead of 600 Olympic stadia, and thus upon

the line of the Itinerary, which he assumed to be

about the parallel of Rhodes, he allowed only 400

stadia to a degree, while the true measurement was

480.

3rd. In converting the schccni of the Itinerary

into Olympic stadia, he assumed their uniform

identity with the Persian parasang of 3% Roman
miles, whereas Sir Henry believes the sefurnus to

have been the natural measure of one hour employed

by all caravans, both in ancient and modern times,

to regulate their daily march, and to have averaged

as nearly as possible a distance of 3 British miles.

The different corrections to he applied to

Ptolemy's eastern longitudes on account of these

three errors have been calculated by Sir Henry

Rawlinson to amount to three-tenths, which is within

onc-scvcnticth part of the empirical correction used

by M. Gossellin.

To show the accuracy of the correction here

proposed. I need only refer to the difference of

longitude between Taxila and Palibothra. which has

been given at p. 10 of this work.



NOTES
Pp- 1-17 (1-15) Genera/ Description o/ India.

A. Its Shape :

(i) ns described by F.ratOSthcnC* (a rhomboid), (n) as
described in the Mah^bh&ratd (ah equilateral triangle),

Ud) »» described by Ptolemy and (»u) by Hwen TKsang or

^ iinn Chwang (a Half-moon).

B. Its Divisions 2

(r) ,\fi described in the Kurrna-CibhaXa of the Brihal

SamhitA on the authority of the Parasara-tantra which hn*

been quoted by IJipala in his commentary on the Brihot

5amfirtff. (Vizianagram Sanskrit Senes, Benares). 1*his

^at'a^fiaru/a (or nine divisions) of India has also

been stated in detail in the Sldr/^andcya Parana,

Chap. LVIII (jj) as described in Chinese records (the

five Indies. V
. W.. Central. E.. and S.l. lliis system

differs very little from that stated in the (ffl) Kavyn-

Mimnmsa (p. <>3)

.

** grn
i u»n i

es^wisr

TOI: i nyi *j?j**5i*

Thus the Chinese system was borrowed from the then

current Indian system with tins difference that the 'Middle

Country" of the Ruddbist Literature was substituted for

and that it included the western portion of the

Purvadcta or Eastern India

Note also that the Parana* mention, in their

(it») Bhtn'ana-ltosha section, the countries and nations of

India under the following head*:—(I) Madhyadcza

(Central I, (2) Udichya (NX (3) Prachya <E.). (4) Dofcsmnd-

putha IS.), |5I Apardnta (W.). Thus the Puranic system la

also the same as (id and (m). But the Puranas add (6) the
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VlndhyaCasinoh (those who dwell on the Vindhyas).

(7) the Pareal avrayinah (nations dwelling on the Himalayas)

and (8) the North-Westerners (mentioned in the

Mirkqndeya).

(u) A$ for the Nine Division*

—

Indra
.
Ka&crumat, etc

.

see Appendix I. dealing with the divisions of Creater

India

C. Physical Features.

A* for Mountains. Rivers, changes in their course,

read M*Crindle*s Ptolemy, pp. 75-104, Pargiter's

Alarkandojo Purina. LVII., 1132; J. A. S. B.
#

1886.

Part II. pp. 332-340 . 1892, Part I.

Pp. 1719 (15-171 Northern India .

The Skr. name is Utfardpaffia ; TOWH
{Northern India is on the other side of Priihtidaka or

Pehoa. about 14 miles W. of Thaneawar) |K&vya

MSmamsI, p. 93). Bana Bhatta also has used the word

in this nanower sense (Harsha Charita).
|
Ihr word

means, in its later and wider sense, the whole of

A ryaoarta
\

.

Historical Sketch.— It was the first settlement of the

Vedic Aryans. (Mr. Psrgilcr has controverted this view

in his Ancient Indian Historical Traditions, London, 1922. |

The Rigvcda mentions Candhara . the Sutda/u (Swat),

h'u6h<j (Creek Kophcn, mod. Kabul river). Gomati

(Comal) and Krumu (Kurrum)—the western tributaries of

the Sindhu (Sindhus in nominative singular, Hindus in

Iranian, */&<>* in Greek which had no H) During the

epic age it was stigmatized as impure. Its N. W. was

included within the Persian Empire (500-331 B. C.).

Alexander the Great conquered the greater portion of it

from various princelings. Chandragupta Maurya re-

conquered it from the Greeks The weak successors of
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Asoka could not retain it and so we hear of a senes of

foreign inroads—Greek
#
Parthian. Saka. Kushan and Hun.

The descendants of Kaniskn, the Great Buddhist

Emperor, ruled its N. W. portion for many centuries

(Alberuni). The last king of that family was deposed

and the throne Was usurped by his Brahman Minister,

who founded the Brahman Shahi family of Kabul and

Ohind. defeated and driven away by Mahmud of Ghazni.

Ancient Routes and Staten. Though our author has

discussed the geography of Alexander’s March and the

routes resorted to by F. 1 1. and V. CK. in the body of the

book, the following lists have been added to help students

to form a clear ide* of the subject.

(i) /exander’s Invasion.—The whole of North-

western Indin was parcelled out into innumerable

kingdoms and republics at the time of the Macedonian

invasion The more important among them arc :
—

1. The Aapasian Territory.—(A»pa8ioi= Skr. Asvakn

*1* through the Iranian form of A spa meaning horse).

Jt lay in the difficult hill country north of the Kabul river.

It* capital was on or near the river Euaspla (supposed to

be identical with the Kunar. a tributary of the Kabul).

2. The country of the Guraeans washed by the

R. Gurams Skr. Gauri. mod Panjkora).

3. The kingdom of >4 sm^enus—Asmaka

(Pftnani, IV. I. 173). It had its capital at Massaga

situated E. of the Guraeus a formidable fortress probably

situated not very far to the north of the Malakand Pass

but not yet precisely identified.

4. Peu^rlaotis (Pushkalnvati).

5. — It was a small hill-state with a republican

constitution. It was alleged to have been founded by

Greek colonists long before the invasion of Alexander.

Arrian says that the Nyaseens are not an Indian race, but

descended from the men who came into India with

Dionysus. Curiously enough a Yona or Greek state is
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mentioned along with Kamboja in the Slajjhima Nilffiua

(II 149} a* flourishing in the time of Gotama Buddha and

Assalayana.

According to Holdich (Gates of India, p. 1 22) the

lower spurs and valleys of Koh-i-Mor are where the

ancient city of Nysa once atood.

6. Taxilo (TakfihflsiU).

7 Abitarcs (AbhisAra. lower and middle hill*

between the jhelum and Chcnab).

8 /Irsa^ea (UrasS, ^*l. modern Hazara).

9. The kingdom of the Elder Poroa (between the

Jhelum and the Chenab).

10. The country of the Glauganicians (Aristobulus)

or GlaUftians (Ptolemy) to the west of the Chenab.

11. Gandaris (between the Chenab and the Ravi).

The name seems to be connected with GAndhara. the

easternmost part of which it once might have been. It

was ruled by the Younger Poios.

12. The AdraUtoi on the eastern side of the

Hydraotes or the Rftvi. The name stands for Skr.

A dri-slha w or mountain-dwellers. |Camb. H. I.,

p. 371 give* Adhrishtn*. wy* ). Their main stronghold

was Pimprama.

13. Kathaioi or Cathaean* (Probably Skr. Kantha

IPanini II. 4. 20| or Kratba [M» Bh. VIII. 85. 16.) ;

Camb. H. I., p. 371 takes the word to be identical with

Kshairiyas).

Some writer* locate their country in the tract between

the Hydaspes and the Accsine*. (Jhelum and Chenab)
:

some on the other side of the Accsinca and of the

Hydraotes (Ravi).

14 The kingdom of Sophu*c$ “lord of the fastness of

the Salt Range stretching from the Jhelum to the Indus/'

(V. Smith
;
but there is difficulty in accepting the identi-
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(icatton, for “our sources all agree in placing the

principality E. of the Jhelum"~CAmb. H. I., p. 372).

15. The kingdom of Phcgclis or Phcgcus [probably

Skr. ‘‘Bhagala,” a royal race of Kshatriya* mentioned in

Paninian Ganapatha) lying between the Hydraotes

(Ravi) and the Hyphasis (Bias).

16. The Siboi.

They were probably identical with the Siva ( fat)

people of tire Rigveda VII, 18. 7. The Jatakag (No. 527 ;

547) mention a Sivi country. A place called Sioapura is

mentioned by the scholiast on Panini as situated in the

northern country. It is. doubtless, identical with Sibipura

mentioned in a Shorkot inscription edited by Dr. Vogel

who takes the mound ot Shorkot to be the site of the

city of the Sibis (E. I., 1921, p. 16). The local tradition

algo connects Shorkot with Sit*a ; Sivapvra — Siaura = Shor.

|C. A. S. R., V. pp. 97-103]
. The Sum’# migrated

(probably 300 B. C.) to the territory round Nagri, a small

town near Chitor where have been discovered seven coins

with the legend Majhamik&va Sfotfanapodasa which thus

locates Sivi and Madhyamika |C.A.S.R., VI. pp. 1%.

202.) near Chitor.

17. The Agalassoi.

18. The Sudracac or Oxudrafoi dwelling on the

banks of the Hyphasis (Bias). The Skr. form of their

name is Kahudraka or Kshaudra^a |M. Bh. VII. 68.9.)

19. The Malloi |or Malaoa* who seem to have

migrated (3CO-200 B. C
) to the tract about Nagar or

Karkota Nagara about 30 miles N. of Bundi where have

been discovered more than 500 coins with the legend

Malavana—C. A. S. R.. VI. pp. 162-195) between the

lower Hydraotes (Ravi) arid the Acesines.

20. The Abastanoi on the lower Akerince. So
named by Arrian. Diodorus calls them Sambastai,

Curtius Sabarcse and Orosius Sabagrre. They seem to

be the Ambaghthas mentioned in the Vlahabharata
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(||. 52. 14 13). along with the Sivis fnfa i , Kshudrakas.

M&lnvas nivd other north-western tribes. The Barhaspatya

Arlhasastra (Ed. by Dr. Thomas, p. 21) mentions their

country with Kashmira. Huna and Sindhu. An Ambashtha

king is mentioned in the Aitareyn Brahmana (VIII. 21).

They migrated, in a later period, to the neighbour-

hood of Maikal hill "f »*ll —the source of the NarmadA

(KurmavibhSga of the Brihat Samhita and MArkandeya

Purana). Thence they have dispersed themselves to

Bengal where they can still be traced.

Dialogues of the Buddha (Part I. p. 109) state an

Ambastha to be a Brahmana. It seems that they were a

tribe of Brahmo-Kshatriyaa (i.e. Brahmins by descent but

warriors by profession), but some of them took to other

occupations, viz. those of farmers (JStaka, No. 363) and

physicians (Manu. X. 47).

21. The Xothroi (Kshatri) and the Oiaadioi (Va.viti

raft of the M. Bh. VII. 19. 1
1 ; 89. 37 ; VIII. 44 46).

22. Ihe SoJrai (Sogdoi) and the AfoManoi (occupy-

ing N. Sindh).

23. The Kingdom of Moueikanos.

24. The Principality of O*j/fc>no«. (Portikanos).

25. The principality of Sambos with Sindimana as

capital.

26. Patalene.

|22-26 are in W. India. But they have been

mentioned here to make the list a complete one.)

(Raychowdhuri's P.H.A.I., p 125 ff).

Fahian, Route.—Vdudna (Swat valley). Soo-ho-to

(Bunir-valley). GanJhara. To^shosiM. Purushapuro. Ha lo.

Bannu. Pe-lo (Bhida)
;

| Mathura).

Yuancbu'angs Route:—1. Ka-pi-shih. 2. Lan-po.

3. Na-ki-lo-ho. 4. Gandhara. (o) Pushkalavati. (t)

Puruthapura. (c) Udabhondapum 5. L'dyana,

6. Takshasila. 7. Sinhapura. 8. Urasa 9. Kashmir.
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10. Pamotsa, II, Rajapuri. 12. Takka Z* (capital-

Sakala uth ), 13. CJiinabhGkti, 14. Jalandhar*,

15. Kuluta, 16. Satadru |Paryatra. Mathura).

Albcruni** account of the route from Kanoj to Ghazni.

From Kanoj via Mirat (W. 10+ 10 + 10 10 farsakhs).

Panipat (10 far.), Mnndahukur, the capital of Lauhawur
(Lahore district), east of the R. Irawa (Ravi) (10+ 10 +
N.W 9 + 6 t8 far.), Waihand (Ohind) the capital of

Kandhar (Gandhar) (12+6+20 far.), Purahawar (Peshawar
14 far.) and Kabul (15+12 far.) to Ghazna (17 far.)

(Alberuni s India, chap. 18.)

I. KAO-FU OR AFGHANISTAN.

P 19 (/7).—Kao fu was in Y. Ch.’s time the border

land of the Barbarians—Indian in religion and culture but

not in race. It seems to have derived its name from

Kao-ju (the Kuhaka*, a northern nation mentioned in Mar.

LVII. 42). It was then divided into ten districts of which

K*pisi wrfcrftwns the chief. The king of K&pisl—a bene-

volent Buddhist Kshatriya—was the overlord of the 10

districts. 8 of which were directly under hia rule and two

(Kabul and Ghazni) had their separate Buddhist kings

—

that of Kabul being of Turkish descent. Buddhism was not

the only religion, there were numerous Digamharas (Jains).

Pasupata* ( sivnt> and Kapalikas
;
the NonBuddhists were

the most numerous in Gandhara. |Y. Ch.|.

P. 21 {IS). Kapiscre.—The Skr. name is noc Kapisa

which is being used since the days of Cunningham but

Kdpiai mentioned in Panini IV'. 2. 99 as famous

for its grape*wine. oifevwA ijct. referred to in Kautilya’s

Arthasastra, Book II. Chap. XXV, Y. Ch. s Ka p: *hh

(Watters. I. p. 122) also gives the same sound and is nearer

to the original than the classical forms of < apiso or

Kapisa.

P. 22 (/9l. Mount Aparotin.—Upniri-s < < of Av-M*
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|Skr. Uparisyena infc 'higher than eagles' (can

fly). Dr. Stein in a paper communicated to the 7th

Oriental Congress held at Vienna!

.

P. 23 {20). Opiun.—The name may he connected

with the Aupadho* (Pkr. Opaha). a northern nation. (Mar.

LVII. 40).

For other sites proposed for Alexandria under the

Caucasus, read V. Smith’© E. H. I., p. 49.

P. 23 (20), Bcgram : it means, in the local language,

the city.

P. 30. Si-pHo-fa la ssc

:

Watters (I. p. 126) trans-

cribe* it 88 Svclavatalaya and spells the last syllable (»e)

as mi.

Aruna: Y. Ch.*8 A-lu no
;

referred to by Albenmi

<11.. p. 14)).

Kiu-lu-sa-pang

:

Watters (Vol. II. p. 269) transcribes

it as Gulsafan.

MilinJa

:

printing mistake for Milinda identified with

Menander.

The name© Karisi. Knlasi and Ku-Ia-sa-pnng suggest

that the Rigvedic river Kultsi ' is to be located

here and I identify it with the united Panjshir and

Chorband.

P. 40 (33).—<Our author thinks that Y. Ch. interchanged

the names between the province and the capital ; that

I lu-phi-na = Kipin and Fo-fi-shi-ja*<ang*na - Portosthana.

Urddhasthana or Kabul. But Y. Ch. does not transcribe

initial K with //. Again, "the Chinese texts distinguish

Kipin from Kao-fti or Kabul. In the 7th century, Kipin

generally meant Kapixa. In the time of the Han and Wei

dynasties the term ordinarily meant Kashmir.” |V.

Smith’s F.. H. I. p. 251. Read also Sten Konow's remarks

on the location of Kipin in E. I. t XIV. p. 291 J.

Fo-h-shi-*a tang-na sounds more like Skr. Pratish -

thtina offixT* (settlement, colony). We know of two
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other Prattshth&nas. one on the JurnnA and the other on

the Godavari.

P. 42 ( 36), Nikoia .—Sir Thomas Holdich supported

Cunningham's identification. Dr. V. Smith located it at

Jalal&b&d. But their discussions "are invalidated by the

(act that Nicaen (Nikaia), if We follow Arrian, was not on
the river Kabul at all. Alexander from Nicaea advances

towards the Kabul." |Prof. Bevan in Camb. H. I.. p.

348|

.

P. 44 138). Vack^crcla .— Its identification with Kabul

supported by Prof. Jackson. |Camb. II I., p. 327).

P. 46 (40). OzoIq .—Spelt Axola in M’Crindlc’a

Ptolemy (P. 316). Watters (II. 226) takes 7*ou-ku-fo as

Skr Jaguda (*• (Juguda or Jaguda)—a northern nation

(Mar. LVII, 40 ; V&ytS XLV. 199 ;) through whose country

flows the Indus (Matsya CXX. 46-481. Cunningham

derived it from 'Apaxorrfa (Arachosia
;
Arokhaj or Rokhaj

of the Arabs). The Arachosia of the Greeks comprised a

considerable portion of Eastern Afghanistan. It extended

westward beyond the meridian of Kandahar and its eastern

frontier was skirted by the Indus. This name is usually

derived from Haraqudi. Prof. Jackson informs us that the

true Avestic form of the name is Harahvaiti and that

Arachosia was known in later Parthian times ns “White

India"—

7

>Suc^.Uvk?}. |Camb. H. I., p. 326| Harahvaiti is

the Persian form of Skr. SarasVaM (the original Saras-vati

having a sow or lake, Arakhotos Krene of Ptolemy,

Hamun Lake or Zirrah, through which it flow*). [When

the Vedic Aryans migrated to Kurukshetrn. they named

the local sacred river after this original Sarasvati. Sir R.

G. Bhandarkar prefer* to derive it from the Arkshodas,

die people of Mt. Rikshoda referred to in Panini IV. 3.

91. (I. A. 1872. P . 21)).

P. 45.—Amongst the most remarkable relici of a

bygone age in the Kabul district are the colos&al figures

43
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carved in the cliff at Bamian. N. of the Koh-i-Baba. and

the adjacent cave* Hie largest of these figure* i* 180

ft. high. Authorities differ as to their origin, but it seem*

most probable that they are Buddhist. The surrounding

cave* answer to the requirements of a Buddhist monastery,

and close to the foot of the cliff is a mound resembling a

Buddhist stupa, the exploration of which may some day

put the question at rest. |lmp. Gaz. Ind. XIV, p. 242
;

read also I. A.. VIII. pp. 82. 196. 227. 225).

P. 46 (39). Ho si no identified u)ith Ghazni.—Dt.

Stein supports it in hi* Report of Arch. Surv. in N. \V. F.

Province, Peshawar. IW5. Riocr Hclmand is Haetumant

of Avesta, ttumandros and Hermandus of classical

authors II. A., 1886. p. 221.

P. 49 |42(. IAtri'po.— |V. Ch.s description in

Watters, Vol. I. pp 180-81 ; M’Crindle's Ptolemy, pp 104.

106); its Skr. form »* Lampaka |M. Bh., Drona-p exxi.

4546-7
; War. LVII. 40. etc.).

The A bhidhanu-chinttimani of Hemachandra (IV. 26.

••etfiim )
give* Slurunda (mentioned in the

Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudra-Gupta) as another

name of the same people. Dr. Sten Konow has pointed

out that Slurunda is a later form of a Saks word meaning

lord, master. Lampaka was thus the capital of the Sahas

P. 51 (4)). Nagarahara.—Fa-Hian (Chap. XIII) saw

at Negara various objects of Buddhist interest, a tooth-

relic etc. Y. Ch.'s Records locate Na-ki-fo-fio 100 li south-

east of Lan-po
;
but his Life gives a southern direction

Mr. Watters tianscribr* the name as Nagarakot (Vol. I.

pp. 182-71. which has been mentioned by Alberuni. (II,

p. II). For Ptolemy's Nagar see M’Crindle. pp. 112-13

The Skr. name of Nagarahara occurs in the Para&ara-

Tantra (quoted by Utpala in hi* commentary on the Brihat

Sanihita. Vizianagram Skr. scries, Benares). Baber refers

to it as Nungnehar (Erskine’a Translation of his Memoirs,

p. 141).
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A a regards the site of the capital, Cunningham located

it at Regram 2 miles W. of Jalalabad. But Mr. William

Simpson (who investigated the local antiquities during the

Afghan War
I
proposes to identify it with the numerous

remains (called Balar 1 1mar of a Purdna Shcrh i.c. citadel

of an old city) of an old town of importance on die right

bank of the Surkhab at its junction with the Kabul river

(about 4 miles E. of JalaiAb&d). |J. R. A. S. 1881. p.

I8JJ. Ihe correctness of the identification he could not

doubt, since Nagrak. 'Nagarat* Or ‘Nagnra* was still

applied to the ruins by the natives on the spot, since the

site answers the description of Y. CJl. and since there is

no other place in the vicinity where he could discover the

ruins of a city.

P 52 (44) IWh. or Fo'ling»kp»ching .— It was 30 It

S E (Watters I. 184) or I yojann S. of Negara and was 16

yojanas to the W. of Purushapura. (F. H. Chap. XIII).

It was famous for the skull-bone relic of Buddha. It has

been identified with Hidda 5 miles S of Jalalabad The
vicinity of Hidda is covered with Stdpos, tumuli and
caves. (Masson s Travels. II. 164 : Aria na Antiqua, plate

VIII and the plate opposite to p. 262
;
Simpson in J.R.A.S.

1882. p. 328
;
Rev C. Swinnerton’s discovery of a

Buddhist tope. I. A.. 1879, p. 198),

P 54 (47). (tandharu .•—Candhara is a name of high

antiquity occurring in the Rigveda. It is mentioned fre-

quently in the Mah&bh&rata and other Skr. works as con-

taining the two royal cities of lakshasiU and PushkalAvati.

the former situated to the E. and the latter to the W of

the Indus which flows through it (VSyupurnna). It would

therefore, appear that in early times the G&ndh&ric terri-

tory lay on both aide* of that river, though in fcuhs»equent

times it was confined to the western side. Ihe old Persian

form of the name was Ga(n)dara. (Camb H I .. p. 327)

|Strabo. Bohn*« Library* F.d III. p. 89. Ptolemy (p. 1 1 5).

F -H Chap X
.
Y Oi (I 1981)
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Capitals o/ Gdnd/ulra.—He oldest capital was Punh-
kalavati. Kaniskn's city was Purushapura (in Y. Ch.'s

hmr alio). Alberuni mentions Waihand (Ohind) as the

capital of 'Qandhar.*

Puthbalai'ati ("abounding in fofutC*” >).—It is said

to be named after Pushkara. a son of Bharata. (Ramayana
VII. 100. 10

;
the com. states that the city was in

Candharade*a] . M'Crindlc's Ptolemy, pp. 115*17. Schoff*

Pcriplua |pp. 41*421 informs ub of its trade. Y. Ch.

(I. 214) locates /Vse-fcia lofati, famous for the stupa of

eye-offering. at a distance of 100 U (Life
;
50 li—Records).

N E. of Purushapura.

P . 58 (50). Charsada.— Its tuins described in C. A. S.

R. Vol. II, p. 90: Vol. XIX, pp. 96- 1 1
0- The site has

been excavated and the identification is certain
| Annual

Rep. A. S. I. for 1902-3, pp. 140-1541.

P. 60 (51). Po-la-sha.—Famous as the scene of the

Vctsantara ( Ui*K) Jataka, was about 100 li S.E. of

Pushkalavati. (Y. Ch. I. 217). Y. Ch. describes a

double-chambered cave in which Prince Sudana and his

wife took refuge (20 li N E. of the town).

Cunningham's identification of the site as stated in the

text has been discarded. The town has now been identi-

fied with Shshba2garhi (famous for its Kharosthi version of

the Rock Inscriptions of Asoka). The name Shahbaz-

garhi is not older than Baber. It is built on the actual

rums of an ancient stone-built town. About \\\ mile

N.E. of the Asokan Inscription* ie a double-chambered

cave which answers exactly to the Chinese description of

Sudana's cave.

Arrian's description of Bnzaria as situated upon an
eminence and surrounded by a stout wall agrees so closely

with it. as well as with the account of SodAna's city, that

the three seem to be identical. |C. A. S. R.. Vol. V %

pp. 9— 181 •
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Takhti-Bahai.

100 li N.W. of the cily of Sudnna. Y. Ch locates a

great mountain with a Mnhayann monastery and an Asoka
stupa marking the scene of Eleasringa < oiuc) Avadana.

Cunningham identified it with Takht-i-B&hai (where an
inscription of Gondophnrne*. mw of the Puranas.

was discovered) [C. A. S, R., V., p. 23 ; excavation

report in An. R. A. S. I. 1907-8. p. 132 fl ; 1910-11, p.

33 If -1 . Sir A. Stein locates the scene at Butan, a large

important Buddhist site, in the Palai valley, not fax from

the S. foot of the Shahkot Pass leading into Swat. |An.

R. A. S. I.. 1911- 12. Part I. p. 12) -

P. 61 (52). Uta^handa .—The real form is Udaka.

hhanda. { WTO* i rhe R&jatarangim mentions Uda-

hhandapura and its kings. L&lliya Sfthi. Kamaluka and

1 rilochanapala who wm conquered hy Hammira (Amir-

ulMurnin Mahmud of Ghazni). In Alberuni’s account of

Mahmud of Ghazni's conquest we find mention of the

Hindu Shahis—Lalliya, Kamaluka—who were Brahmins

by caste. He also states that their city was "Waihand
the capital of Qandhar.

Thus Wuio-ka-han-cha = Udakobhcnda = Udabhanda
(*) (pura) = Pkr. Uahanda = Waihand = Mod. Ohind on
the N. bank of the Indus |Dr. Stein on Rajatararigini.

II. 337 ; C. A. S. R.. V, 831 WTO* or WHW means

a pitcher full of water.

P . 66
(56). Ohind.—Cunningham's location of

Alexander's bridge at this place has been supported by
Prof. Bevan. |Camb. H. I., p. 357|; its mins etc. des-

cribed in C. A. S. R., II. p. 95 ff.

Pp. 66-7 (57). Salatura i
i : Watters' Y. Ch

.

I. P 221
: C. A. S. R.. II, p. 95.

P. 67 (58). A omos .—Read V. Smith's E. H. I.. 2nd

Edn.. Appendix D ; it was not far from modern Amb.
| Comb. H. I., p. 356). Dr. Stein explored (in 1904-5)
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the hitherto inaccessible mountain tract of the Mahaban

range. His survey proved beyond all question that the

natural features of that mountain are totally dissimilar

from those of Mount Aornos as described by the historian*

of Alexander, and demolished consequently, at a sweep,

the arguments in favour of their identity. (Annual Rep.

A. S. I. for 1904-5. p. 42].

P. 76 (66).—BSzar or Bazaria : read notes on Po-lu-

sha. |P 673-74].

P. 90 (78). Purusha-pura (Peshawar).—F.-H., Chap.

XII ; Watters' Y. Ch.
f

I. 198-202 : C. A. S. R.. II. p. 87 :

Annual Rep. A. S. I for 1908-9. p. 38 ff : 1909-10. p. 135

ff
;
1910-11. p. 25 ff.

ft* identification with Pcsh&war (capital of N.-W

F. Province; 303 T N. and 71° 35’ £.) referred to by
Alberuni as Purshnwar (through the Prakrit form of Purisa-

ura) is now certain. The site has been excavated and

Buddha’s relic casket has been discovered in the ruins of

the great KuruVka stupa now known as Shoh-ji-fci-d/tert.

P. 93 (81). Uclyana.—F.-H., Chap. VII ; Y. Ch.. I.

pp. 225-6.

Y. Ch.'s statement that there were 1400 old Sang-

l\6u)maz on the banks of the river Su-po-fa su-tu

Suv&stu. or Swat) was no exaggeration, ns ruins arc now

found all through the country. |Mr. Deane, the Chief

Political Officer with the Chitral Relief Force, in J. R. A.

S.. 18%. p. 653].

P. 95 (82). The identification of the capita) of

Udyana with Mangora or Monglora has been supported by

Dr. Stein who made an archaeological tour with the Buncr

Field Force |l. A.. 1689, p. 44].

As for A-pololo, the source of the Subha-vastu

(Swat). Mr. Deane writes : **The distance and direction

given by the Pilgrim bring us exactly to Kalam. the point

at which the Utrot and Laspur (Ushu of Maps) streams
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meet. The junction of these is the present head of the

Swat river." |J. R. A. S.. 18%, p. 656J.

P 97 (84). Ranu or Varnnu i w ).—Poh-na. 13 day**

journey to S. of Nagara and three days’ journey to W.
of the Indus. (F. H. Chap. XIV). Fa-la-ra

.

15 day*’

journey to the S. of Lampaka
;
above 900 U N.E. of

Afan-tu ; 4000 It in circuit
;
mountainous |Y. Ch. II 262).

"General Cunningham's identification of Fa-lana

with the territory of which Bannu was the natural and

political centre must appear convincing to any student

who is familiar with the actual geography of this part of

the N. W. Frontier." (Stein’s Report of Arch. Survey in

N W. F. Province. Peshawar 1905. p. 5.)

The Skr. is not Varano or Barno, but Parnnu ref. to

in Panini [ IV. 2. 103 ; IV. 3. 93J. The district is watered

by the Kuram (Vedic /Crumu) and the Gornal (Vedic

Gomafr) rivers. Mod. Bannu is one of the four trans-Indus

districts of the N W F. Province and lies between

32° 16' and 320 y N. and 70° 23' and 7f° 16' F.

P 99 (86). Ki-ltiang-na (Skr. Kokankana of the

Kurmavibhfaa) district, on the W frontier of Fa-la-na
.

situated in a valley under a high mountain (Y. Ch. II

p. 262). Identified by Stein with Wazimtan (Arch

Surv. in N. W. F. Province. Peshawar 1905. p. 6.)

P 100 (87). Opofrien or /I -pa^on — It was N.W. of

Fa-la-na and S.E. of Tsau-ku-ta :
mentioned, not in the

Records, but in the Life of Y. Ch. (II p. 265).

Cunningham thinks that it stands for Afghan and

locates it near the source of the Tochi branch of the

Kurram river. It may be the a northern nation ref.

to in the I'di/upurano (Bhuvana-kosha section).

P. 103 (89). Kashmir.—The ancient geography of

Kashmir has been fully treated by Dr. Stein in the second

volume of hi* English translation of the R&jatarangini.

He has shown that Ptolemy’s Kaspcira , Kaspciroi of
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Dionysjos and Nonut and Kaapatyroi of HerodCKOs *efer

to Kashmir, though located wrongly on the lower course

of the Rhuadis or Ravi. It was called Kipin by the

Giineae in the time of the Han and Wei dynasties.

(Notes on p. 40)» In Yuan Chwang’s time its king

(Durlabha-vardhona Prainddityoi was the overlord of

Wu-la-shi wn ; modern district of Hazara ; ref. to by
Alexander’s Historians ar Arsakeft), PuAn-nu-tso

mod. Punnch or Promts). Ko-lo-ahr-pu-lo (Tiwqtl mod.

RajAOn), Seng-ha-pu-lo Salt Range) and TA-chA-

shi-lo T he last mentioned district was then a

newly conquered one, being formerly included with the

dominion of KSpisi • UTfaift

Othfr adjoining htlhstAte# mentioned in the RajA-

tarAngini are Kafhthavfitn ( mod. KishtwAr).

Champa < **H, mod. Chnmba) and Vallapura (Baliawar)

to the S.E. of Kashmira proper and Loharn ( fftv mod.

L.ohann) to the S.W.

The ancient capital of Kashmir was (old) Srinagaui
,

now known as Pondrethan (from scrotum* or old capital)

about 3 miles to the S.E. of Modern Srinogara the real

name of which was PravarApurA.

P. 120 (1041. Tahshatila < fc^-The name is

generally connected with / o^s herfra. King of the Nagas.

who killed ParikMt ; Janamejaya invaded Tnkshasila and

conquered it. (M*h& Bh. Adi-P HI. 632-3 and 832-4
;

XL-XUV; XLIX. 1954. L. 1991). Takshaka** descend-

ant* arc the Ta^as who held all the country around.

(C. A. S R.. II. p. 6). The name may also mean "Hewn
rock"—it having been built of that material instead of

brick or mud. Skr. Siras forg = Pkr. Sila (head); hence

it = "Severed Head" ; and a legend originated of the alms-

gift of the head of BuddhA at this place. It wa9 a great

Buddhist tiriha And University.

Taxila—60 Roman miles (
= 55 Eng. m.) from Pcuco-
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lakes
;
situated on a low but level plain in a district

called Amanda. (Pliny, IV. 23). live greatest of all the

cities between the Indus and the Hydaspe*. (Aman,

M'Crindlc’a Alexander p. 83). TTiickly peopled and

extremely fertile (Strabo, p. 34 of M’Crindle). Taxila

in the Araa Skr. Urasa) territory. (Ptolemy p. 118).

Chu-sha-she-lo (“Severed Head**) 7 days' journey to E.

of Candhara <F. M.. X.). 3 days’ journey to the F-. of the

Sintu (Indus, Sung-yun). The city, 10 li in circuit, 12 or

13 li N. of it was the rfdpa marking the spot of Buddha's

alms-gift of his head, or 1000 head* in so many births :

the country had a very fertile sod with flowing streams

and luxuriant vegetation
;
then a dependency of Kashmir ;

circuit 2000 li ; (Y. Ch. I. 240). After this we lose sight

altogether of Taxila, and do not even know' how and

when its ruin was accomplished. Muhammadan writers

do not refer to it. Alberuni, in his notes on the ffdrrno-

olbhAga (Chap. 29) remarks Takshasilfi i.c. Marikala.

Boundaries of the country—N. Lhasa . E. the Jhelum .

S. Sinhapura ; W. the Indus.

The city has been identified by Cunningham with the

ruins near Shah-dheri (
= Royal Residence) 12 m. N.W.

of Rawalpindi. Here have been found colossal statues,

thousands of coins, traces of at least 55 stupas. 28 monas-

teries. 9 temples, a copper plate containing the name of

Takshasila and a vase with Kharosthi inscription “the

tope was erected at Taxila
—

", |C. A. R. S., II pp.

111-35; III. 135 ; V. 66-75; XIV.| The ruins cover

several miles and stretch up to Hawn Abdal (Attock dis-

trict, Punjab) It has been recently excavated. |Annua!

Report. A. S. I. 1912-13, pp. 1-5 ; ibid part I. pp. 8-16 •

1915-16; Part I. pp 10-12.) Sir John Marshall's Guide

to Taxila describes the remains of three distinct cities

located in the same valley watered by the Haro river.

These are situated immediately to the E. and N.E. of
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Saraitcala, a junction on the tailway, 20 mile* N \V of

Rawalpindi.

P. 139
1
121). Mdmki/ala .—(The spot where Buddha

gave his body to feed a starving tigress—2 days* journey

to the S.E. of Taxila (F. H XI.). 8 days’ journey to the

S.E. of the capital of Udyana (and not of GSndhara as

Cunningham wrongly states). |Sung-yun] 200 li S.F.. from

the north of the country of Taxila |Y. Ch. I. 255.)

Cunningham fancied that all these accounts suit

exactly with the identification of this spot with Manikyala

(15 m. S.E. of Rawalpindi. 33° 27' and 73° 13' E.) where

are the ruin* of a monument built, according to an inscrip-

tion found inside, during the reign of Kanishka. Every-

body is now agreed that Cunningham was mistaken.

I3r. Stein shows strong, if not absolutely conclusive, reason

for believing that the buildings on Mount Banj, (Gadun

territory in N. W. F. Province) a spur of Mahaban,

represent the scene of body -offering. (But Stein’s identi-

fication involves an awkard correction of a bearing given

by Y. Ch. from S.E. to N.E. Stein's Rep. Arch. Sur.

N. W F. Province Peshawar, 1905. pp. 41-45.)

P. 142 (124) Sinhapura.—Seng-/io-pu-/o, 7<X) li S.E.

of Takshasila
;
rested on hills and Was a natural fortress

;

circuit of the district with the Indus on its W. frontier was

3500 li.
|
Watters' Y Ch.. I. p. 248

J

Khcta* or /Ca/as On the north side of the Salt range,

Jhelum district. Punjab ;
32° 43' N. ami 72° 59 f

E..

2000 ft. above sea-level. It is visited every' year by

thousands of pilgrim*. Next to |w£l&mukhi, it is the most

frequented place of pilgrimage in the Punjab: Katas

< ) and Pu&hkara lakes have their origin from the

tears of Siva. [C. A. S. R.. II. • p. 188 ; Imp. Gar. Ind.)

P 145 (126). /Cetera.—At its foot are the remains of

twelve temples (of Kashmir architecture of 600- 1300 A.D.)

clustered in a corner of an old fort. These are attributed
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to the Pandavas. Facing them to the ea»: is the base-

men! of a great structure—probably a Buddhist stupa.

(C. A. S. R. II., pp. 186-90). At a short distance lies the

hill of Murti on which are the ruins of a Jain temple

marking the spot where Mahavira was supposed to have

obtained his enlightenment. |Stein in Vienna Oriental

Journal. 1890. p. 80 ; p. 260.)

P. 148 (129). Ko-lo-$he-pu-lo : (mod. Rajaon)

repeatedly mentioned in the Rajatarangini. As a passage

of the Mahabharata (VII, 4. 5 ;
Kama, Rajapuram gatoa

Komboja Nirjit6*-tcay6) states that Rajapura was the

home of the Kambojas and as Kamboja is constantly

associated with GSndhara <M. Bh.. XII. 207. 43
;
Asoka’s

R E.. V.). Dr. Hemchandra Roy Chowdhury locates

Kamboya here. |P H. A. I.. p. 77.)

P. 150 (130). Dogro .—The Skr. form is Durgara

( ***>

P. 156 (136). JalanJhara .—She lan ta lo ; E. to W.—
1000 ft: N. to S.—800 /, (Y. Ch. I 296) :

(HemachandrVs IV. 24). Trigaria is the

Irthd watered by three rivers—the Ravi, the Bias, and the

Sutlej (C. A. S. R.. V. p. 148). It formerly comprised the

whole of the upper Doab between the Ravi and the

Sutlej. Its cities were Jalandhar and Kot Kangra. (IbiJ.

P . 145).

P. 157 (137). Kuhndrinc o/ Ptolemy is Kultita

(M'Crindle's Ptolemy, p. 110; spelt as Kylindrinc).

P. 161 (141). Chamber.—-Champ&<*«N of the Raja*

tarangini. {Kattu'ar is Kasthaviita

A rematkable series of inscriptions authenticate its

history. It was founded probably in the 6th century A.D.

by Mnrut. a SuryocomtitjG Rajput who built tfrahmopurcr.

mod. Barmawar. on the Rudhil river, the southern affluent

of the Ravi. (C. A S. R .
XIV. pp 109-119 ; a separate

vol, (Chamba) published by the Arch. Department treats

of its antiquities).
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P. 162 (142). Kutfu —Watters' Y. Ch.. I. P . 298. It

is the Kulula or Kaulutn ol the Kamayana. Mahabh&rata.

Puranas, Brihatsamhita. Mudmrnkshasa. and Kadambari.

which refers to its princess PatralekhS. (An R. A. S. I.

1907-8. p. 261 If.)

P. 164 (142). Lo-hu lo district (N.E. of Ku-lu-to) is

Lho-yal of the Tibetans and Lahul of the people of Kullu.

Still further to the N., Y. Ch. (I. 299) places Mo-lo-so

(
Tibetan Mar-sa, a synonym of Mar-yul Low- land"

—the old as well as the present name of) Ladakh. |Francke

(J. K. A. S. 1906. pp. IBS.9) has pointed out that there is

no necessity of correcting it into Mo-lo-po as Cunningham

has done].

P. 164 (143). MandL. Read C. A. S. R.. XIV. p. 1 19.

P. 165 (144). Saludtu .—Y . Ch.'s Sha-to-tu-lo has

been transcribed as Satadtu. Watters proposes SatadQ'a.

(Y. Ch. I. p. 300). Both the words begin with T>.

P I/O (148). Takl-—Toc-kia (Cheh-ka) above IO.COO

h in circuit ; lying between the Indus (W) and Pi-poshe

(Bias) (E) ;
ancient capital—She-kie-lo ( Sakala m»H)

(Y. Ch. I. 287).

Sakala. the capital of the Madras. A 'alias (Skr.

A-raahtrs. sm* or kinglcss ;
Aratlii of Periplus. p. 41).

/dr/i^as or Bahikas (Maha Bh. SabhS—P. XXXI. 1197.

Kama—P. VII. 6. 32. 80) who are <tW!t f*I*™*!

st-irtfarr:. «i<«t (Hemachandra's Abhidhftna-

Chintarnani, IV. 25).

P. 177 1 1 55). Old Bhira or Jobnath-nagar—Extensive

mound of niins on the W bank of the ]helum. It may be

identical with Pi-cha or Pe-loo through which F. H.

(Chap. XV.) passed on his way from Bannu to Mathura.

(C. A S. R. XIV. 35-36). As for the kingdom of Sophytes

( "lord of the fastness of the Salt-Range stretching from

the JWelum to the Indus.” V. Smith), there is difficulty in

locating it. for "our sources all agree in placing the

principality E. of the |hclum.” (Camb. H. I., p. 372J

.
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Hcncc Cunningham may not be right in placing the capital

to the W. of the Jhelum. As for modern Bhira on the

eastern bank, it is not an ancient city being founded by

Shcr Shah in A. D. 1540 (C. A. S. R., XIV.. p. 36k

P. 192 (159). Boulfcphala.—Cunningham located it at

Dilawar opposite to JalSlpur. (C. A. S. R II. p. 173-186)

Jal&lpur has also been identified with Rajagtiha or

Girivraja, the capital of the Kckflvo* (C. A. S. R.. II..

p. 14) whose country ha* been located, in the Ramayana

(II. 68, 19-221 on the other side of the Vip$*a (Bias) and

stretching up to Gandhara.

V. Smith located Bouhephala at jhelum. Here have

been discovered many old coins, but not earlier than the

Indo-Scythian period, three iron tripod* of Greek form,

two bra** bowl* and portion* of some 24 later stone

pillars. (C. A. S. R. II. pp. 174 5 ; XIV. pp. 41-2). A
point in it* favour i* that it i* higher up and Alexander

seem* to have kept close to the hill*. But it 19 not possible

to decide the question with our defective documents.

(Camb. H. I. p. 361).

P. 204 (177). MWa.—As for the site of Mong read

C. A. S. R.. II. p. 1867. Dr. V Smith has located it at

Sukhcainpur, |E. H. I.J

P. 205 (179). Gujarat .—The name of thi* city

indicate* that the Gurjarat once dwelt in the Punjab-

They were found, by Yuan Chwang. to occupy a portion

of Rajaputana. Then they migrated to what is now
known as the peninsula of Giuerat.

P. 206 (179). Ali Khan.—AUkh&na defeated by
Sankaravarman. king of Kanhmira (883-902 A.D.) ; he wa*

ruler of the upper portion of the flat Doab between the

Jhelum and the Chenab rivers south ol the Dvarvabhisiira.

together with a part of the Punjab plain further east. He
had to cede TaWcadesa I ox the tract adjoining the
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lower hills to the E. ol the Chenab to his victor. (Stein’s

Kajatarangini. V.).

P. 2C6(I79) Sango/o and Sa^ala .—
» nm* Cunning*

ham (A. S. R. II. pp. 192-200) identified Sangala with

Sakolo and located them at Sangalaw&U-tiba (Jhang

district ; Jl°43 # N. and 73°27' E).

But they are riot identical Sangala (Sanknla o(

Panini, IV. 2.73) was to the E. of the Hydraotes or the

Ravi (Arrian and Curtius) ; whereas Scania was, as the

following passage clearly states, to the W. of the Kavi

* 1** *iTT«iq*i mm fa* fit •

*Wwi« **itf*inr* witmuiffai ****

n m mw m i mzm fan*?*

7rtt«Tr*iit trot i *q«nin m fanffiti i ^tr?i m« m

$m: ww*r. m ni^ aif't i

<IW. Bh Karna-p VII J Skr. Sakala = Pkr S&gala “the

capital of Milindft” and of Mihirakula

Recent authorities place Sangala in Gurda&pur

district (Lahore Division) jlinp. GnZ. Ind. XII. p. 393|

Prof. Bevan notes that the site is uncertain and that

Anspach conjectures JandiSla. (Camb. H. I., p. 371).

Sakala is Sial-kot (Fleet in 14th Oriental Congress).

A Brahmin informed Cunningham (C. A. S. R.. xiv, pp.

44-6) that Sial-kot was originally called Sd^afa. the capital

of Bd/iHja country. The name Sial-kot is >aid to have

been originated from the fact that it was the fort (kot)

cf Raja Sal* ( the brother of Queen Madri. the

princess of Madra identical with B.ihika) the maternal

uncle of the Pandava*. (Note that the modern name of

the Madras Presidency has nothing to do with ancient

** h

The passage from the Maha Bharata quoted above

(Utes that the Bdhf^as were also called lartlhas (Jat) and

Arattas (Araltai of Schoff’f Periplus. p. 4l;«Skr

Arashtra *TTT. Kingless). The word Bohifci ha- been
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derived by Kityiyona, in his Viittika* 0:1 Panini. from
*fSH 'outside'. Thus the word means those who live

outside the land of the Aryans These Bahitcas were held
in so much dir.rcpute that we find the following description

in the Mahabhnratn

ff »ib f»qi*®t fqstii*'t
i

*r*1*r: Aw wf?- rarqil: o

(Kama p.. VII.)

P. 219 < 191). diorur in Gujrnnwala district
;
31°

47’ N and 73
a 43' E

;
the ruin* (described in C. A. S. R..

II. pp. 200-202.) consist of an extensive mound 15000 ft.

in circuit.

At* Cunningham's location of Sdkalo has been rejected

and it lias been identified with Sialkot. go we shall have

to locate 1 se kia. the capital described by V Ch. (I p.

288) about two miles N.E. of Sudkot.

P. 221—22J (193). Ransi and Ambafopi '•—ruins

described in C. A. S. R.. II. pp. 202-205. XIV. p. 48

P. 228 1199). Koaur

:

—«5I C 8’ N
;
74° 24’ E.

P. 230 (203). Ou-nA-puh-ti

The winter residence of the Chinese hostage* in the

time of Kanishka (Y. Ch. I. 292). Julicn and Cunningham
transcribe it as Cliinapafi. Cunningham identified it with

Patti, a very old town 27m. N.E. of Knsur. Watters has

shown that the renl Skr. form is "Chtna-Bhultff* i.e.

China-allotment— the district assigned by Knnishka to the

Chinese hostages. So it cannot be identified with Patti.

\l»r*a Muhammad Beg places Chiniyari on the road
from Amritsar to Parsarur. (Mod ) Chine is exactly II

miles from Amritsar on the high road to Sialkot (“Sakala)

(C. A. S. R. XIV p. 54). It may be identified with

Ghtnabhukti. V. Smith (Appendix, Watters* Y. Ch
Vol. II) located it at Ferozpur.

P. 233 (203|. Po./a.fo (Skr. Panata ref to in

Panini iv 2. 143). circuit 5000 /;
;
700 /i N.E of Mou-lo-
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san-pu-i'o (Multan » |Y Ch.. II, p. 255 ). Cunningham

wrongly corrected the name into So-lo fa to and identified

the capital with Shorkot But he afterward* abandoned

the identification and located it at Harapa (Montgomery

district) where are moat extensive ruins (prehistoric stone

implement* ; three "Harapa seals'* with strange inscrip*

lions ; a chain of mounds 3500 ft. long : C. A. S. R„ V.

pp. 105-8). Dr. Fleet has accepted this location <J. R.

A. S.. 1907. p. 650).

|V. Smith (Y. Ch., II appendix) identified it with

Jammu included within the state of Kashmir. But as

Jammu is about 250 miles away from Multan, the identi-

fication cannot be accepted.

|

P. 235 (205). Shorkot :—the old fort of Shorkot is

the loftiest of all the mounds in the Punjab, being 100 ft.

above the surrounding fields. The local Brahmins derive

the name from Skr. Pkr. Sioura. Here have

been found some bricks inscribed in early Cupta charac-

ters. (C.A.S.R,. V. pp 97-103; plate XXX.). I>r.

Vogel takes it to be the city of the Sihis. (E. I., 1921,

P- 16).

P. 238 (209) Koi Karnalia :—Cunningham’s deriva-

tion of the word from MaJU cannot be accepted.

P 246 (216) A% for the futility of identifications of

the arte* mentioned in connection with Alexander a

march
,
Read V. Smith. f>.

92-93

P. 257 (224) Tulamba :—the name was originally

Kularnba. (C.A.S.R.. V. pp. 111-112).

P. 264 (230) Multan —Cunningham believe* that it

has been referred to by classical writer* as Kaspapurvs.

Kaspeira &c. But Dr. Stein ha6 shown (Translation of

Rajatarangim, vol. II. topography of Kashmir) that these

names refer to Kashmir, though located Wrongly.

Yuan-chwang visited Mou-lo-san-pu-lo (Skr. Mulas-

thana) which he located 900 li to the east of Sindh.
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(Walters. II. p. 234). ITm MOlasthana has been identified

by Cunningham with MulUn. Mr. Walters (vol. II. p.

254) objected to this identification, for Multan is to the

N.. and not to the £., of Sindh. V. Smith (Appendix.

Watters, vol. II) supports Cunningham evidently on the

ground that we know of no other .Vlulasthana and as such

the eastern direction is a slip ol the pen. But a ninth

century A. D. record of Indraraja. (uncle to the Kashtra-

kuta ruler Amoghavarsha 1), the ruler of Lata i *\l l

mentions a Mulasthana on the Narmada in the Province

ol Bhrigukachchha (Bharoch— •tnutul

ut*T I. A.). This can be identified with Y. Ch.'s Mou-lo-

san-pu-lo to the E. of Sindh.

Some authorities connect the name of Multan with

that of the Afallot. But it was never a Malava city, for

it is to the south of the confluence of the Hydraotes and

Akesines. (Camb. H. I.. p. 373).

The idol of the Sun-god of Mu!tan has been referred

to by Alheruni. (Chap. XI.)

P. 277 (241) Kahror: Albexuni is our authority to

locate here the scene of the great battle between V'ilframa-

ditya and the Sol(oa.

P. 28
1

(245). Johiya :—Prakrit form of Yaudhcya

( tftS* > . The Yaudheyas have been mentioned in the

Paninian system with the Soubhtcya* (probably identical

with Sabracoc of Curtius) as war-like tribes in the Punjab.

They are mentioned in the inscriptions of Rudradamnn

and Samudra-Gupta. The find-spots of their coins

indicate that the extensive territories of the tribe com-

prised the southern portion of the Punjab, including the

Sikh states and the northern part of Rajputana. Either

the Bias or the Ravi was probably the N.W. boundary

of the tribal country which abutted on the territory of

the Madras or Modrak** in the Central Punjab. The

44
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cities of Lahore, Bahawalpur. Bikanir. Ludiana and Delhi

roughly indicate the limits ol the tribal territory.

WESTERN INDIA.

P. 284 (248). fcwwir: w. qwif W: i m $*«•*•**!«-

*fc**-*** *^***«^ts «nnr*T: i

(Kavyamim&msa p. 93). Dcvanabha is a city on a mt.

(not identified) referred to in Arthasastr* (Skr. text p. 78)

as producing red sandal
(

).

It comprised Sindh. Western Rajputana. Cutch,

Gujarat and a portion of the adjoining coast on the lower

course of the Narmada. 3 states—Sindh. Gurjara and

Valabhi (Y. Ch.)

I. 5INDHUDCSA

P. 285 (246). The country’ along the Indus' ;

denoted lower portion only of it. i.e. Sindh. The

Saindhaoas identified, or closely connected with the

Sauoiro* (> M. Bh. Vana—P. cclxiii, 1557681 : cclxvi.

15618 and 15635-7 etc.) Alberuni (chap. 29) notes

«.c. Multan and Jahr£war\ Vfachada » * ) (Pischel's

Gram. Prakrit. §. 28.) seems to be a name of it.

Places and nations mentioned in connection with

Alexander's invasion :—Sodrce or Sogdi, Massano*.

Musikani. Prcesti. Sindimana. Patala.

It is identical with the Indo-Scythia through which

Bows the Sindhus (Indus) with its seven mouths on the

middle of which is the market-town of Bafbarlcum and the

capital of which is Minnngarn subject to Parthian prince-* ;

(Gulfs of Eirinon and Baraca are the Rann and Gulf of

Cutch). (Schoff’s Periplus. pp. 37-8).

P. 286 (249) Kichooapura :—Lieut. Col. Branfill has

suggested its identification with Vijnot (Vijnor, Vijnaur.

Vijnavapur). a ruined town in Upper Sindh in the Ubauro
taluk of the Rohri division. It was, according to tradition.
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one of the five ancient *ite* of .Sindh. (LA., 1882, p. I ;

P- 5.)

P. 294 (257).

—

A lor: Its identification with the city

of Afotisrlganos (which may be the JWus/irlja. of Sanskrit

Literature, occupying Sindh in this period and afterwards

migrating to the South) is probable but not certain. (V.

Smith. E. H. L. p. 100 ; Camb. H. L. p. 377).

P. 300 (262). Middle Sindh :—O fan -cha (as it has

been spelt by Watters} or A-fan-tu. It was above 300 U
N.E. of Pi-to-shih-lo. 2400 li in circuit. (Y. Ch. II. 259).

The name has been transcribed as Aoanda (*?) (Julien)

or Aventa (*» (Watters.)

P. 302 (263) Schuxin :— It has been identified with

Sindimana lor no better reason than that both names

begin with S. (V. Smith. E H. !., p 101) It is in

Karachi district, about 192 miles from Karachi. Here

are the remains of a fort said to have been built by

Alexander (A. S. I., N. I S„ vol. xvi, p. 213.)

P. 306 (267). Brahmanabad:—25° 56' N. and 68°

54' E.
;

«TinmY of Kd^yomlmSmsd (p. 93). It was

probably one of the oldest cities in India. The historian

Biladhura writing a thousand years ago calls it Brahmana •

bad-al-atiqah or BrahmAnabad. the ancient. Here is one

vast mass of ruins forming irregular mounds within a cir-

cumference of four miles. (J. B. B. R. A S.. vol. v..

p. 413; A.S. I.. N. I.S., xvi.. pp. 215-216.) It has been

excavated recently (Annual Rep. A. 5., 1903-4. pp. 132-

144
;

1908-9. p. 79 If .) and various prehistoric remains

have been discovered. The correct spelling of the name

is said to be Bahmanabad (said to be named after

Bahman. an Iranian King in the fifth century B. C.)

V. Smith (E. H. I. pp. 102-3) identified it with

Patta/a which was located by Cunningham at Hyderabad

arid about 30 miles S.E. of the latter by Holdich. (Camb

H. I.. p. 378).
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P. 313 (281). Pi-to-shih-lo It was 700 li N. of

Aticn-po-chih-lo and 300 S.W. of 0-fan-chft (Y. Ch. II.

p. 258) ; 3<X)0 li in circuit*

Julie v& sanekritized the name a* Plta-siM

or Yellow Rock : Cunningham a* PAtasild or “Flat Rock"

and identified it with Lower Sindh the important town in

which is Haidarabad, formerly called Patalpur, situated

on a flat-topped hill.

Mr. Watters transcribes it as Bheda-Sira or

“Cleft Head" and remarks that the name may have

reference to the Jataka of which the Pilgrim makes men-

tion and that he may have used a Buddhist designation

unknown to ordinary Indian Literature.

As A-ticn-po-chih+lo has been identified, with better

reasons, with Lower Sindh. Bhedasira is to be located

somewhere to the N.W. of the Lower and to the S.W. of

the Middle Sindh or Ofan-cha.

P. 330 (288). Min-nagar :—probably the ‘city of Min*

(a aaka name)
;

the capital of lndo-Scythia. (Schott's

Periplus. pp. 37-8) ;
= Binagar of Ptolemy. (C. A. S. R.;

IL. p. 46).

Alexanders Haven and Barbariclm.

P. 337 (2^4). *'No Indian author. Hindu. Buddhist

or Jain, make* even the faintest allusion to Alexander

or his deed*. “ These arc the words with which Dr.

Vincent Smith concludes his account of Alexander'*

Indian campaign. Though there is no aIIu*ion to the

deeds of Alexander, ia there not a reference to the citie*

founded by him in India? A careful search ought to be

made for them. The hypothetical Sanskrit forms for

AXffavipot and A\i{a5p€ta are. according to the rules of

Sanskrit phonetics, Alakahandrah and Alakshandra. In
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the vernacular Alakkhand* or Alashandft* arc the forma

expected. Ilie second form is very nearly identical

with Alasanda or Alasadda, the birth place of Milinda,

which has been identified with Alexandria Opiane

at the /oot of Mount Caucasus,f But this Alasndda

was not in India proper. Is there any reference

to Alexander's Haven which certainly bore his

name and which was in India proper ) Now the Haven

must have been famous on account of its commercial

importance. Hence we ought to search for it in works

like Kautilya's A rlhasAtfra, the Sabhaparvnn of the

A/ohdb/tdrofo, Ratna-S6*tra$ and Vaidyok* Nighaniu i

which mention the products and articles of commerce of

the vatioiu pATts of India. And it is Actually referred to

in Kautilya's Arihatfistra in the expression Alakandaka

coral* (
= Coral of A!akanda).J Where wa* this Alakanda }

Kautilya is silent. The commentator remarks that at the

mouth of the river of Barbara, a river foiling in the Sea

of Barbara was. according to the same authority, the

River Srotasi mentioned as a source of pearls. A lake

nAmed SrighAntA in a corner of the Sea of Barbara

has alto been mentioned by him.§ The Epics nnd

Puranas mention the Barbaras (or Varvaras) as a northern

or north-western pcople.l! Now by combining these bits

of information we find that the country of the Barbaras

was in the W. or N.-W frontier of lndui and that it

stretched up to the [Arabian] sea. Through it flowed

• A> was preserved in the ShshhaxKurhi. (VWcra srvd Kslu

versions ol Atoka's Inscriptions, we expect to had In the early

mmnlir. of N.W. fronts. /Vs a school «f the While Ynjurved*

pronounced »ha as bha. wr expect ^f» far Skr. fob. This til was

changed, in ihe lutes period, tn s.

t /nd. Ant., vol. iL p. 146. Cunningham. A. G.. pp. 26-30.

t Sanskrit Text, p. 7$; English Translation. p. 90.

5 drf/idtdrfro. Eng. trans.. p. 86. Itn. 7. 8;p. fin. I.

Ii r*rtfirer‘ft note on the word in his Mvtl&ndcx* Purina.
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a river named Srotasi. In it was a lake not for from the

tea. And Alakanda stood at the mouth of a river.

The above description of Alakanda fits well with that

of Alexander's Haven. Dr. Smith has shown, on the

authority of Major Raverty. that the large lake at the

mouth of the river where stood Alexander's Haven still

exists and is called Samftrah.*

Identity of name and the above facts lead me to

take Alexander's Haven as the Alakanda of Kautilya. •

The Haven must have been a very flourishing city

making n good trade in coral and pearl which were

brought thither from various countries. But why is it that

the author of the Periplus who evidently Sailed round the

western and southern coasts of India did not mention it?

Had it changed its name or wa* it deserted on account

of the silting up of the river? The great emporium of

coral trade (for which Alakanda was famous in Kautilya's

time) was then Barbaricum—the Barbari of Ptolemy. This

name is, in the opinion of Mr Schoff. the Helleniscd

form of some Hindu word. We have seen that Barbara

was the name of the country in which was situated

Alexander's Haven. Barbaricum is thus connected with

Barbara. Barbarika or '(the port) of Barbara country*

wa» probably an epithet of Alexandria itself and it came

to be used instead of the name of the port because of

the confusion caused by the use of the word Alakanda

which was probably used to designate the other

Alexandria! also. Barbarika* as the name of a place

is not a theoretical word formed by sanskritising Barbari-

cum. It actually occurs in the Dhonvantariya Nighantu
f

an Ayurvedic work. "White («;e/e) and scentless

(nirgandho) is the Barbari^achandana. It it pittasrik

• Scnilh. fieri* H.ifory of lodis (2nd cd). pp. 101-3 mnd .pecislly

the foot note*.
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l(apha-d6hoghnam k^mighnam guru rukshanam Thin

]h the description which the Dhanoantariya Nighantu

gives ol a kind of sandal called Bufbarika-chandana. The

Rujanighaniu also mentions Barbara-chandana. Thus Bar-

bara or Barbarika must be the name of a country after

which the sandal produced there or imported therefrom

was called. Kauiilyat mentions Daivasabhcya. Jongaka.

S&kala and other varieties of chandana and these are

epithets derived from place-names. Ihe Rajanighantu

mentions the and remarks tj«wat*

kfntrwT; i
*^54 **1 I This remark clearly

shows that one kind of sandal was named after its place

of origin— which I take to be the Sanskrit (or

aanskritised Dravidian) form ol Mt. Bettigo mentioned

in Ptolemy’s geography ! It may be objected that the

sandal-producing Barbarika cannot be identified with

Barharicum. for sandal grows in Southern India only. But

such a great authority as Kautilya has mentioned sandals

of Devasabha (a city and a hill in Western India

)

(g Jonga

(in Assam).
||

Sakala (a part of the Punjab) etc. Thus

there is no difficulty in identifying Barbarity with Rarbari-

ctim.

P. 345 (297). Debat :— It has now disappeared ; its

site was near the existing shrine of Pir Patho. (Camb.

H. I M p. 378: V. Smith . E.H. I. p. 104 )

P. 347 (»2). 0-(or A )ticn po-chi lo : It was 1500

or 1600 /| S.W. of Sindh (Y. Gh« II. 256) : 5000 li in circulit;

its capital Kh-chi-SSO-fa-lo WOS away in the W> on the

Sin-tu (Indus) river and near the sea.

• t'anflo*f»^.darpan« by Kaviraj B. C. CupU. Vol pp. 283-4.

f Text. p. 78. tvxnalaUon, p. 90.

JPp. 75. 105.

g Fin . 5. 7. p 90 of thm translation of Kauiilya.

II ^T?t: wto *: i n* .,,..o*npn *pnt»r

.^9BB >1
I p. 9J.
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The name of the country was wmskritized as

Adhyacakila by Julicn ; as Audumbara (the Odomberra?

of Pliny) by Cunningham who identified it with Cutch ;

a» A dirujvachila by Watters. The name of the capital

is Kachchhesvara according to Lassen and

Watters, (vol. II. p. 256*7).

As the capital was on the Sin-1u river, the country

cannot be identified with Cutch as Cunningham has done.

It was the Lower Sindh. The name Kachchesvara here

does not refer to Cutch : it is to b<? derived from Skr.

Kachchha which means simply "Sea-Coast Land/'

P. 349 (305). Lang-kic-lo :—Langala or Lankara. It

was 2000 It W. of A-ti-en-po-chih-lo ; its language differed

little from that of India proper. (Y. Ch. II. 257-6).

The country b the E, part of Makran : a branch of

the Langga tribe still exists in the N. of Bilurhi#t*n (St.

Martin). The name of their capital was according to

Watters. Striioara t wt** or “Women Paramount".

P. 350 (305). Atobitcc :—

a

people of Dravidian stock.

Arava. (Catnb. H. 1.. p. 360).

P. 352 (307). OrHer of Dravidian stock ; from

Tamil ur. village. (Camb. H I. p. 380).

P. 353 1309). Rombacia :—identified with SonmiSni

by Tomaschek. (Camb. H. I. p. 380).

P 354 (
309). Hingulai —IlinsulSJcvi. one of the 51

Pilhasihanas sacred to the devotees of Goddess Kofi,

nine days* 'journey from Tatha by Karachi and about

nine miles from the sea shore

P. 357 (312). Garlrara Name of a nation who once

dwelt in the Punjab and migrated to the Peninsula of

Kathiawad which b now called Guzarnt after them.

Y. Ch. (Watters. II. pp. 249-50) locates Kiu cho-to

(Gurjara) 1800 Ji N. of Valabhi (Records) or N.E. of

Surcshtra (Life) and 2800 li N.W. of Ujjain. The inscrip-

tions of the 9th century aUo applied the name Gutjara-
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rtUhtra ****** to the country N. of Ajmer and Samhhar

Lake. [Imp. Gaz. Ind., xii. p. 350]. Its capital

PiJo-miJo i* modem Bhinm&I, 25° N. and 76° 16' E. a

town in the Jaswnntpur district of Jodhpur. (Imp. Gaz.

Ind. VIII, p. III). Bhinmal, fwwn*l or Plateau of the Bhils,

was the original capital of the Gurfara-Profitraj who

transferred their headquarters to Kanauj (early part of

the ninth century). For the history' of the Pratiharas. read

V. Smith. E. H. I.. p. 378 ff.

Valabhi.

P. 363 (316). Kathiaicad
.
so called from the Kathis

who settled here from Cutch. The name Gujarat is

connected with the Gurjares who came here in the 10th

Century. Marco Polo calls the Peninsula Sumenat.

(Somanatha). The old name was Surashtra

(Maha Bh.; SyTastrene of Ptolemy and Periplus, Sarnatos

of Strabo)
;
but it now means a part and not the whole.

In Y. Ch.'s lime (J. R. A. S.. 1906. pp. 96-97) the

Northern part was Surashtra and S. part Lata M\Z (the

district between the l-ower Mahl and Tapi) ;
the Cambay

plates of Govinda (E. I. VII.) shows that sometimes it

extended to the N. beyond Mahi as far as the Sheri.

Fa-la-f>i =Skr •
Valabhi (mentioned in Panini’s Ganap&tha

on iv. 2.82). This Kingdom included the whole of the

peninsula and the districts of Bharoch and Sumt (Y. Ch.).

Valabhi city is represented by the ruins at Wala 18 m.

N E. of Bhaonagar (A. S. \V. I. vol. ii.).

\. SLRASHTRA
,
**1* )

P. 372 (324). Su-la-cho.—above 500 U W. (Records)

or N.W. (l-ife) from Valabhi ; circuit 4000 li
;
touched the

river Mo-hi (Mahi) on the W. Its capital at the foot of

Mt. Yuh shan la (Pkr. Ljjanta, Skr. Urfayal of Rudradn-

man's and Skaudagupta's inscriptions) is Junagad (Jirna-
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gad or Old Fort), Ancient Girinagara (Gimar) |Y. Ch. ii.

246|

.

Gimar is a sacred Kill <3300 ft. high) with ruined

temples. It is about 10 miles E. of junagarh which was

aanskritized by LaSMI) (Ind. Alter, p. 105 ftn), followed

by Cunningham, as Yavana-garh but which 1 take to be

Jirna l )
garh or Old Fort. It is famous for it*

inscription* of Aaoka (covering over 100 sq. ft. of rock).

Rudradaman. and Skanda-gupta (and various later ones.

Burgess. A. S W 1. II. pp. 16-33). There are however,

no remains of any ancient city, temple* or ruins of a

corresponding age to the imeription* and but for their

date* the place (21° 30' N. and 70° 42* F.) would have

seemed to be not older than the 10th century A. D. (Imp.

Car. Ind.. xii. p. 2461. To the E. of Junagarh there i*

a number of Buddhist caves arranged in three line*. (A.

S.W.I
.
Kathiawad and Kachh. p. 139).

The inscriptions of Rudradaman (E. I.. vol viii) and

Skandagupta (Fleet. G. I.) inform us that here lived the

Provincial Governor* of Chandragupta and Asoka. and

of the Imperial Guptas.

The GiTnaramahatmua (in 30 chapters) of the

Prabhfea Khanda •
* describes Gimar and the adjoin

ing holy places, Pasfrdpofhafcshefra, RaiVafofor etc. (LA.,

1875, pp. 236 244).

To the south of the Peninsula of Guzarat was

Prabhasa or Somondfho
; to the W. wa* Dv&raka.

Dvaravatl. Abdhinagart (Trik&ndaacsha. II. I. 15) or

Kusssthaii ( ft^ ). the capital of Anarta (Vayu). The

Jaina sacred place of Satrunjaya ( ) is on the

isolated mountain to the south of Palitana.

Hathab. in the Cogha Takul& of the Bhaunagar terri-

tory ha* been identified with Hastakavapra, a territorial

tub-division mentioned in three Grants of Dhruvagena I.

of Valabhi. This Haatakavapra i* to be identified with
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Astakampron or Astakapra, a city mentioned by Ptolemy

and the author of the Periplus. Hatha h is now not on

the sea. but it was once a port. (I. A., 1876. p. 204 ;

p. 314
;

1878. p. 54.)

Historical Sketch :—The peninsula of Surashtr* was

included in the Empire of the Maurya*. Then we find

it included in the dominions o( the Western Kihatrapa s.

It then passed to the Gupta Empire. From the last

quarter of the 5th century A. D. wc find the Maitraka s

o / Valabhi who were at first subordinate to the Guptas

and then to the Huna* and later became independent.

Y Ch. attests to their grandeur and notes that the reign-

ing king obtained as dowry the countries of Anandapura.

Ki-cha and Surfiahtra jin the narrower sense) from hia

father-in-law. Emperor Harthavardhana. The dynasty was

overthrown (third quarter of the 8:h century A.D.) by a

Modem expedition from Sindh. The Chapotkatas

' Wrtmz ) of Anahilapattan were lords of the Peninsula

for some two centuries (from 750 A.D.). sometimes as

feudatories of the Pratih^ra*. They were overthrown by
Muiaraja. the founder of the Chalulyja family (975 A.D.

to the 12th Century) of Anahilapattan It was during

the rule of this family that Soman&tha was destroyed. In

the middle of the 13th Century we find the Rdghcla

Chdlu/o/Os the last important 1 lindu family of the Penin-

sula before its absorption to the Moslem F.mpire,

P. 374 (326). Bharoch or Bhrtgu^achchha

:

—Probab*

ly not mentioned in the Epic* ; mentioned in the

Ktirmavibhaga and BhucanaJ^osha ; the great port of

Bharukachchha of Buddhist Literature ; Barygaza of

Ptolemy (p. 38
:
p. 152) and Periplus (p 40 ; p. 2871-

modern Bharoch (20° 42' N. and 72° 59' E.)

It was the capital of the Lata )
country- Larike

of Ptolemy (p. 38).

The district of Po-lu-kie-che-po. 2400 or 2500 It in
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circuit
:

Chief city—on the bank of the Nai-mo-tc

(Narmada) ; 1000 U from Maharashtra (f) |Y. Ch. II,

241 1

.

Rhrigu-Kachchha means high coaat land and so the

district really is. But the Hindus account for the name

by remarking that it is so called because it was originally

founded by (sage) Bhrigu. (Imp. Gaz. Ind.. IX, p. 30).

In the DivyAvadana of the Mahay&na Buddhists pp. 544-

S86), we find a stoTy which accounts for the name of

Bhirukachchha. It runs thus : Ruilrayana, king of Roruka

(probably Alor. the old city of Stndh) in Sauvira was

killed by his son Sikhandin (
f*«**?T ), For this sin of

Sikhandin the whole of his realm was destroyed by a

fatal rain of sands. Only three good men—-two ministers

and a Buddhist Monk—were alive and they left the

place in search of a new land. Bhiru. one of the two good

ministers founded Bhiruka or Bhirukachchha.

CENTRAL INDIA.

P. 375 (327). Its Skr. name is (Madhyadcsa).

It has been defined in the AfanujamhifA (II) as the lend

between the Himalayas (N) and the Vindhyas (S) and

between the Sarasvati (W) and Prayaga or Allahabad

(E). The Kurmaiibhaga also follows this system. Its

eastern boundary changed gradually. The KSoya-

mimamsd (p. 93) giving Benares as the \V, limit of

Eastern India extends Madhyadcsa up to that. The

“Middle Country*’ of the Buddhist Literature (see

Introduction) has been described here as the Central

India of Y. Ch. Its eastern boundary was

Pundravardhana ( ^*^*>J* ). Y. Ch. described it as

divided into 37 states. He refers to Harshauardhana as

its emperor. Other kings mentioned by him are those

of Paryatra (a Vaisya). Matipura (a non-Buddhist Sfldra),

Nepal (Amsuvarman). Magndha (Pumavarman, the last
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descendant of Attica). Ujjayini. Maheftvarapum and Chi-

chi-to. The roler* of the last three state* had been des-

cribed a* Brahmana*.

I. STHANESWARA,

P. 376 (326). The Skr. name is .S/hdniifet>ara from

Sfhdnu (Siva) and Uvara
( TV? Lord). It was the capital

of the state named Srlltanthajanapada < ftm*nnraY
)

|
ban as Harsha Quintal . The founder of its royal family

was Pushyabhuti whose illustrious descendant was
IIar&haoardhana who transferred the capital to Kanauj.

For Y. Ch.'s description of this state read Watters. Vo|. I.

p. 314, For its identification with Sthuna
, the W. boun-

dary of the Middle country, read Introduction.

The country immediately around ThaneswAr between

the Saraivati (mod. Samiti) of Rigvedic fame and the

Drithadoail or Rigvedic AtmattOaii (TOnrft) (mod.

R&kfiht ; C. A. S. R. XIV, p. 66) is Brahmaoaria (Manu.
II. 17-18) or Kurufahc(ra or the Holy land of the Kurus.

The famous battle-field of Kunikshetra is situated on
the S. side of Thane*war. about 30 mile* to the S. of

Ambala and 40 miles N. of Panipat. (C. A. S. R.. XIV.

P- 86; this Report pp. 86 68. C. A. S. R. II. p. 212 and
I. A.. 1904. pp. 296-300 describe some three hundred
places of pilgrimage connected with the Kuru-Pandava
war).

The kingdom of Kuru extended from the Sarasvati

to the Ganges, and was divided into three parts. Kuru-
kshetra. the Kurus {/.*.. the country of the Kurus) and
KurujSngala (the forest tract included in the kingdom)

(M. Bh. Adi—p. 109. I). It* southern boundary was
Khandava (Taittiriya Aranyaka) so famous in

Epic lore. Its capital in the Vedic age was Asandtoont
which was probably identical with Hastinapur or Gaja-
uahvaya repeatedly referred to in the MahSbh&rata. (Ray
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Chowdhuri's P. H. A. I pp. 5 6) and traditionally identi.

lied with an old town in Mawann tahsil, 22m. N. E. oi

Moat. (Furher's Monts. Anliq. p. 10).

P. 385 (336). Prilhudako —Referred to in the Kivya-

mimamsa (p. 93) as the boundary between Northern and

Central India.

2 BAIRAT.

p. 387 (337). Po-li-yc-lo-lo (Paryntra) i 3000 II

in circuit, above 500 li W. o( Mathura
;

over

803 li Irom Satadru (Y. CJi. I 300-1). Cunningham takes

it to be Bair.it. But it is double of 800 ll from Satadru.

It is said to be so called because it was the capital of

Virata. King of the MaUyas. (Its antiquities deseiibed

in C. A. S. K., II. 242-9; vi. p. 98). The country of the

Malayas (K(i)gveda VII. 16. 6: Gopatha Br. I. 2. 9) lay

to the S. or S.W. of India-pranha (Sabha-P. XXX. 1
105-6)

and to the S. of Surasena o. Malhurfi (Virata-p,

v. 141-5) : it thus corresponds to mod. Alwar state and

the land around that (portions of Jaypur and Bharatpur).

Pargiter thinks that its capital was Upaplavya. 2 days'

journey by chariot from Hastin.ipura (M. Bh. Udyoga-p.

txxxiii. 3010-17) But according to Mlakanlha tw' <M. Bh.

IV. 72. 14) Upaplavya was "Virata (Z) -nagara-samipa-

itha-nag&r&ntarjira" (Rai Chaudhury, p. 29).

X SRUCHNA.

P. 395 (345). The position of this country »

fixed unmistakably by the specification that it was

bounded on the N. by high mountains and on the E. by

the Ganges, while the Jumna flowed through the midst

of it. (Y. Ch. I. 318).

It thus corresponds to the Dehra district with probably

a part of the Saharanpur district and some of the hill-

states abutting on the Dehra (Watters Y. Ch. II.. p. 338).
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C. A. S. R.. I. p. 245
;

II. 226-31
; xiv. p. 134 dea-

cribe the antiquity of Such which is not far from Kalsi

32' N. and 77° 53' E.) where exist fourteen Rock

Edicts of Anoka.

4 . MADAWAR.

P. 399 (348). Matipura.—Mo-ti-pu-lo, 6000 U in

circuit ; from Su-lu-ltfn-na Y. Ch. proceeded to it by

crowing to the E. bank of the river (Canges). |Y. Ch. I.

322] .
Watters transcribed it as Matipura

, It is repre-

sented by the Bijnor district or the Eastern part of it.

Mr. Watters reject* St, Martin’s identification of the

capital with Mandawar (29° 29' N. 78° 8' E
;

extensive

Buddhist ruins) 8 m. N. of Bijnor
;

for it it to the S. E.

of Srughna and to the S. of Ganfiadvara whereas Mati-

pura was to the E. of them (Watters I.. 322.)

The first considerable affluent of the Canges in the

Bijnor district is the Matin (Imp. Gaz. Ind. VIII., p. 193)

—the MdlM of Kalidasa's SaJ(untal6.

P. 402 (351). Mo-yu-lo: M6ydpura.—Mo-yu-lo
(Mayflra) Was in the N. W. of this district and on the

East bank of the Ganges. Near the city and close to

the Ganges was a large Deva-temple of many miracle*

and within its enclosure was a tank fed by an artificial

passage from the Gange*. This was called the Canges*

Cafe, a place of pilgrimage (Y. Ch. I. 328).

Watters object* to Cunningham's identification of

Mo-yu-lo with Mayapura or Hardwar on the ground that

May&pura cannot be the transcript of the Chinese name
and that it is on the W. bank of the river, whereas Mo*
yu-lo was on the E. side |Y. Ch. I. # p. 329). But Cun*

ningham has (anticipating this criticism) remarked that

the town may have also been called Maytjra-pura as

thousands of peacocks are to be found in the neighbour-

hood and the river may have changed its course. How*
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ever it may be Mo-yu-lo was dose to Hard war (29° 56'

N. and 78° 10' E.)

5.

BRAKMAPURA

P. 407 (355). Brahnxapura .—Po-/o-4i*-mo-pu-/o 4000

ft in circuit, 300 ft N. ’‘from this** (MayGra or Mats*

pura >> IY. Ch. !. 329.)

Cunningham (supported by V. Smith) treats the iV.

as a mistake for N.E. (for N. will take Y. Ch. back again

to Srughna) and finds Brahmapura (located in the N.E.

division of the Kurmavibhaga) in the districts of Gharwal

and Kumaon. In these districts reigned the Katur or

Katuria Rajas connected with Kortripura of Samudra-

Gupta's Allahabad Pillar Inscription (J. R. A. S.. 1898,

P. 199).

6.

GOVISANA.

P. 409 (357). Watters (I. 331) transcribe* it as

Govlsanna. Dr. Fuhrer identified it* capital with Vairat-

patt&n (29° 28' N. and 79° II' El), the Brahmapura of

Cunningham (Morvs. Antiq. p. 49).

7.

AHKWC-HHATRA.

P. 412 (359). Epic PanchSla .—Bounded by Sul>-

Himalayan tribes (N. and N.E.), Kosala (E),

Surascna the junction of the Jumna and the Chambal

and Kanjjakubja (S) (Adi-P. CXXXVIII. 3512-3
: Virata-

P. V. 144) ; and by Surascno and the Kurus (W) (SabhS-

P. XXVIII. 1061 ; Bhishma-P. IX. 346). Divided into

two kingdom* by the Canges ; Ahichchhatra was the

capital of Northi Panchala and KampJya (Mod. Kampil

in Farokhabad dist. U. P.: C.A.S.R., XI, pp. 11-13) was

the capital of South Panchala.

Pratyagrathat-tc-Ahichchhatrah (Hemachandra's Abhi-

dhanachintamaru. IV. 26 ’Ahichchhatra Was also called

PrQtyQgratha
>

). Panchala roughly corresponds to the
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Budaon. Furrukhabad and the adjoining districts of

U.P. V'cdic texts refer to an eastern and western division

of the country. (Vedic Index. I. 469. In Epic Age it

was divided into northern and southern Panchalas as has

already been stated).

The Panchala* were also called Knot in the Saptapatha

Brahnuma. The KrivU appear in the Rig Veda as settled

on the Sindhu (Indus) and /Isdcnt (Cbenab). The
Panchalas also included Turvaso*

,
Kcsin*, and Snnjaua*.

Thus Panchala seems to mean a combination o/ five'

(Camb. H. I.. p. 118; Raichaudhuri. P.HAI., pp. 31-2).

I he old name of Ahl-chhatra (Serpent-umbrella) u
Adhichchhatra (preserved in an inscription

;
Luder'a Li*t

of Br&hnri Inscriptions. Index) which is nearer to the Greek

form of Adwdara (Acfcadra>) of Ptolemy (p. 133). At

RAmanagar (which has been identified with /Ibichc/ihofro)

has been found a large number of Sunga ( >) Coin*.

(C.A.S R . I pp. 255-63
:

1880. p. 21).

A PMO-5HAN-NA.

p. 417 (364).—About 260 li S (*E\ one MS.) of

hic/ich/iairo and then crossing the Ganges and then S.

rs W". one MS.) |Y. Ch. I. 332). Wattera transcribes it

as Hhilatarxa.

The city is Bilsar or Bilsand (Etah district. U. P.)

where were discovered the inscribed pillars of Kumara-

gupta (415-6 A.D. Fleet s G. I. p. 42). (CA.S.R. xi.

pp. 13-22 ; Cunningham himself rejected the site of

A /ran/iftTicra).

9. SANKASYA
<

, KAPITHIKA.

P. 423 (369).

—

SAnkfoya on the /Jcshumafi was the

capital of Kusadhvaja. the brother of Janalcn.

(R*m£yana, Balakanda, LXX). A sacred Buddhist

place : Buddha descended here from the Trayaatrinse

43
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heaven |F. H.. xvii ; 18 yojanas S.E. of MathurS). Some

200 It S.E. of Pi-lo-ihan-na wax Kah-pita (Skr. Kapitthika

of the Madhuvan plate of Harshavardhana ; E.I., vii.

p 157
;
Kapitthaka of Varahamihira

:
J.R.A.S., 1897.

p. 422) the old name of which was (according to a note

added to the text of V. Ch.) Seng-ka-she. (Sonkasya :

Y. Ch. I. 3331.

Cunningham (C.A.S.R. I. p. 271 ; xi. p. 22) identifies

it with Sankiia or Santtiaa-Batantapm (27° 20' N. and

79° 16' E.) on the Ikshumati (Furrukhabad district. U.P.),

—a village on a mound of ruins. V. Smith does not believe

in this identification. “The Elephant pillar at Sankisa

cannot be the Lion-pillar seen by Y. Ch." He would

look for it in the N.E. corner of the Ita district. (Watters.

II. p. 338
;

I. A. 1909. p. 153-154
:
J.R.A.S., 1898. p. 508

F. N.».

10 MATHURA.

P. 427 (373).— It was the capital of SCiascna

which wai to the S. of Indiaprastha (Sabha-P. XXX.
1105-6) and E. of Maltya (Virata-P.. V. 144-5) : it

extended from the Chambel to about 50 miles N. of

Mathura. Madhu. king of the Daityas. and his son

Lavana reigned here ;
Satrughna. the brother to Rama,

killed Lavana and built Madhuri or Mathuri which is

Pairichi form. (Hari-V. LV. 3061-3 : 3083-%:

XCV 5243-7). A son of Satrughna was SQraiena after

whom the country is so called (Vayu-Purana). It subse-

quently passed into the hands of the Yadavas. (Hari-

V.. XCV—5247-8).

Mod. MathurS (27° 30' N. and TP 41' E.). is not on

the ancient spot ; it has moved to the N. owing to the

encroachment of the river. It* antiquities—inacriptions

of the Kushanas. Saka Saptra*. Guptas, pillar®, sculp-

. lures, Kaniihkn’s statue, laina stupas at Kankali etc.
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(CA S K.. III. plates I.XVI. A.S.L, N.I.S., VoL XX ;

An. R .A.S.L. 1911-12, part I. p. 14 &c.>

P. 429 (375). Cfisobow or Kliiobora*.—Cunningham

here transcribed it as Kalikacarla {identified with

27° 33' N. and 77° 42' E.). But it is philologically impos-

sible. Lassen transcribed it a* KHfahnapura (Ind. Alt .

I . p. 127. n.3.) and that is the correct form. As for its

location, Gokul, on the left bank of the Jumna and

5 miles S.S.E. of Mathura, has better claim. (Lassen

located it at Agra, Cunningham identified it. in C.A.S.R.,

XX. p. 45. with Kesaoapura Mahalla of Mathura.)

II KANYAKUBJA (Crooked makfcn).

P. 430 (376) It is so colled because the Wind-God

transformed, here, the 99 Kansas of it* King, Kusanabha.

to Kubras for scorning him. (R&mayana). Mentioned in

the Maha Bh. and the Mahabhashya Ptolemy's Kano-

giz*> (Probably not; J.R.A.S.. 1908. p. 760). 200 J.

N.W. (correct "S.E." with text D.. F.H .
Cunningham

and Watters) of SankasyA was Ko-no-lju-she or the "city

of flowers'* (Y. Ch. I. 35). The site of Kanyok“bja i* *

fixed one. The correction of the direction shows that

SAnkasya has not been properly located.

Kanyakubja was also called Gadhipura. Mohodpya

and Ku%asihala . It was the capital of the (Guptas ?)

Maukbaris. Ilarsha Vardhana. Yasovarman (the patron

of Bhooabhtiti). Pratiharai and Gahadacolas. Mahmud

of Ghazni plundered and destroyed »t (1016-7 AD.| : the

capital was then transferred to Bfiri. 3 or 4 days march

from Kanouj. (Alberuni, XVI1L)

12. A-YU-TE.

P. 438 (382).—5000 li in circuit
:
from the neighbour-

hood of Navadcvakula city ("Records"; from Kanouj

—

"I ife"). Y. Ch. travelled 600 1/ to the S.E.. crossed the
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Canges to the S. and reached 4-j/u-fe. (Y. Ch. I. 354).

jVav'adccakula has been identified with New*
I
(an ancient

site where Dr. Hocy found Ku*han coins) a little N. of

Banga/man in Unao district, U. P. (C.A.S.R., XI., p. vi

and J.A.S.B., 1900, p. 741.

The name sounds like /lyot/h|/d (I m. from Fyzabad,

U. P.), the capital of Kotala bounded by Panchdla (W).

the 5arpitgd or Syandika (Sai) River (S), the SadanirA (E)

and Nepal hills (N). (Raichaudhuri, P.H.A.I., p. 48).

But in making this identification Watters has to take

Ganges to be a mistake for its affluent Ghogra. Other

sites proposed: (I) KCnkupur (C.A.S.R.. I., p. 295); (2)

Patanvihar (C.A.S.R., XI., pp. 34-6) ; (3) Asm in Fatepux

(Fiihrer'a Mons.. Antiq., pp. 157-8) ; (4) Aphuni 29 m.

S.E of Fatepur, on the old road from Kanauj to PrAySg*

along which the pilgnm is travelling (V. Smith in Watters,

Y. Ch. Vol. II.)

13. AYOMUKHI
i

P. 443 (387).—This Skr. form is mentioned in the

Kasika commentary on Panini (Section dealing with

feminine suffixes). The state was Partabgarh and Rai

Bareilly districts. (V. Smith in Watters, vol. II.). The city

identified by Cunningham (CA SK., XI., p. 68) with

Tusaran Bihar (30 m. S.W, of Portabgarh).

14. PRYACA ( q(]}|
)

P. 445 |38fi).—The holy place of Gangd-Ya/nund-

suntfama ; a clearing in a forest, probably the K6lak<>-

txrnn. the E. boundary of the land of the Aryans (Kama-

yana. AyodhyS, LIV., LV.; my Introduction).

In the midst of the city was a Deva temple in front

of which was a large tree where the Hindus sacrificed

their live*. |Y. Ch.) Cunningham (C.A.S.R., l„ p. 297)

takes the tree to be the Akshaya or Syamavata, or
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(of Ramaynna) which is now situated within

a dark subterranean chamber in the fort due N. from

the Asoka pillar. In Y. Ch.a time it was in the midst

of the city, but now on the very brink of the river.

15 KAUSAMBf|^«f4|)

P. 448 (391) —About 500 li S.W. from Prayag*

(through n forest infested by wild elephants and other

fierce animals) was Kiao~*hang-mi
:

(000 U in circuit.

(Y Ch. I.. 365.)

F. H. (who did not visit it) locates it 13 po/anos

N.W. of the Deer Park (mod. Sarnath), (F. H. Chap.

XXXIV). In Buddhist Literature it is sometimes men-
tioned with Sravasti and Kosala Hence Watters was
inclined to place it to the V. of Pray&ga. But the Epics

indicate that the Jumna flowed through Vaisa (c. Kau-
sambt—the capita! of the descendants of Parikshit after

the destruction of Hastinapura). Certain Buddhist texts

also give the same indication. (Hardy’s Manual of Bud-

dhism, 2nd edn., p. 520).

Cunningham located the capital at Koaam (an old

village on the Jumna, 30 m. S. W. of Allahabad) which

is still railed Kausambl by the Jainas (C.A.S.R., I.. 303 ;

FOltxer's Mont . Antiq.. p. 142. IjV. II., p. 244) and
where are extensive mins.

As 30 m. is too short for 500 li, the location has been

doubted ; ihe country taken to be (I) Rewah (Major

Vest. J.R.A.S., 1904, p. 249 ; Smith's objection, ibid.

p. 545) ; (2) the district round the Buddhist rums at Bhar-

hut (V. Smith in J R.A S.. 1898. p. 511)
:
(3) the city to

be searched for at the extremity of the Banda district to

the N.E. of Ajaigarh (Watters II. . 339).

VaTSA is referred to in Pali literature as Vamsa (Rhys

David's Buddhist India, p. 23). one of the sixteen coun*

tries. As Slcr. ISA is changed into Pali CHCHHA (cf. Mfttsyft
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and Machchha). there is some difficulty in deriving Vamaa
from V*tM r though there is no doubt about their identity.

So Vacua seems to be derived from Vasa s«, which I

take to be the old Vedic form of Vats*. 'The Vata$ of

Vedic literature have been mentioned together with the

UKnaraw, Kuru-Parxchtilos and Matstja s and as such they

can be identified with the Vamsaa **ifr*ri^*t or Fatsos,

a "t" being introduced on the analogy of Malaya.

16. KUSAPURA.

P. 456 (39fl).—Read GAS.R.. I.. p. JI3 and Mons.

Antiq., p. 329. Sites proposed: (I) Jhusi (Vost in

J.R.A.S., 1903. p. 543): (21 ruins near MohanlSlganj.

S. of Lucknow (V. Smith in J.R.A.S., 1698. p. 510).

17 PCSHOKA.

P. 459 (401 ).—Cunningham (C.A.S.R., L. p. 318). Dr.

Hoey (J.A.5.R., 1900. p. 75). and Dr. Ffihrer (Mons..

Antiq.. p. 274 ;
but his location is different, viz Sen-

chankot in Unao) identify Pi-sho ^Q (Skr. Vitakho—*Cun-

ningham
;

I 'iso^o—Watters) with Sha-chc where F. H.

(Chap. XIX) located a similar 'tooth-stick-tree". Sha-

che = S6keta or Ayodhyd. (Note that Cunningham. :n

his Bhilsa Tope. p. I®), wrongly identified Sanchi with

the capital of Sha-che).

Watters objects to the identification of Pi-so-fa with

Sa-chc
;
for Sa-c/ie was 3 yojanas S. then 3 yo/unai S.E.

of Kanauj and 8 yojanoB N. of (F. H. XVIII

—

XX). while Pi-*o-ka was 500 ll E. of Kausdmbi and 500 li

S.W. of SrSvaiti (Y. Ch.. I.. p 373-4). A. for the loath-

bruth tree, similar tree* have been located by Y. Qi. at

two other places also.

V. Smith (Watters, II.. p. 339) takes Pi-so ka to the

ancient site of Nimkhar |20 m. S. of Sitapur) or Naimish-

dranya on the Gomati, the famous place of

pilgrimage (27° 20 r N. and 80° 35
' E.)
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18
. SrAvASTI (wtfl,

P. 467 (407). Founded by Sravasta, an ancestor ol

Rama ; it is in the Cauda-desa S» (Matsya PurSna.

XII.. 30).

Cunningham (C.A.S.R., I., pp. 330-337 ; XI..

pp. 64-%) located the capital at Sahel-Mahel on the

borders of the Rahraich and Gouda (= A* ‘Cauda")

districts of the Fyzabad division, U. P. This identifica-

tion is based on topographical evidence and on the dis-

coveries of (i) a colossal Bodhisattva image in a shrine at

Sahel with an inscription that it was set up at Srdi'asft

(C.A.S.R.. I., pp. 330-7)
; (ii) the inscribed parasol-post

of the above image : (iii) a copper plate grant discovered

in a cell of the large ruined monastery at Sahel recording

the grant by Govindachandra. the king of Kanauj. to the

community of Buddhist friars residing in the gTeat convent

of Holy Jetavana (Vogel in J.R.A.S.. 1906); (iv) another

statue of Kushana date bearing the name of the Jetavana

at Sravasti (Annual Report A.S.I.. 1907-6. p. 38, p. 81 (f ;

I9I0-II. pp. 1-24; for V. Smith's attempt to disprove

this identification, Read his articles in J.R.A.S.. 18%.

1900)

19 KAPILAVASTU.

P. 475 (414). Read F. H. Chap. XXI-XXII ; Y.

Ch. II.. p. I. It was above 500 li S.E. from the neigh-

bourhood of -Sravasti ; Y. Ch. (who found it in ruins)

visited Kapilavatlu. Ktak'whandra's Town. KonSga-

mono's Town, and l.a fa ni (Lumbini) the birthplace of

Lotd Buddha.

The Rumrnfn-dei pillar of Asoka (Approx. E. long

80° 20' ; N. lai. 27° 29') locates, beyond doubt the

Liimbmi-grove. The inscription on the Nigliva pillar (now

situuted 38 m N.W. of the Uska Bazar station of B. N
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\V. Railway) shows that it was erected near the fitGpa of

Konafitimana ;
but it is not in situ. Hie village of

Piprawa (Birdpur Estate, B**ti District)—the findspot of

the famous Pipriwa Vase—marks. according to Dr. Fleet,

the site of KapUaoasiu, (J. R. A. S., 1906, p. 160).

As there are differences between the “Life” and

"Records” of Y. Ch. and F. H.. V. Smith thinks that the

remains a! PipraWa were shown to F. H as those of

Knpilnvastu. while the guides of Y. Ch. identified the town

with Tilaura Kot. But when he admits that the two pilgrims

must have seen the same towns of KrakuchanJra and

Konaffamano or Kona^amuni, his theory that they saw

two different Kapilnrtstus is thin. (Dr. I locy, J. R. A. S.

1906. 454). Dr Rhys Davids takes Tilaura Kot to be the

old KopHocSsin and Piprawn to be the new city built

after the destitution of the old city by Vidudaha. Vast

(J.R A S. 19%) tries to establish that (i) the pilgrims knew

one city only. Viz. Tilaura Kot and the ruins S. of it
,

(ii) Krnkurhardrft'• town is mod Sisanihava ;
Kon&ga-

mana*s is Gutanihava ; and (rrr) the Arrow Well is now in

the Basti District.

It is to be noted in this connection that Dr Fiihrer,

in his Monograph on Buddha SakyAmuni's birth,

fabricated evidence and described ruins which existed

in his imagination only. The Government had to with-

draw
1

is Report from circulation. |V. Smith’s note (p. 4)

added to Aivl . N.I.S.. XXVI. part l.|

20 KUSINAGARA

P. 493 (430). As for live scene of Buddha s Mahn-

parinirvana. the Chinese pilgrim* gave three distinct

bearings with distances :

—

(•) Lumbini to Ramagrama. E. 5 yofanat (F. H.), 200 li

(Y. Ch ). Rimagrima to Chhandaka's Return.

E. 3 yo/anas (F. H.). 100 It (Y Ch.». ChhandakAA
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Return to Allies Stupa. F.. (F.H.) or S.E. (Y. CH.).

4 yojanas (F. H.) 180 It (Y. a.) ; Ashes Stupa to

Kuiinasora. F.. (F. H.) or N.E. (Y. Ch.) 12 yojanas

(F. H.J.

(ii) Kusinagara to the Scene of Lichhavi-farewell, S.E.

(F. H.) 12 yojanas (F. H.1 ;
Lichhavi-farewell to

l'ai$6li, E. (F. H.). S.E. (Y. Or.) 5 yojanas (F.H.).

60 II <Y. Ch.).

( iiil From the vicinity of Kusinagara 200 li or no S.W., then

500 li away was the kingdom of Benares {Y. Ch.).

200 li or 5 yojanas. E. from Lumbini will he E. of the

Little Gandak and W. of the Gandak. Hence. Lati-po or

Ramagrama IF. H. XXIII. Y. Ch. II. p. 20) may be

Dharmauli (DKnrmapurtl where Dr. Hoey discovered

Stupa and other remains. |Voit located it at RhuilS-dih

J. R. A. S.. 1903. p. 367.J

.

3 yojanas or 100 li further E. was the place where

Siddhartha (Buddha) Rent hack his Charioteer Chhandaka

{F. H. XXIV ). 17 or 18 m. S.E. from Dharmauli is the

village of Bihar in the Gutmparan District.

4 yojanas E. or 180 or 190 li S.E. (roin it was the

Ashes or Charcoal stupA—Ny.igrcxlha or Rippalavana :

here wan a ruined stupa of Asoka. (Y. Ch. II. pp. 20—23).

It may be identified with the rcmarkahle remains at

Lfuriyli-Nandangarh. (Anoka*s inscribed pillar, a score

of stupas &c. prove its antiquity)

Thence 12 yojonas E. or N.E. was Kudnagara. An

12 yojanas on the map-line extends far beyond Kftth-

mnndu. we must take the yoianas in the hilly country to

be shorter ones. The kingdom was the valley of ihr little

Rnpti fAchiravati). H H. Prince Khadga Shamaher

lung Bahadur has located the city at the confluence of

the little Rapti with the Gandnk (Hiranyavati). near

Bhnvaafir Chat. On the route from Narulangarh is the

Rampurwa pillar of Asoka |V. Smith in J. R. A. S..
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1902. p. 140 ff.; I. A. 1 9(f)' p. 153 : Vost's locations in

J R. A. S.. 1903. pp. 367-8.]

Cunningham located Kusinagara at Kaaia
;
the site has

been excavated (An. R. A. S. I.. '04*5. pp. 43-58 ;
'05-6.

pp. 61-85 :
'06-7, pp. 44-85)

;
ruins of monasteries, ancient

coins, 464 clay-deals with the legend "Sn-Afofidpan-

nirv&na-Vihdre Rhik*hu*amghasya" and a seal-die "Srf-

Vishnudvtpo-Vihtirc Bhikshusamghasya"
;

so probably

Kaaia is Vishnudvipa or Vethadipa which received a

portion of the relics of Buddha. |Dr. Vogel.] Fresh ex-

cavation (An. R. A. S. I. for 1910-11. p 63 ff ; p. 73
;

191 M2. Part I pp. 17-18): a number of clay seals with

‘ Buddha’s Coffin” and the legend Sri-Mahaparinircana-

VihSra in "Gupta Characters and a copper-plate in-

scribed in ink ending with "Niwdna-Chaitye tSmrapattJ

W’firaf* ** tfh(recoyered from the central stupa at

Karin) These discoveries support Cunningham.

|

Dr Vogel, however, thinks that a Nirvana-Chaitv* may-

be erected at other placed also.]

P 4% (433). Kahaon .—Skr Kakubha mentioned in

Skatu' -Gupta’s inscription on a pillar discovered here

(Fleet's G. I
:
C.A.S.R,, I., pp 85-95]. Carlleyle has

identified the great city, where Y. Ch. was hospitably

treated, with Rudrapur in Gorakhpur district. (C.A.S.R.,

XVIII. p. 41).

P. 497 (434). PouxS.—Between it and KusinagAr*

was a stream called the Kuk^tha where Buddha bathed

himaelf. Mr. Carlleyle has pointed out that there exists

a river now known ns Kuku To its S. W. are the ruins

at Fazilpur (Gorakhpur district ; 10 miles S. E. of Kasia)

with which he proposes to identify Pawn. (C.A.S.R.,

XVIII. p. 106).

21 BENARES <

P. 499 (435). The kingdom of K&si was 300 leagues

in extent (Jataka No 391). It had its capital at B&r3n**i
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also called Suiundhann. Sudassana, Brahma vaddhana,

Pupphavati, Ramma City and Molini (Prof- D. R.

Bhandarkar, Carmicharl Lectures, 1918, pp. 50-51).

I he Kasis first appear in the Paippalad* recension of

the Atharvavcda. iRoychowdhuri, P.H.A.I , pp. 33-34.

|

In the Brahmana* we hear of the city of Kasi on the

Parandooft river (Camb. H. I. p. 117) which is evidently

identical with the modem Varurtii. This mention of

Varanavati in Brahmana literature indicates that Pdrond-

cata of the Maha Bharat* was either identical with

Benares or was a village on the Vanina. According to

the Ramayana Kasi was a kingdom while Proyasa and the

country Around was stilJ forest. (Adi-K.-XII. 20) Krishna

burnt it for a succession of years (Udyoga-P. XLVII.
1883 ; Han-V. 0X1. 9M2-3 : see also Hari-V. XXIX-
and XXXII.). The qti* UsVr> that the kingdom of

Benares stretched up to the Gomati or Goomti. It is the

Ka&ida of Ptolemy (p. 228).

Mod. Benares and SarnAth. (An. R. A. S. for ‘04-5
;

pp 59-104
;

’07-8. p. 43 B Y Monograph on Samath
published by the Archaeological department gives its full

account.

22 CHEN-CHU (GAZIPUR*.

P. 502 |438). Y. Ox . II, p. 59 ; Watters objected to

Cunningham's identification which has been supported by

V. Smith. (Y. Ch. II. Appendix).

The most important place in Gazipur is Bhitari where

have heen discovered various ruins including bricks in-

scribed with the name of Kum&ra-Gupta and the famous

inscription of Skanda Cupta on a pillar 15 ft. high.

(C.A.S R
.

I. pp. 97-100
: Fleet's G. I.).

P. 503 (439) Raliya—Read C.A.SR
.
XXII.. pp.

7W37 ; Fiihrer’* Mons. Antiq.. pp 190-1.
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Mr. Carlleylc believed th^t close to it was Pharma-

ranya or the Vast Solitude of F. H.

P. 504 |440j. A/o-/io-ao-/o.— Its identification with

Malar in Shahabad district (Bihar & Orissa) is confirmed

by an inscription in which the place has been called

Mahfo&a. Another modem local inscription calls the

territory Karushadcsa. (C.A.S.R., III., pp. 66-71). Mr.

Pargiter has shown that the lidmauanQ (Bala, XXVII.

8-23l suggests that lire Karusha

3

or Kdruthos once dwelt

in the Shahabad district ; but they migrated towards the

S.W and according to the Maha Bharata (BhisKrria. LVI
#

2415; Drona, XI. 3% ; Sabha. XIII. 575-7 &c.) they

occupied the hilly country to the S. of Ktai and Vatsa.

W. of Gicdi. E. of Magadha and enclosing the Kaimur

hill*— l.c. the hilly tract of which Rcwah is the centre,

from the Ken (\V.) to the confines of Bihar (E.).

Two other important site* in Shahabad are Sahasram,

famous for its inscription of Asoka (C.A.S.R.. XI. p. 132)

and Arrah which is. according to the local tradition, the

Ekochak'a of the Mahabh5rata Close by it (Arrah) is the

village of Rakri where f*rqr dwelt As Yuan Chwang

also haa alluded to the Demon of the desert, this identi-

fication may be accepted. |C.A.S.R.. III., p. 12 ; p. 73).

Ehachakra is mentioned, in the Mahavamsa, as one of the

ancient capital cities of India in the time of Buddha.

|/bidL p. 77 F N.].

Temple of Sdrtiyana.—Carlleylc (C.A.S.R., XXII.,

pp. 76-77) identified it with Narayan, a small village where

is the usual ferry for traveller* going north from Masar.

About 8 mile* N.F.. (and not E. as stated by Y. Ch.) of

Narayan is Godena with which he propose* to identify

Asylum tope. {Ibid, p. 78).

P. 507 (442). Dcghttara.—As the true name i*

Dighwara (and not Dcghi and as there are no ruins here

so Carlleylc objected to this identification and proposed
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Chcran or Cherand (in Seiran district) which is said to be
the site of Chyavan*'* hermitAge. (C.A.SR . XXII,

pp. 78*79
;
for the hormitage of Chyavana, Read J.A.S.B.,

1903, p. 89).

2). VAlSAl.l t ).

P. 507 (443). The city of Vaisali. famous in Buddhist

literature, has been identified by St. Martin and

Cunningham (C.A.S.R., I.. 55 ;
XVI

.
6. 34. 89*91) with the

ruins at and near Besarh or Baser (Mu*affaipur district,

Bihar
;
25° 58' N. and 85° II' E.) |For objection against

this location And other identifications proposed, Read
J.AS.B 1900 ; J.R.A.S., 1902. p. 267 : J.R.A.S.. 1903,

p. 583 &c.J.

Baser was excavated by Dr. Bloch
;
he writes :

—

Tirabhuktau Vaitali-Tard of a 12th century MS.
points out that Vaisali was in Tirabhukti or Tirhut ; its

position with regard to other pUces fits exactly with the

description of the Chinese ; here are two groups of ruins

which correspond with two similar groups seen by Y. Ch.

at Vaisali in a striking way— Raja B'Sal Ifa garb* 1 1 560 ft

* 750 ft.; C.A5.R.. I. p. 56] and the "TJoifr-pilUr” stupa

and tank E. of Bakhrn. 2 m. N. of Bcsar. (Here have

been found seals of Gatotkacha-Gupta, Dhruvasvamini

and many other Gupta Princes. An. R. A. S. I. for

1903-4, p. 81.]. An inscription in early Brahmi (200 or 300

B.C.) "Vesali anusamyanaka Takare’* discovered here

(An. R. A. S. I. 1911-12. part I., pp. 18-19; 1913-14.

P. 98 ft ).

This identification has also been supported

by the following facts (Pargiter) : Vi*i'amitra
t
when

taking Rarnn from the scene of the slaughter of

Tadaka in the Shahabad district to Mithila, stopped

at Visala on the way. Their route was—crossing

the river Son* from the Shahahad district and travell-
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ing N.E.. they reached the Ganged near the site of Patna

(Adi XXXVII. 1-7); and then crowing the Cange# by

boat, and travelling N. towards Mithila the whole of one

day. they reached ViUla at evening. (Ibid. XLVI. 5-11 ;

XLVIII. 21-3
;
XLIX. 1-8). Thi* agree* with the situa-

tion of BasSr. 27 m. N. N. E. of Patna.

Tirhut or Tirabhukli is Vidtha (Trikandasesha) ; so

named after Mathava the Videgha who colonized it.

[Satapatha Br. I. IV. I.J It is bounded by the Kautiki

(Kosi) (E), the Ganges (S>, the SaddmVd I'CandAk"—
Muir ; "RaptT*—Pargiter ; “Little Gandak'*—Fleet in

J.R.A.S., l
<X)7, p. 644.) (W). and the Himalayas (N.).

Mithilft .fafanil vvm the name of l>oth the country

and the capital. (Adikanda XLIX. 9— 16
;

Santi-P.

CCCXXVII. 12233-8). Cunningham (CA.S.R. XVI. 34)

identifies the city with Janakapura. n small town within

the Nepal border, north of which the Muzaffarpur and

Darbhanga districts meet.

24. VRIJI

P. 512 (447). *I*h is country seems to be roughly

equivalent to the N. part of Dnrbhanga and the adjacent

Nepal Terai. As for Y. Ch.'s Chcn-shu-na, the capital

of the country. V. Smith proposes the ruins at Baligarh

about 16 m. N. of Madhuvani. (Watters, II. App.)

T> MAGADHA.

P. 518 (452). “Kikata a district of the Non-

Aryan* whose Chief was Pra-Maganda” (Rigvcda III. 53.

14) is said to he identical with Magadha.
|
Kikat&h

Magadhahvayah ;
Abhidhanachintamani. IV. 26) . Its

name might have dome connection with Magenda.

Atharva Veda V. 22. 14. and Copatha Brahmana II,

9. mention the Mngadhas. The Vagadha of the Aitareya

ArAnyaka (Keith's Ed. 200) may be a mistake for it or

it may refer to the Bagdi caste of Bengal. (H. P. Sastri).
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The Kingdom (C. Girivraja) established by Vasu ion

of Kusa (VisvAmitra to fUma. Adikanda XXXV. I -10
:

35). Hie Maha Bharata informs us that Vasu I’parichara

of Chedi conquered it and established His son. Vriha-

dratha. as king over it. It is the scene of Buddha's early

career. Its history is the history of the whole of N. India

The districts of Patna and Gaya formed this territory

proper.

patauputra

(For pu/ra cf. Satiyapufo and Ketalnpufa of Asoka's

R E. II.; legend of the name in Kathatmritsagara and

Y. OiX
/irannaboas.—Skr. Hiranyavaha (Son river) occurs in

Bana s Harshacharita.

F. H. (XXVI-XXVII) travelled 4 yofanaa E. from

Vaisali to "the confluence of the five rivers." crossed a

river (Ganges) \yojana to the S. of which was Pdtoliputra.

|Theie can never have been in historical times any actual

meeting of five rivers near Palaliputra ; hence F.^H.

means the place where the fifth of the five rivers (Gangfi.

Yamuna. Achiravatf. Sarabhu (Sarabos of Ptolemy) i.e.

Sarayu or Ghogra. and Mahi (or Mhye in Saran district.

Bihar) famous in Buddhist literature (Vinaya Cull*.. 9, I

.

3 and 4
;
Milinda.. 4. I. 35) flows into the already united

stream of the other four. Dr. Hoey in J.R.A.S., 1907.

p. 41. J.

Lt. Col. Waddel (Report on the excavations at

PAtaliputra. Calcutta, 1903) has shown that nearly the

whole of the site of the city is intact : much lies below

Patna. Bankipore and the E. I Railway
;
buried at a

depth of from 10 to 20 feet. The old city was on the

north bank of the old Sona. but it was several miles

distant from the Ganges which shifted later to the south

Dr. Spooner's excavation (1912-13) has resulted in the di*.
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coveiy of traces of the Maurya “Hall of a Hundred

Columns.” |Annual Report A. S. I. 1912-13, Part I.

PP 24-27 ; 1912-13. pp. 53-86.)

P. 521 (455). Front PalnS lo Bodh Gaya.—

Cunningham ha* remarked that both distance and direc-

tion supplied by Yuan Chwang are wrong. But if that

Chinese pilgrim's record be so corrupt os to require such

manipulation in so short a distnnee. it is no use coins

further with it. for no satisfactory conclusion can possibly

be arrived M from it |Fergusson. J.R.A.S.. 1872-73,

pp. 222-223| . Here I
point out certain identifications

which can he accepted

7'i-fo-shi-^ia.—(Watters, II, p. 105): Its identification

with Tc.lara is supported by the discovery of two inscrip-

tions containing it* Skt. name— Teladhako 'Mi**

[CA.S.R VIII. p. vii.j XI. Plate XLIIJ . 90 ll SAV. from

it was a lofty mountain from the summit of which Buddha

had contemplated the kingdom of Magadha. |Watters, II.

p. 107]. It has been identified by Befilar with Barabar

hill (Skr. Pracaragtri). famous for its cave inscriptions ol

Asoka (16 miles to the N. of Gaya. C.A.S.R.. VIII
.

p. 36)

30 li N.W. of it was Gur.amati’s monastery (Y. Ch.. II..

p. 108). Beglar’s location of it in the village of Dhatawnl

or Dharmapura (in Kunwa) where were discovered Punch-

marked coins, a colossal statue of Padmapani in situ with

an inscription in Kulila characters (C.A.S.R.. VIII.,

pp. 37-39
; XVI. pp. 3948) has been accepted by

Cunningham, (/bid.. XV'.. p. iv.).

Buddha-Caya.—About six miles S. of Gaya ; hamlet

"UreT represents the name of Uruoilva (C.A.S.R.. XI .

p. vi.; p. 147). Its rums described in Cunningham’s

Mahahodhi ; Annual Rep. A.S.I.. 1908-1909. p. 139 fi.

P. 526 (459). Kukkuto pdda O' Gumpdda-

Giri (the mt. of the venerable teacher Mahakasyapa) F, H.

XXXIII ; Y. a. II. p. 140-3). Cunningham (C.A.S.R.I..
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pp. 14-16) identified it with the three insignificant rugged

hills (which rise boldly And touch each other at their

base*) near the village of Kurkihnr (16 m N.E. of Gaya).

Dr. Stein (I. A.. 1901. p. 88) and Keith (Bengal, Past

and Present. 1910) identify it with Sabhnath (15 miles

E. N. E. of Bodhgaya) Mr. R. D. Banerjce’s (J.A.S.B..

1906) identification with Curpa Hill 20 m. E S. E. of

BodhgayS is probable, for it has preserved the name of

(t urupSda,

P. 528 (461). Buddhacano .— It cannot be identified

with Buddhain (C.A.S.R., III., p. 1 39J for Jcshtivan is

not to the E. but S.W. of it. (Stein. I.A.. 1901, p. 62J.

Voshfavina.—Stein (Ibid) confirms its identification

with Jeshtiban land not Jakhtiban).

The House of Vyasa—Stein identifies it with

Pansabda recess in ihc hill which forma the S.W. end of

the Handia range (Ibid. p. 82).

P. 535 (467). Rdjagriha.—Girivraja. the ancient

capital of Magadha (Maha Bharata, Sabha. XX..

798-430 ; Ramayana. Adi, XXXV. 1-9]; also called

Rajagriha |Adi. CXIII. 4451-2; Asvamedha. LXXXII.

2435-631- It is to be distinguished from the old capital

of Kekaya which ha* been located at Jalalpur.

For the Chinese account. Read F H.. XXVIII ;

Y. Ch.. II.. pp. 146-153.

For an excellent map and topogrnphy of Rajagriha

(mod. Rajgir) vide Annual Rep. A.S.I.. 1905-6. pp.

84-106; 1913-14, p. 265 ff.

NALANDA ( "l*^t )

P. 536 (468). Cunningham's identification with

Baragaou [or Radgaon as spelt by Dr. Bloch in

J.R.A.S., 1908. p. 440| was based on the discovery of

two acute-angled inscriptions (found on the spot) naming

the place Nalanda. [C.A.S.R.. I., plate XIII.; mins

46
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described in Ibid. pp. 2ft-}5 ; An. Rep. A.S.I.. 1915-16.

part I. pp. 1 2-1 3.

J

P. 539 (471 J.—Indranildguha .—The rugged hill

rising immediately to the W. of the village car be shown

beyond all doubt to be identical with it. (Stein, I.A..

1901. p. 54.)

27. I LAN NA PO-fA-TA.

P. 545 (476). Watters (II., p. 178 0.) correctly trans-

cribes it as lrinaparvata (ffr* or Barren Hill. Y. Ch.

ill- P* 17ft ff.) mentioned that on the W. frontier of this

country to the S. of the Ganges was a solitary mt. where

Buddha subdued the Yaksha Vakula. Dr. Waddcl

(J.A.S.B., 1892, p. I) identifies it with Mt. Uren

j
Mttrt-rui ; about 20 m. S.W. from Mungir City and

7 m. S. of the present course of the Ganges) where are

ruins, statues, old inscriptions and a foot-print of Buddha.

Mungir is the Mudgagiri of Pala inscriptions and it is

said to be the Modagiri (the capital of an eastern kingdom

near Vanga
;
Moha Bharata). Madgurakas of E. India

(Matsya CXI II. 44| seem to be connected with it,

28 ANGA. CHAMPA.

P. 546 (477). Anga .—The easternmost country

named in the Atharva-Veda (V. 22, 14)
;
so called After

its king Anga (Maha BharatA, Adi-p. CIV.. 4179-# who

seems to be identical with Anga Vairochani mentioned

in Aitareya Br. (VIII., 4. 22) ;
[Anga (body) of the Love-

god Kama was consumed here and so it is so called

(Ramayana, Adi-k. XX11I). It became an appendage of

Magadha in Jarasandha’s time. (Sabha—P. XXIX.

1090-3.)!

Ita capital—Malini or M&lina
;

this name was super*

seded hy Champa |after king Champa, great-grandson of

Loma-pada ; Steti-P. V.J ;
it was on the Ganges.

(Vana—P. LXXXV., 8156). Anga proper of the Epics
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comprised the modern districts of Bhagalpur and Monghyr

and extended northwards up to the Kosi river (Pargiter).

The Anga dominions At one time included Magadha and
extended to the shores of the sea. The ViduTA Pandita

(ataka (No. 545) describes Rnjagriha as a city of Anga.

The Santi PArvan of the Maha Bharata (29. 35) refers to

an Anga king who sacrificed on Mount Vtshnupada at

Gaya. The Sabha Parvan (44, 9) mentions Anga and

Vangn as forming one kingdom. The KathasaritsagarA

says that Vitanka-pura, a city of the Anga*. was situated

on the shore of the sea.

Champ&, the famous capital of Anga, stood on the

river of the same name (Jataka 506 : Modern Chandan)

and the Ganges (Y. Ch. II.. 181). (Raychowdhuri.

P.H.A.I.. p. 23.)

& KAJANGALA

P. 548 (478). Above 400 /i E. from Champa ; Ka-

chu-wen-ki-lo : 2000 ft in circuit. lY. Cfc. II., 182).

Julien and Cunningham sanskritized it as Kajughara
:

but the real form is Kajangala—the E. boundary of the

MiddJe Country (Vinaya II.. 38). Jataka. IV., 310 tells us

that Kajangala was, even in Buddha’s time, an ancient

place famous for its fcusa grass (/. R. A. S.. 1904,

pp. 86-88
: 538). It is mentioned as Kayangala in the

Com. on the RamapSlachanta. C. A. S. R.. XV.. pp.

37-9 locates its capital at Rajmahal.

X«. PLNDRAVARDDHANA . iprsi*
)

P. 549 (480) The Pundras—outc anted descendants

of Visvamitra (Aitareya Br. VII. 18) ; various spelling*—

Pundraka, Paundra
,
Paundrikq—in the Maha Bharata :

these names sometimes used as equivalents (.Sabha—P.

XIII. 584) ; but sometimes a distinction is made between

the Pundras and Paundras (Bhisma—P IX.. 358 ; 365 .
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Sabha—P. LI.. 1872-4) ; the Pundrai are linked with

ihe Vanga* and Kir.itas (Hilly tribe* ol Mongolian

affinity from the Punjab to Assam) (Sabha—P. XIII.

584) .
with Angas and Vanga* (Snbha—P. IV.. 1 19|

.

Thug the Purdra* occupied some intermediate position

between the Angas, Vangas and the Himalayas. So

their country is to be identified wilh Maldah, portions of

Purnea east of the Kogi. part of Dinajpur and Rajghahi.

The Paundras i4)*9)bm linked with the L'dras,

Utkalas. Mekalns. Kalingas and Andhra* |Vana—P., Li..

1968
;
Bhisma-P.. IX.. 365 :

Drona-P.. IV.. 122.) Thus

the Paundras dwelt in and to the W and S.W. of Bengal

Proper, i.c. the modem districts of Santal Parganas and

Birbhum and the N. portion of Hazaribag. (ParRitcr).

Pundravarddhana was the E. boundary of the "Middle

Country." (Divynvadana ; J R.A.S., 1904, p. 86) .

capital of a district in Bengal (Rajatarangini IV.) ; Pun-nn-

fa-tan-na above 600 ll E. from Kajangnla ; circuit 4000 /f.

(Y. Ch. II.. p 184). Mentioned in Pala and Sena inacrip-

tions. (E. I. IV. 247 ; J.A S.B.. 1900. p. 71 ;
I A. XII..

251 etc.). It included Vatendra—one of the 4 divisions

of Bengal—bounded by the MahSnanda (W.), Brahma-

putra (El.). Canges (S.). and Kuch Bihar (N.). (C.A.S.R..

XV. 145-6.)

Sites proposed for the capital:—(I) Cauda, Lakgh-

manavatt oi Lakhnauti (ruined city in Maldah district.

24° 54' N.; 88° 8
' E.>—the capital of the Hindus and the

Muswlmans down to 1350. (J.A.S.B. ’08).

(2) Pandua. Hazrat PSndua or Firozabad (deserted

town. 25° 8' N.; 88° 10’ E.) built of Hindu ruins (An.

R.AS.I.. 1902-3. pp. 51-3: I. A.. 1874. p. (63): |Ohjec-

tions against I and 2:—their distances from Kajangala

would be less than 600 li.
]

(3) Mahasthana. on the W. bank of the Karatoya.

7 m. N. of Bogro ; the remains at Bh&tu Bihar, 4 m. W.
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of it. answer to Y.Ch.’s description of Po-*hi-po monastery

20 li W. of Pundravarddhana
[ Y. Cfc. II., 184 : C.A.S.R.,

XV.. pp. 104-11.

1

31. CHIH-CHMO.

P. 550 <480). Above 1000 U N.E. of Ujjayini
;

4000

li in circuit. (Y. Ch. II.. 251).

Cunningham took it to be the jAjhoti of Abu Rihan,

Skr. Jcia^abhu^li or Bundelkhand with Kharjjijraoahako

or Khajuraho |24° 51
' N. and 793 56' E.] as capital (of

the Chandellajil. But as its distance from Ujain (300 mile*)

is almost double of that recorded by Y. Ch., Watters

rejects it and locates it at Chitor.

32. MA HI SSUFA-LO PtJ LO

P. 559 (4S8). Above 900 ft N. (Records) or N.E. (Life)

from Chih-chi-to : 3000 li in circuit (Y. Ch. II.. p. 251-2).

Mahesvarapuia was probably Gwalior. (Smith in

Y. Ch. II.. App.| Cunningham took it to be Mahishmatt-

pura. the capital of the Chcdis

The Chedis.—Mentioned in the Rigveda (VIII., 5.

37-39). Their country has been located by Pargiter along

the S. bank of the Jumna from the Chambal (
Charman -

vat!) on the N.W.. to Karwi (N E. of Chitrakuta) on the

S.E. Its limit southwards *eems to be the plateau of

Malwa and the hills of Bundelkhand. Its capital in the

Epic age is said to be Suktimati or Suktis6hvay& (Van*-

pawan. XXII., 898
;
Asvamedha—P. LXXXIII.. 2466-7)

on the river of the same name identified by Pargiter with

Ken. The same city has been referred to in Pali Litera-

ture (Chetiya Jataka. No. 422) as Soithiuati-nagara which

is to be located somewhere near Banda,

The other Chedi cities referred to in Skr. literature

are Tripura or Chedi nagari (Hemachandrn). mod. lewar

about six miles from (abbalpur and M&hiahmatipura which

has been described in Buddhist Literature as one of the
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regular stages (the others bring L’jjain, Gonarda, Bhilsa.

KausAmbi and Saketa) on the route from Paithan to

Srava&ti. (Imp. Gaz. Ind.. XVII., p. 9). Pnrgiter has

identified it with Mandhata on the Narmada (also called

Mekalaauta, Reva, Somodbhava. Murala—Trikandasesha.

I. 2. 31).

Hemachandra’s Abhidhftnn-ChintAmani. IV, 22 gives

DAhala | the older form of which in Dabhala {wvm)

occurring in inscriptions] and Chedi as synonymous

term*.

33. UJJAYINi OR UJAIN.

P. 560 (469). Capital of MUava or Avanti ; on the

Siprft (f*Pl> ; (23° 1

1
' N. and 753 47' E.: in Gwalior state) ;

one of the seven sacred Hindu cities : famous for ito cele-

brated temple of Mahakala or Kfilapriyanathn. (Cambay

Plates, E. I. VII). The first meridian of Indian astrono-

mers. Capital of Pradyoto, and of the viceroys of the

Mauryss. 'Oz8ne,' formerly a royal capital ; from this

place is brought to Barygaza every commodity for local

consumption or export. (Pcriplus, SchofTs Ed. p. 42).

Ptolemy (p. 152) informs us that it was the capital of

Tinstone* (Chaatana). These Saka Satraps were con-

quered by Chandra-GuptA H. Vikramaditya. In Y. Ch.*s

time it was the Katochchuri capital. Then we find the

Paramain*.

The country around Ujjayini is full of ancient sites

Bhilsa. Besnagar (An. R. A. S. 1.. -08-9. P . 126 ;
1913-14.

p. 106], Sanchi, Andher, Mandasore, |Dasapura|.

NarVar (Nalapura. PadmSvati). The most magnificent of

the ruins discovered here is the great stupa of Sanchi

| Marshall, Guide to Sanchi], Narwar ot Nalapura was

the capital of Nala and Damayanti |Beglar in C. A. S. R.,

VII. pp. 95-102 records their romantic legend heard

locally there which differs slightly from the Epic version]

.
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III suburb is Padampawaya or PaJmdcati, the scene of

Rhnvnbhuti'a Molali-Mfidhava which describes four rivers.

P<Sr<i. (mod. Parbati or ParS). Sindhu (Sindh on which
stands Narwar). Lavana (Lun) and Madhumati (Mohwar).

(C. A. S. R.. II.. P .
307-9

; XXI. 38 &c.).

14-)7 MO-LA-PO. KI-TA. ANANDAPLRA. ATACHI

Pp. 361-365 (490-494). 2000 U N. W. from Bh<igu-

^achchha was Mo-la po or (as a nole added lo the text

tells us) South l.o (or Lo-lo)
;

circuit 6000 li ; capital

situated on the S. E. side of the Mo-ha or Mo-hi (Mahi)

river ; Mo-la-pa and MagaJha were the two countries in

India where learning wub much prized. (Y. Ch. II.

pp. 242-3).

S. W. from it was an estuary
; thence 2400 or 2500

li N.W. was d-fa-(or Cha)-h country (Eder. Cunningham
:

Middle Sindh—V. Smith) ; above 6000 li in circuit.

(Ibid. p. 243).

300 li N.W from Mo-la-po was Ki-ta or Ki-cho .

subject to Mo-la-po
; 3000 li in circuit.

(Ibid p. 245).

Fo-la-pi or North La-lo was above 1000 li N. from

Ki-cha. (Ibid, p. 246).

A-nan-to-pu-lo (A nanJapura) wa* 700 li N.W. from
Fa-la-pi

(
I'alabhi

) ; circuit 2C00 li (Ibid. p. 247).

V'. Smith remarks ’Cunningham being convinced of

the identity of Mo-la-po with Malava, disregards both the

bearing and distance given by Y.Ch. and identifies it with

Western Malwa with Dhar ( wur as Capital. Taking this to

be correct, he identifies Ki-ta with Khoja (Khetaka-pura

mentioned in the Dasakumaracharita, mod. Kairn,

a latgc town in Cujiat, situated between Ahmedabad and
Cambay). AnanJapara, he identifies with the triangular

tract lying between the mouth of the Banda river on the

W. and the SSbarmatl on the E." Thus criticizing

Cunningham, Dr. Smith identifies Mo-la-po with the tract
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lying between Bhrigu^achchha, Kachchha
(
= Ki-cha).

Y alabhi and Vadnagar ( • Anandapura ; St. Martin and

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar). and corresponding roughly to

the modern districts o( Kaira and Ahmedabad together

with parts of the Baroda state and some adjoining terri-

tory. (Watters II.. p. 341 1. But in making this identi-

fication Dr. Smith has really altered 20(X> li of Y Ch. to

200 and hi* 2t*X) li to about half ; he has altogether

ignored Y. Ch. o account of the size of \1o-la f>o.

<J. R. A. S.. 1906. p. 90). M. Sylvain Levi states that

A/o-/o-po may stand for nothing except Malava and

Kic-cha for Kheta hz (Jour, det Savants. 1905. Oct.

p. 534-48). And as we know of no district in Gujrat

proper that ever bore a name at all resembling MSlava,

it is absolutely impossible to place Mola-po as Dr. Smith

has done. (Burgess in J. R. A. S.. 1906. p. 220). Dr.

Grierson also takes Mo-fo-po to be Malava. or Malwa.

(Ibid. p. 95).

Thus did Levi. Burgess, and Grierson demolish the

theory of Dr. V. Smith. But a 7th Century A D.

Valabhi record (E. !., VIII.. No. 20) actually mentions a

Malaiaka in Valabhi dominion and as such proves the

thesis of Smith. It was included within the territory of

Valabhi and as such this Slalavaka cannot be identical

with Malwa. The diminutive suffix Ka also indicates that

it was then known as Lesser Mdlata to distinguish it from

MAlava proper. It is rather curious that attention of

scholar# has not been directed towards it. It is dated

320 Valabhi Era-639 A. D.

EASTERN INDIA.

P. 572 (500). It is to the E. of Madhyadcsa ; but as

Madhyadeta extended to the E.. it* western extent

diminished. It is to the E. of (i> Prayaga {Manu ;
KQrma-

cibhSga). (ii) Varanaayah paralah P6rvade$ah (Kavya -
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mfmdmjd, p. 93). (iii) to the E. of Anga (Com on V6tsy6-

yanaMitra), (iv.> to the E. of Kajangala or Pundracarddhana

(Buddhist Lit.; Y. Ch.) le. Bengal proper and

Assam together with Orissa and Ganjam.

It was divided into six state* in Y. Ch.'s time :

—

Kamarupa ruled by BhasknrAvarman. a Hindu ; and

5 other statea probably included in the Dominions of

Sasanka *t!tf of Karnaouvarna.

I. KAMARUPA *m«q)

'P. 572 (500). PragjyotiahSh Kamarupah (AbhidhAna-

chlnt&manl IV. 22) : but in the Raghuvamsa (IV. 83-4)

they are described as two different nations :
the name

KamarCpa is later. The M. Bh. mentions Kama^hya.

near Gauhati. famous in ancient times. Kamarupa

included, according to the YogM Tantra, the whole of

the Brahmaputra [Lauhitya) Valley. with Rangpore and

Kooch Behar (Imp. Gaz. Ind. XIV. p. 331.).

Above 900 li E. from Pundraoarddhana was Kia-mo-

lcn-po
;
circuit 10,000 li (Y. Ch. II., p. 185). He crossed

the R. Ka-lo-tu (*»&*!< to reach it. (Ibid. p. 187).

There is no difficulty in taking Gauhati to be the old

capital, for Pubna is not (as has already been shown) the

Pundravarddhana of Y. Ch.

Z. SAMATATA ' )

P. 574 (501). ’ The country of which the rivers have

flat and level bank* equal height on both sides" :

mentioned in .SamudraG'upJa’s Allahabad Pillar Inscrip*

tion (Fleet's G. I., No. I) and in the KOrmavibhaga |E.).

1200 or 1300 li S. of Kamarupa and 900 li E. of

Tamaiipta was San-mo-ta-ta
;
low. moist and on the Sea-

side (Y. Ch. II. 187-9 ).

It is the Delta of the Cange* or Bagdi <«»»*)) one of

the four traditional divisions of Bengal :

—
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(I) Banga, (2) Radha *Ts). (3) Varendra and (4) Bngci.

Ban^a ts bounded by the Brahmaputra (W.), the Ganges

(S ).
the Meghna (E.) and the Khasi hilU (N.). Varendra

is the tract lying between the Mah&nandS (W.) and the

Brahmaputra (E.) and between the Ganges (S.) and

Cooch Bihar (N.). The traditional boundaries of RAdha

are the Rajmahal hill*, the Ganges and the jalinghi

branch of the Delta. Bareli comprises the Delta of the

Ganges and the Brahmaputra.®

Banga or Vangaf seems to be mentioned in the

Aitarcya AranyakaZ. The Epics and other Sanskrit

works Tefer to it repeatedly. It was also called* at a

later period. Harikela.§ Radha occurs in its Prakrit

from of Ladha in the Ach6rdnga Sutra of the Jainas. It

is identical, a$ Nilaknntha has remarked, with the Suhma
of the Epics.

||
Varendra or Varendn occurs in the Rdma

|
pofoj chariia. Thus we have Sanskrit for Sanskritised)

names of the first three of the four divisions of Bengal

and their early uses show the antiquity of those names.

But what is the Sanskrit form of the name of Bagdi and

when was it first tised> Though Bagdt was formerly the

least important of the four divisions on account of it#

swampy jungle (the remnant of which is now called the

Sundarban), it is now the most important division

wherein is situated Calcutta, the second city of the British

empire. In order to find out the old name of Bagdi I

began to examine the land grants of the kings of Bengal

•Cunningham. A.SR.. Vol. XV.. p. 145-6.

t b atkI ii *re nor dluinguitlird In Bengali Scrip! and pronuncia-

tion Skr. works generally aprll if with t\

t Krith'a diloreyo A ran^ko. p. 2&>.

J /-Tim*, p. xbt: Hemachandrs a /tbh;d>i.Sn«/ii«t<S/>idni Iv. 23;

eU.

i$BE. xxii. pp. M-S. NilaVaniKa's corrimmlary on the Scbfid-

poroon of the Afa/iabhtfato.
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and strangely enough it is mentioned in the earliest

inscription of the Palas. The Khalimpur grant of

Dharmapala records that the king granted the village of

Krauncha-avabhra in the Mahantaprakasa vishaya

(district) o( Vyaghratati* mrm&t mandala (division) of

Pundravarddhana bhutyi (province.)* Iho inscriptions of

the Palaa mention three hhu^is (provinces) of the Pain

Kingdom—Srtnagarabhukti (Dehnrl. Hrabhukti (Tirbhut)

and Pundravarddhanabhukti. Though Pundravarddhana

was identical with Varcndra. the bhii^ii of Pundra-

varddhana seems to have included the whole of

Bengal, for we know of no other bhu^ii which might

have included the other divisions of Bengal.t Thus
Vy&ghratati was one of the divisions of Bengal. A village

of VylighratAti is mentioned in n grant of Lakshmana-

sena nUo.J The usual Prakrit form of VyaghratatissunTC^

is Vagghaiidi or Vagghadi
I
int*-# or )

from

which the regular Bengali form expected is Bagdl. or

Baghdi. Thus there is no difficulty in taking Bagdi as

the modem equivalent of ancient Vyiighratati. The
Delta of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra was called

Vyaghratati ("Tiger Coast"), evidently because it was

then, at was in very recent times, infested by the 'Royal

Bengal’ tigers. IMy article in Sir Ashutosh Jubilee

Vol. III. Part II. Pp. 423-24|.

Other locations for the capital of Samatata :~
Sonargaon in Dacca (Fcrgusson), in Fnndpur district

(Watters), Comilla (R. D. Banerjce’s Bangl&r ItihSan.

Vol. I. p. 48.)

• Eptfraphtca Indico. Vol. IV, pp. 243 if ;

Ir-Ki.pdoD No. I.

t The expression ’Voreadro mandate' in P*urdr»TArddH»n«-

bhub i »n Tarpxndigbi grxrxl *lao auppcrU it.

I Anulia grant of Lakulimunsietia.
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3. TAMAUPT1

P. 577 (504). DamaUpia
,
Tdmralipta etc : connect-

ed with the Tomtit.

Mentioned in the Mah& Bh. (Sabha-P. XXIX.
1094-1100); Tamalitc* on the River Ganges (Ptolemy,

p 169)
;
Tnluctce (Pliny). F. H. describes it as being

at the tea- mouth . 50 yoyinas E. from Champa
;
here

he shipped himself for Ceylon. (F. H XXXVII). 900

li W, of 5omataia ; above 1400 li in circuit
;
situated on

sea-aide ; low and wet
;
the capital was on a bay. (Y.

Ch. II. pp. 189-90)

The capital is mod. Tatnluk. near the mouth of the

Rupnar&yan, in Midnapur district. (22°I8' N. and 87°

56' E.)

Damalipta was the capital of the Suhma country

(story of Mitragupta in Datakumdrachariia). But the

Maha Bh (Adi-P. Chap. CLXXXVI. 6993
; Sabhd-P.

Chap XXIX. KW-1100. flee.) informs us that (in the

earlier period) Tamraiipta and Suhma were two distinct

countries. Suhmah Rddhdh n*T: (Nilakantha‘» Com.

on the Sabha-P.). The Bhdgirathl flow’s through Suhma

(Pai'anoduta, v. 36) . the Ganges passes through the

country of the ) Radha *rz and

Suhma arc the Lddha *fi* and Subbhabhumi of

Auurdngasutla (S. B. E. XXII, pp. £4-5.) Suhma or

Rddha must have comprised the mod. districts of

Hooghly, Howrah. Bankura. Burdwon and the E. portions

of Midnapore. Radha was divided into Uttara and

Dakshina Radha by the R. Ajaya.

4. KIE-LQ-NA-SU-FA-LA-NA.

P. 578 (504). Its king was Sasanka nine, the

murderer of the elder brother of Harshavardhana ; it was

above 700 li N. W. of Tdmralipto
t about the same

distance N. E. of Odra and 900 li S. E. of Pundra
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oarddhana (Y. Ch. II. 191-3 : the direction* are conflict-

ing) ; near the capital was a magnificent monastery
“Lo‘to»mo-cJith”

(
= Rcd Clay).

The city ha* been identified with Rangdmdti nnurfa

(I2rn. S. ol Murshidabad). The identification rest* on

the similarity of name, and of an alleged older name of

it, Kdn*on6gQr (Karna*»avama| and on its remains

—

mound*, images, old coins, etc. {J. A. S. B.. 1893.

PP- 315-28); other identifications proposed :—() Sufaran

in Chutia Nagpur (Beglar in C. A. $. R.. VIII. p. 191) ;

(ii) Rohtasagarh (24°37'N and 83° 55
r
E.) in Shahabad

district, Bihar. Here is a rock-cut seal-matrix of Sas&nkn.

So Dr. Fleet proposed this identification.

5. OORA ft* AND UTKALA

P. 584 (510). Orissa is named after Udras, Odras

or A udras. the Oretes of Pliny ; but their country could

not have been the whole of it, for Ut^cla and Kalingo

occupied portions of it.

Hence Epic Udra «« - Western Midnapur (E. part

was in Suhma) and probably Menbhum. E. Singbhum
and S. Bankura. Probably the Udras drove away the

Kalingas and overran the whole of Orissa in a later

period.

The UtfyaJas are linked with the Mcfyalas (Bhishma-

P. IX. 348
;
Drona-P. IV. 122), and with the Kalingas

(Karna-P. XXII. 8821. They Vvere to the S. of R.

Kapisa (® Kasai ; Raghu IV) Hence the Ut^ala

country was the tract from Balasorc to Lohardaga and

Sarguja (Pargitcr.)

ll-cho (Odta). 700 li S. W. of Tdmralipli (Life) or

/Comostioorna (Records)
.

7000 li in circuit. (Y. Ch.

II. 193.).

To the S. E. of the province wa* a famous port,

Che-li-ia-lo, outside which were five monasteries.

(Y. Ch. II. 194).
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As to the site of the city and port, Lr. Col. Dr.

Wadded (Proceeding* of A. S. B., 1892, p. 185) ha*

pointed out that the tradition of the port of Chitratola

is still current at the village of Nendra (about 15 m.

below Cuttack) on an ‘older channel of the Mahanadi'

(still called Chitfotola river).
|
It is to be added that

(hrtrotpaid, as a poetic name of the Mahanadi is Mill

current (E. I., XII. p. 218)): it is now 50 miles inland

from the present coast line.

6. KONCOOA.

P. 587 (513). Over 1200 li S. W. from the capital

of Odra was Kong-yu-to ; capital bordering on a bay.

(Y. Ch. II, 1%.).

Its Skr. form is Kongoda^mandala) mentioned in

inscriptions (E. I., VI. 136); its overlord was Sasanka

WVJX (
Ibid), and as such its inhabitants defied Marsha -

vardhana (Y. Ch.).

SOUTHERN INDIA.

P. 590 (515). It is the Dahhindpatha in the

wider sense, the land to the S. of the Narmadd
;

"Mdhiahmaiyah Paratah Dakthinapathah” (Kuoya-

mimdm&d) ; MdhUhmatl has been identified with

Mandhota on the Narmada. Dachinabadca of Penplua.

(Schoff, p. 43). Ta thsin of F. H. (Ch. XXXV.).

It was divided into 9 kingdoms in the time of Y. Ch.

I. KAI.INCA.

P. 590 (515). Raghuvamsa (IV. 38-43) show* that

it was to the S of Vanga beyond the R Kapisd *fw
(mod. Ka&ai on which stands Midnapore) and that t

stretched southward* so far as to include Mt. Mahendra
1^- portions of the Eastern Chats above the Godavari).

Mahft Bh (Vana-P. CXIV. 10096 10107) informs that the
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Pandaoas, travelling from the Cangasdgara reached the

KalingOi and the Vaiiarant i*vi\ about the same time

(i.o. the N. boundary wag the Vaitarant). Thus the

ancient Kalinga comprised modem Orissa to the S. ol

the Vaitarm. and the seacoast southward aa far as

VizagapaUm. According to the Kurma Purann, II,

XXXIX, 19 it included the A mara^anta^a

hills (in which the Narmada and the Sona rise). Its

capita] in the Epic period was Rujapura (Santi-P. IV.)

on the sea coast. (Kaghu, IV. 56) IPargitcrJ.

1400 or 1500 It (through jungle and dense forests)

S.W from Kongoda was Ka ling fro. (Y. Ch. II. 198).

The capital of this period. Kalinganagara . is rnod.

Mukholingom and the adjacent ruins in Ganjam district.

(E. L. IV. 187).

P. 592 |5I7). Danlapura the city of tooth’relic,

existed ages before Buddha (/dfa^a. II. 367
;
Mahavastu

III. 36l. etc. mention it a* the capital) ; probably it is the

Dantai{ura where Krishna crushed the Kalingas (Udyoga-

P. XLVII. 1883) ; Dandagula or Dandaguda . the capital

of Calingoc, mentioned by Pliny shows that the original

form was DantaJcure and not Dantapura. T he latter

form was evidently due to the common Prakrit form of

Danta-ura and when the name of Danta pura was coined,

it was accounted for by explaining as ‘the city of tooth

Irelic).* Danfnkura seems to be of Draoidion origin, Kura

standing for Kurram ,
a division. It is mod. Dantan

on the KasSi.

2. (DAKSHINA) KO&ALA

P. 595 (519). It comprised the whole of the Upper

Valley of the Mahonadi and its tributaries, from the

source of the Narmada on the N. to the source of the

Mahonadi itself on the S. and from the valley of the

Wenganga (W.) to the Hasda and Jonk rivers (E.). Under
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some ol the earlier rulers, the supremacy of the king of

Mahd-^osola was acknowledged by the Rajas of Orissa.

The ancient capital was S'tpuro HI? (Sirpur) on the

Mahanadt (Raipur Hist.)
; from this place Tiuoradeva

issued a grant in or about 800 A.D. (Fleet s C.I., No. 81 :

C.AS.R., XVII., p. 68; A.S.I., N.I.S.. XIX.. p. 55 &c.)

Other cities .—Ralnapura, the Chcdi capital (C.A.S.R..

VII.. p. 214). Chanda (C.A.S.R.. IX., p. 136, A.S.I..

N.I.S.. XIX.. P . 12).

J. ANDHRA. <*«>

P. 603 <527). Above 900 li (through a forest) S.

[Records), or S. E. (Li/e) from Kosala was An-to-lo ;

capital named Ping-k'-lo ; circuit 3000 li. (Y. Ch. II..

209).

Andhras, a rude race in early times (Maha Bh.

SabhS-P. IV. 119 ; XXX. 1175 ; Vana-P. LI.. 1988 etc.).

Referred to by Megasthencs and in Asoka’s inscriptions ;

Andar of Pliny.

Warangol is the Muhammadan spelling of Orungallu

(Skr. Ekasila ?af***t-nagnri). It became the capital of the

Kdkoliuo» since the days of Rudradeca (12th century

A D| Before its foundation the Ka^atiya capital was

A ruimal’onda or Manumakondn (18° I' N.; 79° 34' E.).

Inscriptions speak of it as a great city and as an

ornament of the Andhra country. It contains some very

interesting buildings of which the ‘1,000 pillared temple

was built in 1162 A.D. in the Chdlukyan style. The

places surrounding it were, in the earlier period, under

the sway of the Andh’abh'ilyat. It was a part of the

Chatulwo kingdom. When RSjendra Chola II.. the

Eastern Chalukya king (1070) seized the Chola throne of

his maternal grandfather, he was forced to leave the

paternal kingdom in the hands of his viceroys in order

to proceed to the South. Taking the advantage of the
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time we find the rise of an independent family, the

KtikottuQS, defeated by Malik Kafur (1310 AD.)
(Subrahmanya Aiycrs Ancient Dekhan. pp. 267-272).

llie Eastern Chdlukya capital (7(tt A D. to 1100 A.D.)

was Vcngi [mod village* of PeiiJa (Greater) Vegi and

Chinna (Lesser) Vegi situated at a short distance from

Lake Colair. [Sewell** List*. I.. 36; II.. 239)1 which

sounds, according to hergu*son. supported by Rev. Beal,

very like Pmg4p-/o. (J.R.A.S.. Vol. VI.. p. 261).

4. OHANAKATAKA. <
)

P. 607 (530). Cunningham identified the capital with

Dharanikot (a mile W. of Amai6oat\ on the KrishnS

famous for its marble scriplured stupa
;
Guntur District.

Madras). Though the discovery of Mauryan and other in-

acriptiona and ruins shows that it was Dhana^ata^a, one

of the capitals of the Andhras, V. Ch.*s description of the

city and its hilly surroundings does not suit it. Hence

Fergusson, Burgess and Sewell locate hi* city at Dezwnda

(J R A S.. 1873. p. 263 ; Vol. XII.. pp. 98-109.) the Skr

form of which is Vijayavadi fw (Aiyangar’s Anc. Ind.

p. 48).

5. CHU LI YE.

P. 624 (545). Above 1000 li S. (Li/e) or S. W.
(Records) from Dhanakatcka was C/iu-/i*ye or Jho'Ii-yc,

a wild jungle region
:

it war. 1500 or l&X) li N. of Kdnchi*

puram. |Y. Ch. II.. 224 : 226).

The name sounds like Skr. Cfiofa, Tclugu Chola.

Tamil Sora (the Sorn Regia Arcati of Ptolemy).

The Cholas are mentioned in the Varti^as of

K6ly&lfona, the inscriptions of Aaoka and the Epic*.

Their country was, in the early period, the east coast

from the mouth of the Krishna to the S. of Tondi (Ramriad

Zamindari. 10° N.. 79° E.). (Aiyangar’s Beg. S. I. H..

p. 1268). Their traditional capital was Uraiyur (Sans-

47
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kritized a* Uragapura. drgaru ol Periplus
;
also known as

Koli ; mod. Trichinopoly)
;
an alternative capital and port

was Puhar or Pugar—Kdveripallana—which was a great

emporium during the reign ol Kari^ala ; KSnchi was also

an important town, being the scat of a viceroy. (2nd

century A. D.).

The Pallavaa. who probably came Irom the west,

made themselves lord of the country round Kdnchi driving

the Cholas to the S. of the Palaru. The Pandyaa '
i

of Madura then began to molest the Cholas and. in the

early part ol the 7th century, made themselves lord of the

Chola kingdom (Tanjore and I'richinopoly}. The Cholas

thereafter confined themselves to Cuddapah, Kurnool and

Bellary districts where they were feudatories to the

Palladia. Y. Gt. saw them in this locality and 8th or 9th

century A. D. inscriptions of local Chola chiefs have been

discovered in the Cuddapah district. With the decline of

the Pallaca power (from the last quarter of the 8th century

A. D to the beginning of the 9th century) on account of

their incessant struggles with the Kadambai, *«•«.

Ch6lakyui. and Pdridyas. the Cholaa sought for supreme

power. Internal dissension in the Pandya family at this

period was also for their great advantage. And for nearly

two centuries and a half (2nd quarter of the 9th century

to 1070) the Chola kingdom became very powerful. Their

empire comprised, in its palmy days, the whole of the

Madras Presidency with Ceylon and a good portion of

Mysore ;
Pudukkottai. Cochin and Travancore state® were

also comprised in it. And the Chola inscriptions state that

even the rulers of parts of central provinces. Bombay and

Bengal were made feudatories to the Cholaa. In 1070

Rajendra-Chola of the Eastern Chftlukya family made

himself master of the Chola throne of his maternal grand-

father, and his family maintained the Chola gloty UP lo

1278. Then Chola princes began to sink into a position
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ol insignificance. It is to be noted that the name of

Coromondal coast roughly indicates the Chola kingdom

(Chodamandala (Subrahnmnya Aiyer't Ancient

Dekhan. pp. 183-262).

6. ORAVIDA. tftift'j

P. 627 (548). The Word Drdvida is a Skr. form for

Tamil. Tamilal^am or Tamil country—Damirica o( Peri-

plus, Damirike of Ptolemy and the Peutingerian Table*.

It is the southern part of the Peninsula bounded on the N
by the Krishna and the Tungabhadrd. It traditionally

contained the three dominions of Chola
,

Chera and

PAndija. But Y. Ch. uses it in the narrower sense of the

Pallaoa kingdom of Kdnchr—one of the seven sacred cities

of India.

Kanchtpuram is the nantlcritizcd form of Kach-

chippcdu . It was the chief town of Eyil-kottam . one of

the 24 Koffos or districts ot Tondoi-manJalam or Tundaka-

vi&haya. It is situated on the Kambai or Vcgaoail river.

It was, in the early period, the »eat of the Chola

viceroys (2nd century A.D.). Then it became the capital

of the Pallavaa (mentioned, in the Puranas. with the Sakas

and Yavanas) who probably came from the W. being

driven by Gotamiputra Satakami. They made themselves

lord of the country round Kanchl driving away the Kalinga*

to the N. and die Chv/ai to the S. They had to fight

continually for their existence. Their ruler Viahnugopc

had to fight against the army of Samudra-Gupia who
invaded their territory.

In the zenith of Pallaoa power, their territory included

Bellary and a part of the present Mysore state, the mod.

districts of N. Arcot, S. Arkot and Chingleput with a

portion of Tanjore. In N., their arms were carried as far

as Orissa

Their incessant struggle with the Kadambas, W.
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Chalui&aS' Congas, Pdndyos, Cholat . -and Rdshlra^utaa

(rre~f?i caused their downfall. From the 10th to the 13th

century Kdnchi wan the Chola capital. The Ka^aiiya% of

Warangol and the Telugu-Chola* from N. Arcot then took

the country, but found competent rivals in the rising

Panciya kings of Madurfi. After the invasion of Malik

Kafur (1310 A.D.), several feudatory families asserted

their independence. Tire Vijayanagara kings finally took

possession of it (14th century) and retained it till the

beginning of the 17th century (Subrahmanya Aiyer’s

Ancient Dekhan. pp. 1*65).

The Paliava rulers claimed descent from Asvathainan

*•*^[* 1
,
son of Drona Phnrmn XfaltarajaJhira/a was their

usual epithet. Their surname was generally Varman.

But Copo also occurs. It is to be noted that many

Pallawt-Copas dwell in the S. W. part of Bengal. Most

probably they are the descendants of the Pallaoas who

migrated thither.

7. M04XXKUTA

P. 628 (548). 3<XX) U S. from Kfinchi
;
5000 li in

circuit ; towards the sea-coast ; in the S. of the country

stood the sandal-producing Mo-Ia-yc mt. (Y. Ch. II. 228).

Malai is the Tamil for "hills”; Ku ta stands for Kolta

(
- district) or Kutram { = division) (Hultzsch in I.A., 1889,

P. 230).

Julien and Cunningham sanskritized it as Malayahfita

iZ) . A Skr. name making the nearest approach to it is

“Moloyakoli ft mentioned in the com. on Arthasastra,

as a mt. in Pdndya country and a* a synonym of Pandya-

kavata mentioned by Kautilya as a source of

pearls and referred to in the Ramayaim. It is the Kaodta-

puram of Tamil literature. It was a mt., a door of the

Pdndya country, and a source of pearls ; hence it is to be
identified with the promontory where the W. Chats dip

into the sea.
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But 3000 li S. of KSnchi will not take so much to the

S. The ancient road to the S. of K6nchi passed through

Tirukkoilur, Trichiriopoly (Uraiyur, Skr. Argaru

of Periplus), I ar.jore district, and Kodumbai (in Pudukotta

state), to Madurd the capital of the Pandyas
;
and this

route makes up the distance of 3(XX) li
;
hence the capital

of Mo-/o*hu-fa is to be located somewhere near MadurA.
One of the most important territorial divisions of the

Pdndya . ountrv in ancient times was Milalai-Ktirram

(a division covering a large area surrounding Madura) and

this may he Y. Ch.'s Afo-fo-fccr-ta (deleting the inter-

mediary la).

The pilgrim takes us from somewhere near Madurd
southwards to Tinnevelly O iru-NclvcIi) district where he

refers to the 5andal-producing Mctayi mt ; then he speaks

of Potalika i.e. the Podiyamalai hill giving us, as shown

by Prof. Hultzsch. a distorted version regarding the sage

Agastya who is frequently mentioned in Tamil literature

as the family priest of the Pdndya*

The Pandyas are mentioned in the Epics, the Viirttikaa

of Kulydyana and the inscriptions of Asoka. Mc^a&thenea

refers to Pandrc
, the only Indian race ruled by women.

The author of periplus, Ptolemy and Pliny also mention

them.

Their country corresponds to Madura and Tinnevelly

(Tiru-Nclvcli) districts, Travancore and parts of Coimbatore

and Cochin. It included the chieftaincies of (I) A ay
{Aiot of Ptolemy) round Podyil hill in W. Chats S. of

Palghat gap and W. of Tinnevelly, (2) Eoci round about

the port of Korkai in Tinnevelly, and (3) Pehan round the

Palnis. (Aiyangar's Beg. S.I.H., pp. 126-8.)

The capital was Madura i myrt >
, It waa evidently

ao called after Madhurd oi Slathurd (Muttra), the original

city of Pundcxr, the daughter of Herakles who ruled over

the region round Muttra (Mcgasthenes). It was famous.
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according to Kaulilya, for its cotton fabric. There was a

viceroymlty at the port of Korkai (Colchi) the pearl-fisheries

of which were worked by condemned criminals (Periplus).

Korf^ei or Kol^ci (
* an army ; a camp) was the cradle of

S. Indian Civilization—the place where, according to

tradition, the three eponymous brothers Chcran. Cholan

and Pfindyan were said to have been horn and brought

up. and whence they set forth to form kingdoms. ITie

insignificant village of Kayal
(
- a lagoon

;
an opening into

the sea) on the I amrapami, some 3 miles below Korl(cl
t

was to be identified with the
’*

Cael" of Marco Polo
f
the

mo*t important city and seaport on the eastern coast of

India during the middle ages.

The Periplus mentions the ports of Nelcynda (mod.

Niri^unram and its outer port Vaikkoral, some 12 miles

down the river) and Bacarc and the harbour and the cape

of Coman (Cape Comorin).

During the 2nd quarter of the 7th century A.D..

Seliyan Sendan expanded the Pandya power far beyond

its traditional limit by conquering the Chola and Chcra

territories and this expansion lasted for nearly two

centuries. In the continued snuggle between the Cholan

and the Pdndyas, the Cholan hecame successful in the end

(middle of 9th century). But the Pandyaa did not meekly

bear the Chtda yoke and there took place a series of

chronic revolts from the I Oth to the early part of the 13th

century. During the middle of the 13th century, the Cholas

were forced to yield back to the Ptindyas the territory

they had taken years to obtain from them. MadurS was

taken and looted by Malik Kafur in 1314. The kingdom

of Vi/ayanagara finally extinguished the energy of the

Pdndya* by reducing them as vaawils.

,

We have inscriptions of the Pandyas up to the 17th

century. (Subrahmanya Aiyer's Ancient Dekhan. pp. 76-

173 .)
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Megasthenes's account males the Pandyaa an Aryan

tribe migrated from Muttra. But Tamil record* connect

them with the Cholat and Cheraa. If the name be a

DrSoidian wot

d

it mean* "the ancient inhabitant*" (from

Pandu "old time*".)

CHF.RA OR KERALA.

The country of the Cheraa, the KctalaDulrat of

Anoka'* Inscriptions, the Cerobolhra of the Periplus. wn-t

to the N. of the Pdndyc country. It ntretched nght

acros* the Palghat gap through Salem and Coimbatore It

contained (in the second century A.D.) the four feudatory

chieftaincies of <a) Arayam in Mysore proper to the

W. of the Western Ganga Kingdom of Talakk°d and to

the N. of Kongu country (Coimbatore and S. part of

Salem), (b) Parambunadu. (e) Anji (southern half of

Mysore and part of Salem) having for its chief city

Togadur (-• Dharmapuri) nnd (d) Kollimalai in Salem.

(Aiyangcr'. Beg. S I. H.. PP .
»26-«.)

It i. needles* to add that the boundary varied from

time to time ; thus Travancore and Cochin were *ome-

times in Kerala and sometimes in Pandya.

It was connected with P&ndya by a high road from

Madura which kept close to the banks of the R. Vaigai

up to the Points and from there went up the hills and

down again along the banks of the Periyar to the town

of Vanji or Tiru-ianfailffcilam, (
mod Cranganore 10

miles E of Ponnani in Cochin state), the capital of the

Cheraa. situated near its mouth. Thence the road proceed-

ed to Karur (another city of the Cherasl on the Kdvert.

The Periplus mentions their ports of Naina (Canna-

nore). Tyndis (mod. Ponn&ni) nnd Muziri* <=T,«mit

Muyiri Of Muiiri *• Cranganore.)

Y. Ch. does not mention them, because, their country

was included, in his time, in the dominion of the

Pindyoa.
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0ANAVASI.

14° 32' N.. 75°
I

r
E.; on the bonks of the Vanda

(Wurda) river ; in S«r» Taluk. North Kanara district.

fUJU id a sanskritized form of Kan*nudu — blac^

country!.

It is referred to as a place where A*ok« sent his

missionaries. It was one of the capitals of the Kadambas

«*«*) (300—1200 A.DJ whose territory comprised the

N. W. parts of Mysore and portions of N. Kanara. It

was also called Vaijayanti (Biizantion).

CANGAVADI OR W. GANGA COUNTRY.

It comprised the greater portion of Mysore ; boun-

daries—<N.J probably the Krishnd and Tungabhadra
;

<N. E.l Nolambtwidi (first under Pallaia and then under

Cholu ovcrlordship) : (S.) Kongu ; (W.) Banaedti and

Purxnada (S W. of Mysore.).

It is through this country the Bhadrabahu led a Jaina

migration from N. India (300 B. C.>. Asoka’s Sidd&pur

inscription is located within it. It probably became a

new state after the fall of the Andhra*.

Capitols :—the earliest Ganga capital was Kuvalala

(mod Kolar in F.. Mysore). In the 3rd century the capital

was removed to Talekftd (Skr. TalaCanapura) which is

encircled by the Kavery on three sides. A later royal

residence was Manyapura (mod. Manne a few miles from

Bangalore). (Rice in Bhandarkcr commemoration volume).

It was feudatory to the lords o( Moh&ffohtra.

In Y. Ch.*« time it acknowledged the overlordships

of the ( hatukyas. In the tenth century it was at the

zenith of its power and prosperity well testified by the

colossal 70 ft. high monolithic Jain* image standing on

the summit of a granite hill 400 ft. high at Sravan Bclgota

(I lassan district. Mysore) of which Mr. Fergusson says
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“Nothine grander or more imposing exists anywhere out

of Egypt/'

Gangav&di was conquefcd by the Choia

$

(1004) from

whose hands it passed, along with NolambavSdi, (1116

A. D.) to the 1 foysala BallAl.is cf Dcarasamudra (mod.

Hdebid in Hamn district: 13° 13 r N.„ 76° E; Ho/e-

bidu means ‘old capital') defeated by Malik Kafur in 1310.

Out of the ruins of the Vddoca* of Do&ra*amudra and

of DetHigiri sprang up the Empire of Vijayanogara (mod.

Hampi, Bellary district. Madras.).

8. KONKANA )

P. 632 (352). It U the country between the Western

Ghats and the sea. from about Bombay southward to

Goa
:

in the wider sense it included the Kerala*.

Talanga*. Souraahtras. Karahataka*. Karanata9, Vareata*
and the Konkana* proper. iSahtjodri^tanda, l! f VI.

47-8). It was reclaimed by Parasu-Rama from the ocean.

(I. A.. 1874. p. 248).

In Konkana reigned the Mauryas (6th and 7th

century A. D.) and the

2000 It N. (
Records

) or N.W. {Life) from Kanchi was

K'unjr-ku<na-pudo (Konkana Dura)
;

v. I. Tu for Kang

i.e. Dokhonapura
;
5000 U in circuit. (Y Ch. II. 237.)

The capital is Kopal or Kokanur. ‘till remarkable for

some very old temples of about 700 A.D., 310 miles from

KAnchi and 335 miles from Nnsik. (Burgess. LA.. 1894.

P. 28).

9. MAHARASTRA {irvTtfV)

P. 633 (553). ‘Maharathi * (mentioned in early

inscriptions) » to be derived from the Rdahlri^a*. Rattia

or Ratthft* (of Asoka's Edicts) who appear tc have added

later, the word "MahS" (great) to glorify themselves.

Their country is Dolphina or Dc^fcon in the narrowest
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sense- |K. C. Bhandnrkar's E. H. D.. Chop. I). It i»

Mid to be the A Hake (
= Aparhnta» ol Ptolemy (p. 39).

2400 or 2500 li (through a great forest-wilderness

ravaged by wild beast* and harried by banded robbets)

N. W. from Kting-kun-ra-pu-lo was Ma-ha-la-cha (or fa) ;

circuit 6000 li : the capital was on the west of a great

river, having 4 or 5 »tupai and a Sanghdrama to its south .

the reigning king was PuJo-^r'-s/ie (Pulakesin II). (Y.

Or. II. 239.).

Ancient capitah:—(I) Prah'tthdna ofetne Pnithan.

on the Godavari ; the ’Baithana of Siro Polomaio*' of

Ptolemy (p. 176.1 ; capital of the Andhrat whose grandeur

is referred to in Pilny IV. XXII. 4 : 'Pcethana' of

Pcriphu. fp. 43.1. (2» Kalydna ol the Kshatrapaa (19°

14' N.. 73° 14' E.) on the eastern »hore of the harbour

of Bombay
:
the Calliena of Periplus. Ip. 43) : |3) Vdtdpi

(Badnmi in Bijapur district) of the early Chdlultjas. (4)

The real capital in Y. Ch.'a lime was Badami :
hut hi*

description of the unnamed capital and its distance from

Broach etc. show that it was N&tik—the Nasika of Ptolemy

(p. 156) and the Nasikya of the Mahdbhdshya. (I. A.

1893. p. 113 :
1894. p. 28). (5) M6nyal(hctaka nttStew

(Malkhfd) of the Rdshtrakutai. (6) Kalydnl of the later

Chalukyas (near Bidar. in Nizam's dominion). (7) Efagiri

(mod. YatnRiri. 80 m. S.E. of Kalyan). the capital of

VikramSditya Tribhuvanamalla (8) Devagiri (Daulatabad)

of the Yadacat.

This country was a part of the Empire of Asoka as

his Soupora and Maalfi inscription* indicate. Asoka

mentions the Rdihtnkai. The Andhra s coming from

Dhanakatako on the E. coast occupied the whole of it

and ruled from their Western Capital of PratisthSna.

During the time of Samudra-Gupfo’s conquest it was

divided, according to Dr. V. Smith, into Devartlshtra

$*n*r (Mahratta country) and Erandapalla »u*rBB
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(Khnndas). But J. Dubreutl (A. H. D.. pp. 5S-6G) has

shown that SnnuidrA-Gupta had nothing to do with

Maharashtra and that Dcoar&shtra and Erandapalla arc

to be located in the Madras Presidency, rhen we find

the VSk&tako* [*T*r£m| (Raychaudhuri. P. H. A. I.,

pp. 276-7) and then the Early Ch6hskyc Empire
;
Pulake-

sin II was the lord of the whole of the Dekkan—defeating

in battle the ruler* of Vanavasi. Alupa
,
Konkana. Mahd-

k<>sola, Kalin#a , Pithapuram . the country round Colair

and Kanchi. The empire passed, with some loss, to the

R&shtraktitas and then to the Later Chalukyos of Kalyani.

Now began struggle with the Cholas for the lordship of

their borderland*. The Karnataka or Kuniala

empire of Vikramaditya Tribhuvanamalla (1076-1126)

stretched southward* from the Satpura rAnge to the end

of the Dekkan plateau
;

it contained the whole of

Rattopp&di (Bombay Presidency to the S. of Vindhyn),

major portion of Nizam’* dominions and portions of C. P.

It contained some 12 important feudatory king*:—

(I) Yadovas of Scuna-Dcsa inn** with capital

first at Sinnar (near Nasik) and then at Devagfri (DauUta*

bad). (2) Silaharas of N. and S. Konkan. and of

(3) Kolhapur. (4) Kadamba* of Goa and (5) of

Hangal or Virfitn’s city in Dharwar. To their E. were

(6) the Sindas of Yelburga. (7) The Guttas of Guttal in

DharVar. (6) Ratios of Saundaftti in Belgium. (9)

Banavasi (often under the Kadambas). (lO)NoUmbavadi.

then under Pandya chid*. (II) HoysftUs of Gangavadi.

(12) TSrdaoadi round Vijayapura (Bcjapur).

The dominion* under the head quarter* included (I)

all the Nizam's dominion except the most E. part—the

Khaiii* met division—and (2) the neighbouring part* of

C. P.

After the overthrow of the Chtilukjja* the main

portion of the empire was divided by the Ycdaeav of
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Dcvagirl and the Hoijtidlai of Dcdra-Samvdra - the Mala-

prabhu And the Kriihnd rivers being the boundary lino.

This the political geography up to the time o( the

inroad ot Malik Kafur. (S. Kriahnnswami Aiyangar'e

Ancient India, p. 141.)

OTHER IMPORTANT SITES

Souppara (Surparaka w'ttsi said to be founded by

f’arasu-RSma). where have been discovered fragments of

the Rock edicts of Asoka. Tagata (Mod. Ter. in Nizam’*

dominion. J. R. A. S.. 1901. pp. 557-52). Junnar Jtmana-

gaia or "old town": probably of Nahapiina). Karhad

Kolhapur. Elora or ElurS (Skr. WV of Rathlra-

kula inscriptions wrongly identified by our author with

Erawal. p. 365) and Ajanta (which rose in importance

under the Vakitakas and the early Oitilukyas). (For the

Ancient Geography of Maharashtra, vide J. Bombay

Branch R. A. S.. 1917.)
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PURANIC NINE DIVISIONS OF CREATF.R INDIA.

Sir Alexander Cunningham has pointed out. in his

Ancient Geography of India (p 7). that the Mahabharata.

the Purdnaa and BhAsko'dfhdiya. the astronomer, have

given names of n Nine-Division of India and that the

names are Indra, Kaaerumal, Tamrapama, Gahhaalimal.

Kumard/a. NdgQ, Saumya, VSruna and Gdndharva. No
clue has been Riven, remarks he. to their identification.

But he has suggested that Indra was the eastern division.

Varuna the western and Kumarika the middle, while

Kaseru must have been the northern one.

Albetuni also has quoted this Puranic account and

has added the following description (I) Indradvlpa - the

middle. |2| Kaaerumal—eastern, (3) Tamrapama—south-

eastern. (d) Gobhastimof—southern. (5) iVcga—south

western. (6) .Soiimya—western. 0) GandhuiOQ—north-

western. (6) — . (9) Nagarasann'tHlo north-

eastern.

Thu* the two authorities differ not only a* to the

location of the division*, hut a* to one name also—-the

KumSrika of Cunningham appearing as* Nagarasamoritta

in the list of Albcruni who has not mentioned the 8th

name.

Let u* now refer to the original sources. The

majority of the Purina*4 agree in reading, in the

• mnvftfii wim Suptw fnii* fe •

•upi^fcw rfwri ««**!!* n

wfrr MWm iwi) ™f*«tn i

vUTtfiq*TO rftwl WIHSlf qiaonr B

rj wtfrft tfq: i

tfiron! i *

fruit! wrt qfafc mwhi »
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Rhucanakosha section [Mtirkandeya LV1I j Maltya
CX!V; V6yu XLV. etc.]. the fi,st seven names of

Albenini but without giving any direction. Their eighth

name is Varuna. As for the ninth, they read

' ** 1 to; srn*«*it i’ ‘’And this sea-girt

isle ts the ninth of them.** Albcruni’s Nagarasamvritta

i% thus a corruption of Sdgorasammta meaning ‘Sea-girt*.

Hie Purflnas do not give any name to it and refer to it

as a dvif>a too well-known to require the mention of its

name. Rajasekhnra. however, in his Kacyamimamsfi

(Cackwad Oriental Scries No. I.| named it Kumtirt and

has supplied ft clear clue to locate it by stating:

—

WTT7T*i*f i to ^ &?i: i f^to: (etc.]
*

fwrfttoii* i

ffrojq ijfiiiTrr’rfQcnt:
i

ita* n ttage 9 *

And the ‘Sea-girt ninth diupa’* has also been thus des-

cribed in the Puranas: This dtrtpa is a thousand yojanaa

from S. to N. At its east end are the KirltAS and at the

west end arc the Yavanaa.**
|
Morganc/eyo, LVII. w. 5-1 1 -

1

By combining these two accounts we find that the

Sea-girt ninth dvipa called Kumari was the tract

peopled by the Yavanas (Greeks) at its west end and by

the Kirata* (Mongoloid tribes) at its east end and having

the mounlAm-chainn now known as the Vindhyaa,

Western and Eastern Ghats and the Nilgiris in it. It

is thus the whole of Indio, or almost the whole of it. And
it ha* been described as one of the nine divisions of

Bharatavarsha . But it is absurd to take the whole as

equal to its part. Hence either Kumari-dvtfxi cannot be

the whole of India or the term 'Bharatacartha has been

used here in a wider aense. Rut as the description of

Kum&ri is very clear, we cannot but take it as equal to

almost the whole of India. So
*

Bhdratavanha

*

is used

here in a wider sense, in the sense 0/ Greater India, •.<?.
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India proper and her colonies, eight dvtpas not far from
it. That the dvtpas were separated from the main land

of India by water is clear from the following Purinic
account: "Hear from me the nine divisions of this

country of BhUrata ; they must be known as extending to
the ocean, but a. being mutually inaccessible."

[Markandeya, LVII. 5.J. It is also to be added in this

connection that the word dvipa has been derived by
Panini as dui+ap. It thus means land having water on
two of its sides. Thus dvipa in not identical with 'island'.

It included peninsulas and sometimes doab* also.

As lor the identification of the other dvipas, it

requires no comment to take Tamrapama as Ceylon. It

is to the south of Indio. Indradvipa is to be located

to the east. For India is the eastern Dikpala. The
PurAnas also conoborate it in a passage which describea

the courses of seven rivers rising from in the

Himalayas—the three western rivers. .Sltd, Chak*hu and
Sindhu

.
the Canga. and the three eastern rivers, Nallnl,

Hladini and Pfivani. One of these eastern rivers is des-

cribed as rising from in the Himalayas, flowing

to the east and then to the south and then emptying its

water into the Ocean near Indradvipa »1

Matsya, CXXI. 57.| Thus Indradvipa

was Burma.. And this conjecture seems to be supported

by so great an authority as Ptolemy. While describing

India beyond the Ganges, Ptolemy (M'Crindle, p. 219)

mentions the country of Kirrhadia
|
- the farm: placed,

in the PurSnas, to the cast end of the ninth * dvipa*—the

‘Sea-girt* KumAriJ producing Malabathrum : then he

locates the Silver country |Arakan) and then the "Gold

country" (the SuvamabhOmi of Buddhist literature and

the Sonaparanta of Burmese documents). And again he

remarks (M'Crindle. p. 221). between the ranges of

Bepyrrhos and DamaAsa the country furthest north is
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inhabited by the Aninakhni (occupying the mountain

region to the north of the Brahmaputra, corresponding

to a portion of Lower Assam—M’Crindle's note, p. 222
1 ;

to the south of these Ptolemy places the Indaprathai.

Thu* in the dvlpa or peninsula of Burma and just to the

south of Lower Assam we hear the name of Inda or Indra.

Pralhai is to be connected with Praztha meaning a plain

level country.

Irulra-dvtpa was, thus. Burma and it was to the ea*t

and /amroparna (Ceylon! to the south of India. Hence
Kascrumal which is mentioned, in the Putinas, between

them is to be located to the S.-L. of India. He woid

means ‘abounding in excellent Kasetut (called Kesur in

Bengali and Kaseru in Hindi) for which Singapur is

famous. So I propose to identify Kascrumat with the

Malay Peninsula in the Wellesley district of which was

discovered a fourth century A. D. Pillar inscription of the

Buddhist Sea-Captain MahBnivika Rudha-gupU of

Rak?amr<i)ttika (in Murahidabad district) showing that the

Hindus were acquainted with it."

The only other dvlpa which I can identify with

certainty id Gandharva. It is identical with Gdndhdra.

the valley of the Kabul with a small tract of land to the

east of the Indus. Its position in the Puranic list of

eight dripas |/ndra (E.), Kascrumat (S.E.), Tamraparna

(S). Gabhastimat (S.W.), .Vflgo (W.), Saumya (N.W.),

Ganclharva (N.) and V&rurxa (N.E.)t| would suggest that

it is the northern dvlpa (”doah) and India i geographers

placed G6ndbara to the N. (and not N W.) of India.!

• Kern’s Vertprm ids Gmwchriflcn. Ill (1915). p. 255.

f Vsruna Is the lord of West s*>d Vsrun* ought In be located

to the wen Bui the order of ihe drfpot as mentioned in the Putinas

would suggest that it is in the N.-E.

J S« ike BkuvoMko.hu ol iho LVII; KtW

cxiv; «iq, xlv—

*

nd »».. rWrew ot th.
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That the country of GSndhdra was also known as the

l^And of the Gandharvas is clear from the following verses

of the Ranxayana

fasitarea: qrJr 4n
;
TOnttim:

i

a a iwfi mgm: i

(Rlmayano. Uttarakanda, CXIII, 10-11
1

ati ir*fw*ir*t swra* i

aht wtuftrt a: i

[Uttarakinda. CXIV. II.]

These verses mean : This exceedingly charming

country on both the banfo of the Sindhu {Indus)

decorated with fruits and roots fJ the land
[
fw I of the

Gandharvas. It is protected by the Gandharvas who arc

expert in fighting (They were defeated by Bharata. the

brother of Rama ; their country was divided into two

provinces, each of which was governed by a *on of

Bharata.) He (Bharata) installed his son Tnksha at

TakxhasilA and (his other son) PushkaU at Pushkalavati

(identified with modern Charsnda
;
Pcocclaoti* of classi-

cal writers) in the charming Gandharva-country (also

callcdl G&ndhdrQ-vishaua (district). We thus see that

Gtindharva was Gftndh&re. It was. as Yuan Chwang has

aptly remarked, the border land of the Barbarians who
were Indians in culture and religion <i.e. Buddhism), So
it was considered as a separate dvtpa included within

Greater India and not as a part of India proper.

As for the four other dcipas. a search is to be made
for them keeping in view their directions as suggested by

the order of their names in the Purfinic list. GabhasUmat,

jVdga. and Saumya are to be located in S.AV., W. and

N.AV. respectively. And we have Laccadive, Maidive

or Lmaculam in the S.-W
.
Salsette. Eiephanta (meaning

the same an Saga or Elephant), and Kathiawar in the W..

and Cutch in the N.-W. (according to the direction of

48
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Kurmavibhaga and Bhuvannkosha). Vanina of N.-E.

seems to be the Indian colony in Central Asia the explora-

tion and research in connection with which by Sir A. Stein

and a host of Russian, French, German, English and

Japanese scholars are supplying new light on Indian

culture.

The above arc my suggestions for the location of the

eight Jvlpas of the Pur&nas. As for the location of India,

Tdnirafxima and Gdndharva there cannot be any doubt.

Tamraparna has long ago been correctly identified. The

two others I identify—Indta on the authority of the

Purdnas and Ptolemy and G6ndharva on the authority of

the Ramayana. As for the location of others I offer

suggestions only But what I have pointed out is enough

to show that the Puranic nine divisions of Bh&ratvarsha

are not so many provinces of India but of Greater India.

(Reprinted from my article in the Journal of the Bihar

and Orissa Research Society 1922, March.)
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE NOTES.

Alberuni.—Sachau's English translation of Alberuni'*

India
|
Irilbncr's Oriental Series ; original edition in

two volumes).

Aiynngar's Beg S. I. H.—Aiyangar’s Beginnings of South

Indian History. (Madras University Lecture®).

Ann(ual) Rlep.) A. S. I .—Annual Report Archeological

Survey of India. (Director General’s Report).

A. S. L. N. I. S.—(Reports of the) Archeological Survey

of India. New Imperial Series.

A. S. W. I.—Archaeological Survey of Western India.

Rhuvanakosha— LVIL: CXIV.; inj XLV.
Camb H. I. Rapson’s Cambridge History of India, vol. I

C. A. S. R. : Cunningham (A. S. R.)—Cunningham's

Reports on the Archcrlogical Survey of India in 23

volumes.

E. H. D.—Sir R. G. Bhandarkar’a Early History of

Dekkan.

E. H. I.—V. Smith's Early History of India (3rd Edition).

E. I.—Epigraphies Indica.

F. H—Fa Hian. (All references arc to Chapters)

Fleet’s G. I —Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions (Corpus vol. III).

(Fuhrer’s) Mona Antiq.—Flihrer’s List of Monuments and

Antiquities in N. W. Province (
= U. P). Archaeo-

logical Survey of India.

I. A.—Indian Antiquary.

Ind. Alter.—Lassen's Indische Altertumskunde.

Imp. Gar. Ind —Imperial Gazetteer of India. New
Edition.
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J A. S. B.—Journal of the A«Atic Society of Bengal.

J. B. B. R. A. S.—Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society.

J. R. A. S.—Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Kurmavibhaga— XIV.; Utpftla'* Com, on

it gives quotations from tKTii'
;

G LVill.

L
B
-

h

DL I
—Mahfi Bharatn.

Mahl Bh. I

Malaya—Mattya PurSna. (Bangnbasi Picss. Calcutta.

Original Edition in Devanagari).

Mar—Markndeya Purana (Pargiter’s), Aaialic Society of

Bengal's publication.

Periplu*.—ScboS's translation.

Ptolemy—M’Crmdle’s translation of Ptolemy’s Geography.

Rnichowdhury’s P.H.A.I.—Political History of Ancient

India by Hem Chandra Raichowdhury. (Calcutta

University Publication).

Sewell’s List—Sewell's I-ist of antiquitie* in Madras

Presidency (Arch. Surv.).

Vayu—Vayu Purina (Asiatic Society of Bengal).

Y. Ch.—Yuan Chwang (Houen Twang) :
Watters’ transla-

tion of his travels has been referred !o
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INDEX
Afghan .late,, IS I.

“AlgHanUtan, oe Opoktfn, ICO.
Agahal. or Ashat Sar.i. an

old city r..r Sonl-a. 425.
•Albchh.tr., or Ahikibetra.

ll,o capital ol N. Pineha la.

412: identified with Adikot.
or Altichhalia. near Rim-
n»s«* in RohiUchand, 4IJt
Inrt restored about two
hundred >mh agD. by All
Muhammad Khan. 416.

Aiudhan. nr Piltpattan. an
ancient city in the P»n,»b.
245. 251.

•Aitidhy., the ancient capital

«.( Oudh. 460.
Alliai. ruin. ol an ancient
city in the Pa mat* 241

AkrAretwat*. now Alcirur. on
the Narbada. opno.it.
BMroeK. 360

•Al-bayfiat. or Tree ol

Pr.yig. 445
Alakappo. capital oi a tribe nl

Ibe Vti|». 516.

Alban-a in Pantih. identified

with Labans oe the Sontkrlt

Lav.na (mill. 181
, (.mow.

lor It. ightmg dos>. Ml
Aloandcr—auouhl. oi India.

eeJIected by. I
:

atege o(

Aoenoa. 72. 73: panose ol

tb- Hydirp.., 183. 19*

Aleaandr.a Opiana. 25, name
m Opian

(
26; ad Cmraiuin.

•Alor. <a;»<ol ol Upper Sindh.
294. chief city of the Muir
kam. 7>4

• Amar»«*ti. modern Umpl*
and town cloae to the ruina

ol DharanikoSU. 622
Ambaksps. the Amakatls ol

Ptolamy. in the F-v»t*rn
Panjab. 223

Amin, or Abhimanyu-iCheta.
near TbSive^ar, 366

Amyniaa, author of •Siathmi/
Anancapura. near Vallabhi.
A)/.

Analwira. or Nahorwila. 366.
X/j.

Arwta, district in S. W. fr>d*.

•Andhra in S. India. 603; now
I* mgan*. 603; its people
called An<W by Pliny. 605.

Anoma. or Aumi river, to tb#
*«>t ol KUpila. 405.

Andrapana. or DrSbnrd 99.
Ao#oo» in Baciria. fort of the

Varoi. 69.

•Anrno*. near the Indus. *d*n-
liind with Riniaat. 67; with
Mahaban. 68 ; Raja Hoth’a
fort. 60 aarne aa Avararvaa.
69; fort of Reja-var.. 70. 75.
77; description ol. 60

Apaga rivube. now the Ayek
R flow a pa* SangAla vila
Tlba 01 Sangala. 212. 240.

•Arabll. or Arabil*. n barber-
ona people to W. of Indus.
349. 350,

•Araehoa*. of the CMneae.
43. Its two capital*. 46

•Arattas. or Arashtraa. the
aama aa th# ArfM*. Ad-
Mot*, or Andrasl*. 246

Affuda of Ptolemy. identified

with Atgandi. 44.
•Aaarur. c* Akut. In the Pan.

}ib. identified with the Tae.
kU of Hwen ThaanR. 220

As! nvolet at Boniras. 499.
Asihipura, near Thincsar. 365.
Atari, a ruined fort in the
Punjab, identified with tha
Brahman c*iy taken by Ale*-
ander. 26

1

.

•Atranji khera. on lha Kkh
Nadi. *dea!ifi#d with the

ancient Piloahan*. 417.

Attak Banorat. on the Indus.
62.

N.B.—Ar
the notes.

aafenak indicate* that lha word bar been t/eoied in
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Avanla. district in S. India. 7.

Avontlpura. in Ka.hiair. 110,

1 18.

Ay-k rivulet, identified with

the Apagl. 212. 2«.
..

•Ayoirukha, or Hayemukha
on the Cange*. 443.

•Aiuto. on the Cange. below
Kanoj. *»: identified with

Kikepur. 4*1: pethap* the

..ree a* Bitgud ol the Tibe-

ten book*. 4*2.

Bobar-KhAna. or Tiger'* Hou«*.

pan of T**lU. 129. 134.

B-garda ol Ptolemy identified

*4; perhep*
the Zend

with Wardtk.
ike
VnekereU. 44.

S>.
hably connected with tl>e

Yaudheya* or Johiyaa. 243

Digud. Ol VAgud, ol the

Tibetan hook., identified

with Ayuto. 442.

•BiihiVa.. oi Aialtae, in the

Paniib. 246
B.ibLar. Ol VaihhAr*. maun-

tain, one ol tha Five Hill* ol

Rajagriha. 33(1.

•Belrit. or Vairat. capital ol

Maura. W; 105 mile. »
5 W. ol Delhi, and 41 ml!«
to N. ol Jnvpui. 391: msi-

deuce ol the Five Pandu.
during their 12 yearn' exile.

391; vliited by llwen
Thwmg. 393; taken by
Mahmud. 194.

• Balabhi. Ol VaUhhadra. a

lamoui City and kingdom m
W. India in the aeveoth

century. 36): identified with

Sura.htra and the modem
Peninmlla ol GujarM. >63:

now VamJapura. in ruinr,

370.

Balayai. or Bulukaa. a tube ol

the Vrijia,. 516.

Balnalh ka Tila. e lolly moun-
tain to 'V. ol Jhelam. 189;

call'd 'Hill ol the Sun.' by
Plutarch. 139

•Bar-iin. c* Varinari. vultfo

Benue*. 499.

•Benu. the Falana and Pol."

ol tlie Chlne*e, 97
;
peilapa

Bnnagara ol Ptolemy. 59.

Bippa. or Vattciaka. a descen-
dant ol th* Balabhi lamily,
founded a new kingdom at

Chit or. 365.

Barahniula, oe Varkhamula.
115.

•Barbarlke. o« Bhambura. in

Lowe- Sindh. 3)7, Baike ol

Justin. and Batbail of

Ptolemy. 339.

•Borygaea. or Bhiroch. 371.

374.

•BararU. identified with Birir.

75.

’Begr-m. near Optln. 23:
ancient lemoln*. 24: identi-

fied With Kartana. 31: dea-

cription ol plain ol. 33; near

Peihiwar. 92.

Bhfitiya. oi Bahiya. tit Plbtya.

or Paya, a nrong lome**
between Multan and Alor,

294.

BViatner. fourear. It*

•Bhita. 01 Johnalhnagar. 1/7:

capital ol Sophlte*. 177.

Bii*. O' Byar river, char g*> in

ila course 254
Bihde. or Vlhir. an ancient

city of Mag.idba. 542.

Bit BUra. or VyipAia. 113.

Bit. OI Phn mound, pari ol

Tajtla. 128.

Bod hi tree at Pe*hawAr. 91.

Boloe. or Balti, th. P.loki ol

the Chinese. 96; country ol

the Bylta* ol Ptolemy. 56-

•Brohmana. or Biabtr.»nahad.

tlie city ol Brahmans, called

Harmatelia by Diotknu*.

306, identified w«h the ruin*

of Bambhra k. ibul. 312.

•Brahroapura. in the Mil* to

the N. E J Hatidwa.. *07;

dent' lied with Vatrllp.lt* n.

407.
. .

•Bukhcp.la. 187. may be iden-

tilled with DilAwar. aCCOld

to the deieriptmn ol Strabo.

202. 203: « »Uh Jalfilnu..

according In Plutarch. 203;

most probably JaUlpur. 203.

Cadruil ol Plmy. same or

Cadrusia ol Solinu.. identi-

fied with Korati*. 36
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Cejlun. 637
.

*CK»n.pa. « Cl-mk
RAvt. 161.

the

•CK»mpS. now Pnh«i«kii». on
the Cange*. 546 .

Chandl*. of Khajurt. 64 .

*Ch«ritrauura in Or^M. DOW
Puri. 564 .

Chtnib Riyr, changes rn it*

courts. 256 .

•Chichbto. or Jaihoti, 64 .

•Chinapati. or Patti, kn the
Enurrn Pan jib 230 . called
lUUtpur. 251

•Clioliy*. or Jury a 624
; now

Zora. or Jora. clce* to

tUrnul. 626
;

the Soca of

Ptolemy. 626 .

•Chsokira*. or Cnisobort of
Pliny, an ancient city or the
Jornanrs. or Jumna, ideali-

fied with KalikfivaHta. or

Vrlndivana. 427 .

D*dalt Monte*, or Dontaloka
60. 77 .

Dantalnka Mount, or Mont*a
D-dali. 60. 77 .

Duntopura. on the Godavari.
capital of Kaliaga. 593 .

Duropur aid Dlttwar. to treat

of Jhelnra. 165

•OArel. to wad of Indua.

identified with th- Chinese
Thalilo and Tidi. 95 . eoontry
of the Da;d». 95 ; po4*e**ed
a coloaaal Mateo of Buddha.
95 .

•Debal. an ancient city in the

Delta of the Indua. 340
;

vitiated near L.*i har i-lor.dai

.

>4 ): the enchanted city of

the 'Arabian Hghta.* 34 )

Depalpur. an ancrent city In

the Pan>ib. 2*4

DJ.an.ek 5 lUJ»a. P-car Banatos.

502
Dhopipapura. a famout plnre

of pilgrimage In Oodh. 459

Diodorus S.ze of India 5 .

D.'-myajpolit. the DinG* of Abo
Rilsin 53 ; nxmogram of Dion
on Greek coin*. 54

•D^nakakolta. ot Dharanikotta.
607

;
mentioned a* Dhanako

kale in cave inscription*. 6C4J

;

and by Hwen Thtang. 607 ;

Danaka of Abo R>hAn. 621
.

capital Kanchipura.Drivida.
627

Dvona. a meaiure. uaed foe the
divi»»n of Buddha’* reika.
505

*Drithadwaii river, thr southern
boundary of Kurukshatra. or
Brahmavwtt*. 382.

Dion-Ssgar. at Ujafal in Rohil*
khend. the ancient Goviuno.
411.

*E.I&pura. or Oiwar. identified

with Eriwal or Verawal. or
the anr i*ac Rattan. or Pattan
Somnalh. >65 fR«ad note* on
Mahiriahtra).

Embolin^. or Ekbolixn*. 65.

66
j

identified with Ohlnd.
75; 77

•Rrinnrfcoav. or Hiranyahnha
river, the pretent Son. 519.

Lrateothene*. Sire and tlutpe

of India. 2.

•Fa la rva. o* Bama. 45. 97 the
Po n. of Fa Mxan. 97

•Five Division a of
^

India.

according to thr Purina*. 8

;

according to the Chinese. II.

*Fodi-ihiHa4an g-no. oi Oto»-
pana. 40

•Fohi-vh*. or ParaahAwar. 54.

<X>.

GaLliattiriiM'. One c£ nine
dlvition* of India. 8

•Cfindhftra. or Paravh^wnr. 54.

90: »h- CaadaritM of Straba.

(land are* of Ptolemv. arxl

Kirn-tola of Chinese, 54; sta

boundaries. 53.

•Gandharra One of r-ine d»v»-

tion* of India. 8 ApprnJii I.

•C.MKiJ-iM. or HuidwAm.
*oy

C»ne«. died MaUbhadiA.
400 lhe Hyp»uho« ol
hlrtat. and Hypobarua nf

Pbny. 406; formerly ran past

Ko»»:ij. 435.

•Ganysm. in caat India. 567.
•Gadapatipura or Chinpur.

•Gay*. Rauddha. in Magadha.
521

;
Brahma, the present

city of Gaya. 524

•Charm, the Chinese Hodn*.
capital of south Arnehcwia,
45; mndcrii fortresa. 48;
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i<Sr.tifi«J with lb« Gan* of

Dteayaiu* and Nonnua, *8.

•Giiivtaja. or Kmiuitapuia.
I lie «nr lent «»plul of

MasadHa, 529.

•Glrihlk. or J-Ulpur. 186. 203*

perhaps if* Girl.ta.'a of the

Ramayana. 168.

Gtrvrle. mountain near Biliar.

53*; India* Cave in il. 539:

Jarauodha'* Toveee on lop.

5W.
CoralKnilS kn Tila. or Bol

r-idikn T«U. nr .imply I IU.

a fclty mountain lo well of

Jhelam. 149

Got kntri. or Katri-kor. al

Peshawar. 92. 93. M Rani-

B"'* 8,1
.

•Co.ia.ii*. an nncwnt diviaion

ol RohAdtaod. identified

wiili fort of U»in. near

Ki.kipur. 4»W

CliiDirakun. or Vulture > Peak,

a famnu* rnoumam near

Rajngriha, 534: now Saila-

gin. 534.

•CuWral. in the Pun
t
ib.

areienlly HallAl. 2IJ5.

•Curijara. a province of weiiern

India, capital Rainier in

acenlli century. 357: ident li-

ed with Western Rajputana.
356 .

•Cuter, or Guaariilan. the
Chines Hona-lo. Capital of

Noetharn ArachtHla. the

Omla of Ptolicey. 45, 46.

Hir.haura District in norlh-

wniern India. 6.

•Haiaoa. an ancient city in the

Paniib. 241 ; description of

it* tuin*. 242
•Harldwfira. or Haradwlra.
402

Hanha Varddhana. king of

Kanoi in ihe *eventh renluy.

433 :
e*ubli*hod the Sri

IWia era in * o 607. 433.

died In 648 or 650. 433. n

dppendu A
Hiahtnagar. 58.

HatiAl ton. part of Taxlla. 128.

130
•Hayamuklia. or Ayomiikl*.
on the Ganges. perhap* the

•ame aa DaurvtlakV-ra. 443

•Hirany* Parvata. now Moogir.
MV

KckJi. Raja. fori oppenile
Attak. 67.

4I4o m !o. c* Cuzar. the capita!
of north Arnehosla. th« Ozola
of Ptolemy. 45. 46.

•IfoK-ri*. or Ghazni. the
lapAal of south Arachosia.

•Hu-phl-n*. capital. 38; $mm4
a* Kophcnr or Kip n. 40

Hushkupura. founded hy
lluihka. IM. 100. 115; tU
llu ar Vifi-lo of the Chines,
aiu! modern village of Utkir.
MM.

Hjwn Th*an«. a Umoui
Chinese pilgrim. who fro-

'flW over live greater
of Indin between the year*
629 and 644 Chronological
!i« of place* *Kited b> him
dpocmdir A

lMXA_\arthrrn India. 13. 17.

19. Writer n. 13 ?A4
: Cen-

tral. 14 375; Eartern. 14.

572; Southern. 14. 590
1

eighty kngdt.jn* m seventh
century. 15 political divi-

*ha« in aewsitH century. 15;
western boundary «me.
timoe extended beyond the
Indus. 17

;
tire and shape,

according to P«lmkle«* 2;
Fralrwlhror.. 2; Pliny. 2;
ahape and division*. accord-

ing to Mahabh*rau. 5:

nine division* of astrono-

met*. 6; five divisions of

Purina*. 6. of Chinese. II;

Chinese nnow of Indt*. 1 1

;

hap. and diramainm ri

India, according lo Chine**.
12: one of nine division* ci

India. 8

•Jtv'!r*-sua*»ihn a famous
cave in the Giryrlc moun-
tain. 539. Indus fiver,

changes in it* course, 288 :

ancient course past Aloe.

290; delta of the Indu*. 324

•J&jhoti. the ancient name of

Buodefkhattd. 550 . capital.

Khajurftho. 551.

Jajhotiya Brahmans. 552.
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jilondha... 156-58, .am. ..

TrigiM*. 156.

lufuk. oo the Lower Indu*.

329.

Joyeodro Vihara, In Kmhnur,
112 .

Juckkapura. now Zukru. 116.

•Kabul, aamr a» Kanfu. 19. 20:
Polemy'* Kabolitc. 36; mtm
oJ pt^iwe. 43

•Kabul. cUy. Ptolemy*. Ka
bura. 36

Kucha Kot. pan of TanU.
i\y

*Kachh. a iurjc piorince in

weatern India. 346
.

attached

to Sindh In the aeventh
centur>. 346; capital. Kotks-

•Kahnon. an an<u»nl city near
the Raplt river. 496

*K«Kror. an old town near
Muhin. 277. *<e«e of b.itle

between Vlkitmoditya and
tbe 5ok«. 277

Kaik&nkn. or Ki Kiang n». W.
kikapur. an aneiant city hrlow
Kano;. identified -ilh
Ayulo. 441.

Kill, or K.'iliodil Nadi. few*
P»«i Kanoj In ibe old bed oi
the Cans'*. 435

•Knliki.anl.. or Vr,nd*v.na.
lire modern Brindiban. 424.

"Kallnun In -mih India. '/*):

«unli> o

I

Pliny'* C-!uui«.
W2 : It* capital Raj.m*.
hendri. 591 .

Kalynnlo.. or TughlaltiUd.
meal Ion al Tbalhti. (31.

"Kama nip*, or Ataam. 372.

Kamalipura. capital nl Kura
Vlliir*. or weal Kimrup.
573.

KambMlholi. a people cJ lire

P*n>M>. 247.

•Kinchipur*. capiul of Drl
nda. W7.

Kani.hk*pur>, in Kubmir.
founded by Kani.Ua. the

I lie pre»ent Kimpui, ICO.

114.

*Kinkiol. neai FUjmahnl. 348

•Kanoi. a fame*). city In the
Congetlc Doib. 430

•Kaolu. 19. 20 :
ram* a.

Koph.ne. or K.pln. 39

•Kaplla. ibe hirthplaie oi
Boddba. 474; identified with
Nng»r. 475.

•K.p^a. or Capiw. or
Caphum. Kmpr.br ol Chi-

4l
;

p«K*p. the
modern kmbin. 32.

•Kapoene. or Capireivr. Kia
pi-hc nl Chine. 21

KirnnUr hill. 62
•Knriri. rily ol. name on com.

ol f.ukiuid—
. 33

Karran*. or Cort*na, Kiuluta-
panj ol Cl.in.-r. 23. 31 i

called lrtm,<iii>. or the

tmnare. 32. mnnoiiiam oi
name found on the co.na ol
many Crrri Inn^*. 33

"Katrrurnut. on* of nine divi-

aiocu of India, fc (Appends*

•Kashmir, kingdom lu eitent
in the •avmtb century a D .

103: % alley of 104; people
of. r07 old capital of. 107.

tl.c ancient name of

B*n«ra*. 502.

*Ki»t Banlraa. 63.

Katak Bnnkra*. 63

Katinirda. district in norlk-

#..t Indta. 6
•KeOa. oc Krtsk.lui. 142.

Khiclpura. or Khsg^ndrapura,
vulg. Klkaptir. 113.

^ "Kha)urkho. arc rent capital of

JaiKoti. 551.

KlUka BamKa. naar Kashmir,
131

•Klieda. m Kaira. 563.

Khukhundo. an ancient oty
near tb- R*p«i river. 496

Khunamu»ha. or Khunarooh,
113.

Kwn-to-b. ec CiadUra. 54.

•Kirnr-a Suvama. c t Singbhum,
578.

Koll. on anaent city on ih*

R»bini. near Kapil*. 477 ;

probaWv lb* same a* Mnk-

•Knnkana. 632.

•Kupliene. or Kabul. 35; unr
a* Hupluna. 40

Ko*» a me**ur* nl lenutb.

A oprn Jit R
•Kr«la. or Makikc^la. In

imitb India. 595. identtbed
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with VtdaibhB. 01 Bew,
m.

•hunimhi. nr Koum. a lanr-tu

city on tha Jumna. 44H
•Kol Karr, ilia, in the Panjkb.
236; *lcnt,ficd with the fit*

city of the Maiil. captured
by Alexander. 239.

Krokola. or Knrfirhi. th#

Kolak* of Ptolamy. 331

Kahemavati. or Khrrnavati. the
birthplace of the Buddha
Krohuc hand*. 479: kkflta.M with Kokua. 460

Kukkotjpdd*. or "CockVfort
Hill.” 526: now Kurkihar,

near Gaya. 527.

•Kullu. or Kulut*. on the Bi£#

river. 162 .

•Kumarik*. one of the nine
diviaona of lnd>*. 6. (dp-

•Kuikdietin. a fnmnu* place of

pilgrimage around Thinerar.

330.
•KuMrampura. the old capital

of Magadka. 528: alto called

Girirra;*. 529; no'*’ Purana
Ra’gir. 5».

#Ku»apurA. or K\i*abhavana-

pura. now SultAnpur, on the

Gumtl fiver. 456.

Kuaiwar, or Karur. In the

eavern Pamfib. 228
"KiMiruxara. the veer* of Bud-

dha’a death. 493: identified

With KmIa, 493.

Labor, or Lavor. near Ohi-id.

66. Identified with SAtttura.

67
Labor, the modern capital «f

the Paniab. anciently

war. 226.

UngaU. or Lakoriin. near

Kafir. 356
°Lan-po. <e LamghAn, 49;

Sanrkrit lampfika. Ptolemy*
Lamhu.T. and modern Lam
gUn. 50.

LAterwarn. a province in w*«t

India. (Can. it really meana

I xaed of Utah 367.

Lauriyu. an old town. with a

•toneptllar. to th* north of

Bcttlah. 514.

U. a Chinese measure ot

length, about one aUth of a

British mile, Appmndix B.
(Introduction).

l.ichhavU. a tube of the Vriii*.

510; kins* of Nepal. Tibet,

and Lad&k of thl* race. 517.

Lxharna of Ptolemy. identi-

fied with Unr, 44.

UHAwar. or Ulior, the La-
hokia of Ptolemy. named
Mahmudpur by Mahmud of

Ghazni. 226 Z7

Lo mo in-tu nvar. or tba Hel-

mand. 45.

*Lumhirvi. a Harden near

Kaptla. the acene of Bud
dha'a birth. 477.

*M*dfiwai. or Mnndoe. in Ro
htlkhand. 399

MadhvSnlika. c« Mauhteia
made colcntal rtalue of Bud
dha. %•

•Madf.-de**. a di Uriel in th#

eaatern Ponj&b. 6. 212. 247

Sakai* it* capital. 213.

•Mwiha. di.trkt in eart

India. 6. 516.
t r m•MaUbnn mountain rdrnt.frrd

with Aomoa hy General

Abbott. 66: d^c.vption of.

71
j

TOnaatary. 71.

MohabMnt*. shape of India

according to. 5. five division*

of India. 5.

•M*hfir*»htra. 633.

•Mahi*o/a. or Maalr. 504
•Mahe*wa»apuxa. tv>w Man-

dal*. or Maheihmatipura.

559

Mahoba. or Mahot**v*n«aera.

4M. 556: capital of the

Chattde! Rajar. 557.

Maieillu. country of the Nagaa.

famou* fee It# beautiful

•tupa. 612
;

identified with

the Bioaionogo of Ptolemy,

617; capvtal Malanga. 617.

•Malakula. or Madura. 628

Malanga, cauilal of Rarea-

ronago. o» Niajerlkn. 617.

W.rua, or Mallu# mountain.

582
:

identified with Mount
Mandar.

•Malwa. on the Mahl river.

561.

Manhibari. identified wkh
Minnagar and That ha. 332.

•Manikyala, 139.
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Mil.

Mansur*. tho Mulumr
capital of Sindh, clcmm m
Brahmanabad. 310.

Marluindaya Purtna. divMiom
of India. 6. 7.

MottOn.. Sodr*. C4 Scfidi.

250.

•Mathurl, a famous city on the

Jumna. the Mcdura of

Ptolemy, and Mcthoroa of

Pliny. 427
Malaya Purina, division* of

India, 6. 7
•Mayapuia. or Mlyura. near

I Ur ^war. 402
Megatthenes. measurement! of

India by. 3. 4. 5.

Melon*. Alexandria, founded
Alexander. now R*«

UUn. 334.

Minna car. identified with
That ha. 330.

•Monc, or Mung. on tha

Iheiam river. identified with
NiV*a. the irrne of Alex-
under'* victory over Poeuft.

2l)4 . founded by Raja VV>gn.
204.

MorontoKaTa. or the Women's
Haven, r/vw tailed Mukvl.
or Cape VotlX. 351.

•Multan. 251 1 fort and city.

204: various namer. 266:

capital of tha Mali! where
Alexander waa wounded.
273

;
taken by Chach in

seventh century. 274.

Mundai. one of the aboriginal

tribe* of east India. 579 pec*

hapt the *am* aft the Mu*
nmdat. 5BI. |See notea on

Lampaka)

•Muaikani, a people of Upper
Sindh 294: their capital

Alor, 294

•Nagarahira. or Jalalabad. 51;
Nana-flo-lo ho lo of the

Chinese, 51
;

capital at

Hidda. the Hi-lo of the

Chinese. 51
;
the Natf&ri. or

Dionyaopolu of Ptolemy. 53.

Na Iranian. Of Lilejan. river.

522 524.

•Nilanda. a famous frwnoHery

in Viagadha. near Gaya. 536;

now called Biragann, 537.

Naul.be. of Nilab. 56.

•Naw-dcvakula. n**r Kaaoj,
perhaps Dcokali, 4fe

• N»v*-k hands. or Nine Divi-
•nB of India. 6 (Appendix

*Navmid uurn. nr Naonadgarh.
an ancient fort near Britiah,
514; earthen stupa* at, 514
(Nntaa on Kuciaagxra),

NepiU. 516.

•Nikoia. identified with Kabul.
42 : description by Ncmnus.
42: Cfl the HyrU'pe*. identl-

6c<l with Mon*. 204,
Niphanda of Ptolemy. probably

the same a> Ophiana. 29
Nirankot or Haidarabad. rha

ancient Patala. 32)
NOrpar. or Pathaniya. 164.

•Odra, or Oratt. 564; tts

capital Jniipum. 566
•Ohind. Oath and. or LW

k hands. 61 ; identified with
Embohnaa, 75. 77.

0*569*
642

°r ^"uv ‘ r **

Opia'i of Hekietruft. 30: their

royal town not identified,

probably Kabul. 41

Op*n. 21. 23. 24; called

Hupiara by Biber. 24

•O^^ien. or Afghan. 46.

169

•Ollfce. or HorilJT. a barba-
rous people to wot uf Irduf.

549. 352

•Ortofttvana. 21: ih* Sanskrit

Urddha.ihrtnn. 36; Janlif.cd

with the Bala Hi* of

Kabul. 40.

Oaykonuv, or Portikanua. king

of the Ptrrali. in upper
Sndh. 297. 296: name
probably derived from Pto-

lemy *• Osknna. 3W
•OzoU of PtoUray. tbe Ho

In of the Chinese. *3. 46
Pahhi hills to east ol Jhelam,

l<*>.

Padmapura. in Kashmir, the
modern Pxmpur. HO. 116.

P.»k pattan. or Ajudhan. an
aoc»ent city In the Paniab.

243
Po lo In. or Boh*. %.
* Palihoi hr a. ol Paial'pUlM 2.

516
•Palodheri. or Polsi-sha. (0.
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•Pinchoia. district in Central
India. 6. (No«*i on Alii-
chhatra).

•Pan.ib. Hill-fat... 149
: culled

Tiki, or TAkin. or Tifan. or

Tifok esc TakiaHar. 173.

Pkajpti hill. 82.

PiniAKik. In Kw!.ini/. founded
by A*ok*. 1C0.

Pan^ktnpurj. in Kaihmir. 116.
PoropaniAUo. 22 .

•Pltala. or PilaoiU, the capital

of Lm«r .**ndh. 32(1. idmtii-
rrl w.ik Ninnkcr. or Haidar*.
bid. 320: alio called Pit*],

pur. 323.

Path**. in KA«bQ.lr. 116.

Pairokle*. tela and shape of

India. I. 2.

•Paul or Chlnapatl. in tK«

casern Pan) fib. 2H>: rc.i-

dene of Chino** Hmiage. in

lime of Kinidck* 232.

•Paundr* VarddHan*. 549.

•Paw.». m Podftoflu on
ancient city on the Gandak

497.

•Prhna. or Prllhtadoka. near

TUr«r. 38V.

•Pchiwar. OC Par.hiwar. W.
•PeukeleotU, or Pu.kk.UrtU.

56; Penlt.la. P.ukolc. Peu

koURIi. ProkUVr. 57.

•pilook.a., an ancient dMulct

in the Gangetic Doib.
Identified with Atranjl Kbera.

*17.

•Pippolavana. or the Pippin
Feed. the art* oI the Clui-

.0.1 Tower. *91. (Read

note* on Ku.inagUdh
•Ho l.-.kr, o. Palodhen. Of

PrIUy cl Court. 60.

•Po-na. oi Bonu. 97: lh* Fa.

la-ia of Hwen Thian*. 97.

•Porut. amp a* Mong. lo fMt

of Jhclare. 196.

Prxnt. * p#»oplr governed by

Portikanu*. nr Oaykanu*. 298;

their capital Mahorta. 295:

probably the Orkana ol

Prolemy. >10
PrioKJbi mountain, in Mafla

dh*. nco* the Mora Pahar.

525.

Pmaii. the poopU of

or Pnlk*a. or Porto. 520;

PKarraaii of Cuitiu*. 520.

Pravawnapciro. th# new
cijpitml of Kashmir. 109

,
HO.

•Prayig*. or Allahabad. 445 .

•PlUhudaha. or Peboo, near
I haneiar. 355 .

PrllKu Rato, give name to
Prithudaka, 385 .

•Pu-hi-aha-pu-lo. or Par.hawu,
47 capital of G&ndhira. 92 .

•Punacka. near Ka.hm.r, 147 .

Puiunadlilallnifw. the old
capiul af Ka.htr.it, the
prewot Pandiethin 107. It*.

Ill; pOMcrord a lootb ol

Buddha. IW
"Pu-MfkU-la-fa-tr. or Pu.h-

Iala vail. 58

Purkkalavali. or Pcukcl.nl,..

Pukkalaotl. Pukkala, 56 .

•lupa of the ’eye* gift.' 59 .

•Raiagrlha. now Rajgi*. the old
capital ol Megedha. 535 .

Ralapvri. or Raiaroi. 148 ,

•lUmagrima. • famou. city

betwren Kapila ami Kuii*

nagam. 482 : identified w.th
Deokah. *52

;
relic, removed

by Nina* to the Pupa. near

the Diamond Sonda, 611
,

614 (Read no... on Ku.i-

tufflL now Rimbigh. on
if,. Aghoc rivet, near Htn*

guli). 353 .

R.ni-Rat. or "Queen". Rock.’

idcnllhed w.h Aornoa. 69 ,

77. dewription of, 83, Ml
attributed to Ra)a Vara, 69 ,

88 .
89

RlD4i. or Sota-Slnha. in the

ca.t«in Panjib. 221 ; dwerip-
lion of ruim. 222 .

Rattugiri, one of the Five HIW
of Rajagnha. 531 .

Rid. river. It. ancient couma

pau Muhin. 253 .

Nviinu-M. the fnmoiia Grldhra.

kuta. or ’Vulttira’a Peak.'

near Rajngnha. 53*.

Sd'.rmdhu, the pccgiie of

Sirindha. or Sarlilnd. 167 .

“Sakala. or SangaU In the

Pant 6 b. now SingUwiU
Tlba. 206 ;

Shakle-io of

Hwen Thaang. 207 ; d«c.tp-

•Ion of hill and rulna. 209
jBraKmanieal account* ol
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junction

Slkala. 211: Buddhi* ac
counts of Sia»l. 213: capital

of R»|» Milmdn. 214: aubie.t

to R»>a Mihirkul. 214. das .1-

<•1 n«ic« of Sanjala. 215.
•Skl«l». <.> Aiudhya. the

ancient capital n( Oudh, 459.
464.

SaUlur*. or So ly-tu lo. buth-
plat, of Pinml. .denU&ed
with 1-aho*. near Ohlnd, 66.

Salt Range of Mountain*. 190

1

Mon* Oionwmia of Pliny,

and the Saiuiiii R.um.1.,
Wl.

•Samatata. or tho Gang'll
daltx 574.

n. Sab'aoe. o.
a people at lh.
of the Pamab
0 ; probably the

aame ai the Yandheyas. or

Johiy. RjpputB. 281.
•SanVisa. o. Kapitha, an old

City Ul the Cangeli. Dnib.
423.

Saia-Vupa. or the Arrow Foun-
tain. «S'i identified wilh
Sarwanpur. 481. (Read
note* on Ku.ngna).

'Sarana stupa. or “Asylum

Jsr
:

^SiruwAli. or Ssreuti. river.

360. 362
Sarhlrd. old city. 167.

*Satadru. province. 165.

Satffmrha. an encier.t city
:n

the Penvih. 241
Settagudai of Hered clue. the
tomr o* 1 hotjtfufh of

Dai iu». 30.

Sattapanni. or Sccteparoi. cave

at Rejagriha. 531.

nyw. one of the Nine
of India. 8. {Ap-

pendix l|.

Sauvire. »L»ti*t In W. India.

7.

Sauvtra. or Sophir. 569

Savarat. or Soar*. the Suart of

Pliny. and Sobar* of

Ptolemy. 58).

•SehwiiY. the ancient Sindo-

mana. 352

•ShorkoT. province of the
Panjab. 235; city, capital of

the province 2)5: perhapi
AUtandna Sorian*. 236.

•Sindh, or the valley of the

Lower Indue. 264. Sire. or

Upper, capital A2oi, 285.
rkhtlo. « Middle, capital
Brahmanahed. KO: LAr. or
Low*,, capital PataU. 318

•S.ndhu. dinner .n W. India.

7.

•Srvdocnar**. or Sc hwin. capi-
tal of Sambo*. >02

•S«n«haiiur*. dcn.if.rd wilh
Kelae. 142.

*S^Mo4a4a>iic cd Gilnete.

Sr-kap la kot. part of Tania.
128. 1)2

S.r-.ukka-kot. part of Tarila.

129. 1)5
Sobhavati nagara. the birth-

£e of the Buddha Kena-
uni. 48fl; idenlihcd with

5ubhay.pu.aa. 480.

Sodr*. or Sogdl. or Mumps.
2)0

:
the aame at the Sdha

Rajput*. 7>|

Sonagm. one of the Five Hills

of Rmagrihe. 530.

Son-bhindar, cave el Ra>a-

linha. 531.

Sophir. or Samira. 569. 642.

Sophytr*. nr Sojihitee. OT

Sopeitha*. king of the west-

ern Pan jab. including the

.Salt Rantce of Mountain*.

180. 181.

Soroo. or Sukerekehetta. an

old town cm live Gangee.
418.

•SravaMi. kn Pah Snwalthi. or

Sewet. a fameu. city in

ancient Oudh. 467. identi-

fied with the ruin* now
called Sahet-Mahct. 469.

Srinagar i. old captal of Kaeh-
imr. ICO. 110

•Seughna, now Sugh. on tha

old Jumna, near Jagadri.

395.
St hineeware. or Thane**x.

376
•Sudrakae. <* Surakoo**. 245.

•SunvrUwai*. the capital of

lumgala, 357
;

probably only

the name of a tempi*. 357,

Surapura. in Kaahmir. the
modern Sopur. Kf9. 114.
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"Surnahtro. Diovlnc* in W.
India, now Suiulk. M Cuj*-

mi. 363: lie uiw as

B-IhI.1,,. 371.

•Swat, or SubKavailu. xlcnli-

fced wltk kUyfto*. Ukungn.
ol the Ckiiw"'. Udyina ol

San.kiii, 93,

Tllan. Tikin. Tkk-I-.. ihe
mint u Tali, oi Takkadrsa,
173.

•TaVbl i Bohal, ruin'd city.

82.

Mali. cily. ol A-.ru., 219

1

I lie Pimprama at Alcaancwr.

220 : ilrm-vllon of ruuia.

220: eke Tw ka. or Ta lia.

nr I (wen Huong. 22 1.

•Tiki, province ol P»n>*k. tke

Tsckla ol H—n Tl—ang. 170.

177.

•TnkVnd«»a ol Ra:a Tarangim.
|71; diviilona and honn-

<Una. 175.

•Takka dca. Of country ol ike

T.kko., in I l-r P-nik. 171.

•Tiimalipel. or Tamlul. 504.

•Ttmr.r-nrnn. one ol ike N,ne
Div:..nn. ..I l~i-a. ft. Mo-

ot Tah*ha*tla. 520; of

classical authors 121
;

oi

Chlnwe. 125; r % leni oi ruin*.

128 extent of district. 136.

•Tha hU, ** To-li. the *ame

m Dwrel lo W. of Indua.

95; country of th* Dird*..

95.

*Thanr*ar. or Sthincswasa.
376.

'Ihnth*. in Sindh. 3)0;

identified with Vmn.igar,

and Munhibot l. 331.

•Tdadaka. or TUUra, monn-
tery. 521. 552.

•T.rabhukttfi. a »rib« of the

Vrljli. the people of Til hut.
509.

• l **u-ko ta. or Arachotia. 46.

Tultsmha. a famous fan near

Muhin. 257 ;
one of the

cities taken by Ale»*n&??.
259.

Uchh. an ancicr* town situ-

ated at the old junction m
the Panib riverr. 277;

founded by Alexander. 276.

•Ud.yana, Ra,a oi KosAmb..
or Vocsa pat tana. 449.

Ldaynoiri. one of the five hills

of Ra;*griha. 530.

Udyann. or Swat
; in Pall.

Uiiana. 93: Lchatitfna of the

Chine *c. 93; capital named
Mangala, 95.

•Uhand. or Welusnd. 62

•Ujain. or Ujwini. 560.

•Uraw. near Kanhmir. Vnrsa
Recto of Ptolemy. Ulaahi of

China ae. 119.

Ushkara. or Uskor. tlve oncient

Hud.hapur*. 104. 109, 115.

•Vadan, or Eder. 565. 642.
Vaibhkragiri. or U'rhhAro. or

Baibhar. one oi the five hilU

of Ra:*icriU. 530.

•Vaideha*. a tribe of the
Vfljh. 509.

•Valnili. or Besirh. an anoent
cHy to the N. of Patna. 507.

Vara. Raj*, of Aoraos. 69-63;
»rat of hi« queen on Rani*
scat. 69; hia ruble*. 70.

Vavaha Mihlra. Nine Divisions

of India, 6> 7.

•Varml. OT Borni Nadi, at

fcanAras. 499.

•Varan** or B*n5ras. 4*9

•Varna, of Urau, 119

V«t» 0 ’PAitfita, or KoaAmhi.
449.

Vena Reja. cured oi leptosy

nt Pfithudaka. )85 . founded
the fort of Soroti. 416.

VinulafSri. or Wepullo. one of

the five hlfla of Rajagnha.

5)0.

•VitAkha. or
ancteal capital of Oudli.
439

Vishnu Puritan. DlviiioTl of

Indio. 6. 7

•Vriji. a dislcict. the modern
Tirhilt. 509. 512: the people

failed Vriji*. nr 509.

•Uajjis. or Vrijia, u Unvet*
pernio, inhabit inis of Tir-

hilt. 509
•Wehmmd. oi OMnd. 63. 65

Y-udbcyas a Rajpul tribe in

western R*jput*na. 281; the

modern Jrhiva*. 281 .

•Yo>ane. dppWix B. Intro-

duction.
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,\ fl—Worth mark'd with »n arierlik in the <o rhe Teal
li»e. .» a tul«. noi been itpealed )i«rr

AWhloaguS—a rily. p. MB
Ahhiaira. p. tt>8.

Atlhieheh Karra, the older form
of Akichchhatni. p. 705.

Adlt-tfl*. p. 666
AjaatA. p. 748
AlbenmTi account of the route
from Kano; to Claim. p. 671.

AUkaada. tka Skr. form of

A ! eaan<ir-a. p. 693.

Alexander’# kti.cn. p. 692.
Amb*«htha. p. 66/>.

Aaara «r*<i . p. 696

Andhio. p. 736.

Anumakcoda. p 736.

APW IpeopU). p 679.

Apuranta. p. *46
Arakluxo* Kr*n8. p. 673
ArkhccJa*. p 673.

\ (*T) •andivart. capital of

tke Kurua. p 701

Atmaka. p. 667
Atmnnvait (river), p. 701.
Aalakamprnn or Atlakapra.

p.

Amaka. p. 667.

A ta ll. p. 728.

Aupodha. p 672
Ayonuikhi of Kanka. p 703
Big*. P 729.

Bihlka. p. 686. 687.

Banav&ti. p. 744

Banga. p 730
Barfearikn. Barhaticum. p. G92.

IWrxIra. p. 730.

Bari. temporary capital of ik*

diiirct of Ka*vo». p 707.

B*\znrio. p 676
Blincala. P . UA
Bhillamila. p. 697.

Rhritfukut liclilut p. 699.

Ben... ml., p 695.
Beiltso. mi

. p 693
BScdn.irah o. Cleft-Head, p

692.

Bikarvd or Bdaar. p. 705.

Brihovanavik*. tkc Skr. form
of Brahmarubad. p. 691

BrakmAvMTtta. p. 701.
Buddkavarva. p 721

Buzimtlon. p. 744.

Charmanvoti Iriver). p. 723.
Ckcdi. p 725.

CKc li-ia-lo. (port), p 733.
Cher*. p. 74)
CKfnabliuktl. p. 687
Chilrcrtpali. a name of tk«
Mahanadr. p 734

CHodamand.la or Command*!,
p 739.

Cbola country, p. 737.
CoIrKi. p ;42

Conflucarc of fix* river* pear
Pataliputra. p 719.

DnbhlU .a DMiftla. ike Ch*di
crAiniry. p. 726

Dnh*l»n».Ko4aU. p. 735.

MvftinApatlia. p. 734
Ddmnlipfa. p 732
Drfrtoxura. p. 7»
(>iiri!aputa. p 735.

fampura. p. 726.
ftrangin. p 746
Devnrfithtra. p. 746.

Orvntakkit ike hooncUr; of

Wow»b India, p. 6W.
Dtarvakaiaka of V C‘k lo be

identified with B*mada.
p. 736

I»iafmkr*n>a. p. 716
Dr*hadvat1. p 701.

rV.raU. p 698
rX.*«ra%»mudm. i> 74)
CXirivair. p 698
F.kui liAri. p. 716.

FAo*lutt*sara. p 736.
Ekmurn. Eiora. or F.lura. i>.

748
Erandapalla. p. 746.

Eiamrl. p. 746.
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Cad Input*. p. 707.

Gindhira. p. 675. slpprndii I

G.n„.vidi. p. 744.

G»4uri (river). p. 667.

Girmaftar* or Girnar, p. 698
Girtvraja of Krk*yo. p. 665.

Gu&arda. p 735.

Gucomotl* mooaiteey, p. 720
Gur.aro*. p 6%
GunjpAda. mt.. p 720.

Guwrat itc ancient Mm««;
Snrhahtra «nd Kathiawod.

p. 697
;

historical sketch of,

P 699.

Mined, p. 747
Hankela. p 730
Hostinepur*. trndiUnrally iden-

tified with an old town In

Mawfirw t»ah3. Mciot, p
702.

Hathab or I Lotakavopra. p
f>98

M>a, it* five diviMon* ae-

cordmH to KfivynmtmiJOlft.

p 665. White India, p. 673.

Irinaparvata. p. 722.

g
.. P . 673
.* or P- w*

o. Juana/, p. /«
l<he«*B» on Iho I

min.,

p 6%
Ka,\ng*l*. p. 773

K&ka-iy. capital.. P. /»•
K&Ulav.aa. (he F.. bound*')'

o( A («t) )»•“«. p 71>«.

Kilupnyanotka in Cijayini. p

Kalinga. p. 734
KUIolu or Kara/oyi r.ver,

P 729.
Kalyana. p. 746.

KimlkkyS. p 729

Kamboia. d. 683.

KSmpilya. on* of the raprtiO.

of Panckila. p. 704.

KAnchi. once a CWa port and
ikrn Pallava capital, pp. 730.

739.

KopiU-.aacu. p 711.

Knplai river, p. 733

K8pi*i. ike Sit. form of

KaplM.. p 671.

Kopiiiliiil. p 795
Karniti. Kan-nadu or Black
country. p. 744.

Knrrat.ka Empire, p. 747

Kanripura of .Samadra.Cupta’f
Allahabad Pillar (ntcriptKin.

P 7 04,
K»ru*ha. p. 716.
KUaii. exmvAton oI. p. 714
Koahthavatn, p 683.
Kauchchuri ranital in the 7th

Century, p. 726.
K«n<imM. vaiioua location*

piopoied foe. p 709.
Kavirl pattana. p. 738.
Kuyuogala. p 723.

Kekoyu. p. «5
Kerala, p 743.

Kwin. p. 7C6.
Kklndava. p. 701.
Kkelalapuni. p 727
Klkata. p. 718.

Ki-pin. p. 672.

Kokanlana. p. 679
Kongcda. p. 734.

Knnlana of ika eountry ruled
by the Vlauryaa and Slli
Mras p. 745.

Knrlai, p 742
Komla. houndarlet of. p 7(B
Kratha. p. MS
Kriikaapura. p. 707
Krivi, o 705.

Kahanaraka. p. 669.
KuV.'ka* p. 671

Kukkulapid. m... p. 720
Kuh.;. a Rigv.de river. p. 672.
Kuntili, p 747.

Kuru*jAnfla2a. p. 701

Kuru«. the land of, p. 701.

Ku«a«thnla. p 707
Ku**«ihnb\ p 608
Kutin&i’nr*. p 7l2

KuvaUln. on W. Gang* capital.

P 744
Lavam. a river mentioned in

the Mnlati-Madhnra. p 727.
Lauhitya or Brahmaputra. p.

729.

Lombtni. the UrthpUce of

Lord Buddha. p. 711

Madhumati. a river mentioned
in ihe Malati-Madhava. p.

727.

Madhura. another form of

MathurJ. p. 706
Mndra. p <*.
MaHraltM. p 6*9.

Madura, the Paodya capital.

.
741.

Madhyanuka 669
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Mahiriahtra. feudatottra to.

P 747
Mahravarapura. p. 725.

MaHI. a riret. p 719.
Mikbhmaal. the fhedi City,

p. 725.

MahoJaya or Kano*, p. 707.
MiUvaa of N. W

.
p. (49

Vlilo.aka c Mo-lapo. •> 728
Molayakali. mentioned by

Kaulilya. p. 7*0.

Milint. tbe old name of

Champi or Bhlgalpur, p.

MinvakKr taka. lb. Ri.htr.Ut.
Capital, p 746

Vlinyaputa. the Gang. City,

p 744.

Mathuri. p. 706.
Malaya*. the country of. p. 702.

Mckala. ml., p 670
M.kalaauti Iriw.l p 726
Milhila. p. 716
Mvlo-po. p. 727.

Mou-lo-tan-po lo. p 669

asfii '-’t n.,™u.
pp. 688. 661

Murall river. p. 726.

Murunda. Idetulled with lam
pika, p 674.

Vlorira. p. 74 J.

Nagarahiia, mentioned in the

Pariiaratantra. p. 674.

Nalmiah&ranya. p 710
NaUpura. p. 726
Nlrlyana. tempU of. p 716

NaaiCp 746
Naitra. p. 745.

Nata'levakula. p. 707
Neleynda. p. 742.

Nyw. founded by Greek colo-

nwla. p. 667.

padmivati. p. 726
Pallava, p. 7)9
Pallava-Gopaa of Bengal, p.
740.

Panchlla. p 7CM

Pindya. p 741

Pindy. Kapil., p. 740
Pita (rived, p. 727.

Painatoa. p. 680.

Par.ata (a diitrlcO. p (87

Pitallputro. remain* of. p. 719

Paundra. p 724
PipnaUvana. p. 71)
PraUiaa. p 698
Praui><*l*ha. p. 729

49

Prallahlhina. of N W.
FronUer. p. 672: on the
Godi.uf. p. 746

Pralygralka. p 704.
Pravamgiri. the Ski. name of

Barabar. p. 720
Puga. or Puhar. a port. p. 738.
Pundra. p 72)
Pundra.arddhana, p. 72).

Ridha. p 7)2.

Rijaniha. once an Anga city.

P 72).

Ui*“nh* °'

• Uriah, p. 68)
Ringimiti. p. 7)1.

Riihtrtka* or R-t-ar. p 745.

Reva, rtre*. p. 726
Rlkahodo. p 67)
Romka, a Sau.lra city, p 7«i
Sadinlra. river. i> 718
Sik.ia idem tried with Staikm.

p 686
Sankali of Plnlnl. Sangala ol
Greek writer, p. 686

Sarabbo. lb* older form of
Sa.a,u (R ). p. 719

Saraboa (R.) p. 719
Sararvatl river, p 701 : or N *’

p 67)
Salraniaya. p 698.

Sauvira. p. WO 700.

5cene of bndyoOeting. p (82.

Seonadeaa. p. 747.

Sinnar. p. 747

Shahbargarhi idatitihrd with
Po-lu-aha. p. 676.

Shali-ii kl dhert. p. 678
Shorkot identihed with S«v*

(to. a. p 688
Sindh*. p 727.

Sindhodma or Sindh, p. 690.

St-a and Sivijanapada. p 669
S-athn-ari nagara. p 725
SocmnAl K«

.
p. 69H

SumodbliAV* (rivci). p. 726.

Souppar*. p 748
$p<tt of MnbivW* tnligb **n-
mmr. p 6M

Sruvan* Rrlicol*. famoui foi *!•

rolc44»*l p. 745
S?tkaRlha iorvapoda. p. 701

Snnjayn. p. 705
Slbun* ikr W. b.iumUrv of

ifi« Middlt Country, p 701

S»rU>a*n Women Paramount.
a city. p. 6%

Subhavltiu.
p

67H
Siihma. p 7>2
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Sukllmatl, Ch.d. riiy. P . 725.

Sjrmer. p 706.

S0-pa..k.. p. 748.

Suvial. p. 678
SyMRiovala. p 7C9.

Tagara. P 746.

Taki-I-Bahat. <h» arena <J Eka-

srlnga Avadina, p 677
lak.Ka.ili. p. 680.

Talavanapura. p. 744
T.!ekid. p. 744
Tatdavadi. p 747

Ter, p 748
Ttrobknkli. p 718

Trigarla. the land ol three

riven, p. 64).

Tiipiui. p. 725.

Tut»a«o- p. 705
Tynd». p. 741W 1

Ud.a or Odra, p 7)1
Utkal. p. 7)3.

ttoartiyena. p. 672

Uiagwron. P 741

Uruvflya, P 720
UiU.ip.lk. p. 667

Valfeantl. p 744

•ValaWI. p 717.

•nd. or OKind.

Vikiuka. p 747
Vallipora. p. 66)
Vanruvali. p. 715.

Viranivala. p 715
Vmendta. p. 724.

Varna ol Pinlni ideitfllied wilh
R...U, p. 679

Varvara, p. 693.

Vasa ol Rivteda identified vslili

Varna, at Vain. p. 710.

Vriaati. p. 670
Valapl. p 746
Vengl. p. 737

Vconnura Jitaka. scene ol.

p
676

Vida ha. » eJled aher Vide
gU p. 718

Viiasinagara. p. 745
V.sala. p 718
Viunkapura. p. 721.

ViwKada. p. 690
Vy*ghralati O. Tiger CcaU. a

dl-ricl o! Bengal, p 7)1.

VvAio. h.«a ul. p 721

Will, p 697
Warangel, P 736
While India, p. 671

Ve.Ki.-ana. p 721




